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PREFACE

  
Wivee thefirst edition of this book for three reasons.

we wanted to present the mathematical rationale underlying various
al concepts in a way that didn’t inflict terror on those who were

Second, we wanted to range over sufficient
ich as repeated.

     

 

statisti

uncomfortable with mathemati
territory that various commonlyusedstatistical techniques, s
measuresanalysis ofvariance and planned comparisons, wouldbeincluded within
our scope. Finally, we have found in our courses that a somewhat unusual

  

 

    

 

organization—utilizing aninitial heavy emphasis > probability
ability distributions—is highly useful in termsof providing an underh
for the material that follows. This orga
the current edition of the book.

Statistics fundamentally a mathematical discipline. For thesocial science
student whoenjoys working with mathematics. the task of leaming statistics can
be a source of pleasure and fulfillment. But for the other student—the one
frightened by mathematics—the acquisition of statistical knowledge is often
accompaniedbyfrustration and pain. Wetry in this book to cater to both these

nd prob-
gy unity

izationis reflected in both thefirst and

 

  

    

 

  
 

 



students, Our strategyis lo present initially a particnlar statistical Concept in its
most intuitive form, typically throngh an appropriate example. (tis only after
these intuitions are firmly implanted that we unveil the general aggthyipsitied
machinery underlying them; at that point. the relationships between the jatsition®
and the mathematics are emphasizedand re-emphasized. Th ‘
the core of the book.

Finally, however, there are those high-level underpinnings of the material
enlightening for the mathematically sophisticated but difficult for the uninitiated,
and generally nonessential for basic understanding. These underpinnings are
presentedas “Digressions” that are collectedat the endsofchapters. Disyressions
can be read for pleasure and deeper understanding or they ean be skipped
without a break in the flow of reasoning. .

The conceptual design ofthis book alsa stems from our observations of the
sorts of experimental designs commonly used in the social sciences. Most of
these designs, and their associated statistical analyses, are somewhat complex.
involving multiple factors and repeated measures. post-hoctests. pkinned com-
parisons, and other associated statistical paraphernalia. One could teach these
topics by using a short introductorystatistics textbook for the fundamer
then a higher-level book for the complex material. This strategy, however, requir
the student to confront changes in notation with a loss of continuity, and such

disruptions cause somedegree of disorientation. Weprefer the strategy repre-

sented in this book where the student travels the entire route using the same
text,

 

  strategy constitutes
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Webelieve that statistics. like any other branch of mathematics. is best

viewed and taught as a cumulativediscipline, with any given topic building on

the foundation of previous topics, That is howthis book is organized. Westart

with the elements of probability theory (Chapter 1) and moveonto the general

concepts of random variables andprobabilitydistributions (Chapter2). Probability

distributions are then used as a means of unilving most of the material in the

rest of the book, Most important is a continual emphasis that the process of

hypothesis testing doesn’t change throughout a varietyof tests (sign test. atest,

t-test, F-test, X2-test), All that changes is the probabilitydistribution of the test

statistic under consideration, ;

This “cumulative philosophy” also cictates aa fairly natural onder of pro

gression through the various expe rimental situations and associated statistical

ts that we have chosento include. As we have just suggested, understanding

  

  

 

  
te

hypothesis testing rests on the understanding of probability: distributions which

in tum requires a knowledge ofbasic probability. Following Chapters 1-3 on

sriptive statistics, we shift to inferential

 

these topics, and Chapter 4 on dese

statistics, which constitutes the bulk of the book. '

The various experimental situations. along with their associated U i

simple to complex. The first test, described in Chapter 5. st ne

pters 6 and 7 by
sion of

 

ted tests,

progress from lex. The firs described i

sign test (based onthe binomial distribution), followed in C!

the z-test (based on the normal distribution, whichis the continuous V |

the binomial). Following bvo chapters on power andparameterestimation comes

  

 



  

set of data. In fact, we believe that there are a number ofanaly:that are better for this purpose and, indeed, an increasing. st
techniques was ove of our principal Motivations for writin '
of this book. These techniques include:

is tecliniques
5 On. these

ng the second edition

 

1, A clear initial portrayal of the data through descriptive measures.
emphasizing sample: statistics, graphical techniques. and associated
confidence intervals.

2. A clear assessment of the statistical power of an experiment. (best
represented by confidenceintervals).

3. Clearalternative hypotheses, whichare testedby planned comparisons.
4. Delineationofthe strength ofassociation between variables, by meastires

suchas r° and w®. .

 

  

Thefirst techniqueis stressed throughout the book. Indeed, most exper-
mental situations (e.g., two-way ANOVA) are introduced with an xample in
which data are shown graphically with associated confidence intervals; based on
this portraval, the major conclusions from the data are tentatively inferred. The
ensuing hypothesis-testing procedures are then viewedprimarily as confirmatory
exercises; advance inspection of the data usually makes their outcomes almost
forgone conclusions.

The second edition of this hook has. benefited tremendously from several
people whodeserve special thanks. Sarah Lehman orchestrated the seemingly’
impossible transition from the first edition to the typed manuscriptofthis version:
Leonard Feldman and Walter Nelson provided accurate homework answers;
Leonard Feldmanalso painstakingly inspected the manuscript, tracking, finding,
and eliminating errors ofall sorts. Geoff Keppel, the editorof this series, didhis

best to keep us on track when we strayed, Manyreviewers—Foster L. Brown.

State University of New York, College at Oneonta; Agatha Carroo, North Carolina

Central University; Norma Graham, Columbia University; John K. Kennedy, Jr.

New York University; George Knight, Arizona State University; and Elke Weber,

University of {linois-Champaign—provided invaluable information about the

virtues and drawbacks of the first edition, which we have tried to incorporate

here, Brian Wandell, who reviewed the manuscript of the first edition, was his

customaryinspirational self in providing suggestions for the second, Andfinally.

we express heartfelt appreciation to the people at Random House—Eleanor

Castellano, Alison Husting, and especially our editor, Mary Falcon—for putting

it all together and putting up withus.

   

    

   

  

  

Geoffrey Ro Loftus

Elizabeth F. Loftus
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INTRODUCTION

theorydeals with the converse question: Given a particularse
What state of the world mayhave given vise to them?

A simple example will illastrate, Suppose that in the United Stat
newbom baby has an equal chance of being a hoyor givl. In probabli tie ‘
this event is expre: drobal Ey iewka

tof consequences,

es
ieee ME . j terms,

d by theassertion that “the: probability that a newbormbaby
is.a boy equals 0.5." Furthermare, an elementary application of probabilitytheory
allows us to computea specific consequence ofthis state of the world: Out of
anygiven sample of newboms, about hall should be boys, (What is meant. by
about” is aninteresting, more sophisticated question dealt with byprobability
theory andwill be disenssed in more detail in later chapters.) ,

Nowconsiderthefollowingsituation: Ananthropologist studying a primitive
culture discovers that over a year’s time only 35% of newhony infants are bo

What accounts for this finding? Onepossibility is that there is some important
aspect ofthe culture that causes it to producerelatively few baby boys. Another
possibility, however, is that the discrepancyis due merely to chance.Asit tums
out. the anthropologist would beableto nsestatistical theory to makean educated

guess as to which ofthese twopossibilities is most likely correct.

Weshall have more to sav about therelationship between probability and

statistics later in this chapter. In the meantime, we tum to a discussion of the

role of probability. and statistics in science.

  

  
 

xertainty in Science

Asillustrated by our baby boy example, scicntific inquiryis not cxempt from

uncertainty. Somesciences, notably genetics, are constrictedalmost entirely on

a foundationof probability andstatistics. Even physics, once thought to describe

entirely deterministic behavior, is now tying to cope with basic particles of

matterthat, paradosically, can only herepresented probabilistically. It is evident

that a knowledge of probability andstatistics constitutes an indispensable tool

for any scientist.

   

THEORIES AND EXPERIMENTS

‘i sti vories i arming out expen-

Seenprogresses i09psseno
ele RE usTespecific ‘Hawi should Jead to. predictions about

i eeeA i ‘shan ensue from some particular set of cireumstances. Mi

consequences uy > (setting up suchcircumstances and observing whether t ie

experiment a ited by the theory do indeedfollow. Ef they do, vyle

Senee mee sy do not. the theory (orpart of the theory)is di on Ad
receives support: ie Ard . sriment has elded the cor qqucnees pre’ ie

Determining whethe ranexpe
go the uncertainty 0

nam simple, But often, ifs not. hee

by a theory may seem simple. 1
  

 

  
   

  



INTRODUCTION

variables, The amount ofgasoline in your car's tank is a variable inasmuch asit
can be in any one of a numberof states—it can be zero gallons, or 1 gallon, o
3.17 gallons, or whatever, up to the capacity of the tank. Likewise, the outlit i
personwears on a givendayis a variable, On one daythe outfit might consist of
a blue pinstripe suit, whereas on another day the outfit might consist of a pair
ofblue jeans and a sweatshirt (each a different “state” of outfit). A third example
of a variable is a person’s attitude to whether a nuclear power plant should be
constructed. A given person may believe at one time that the plant should not
be constructed and then believe at a subsequenttime that it should.

In an experiment we are generally concerned with answering the question;
Does a change in some variable cause a change in someothervariable? Recall
that the question we have posed in our present example is: Does a speech by a
well-dressed person changeattitudes (say, about a nuclear powerplant) more
than the same speechby a not-so-well-dressed person? In termsofvariables this
question becomes: Does a change in the “mode of dress” variable (from well
dressed to not so well dressed) cause a changein the “attitude towardthe nuclear
powerplant” variable?

To investigate whether a changein onevariable causes a changeinanother,
we manipulate, or experimentally control, the state of the other variable. The
variable whose state we manipulate in an experimentis referred to as an
independent variable, whereas the variable whose state we measureis referred
to as a dependentvariable. (These terms make sense, since we think ofthestate
of the dependentvariable as being dependent on the state of the independent
variable.) Figure 1-1 illustrates how this strategy would apply to the example at
hand.Since webelieve that “mode ofdress” is doing the causing, we manipulate
the state of that variable by having the speaker give a speech favoring the

1 Manipulate state of the goodness-of-dress (independent)variable

Condition 1: Condition 2:

blue pinstripe suit state blue jeans and sweatshirt state

2 Measurestate of the attitude toward nuclear power plant (dependeni)variable

RESULTS

Subject 1; Attitude
Subject 2: Auitude
Subject 3: Attitude
Subject 4; Attitude
Subject 5: Auutude  

S4+6444743 Mes _3+h+4atind
———— lean = ———————

=5 =4

Mean =

FIGURE I-1



UNCERTAINTY IN SCIENCE

construction of a nuclear power plant to two groups of subjects. While speaking
ta the first group of subjects, the speaker wears his pinstripe suit. He then
changesto a sweatshirt and bluejeans and gives the identical speechto a second
group of subjects. These two different states of the independent variable
correspond to what we refer to as conditions of the experiment. Sinée our
experiment involves two different states of the independent variable. the
experiment has twoconditions.

After the speech has beengiven to each group ofsubjects, we measure the
attitude toward the nuclear power plant for each person in the two groups. We
can perform this measurement simply byasking each person to rate his. or her
attitude on a scale from 1 to 7, where | means “definitely think the plant should
not be built” and 7 means “definitely think the plant should bebuilt.” Suppose
that this experiment produces the attitude ratings that are listed in the lower
part of Figure I-1.

Data analysis. We have nowcollectedour data. In this experiment, as is trie
in many experiments, the data consist of numbers, Our job is nowto use these
numbers to answer our original question—whethera diflerence in the “mode of
dress” variable causes a difference in the “attitude toward the nuclear plant”
variable.

How dowe get from data to conclusions? Well, to the extent that attitude
ratings in condition 1 (the pinstripe condition) tend to be higher than the ratings

in condition 2 (the blue jeans condition), we wouldtend to conclude that mode
of dress: does cause anattitude change. Thus, we would tend to think the
prediction held true and our original theory would recciye support. Conversely,
to the extent that the attitude ratings were about the samein the two conditions,
we would tendto think that “modeof dress” does not cause an attitude change
and that our theory was incorrect.

Just looking at the numbers,it difficult to ascertain whether theattitude
ratings differ in the two conditions. Some subjects in the pinstripe condition
have high ratings, but other subjects in the pinstripe condition have fairly low

ratings, Although the scores in the blue jean condition seem in general to he

somewhatlower than the scores in the pinstripe condition, there are also both

high and low scores within the blue jean condition,
Interpretation of these data does not, in short, appear to. be altogether

straightforward. Asa start, we wouldlike to have one numberfroni each condition

that somehowrepresentsall the scores in that condition. Comparing the two

conditions would then consist merely of comparing the two representative
numbers. A possible candidate for a representative number is the arithmetic

average, or mean, of the scores in a given condition, The mean is a descriptive

statistic of a set of scores and will be dealt with in detail in a subsequent chapter.

Fornowsuffice it to say that the mean is simply the sumofall the scores divided

by the total numberof scores. At the bottom of Figure I-1 we have computed

the mean for each of the two conditions. The meanattitude rating turns out to

be 5 in the pinstripe condition and 4 in the bluejean condition.
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Hence, we discover that for the subjects in our experiment the Mean
attitude rating is higher in the pinstripe than in the blue jean condition, Are we
nowto conclude thatthis difference in the meanscoreis causedbythe difference
in the speaker's outfit? Although this may be what's going on, it mayalso be that
the speaker's outfit had no effect whatsoever on the subjects’ attitudes. Rather
it maybe that, by chance. some people who were favorable toward nuclear power
happened to be chosen as subjects in the pinstripe condition and/or, by chance,
some people who were unfavorable toward nuclear power happenedto be chosen
as subjects in the blue jean condition. Another possible explanation is that one
of the subjects in the pinstripe condition got the scale confused and wrote down
a7 when he meantto write down a 1. Or maybethe researchassistant who was
recording the data erred in copying someofthe scores. In short, wecan't really
be certain whether the difference in the dependent variable wasreally caused
by a change in the independent variable or whether the difference was merely
due to other factors not under our control (which we shall call chance factors).

WHAT GOVERNS OUR BELIEF
ABOUT WHAT'S GOING ON?

Let us refer to the hypothetical outcome we have just described as outcome |
Supposethat instead of observing outcome 1 we had observed whatis designated
in Table 1-2 as outcome 2. Although in outcome 2 the means. ofthe pinstripe
and blue jean conditionsarestill 5 and 4, respectively, we are intuitively alittle
more confidentthatthis difference in the meansis due to “modeofdress” rather
than chance factors. This is because the data are more stable—all the peoplein

the pinstripe condition have a score of 5, whereas all the people in the bluejean
condition havea score of 4, It doesn’t make muchsenseto attribute the difference
between conditions in outcome 2 to chance factors because if chance factors
were causing the difference between conditions, we would expect the same
chance factors to cause somevariation of the scores within a given condition.

Outcome3 (also given in Table 1-2) shows an even more extreme outcome.
Here all individual scores in the pinstripe condition are 7, whereasall individual

scores in the blue jean condition are 1. Here, as in ontcome 2, the absence of
variation within a condition leads us to suspect that effects of chance factors are
negligible and that any difference between conditions must be caused by the
speaker's mode of dress. Additionally, however, we note that the difference

between the meansof the two conditionsis very large in outcome 3: The mean
attitude scoreis 7 in the pinstripe condition but only 1 in the blue jean condition.
This large difference Strengthens our belief that “mode ofdress” must be an
important determinantofattitudes.

These examples are meanttoillustrate that two major properties ofthe
data should influence our conclusions: (1) the extent to which individual scores
within a condition differ from one another and (2) the extent to whieh the mean
scoresofthe various conditionsdiffer from one another. Therelationship hetween
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TABLE I-2

Outcome 2

Pinstripe condition Blue jean condition

Subject 1: Attitude = 5 Subject 1: Attitude = 4
Subject 2: Attitude = 5 Subject 2: Attitude 4
Subject 3: Attitude = 5 Subject 3: Attitude = 4
Subject 4: Attitude = 5 Subject 4: Attitude = 4
Subject 5: Attitude = 5 Subject 5: Attitude = 4

54+54+5+5+5 4+4+4+44+4
Mean = ————_—_——_ Mean = ———_————_

5 5
=5 =4

Outcome 3
 

 

Subject 1: Attitude = 7 Subject 1: Attitude = 1
Subject 2: Attitude = 7 Subject 2; Attitude = 1
Subject 3; Attitude = 7 Subject 3: Attitude = 1
Subject 4: Attitude = 7 Subject 4: Attitude = 1
Subject 5; Attitude = 7 Subject 5: Attitude = 1

Aisi 2 ee ek Misaee

5 5
=7 =1
 

 

these twoentities will becomeclearin later chapters. Essentially, if the difference

betweenconditions is sufficientlylarge relative tothedifferencewithin conditions,

we conclude that the difference between conditionsis “real.”

 

Probability Revisited

  The attitude example and its various outcomes servetoillustrate a point we

madeearlier; Uncertainty typically exists in scientific endeavor. No matter how

the data come out, we cannot (unfortunately) draw completely unequivocal

conclusions aboutthe issue at hand.

But we can be more orless certain about our conclusions. If we had

observed outcome 3, we would have been quite certain that the independent

variable “modeofdress”wasinfluencing the dependentvariable“attitude toward

nuclear power.” If we had observed outcome2, we would still have heen fairly

sure that the independentvariable was influencing the dependent variable but

notas sure as we would have been had weobservedoutcome3. Finally, had we

observed outcome 1, we would not have beenatall sure whetherthe dependent

variable was being influenced by the independent variable or whether the

difference between the meansof the two conditions was due merely to chance.

 



INTRODUCTION

AN this. probably seems very vague, imprecise, and unscientific, How are
weever to constrict theories and carryout scientific rescarch in general when
weapparently always have to hedge the answers to our experimental questions?
There are two replies—onepessimistic and the otheroptimistic. Thepessimistic
replyis that there will probably always be chance factors lurking within our
experiments. Although (as will be discussed in subsequent chapters) we usually
try to reduce these chance factors, we can’t eliminate them, We're stuck with
them. and we have to take their existence into account when interpreting data
fromexperiments.

The optimistic replyis that we can be much moreprecise about our answers
using probability theory. Thatis, a statement such as “the probability that such
and such is trie is 92%" is considerably more useful than a statement such as
“Tm prettysure that such and suchis true.” This is because the formerstatement
is made within the context of a precise mathematical framework and thus has a
precise meaning and precise implications. The latter statement, in contrast,

involves such vague factors as the speaker's definition of “pretty sure” and the
listener's interpretation of the phrase.

The methods by which we get from data to conclusion are the majortopies
dealt with in the rest of this book. In various chapters we will be examining
different types of experimental situations and seeing howthe data from such
situations can be madeto yield precise conclusions—precise,atleast, within the

framework ofprobability theory. In order to have a backgroundforthis material,
it is of course necessary to haye a knowledge of probability theory itself: Hence,
in the next few chapters, we will be dealing with the rudiments of probability.
This material will appear abstract and somewhat removed from social science,
but everything you lear about probability will bear exquisite fruit in the
subsequent chapters. (Additionally, you will find a knowledge of probability
exceedingly useful if you enjoy dabbling in games of chance like poker, horse
racing, lottenes, or backgammon.)

 

MeasurementScales

It is appropriate to complete this chapter with a discussion of measurement
scales. A measurementscale is a means of representing some physical entity by
a number, this numberbeing the scale value correspondingto the physical entity.
The topic of measurementis exceedingly complex, and whatfollows here are the
merest rudiments of what measurementis all about.

FOUR TYPES OF SCALES

Classical measurement theory recognizes four basic types of scales: nominal
scales, ordinal scales, interval scales, and ratio scales. The types of scales are
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distinguished in terms of the degree to whicharithmetic Operations ordinarily
performed with numbers (for example, declaring two mumbers to be equal
declaring one numberto belarger than another; adding numberstogether! snake
sense in termsofthe physical things that the numbers are designedta represent,
Letusclarify this remark with someexamples of the four types ofscales.

Nominalscales. A nominalscale assigns numbers to objects onlyto distinguish
the objects from one another. Suppose, for example, that we want to classify
people by the coloroftheir hair. We might doso via the following nominal scale:

Blonds are assigneda 1.
Brunettes are assigned a2.

Redheadsare assigned a3.
Black-haired peopleare assigned a 4.

Now whatarithmetic operations make sensein terms ofthe Is, 2s, 3s. and
4s assigned by our scale? Manyoperations would clear
example, it would not make sense to add numbers; that is, blond hair (1) plus
red hair (3) would not add upto black hair (4). In fact, with a nominal scale the
only operations that make sense are the equality and inequality operations. For
example, 3 = 3 would meanthat two redheads areeqtial to one another within
ourhair colorclassification. Likewise, | # 2 would mean that a blondis not
equal to a brunette.

 

Ordinal scales. Anordinal scale is applied to any set of things that can be
ordered in some way. A good exampleofa set of ordered obje a set of
solids ordered with respect to hardness; that is, if solid A will scratch solid B.
then solid A is defined to be harder than solid B. Suppose, as an example, we
had foursolids: steel, mahogany,balsa wood, and diamond,Using our scratching

test, we would discover them to be ordered, from softest to hardest: balsa.
mahogany, steel, diamond.

Now suppose we wanted to assign numbers to reflect this hardness. A

possible such set might be:

 

Balsa 1
Mahogany 2
Steel 3
Diamond 4

numbei

 

Whatarithmetic operations would be applicable to thes
tainly, as with a nominalscale, equality/inequality would make sensein t

statements as 1 = 1 and 3 = 4 are true characterizations ofthe things (in this

case, the solids) that these numbers represent. In addition, we can makeuse of

the less than (<) and greater than (>) operations. Thus, for example, the

statements

4>2 and 1<3
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both make sense. They indicate. SENN: that diamond(4) is harder (>)
than mahogany(2) andthat balsa (1) is not as hard (<) assteel(3).

Interval scales. With an ordinal scale it would not make sense to consider
differences among values. For instance, the difference between the scale values
corresponding to steel and balsa (8 — 1 = 2) is the same numerically as the
difference hetweendiamond and mahogany(4 — 2 = 2). However, thedifference
in the corresponding hardnesses are not necessarily equal.

Aninterval scale uses numbers to represent things that are ordered ina

special waysuchthat the differences between the scale valuesof the things are
meaningful. A good example is the common Fahrenheit scale of temperature.
Consider four temperatures: 30, 40, 80, and 90°F. Here in additionto the equality
operation (30°F = 30°F; 40°F # 80°F) and the ordering operation (40°F >

30°F, 40°F < 80°F), it also makes sense to consider differences between values.
Forinstance. the difference between 90 and 80°Fis in a real sense equal to the
difference between 30 and 40°F. Likewise, the difference between 80 and 40°F
can he reasonably viewed as greater than the difference hetween 20 and 10°F.

 

Ratio scales, A ratio scale uses numbers to represent things that are repre-
sentable byan interval scale but in addition have a meaningful zero point. Height
is a good example ofsuchascale in the sense that a height ofzero is a meaningful
entity.

All arithmetic operations that are meaningful in terms of an interval scale
(equality, ordering, subtraction) are also meaningful in termsofa ratio scale, In
addition, one can add numbers (for cxample, 5 + 6 = LI feet) and divide
numbers (for example, 5 feet divided by 20 feet is # = $ of 20 feet.

 

PERMISSIBLE TRANSFORMATIONS

These fourscales are also distinguished from one another in what is referred to
as permissible transformations on the scale values. Suppose we haveaparticular
scale whose values are V,, V2, V, and so on. (In our hair color example the seale
contained the four values V, = 1, Vi = 2, V; = 3, and V, = 4). Suppose we
wishedto select a set of newscale values V suchthat the newvalues accomplished
the samethings in their representation abilities as did the old values. What new
values can we choose?

A moment's reflection should convince us that as we go from nominal to
ordinal to interval to ratio scales, the permissible transformations become
increasinglyrestricted, Let us discuss the restrictions for the fourtypes of scales.

 

Nominal scales. Here weare permitted any transformation welike. with the
one restriction that for any two valuesV, and V, and their transformed values

V) and V/,

Vi #V, ifand onlyif V, # V,



Thatis, if two originalscale values (such as V, = Land Vz = 2 representing
blond and brown hair) are different, their transformedvalues in the newscale
must also be different. So, for example, wecould let the newscale values be
Vj = 10 and V2 = 7 for blondandbrownhair. But we couldnotlet Viv:
= 10 represent both blond and brownhair. E

Ordinalscales. Here wehavethe further restriction that

Vi > V;_ ifand only if V, > V,

Thus, suppose in the hardness example we wanted new scale values to
represent the hardness ofourfoursolids. It would be permissible to use 102 for
steel and 99 for balsa, but it would not be permissible to use 102 for steel and
110 for balsa.

Interval scales. Here only linear transformations may be used—that is,
transformations of the form

Vi =aV, +b

where a andb are constants.
An example ofsuch a transformationis that which transforms temperature

in Fahrenheit to temperature in Celsius. For any value (V,) in Fahrenheit, the

transformation that produces the corresponding value (V/) in Celsius is

Vi = 0.56V, — 18

Thus, a temperature of 50°F would be (0.56)(50) — 18 = 10°C.

  

Ratio scales. Finally, the only transformation permissible on a ratio scale is

multiplication by a constant:

Vi =cV,

An example of such a transformation changes length in feet (V,) to length in

meters (V,):

Vi = 0.305V,

For example, 6 feet would be (6)(0.305) = 1.83 meters.

SCALES AND STATISTICAL
APPLICATIONS

The data we gatherin an experiment generally consist of numbers that, in tum,

are scale values corresponding to the measurement of somephysical entity. The

Way wetreat our data is determined bythetype ofscale we use. We can roughly

dichotomize data into those measuredon nominal and ordinal scales versus those

measured on interval andratio scales. In the latter case we are able to carry out
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whatarereferred to as parametric procedures, which constitute the bulk ofthis
book's subject matter. In the former case we must make use of nonparametric
procedures. which are the topic of Chapter 17.

The preceding remarks probably seem to imply that any set of data can be
siadhboeuh classified as being measured on one type of scale or another.

Unfortunately, this is by no meansalways the case. If we are measuring height,

we can be quite sure we have a ratio ‘scale; if we are measuring hardness of
solids. we have an ordinal scale. But what about measuringattitudes with a rating
scale as in the example described above? Thisis certainly at least an ordinalscale
(since attitudes are ordered from “disagree” to “agree”) but probably nota ratio
scale (since there is not an obvious meaningful zero point). Whetherit is an
ordinal or an interval scale is somewhatof a value judgment. We have implicitly
treated it as an interval scale, since computation of a mean turns out to be a
parametric operation. Butthis is nota self-evident truth, and the ambiguity we
suffer in the determination of the scale dictates concomitant caution in the
interpretation ofthe results.



PROBABILITY

THEORY

I, this chapter wewill cover some fundamental aspects of
mathematical probability theory. As it turns out, a convenient and relatively
simple-to-understand background for probability theory is provided by the
frameworkofset theory. So wewill spend sometime discussing set theory. Our
discussion herewill provide manyofthe concepts and definitions needed for our
subsequentdiscussion of probability.

Set Theory

The word set as we shall use it here refers to any well-defined collection of
objects. Thus, for instance, theletters of the alphabet forma set. Likewise,all
strings ofletters containing a “G” form set; all persons who wentto the
observation deck of the Seattle Space needle during the year 1975 form a set;
all points on a line form set.

13
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FINITE AND INFINITE SETS

Oneof a set's major properties is the number of membersit contains. A set
containing a finite number of members is referred to as finite set. Table 1-1
lists some examplesoffinite sets. A set with an infinite number of members is
referred to as aninfinite set. There are two typesofinfinite sets, referred to as
countably infinite and uncountablyinfinite sets. It is somewhatdifficult to describe
what is meant by countably and uncountably infinite; the distinction is perhaps
more easily explained by reference to the examples in Table 1-2. A countably
infinite set contains an infinite numberof “discrete” members;that is, you could
point to each individual memberof the set and begin to count the members
So. for example. the set ofall possible letter strings is a countably infinite set.
Although an uncountablyinfinite set also containsan infinite numberofmembers,

the members are notdiscrete butare “densely packed together.”So, for example,

TABLE 1-1

Examplesof Finite Sets

 

All women
All Edsels

All books that contain the word peach
All trees in Yellowstone National Park
All molecules of water on Earth
All prime ministers of England during the year 1958
All instances during the year 1960 ofpeopleuttering the wordfiddlesticks

All possible four-letter strings

TABLE 1-2

ExamplesofInfinite Sets

 

I. Countably Infinite
All possible letter strings
All possible results of die throws prior to getting a 6

All possible books that could be written
All possible scores in a baseball game

IL. Uncountably Infinite

All real numbers
All points on aline
All lengthsoftime a sprinter could take to run the 100-yard dash

All possible heights of a tree
 



the numberof points on a line forms an uncountablyinfinite set. as does the
numberofpoints in a plane, orall the possible lengths of time it could take a
sprinter to run the 100-yard dash. Whenin Chapter 2 we use the notion of
uncountably infinite sets to describe a continuous probability distribution, we
will be able to bealittle more maathematically precise about our definitions.

 

NOTATION
FOR SPECIFYING A SET

Typically, we use capital letters to denote sets. Hence, we might use the letter
I to specify the set ofall introductory psychology booksorthe letter R to specify
the set of all real numbers. The most straightforward way ofspecifying the
membersofa set is simplytolist them: for example,

C = {Guatemala, San Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica. Panama}

Thesecond(andoften easier) wayto specify the members ofasetis to state a
rule that defines a set; for example,

= {All countries in Central America}

Note that the members of aninfinite set must be specified by a rule(sinceit
would be impossible tolist all members of an infinite sct). So, we mightlet

H {All possible heights that a humanbeing could have}

or

F = {Numberoftimes a person could flip a coin before coin comes up

heads}

Notice that, when denoting a set, we enclosein brackets thelisting of members

or the rule specifying theset.

SUBSETS

Let's consider any twosets and refer to them as A and B. Then we may define

a subset as follows: B is a subset of A if andonlyifall members of B arealso

members of A. Thus, for example,if

= {All living things}

and

B = {Allreptiles}

then B would be a subset of A since all members ofB also must be members of

A,
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Notationally, if B is a subset of A, we representthis relationship as

BCA

Notice the similarity of the symbol C to the possibly more familiar <, which, of
course, is used with numbers rather than sets and meansless than or equalto,
This similarity makes sense; if B is a subset of A, B contains an equal number
of or fewer members than A contains.

Proper subsets versus equal sets. Supposethat, using ordinary notation and
talking about real numbers, we are told that

bsa

We then knowthat one of two things must betrue:either is less than a or b
equals a. Likewise, in termsofset notation,if

BCA

then one oftwo things mustbe true:either B is a proper subset of (smaller than)

A orelse B is equal to (the same as) A. To be more concrete,

BCA

which specifies that B is a proper subset of A, meansthat at least one member

ofA is not a memberof B. So if

M = {All movies}

and

C = {All color movies}

then C is a proper subset of M, or

CCM

since at least one memberof M (for instance, Citizen Kane) is not a member of

C. On the other hand,if

R = {All members of the Boston Red Sox}

and

B = {All members of an American League baseball team in Boston}

then there is no member of R that is not a memberof B; noris there any

memberof B that is not also a memberof R. Hence,

R=B

and R and B specify exactly the sameset.

In general, when wetalk about subsets, we will be talking about proper

subsets.



INTERACTINGSETS:
UNIONS AND INTERSECTIONS

Onceagain, consider any twosets A and B. Suppose, for example, that

A = (1, 2,3, 4,5}

and

B = {4, 5, 6, 7}

Theintersection of A and is represented using the intersection svmbol, .
Thus,

ANB

consists of a new set containing all elements that are in both A and B. In our
example,

ANB = {4,5}

since 4 and 5 are the only elements commonto both A and B.

The union of A and is represented using the union symbol, U. Thus,

AUB

consists of a newset containingall elements that are either in A or in B or in
both A and B. Thus, in the present example,

AUB = {1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7}

Incidentally,it is the case that

AUB=BUA

and also that

ANB=BNA

UNIVERSAL SETS

Whenwerefer to someset ofobjects, that set is usuallya subset to somelarger
setin which,for somereason, weareinterested, For example, if we weretalking

aboutthe set of Buicks or the set of Fords, thelarger, more general set in which

weare interested might be automobilesorvehicles. If we weretalking about the

set of Harvard students,the larger set might beall students or even all people.

This “larger set” is referred to as a universalset, andthe letter Wis

reserved for denoting the universal set. As we can see, once some set, A, is

specified, the universal set W that includes A as a subset is not automatically

specified—rather, the decision of what toinclude in W must be basedonpractical
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considerations. The nature of these practical considerations will become clearer

in practical settings. for example. later in this chapter, where set theoryis used

as a foundation for probability theory. ,

VENN DIAGRAMS:PICTORIAL

REPRESENTATIONS OF SETS

Apparentlybelieving in the old adage that a pictureis wortha thousand words,

a mathematician named Venn devised the technique that bears his name for

visual representationsof sets.

Venn diagrams: Unions and intersections. Toillustrate a Venn diagram,

suppose we have some universal set W= {All cars}. Let’s represent Was a box

as shownin Figure 1-1. Now consider two sets within W; for example,

A = {All General Motors cars}

B = {All blue cars}

W= (All cars)

 

  
 

FIGURE 1-1 Thestart of a Venn diagram. Werepresent the universal set W(in this

case all cars) as a rectangle.

We can represent both A and B as circles inside W, as shownin Figure 1-2.

Notice that the union andintersection of these two sets have specific represen-

tations in this Venn diagram. The union of the twosets is represented by the

area taken up by both A and B together. Likewise, the intersection of the two

sets is represented bythe black area whereA andB overlap.



W = (all cars)

 

 LAB

B (all blue cars) yA = Call General Motors gars)

 

 

AUB

enn diagram. Within the rectangle we have
represented two sets within Wascircles. Thecircle labeled B representsall blue cars;
the circle labeled A representsall General Motors cars. Theintersectionofthe twosets,
AB,is represented ty thelittle sliver in the middle; the union ofthe twosets, A U B.
is represented by the space taken up by the twocircles together.

FIGURE 1-2 Completion of the V   
  

Venn diagrams: Subsets. Depictionof a subset using a Venndiagramis very
straightforward. Suppose

W = {All cars}

A = {All General Motorscars}

B = {All Buicks}

“Buick” is of course a subset of “General Motors cars,” and the Venn diagram

representing this situation is shown in Figure 1-3. The subset “Buicks” is simply

represented bya circle within the superset General Motors.

 

}—W = (all cars)

t— 4 = (all General Motors cars)

t— B = (all Buicks)

   
FIGURE 1-3 Representation ofa subset in a Venn diagram. Herethesubset (Buicks)

is represented as a circle withinthe circle representing set A(all General Motors cars).
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COMPLEMENTS

Consider some universal set Wanda set A; for example,

W= {All people}

A = {All females}

The complement of A, which we denote A (variously called “A-bar” or “not A”)
is a newset consisting ofall members of W that are not members of A. In this
example,

A = {All people who are not female}

or more simply

A = {All males}

Wecan combinetheidea ofcomplementswith the ideas of unionsandintersections
to form yet more complicated newsets. Continuing with the above example,
once again let

W= {All people}

A = {All females}

A = {All males}

and additionally let

B = {All psychologists}

B = {All people whoare not psychologists}

Wehave depictedthis situation by the Venn diagram shown in Figure 1-4. Now
consider the following four sets, which constitute the four “pieces” of the Venn
diagram. Forthefirst piece we already have seen that

AB = {Everyone who is a memberofA and also a memberof B} or

ANB {All female psychologists} (for example, Elizabeth Loftus)

Next, using our complement notation, we can represent the other threesets as

AB = {Everyone who is a memberof A but not a member of B} or

A(B = {All females whoare not psychologists} (for example, Joan of Arc)

ANB = {Everyone whois not a member of A but a memberof B} or

AB = {All males whoare psychologists} (for example, Geoffrey Loftus)

ANB= {Everyone whois neither a member of A nor a member of B}

or

AMB = {All males who are not psychologists} (for example, George

Washington)



SET THEOKY

Wecan also use our complement notation in conjunction with union notation to
obtain, for example,

AUB = {Everyone whois either not a member of A or a member of B,
or both} or

AUB

=

{All people whoareeither males or psychologists or both}

AUB = {Everyone whois either not a memberofA or not a member of
B} or

A UB = {All people whoareeither not females or not psychologists}.

Figure 1-4 can also be used to illustrate some important rules for
manipulating sets. In particular, consider the two sets

ANB

and

ANB

If we take the union of these twosets, it is evident from Figure 1-4 that

(AN B)U(ANB)=A

andlikewise, of course,

(AN B)U (ANB) =B

8 = (all psychologists )—| t— A = (all females)

   
 |T T

ANB ANB AB W = (all people)

FIGURE 1-4 A Venn diagram representing the twosets “all psychologists” and “all
females”relative to the universal set “all people.” Here:fourpice sof the universal set
are depicted. These four pieces are AM B, A 1 B, ANB, and A 1 B.These fourpieces
Partition the universalset.
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THE EMPTY SET

An emptyset is simply a set without members. (Since by definition, there is only
one set containing no members. It is referred to as the empty set.) The empty
set is denoted bythe symbol ©. ,

MUTUAL EXCLUSION
AND EXHAUSTION

Mutually exclusive sets. Consider someuniversal set W andtwosets A and
B. Suppose that

ANB=@

That is. the intersection of A and B contains no members. Then A and B are
said to be mutually exclusive; membership in A excludes membership in B, and
vice versa. Suppose, for example,

W= {All people in the United States}

Suppose also that

A = {all registered Democrats}

and

B = {all registered Republicans}

Wecan easily see that A and B are mutually exclusive since no oneis both a
registered Democrat anda registered Republican.

Mutually exhaustive sets. Twosets A and aresaid to be mutually exhaustive
with respect to some universal set W if

AUB=W

Thatis to say, A and B are mutually exhaustive if between them they exhaustall
members of W. So suppose that

W= {All booktitles sold in Ralph’s bookstore}

A = {All booktitles sold in hardback}

B {All booktitles sold in softback}

Then A and B are mutually exhaustive with respect to W since, between them,

thev exhaustall titles.
Note that A and B are notnecessarily mutually exclusive since sometitles

are sold in both hardback and softback. However, some pairs of sets are both

mutually exclusive and mutually exhaustive. For instance,if



W = {All General Motorscars}

A = {Chevrolets, Pontiacs, Buicks}

B = {Oldsmobiles, Cadillacs}

then A and B are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Whenever A and B are
mutually exclusive and exhaustive, then A and B are complements: that is

B=A

and

A=8B

Thatis, B contains every memberof Wnot in A, and B contains only members
of W notin A.

Ofcourse,sets can also be mutuallyexclusive but not mutually exhaustive
or mutually exhaustive but not mutually exclusive; or neither mutually exhaustive
nor mutually exclusive. For example, suppose

W = {All people}

Thenif

A = {All people weighing more than 150 pounds}

B = {All people weighing less than 125 pounds}

A and B are mutually exclusive but not mutually exhaustive. On the other hand,
suppose that

A = {All people weighing more than 150 pounds}

B = {All people weighing less than 160 pounds}

then A and B would be mutually exhaustive but not mutually exclusive. Finally,
suppose that

A = {All people weighing more than 150 pounds}

B = {All people weighing between 140 and 160 pounds}

Then A and B would be neither mutuallyexclusive nor mutuallyexhaustive:

PARTITIONS

Someevent A and its complement A are said to partition (or formapartition

of) the universal set W. So, for example, males andfemales partition the human
race.

The notion of a partition is not necessarily restricted to two sets. Any
collection of mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets are said to partition the
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universal set. So, for example, R = {red lights}, G = {green lights}, and y =
{yellowlights} form a partition of W = alltraffic light colors.

Probability: Basic Rules and Tools

Everybody has anintuitive idea of what probability is. Probability has to do with
the likelihood that some event in which you are interested will happen. When

youflip a coin, it has some probability of coming up heads. On anygiven day
there is some probability that it will snow in the Sahara Desert, but this]probability,
we would intuit, is smaller than the probability that a flipped coin will tum up
heads.

The probability that some eventwill occur is represented by assigning to
that event a number ranging from 0.0 (signifying that the event definitely will
not occur) to 1.0 (signifying that the event definitely will occur). The probability

that a flipped coin will tum up headsis 0.5,or halfway between thetwo extremes,
That this probability is halfway between the two extremesindicates that the coin
is equallylikely to tum up headsortails. On the other hand, the probability that
it wil snow in the Sahara Desert tomorrow is close to zero, inasmuchas the
eventwill almost definitely not occur.

SITUATIONS
AND OUTCOMESOF SITUATIONS

Whendiscussing probability, we are typically concerned with somesituation and
with the eventsthat constitute outcomesofthatsituation, For example,asituation

might consist of going on a picnic, with the outcomes being either rain or
sunshine. Orthesituation might consist ofinviting someone on a date, with the
outcomes being that the personeither will or will not accept the invitation.

Table 1-3 lists some convenient examples for discussing probability theory.

TABLE1-3

Situations and Outcomesof Interest
 

 

Situation Outcomeof Interest

Flip a coin Coin comes up heads
Throw a die Die comes up 2
Drawa card Card is a heart
Select a random person from a class Personhaspassed the first hour ex1m

Pick a randomday in Seattle It doesn’t rain that day
Flip a coin three times Twoofthe three flips come up heads



PROBABILITY: BASIC RULES AND TOOLS

For each situation we have stated some hypothetical outcome in which we

imagine ourselves to be interested. For instance, we may flip a coin and call

heads to decide who will pay for dinner. Thus, the occurrence of a head would
be the outcomeofinterest. If we throwa die during a Monopoly game, we may

need a 2 in orderto land on Boardwalk.If we draw-acard during a poker game,
we may need a heart to complete a flush.

Let’s focus on oneofthese situations—rolling a die—and consider the set
of all possible outcomes. This set, generally referred toas S, is called the sample

space and is the universal set with which we are concernedin any probabilistic
situation. When we roll a die, of course, $ = {1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6}.

Each possible outcome (member of the samplespace) is referred to as an
elementary event. Ofinterest is the numberor frequency of elementary events
in the sample space. Weshall refer to this numberas f($). In this LS =
6,since there are six possible outcomes, Nowweconsider the set of elementary
events that make up the outcomein which weareinterested. Weshall referto
this set as A. In this case, the outcome weareinterestedin is the die coming
up a 2, Therefore,

A = {2}

How many elementary events are there in A? Continuing with the notati
introduced above, we refer to the number of clementary events in Aas,

and in our example we can easily see that f(A) = 1.
Weare now ready to provide our first formal definition of probabi

The probability of the event that we are interested in, which we will denote
p(A),is obtained as follows: p(A) equals the number of clementary eveuts in the
outcomeset divided by the number of elementary events in the sample space,
or

  

  

 

 

pia) =£4) (1-1)
f(8)

In this case, piA) = 4 = 0.167.

Let us consider anothersituation—drawing a card from a deck. Suppose
we are interested in drawing a heart. In terms ofthe sample space, S = {all
cards in standard deck}, Notice that there are 52 members ofthis set, or 52
elementary events, thus, f(S) = 52. Let's denote H as theset ofall clementary

events corresponding to the outcome “drawing a heart.” In this ¢ H = fall
hearts in the deck}. Since there are 13 hearts, there are 13 elementary events

Corresponding to this outcome, orf(H) = 13, Therefore, by Equation 1-1,

  

  

"Theissue of how probability should be definedhas beenunder sometlebate for several centiiries,
and several different definitions have evolved. The definition weoffer hereis quite restricted, and
Wwe will loosenit somewhatin a subsequent section. Although th ions of probability pro
in this bookwill suffice for the purposes at hand,the reader is warned that there are other defini
we will not cover. Discussion of these can be foundin books concernedspe ly with probability

leOry.

     
   

2.a]
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In these examples. it was fairlysimple to calculate the numberof elementary
events in the sample space and the numberof elementary events in the outcome
of interest. Often it is less simple. Suppose, for example, that the situation
consists of flipping a coin three times, and the outcomeofinterest is gettin
exactly two heads and onetail (in any order), What is the probability ofthis
otitcome? ,

First let us determine the sample space in this situation, We'll initially
consider what might constitute a single elementary event. It seems reasonable
that one elementary event might consist of getting a headonall three flips, or
“head, head. head.” A second elementary event might consist ofgettingtails on
the first and third flip and a head on the second Alp, or “tail, head,tail,” and so
on. Referring to H as a head, and T asa tail, we can systematicallylist all
elementaryevents in the sample space:

S = {(HHH), (HHT), (HTH), (HTT), (THH), (THT), (TTH), (TTT)}

By counting the number of elementary events in S, we determine that
fis) = 8.

Rememberthat our outcomeofinterest consists of getting two heads and
a tail in anyorder. Let us designate this outcome as A. Itis easy to scan through
the elementary events in § and pick out those that are members of A:

A = {(HHT), (HTH), (THH))

Again, simply bycounting, we determine that f(A) = 3.

Nowourtask of computing the probability of getting two heads and one
tail in anyorderis simple. We plugf(A) and f(S) into Equation 1-1 tofindthat

fiA) _3
A) =~ = 5 = 0:pl 48) 8 0.375

Notice thatlisting all the elementary events in S allows us to compute any
probability we wish within this particular situation. For example, suppose that
weare interested in the probability of getting a head, a head, and a tail in that
order. We can immediately see that there is one elementary event, HHT,
corresponding to that outcome. Referring to this outcome as B, we see that
f(B) = 1. Therefore,

MORE GENERAL LAWS OF PROBABILITY

In all examples that we have discussed so far, we have made the important
implicit assumption that all elementary events have an equal probability of
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occurring. Thus, we assumed that we had a fair die (equal probability of coming
up any given number between 1 and6), a fair coin (equal probability of coming
up headsortails), a well-shuffled deck, andso on. Nowwe would like to describe

some more general laws of probability that don’t requirethis assumption,

Addition law for mutually exclusive events. Consider again somesituation

with a sample space S, Suppose there are a numberofpossible outcomesofthat
situation (events), and let the sets corresponding to these events he A, B, . .
N. For convenience of notation, we will also refer to the events themselves as
A, B, ..., N. Now the addition law may bestatedas follows. If all the sets A,
B,..., N are mutually exclusive, then

p(AUBU+--UN) = p(A) + p(B) +++ + pi) (1-2)

Thatis, to compute the probability of the unionofall these events, we simply

compute the probability of each individual event and sumthese probabilities.
As an example, suppose the situation consists of driving along Grapevine

Avenue approachingthetraffic light at the intersection of Gopher Street. The
light can be either red, green, yellow, or off (broken), Let us designate

G=green p(G) = 0.30

R= red p(R) = 0.50

Y = yellow p(Y¥) = 0.15

Suppose that we go through this light if andonly if it is green or yellow. What
is the probability that we will go throughit the next time we approachit? Since
G and Y are mutually exclusive (if the lightis green, it can't be yellow, andvice
versa), this probability is

p(G U Y) = p(G) + plY) = 0.30 + 0.15 = 0.45

Addition law applied to mutually exclusive and exhaustive events. One
consequence ofthis law is often very useful. Suppose, once again, that we have
a sample space S andseveral possible outcomes A, B,. . . . N. Suppose furthermore
that the sets correspondingto these events are mutually exclusive andexhaustive.
What kindsof things do we then know about the probabilities of these events?
First, since the events are mutually exhaustive, we know that

AUBU:::UN=S

Second,since § is the sample spaceof all possible outcomesofoursituation, we

knowthat p($) = 1.0; that is, some outcomein hasto occur, Finally, since A,

B,..., N have been defined to be mutually exclusive as well as mutually
exhaustive, we can apply the addition to get

p(A) + p(B) + +++ + p(N) = 10

27
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The addition lawis useful in various ways. Toillustrate with our traffic
light example, whatis the probability that thelight is broken? Designating broken
as B, we knowthat

piGURUYUB) = 1.0 = p(G) + p(R) + p(Y) + p(B)

because these events are mutually exclusive and exhaustive (if one occurs, none
of the others can occur, but one must occur). Rearranging terms,

p(B) = 1.0 — p(G) — p(R) — p(Y) = 1.0 = 0.30 = 0.50 — 0.15 = 0.05

Complements. The relation between the probabilities of two events that are

complements of one another follows directly from the above discussion. To be
precise, suppose that we have a sample space S$ and two possible outcomes A
and B. Suppose further that the sets corresponding to A and B are mutually
exclusive and exhaustive (with respect to S, which, remember, is the universal
set). Then, by definition, B is the complement of A, or B = A. Since A and B

are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, we know that

plA U B) = p(S) = p(A) + p(B) = 1.0

Therefore, since p(B) = p(A),

p(A) + p(A) = 1.0

This means that

p(A) = 1.0 — p(A)

or

p(A) = 1.0 — p(A)

This is the complement rule: The probability of some event is 1 minus the
probability of the complementofthat event.

Toillustrate this rule, suppose that we pick a random person and determine

that person's age (in years). Suppose further that we know that the probability
that the person is 2] or overis 0.8. What's the probability that the person’s age
is less than 21? Well, since “21 or over” and “less than 21” are complements of

one another, we know that the probability that the person is less than 21is 1.0

minus0.8, or 0.2.

1-1 Whenoutcomes A and B ane mutually exclusive and exhaustive, theo

plA) = 1.0 = p(B)

and

p(B) = 1.0 = pla)
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Events that are not mutually exclusive. In preceding sections we have
discussed how to compute probabilities involving events that are mutually
exclusive. Suppose we have two events that are not mutually exclusive. How do
we compute the probability of the unions of such events? When weare concerned

with two such events, the general formulais

plA U B) = p(A) + p(B) — p(A MB) (1-3)

Thatis, we still add the two individual probabilities, but we then subtract the

probability of the intersection. (You may wonder what happens when there arc
more than two events. In this case the situation becomes more complicated.
Although we won't discuss it, it would be a useful exercise for youto tryto work
out an example.)

Togetanintuitive feelfor this law, suppose we draw a card froma standard
deck. Suppose that

J = drawinga jack

and

H = drawing a heart

It should be fairly evident that

pl) = %

since there are four jacks in a 52-card deck, and

p(X) = #8

since there are 13 hearts in the deck. Whatis p(J  H)—thatis, the probability

of drawing the jack of hearts? Well, since there is only onejack of hearts in the
deck(thatis, only one elementary eventin the set JO H), this probability must

be # Using Equation 1-3, p(J U H), the probability of drawing jack or a heart
or both is

pYJUH) = pi) + p(H) — po #)

=at+H-w=H= a
In the contextof this exampleit should be easy to sce why wehaveto subtract
the intersection—in counting the 13 hearts andthe 4 jacks, we counted the jack
of hearts twice, so we must subtractit.

Let us note parenthetically that Equation 1-3 is a general formula. To see
whythis is so, wenote that if A and B are mutually exclusive, then

ANB=@

or the intersection of A andB is the empty set, Since there are by definition
zero events in the emptyset, we know by Equation 1-1 that

pA NB) = p@) =F == 0

29
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Thus.

pvA U BY = pid) + p(B) — p(@) = pla) + p(B)

So wesee that when A and B are mutually exclusive, Equation 1-3 reduces to

Equation 1-2.

USE OF VENN DIAGRAMS TO GET
A FEELING FOR PROBABILITIES

Venndiagramsare convenient pictorial representations ofsets and probabilities.

Inthe section on sets weillustrated how Venn diagramsare useful for showing

the relations of sets to one another. Theyare similarly useful for showing how
probabilities are calculated. To demonstratethis usefulness, consider the following

example: Let § be a sample space that consists of the set of 12 people in a
classroom. Note that f(S) = 12. Let sets M and L be characterized asfollows:

M= all malesin the classroom

Supposethere are four males, so f(M) = 4.

L allleft-handed people in the classroom

Supposethereare three left-handers, sof(L) = 3. Finally, suppose thatthere is

oneleft-handed malein the classroom, or

fiM OL) =1

Figure 1-5 shows howthesesets are represented in a Venndiagram. Using

S = peoplein a classroom

 

  
 

SUS) = 12

£

x .

L = left-handers f
Stl) = 3 — | ‘ st __ —M = males

a 7 — JS(M) =

* *
7 1 X 2. 9

xf MOT
; MOL) = 6

MOL MOL MOL
JMOL) =2 SMOL)=1 (MAL) =3

FIGURE 1-5 Representation of twosets, “left-handers” and “males,” in a Venn

diagram. Theuniversal set consists of 12 people in a classroom. Each memberof the

universal set is represented by an x.



shown in the Venn diagram,it is easyto computethe frequenciesofvarious se
s. For example,the corresponding probabili   

 

ptm)i = < = 0.333

pil) “5 z = = 0.250

pit)i x - = 0.667

pd)2 Zz z = 0.750

p(MOL) Sarce = 4 = 0.083

p(M OL) esL) 3 = 0.167

andso on.

Frequencies to probabilities. Notice nowthat the probability of event X.
p(X), is obtained from the corresponding frequency of elementary events, or
f(X), simply bydividing by f(S) (which is equal to 12 in the present example).
Since weare typically moreinterestedin the probabilities than in the frequencies,
we may as well divide all the various frequencies from the Venn diagram in
Figure 1-5 byf(S) = 12 toget probabilities, and then make a new Venn diagram
that has probabilities rather than frequencies as its components. This new Venn
diagramis illustrated in Figure 1-6.

 

 

S = people in a classroom

 

 

 

  
 

L = left-handers M = males
aL) = 4 - pM)

= 0.250 =

s t » a

AM OT) = &
= 0,500

WM OL) = AM OL) = & = 0,083  
FIGURE 1-6 The numbers of Figure 1-5 have nowall beendividedbyfis) to represent
theprobabilities instead of the frequencies (numbers).
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A DIFFERENT SORT OF PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION;
THE CONTINGENCY TABLE

As we havenoted. Venndiagramsare convenientpictorial representationsofsets
and probabilities. As such. they are widelyused,andit is necessary to understand
them. However. when you look more carefully at Venn diagrams—say, at the
Venndiagrams shownin Figures 1-5 and 1+6—there is something \nappealingly
lopsided about them. For instance, why should the representation of MO L (a
little sliver) look so different from the representation of M  L(a big rectangle
with an oddly shaped hole in it)? Also, it is somewhat awkward to label the
various things. For instance. the arrows from p(M) and p(M ML) might, to the

uninitiated eye, appear to be pointing to the same part of the Venn diagram.
Finally. each ofthe two setsofinterest—malesandleft-handers—has a convenient
complement. But suppose thatin additionto left- and right-handers there were
a few ambidextrous people, and we wanted to account for them. How would we
represent this additional information in the Venn diagram? It would not be
straightforward.

A different visual representation that solves these problemsis called a
contingency table. Table 1-4 shows how the Venn diagrams of Figures 1-5 and
16 becomea contingency table. First the sample space S is represented bya
rectangle, just as before. Nowto representthe partition of the sample space into
Mand M, we simplydivide the rectangle in half horizontally, creating two rows.
The top half represents M (males) and the bottom half represents M (females).
Likewise, to partition the sample space into L and L, we divide the rectanglein
half vertically, creating two columns. Theleft half of the figure represents L
(left-handers), whereas the right half represents L (right-handers), The four
boxes. or cells, formed_by there two divisions very neatly represent MM L,
MOL,MOL, and ML.(Theseintersections are often called joint events
when we are talking about probabilities. We will henceforth use the terms

 

TABLE 1-4

A2 x 2 Contingency Table Representation of Various Probabilities
 

   

 

        

L L
(left-handers) (right-handers)

M |IfMOL)=1 AMOL)=3 flM) =4
(males) |]p(M OL) = 7: = 0.083 |p(M OL) = 4 = 0.250 |]p(M) = a = 0.333

M f(MNL) =2 AML) = fl) = 8
(females)||p(M 1 L) = % = 0.167 |p(M OL) = # = 0.500 ||p(M) = * = 0.667

fil) =3 AL) =9 (fis) = 12
PiLi=&= 0250|pL)=%= 0.750 |fp(s) = = 1.000
 



intersection and joint event interchangeably.) All relevant frequencies and

robabilities are very easyto depict. Notice that the frequencies and probabilities

of M, M, L, and LE are representedin the right and lower margins of the table
Notice also that the probabilities and frequencies of the two celly in the

left column addup to corresponding frequencies and probabilities in the margin

at the bottom left. The same holds trie for the two cells in the right column.

the twocells in the top row, andthe twocells in the bottom row, Typically, at
the bottom right-hand comer, we put f(S), or the total number of elementary

events, in the entire sample space. Notice that n'$) is (a) the stim ofthe two

rowtotals, (b) the sum of the two columntotals, and (¢) the sum of the four cell
frequencies.

This particular kind of contingency table is referred to as a 2 * 2
contingency table because it has two columns and two rows. But what about the
problem ofpartitioning the sample space into more than simply an event andits
complement? Suppose that in addition to the three left-handers.there werealso
two ambidextrous people, one male and one female, in the classroom. Now, it
would notreally be appropriate to claim that there were threeleft-handed people
and nine right-handed people, as has been done in the contingency table in
Table 1-4, We would, in addition, want to somehow represent the information
that there are three left-handers, two ambidextrous people. and seven right-
handers. Using a contingency table, this is very easy to do: wesimply increase

the number of columns in the table from two to three (therchy making it a

3 x 2 contingency table). This has been done in Table 1-5, where wehave also

depicted the information that one of the two ambidextrous people was male and
the other was female.

Contingency tables are very important. Theyare very powerful. convenient.
and clear devices for representing information. Contingencytables will crop up
in manyplaces throughout this book under many different guises. IF you don't
completely understandall the concepts invalvedin the notion of a contingency
table, we strongly urge you to go back and reread this section.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROBABILITIES
AND FREQUENCIES: IN THE LONG RUN

You may have noticed that we have been switching back and forthin a rather
cayalier fashion between frequencies and probabilities. We do this because

probabilities and frequencies are very closely tied to one another. One way of
thinking about the probability of some nt is to consider probability as

equivalent to the proportion of times (relative frequency) that the event will
Occurin the long nm.(“In the long nm”refers to the hypothetical circiimstance

in whichan eventhas aninfinite, or atleast a verylarge, number ofopportunities

to occur.) For example, suppose you throw a die, and you are interested in

Betting a 4, We know that the probability ofgetting a 4 is 4, Nowonanygiven
throwofthe die you either will get a 4 or you won't. However, over a very large
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number of throws of the die—thonsands and thousands of throws-—we expect
the proportion of 45 to be about §. Thus, given a verylarge maimber of possible

occurrences, we wouldexpect a proportion closeto the corresponding probability

  
Bernoulli’s theorem. It is mathematically demonstrablethat the mo ANCES

some event has to occur(in the example above, the more throws ofthe die. the

closer we expect the relative frequency of the event to he to the probability of
the event. Toillustrate, suppose that we throwadie 12 times. We expect the
relative frequency ofrolling a 4 to be the probability that a4 occurs on any roll,

that is, 4. Therefore, of the 12 throws, we expect §. or 2. of the 12 throws to

come up 4s. But we wouldn't beterribly surprised if the frequency of 4s that

we actually got turned out to be as lowas zero (a relative frequency of zero:
Welikewise wouldn't be surprisedif we actus
relative frequency of 4.

Nowsupposethat we throwthe die 1200,insteadof 12, times. The probability
in this case would be extremely lowthat we wouldactually obtain a proportion
as low as zero (not a single 4 in 1200 rolls) or a frequeney as high as 1 in 3 (400

fours in 1200 throws). The mathematical concept correspondingtotheseintuitions
is known as Bernoulli's theorem, which, applied to this example. is as follows
Consider any number € that can be as small as welike as long as it is greater
than zero. Let us designate the numberofrolls of the die (or, in general, the
number of opportunities some event has to occur) as n and the frequency with
which a 4 actually shows up in those n opportunities as f(4). It is then true that

fay Uy
Pin si

approacheszeroas n approaches infinity,

 

 

 

~ four 4s—a

 

Hy got as many as. si

  

 

 

Whatdoesthis formidable formula niean? Notethat f(4)/1 is the proportion
of times that a 4 actually occurs, andthat ¢ is the proportion oftimes that a4
should occur. Thus, the difference is an “error”—it is the difference between
the expected andactual proportions. Essentially, the formulasays that this error
decreases as ngets larger.

  

   

Conditional Probability

and Independence

In thelast section we outlined some general conceptsofprobability andprovided
some general rules andtools for thinking about and calculating probabilities of

Various events. In this section, wewill movealong to some more complex (and
useful) topics of probability—conditional probability andindependence.
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CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY

  Conditional probability is easiest to describe using an example. Supposewe haye
a samplespace consisting ofa 120-person collegeclass [hence, f(S) = 120]. Let
us define a fewsets within this sample space.

R = {all people who have donethe reading for the midterm}

Suppose that f(R) = 90. (Thus, f(A) = 120 - 90 = 30.)

P = {all people who passed the midterm}

Suppose that f(P) 75. (Thus, f(P) = 120 — 75 = 45.) Finally, suppose
that 70 people have both done the reading and passed the midterm; thus,

APA R) = 70.

14

Filling in a contingency table. Wenow have enough informationto represent
this situation in a contingency table, which is shown in Table 1-6. First the
frequency of 70 corresponding to f(P O R) goes in the upperleft-hand cell of
the table. We can fill in the other three cells of the table as follows: We know

that of the 90 people who did the reading, 70 passed the exam. Therefore, the

other 20 people whodid the reading must not have passed and must be contained

in PM R. whichis represented bythe lowerleft-hand cell. Likewise, of the 75

people who passed the exam, 70 did the reading; therefore, the other 5 must

not have donethe reading. So these 5 people are in PM R, and a5 goesin the

upperright-handcell. Finally, we can computethe frequency for the lower right-

handcell (representing PM R) in any of three ways.First we know that of the

30 people whodidn’t do the reading, 5 passed the exam; therefore, the other 25

must not have passed. Or we know that of the 45 people who did not pass, 20

did the reading, and therefore, the other 25 must not have donethe reading. Or

finally, of the 120 total people in the class, 70 + 20 + 5 = 95 of them are

2 Contingency Table

 

   

 

      

R R
(done reading) (not done reading)

P fiPOR) = 70 fiPOR) = 5 f(P) = 75

ed exam)

||

p(P.0.R) = He = 0.583] p(P OR) = rho = 0.042] p(P) = th = 0.625

P fiPOR) = 20 SER) = 5 f(P) = 45
t pass exam)|| p(P 1 R) = fs = 0.167

|

p(P MR) = fe = 0.208 p(P) = it = 0.375

fiR) = 90 f(R) = 3 fiS) = 120

piR) = fh = 0.750

|

p(R) = fh = 0,250|| p(S) = 188 = 1.000
 



already accountedforin three of thecells: therefore, the other 120 — 90 = 30

must be in the fourthcell.

Unconditional probabilities. Let us for the moment concern ourselves with"
the bottomandright margins of Table 1-6 in which are marzinal probabilities
For example, the probability that a person in the class has done the reading.
p(R), is #6 = 0.750, andthe probability that & personin the class has not done
the reading, p(R), is v= 0.250. 1 ~ the probability that the person has
passed the examis 0.625, and the probability that the person has not passed the

examis 0.375. These marginal probabilities are also referred to as unconditional
probabilities. Thus, for example, we wouldsaythat the unconditional probability
that a randompersonin theclass has donethe reading is 0.750.

 

  

 

Conditional probabilities: Restricting the sample space. Imaginethat we
pick a randomperson fromtheclass and weask the personif he orshe has done
the reading. If the person answers ves, we knowthat heor she is one of those
90 people in the left column of Table 1-6. With this information in mindlet us
nowconsider the probability that the person has passed the exam, To compute
this probability, we note that we have reduced our sample space to those 90
people who have donethe reading. Furthermore, we knowthat of the 90 people
who did the reading, 70 passed the exam. Therefore. we conchide that the
probability of this particular person having passed the examis

f(POR) 70 _
f(R) 90

Toreiterate, we sce that if we know a personis oneofthose who has done
the reading, then that person's conditional probability ofhaving passedthe exam
is 0.778—whichis different from the unconditional probability of 0.625 that a
randomlyselected personfromthe class has passed the exam. We designate this
conditional probability as

p(P | R) = 0.778

The vertical bar is a shorthand wayof expressing the phrase “given that.”
Therefore, the above statement would be read as; the conditional probability
that a person has passedthe examgiven that the person has donethereadingis
0.778.

 

 

  

0.778

1-2 The conditional probability of A given B, pA |B). is the probability
that A occurs given that Bis true.

  Formula for conditional probability. Wewill nowderive general formula
for computing conditional probabilities. The example we havejust gone through
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illustrates that, in terms offrequencies, the conditional probability formulais

{RO P)

F(R)

Suppose nowthat we divide the numerator and the denominatorofthis equation
byf(5)(in this case, 120). This will give us

_ f(ROPYFIS) _ p(ROP)
pRIR) =" Fas) pA)

prP|R) =" 

This is the formulathatis typically used—itis expressed in terms ofprobabilities

rather than frequencies, andit eliminates the step of using frequencies when we
have probabilities to start with (which, as it turns out, is often the case), The

general formula for the conditional probability of A given is therefore

plAnB)
p(B)

That is, to find any conditional probability p(A | B), we simply divide the

probability of the joint event, p(A M B), by the unconditional probability of B,
p(B).

 p(A|B) = (1-4)

Moreillustrations ofhow to use Equation 1-4. Continuing with our example,
let's compute someotherconditional probabilities using our 2 x 2 contingency
table. Suppose that we are interested in the probability that a person has
passedthe exam given that the person has not done the reading. This wouldbe
p(P | R), which, according to Equation 1-4, we simply compute by

Hence wesee that the probability that a person passed the examgiven that the
person did not do the readingis only 0.168. Next we computeall other pertinent
conditional probabilities from this table. We suggest that you go throughthese
conditional probabilities very carefully and make sure that you understand where

theyall come from:

_ p(POR) _ 0.167
 

 

(P| R) = =——=0:p(P|R) mR) 0750

7

0223

=<. p(PAR) 0.208P|R) =="- 0;
plP| pi) 0.250

~

8%

pIROP) 0.583
R\P) = pone atensieey

piRLPL =e, pees

piR|P) = PROP) _ O47 _ 9445 

p(P) 0.375



p(R NP) _

p(R| P) = p(P)

 

apy — RIROP) _ 0.208 _
pIR[P) = 37

Things that have to add to 1 versus things that don’t have to add to

1. Suppose we add the conditional probabilities that (1) a person. passes the

exam given that he or she has donethereading and(2) a person does not pass
the exam given that he or she has donethe reading. Thus,

p(P | R) = 0.778
+ p(P |R) = 0.

p(P| R) + p(P| R) = 1.000

This example is meant to provide anintuitiveillustration of the following rule:
Forany two events A and B,

p(A | B) + pa |B) = 10

 

Whatthis meansis that once you haveestablished that an outcomeis instate B.
then it must either be in state A or in state A; thatis, p(A | B) and pia | B) are
complements of each other relative to B and thus haveto add to 1. Once you
establish that a person has done the reading for the exam, that person must
either have passed or not passed the exam,

Onthe other hand, there is no such simple relationship between pA | B)
and p(A | B). They may just happen to add to 1, but usually they will add to
something else. Wespell all this out because it often confuses people,

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY p(A | B)
AND CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY p(B | A)

Confusion also tends to arise about the relationship (or lack thereof) between
the conditional probabilities p(A | B) and p(B | A). Onereal-life instance of
where confusion and, consequently, misleading conclusions have arisen has to
do with the relationship between marijuana smokers and heroin users. In
particular, the following sort of argument is occasionally used to demonstrate
that marijuana is bad. First somedataare offered: “Ofall heroin users interviewed
in the last 10 years, 80% of themstarted by smoking marijuana.” These data are
then purported to support the conclusionthat if one is a marijuana smoker, one’s
chances of ultimately using heroin are veryhigh,

However, can these data really be used to support this conclusion? Let's
consider this situation systematically. In particular, wewill consider the sample
Space ofall people anddesignate the following two events:
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M= {all people who smoke marijuana}

H = {all people whouse heroin}

Nowwhat do the data say? The data sav that 80% of heroin users smoked
manjuana, or

pM | H) =08

But this fact is then used inappropriately to support the conclusion that the
probability of using heroin given that one is a marijuana smokeris very high, or
that

p\H| M) is veryhigh

The fallacy in this argument, of course, is that while the data involve p(M| H),
the conclusion involves p(H | M), and there is no necessary relationship between
the two.

Just to make this concrete, let's suppose that our universe consists of only
100 people [f(S) = 100]. Suppose furtherthat, of these 100 people, 50 smoke
marijuana [f(M) = 50]; 10 take heroin [f(H) = 10]; and 8 both smoke marijuana

and take heroin [f(H [ M) = 8]. We caneasily see then that p(M) = 0.5,

p(H) = 0.1, and p(H 1 M) = 0.08. Therefore,

_ piMNH) _ 0.08
p(M | H) = pi) 7 010 7 0.80

as stated. However,it is also true that

A 7
p(H | M) = OH) = 0.08 = 0.16

pM) (0.50

Thus. the probability of taking heroin given that one is a marijuana smokeris in

this example actually quite low. To really debunk this argument,it is sufficient

to point out that although many heroin users started by using marijuana, all

heroin users started by drinking water. But no one claims that drinking water

leads to heroin usage.

Bayes’s theorem. Just what is the relationship between p(A | B) and

p(B | A)? These two probabilities are related bya fairly complex formula known

as Bayes's theorem, which wewill first present. Wewill then explain wherethis

formula came from. Baves's theoremis

fe p(B|A)p(A) 05)
pla|B) piB[A)p(A) + p(B[A)p(A)

To see howthis formula arose, wefirst note that the numerator can be

changed to

p(B | A)p(A) = p(B A)

Similarly, the two terms in the denominator can be changed to



p(B | A)p(A) = p(B A)

and

p(B | A)p(A) = p(B N A)

Nowthe denominator reduces to

p(B OA) + p(BNA) = p(B)

Andthe whole equation becomes

p(BOA)

pla |B) = p(B)

which we recognize as the equation for conditional probability.

Illustration of the use of Bayes’s theorem. Supposeyou are a baseball fan,
and yourfavorite player on the hometownteamis Joe Smith. You knowa couple
of things about the team and about Joe.First, vou knowthat Joe's batting average
is 100—that is, every time Joe comesupto bat, his probability of getting ahit

is 0.1. Second, you knowthatthe rest of the team has a combinedbatting average
of 300—thatis, on the average, when anyoneonthe teamother than Joe comes
up to bat, his probability of getting a hitis 0.3.

Knowingall this, you turn on the radio one day. You knowJoe's teamis at
bat, and you hear,“It’s a hit!” Now you want to compute the probability thatit
was Joe who madethehit. To dothis,let's define a coupleofdifferent events.
First

J = {Joe at bat}

J = {Joe notat bat}

Since Joe is one of nine people on the team, and only one personis at bat at
any given time,

pl) =4

and

py) =8
Second,

H = {batter gets

a

hit}

Since Joe hasa batting average of 100,the probabilitythat ahitis obtainedgiven
Joe is at bat is 0.1, or

p(H | J) = 0.1

Evite since the rest of the team hasabatting average of300, the probability
that a hit is obtained given Joe is not at batis 0.3, or

p(H | J) = 03
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Nowwe want to know the probability p(J | H)—that is, given that a hit was
made, we want to knowthe probability that it was Joe who madethehit. To do

this, we simply plug everything we have into Equation 1-5 and comeout with

the following:

Iny= pH | py)

PUM) Sippy) + pHa)
z (0.1)(1/9) = 0.04

(0.1)(1/9) + (0.3)(8/9)

Contingencytable representation. Wecould also have solved this problem

by putting the information that we had been given into a contingencytable.
Table 1-7 shows sucha contingencytable. Here, the sample spaceis partitioned
in two ways: Joe versus not Joe and hit versus not hit. We know that the
probability that Joe is at bat is 3; therefore, the probability that Joe is not at bat

is §. Howdo wecalculate the probability ofahit and not a hit? We knowthat

the probability ofa hit given Joe is 0.1. Therefore,

pH |J)

=

0.1 wee

and so

p(H MJ) = (0.1)(4) = 0.011

Hence,wecanfill in the upperleft-hand cell—the probability of a joint event,
HN].

Likewise. we know that the probability of a hit given not Joe is 0.3.

Therefore,

Contingency Table Representaton of Joe Smith Example

 

  

 

 

J J
(Joe at bat) (not Joe at bat)

H p(H OJ) = p(Alp)p() p(H OJ) = p(H|J)p(J)
(hit) = (0.100)(0.111) _ = (0.300)(0.889)

p(H J) = 0.011 p(H 1 J) = 0.267 p(H) = 0.278

H p(H J) = 0.100 p(H NJ) = 0.622 p(H) = 0.722
(not a hit)

pY) = 4 = O11 pl) = 4 = 0.889 p(s) = 1.00     
 



2 (H )
pH |) = en

or

HO]
o3 = POD

8/9

and so

(0.3)(8) = 0.267 = p(H Nj)

Hence, we can also fill in the upper right-handcell. Knowing these two cells

allowsus tofill in the other two cells, thereby completing the contingencytable.

Having a complete contingency table allows us to compute any conditional

robabilities we want. In particular, we are able to compute the conditional
probability p(J | H), by simply using our familiar equation,

a pnd) A 0.011 =

PU) ay ogre 94
This example providesanotherillustrationofthe usefulness of contingencytables,

INDEPENDENCE

Let’s go back to our 120-person class (Table 1-6) and look at a couple of
interesting conditional probabilities fromaslightly different perspective.

Two dependentevents. First, given that a person has donethe reading, we
have seen that his or her conditional probability of passing the examis

Py) = ROROR) _ 0.583 _ 0.
bP) pin) 07507 18

However, given that the person has not done the reading, the conditional
probability ofpassingis only

p|R) = ROR _ 00s _p(P|R) mR) 0.950 0.168

The Superiority of p(P | R) over (P | R) indicates that there is a connection or
dependence between doing the reading and passing the exam—doing thereading
increases a person's probability of passing the exam(just as we might expect).

These two conditional probabilities can also be viewed in terms of their
relationship to the unconditional probability that a random personselected from

theclass has passed the exam, whichis 0.625. We note that a person who has
done the reading passes the exam with a conditional probability of 0.778. which
'S greater than the unconditional probability. Conversely, a person who has not
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donethe reading passes the exam with a conditional probability of 0.168, which
is lower than the unconditional probability.

Two independentevents. Let's change the example alittle. Wewill keep the
same 120-person class and suppose, again, that 75 of the 120 people have passed

the exam. However. instead of them partitioning the class according to whether

people have done the reading. let's partition the class according to whether the
people are females or not females (that is. females or males). Supposethat of

the 120 people in the class, 24 of them are female and the other 96 are not
female. Furthermore, suppose that 15 people are both female and have passed
the exam, These data produce the 2 x 2 contingency table that is shown in
Table 1-8. We see, of course, that the unconditional probability that a random

person in theclass has passedthe examis still 0.625. Let's computethe conditional
probabilities of passing the exam given that a person is a female orthat person
is not a female.

 

Wesee that whether a person is female, not a female, or just a random person

in theclass, that person's probability of having passed the examis 0.625. Unlike

doing the reading, a person's sex has nothing to do with whether the person

passes the exam. Another way of statingthis is that the two events—passingthe

exam and being a female—are independentof one another. The outcomeof one

has no bearing on the outcome of the other.
These examples should convey an intuitive notion of what independence

means. Now weshall provide a formal mathematical rule for what is meant by

statistical independence: Two events A and B are independentofaneanother if

2 x 2 Contingency Table Illustrating Independent Events

 

  

 

 

F F
(female) (male)

P flF OP) = 15 f(FO P) = 60 f(P) = 7
(passed exam) pUF OP) = to = 0.125 p(F MP) = A = 0.500] p(P) = to = 0.625

P flFOP)=9 f(E 0 P) = 36 f(P) = 45
lid not pass exam) || p(F M P) = ito = 0.075 p(F NP) = Me = 0.300 p(P) = jh = 0.375

f(F) = 24 flF) = 96 f(S) = 120
p(F)= = 0.20 |p(F) = A’ = —_—0.8OO p(s) = HB = 1.000     
 



and only if

p(A | B) = p(A|B) = pla)

Actually, it is enough to say that two events are independent if and onlyif

(A | B) is equal to p(A). Wecan show mathematically that if p(A | B) is equal

to p(A), plA | B) must also be equal to p(A). Additionally, we can showthat if

p(A | B)is greater than p(A), p(A | B) has to be less than pA). This should

make intuitive sense. Retuming to our example, if the probability of passing

given that you have donethe reading is higher than the unconditional probability

of passing the exam, we wouldintuit that the conditional probability ofpassing

the exam given that you have not donethe readingis lower than the unconditional

probability—just as, indeed, it is.

  

COMPUTING PROBABILITIES
OF JOINT EVENTS

In our discussionsofconditional probability, there has beenan implicit assumption
that in somesense it is more fundamental to compute the probability of joint
event p(A M B) than to compute a conditional probability like p(A | B) or
p(B | A). Since the formula for conditional probability includes as oneofits

components the probability of a joint event, the implication seems to be that we
always knowthe probability of the joint event prior to computing somerelated
conditional probability. However, things are not always this way, In manyinstances
conditional probabilities are much more available than are probabilities ofjoint
events. Therefore, in manyinstances we need to reformulate our conditional
probability equation in order to go in the direction that allows us to compute
the probability ofa joint eventfromthe conditional and unconditional probabilities
wepresumably knowbeforehand.

The general rule. To do this, we begin with the standard equation for
conditional probabilities:

pla |B) = PAO)
p(B)

and multiply eachside ofthe equation by p(B) to obtain

P(A | B)p(B) = p(AN B)
Notice also that since

p(B | A) = LAO)
p(A)

it is true that

P(B | A)p(A) = pia NB)
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and we come up with the following gene ral rule: The probability of the joint
event pid 7 BY can always be computed as

prd 0 BY = pid | BYp(B) = p(B | A)piA) (1-6)

Under what conditions would we have a conditional probability, like p(A | B) or
iB | A). together with unconditional probabilities such as p(A) and p(B) and
want to compute the probability of the intersection, p(A M B)? Let's consider
the following probleni. Suppose that there aresix people in a seminar that meets
once per week. Of these six people, four are males and two are females. Let's

imagine that during the first six weeks the seminar meets, cach person in the

seminar will present one paper. The order in which the six people give their

presentations is determined as follows: The first week the presenterwill be
chosen randomlyfromthesix people, The next week the presenterwill be chosen
randomly from the remaining five people, and sa on. (Such a procedhire is
referred to as sampling without replacement, a designation indicating that once
a person has been randomly sclected from the total poolofeligible people, that

personis not replaced in the pool and thus does not have the opportunityto be
selected again.)

Now suppose we want to compute the probability that the two females in
the class will give the first two presentations. For ease of discourse, let's first
create some designations. We will designate F, to mean “female presents on the
first week.” Fs to mean “female presents on the second week,” M, to mean “male
presents on the first week,” and so forth. What we really want to compute then
is the joint probability p(F, Fs); stated in English, we want to know the
probability of the joint event “a female presents on the first week and the other
female presents on the second week.”

Atfirst glance it is not obvious whatthis joint probability is. However, we
can use Equation 1-6 to express the joint probability in terms ofa conditional
probability and an unconditional probability:

plFy O F:) = p(F\)p(F2 Fy)

Let's first compute p(F)). On. the first week there are six people who can
potentially: present, and two of them are females. Therefore, the probability that
a femalewill be chosen to present on the first week is or 4. Now what about

the conditional probability p(F3| F,)—thatis, the probability ofselecting a female

on the second weekgiven that a female has also beenselected onthefirst week?
Rememberthatif a female has been selectedonthe first week, of the five people
left in the pool out of which the speaker will be selected on the second weck.

four are male and only one is female. Therefore, given that one female has

been selected on the first week, the probability that the other female will be
selected on the second week is 4. We now haye both ingredients necessary to
use Equation 1-6 and compute the joint probability we want. Specifically, the
probability that a female is selected on both the first and the second weeksis

PIF, AUF) = p(F\)p(Fo | Fy) = (44) = ae = 0.067

 



Multiplication rule forjoint events when two events are independent. Wi

have noted that Equation 1-6 is a general formula; that is, it will work in any

situation. However, suppose, as is often trie, that two events A and Bin which

we are interestedare independent ofone another. What docs this imply regarding

our equation for finding the probability of a joint event? Wefirst noticethat. by

definition, if A and B are independent,

p(B | A) = p(B)

It is also of course true that

p(A | B) = plA)

Therefore, referring to Equation 1-6, we can cither substitute p(B) for pB | Ay
or p(A) for p(A | B). In either case we conclude that when A and B are

independentevents,

p(A OB) = p(A)p(B) 7s

Equation 1-7 simplifies life considerably when we are dealing with inde-

pendentevents.It says that when wehave twoindependentevents, the probability
of the joint event—thatis, the probability of both events occurring—is simply
the product of their two individual, unconditional probabilities. We will show.
using a couple of examples, how to makeuseofthis fact.

Supposefirst that we are playing a gamethat involves flipping a coin and
throwing a die, Whatis the probability of the joint event that the die will tum
up a5 andalso that the coin will tim up a head? Wefirst observethat these
tvo events must be independent of one another because the coin has no
knowledge of and will not be affected by howthe die comes up, andvice versa.
Therefore,to get the probabilityof this joint event, wesimply use Equation 1-7
and multiply the two unconditional probabilities. We knowthat when wethrow
a die, p(5) = 4; when wetoss a coin, p(H) = Therefore, the probability of
hoth those things happening is

p(H 15) = p(H)p(5) = (48) = We = 0.083

  

  

In games ofchance that involve throwing twodice. the multiplication rule
comesin very handy, because weareoften interested in the probability that the
first die comes up something and the seconddie comes up something else. For
Istance, suppose that we are interested in the probability that both dice come

up 6s. We knowthat the probability ofthe first die coming up a 6is andthe
probability of the second die coming up a 6 is also 4. These two events must be
independent of one another; that is, neither dic is affected by what the other
one does. Therefore, to get the probability that they both come up 6, we once

again multiply the two unconditional probabilities:

PG. 6) = ()(b) = ak = 0.028
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1-3 The probability pi 8) can alaayy be computed by the formnty(s)

pia DB) = piAdip(B | Ad = plB)pta |B)

When A and B ave jadependent, the simpler formula

PAD BY plAdp(B)

Gun be sed,

Empirical versus a priori independence. You may have detected that we

have used the concept of independence in two slightly different ways. In our

initial example of independence (the male/female, pass the exam/fail the exam
example) independence was determined empirically. Empirically means according

to the data. Although we might have guessed beforehand that passing the exam

would be independentof sex, we couldn't really be sure until we looked atthe

data. The data determined the independence, This is empirical independence,

However, with either of the examples we have just discussed—the coin/

die or the die/die example—we knowa priori, that is, in principle—thatthe two

events must be independent. Forinstance, by the natureofa die anda coin, the

outcomeofone cannotaffect the outcomeof the other. The probability of a fair

coin turning up heads must be 4, no matter what the outcomeofthe throw ofa

die. As an aside, we have often foundit useful in understanding self-evident

truths (such as the independence of a coin and a die) by trying to concoct a

bizarre situation in which the self-evidenttruth is false. We concoctjust such a

situation in Problem 15 at the end ofthis chapter.
Weshall have a great deal more to say about empirical versus theoretical

independence andtherelation between them in later chapters.

Extension ofmultiplication rule to more than two independent events. So

far we have discussed finding the intersections of two independent events.

Suppose, however, that we had more than twoevents, all mutually independent.

which we shall refer to as events A, B,..., N. To compute the probability of

the intersection ofall these events (in other words, the probability that they all

will occur), we simply extend our multiplication rule to

plAMBA=+- AN) = plA)p(B)- ++ p(N) (1-8)

For example, suppose we were flipping a coin, drawing a card from a deck, and

throwing a die. Whatis the probability of the joint occurrence ofthe following

three events: (a) the coin comes up heads (H); (b) the ace of spades (AS) is

drawn from the deck; and (c) the die comes up a 3, We can use Equation 1-5

as follows:

p(H A AS 3) = plH)p(AS)p(3) = (4)(s2)(4) = 0.0016



Or suppose that we were simplyflipping the coin three times and wanted ta

know the probability of getting a head on all three flips, We know that the

robability of getting a head on the first flip is 4, the probability of getting a

head on the second flip is 4, and the probability ofgetting a head on the third

flip is also 4. Since the threeflips are all independent of one another, we can get

the probability of this joint event by multiplying the unconditional probabilities.

or

pH HA) = G(R)= & = 0.125

USE OF THE MULTIPLICATION RULE

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE ADDITION RULE

We have talked about two major rules in this chapter: the addition nile for

finding probabilities of unions of events (Equation 1-2) and the multiplication

rules for finding probabilities of intersection of events (Equations 1-6 and 1-7).
In our examples so far we have, for simplicity, talked about situations in which
the use of only one of these rules is required. Often, however. we haveto
compute probabilities involving use of both rules together. Let's considerafairly
simple example of such a situation. Suppose once again that we throwtwo dice
and are interested in the probability that the sum of these two dice is 11.* For
example, suppose we need a sum of11 to be able to land on andbuy Boardwalk
in a Monopoly game. Let’s compute this probability in two wavs, first in the most
straightforward (but tedious) way possible—simplyby counting elementaryevents.
Then we'll do it again, making use of the rules we have learned for computing
probabilities of unions and joint events. We hope vouwill agree that the second
wayis easier than thefirst.

Elementary events revisited. First let's go back to our notion of a sample
space. If we throw two dice, what would be the sample space ofall possible
outcomesofthis situation? To answerthis question, we first have to consider
what might constitute an elementary event. In this case an elementary event
would consist of a pair of numbers, each mumber ranging from L to 6. For
example (1, 1) would signify that the first die came up a 1 andthe seconddie
also came up a 1. Likewise, (3, 5) would signify that the first die came up a 3
and the second die came up a 5; (5, 3) would signify that the first die came up
a5 and the second die a 3; and so on. Nowlet's systematically: list all the
elementary events in the sample space, as has been done in Table 1-9. Notice
that there are 36 elementary eventsin the sample space—this is reasonable; the
first die can come up any ‘one ofsix ways and for eachof those six ways the

>
inne working withthese situations involving two dice. it is olten convenient to imaginethe dice
i. vingofdifferent calors—e. g.. the first die being red andthe second die being green. You may find

fasier to keep them apart that way.
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TABLE 1-9

All Ways in Which a Throwof Two Dice Might Come Out

 

 

 

 

Fast Die Second DieIs a

Isa 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 an (a2) 3) (4) 8) 68)
2 (2.1) (2, 2) (2, 3) (2. 4) (2, 5) (2, 6)

3 (3.1) (3. 2) (3, 3) (3, 4) (3, 5) (3, 6)

4 1) (4, 2) (4, 3) (4, 4) (4, 5) (4, 6)
5 (5. 1) (5, 2) (5, 3) (5, 4) (5, 5) (5, 6)

6 (6. 1) (6, 2) (6, 3) (6, 4) (6, 5) (6, 6)
 

second die can also come up any oneofsix ways. So the total number ofways
in which the dice can come up is 6 x 6, or 36; and f(S) = 36. Howmanyof
these 36 elementaryevents involve the dice summing to 11? Going through
Table 1-9, we discover that only two-(6, 5) and (5, 6)-will do the trick, Referring

to the outcome “sums to 11” as A, we therefore see that

fid) = 2

Returning to Equation 1-1, we can compute the probability that the dice will
sum to 11 as follows:

14) gonePIA) =p5) = & = te = 0.056

Using addition and multiplication rules. This sample space methodof
computing a probability is tedious. It requires constructing a list ofall the

elementaryevents followed bya lot of searching and counting. Suppose we look

at the problem from a different perspective. Wefirst ask ourselves under what

circumstancesthe dice total to 11. It is not verydifficult to figure out that there

are only two possible ways in which this could happen: Thefirst die comes up 4

6 andthe second die comesup a 5,or vice-versa. Let's denotethese two possible

outcomesas B and C. respectively. Now, p(A)—the probability in which we are

interested—is equal to the probability of the union of events B and C. Also,

since events B and C are mutually exclusive (if we get a (6, 5), we cannot geta

(5, 6), and vice-versa), we can use the addition rule, or

piA) = p(B) + p(C)

Nowhowdo we get the probabilities B and C? We note that both these events

consist of intersections of two independentevents. Event B consists of getting a

5 on the first die (which happens with probability 4) and getting a 6 on the

second die (which also happens with probability 4). Since these two events are



independent, the probability of their interscetion may be computed simply bs

multiplying the two individual probabilities, or

p(B) = (a)(8) = ds = 0.028

Event C can be computed analogously, its probability is also 0.025. Therefore

to get the probability of the event in which weare interested

p(A) = p(B) + p(C) = 0.028 + 0.028 = 0.056

 

 

We have gone throughthis second wayof computing the probability in a

painstakingly slow, step-by-step fashion so that vou will be absolutely clear about

where each step came from. As you can probably sec. however. with wlittle

ractice, you can zip through the steps—certainly more «quickly than it takes to

list all the possible elementary events, count the relevant ones. and so on
Let's go through one final example, this one involving intersections of

nonindependentevents. Imagine three basketball players, Tom, Janet, and Gerry,

From long experience, we know theprobability that each ofthese players will
make a free throw (that is, the conditional probabilities that the free throwwill

be made given each of the players is shooting); The probabilities are 0.5 for
Tom, 0.8 for Janet, and 0.6 for Gerry. Now suppose that we pick one of the

three players randomly, and that player attempts a free throw. What is the
probability that the free throwwill be made?

To compute this probability let T, J, and G represent, respectively
Janet, and Gerry being picked to throw. We knowthat p(T) = pi) = piG
since the thrower is picked randomly. Nowlet M be the event that the free
throw is made, which can happen in three mutuallyexclusive ways—Tomcan
be picked and makeit, Janet can be picked andinakeit, or Gerrycan be picked
and make it. Thus, the overall probability that the free throw is made is the
union of these three mutually exclusive events, each event being actually a joint
event:

pP(M) = p(TOM) + pO M) + piGAM)

which, by Equation1-6, is equalto

P(M) = p(T)p(MIT) + p()p(MIp) + p(C)p(M

= (4) (0.5) + (4) (0.8) + (4) (0.6) = 0.633

Tom,
 

  

   

 

 

G) 

SUMMARY

   We've covered a fairly substantial amount ofmaterial in this chapter. Our basie
goal wasto provide youwith someniles and somefacility in computing probabilities
ofvarious events, This is what you ought to remember:

 

L. Ifwe can characterize asituation as haying some numberofequally probable
outcomes, which we call elementary events, then we can larly characterize
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an event ofinterest as constituting a subset of those clementary events The

probabilityofthat event is then computed by the equation”

fia)‘en
Ps fis)

1 In anysituation, we can compute the probability of the union oftwo events
A andB (thatis. the probability that one event or the other orbothwill

happen) using the general equation

piA UB) = pia) + p(B) — p(An B)

3. A special case of computing probability of unions occurs when we have some
numberof mutuallyexclusive events. We can use the addition rule:

piAUBU--++UN) = pla) + p(B) + +++ + p(N)

4. Fhe conditional probability that some event A given some other event B

occurs is computed using the equation

piANB)

p(B)

. Likewise. the probability of the intersection of two events (that is, the

probability that both events will occur, or the probability of a joint event)is

computed using the general equation

piA 1 B) = p(A)p(BlA) = p(B)p(AlB)

6. A special case of computing probabilities ofintersections occurs when some

numberof events A, B, ..., N are mutually independent. We can use the

multiplication rule, or

p(AMBM+-: ON) = plA)p(B) - + + p(N)

piAlB) =

ou

ESSION

DIGRESSION1-1

Probability and Everyday Life

People base a good deal of their behavior on their feelings about probabilities.

Sometimes this is done explicitly—for example, most professional gamblers have

both an intuitive feeling and a mathematical knowledge ofthe probabilities of

various outcomesinvolvingcards, dice, roulette wheels, or whatever. Most people.

however, base behavior on only a subjective feeling of what various probabilities

are. Given the choice of planning to go either ona picnic tomorrowoF tothe
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movies, most people would opt for the movies if the weatherman said that the

probability of rain tomorrow were 95%, Person X’s decision about whether or

not to ask person Y for a date can dependon theprobability that person ¥will

answeryes. A skier's decision about whetherto ski down averysteep chute will

depend on whatthe skier thinks the probability is that she will crash and get

hurt, and so on.

As notedin the previous chapter, social scientists tend to be professionally

interested in probability because conclusions based on experiments can typically

be stated only probabilistically. This is the principal reason that probability is

discussed in books such as this one. However, since so many everyday events

are based on probabilistic happenings, it is to everyone's advantage (whether
interested in social science or not) to have a good idea of what probabilityisall
about.

PROBLEMS

1. Suppose that we have a universal set Wconsisting ofall people. Verbally
describe the complements ofthe following sets.
a. All people whoare left-handed.
b. All people who are left-handedandcolor-blind.
c. All people whoareleft-handed or color-blind,
d. All left-handed, color-blind females.
e. All people whoare left-handed or male but not color-blind.
(Hint: Use “normal”to indicate “not color-blind”.)

2. Classify the followingsets as finite, countably infinite, or uncountablyinfinite.
Thesetofall four-letter strings.
Thesetofall-letter strings.
Thesetofall amounts that a human being could weigh.
Thesetof exact weights of 100 humanbeings.
Thesetofall grains of sand in the Sahara Desert.
The numberoftimes a pair of dice could be thrown before double 6s
tur up.

m
e
a
e
o
e

3. Consider W = all people. Given this universal set, make up examples of
Pairs of sets that are:
a. Mutually exclusive and exhaustive.
b. Mutually exclusive but not mutually exhaustive.
¢. Not mutually exclusive but mutually exhaustive.
d. Neither mutually exclusive nor mutually exhaustive.

4. Let S be the setofall restaurants in Walla Walla, Washington. Assume S
contains 96 elementary events. Define F as thesetofall French restaurants
and assume that F contains 32 elementary events, Define Tas the set of
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restaurants that require mento wear ties and jackets, and assume that T

contains 45 elementaryevents. Thirty-two of the French restaurants require

ties andjackets.

a. Representthesituation as a Venn diagram—ill in the appropriate numbers

of elementary nts.

b. Representthesituation asacontingency table. Nowcompute the following:

DY pF) (6) p(F OT) (11) p(FIT)

(2) p(T) (7) p(F UT) (12) p(T|F)

(3) ppFOT) (8) p(FIT) (13) p(T|F)

i) pF UT) (9) p(F|T) (14) p(T|F)

5) piFOT) (10) p(F|T) (15) p(T|F)

vu . There are 84 passengers on an airliner. Define the following two events:

F: Thepersonis travelingfirst class.

M: Thepersonis male.

Supposethat there are 32 first-class passengers and 30 males. Suppose

further that p(F U M) = 8.
a. Construct a contingency table depicting the preceding information.

Compute thefollowing, based on your contingency table:

p\F|M)
p(M|F)
(FIM)   

r
p
m
m
o
a
o
s

6. Considerthe set S of all gas stations in the country. Theset G is the set of

stations open andselling gas, and the set

E

is the set ofall Exxon stations.

Suppose that:

piG) = 04

piGUE) = 05

p(E) = 0.2

Representthis situation as a contingency table and then calculate

a. piGN E)
b. piGlE)
c. p!GlE)
d. plE|G)

¢. plE|G)

_ Assume that there are 100 cars in East Bend, Idaho. Ofthese cars, 25 are

Fords, 25 are Jaguars, and the remaining 50 are Volkswagens. Twenty ofthe
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100 cars are blue. The twoevents “type ofcar” and “being blue” are

independent. Suppose now that a randomcaris picked from East Bend.

a, Make a contingency table that representsthis situation.

b. Whatis the probability that the car will be a blue Ford?

c. Whatis the probability that the car will be a Jaguar that is not blue?

d. Whatis the probability that the car will be blue andeither a Jaguar or a

Volkswagen?
e. Whatis the probability that the car will he neither blue nor a Volkswagen?

Assumethat there is a set S of 96 peopletraveling on an airplane. Ofthese

96 people, 24 are in the first-class section (set F) and 32 are airline employees

(set E). Fourairline employeesare in the first-class section

Find the following probabilities:
a, P(E U_F)
b. P(F | E)
c. P(E| F)
d. PE| F)
e. P(F| E)
In the town of Barlow,Alaska, there are three types ofrestaurants: American
(A), French (F), and Greek (G). There are equal numbersof the three types

ofrestaurants. Additionally, half the restaurants in town havealiquorlicense
(L), whereas others do not (L). We also know the following:

p(LN A) =4

p(L|G) = 1

Now compute:
. p(F | L)
. p(L| A)
. p(L| F)

. p(F|L)
. p(A|L)

Suppose twodice, a black die and a white die, are thrown. Two outcomes
are defined as follows:

»
e
a
o
n
e

A = {white die comes up a5 ora 6}

B = {black die comes upa 6}

Computethefollowing.
(Hint: Make a contingency table.)

p(A)
p(B)
p(A NB)
p(A U B)
p(A | B)
p(B| A)m
e
a
e
o
r
e
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g p\B/ A)
h. pA[B)
i, pa |B)

Suppose we define a third event in addition to the first two:

C = {black die comes up a 1}

Compute the following:
jo panc)
k. pBNc)
L p{iBU CA]

11. Suppose that we have two dice, die A and die B, and we throw themboth

together. Computethefollowing probabilities:
At least one 6 is obtained.
A double

6

is obtained.
A 2and

a

1 are obtained.

Die A tumsup 6 anddie B tumsup 1.

A “double”is obtained (double 1, double 2, and so on).

The numberon die A and the numberon die B differ by 1.

The numberondie A is 1 greater than the number on die B.
NoIs or 2s are obtained.r

a
m
o
o
e
o
F

12. Suppose that I flip a coin and draw a card from a deck.
a. Whatis the probability that the coin comes up heads andthatI get a

diamond?
b. Whatis the probability that the coin comes up headsorI get a diamond,

but not both?
c. Whatis the probability that the coin comes up heads ortails or that I

get a spade (or both)?

d. Whatis the probabilitythat the coin comes up headsortails and that I

get a spade?

13, Joe Smith is drinking beer after a baseball game. To decide how manybeers

to drink, he plans to use the following procedure. To decide on the first

beer, he throws a die. If the die comes up any numberfrom

1

to 5, he

drinks a beer; otherwise he goes home.If he gets to drinkhis first beer, he

decides on the second beerby throwingthe die again whenhefinishes. This

timeif the die comesup1, 2, 3, or 4 he drinks a second beer; otherwise he

goes home.If he gets to drink his second beer, he decides on a third beer

bythrowing the die again when hefinishes. This time,if the die comes up

1, 2, or 3, he drinks a third beer; otherwise he goes home. Hewill definitely

go homeafter the third beer.
Whatis the probability that Joe drinks:

a. No beers—hejust goes home?
b. One beer and then he goes home?
¢. Two beers and then he goes home?

. Three beers?



14. Suppose that I teach a seminar with five students, three females and two

males. I decide to pick one student randomlyto lead this week's seminar

and one studentto lead next week's seminar. I do this by putting the five

namesinto a hat, drawing out one nameforthis week andthen, not replacing

the namein the hat, drawing another name for next week. What are the

following probabilities?

a. This week's seminaris led by a female.

b. This week's seminaris led by a male and next week's seminaris led by a

female. ;

c. This week’s and next weck's seminars are led by inembers of the same
sex.

d. At least one of the seminarsis led by a female.

 

15. Consider two dice, die C and die D, When throwntogether, the two dice
are completely normal except for one strange thing. If die C comes up 4
(which, of course, happens with probability4), it casts a cosmic force field
over die D, which in turns causes the numbers | through 6 on die D to have
the following probability of occurrence.

pl) =4
p(2) = 4
p(3) = 4
p(4) = 4
p(5) = 4
p(6) = ts

Compute the probabilities of the following outcomesofthrowing twodice:
a. Die C = 1 and die D = 5.
b. Die C = 1 or 2 or 3, and die D = 1 or 2.
c. Die C = 3 or 4, and die D = 1.
d. Die C = 4 and die D = 3,

16. A peculiar deck of cards has only red jacks. (The black suits have Ls instead
ofjacks.) Define:

H:as “draw a heart”

J: as “draw a jack”

Note that

p(H) =4

PY) = & = ds
I claim that drawing the jack ofhearts is equivalent to the event HO J, and
the probability of drawing the jack of hearts is

P(H A J) = p(H)p(J) = (a) = ate
My friend, however, claims that since there are 52 cards and one jack of



18.

19.

21.
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hearts. the probability ofdrawing the jack of hearts is ¥s. Whois right? What
error has been committed?

. Joe Smith is interested in the appearance of unidentified flying objects
(UFOs). Checking the records, he discovers that there have been many more

reported UFOsightings between the hours of noonand6 P.a. than between
the hours of midnight and 6 4.M. He therefore concludes that UFO pilots
prefer fiving aroundin daylight rather than during the night. Whatis wrong
with Joe's reasoning?

Al Jonesis trying to decide on a career and is choosing between being a
lion-tamer or a lumberjack. Al discovers that more lumberjacks than lion-
tamers are killed every year. Therefore, Al decides to be a lion-tamer,
concluding that heis less likely to get killed that way. Is this a reasonable
thing for Al to do? Prove (by making up an example) that even though the
fact noted aboveis correct, Al's probability of being killed can be greaterif
heis a lion-tamerthan if he is a lumberjack. (Hint: Consider the universal
set made up only of people whoare lion-tamers or lumberjacks. You may
assume that nobodyis both a lion-tamer and a lumberjack.)

ShowthatifA and B are independent, A andB are also independent.[Hint:

Rememberthat (A — B)(C — D) = AC — BC — AD + BD.]

Suppose that vou have a sample space S$ and two events A and B. Suppose
further that

p(A|B) > p(A)

Prove that p(A|B) < p(A). (Hint: This should make sensein intuitive terms.

Using a familiar example, suppose that the unconditional probability of

passing an exam is 0.75, but the conditional probability of passing given that
vou have done the reading is 0.85. It should then make sense that the

probability of passing given that you didn't do the reading would be less

than 0.75.)

Suppose that there are two events A and B and

p(A|B) = p(A)

Prove p(A|B) = p(A). (Hint: Donottry to provethis just by making up an
example. Your proof must be for the generalcase.)



CHA PTE R 2

RANDOM VARIABLES

AND DISTRIBUTIONS

vb. principal goal ofthis chapter is to provide a firm
understandingofprobability distributions. Probability distributions formacentral
concept in this book, and discussions ofstatistical issues that will appear in
subsequent chapters will all revolve around probability distributions. Thus,
understanding ofprobability distributionsis a crucial prerequisite for understand-
ing the things to come.

Beforeplunginginto probability distributions, however, wewill first provide
a brief introduction to frequency distributions. We do this here because the
relation between frequency and probability distributions is similar to therelation
betweensets and probability; in each case the formeris useful for unde! tanding
the latter. We should note briefly herethat frequencydistributions are also highly
useful in their own right as a means ofdescribing data, but wewill defer a
detailed discussionof this aspectoffrequencydistributionsuntil the next chapter.

Youwill need the information in Appendix A to understandthis chapter,

  
an 
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rduction
-equencyDistributions

Suppose that vou and 19 of your friends get together andcollect the followin,

sort of data. Eachofyouflips a coin fourtimes and counts the numberof heads

obtained out ofthe four flips. Table 2-1 lists some hypothetical data that might

result from such a hypothetical exercise.

TABLE 2-1

Hypothetical Data: Numberof Headsin Four Flips of a Coin

from 20 Four-Flip Sequences

 

Person Numberof Heads Person NumberofHeads

ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

 

Q
w
h
O
w
e

R
R
N
W
O
N
W
R
O
R
Y

w
W
w
o
W
N
H
N
r
N
N
H

_ S
O
o
n
n
~
1

RANDOM VARIABLES

To organizetherelationship betweenthese data anddistributions, it is usefulto

introduce the notion of a randomvariable. To see what a randomvariable is,

consider some sample space—for example, the sample space consisting of you

and your 19 fellow coin-flippers. A randomvariable is nothing more than a

function that assigns a number to each memberofthe sample space. Corresponding

to any given sample space, there is an infinite number of possible random

variables. Table 2-2 lists several different sample spaces and for each sample
space provides some examples of reasonable randomvariables.

CONSTRUCTION
OF A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

Let’s retum to our 20 coin-Aippers. The randomvariable here assigns to each

person the numberof heads that person obtained in four flips of the coin. Recall
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TABLE 2-2

Different Sample Spaces and Examples of Random Variables
Applying to Them
  

Sample Space Random Variables

1. All people in a classroom a. Age ofperson in years
b. Weight ofperson in pounds
¢. Numberofhairs on person's head
d. Numberof ears person has

2. All books on a bookshelf a. Numberofpages in book
b. Copyright date of book
c. Weight of book in grams

3. All cars with California a. Year car was built
license plates b. Horsepowerofcar's engine

c, Numberofgears in car's transmission
d. Numberof clutch pedals car has

: c. Largest digit on car's license plate
4, All possible five-card poker a. Numberofaces in the hand

hands a person could get b. Numberofpairs in the hand
c. Numberofspades in the hand

  

 

that the 20 resulting numbers are listed in Table 2-1. Briefly, a frequency
distribution simply lists with each possible value that the random variable can
assign (the numbers 0 through 4 in this case) the frequency with which that
value occurred. More formally, the process works bytwosteps.

 

Theset called V. To constructa frequencydistributionfor a particular random
variable operating on particular sample space, we first determine theset of
all possible values that the random variable could assign, Let us refer to this set
as V. In this case,

V = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}

Frequencies. Having determined V, we simply go through our data, count
the numberof instances of each memberof V, andlist the result, as has been
done in Table 2-3, Thus, Table 2-3 constitutes the frequency distribution ofthe
Table 2-1 data.

214 frequeney distribution simply lists with every possible value the
frequencywith which that value occurred in the data

61
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TABLE2-3

Frequency Distribution of Data
Shown in Table 2-1. With Each
Value Is the Frequency with
Which That Value Occurs

Numberof Heads Frequency

0 1

1 6

2 6

3 5

4 2

HISTOGRAMS

Since pictures are typically easier to understand than numbers, frequency
distributions are often representedin pictorial form. The frequencydistribution
in Table 2-3 has accordingly been transformedinto the picture in Figure 2-1.
This sort ofpicture is referred to as a frequency histogram. On the absci
(horizontal axis) of the graph we havelisted the members of V (which, recall,
are the values that the randomvariable can assign, in this case the number0
through 4). Above eachofthese five values, we have drawn a barascending to
the ordinate* (vertical axis) value that corresponds to the frequencywith which
that particular value occurred. Thus, the bar over the value 0 goes up to | to
represent the single 0 that we obtained. Likewise, the bar over the value1 rises
to a frequency of 6 to represent the six 1s, and so on. Basicallythat's all a
frequencyhistogram is. Notice that if we sumall the ordinate values on the
histogram,this sum must be 20—thetotal numberofscores wehadat the outset.

   

  

Probability Distributions

Wewill nowdiscuss how a frequencydistribution may be changed into an
equivalent probability distribution and what the relationship is between the bwo-
This discussionwill be verysimilar to that inthelast chapter, where we discussed
howVenn diagrams (and contingencytables) could be used to represent cither
frequencies or probabilities.

“Many: people have difficulty: remembering which axis is the ordinate and which is the abseissit. 4
convenicnl mnemonic to helpsolve this problemis thefollowing, Whenyousay the word abscissi.
note that your month makes a horizontal line, like the horizontal axis. Likewise, when vou say the
wordordinate, your mouth makes a (more orless) vertical line. ,
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1 = numberof heads in four fips

FIGURE 2-1 Frequencydistribution of the number of heads in four flips of a coin
The bar over 0 reflects the fact that a frequency of one person got zero heads, the bar
over | reflects the fact that a frequencyof six people got one head, and soon

FREQUENCIES TO PROBABILITIES
AND VICE VERSA

Recall that when talking about sets, we began by considering frequencies of
elementary events. For example, wetalked about a sample space consisting of
f(S) = 12 people, theset of(LL) = 3 people whowereleft-handed, andso on.
Wesaw, however, that we could divide each frequency suchas f(L) bythetotal
numberofelementary events in the samplespacef(S) to obtain theprobabilities
ofvariousevents insteadofthe frequencies of elementary events corresponding
to the events, Frequencies and probabilities convey the sameinformation, but
have somewhatdifferent interpretations, as discussedin thelast chapter.

Whenwe are concemedwith distributions, we can go back andforth from
frequencies to probabilities in much the same way. Whenever weplot a frequency
distribution, we have some number, which wewill henceforth referto as n, that
corresponds to the total numberof cases. (Note that nis simply shorthand for

f(S).) In the coin-Hipping example described above, n= since there were 20
coin-Hip sequences, each of which resulted in some numberof heads. Suppose
nowthat we divide each frequencyin a frequencydistribution by n. Theresult
would be the probability ofoccurrence(rather than the frequeneyof occurrence)
of each memberof Vv. Canying out this procedure for the coin-flipping produces

the probability distribution shown in Figure 2-2, which depicts this probability
distribution as a probability histogram. Notice that the ordinate of Figure 2-2 is
now probability, which can range from 0to 1, in contrast to frequency, which
can range from 0 to n. As we mentionedearlier, the interpretation changes
somewhat when we translate from frequeney to probability. Frequencies are
descriptive of a set of data. Probabilities, in contrast, involve the following.
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oO 1 2 3 4

v = numberofheadsin fourflips

FIGURE 2-2 An empirical probability distribution. This probability distribution was
obtained bytaking the frequencydistribution of Figure 2-1 and dividing each frequency
iordinate) value by n, the total numberofscoresin the situation. The height of each bar
nowrepresents the probability of occurrence of each ofthe abscissa values.

Assuming we select some random memberof our sample space—a randomly
chosen coin-flipper in the example we have been using—whatis the probability
that this memberwill have been assigned any particular value by the random
variable? For example, Figure 2-2 indicates that the probability of a randomly
selected coin-flipper obtaining two headsis 0.3.

2-2 Probability and frequency distributionsprovide the same information
in different ways. A frequency distribution lists the frequency with
which each value occurred. and aprobability distribution lists the
probability that each value will ocenr.

EMPIRICAL VERSUS
THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Wewill refer to the sorts of probabilitydistributions that we have been talking
aboutso far as empirical probability distributions. Empirical means “based on
data.”Toreiterate, we construct an empirical probability distribution by collecting
some data (for example, the number of heads obtained in coin-flip sequences),

using these data to construct a frequency distribution, and then dividing each

frequency by n to obtain a probability distribution.

Wewill refer to a somewhatdifferent sort of probability distribution as 4
theoretical probability distribution. To construct a theoretical probability distr-



PROBABILITY DISTRIB

bution, we do not collect any data—instead, we begin with various considerations

that allow us to figure out what the probability distribution ought to look like if

we were to go out and collect some data. To provide a feeling for what is meant

by this, we will describe the construction of a theoretical probability distribution
for the number-of-heads-in-four-flips random variable that we disenssed above

Members of V. As was the case when we constructed an empirical frequency

distribution, our first step is to determinethe set V ofall values that the randar

variable can assign. If the random variable under consideration assigns some

number of heads to a four-flip sequence, then the resulting value must be an
integer between 0 and 4.It's still true that

v = {0, 1, 2.3, 4}

Probability of each member of V. Hereis where things change when we

are dealing with a theoretical rather than an empirical distribution. When we
had data, we simply computed the frequencyof each member of V (by counting!
and then transformed that frequency into an empirical probability (hy dividing
by n).

Now we don’t have any data. Nonetheless.it’s still possible to compute the
probability of each memberof V using the concepts we developedin the last
chapter, Table 2-4 lists all possible sequences of heads andtails that we could
getin fourflips of the coin. The first sequence consists of four heads; the second
sequence consists of heads on the first three flips andtails on the fourth; and so
on. As youcan see, there are 16 possible sequences. Howmanyofthese sequences
involve getting zero heads? The answeris only 1 of them—the sequencethat
consists ofall tails. Likewise, 4 of the sequences involvegetting exactly one head.
6 involve getting exactly two heads, 4 involve getting exactly three heads, and1
involvesgetting all four heads. Since each ofthe 16 sequencesis equally probable,
we determine that the probability of getting zero heads is 4, the probability of
getting one headis 7, the probability of getting two headsis 4%. the probability
of getting three headsis 7, and the probability of getting four heads is ¢s. This
providesus withall the information weneedto constructthe theoretical probability
distribution we originally wanted. This distribution is shown in Figure 2-3.

 

Thedistribution shown in Figure 2-3 is an instance ofa particular type of
theoretical probability distribution called a binomialdistribution. We will provide
a detailed discussion of a binomial distribution in Chapter 4. For our present

Purposes wejustuseit as an example ofa reasonably easy-to-construct theoretical
distribution,

 

2 . .
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TABLE2-4

All Possible Four-Flip Sequences
of Heads (H) and Tails (T) Along
with Number of Heads in Each
Sequence

Sequence Numberof Heads

HHHH
HHHT
HHTH
HHTT

HTHH
HT HT
HTTH
HTTT
THHH
THHT
THTH
THTT
TTHH
TTHT
TTTH
TTTT C
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+ = numberofheads in four flips

FIGURE 2-3 theoretical probability distribution of the number of heads that ought
to be obtained in four flips of a coin. Based on a priori considerations, we determined
thatthe probability of obtaining zero heads is 0.625; the probability of obtaining one head
is 0.250, and soon.
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THEORETICAL
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

 

  Recall that when we collect data, we can constrict an empirical frequenes
distribution, which in turn can he used to construct an empirical probiatilit.
distribution. When, on the other hand, westart with a theoretical probbilit’
distribution, we can use it to generate a theoretical frequency distribution. We
do this simply by multiplying each probability by n, where n is the total number
of cases we plan to have. An exampleof this process is shown in Tuble 2-5
where we use our theoretical number-of-heads-in-four-Hips probability distri-
bution to generate a theoretical frequency distribution assuming, as an exatnple
that n = 128, Thus, if we dispatched 128 individuals to flip a coin four tirues
apiece, our best guess is that § of them wouldobtain zero heads. 32 of then
would obtain one head, and so on.

TABLE 2-5

Theoretical Frequency Distributor of Number of Heads
in Four Flips of a Coin (numberin samplespace, n,
assumed to be 128)

 

 

Value (v) Probability Frequency = Probability x 128

0 0.0625 Ss
1 0.2500 32

2 0.3750 48
3 0.2500 32

4 0.0625 §
 

Comparing theoretical and empirical distributions: A preview of things
to come, Let's digress just a bit and return to the distribution shownin
Figure 2-3. As we have discussed, this is the probability distribution that we
expect to get if we perform the hypothetical experimentof having a number of
people each flip a coin four times. However, this expectation involves a number
of assumptions about the world. First, it assumes that the coins being flipped
are fair coins—that they have equal probability of coming up heads ortails.
Second, it assumes that the people Hipping the coins are flipping them
normally"—thatis, not in anystrange wavthat will bias the coin to come up

heads ortails. It also assumes that the peoplearereporting their results accurately,
If all these assumptions are true, Figure 2-3 depicts the probabilitydistribution,

Suppose now that we actually performthis experiment; that is, we take a
group of people and ask them each to flip a coin four times, We then get their
data and use the data to generate an empirical frequencydistribution and then
an empirical probability distribution using the methods that wediscussed. before.
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numberof headsin fourflips

FIGURE 2-4 Onewayin which an empirical probabilitydistribution might correspond
to a theoretical probability distribution. In this case the correspondenceis quite good,
and we conclude thatall is well with the world.

  

Suppose that the empirical probability distribution came out as depicted in
Figure 2-4. In this case the empirical probability distribution seems to correspond
pretty well to the theoretical probability distribution that we expect. It would
therefore seem reasonable to conclude thatall is well with the world. The coin
is probably fair, the people are probably flipping the coins correctly, reporting
their data accurately, and so forth.

However, suppose that the obtained probability distribution came out
lookinglike the one in Figure 2-5. In this case the empirical distribution thatis
obtained does notlook at all like what we expect. In particular, there seems to
be an overabundance ofsequences containing four heads and three heads and
not nearly enough sequences containing zero, one, and two heads. What would
we do in such situation? Probably we would question someof the assumptions
that are listed above. We might conclude cither that the coin is not fair or

perhaps that the people weren't flipping the coins correctly. In any case the
point of this discussion is to show howtheoretical and empirical probability
distributions are used to evaluate data. In general, before doing an experiment.

wedetermine what some theoretical probabilitydistributionwill look like if our
assumptions are trie. We then do the experiment in order to get an empirical
probability distribution fromthedata. If the obtained andtheoretical distributions
coincidefairly well, we concludethat the assumptions in which wewereinte
are probably true. On the other hand,ifthe obtained and theoretical probabi
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v = numberof heads in four flips

FIGURE 2-5 Another way in which the empirical probability distribution might
correspondto the theoretical probability distribution. In this case the correspondence: is
very poor. Hence, we would conclude that something is probably wrong with the
assumptions on which the theorctical probabilitydistribution was based.

distributions do not seem to coincide, we conclude that one or more of the
assumptions is probably false. All this will be discussed much morein later
chapters; we have mentionedit briefly nowjust to give someindication ofthe
ultimateuseofall this information about probabilitydistributions.

   

Discrete and Contin
Probability Distribu

We noted earlier that a fundamental characteristic of a set is the number of
members contained in that set. In particular, a set could befinite. countably
infinite, or uncountably infinite. Let's considerthis characteristic with respect to
V,the set ofall possible values a random variable can assign. When Vis finite
or countable infinite, we are dealing with a discrete probability distribution.

hen, in contrast, V is uncountably infinite, we are dealing with a continuous
Probability distribution. Let's elaborateonthis distinction byconsidering a sample
Space Consisting ofpeople. As we have seen, there are numerous randomvariables
that could be applied to such a sample space. We have already described the
random variable that assigns some number of heads in four flips of a coin. As
we haveseen, for this randomvariable,
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V = {0, 1.2.3, 4}

Because the set contains a finite numberof elements, V is finite. Now imagine
a different situation, in which each person in the samplespace rolls a die until
a 6 is obtained. The randomvariable assigns to cach person the numberof ralls
pnorto obtaining a 6. Here V would includeall integers from 1 to infinity. That
is.

 

  

 

 

Vs fi x}
Thus, Vis countablyinfinite. Digression 2-1 describes the probabilitydistribution
ofthis randomvariable.

Both these randomvariables are. however, discrete in the sense that only
certain. specific values are assigned—for the number-of-rolls-prior-to-a-6 random
variable, a 2 or a 3 could beassigned but not a 2.6 or a 3.24. Contrast these
randomvariables to a third variable that would assign a weight (say, in pounds)
to eachperson. In this case, V would be uncountableinfinite, or

 

 

V = {anvpositive real number}

and the resulting distribution would be continuous.
To be somewhat more formal aboutthe distinction between a continuons

and a discrete random variable,let's consider any two values, v, andvy, that a
particular random variable can assign, and suppose that the only restriction on
v, and v, is that vy is greater than v, (that is, v) < v5).

Nowa randomvariable under consideration is defined as continuousif’ no
matter what v, and v, are chosen to be, we can find anotherv, that is in between

them—thatis, there exists a v. such that

Vv, Sa vy

So, for example,if the random variable we were dealing with assigned a weight

to every person, no matter what two weights you chose (say, 4, = 150.000

pounds and v; = 150.001 pounds), you could always find another potential

weight between the first two that the random variable could also assign (for

example, v. = 150.0005 pounds).

Onthe other hand, a randomvariable is defined as discrete if two values

v, and v; can be found suchthat the random variable cannotassign any value

between them, So, for example, if we were talking about number of heads in

four flips of a coin, we might choose v, to be 2 and vs to he 3. We then could

neverfind a v; that was equal to 2.5 or 2.72 or anything in between 2 and 3.

This randomvariable would be discrete by our definition.

 

Z4 When V, the set ofall possible values that w random variable can

assign. is finite or countablyinfinite, theresulting probabilitydistrifmtion

is discrete, When Vis uncountablyinfinite, the resulting probability

distribution is continuous.



IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS

nee BABILITY DISTRIBUTIONSOF PRO

So far, we have talked in detail only about diserete probability distributions, We

have avoided continuous probability distribntions heeanse we wall hase te think

about them in a slightly different way From the way we think about discrete

distributions. As a backgroundfor talking about continnons probability distabu-

tions, however, it will be helpful to enumerate a few important characteristies of

the discrete probability distributions we've already discussed

Ordinate values must sum fo 1.0 for discrete distributions. Lats go Lack

to Figure 2-3, which depicts a theoretical probability distribution for each possible

numberof headsin four flips of a.coin, Notice that the five possible outcomes—

zero, one, two, three, or four heads—are mutually exclusive and exhaistive

events. Thatis, one of them has to happen, and if one happens. then none of

the others can happen. Recall from Chapter | that the probabilities of mutually
exclusive and exhaustive events must sum to 1.0. Since in Figure 2-3 the
probability ofeach ofthesefive events (values) is representedhythe corresponding
ordinate value of the probability distribution, this means that the sumofall the
ordinate values must be 1.0. Looking at the figure, we can easily ascertain that
this is the case.

This particular fact—that the ordinate values on the probability: distribution
must sum to 1,0—is true for any discrete probabilitydistribution, either theoretical
orempirical, In general, a probabilitydistributionlists probabilities for a number
of mutually exclusive and exhaustive events—and so the probabilities ofall these
events must sum to. 1.0,

he aoe the curve must also sum to 1.0. The distribution shown in

finer a may be viewed somewhat differently.* Howwould we compute the

up ate, a the curve? This is not difficult to do—the curveis, after all. made
rettangesi ofbars, or rectangles—andwe can easily compute the area of any

this case Re the area of a rectangle is equal to

its

height times its base. In

a width that ns has a height equal to the corresponding probability and

each rectang! y reference to the figure's abscissa, is equalto 1.0. So the area of
‘angle over each abscissa value c maybe characterized us

   

Pv) x T= p(v)

Therefo,
le nin the area of each rectangle equals the ordinate value of the rectangle,

of all the areas, then, must be equal to the sumofall the ordinateValues, which « as) Which in turn ig equal to 1.0. This characteristic, true ofall probability

hin

u i .vives hat a histogramis reforred to

 

a curve” nay’ clash withthe commonplace notion that

 

 

   
    

Smoot “ y l

atte: The ae Mathematically, however, any’ function, he it smooth or himpy. is referred to ts
the absence oft, der the curve

is

simply the ares between the cane and the abscissa. Also, in
Une betveen ihe {ilifeation. the expression “arva under the curve” refers to the anca under theen theahgethe abscissa values of —x and +2.
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distributions—both discrete and continuous—is, to reiterate, is that the are;
underthe curve representing the probability astribution is equal to 1.0,

 

Probabilities of intervals. Againlet’s refer hack to Figure 2-3. What is the
probability that the random variable assigns a value contained within some
interval of values? What, for example,is the probabilitythat the numberof heads
falls in theinterval fromtwoto four (inclusive)? We could computethis probability
in either of two ways. First, we could simply sum the probabilities of two, three
and four heads to obtain y

Wl

4

> p(v) = p(2) + p(3) + p(4)p(2sv=4)

 

=% + & + db = ts = 0.687

Alternatively, as discussed above, we could consider this probability equal
to the area under the curve—thatis, the combinedareaof the three rectangles
correspondingto the values of 2, 3, and 4. Figure 2-6 shows howthis probability
is represented bythe equation

4

p(2<v<4) = > ple) (21)
i=2

 

 

Area representing
| p(2<i<4)

= (0.375)(1) + (0.250)(1) +
(0,0625)(1) = 0.6875

 

1 2 3 4

v = numberofheadsin fourflips

      

 

FIGURE 2-6 A theoretical probability distribution with a representation of the

probability of someinterval. This probability presentedby the area underthe curve

within the appropriate abscissa boundaries. Specifically, the shaded area represents the

probability that the numberofheads in four flips will he between and4 inclusive.
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SAND CONTINUOUS PROBABILITT LISI

Notice that Equation 2-1 means simply: sum the areas of the three rectanule te

get the probability.
Theidea that probability can be viewed as an area under a cune

very important in the next section when we discuss continnons probability

distributions.

il te

 

2.5 Probability can always he eliaracterizidd as (Ne ares wider sora
of a curve.

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
OF CONTINUOUS RANDOM VARIABLES

As we havenoted,continuous probabilitydistributions involve somewhat different
concepts than do discrete probability distributions. Weshall begin this section
by describing the nature of these differences and providing a gencral definition
of a continuous probability distribution. Then we will try to clucidate the
relationship between discrete and continuous distributions.

As usual, we proceed on the assumption that abstract concepts are easier

to understand if they are described within the context of an example. So let's
suppose that our sample space consists of all male adults in the city of Seattle
and that the random variable ofinterest is the one that assigns a height in
inches) to each memberofthe sample space. For the sake of argument. even
though some men mayin actuality be shorter ortaller, let's characterize V in
this situation as

  

  

V = {any real number between65 and 75}

We should make a commentabout this characterization of V before we proceed.
“Any real number” implies that we are dealing with a continuous random variable
because if we choose any two distinct members of V( 70,000 and 70.001

inches), we could easily find a third member(for instance, 70.0005 inches) that
is between the first two.

Let us now deal with several important properties of this continuous
distribution.

 

 

Probability of an exact value. When we are concemed with a discrete
probability distribution (such as the one depicted in Figure 2-3). we deal with
probabilities of exact values—for example, we asserted that the probability of
getting exactly two headsin four flips ofa coin is 0.25. But nowwestate a very
important fact: The probability that a continuous random variable will assign
any exact value is 0. To see why this is so, imagine that we are interested in
finding some male whois exactly 72 inches tall. We argue (correctly) that if we
find such an individual, then the fact stated above must be false. So we march
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out into the population, fape measure in hand. and we come upon aperson who

acconling te our tape measmry, seems to he exactly: 72 inchestall. However, this

apparent exactness will invari tum out to be iusory and will result from
imperfections. in our measuring instrument (the tape, in this case). That is, if we
could find a better measuring tape. accurate to. say, six decinial places, we might

find that the person was 72,000001 or 71.999999 inches tall. But conceivably,

youargue, even this very precise measuring tape could measure the person to
be 72.000000 inches in height. This may be quite true, but if we were then to
find an evenbetter tape. which could measure out to enough decimal places, we
would eventuallyfind a discrepancv—the person will not he 72.000000—on out

to aninfinite number of zeros—inchestall.*

 

   
  

Probabilities of intervals. We therefore see that when we are concemedwith
a continuous distribution. it no longer makes sense to talk about probabilities of
exact values. It does, however, make sense to talk about the probability that a
value will fall within some interval. For example, in our population a certain
proportion of males will have heights greater than or equalto 68 inches butless
than 72 inches. Notationally. we can express this as

pi68 <h <72) =?
This situationillustrates the second important aspect of continuous probability
distributions with which we must be concerned: we always talk in terms of
probabilities of intervals rather than probabilities of exact values.

Areas under curves. To see how we talk about probabilities of intervals,
let us first see what a typical continuous probability distribution looks like.
Figure 2-7 shows the distribution corresponding to our height example. Notice
that this distribution is smooth, in contrast with curves that represent discrete

probability distributions (which were made up ofdiscrete bars and therefore
were lumpy). Notice also that the abscissa of the curvestill represents all the
values the random variable can assign. However,the ordinate no longerrepresents

probability. It nowrepresents something new, termed probability density. Odd
though it may seem, we will never be very concerned with probability density.
Probabilities are represented by areas under curves, not by densities.

Thenext two facts that we state are. crucial to your knowledgeofcontinuous
probability distributions. For the moment just accept these facts. In the next

section we will explain whytheyare true.
Fact 1: The area under the curve is equal to 1.0 (just as was the case for

discrete distributions).
Fact 2: The probabilitythat a value falls within someinterval is represented

*It is sometimes hard for peaple to admit
nearly everyone will admit that the probabi
can think of this probability of bein
the ensuing arguments will be the same,

 

at the probability of an exact value is zero Hower,
of an exact value is ery tiny. If you wish, ~

ery tiny” rather than “zero.” Forall practical purpos
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A= height in inches

FIGURE 2-7 An exampleofa typical continuous probabilitydistribution

 

by the area under the cure contained within that intercal (just as was the case
with discrete distributions). So, for example, Figure 2-8 shows the same curve
as Figure 2-7, along with a depiction of the probabilitythat the height of a
random male will be between 68 and 72 inches.* This probability is depicted to
be 0.78, or 78% ofthetotal area underthecurve.

Relation between discrete and continuous probability distributions. The
Preceding sections have, as noted, provided the crucial facts that vou need to
know about continuous probability distributions. We nowwill attempt to give
you an understanding of whythese facts are true byrelating them to what vou
already know about discrete probability distributions.

Let’s stick with our example ofa probability distributionofheight. and, for
the moment,let’s view height as a discrete, not a continuous, randomvariable.

*Contisin
i =

g{onlusion sometimes arises with regard to the termbetween, as in “between 68 and 72 inches:
reall limits—68 and 72 inches, inthis case—be included? For all practipurposesdos
of an makeanydifference whether theyare includedor not, since wehave argued t at the pe fai
one limaValue like 68 or 72 is zero anvway., Forlogical consistency.however. we genen

“limit and exclude the otherin our “between.” So one interval might be
Bsh<7

 

ibid sen ca ‘d an adjacent interval might then be
Rsh<73

Using thi : sive6 this scheme, we make all our intervals mutually exchisve (and, i'welke, exhaustive
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___ Representation ofthe
Probability, p(68 <h < 72),

 

 6 66 67 68 69 7 71 72 «+73 «74

=

15

h = heightin inches

FIGURE 2-8 A continuous probabilitydistribution along with a representation of the

probability that a score falls within some interval. This representation is the area under

the curve withinthat interval.

To do this, we suppose that anyone whose heightis greater than or equal to r

butless than x + 1 inches,is assigned a height of x inches (for example, anyone

with a height between 67 and 68 inches would be assigned 67). Now wecan

characterize Vas

V = {65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74}

Figure 2-9 showsthedistribution that we might construct withthis particularV.

Wenote two interesting things aboutthis distribution:First, the area under the

curve is 1.0 (as we have already argued that it must be for any discrete

distribution). Second, the probability that a person’s height will fall between 68

and 72 inches is

p(68) + p(69) + p(70) + p(71)

= 0.12 + 0.27 + 0.27 + 0.12

= 0.78

just as it was before.
now

Nowlet's concentrate on one of these values—say, the value 68. We O12

that the probability that a person is between 68 and 69 inches tall c aie

Suppose, however, that at this point we decide that we'd like a little eh

accuracv—we'll measure everyone's height to an accuracy of 0.1 inches
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FIGURE 2-9 Height as a random variable represented as a discrete probability
distribution. The bar over eachabscissa value corresponds to the probability that a random
personfalls in the interval between that value and the next highest integer value. (For
example, the bar over 68 represents the probability that a random personfalls between
68 and 69inches.)

 

than 1.0 inches. Thus, everyone whois between 68.0 and 68.1 inches will be
designated 68.0 tall; everyone between68.1 and 68.2 inches will be designated
as 68.1 tall, and so on.

Nowlet's consider the bar in Figure 2-9 that correspondsto 68 inches, As
we know,the fact that this bar goes upto 0.12 indicates that 12% ofthe sample

Space range between 68 and69 inchestall. But with our increased accuracy, we

are nowable to distinguish people within this range. In particular, suppose that
all the people within this range are distributedas indicated in Table 2-6—that
is, 5.8% ofthese people are between 70 and 70.1 inches. 6.7% of them are
between 70,1 and 70.2 inches, and so on. Figure 2-10 depicts the wayin which
the 68-inch histogram bar has been adjusted to reflect the fine-grained data of
Table 2-6. Over the original bar going up to 0.12 is superimposedaseries of
Narrower bars. Notice that the average height ofthe narrowbars is still 0.12, the
averageofthe original bar. This is because “on the average”the probability that
+ Personwill fall within the 68.9-69-inchrangeis still 0.12. However, thegreater

number of people in the small interval 68.9-69 than in the small interval 68.0-
a s reflected bythe fact that the narrowbar representing the former small
ntervalis taller than the narrow bar representing thelatter small interval.

of Fi Several aspects of Figure 2-10 shouldattract your attention. First the bars
‘eure 2-10 look like those in a familiar old probability histogram (like the
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Original 68-inch bar
(enlargement from Figure 2-9)
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FIGURE 2-10 Oneofthe bars from Figure 2-9 has been modified to represent thedistribution of heights within the interval, Tall bars represent the fact that there arerelatively many people in the corresponding subintervals; short bars reflect the fact thatthere are relatively few people in the subintervals.



TABLE 2-6

Data ConcerningAll Malesin Height
Range 68-69 Inches and Distribution
of Heights Within This Range
 

 

Height(h) Range Males in This Range

68.0 < h < 68.1 58%

68.1 <h < 68.2 6.7%

68.2 <h < 68.3 TSG

68.3 <h < 68.4 8.3%
68.4 <h < 68.5 9.2%

68.5 <h < 68.6 10.0%

68.6 < h < 68.7 11.2%

68.7 <h < 68.8 12.3%
68.8 < h < 68.9 13.6%

68.9 < h < 69.0 15.4%

one shown in Figure 2-9). However, they differ in a fimdamental way: The
ordinate value of a particular bar no longer represents the probability of the
abscissa value of the bar, For example, that the bar over 68.0 goes up to a value
of 0.070 does not mean that the probability is 0.070 that a person is between
68.0 and 68.1 inches tall—rather, the bar has been judiciously constructed so
that the area under the curve represents this probability instead. This area, of
Course,is simply the base times the height of the bar, or

p(68.0 = h < 68.1) = (0.1)(0.070) = 0.0070

ieraneret the area under the curve between 68 and 69 incheshas not

idea is area (which may be obtained by adding theareas of all the

68 and 69 <cke bars) remains 0.12. This makes sense, since the area between
69 inches a esstill represents the probability that a person is between 68 and

a he all. We would not expect this probability to change merely because

© gathered finer-grained information.
above ie2-11 now showsthe entire distribution after the technique described

niente to each ofthe original bars of Figure 2-9.This histogram

oes Figure 29, 'y smoother and more akin to a continuous distribution than

new hingieProcedure of subdividing the bars may nowbe applied to the

Measure heights a ot 2-11, That is, we could opt for vet more accuracy and

SMoother. Continuin, inches, in which case the histogram would become even
& to reapply the procedure—making our measurementsMore and more Pre

that is sh ie refined—would ultimately result in the continuous distribution

own in Figure 2.7, ;
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SUMMARY
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h= heightin inches

r
FIGURE 2-11 The discrete probability distribution of Figure 2-9 has been modified
to representthefact that finer-grained data have been obtained. The dashed bars represent
the oneal histogram of Figure 2-9. The lumpy curverepresents the subdividingofthe
intervals as was done in Figure 2-10.

 

Theprincipal goal of this chapter was to familiarize you with various types of
probability distributions. To do this, we first described frequency distributions,
since frequency distributions are easy to understand and provide a convenient
background against which probability distributions could be viewed.

Wediscussed several important facts about probability distributions:

. Probability distributions arise from the application of some randomvariable
to some sample space. A random variable assigns some number to each
member of the sample space; a probability distribution simply lists the
probability of occurrence of each value assignable by the random variable.

distributions may be classed as empiricalor theoretical. An empirical
distribution is derived from data, A theoretical probability dist-

bution is derived from a priori considerations and does not depend on date.
Probability distributions may be classed as discrete or continuous. If @
distribution is discrete, the set ofall values that the random variable ca"
assignis cither a finite or a countablyinfinite set. If a distributionis continuow:
the set ofall values that the randomvariable can assign is an uncountably
infinite set.

  
probability



4, For discrete probability distributions the sumofall ordinate values must eqnal

1.0.
5, Forall probability distributions, the area under the entire curve must equal

1.0.

6. Forall probability distributions, the probabilityofa value falling within some
interval can be represented by the area underthe curve within the hounds of
that interval.

7. For a continuous probability distribution the probability of an exact valueis

zero.
8. For a continuous probability distributionall probabilities that are considered

are probabilities of intervals.

DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION 2-1

A Geometric Distribution

The number-of-rolls-prior-to-the-first-6 probability distribution is known as a
geometric distribution. To constructthis distribution. we proceedas follows: The
probability that the random variable assigns the value 1, that is. that a 6 will
occur on the first throw, is 1 in 6, or é. What about the probability that the
random variable assigns a 2? For this to happen twoevents wouldhave to occur.
First we would have to get somethingotherthan a 6 (which wewill call a not-6)
on thefirst throw, which happens with probability 3. Second, we wouldhave to
get a 6 on the second throw, which happens with probability §. These two
cvents—getting a not-6 on the first throw anda 6 on the second throw—are
independent of one another, since on any throwthe die is uninfluenced by what
‘appened on any other throw. Therefore, the probability that both events

happen—the probability of their intersection—is simply the product ofthe two
Probabilities, o '

P(not-6 9 6) = (§)(8) = a = 0.199
What i

three th at is the

6 occurs
these th

probability that V is equal to 3—thatis, the probability that
Fows occurprior to the first 6? This is simply the probability that a not-
on eachof thefirst two throws and a 6 occurs onthe third throw.Again,
ree events are all independentof one another, so the probability is

Plnot-6  not-6 1 6) = (8)(8)(4) = AR = 0.116
In gene

Beneral, the Probability that the valueis equalto anyinteger / maybe obtained

PO) = pithrow not-6 i — 1 times, followed by6)

=a)
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FIGURE D-1 4theoretical probability distribution represe the numberofthrows
of a die prior to obtaining a 6. Wecouldpotentially plot probabilities of an infinite number
ofabscissa values. However, due to practical considerations, we truncatethe distribution
whenthe correspondingprobabilities become vanishingly small. Inthis case the probability
that the numberof throwswill be greater than 20 is less than 1%; so wearbitrarily
truncate the distributionat this point.

 

Naturally it is not possible actually to construct the probability distribution for
all the infinite values that the random variable can potentially assign. Notice,
however, that for very large values (for instance, 20) the probabilities associated
with these values start to get so tiny that we're not really concerned with them
anymore. Therefore, to depict our probability distribution, we can arbitrarily
truncate the distribution at some value—say, 20—as depicted in Figure D-1.

DIGRESSION 2-2

Calculation of Areas

You may feel somewhat uncomfortable with this state ofaffairs. With discrete
distributions everything was relatively easy. To depict or compute some probability,
we had to be concemed only with ordinate values. Even using the (seemingly



perverse) alternate technique of computing areas under curves was relatively

easy, since calculating areas of rectangles is relatively straightforward. Nowit

appears we have to be concemedwith calculating very oddly shapedareas. How

do we doit?
There are two answers to this question. First the relevant areas of all

probability distributions with which we will be concemed have already been

computed and putinto tables by various industrious individuals. (Someof these

tables are reproduced in Appendix E of this book). Second, the branch of

mathematics known as integralcalculusis specifically concemedwith computation

of areas undercurves. It was by using integral calculus that the aforementioned

industrious individuals managed to constructthe varioustables of relevantareas.

Since we have the tables, we don’t need to knowabout integral calculus. For

convenience of discourse, however, we will borrow a piece of notation from

integral calculus called an integral sign. An integral sign is used to denote the

area under some curve p(x) within the interval whose limits are a and b. In
general,

b
Area underp(x) between a andb = p(x) dx

a

Thus, to represent that the shaded-in area of Figure 2-8 is equal to 0.78, we
would write

[,ptman = 0.78 (D-l)
os

Notice the similarity between Equation D-1 and Equation 2-1, which gave the
probability that a value of a discrete distribution fell within some interval. In
fact, there is a great deal of similarity between a summationsign and anintegral
sign. The expression

4

> pli()
i=2

mei ; 4iain should sum the areas of a finite number of bars whose heights are
and whose widths are 1. Likewise, the expression

72

[ptr
Means we shou
Whose widths a sum an infinite number of “bars” whose heights are p(h) and

dh) are infinitely skinny.

PROBLEMS
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- A family plans to have three children.

RANDOMVARIABLES AND DISTRIBUTIONS

to 5, where 1 signifies “abominable” and5 signifies “fantastic.”
Theresults of the 77 respondents produce the following ratings:

213321834214

1415341121 2
231112134465

14144424235
311155325538

$13 4433 43 3«21
452355453 44

a. Represent these numbers as a frequencydistribution.
b. Represent them as probability distributions.

Perusing the wantads in a newspaper, we find 50 houses with the following
prices (in thousands ofdollars):

250 260 130 260 810 480 630 950 110 980
540 130 290 820 750 680 290 940 920 590
530 480 370 960 350 910 160 850 430 110
140 370 960 510 260 190 730 600 110 90
930 820 100 770 650 120 60 550 760 410

a. Plot a frequencydistribution of house prices.
b. Convert this distribution to a probability distribution,

A dieis thrown andits value is noted. Denote the value a, which can range
from 1 to 6.

A randomvariable X is created as follows:

X = 3a? + Qa - 1

a. What are the members of V, where V consists of all values that X can
take on?

b. Compute the probability distribution of V.

Suppose that each child has a
probability0.5 ofbeing a boy, and supposethesex ofeach childis independent
ofthe sex of every other child.
a, What are the members of V, where Vis the

boys the family could have?
b. Compute the probability distribution over the members of V.

set of possible numbers of

- Suppose a player bats twice in a baseball game. Onthefirst at-bat his
probability P of getting a hit is 0.25. On ¢
getting a hit is determined as follows:

If he got a hit onthefirst at-bat, P = 0.35.
If he did notget a hit on thefirst at-bat, P = 0.25,

the second at-bat, his probability of
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PROBLEMS $5

a. What are the members of V, where V is the set of possible numbers of

hits the player could get during his twoat-bats?

b. Compute the probability distribution of the membersof V.

. Joe Smith has gone out for beer to celebrate his safe return from a scuba-

diving expedition. After drinking his first beer, Joe decides that the number

of subsequent-beers he will drink that night will be determined in the

following way. Before each potential round ofbeer,Joewill throwa die. If

the die comes up 1, 2, 3, or 4 Joe will drink that roundof beer. If the die

comes up a 5 or6, Joe will not drink the roundof beer but will walk home
instead.
a. Whatare the membersofV, where is the set of possible numbers of

beers Joe could drink that night before walking home?
b. Is Va finite, countably infinite or uncountablyinfinite set?
c. Fill in the probability distribution belowof the numberofbeers Joe will

drink before walking home.
d, Whatis the probability that Joe will drink more than four beers before

walking home?

 

0 1 2 3 4 5

Numberofbeers Joe drinks

before going home

A professor decides to grade papers according to the following scheme. For
any given paper:

Sherolls a die. If the dic comesup6, the paperreceives an A. Otherwise:
Sherolls the die again. If the die comes up 5 or 6, the paper receives

a B. Otherwise:
Sherolls the die again. If the die comes up 4, 5, or 6, the paper receives
aC. Otherwise:

Sherolls the die again. Ifthe die comesup3, 4, 5, or 6, the paperreceives
a tgithe the paper receives an F.
bs the probability distribution of paper grades.

™Ppose that 1296 students turn in papers. Plot the expected frequency
istribution for grades,
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& Amtome the accountant sits down one night to Gl out three tax retums. He

might will be determined im the following wav: Before each tax retum_ he

will dees a card from a well-shaflled deck If the card comes up a spade.

hee will quit: otherwise. bell Gl out the tax return. (Naturally.if he fills out
all three tax retures. hell quit-'
a. What are the members of V_ where Vis the set of possible number of

tax reterms Amtoine could i out that night?
b. What is the probabilityofeach member of V?

9. Two dice are thrown and the sum s is observed.

a Amother random variable. x. is created using the equation

r=s

b. Amother random variable is created as follows:

y = 2s" ifat least one 6 shows up

y = s*fn06shows up

10. Below is a probability distribution for weight of salmon caught in the state

ofWashington. (Assume that weight is a continuous random variable.‘

a Calculate the probability that a Washington salmon will weigh between
1 and 3 pounds.

b. Calcnlate the probability that a Washington salmon will weigh less than
2 pounds.

¢. Calculate the probability that a Washington salmon will be greater than
or equal to 2.5 pounds.

(Hint: You shoulda't have to compute any strange areas.)

o4

03

e
w
)

02

Ol

e i 2 3 4 5 6
W = Weight (pounds)

11. A probability distribution is represented by the following function:

pix) =0 forxr <0

pix) =x br O<1< 050



pix) = 05 for 05 =x < 200

pix) = 250-1 for 200 = x < 250

pu) =0 for x = 250

a. Phot pix) 2s a function ofr.
b. What is p(0.1 = x = 0.25)?
c. Whats p(0 =x = 05)?

dd. What is pix < 1.0)?
e. What is p(x > 1.0)?

£ What is p(0 = x = 1.25)?

g. What is pix > 0)?

12. Ina strange version ofbasketball, a shooter shoots foul shots each successful
shot worth one point). A shooter keeps shooting until he or she fails. up to
five shots.

Plot the probability distribution for the numberofpoints a shooter will
pet if the shooter's probability of making anygiven shot is
ax c

bi ad

13. Each trial of the game of Dazzle imolves throwing a black die. then a white
die. and finally flipping a com. The score x obtained on the trial is then

x = number on white die plus number on black die plus | if com
tums up heads

x = number on white die plus number on black die if com turns up
tails

a List the members of V, where Vis the set of scores that a plaver could

potentially get on each trial.
b. Compute the probability of all members of V.
in Superdazzle the rules are the same, but the dice and coin used are such
thet if the white die comes up a 1. it exerts a magic forcefield that causes

o
e
o
h

up
* List the members of V for Superdazzle.
b. Compute probability of all members of V.
en, the pollster plans to interview two individuals and inquire about

attitudes toward birth control. George gives each individual a score of

i

“snple opinion” score
RIL the members of V, whereis the set of possible sample

PROBLEMS 87
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b. Suppose that each individual has probabilities of 0.10, 0.50, and 0.40 of

producing scores of 0, 1, and 2. Whatis the probability distribution over

the members of V?

15. Suppose a coin is flipped. Let a =

4

ifthe coin comes up heads anda = 2

if the coin comesuptails. Nowa die is thrown. Let b equal the number

showing onthe die: thus, b can range from 1 to 6.

a. Letting a and b be random variables, compute their probability distri-

butions. ,

b. Suppose a newrandom variable x is created such that x = b - a.

Determinethe probability distribution of x.

c. Suppose a new random variable y is created such that y = b + x.

Determinethe probabilitydistribution of y.



CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTIVE,
MEASURES

In Chapter 2 we begantodealwiththe difference between
data on the one hand and theory on the other. This difference was embodied
[nncipally in the distinction between empirical and theoretical distributions. In
conaer we will maintain the empirical theoretical distinction. and wewill

distribute topics. First, we will retum to the topic of empirical frequeniey
an aid cae the Previous chapter we focused on frequency eee=
interested in lerstanding probability distributions. Here, in contrast, we wil ie
Set of slats frequency distributions as a means of organizing and oe:
are Measure: as second topic of this chapterwill be descriptice eray hich
of numbe “S Cesigned to summarize crisplythecritical information inaco ae‘ TS. Finally, we will retum to theoretical probabilitydistributions andScuss how g :

analogous descriptive measures maybe used to summarize them.
i ace i i ste > notati'nthisher the information in Appendix A to understandthe notation
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acyDistributions Revisited

Consider a set of data consisting of exam scores obtained by 50 students
Table 3-1 lists these scores. What are we to make of them?

Just looking at these scores, we can't make muchof them, The human

mindis not designed to assimilate 50 separate numbers. So we need methods
for summarizing the interesting information from this set ofnumbers. Construction
of a frequencydistribution is the first step in this process. The randomvariable
ofinterest here assigns to each of n = 50 students an exam score. The set V of

all possible assignable valuesis

V={012...., 100}

Figure 3-1 shows the frequencydistribution thatresults (for simplicity we have

notincluded the area of abscissa corresponding to scores below 40since there

were no scores in that range).

TABLE 3-1

thetical Data: Exam Scores of Each Person in a 50-Person

Class

 
Person Score Person Score Person Score Person Score Person Score

 

 

1 66 11 47 21 79 31 86 4. 59
2 50 12 55 22 89 32 91 42 65
3. 13 64 23 73 33 53 43 «73
4 78 14 79 24 94 34 70 44 74
5 675 15 67 25 88 35 78 45 ol
6 41 16 «77 26 7 36 17 46 (99
7 84 7 76 Q7 69 37 87 47 49
8 82 18 55 28 80 38 48 4 7
9 6 19 97 2 «63 «2939 81 49 2
10-60 20 57 30 48 40 95 50 79

3

z 1

0
40 45 50 55 60 65 70 7s 80 85 90 95

s= exam score

FIGURE 3-1 An empirical frequencydistribution of scores from Table 3-1.



Figure 3-1 provides a start in terms ofacquiring a feeling for the data in
Table 3-1. We can immediately tell, for example, that all scores fall within the

range 40-100 and that scores tend to be bunchedin the region 60-90, There

are, however, two ways ofaltering this frequencydistribution so as to makeit

yet more meaningful: constructing a cumulative distribution and using class

intervals.

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS

AND PERCENTILES

A cumulative frequency distribution associates with each value v the numberof

scores that were of size v or smaller. Table 3-2 and Figure 3-2 depict: the

construction of a cumulative frequency distribution from the data in Table 3-1.
So, for example, a score of 55 has a cumulative frequencyof 9 since there were
9 scores of 55 or less. Note that cumulative frequencies must always start at 0
and end at n. In interpreting a cumulative distribution, we payattention to the

TABLE 3-2

Construction of Cumulative Frequency Distribution from Data in Table 3-1
 

 

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative
Value Frequency Frequency |Value Frequency Frequency |Value Frequency Frequency

40 0 0 60 1 12 80 1 35
al 1 1 61 0 12 81 1 36
2 0 1 62 1 13 82 1 37
a 0 1 63 1 4 83 0 3
# 0 1 64 1 15 84 l 38
a 0 1 65 1 16 85 0 38
a 0 1 66 1 7 86 1 39

fu 1 2 67 1 18 87 l 40
. 2 4 68 0 18 88 1 41
50 1 5 69 1 19 89 1 42
1 1 6 70 1 20 90 0 42

‘ ff 6 71 1 21 91 2 44

53 4 6 73 \ 22 92 1 45
54 1 7 73 9 24 93 0 45
5 9 7 74 1 25 94 1 46
ae 9 75 l 26 95 1 i
3 =~ 9 76 1 27 96 0 4
58 | 10 77 2 29 97 2 49

59 0 10 78 2 31 98 0 49

4 ll 79 3 34 99 l 50   
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FIGURE 3-2 Freqjuency distribution of Figure 3-1 transformed into cumulative
frequency distribution.

slope of the graph. In intervals of high frequency (such as in the 70s) the slope
is steep. In intervals of low frequency (as in the 40s and in the 90s) the slope is
shallow.

Cumulative probability distributions. Recall that an empirical frequency
distribution can be changedinto an empirical probability distribution by dividing
each frequency by n. Exactly the same thing can be done with a cumulative
distribution. Figure 3-3 shows the same dataas does Figure 3-2, but the ordinate
has been divided by n (50 in this example) to provide cumulative probability.

Percentiles. The cumulative probability of any given score multiplied by 100
is referred to as that score’s percentile. A percentile of somescoreis, in some
sense, the measure of “goodness” of that score. Forinstance, a score of 60 00
this exam would have a percentile of (0.24)(100) = 24, which would meanthat
only 24% ofthe students performedas poorly as 60. A score of90, in contrast,
has a percentile of (0.84)(100) = 84, meaning that 84% of the class got @score of 90 or below. Another wayof looking at a score of 90 is that only100 — 84 = 16% oftheclass performedbetter. Percentiles are often usedi?
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40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

Exam score

FIGURE 3-3 Cumulative frequency distribution of Figure 3-2 transformed into
cumulative probability distribution.

conveying the results ofstandardizedtests such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT)or the Graduate Record Examination (GRE). Soif you have a percentile
rating of 89 on your verbal GRE,youshould feel good because this means that
only 11% of those taking the exam did better than you.

 

CLass INTERVALS

The seco
Fi

iee involves the div;

the sec ae or example, the first interval might consist of the values 40-49:

nd modification of the original frequency distribution shown in
ision of our set of values into intervals called class

: mi Fi 5 :MMtervalcae mightconsist of the values 50-59; andso on, until the last
Sisted of the values 90-100. These intervals, rather than the individual
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40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99

5 = exam scoreinterval

FIGURE 3-4 Frequencydistribution of Figure 3-1 reconstructed usingclass intervals.

values, can then be listed along the abscissa, as has been done in Fiigure 3-4.
We then simply compute the number (frequency) of scores within each of these
intervals. For example, there are five scores in the interval 40-49, six scores in
the interval 50-59, and so on. This class interval distribution allows us to get
somewhat more ofthe “big picture.” We can see, for example, that there are alarge numberof scores in the 70s, relatively few in the 40s, and so on. Thedisadvantage ofclass intervals, of course,is that we lose information, specifically
the distribution of scores within each interval.

Interval size. An obvious question that arises in such asituation is: Howbig
should the intervals be? In our example we chose to make the interval ofsize
10—butthere is no reason whyit could not have been 5, 8, 7, or anything else.The answerto this question is: The size of the interval is up to you. You can
make it whatever you want. Severalrules of thumbare useful. First, the interval
should be big enoughthat it doesn’t run into the problem of having annoyingly
small frequencies occurring at each interval. On the other hand, i unwise
to make the interval too big because then you lose too much information.
Figure 3-5 exemplifies this latter extreme—herethe same data have been plottedwith only one interval. The size of the interval is very big, ranging from
40 to 100, and therefore includes the entire range ofthe data. As you can sce.Figure 3-5 is virtually useless—it merelytells us that there were 50 scores in all.and they ranged from 40 to 100,
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40-99

$s = exam score interval

FIGURE 3-5 Example ofpreposterouslylarge class interval.

; Finally, there might be other considerations that dictate the size of the
intervals. In the situation we have just described,a gradeofA typicallycorresponds
to the interval 90-100, a gradeofB typically correspondsto the interval 80-90,
and so on. So using these intervals provides an immediate distribution ofletter
grades.

 

Descriptive Statistics To Describe Data

TIhe precedi f i_ Preceding section was designedto show howaset ofdata may be summarized
Via t Rae . :Tansformation into some sort of frequencydistribution. Often, however, we
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wish to summarize a set of data more concisely. To do so, it is customaryto
extract two numbers from the data—onereflecting the averageor central tendency
ofthe data and the other reflecting the dispersion of scores in the data. To get

a flavor for central tendency and dispersion, imagine that you have just gotten

an exam back and have discovered that your score was 80 out of a possible 100
points, You are naturally interested in evaluating how your scorestacked u

relative to those of others in the class. What kinds of information would youlike
to have in order to make such an evaluation? The first such piece of information
mightbe the class average. Thatis, vou might want a single score that represented
ortypified the scores received byeveryonein the class. Then you could see how
vour score comparedto that average score.If the class average tummed outto be
75. vour score would be above the average and you would probablyfecl happy.
Ontheother hand.if the class average turned out to be 85, you wouldbe helow
average and you probably wouldn't be so happy.

Let's supposethatin fact the typical or average score turned out to be 75.
You nowknowthat you did better than the average, but you might still want
more information. In particular, you might want to know how closely the exam
scores clustered around the average of 75. Suppose,for example, that the majority
ofthe scores in the class were 73, 76, 78, 75, and so on—in other words,tightly
chistered around the average score of 75. In this case your score of 80 would be
ina sense “far above the average” and would therefore be spectacular! On the
other hand. suppose that there were a lot ofscores like 80, 85, 90, and 95 and
also a lot of scores like 60, 50, 55, and so on—in other words, suppose that
instead of being tightly clustered around the average of 75, the scores were very
spread out. In this case, although vour score of 80 is above the average,it would
still be sort of typical, Thatis. there wouldstill be quite a numberofscoresthat
were better than vours.

 

As noted above andillustrated in this example, we will be concernedwith

two major types of descriptive statistics—measures involving the average (often
referred to as the central tendency) of the scores and measures involving
dispersion (often referred to as variability). Let's take up these two types of
measuresin tum. To illustrate them, let's consider the quiz scores ofa hypothetical
!1-personclass, shown in Table 3-3.

MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY

Measures of central tendeney, or the “average,” are probably familiar concep!to most. people. In everydaylife we hear things about the “average family
income, “average ‘earned run average” of #
haschall pitcher, an scribe three different types of

  
number ofdivorces per year,
d so on. In this section, we deaverages: the mean, the median, and the mode.

The F étend Bch The mean of a set of scores is typically the measure of central
ency that # person has in mind when he or she thinks of“the average.” The



TABLE 3-3

Exam Scores from an 11-Person
Quiz Section
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mean is the sum ofthe scores divided by n (the total numberofscores). Hence
the mean, which we denote bythe letter M,is obtained bythe following formula:

 

The median,
Whi is 4, 4 ¥ 4Which is obtained in the following way. First the scores are ranked.thatis. listed

Thesecond measureofcentral tendency is knownas the median.

 

ie the highest down to the lowest (or from the lowest up to the

The aiieee: Table 3-4 shows the data from Table 3-3in ranked form.

as the sain is then the middlemostof the ranked scores—thatis, the scorethat

it, Referring numberofscores equalto or greater than and equalto orless ae

Median is . Si the data shown in Tables 3-3 and 3-4, we caneasily seethat ie

IVC seo —thereare five scores equal to or greater than 7 andthere are also
we equal to or less than 7.

ourseheswatt in illustrating the median, we have conveniently provided

Wehave one a odd number of scores (specifically, n = 11). This means sf

to compute as only one middlemost score. Suppose, however. that we Avant

‘Umber of a median of the scores shown in Table 3-5. Here, we have ee

ere are try res (n = 8), and there is no single middlemost score. Instead.

20 middlemostscores, In this example5 and4 arethe two middlemost
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TABLE 3-4

Scores from Table 3-3 Ranked from Highest to
Lowest, Allowing Easy Computation of Median
and Mode

 

Five scores

equal to or
greater than
median

jo
o
9

CO

Mode = 7 (most

Median = 7 —————> frequent score)
(middlemost score)

Five scores

equalto orless
than median K

o
r
o

ranked scores, since there are three scores (7, 6, and 5) equalto or greater than
them and three other scores (2 and two 1s) equal to or less than them. When
there is an even numberofscores, the median is defined as the meanofthe two
middlemost scores, or in this example, 4(4 + 5) = 4.5.

The mode. Ourfinal measure of central tendencyis the mode. The modeis
the score that occurs with the greatest frequency. In Table 3-4, there are one9,
two8s, four 7s, one 5, one 4, one 3, and one 1. The most frequently occurring
scoreis 7, and so the mode ofthese scoresis 7.

TABLE 3-5

Example of the Median of an Even Numberof
Scores

 

‘ Three scores equal to or greater than middlemost
6 scores
5

5 } Median = mean of two middlemost
4 scores = 4(5 + 4) = $8 = 45

2 Three scoreshree scores equal to or less than middlemost
scores

 



As you have probablyfigured out, there mayarise asituation in which
there is more than one mode. Such a situation occurs when two or more scores
are tied for most frequent occurrence. Table 3-6 gives an example of such a

situation. Here there are two 6s and two3s, and only one of each of the other
scores. Therefore, this set of scores would contain two modes—6 and 3. This
distribution is bimodal, in reference to its two modes. It would he perfectly
possible for a set of scores to be trimodal (three modes), quatramodal (four

modes), and so on.

TABLE 3-6

Example of a BimodalSet of
Scores

8

Two 6s: one mode = 6

5

4

@) Two 3s: one mode = 3

Thepotential for a distribution to have multiple modes actually renders
the mode a poor measure of central tendency. Some would arguethatit is not

really a measure of central tendency at all. Butit is occasionally used that way.
So you should be awareofit. : ;

Common errors made when computing median and mode. As wehave

Seen, computation of the three measures of central tendency—the mean, the

eas and the mode—areall relatively simple and straightforward. Probably

eneae type of measure of central tendencyis the mean, and Lael

mean ens errors (other than arithmetic errors) whenthey are compre i:

and the ree there are several that people often make computing t Of med ie

to provi ne ©. Weshall go through examples of these types of errors in order

pn ide somedefense against them.
Let's imagine that Pacific Northwest Bell has decidedto study the number

ee calls made in a set ofseveral adjacent phone pri seats

phone hoathert To do this, the phone company monitors each ol ne :

Scan be an on period of 1 hour and collects the data shown hy ; H' 4 f

80 On. Com, en eight calls were made from booth Ay six calls from bint oe .

Table 3.7 eon of the median and the meanis shownin a ies peIe

or midddlemost we have ranked the data, andit's easy to seek hat the me fia

St score, is 5, and the mode, or most frequent score, is 1. However,

oftel
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TABLE 3-7

Numberof Phone Calls Made from Seven Telephone
Booths: Computation of Median and Mode

 

Booth: A B Cc D E F G
Numberofcalls: 6 5

Ranked Data
   
  

  

  
  

Typical errors:
Claiming that median\= 7 (forgetting to rank scores)
Claiming that mode (taking the largest rather

than the most frequently occurring score)

when this example was given on an examination to a set of bright Universityof
Washington undergraduates, a large percentage of them madetheerrors shown
in Table 3-7, claiming that the mode was 8 and the median was 7.

There are two apparent sources of these errors. The first involves the
misconceptionthat the modeis equal not to the most frequent butto the largest
score. The second source oferroris taking the middlemost score withoutfirst
ranking the data. Inthis case the middlemost score would appearto be 7, since
it shows up in the middle phone booth.

We're not sure why, but these errors, as noted, appear to occur fairly
frequently, Be careful to avoid them.

Which measureofcentral tendencyis appropriate? We havenow discussed
three measure:ie sof central tendency. An obvious question is: Which measureis

est as a descriptive statistic for a set of data? The rule of thumbis: Usethe
mean unless there is some reason not to use the mean. There are two reasons
for this rule, First the meaniNogdlih Sf Beene is relatively casy to compute. When computing the

1 one must list scores, rank scores, count scores, and so on.
But noneofthis is necessaryto compute the mean. One merely adds up and
divides, which is quite easy, particularly with a pocket calculator. The secondreas si e Mean is i

ies

: on for using the meanis thatit Possesses somenice mathematical propertiesthat makeit useful for performing the sortsofstatisti sal tests we will discuss insubsequent chapters ig statistical tests we will d



You now may ask: Why would you not use the mean? Unfortunately, there

is no set of hard-and-fast tules for when you should not use the mean. A general
rule is that it is a bad idea to use the mean when you have “extreme scores”
lurking within your data. As an example, consider the following experiment,

which was informally performed by one of the authors (G. L.) using an

experimental paradigm invented bythe other author (E. L.). In this paradigm a
subject is given a category name (for example,fruit) along with aletter (such as
P). The subject’s task is then to produce as quickly as possible a memberofthe
category beginning with the letter. (Hence, a reasonable response to fruit-P
would be “pear.”) The dependentvariable ofinterest is the amount of time
required to produce the answer. Table 3-8 shows someofthe questions along
with the answers and the reaction times. As you can see, the typical reaction
time seemed to be about half a second—exceptfor one question (bodypart-W)

that produced the very long reaction time of about 10 seconds.

Let's compute the mean, median, and modefor these data. The mean,
shown in Table 3-8, is 2.46 seconds. Notice that this number, which is supposed
to be representative or typical of the set of scores, is not really representative or

TABLE 3-8

Reaction Time Data Obtained Informally by
G. Loftus: Illustration of a Situation in Which the
Mean Would NotBe a GoodStatistic to Use as a
Measure of Central Tendency

 

Reaction Time

 

Question Answer (seconds)

Fruit—P “pear”
Country—F “France”
Boy's name—J “John”
Season—F “fall”
Body part—W “waist”

 

"0.6 +04 + 0.6 + 0.7 + 100
= 2.46 seconds

5.0

 

Ranked Scores

Median = 0.63
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typical ofany of the scores. It certain

 

Vv isn't representative of the four scores

around a half second, andit is also not at all representative of the L0-second

score. Therefore, in this exampleit is not a good measure of central tendency,

Onthe other hand, we see that the median and the mode are both 00.6 second.

This scoreis not representative of the one long score (10 seconds), but it is at

least representative of most of the scores. Therefore. the median or the mode

would probably be a better measure of central tendency: in this example,

When faced with a choice between the median and the mode. the

experimenter typically uses the median. The reason for this is that. as noted

above, the modeis often somewhat awkward. Suppose, for example, there were

noscores occurring more than once in the data. Inthis case there would he no

mode jor there would be as many modesas there were scores). Likewise. as we

have seen. a set of scares maybe bimodalor trimodal. This is undesirable because

we are secking one unique score to use as a Measure of central tendency.

  

3) Vie measures of central tenleney are the moan, the median aud

the mode, The tnean is generally used woless a few estromy seones
maky Hie median more appropriate, The modeis manly ised

 

MEASURES OF VARIABILITY

We now come to the second type of descriptive statistic in which we are
interested—the measure ofvariability or dispersion. Recall that a measureof
dispersion should represent the extent to which the scores are clusteredtogether
versus the extent to which they are spread out,

Deviation scores, It would be convenient to have a measurethat is small to
theextent that the scores arc tightly clustered togetherandis large to theextent
that the scores are spread apart, What seems to be called for is somekind of
measure ofthe average deviation of the scores from the mean, In Table 3-9 we
have constructed a listing of such deviation scores based on the scores that were
originally presented in Table 3-3. At thefar left we havelisted the original (0
a scores from that table, To compute deviation scores, we have simply
su ntractedd the mean from cach of the rawscores. The second column(labeled
x,

—

Mis a list of deviation scores. Our first thought might be to compute just
the average , vfati Se eet SPhoes ane (mean) deviation score and use that as our measure of variability.

wanahtlee,ot that a big mean deviation score would reflect comparatively high
thonies . Whereas a small mean deviation would reflect less variability. Howeve

is. a problemwith this proced| ‘ah
cedure—someof the deviation scores are negative:

whereas others the deviation scores are neg

deviation sec aH punitive, In our example wediscover that when wesum the
na then nee ia negative ones “cancel” the positive ones, and the sum is
HET), Clore, the mean deviation score (the sum of the deviation scores

    



TABLE 3-9

tion Scores Obtained from Data of Table 3-3
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(x, — M) xk - Ml Six, - re
=! afi a
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~ 86 0 60)

a “ 1

sae = = 20
S-

divi i ;
bare n) is also zero. Actually, we can prove that any set of deviation scores

the ne by subtracting the mean fromeach score must addto zero. This makes

he deviation score useless as a measureof variability.

deviati oe possibility is to use the mean of the absolute value of the

value oD scores. In the third column of Table 3-9 wehavelisted the absolute

sign to a plus

in somewhat

and

sen)andee scores (which involves changing any minu

tter Shape, In he culated the mean absolute value. Now wea

erage absol irae the sum of the absolute deviation score

erage absolute G deviation score is therefore2. AS we can ¢ a

“ariability, 1¢ th leviation ‘score provides us with a reasonable measure ol
. © Scoresare tightly clustered around the mean, the mean absolute
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deviation will be small. whereasif the scores are widelyspread, the meanabsolute

deviation will be large.

The variance. Although the average absolute deviation score provides a

sonable measure of variability, there is a better measure. The fourth column

of Table 3-9 shows a listing of the squared deviation scores. Notice that any

squared numberi: automaticallypositive, since any negative number times itself

will vield a positive result, as will anypositive numbertimesitself, Therefore,

squaring the deviation scores is another wayofavoiding the problem that some

deviation scores are negative and others positive. We have calculated the sumof

the squared deviation scores. which is 60. and the average squared deviation

score, whichis 8% = 5.455. This number—the average squared deviation score—

has a name: it is called the cariance. Notationally, the variance is generally

referred to bythe symbol S?. (Do not confuse this S with the S$ that represented

a sample spacein the previous chapters. They are completelydifferent.)

The variance is the most widely used measure of variability of a set of

scores. The reason for the preferenceis similar to the reason for preferringthe

mean to the median—the variance has useful mathematical properties in the

sorts ofinferential statistics about which wewill be talking in subsequent chapters.

This reason is probably unconvincing to you at present, but for the time being,

please just tryto acceptit.

  

 

Standard deviation. Anotheroften-used,closely related measure of variability

is called the standard deviation. ‘The standard deviation is nothing more than

the square root of the variance. Therefore, the formula used to obtain the

standard deviation (which is commonlywritten as S = VS?) is

 

It may seem strange to have two such closely related measures for variability.

Howeverclosely related they are, though, there are varioussituations in which
one or the other is more useful. We shall see what these situations are i”
subsequent chapters.

444 The (oat commonly aised ineusuros af dispersion ave the eartance
which te the mean siprared deviation scons, andthe atandari! deviation.
whiokiy the squiue root of the varianoe.

Computational formulas. As we have seen, the variance is equal to the
average squared deviation score*

+I +The formula for variance is often
4 — Vinot wi. The distinction | fiven as the sum of the squared deviation seores divided by

inction between these cases wall be describedin detail in Chapter 9:

 



 

This formulais referred to as a deviation score formula for the obvious reason

that it involves using deviation scores. Often, however, when one is actnally

calculating the variance of a set of scores, it is tedious to subtract the mean

from each score to get a deviation score and square cach deviation seare, In

Appendix B, we start with the deviation score formula and derive another formula

that doesn't involve these multiple steps. This formula onlyinvolves use of the

original y’s—the raw scores—and appropriately enough, it is referred to as a raw-

score formula. Note that the set of steps in Appendix B consists simply of

algebraic manipulation of the terms in the deviation-score formula to produce

the raw-score formula. As shown,the variance maybe computedbythe formula

  

Sq@-me >
= GL ape

n n

  

Thevariance can thus be thought of as the meanofthe squares minus the square
of the mean.

Range. One more measure ofdispersion is sometimes used, just asa “quick-
and-dirty” estimate of the variability of the scores. Thisis called the range. which
is simply the largest score in the set of scores minus the smallest score. So
considering the scores in Tables 3-3 and3-9, the range would be equal to 9 (the
highest scores) minus 1 (the smallest score), or 8.

MeansandVariancesof Distributions

Thus far, we have been concentrating on descriptivestatistics appliedto sets of

tumbers. In this section, we shall see how to computedescriptivestatistics of
opewill start with the case in whichaset of numbers is cians
vattanie_ frequency distribution andsee howcalculation of the mean =

frequency i ak simplified, We will then take the short step from enipiriea
will prove istributions to empirical probability distributions. This information

tale . the background for the most important part of this section. which

“ssion of the mean andvarianceoftheoretical probabilitydistributions.

PUPIRIC
QUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

We begin ex

a renahy .

Sa disc

di simple situation im which the rawdata have heenarranged as
stribution. For convenience, let’s consider an example from the
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last chapter—the hypothetical data listing the numberof headsin four flips of a

coin obtained by vou andyour friends. Recall that there are 20 scoresinall, and

each scoreis in the range 0-4, The raw data and the corresponding frequency

distributionare reproduced in Table 3-10. Notice that whenlisting the raw data,

we have used the subscript notation we introducedearlier. Thus, the first score

(3) is denoted by x), the second score (1) is denoted by x2, and so on. When

depicting the frequency distribution, we introduce somenewnotation.Specifically,

we have represented each talue that the score can take on (that is, each member

of V) by c with a subscript. Hence, the first value (0) is denoted by t, the

second value (1) is denoted by v2, and so on, up to vs. (The highest subscript

numberis 5. as there are five possible values for this score.) Continuing with

this notation, we have represented the frequency of each value, t,, by f(v;). So

TABLE 3-10

Hypothetical Data: Numbers of Heads in Four Coin Flip

Sequences; Calculation of the Mean

 Frequency Distribution
 

    
  

 

   

+0; Frequency:f(v;)

m= 3 xy =l 0 flv,) = 1

m= 1 Xe = 2 1 flv.) = 6

el Xyg = 2 2 flvs) = 6

3 My = 1 3 flv) =5

1 Xs = 2 4 flvs) = 2

2 M5 = 1
My = 2

2 X= 3

Ng = 3

Xn = 3

mo
5

Dwiflei)
Me= 2S

>

n n

eStlt-43 _ (OL) + N16) + 216) + (BS) + HO)

a 20

_OF64 12415 +8
20

= 41
~ 20 = 5

|___ = 2.05 = 2.05
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the single occurrence of the value v) = 0 is denoted byfivy) = fio) = 4,

Likewise, since 0: = 1 occurs six times, f(t2) = f(1) = 6, andso on.

Mean. At the bottom of Table 3-10, we have calculated the mean of the raw
data in two different ways. First, we used the raw lata itself, and second, we

used the information en -apsulated in the frequencydistribution, Onthelett side

we see the mean calculated using the Faw scores. We simply divide the sumof

all 20 numbers by 20, the total numberof scores, This procedure viclds a mean

of 2.05. On the right side we have calculated the mean using the frequency

distribution. OF the 20-to-be-summed numbers, one is 0. six are 1s, six are 2s,

and so on. So the sum of the 20 numbers can simply be obtained by summing

the products of each value and the frequency with which that value occurred:

that is, the sum of the 20 numbers can be written as 0 times 1 plus

1 times 6 plus 2 times 6 and so on. Notice that since weare nowsumming® over

all calues (of which there are 5) rather than oyerall scores (of which there are

20), our subscript now goes from 1 to 5 rather than from 1 to 20. We see. of

course, that the sum and the mean we obtain are the same no matter which
procedure we use.

  

Median. Recall our discussion of percentiles. Consider nowthe score that
correspondsto thefiftieth percentile. Because this scoreis the middlemost score.
itis, by definition, the median. Referring to Figure 3-3, we can see that a score
of 74 correspondsto the fiftieth percentile for the examscore data of Table 3-L.
Therefore, 74 would be the median for this set ofdata.

 

   

Calculation of variance from a frequency distribution, Whencalculating
the mean ofa frequency distribution, we usedthe information fromthefrequency
distribution to facilitate the calculation of the sum. Instead of tediously summing
20 raw numbers, we only had to sum 5 products (ofvalues times frequencies of
those values). We can use asimilar technique whenwe calculate the variance of

set of numbers:

  en LN Pointed out that we$0, or example,
w

2

represent what weare summing overby thelimits on the summation

Wouldmean"‘an suny fh , [ i . pris —
e mame of the we 1 to 10." Another wayof depicting what we want to sumover is just to write. evant set undemeath the summationsign,

2
 

Would meayyMean “suover all scares" ancl
W
&ny

"
Ud mean SUM OverThis

4
SS hotatioyCrom time to time

ver all values.”
‘ 'ssomewhat more infor

 

but it aften proves to be convenient, so wewill use

107
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Recall that the raw-score formula for varianceis

 

Here we have two sums to compute: the sumof the squares of the rawscores

and the sumofthe rawscores themselves. Let's go back to the hypothetical data
in Table 3-10 and see howweuse the information in a frequencydistribution

to simplify thecalculation of these sums. These data have been reproducedin
Table 3-11. Since we are concemed here with calculating the variance, wehave
included listing ofthe squaredscoresalongwiththe scores themselves, Likewise,
whenlisting these scores as a frequencydistribution, wehavelisted not onlythe
values (v,) but also the squares of the values (the v?’s). At the bottomleft of

Table 3-11 we have calculated the variance using the raw-score formula. As we

can see,this variance is 1.1475. On the right side we have calculatedthevariance
using the frequency distribution information. Notice that of the 20 x?’s, there are

two 16s (that is, two 4?s), five 9s (that is, five 32s), and so on. Hence, we can

easily calculate the sum of the squared scores by simply summing the products
of each squared value times the frequency with whichthat squaredvalue occurs.
Thatis,

 

 

20 5

Se-3

 

Likewise, to compute the sum ofthe x,'s, we sum the products ofvalues times

the frequency with which each value occurred. This gives us the formula for the

variancein termsof the frequency distribution thatis derivedon therightside
of Table 3-11.

3-5 When data are presented in the formofa frequency distribution, we
ean simplify calculations by noting that

2H == 1flv)

and

Ze3fe)

EMPIRICAL
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Ag We aw in the last chapter, an empirical probability distribution anda

empirical frequencydistribution are closely related: An. empirical probability



TABLE 3-11

Hypothetical Data: Numbers of Heads in Four Coin Flip Sequences; Calculation
of Variance

 

 

 

   

 

 

Raw Data FrequencyDistribution
; x? X; x? Value: t; vu? Frequency:fir,:

x =3 xf=9 = 1 xt = 1 0 0 ftir I
gel x1 M2=2 x=4 1 1 fitz =6
x3 = 1 xz3=]1 My

=

2 x= 4 2 4 fits =6

1 =3 y= 9 Xia 1 xt = 1 3 9 fey =5
ts = 1 x=) Mis =2 xi, =4 4 16 fits: = 2
Xp = 2 x= 4 Ye = 1 i= 4
x7 =0 x= 0 M7 = 2 x =4
xg = 2 xg=4 Ng =3 xr= 9
Mwy=4 B= 16

|

x9 =3 x =9
to= 4 xfo = 16

|

xy =3 xR = 9

 

 

 

(0)1 + (16 + (496 + (9)5 + (1612
_ 109 (2) 7 20

20 20 jae  + (395 + wep

 

 = 5.35 — 4.2095 2
S? = 1.1475 _ 109 _ (2)
S= VII= 1.07 BONED
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all descriptivestatistics of the data must be identical whether theyare calculated

fromrawdata or froma corresponding distribution derived from thoseraw data.
Table 3-12 illustrates this assertion. In Table 3-12 we have represented our cai

flip data bothas an empirical frequency distribution(left side) andas an empirical
probability distribution(right side). Directly under each typeofdistribution we
have reproduced the formula for calculating the mean. Notice—andthisis the
crucial thing—that under the probability distribution one component ofthis

 

TABLE 3-12

Hypothetical Data; Numbers of Heads in Four Coin Flip Sequences; Empirical
Frequency and Probability Distributions; Calculation of Mean and Variance

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FrequencyDistribution Probability Distribution
Value: ¢; Frequency:f(t;) Value: 0; Probability: p(v;) = flv,)/n

tr, =0 p(t) = 0.05

V5 =] p(v2) = 0.30
ee ples) = 0.30
r= 3 p(ts) = 0.25
tz =4 plvs) = 0.10

5

Dd efle)
Mat

n

wae 2.05~ 20° ~
= 0(0.05) + 1(0.3) + 2(0.3) + 3(0.25) + 4(0.10)

= 2.05

Calculation of variance

 = 7 = 0(0.05) + 1(0.3) + 4(0.3) + 9(0.25) + 16(0.10)

or (41\2 — (0(0.05) + 1(0.3) + 4(0.3) + 9(0.25) + 16(0.10)F

= 307 (2) = 5.35 — 4.2095

= 1.1475 I 1.1475 
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formula, which is circled, is nothing more than the formula for obtaining a
probability from a frequency. Therefore, we can just substitute por forfeo

to getthe second equation shown underneath the probability distabution. Henes-

we can calculate the meaneitherin terins of frequencies iwhich involves dividing

frequencies by n), or we calculate it in terms of probability in vither case we

are doing the same thing and the answer must be exactly the same —2.05in this
case. Precisely the same argument can be made for cilculation of the variance

In the formula for the variance we have twoinstaners in which the term fir,

appears. Tn each case, we can substitute Dey), thereby obtaining the formulain

terms ofprobabilities instead of frequencies. Onceasain, the answer has to come

out exactly the same no matter whichwayit is calculated.

To reiterate: An empirical frequencydistribution and an empirical proha-
bility distribution are simply two different ways of encapsulating the essential

information in a set of raw data. Whenwecalculate descriptivestatistics (mean
and variance) using either the raw data or theresulting frequency distribution
of the resulting probability distribution, the results we get must be esaetly the
same,

 

 

3-6 Whendata are presentedin thy Sorin ef « prolratohry disteibertions ove
can farther siraplify cateulations beeiuse lee pemmabilin: of aay suhue ¢

- (uy)
pit) = =

DISCRETE THEORETICAL
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

When Wwe are concemed with theoretical probability distributions. we begin to
think about descriptive statistics somewhat differently, Recall that a theoretical
ems distribution is not based on data; rather, it is hased on a priori
oa ee of what we think a probability distribution ought to look like if
isirese oO collect some data. In the last chapter we provided examples of

- pretical Probability distributions fortwo specific randomvariables: the number

Fas 3 i ; . ain @ Sin four flips of a coin and the numberof throws of a die before the
appears.

Expected value;
'stributions, We

and that ig caleul

The mean renamed. In the case oftheoretical probability
can compute a numberthatis akinto the meanofthedistribution

Probabilitytae by exactly the same formula as we derived for an entpirieal

the expectedv ution. However, this numberis referred to by a different anes

Ws Wsociated a Thischoice of terms makes sense. A meanis something that

that comes ant data; it is descriptive of a set of numbers (or of a distribution
fom a set of numbers), The corresponding measure for a theoretical
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probability distribution does not come from data—rather, it is what we could
expect the meanofthe data to beif we actually went out and collected data.

Table 3-13 gives examples of expected values of theoretical distributions
we have already encountered—the theoretical distribution of the number of

TABLE 3-13

Expected Values of Theoretical Distributions

 

(a) Numberofheadsin fourflips of a coin
 

p(v;)

0.0625
0.2500
0.3750
0.2500
0.0625

 

m
h
o
O
o
D
e
o
|
S

Expectedvalue = E(x) = >? e,p(v))
i=l

= 0(0.0625) + 1(0.25) + 2(0.375) + 3(0.25) + 4(0.0625)

= 0 + 0.25 + 0.75 + 0.75 + 0.25

 

  

 

 

=2

(b) Numberofthrows of a die priorto obtaining a 2

i P(v,) o plv;)
0 0.1667 ll 0.0224
] 0.1389 12 0.0187
2 0.1157 13 0.0156
3 0.0965 14 0.0130
4 0.0804 15 0.0108
5 0.0670 16 0.00906 0.0558 17 0.0075
7 0.0465 18 0.00638 0.0388 19 0.00529 0.0323 20 0.004310 0.0269 :

Expected value = E(x) = > tip(u;)
i=l

= 0(0.1667) + 1(0.1389) + 2(0.1157) + +++
=6  
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four flips of a coin and the theoretical distribution of the tumber of
s of a die prior to getting a 6. Note that the first distribution is finite,

throws the second distribution is countably infinite (that is, they are both

adistributions). Let's consider how to calculate the expected valies of

wee distributions. pats /

The top portion of the table concerns the distributions of the number of
heads in four flips of a coin, Here we have listed the probability distribution

mF our new notation—the five possible values under the heading v,, and the

vrbabilties of the values under the heading p(v,),

The notation for expected value is E(x). To elaborate briefly on the meaning

of this notation, we ask you to recall that the expected value consists of the

number we expect to be the mean ofthe distribution if we asked teal people to

flip real coins four times. Suppose that we. had some numberof people(it doesn’t

matter how many) each flip a coin four times. We would designate the number

of heads obtained by the ith person byx, (as usual). Here E(x) refers to what we

expect the mean ofall those x;'s to be.

The formula for expected value ofa theoretical distributionis precisely the
same as the formula for the mean of an empincal distribution, It is simply

EQ) = > oplv)) (31)
values

heads in

these

\here the sum is taken over all the valneslisted in V. In this example

5

E(x) = > ¥; p(v,)A

: The bottom part of Table 3-13 shows howwe can analogouslycalculate the
ane of a countably infinite probability distribution. Here weare
se ae the number of throws of a die prior to obtaining a 6. As we have

infinity as.ee chapter, this value can assume anyvalue from zero to
theihae Purposes we have listed the first 20 values along with
at tren Wecanagain calculate the expectedvalue using Equation 31.

Sum an infinite nu, Maes sum from 1 to infinity. It is of course, impossible to

‘um somewhere aah of products. Therefore, we have tocut off arbitrarily the

approximate te the expected value that we get using this method will only

{ose approximati Owever, by summing enough things. wecan get an arbitrarily

{ums oye tobe Re to the real expected yalue. In this case the expected value
SW tities before ‘ a on the average, we would expect a person to throwa die

© Notio tolling the first 6,

An ihtstration A an expected value can be applied to a lottery. Consider, as

es itis a lottery described in Table 3-14, This is a very simple lottery

* ‘MMong themes that 100 people enter, that the winneris chosen randomly

vagy tery such etait and thattheprize is $200, ,
that th gs values ‘s takes the form of a randomvariablethat assignsto

"© amount a Specifically, the amount of moneythat person wins. Notice

“signed can be either $200 (which will be assigned to

JBUTIONS IL
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TABLE 3-14

cted Value To Be Won
faewanteey (it is assumed
that 100 people enter, the
winner is randomly drawn,
andthe prize is $200)

 

the winner) or zero dollars (which will be assigned to each of the losers ‘
Table 3-14 we have listed these two values along with the probability that enue H
ofthe two values will be assigned to anyrandom person. Since only one persan
outofthe 100 will winthelottery, the probability of being assigned. $200 is ion:
Since the other 99 people will not win the lottery, the probability of being
assigned zero dollars is 4%. Now we can calculate the expected value palo
Equation 3-1, As indicatedat the bottomof the table, the expected valueis $2.Usingthis procedureit's easyto calculate one's e: aof chance. Furthermore, by calculating the expected value and comparingit wit Mhowmuch one Pays toparticipate in the game, one can easily determine whether
one’ expects to gain or lose money hy participating. For example, suppose that
each person in the lottery depictedin Table 3-14 has paid $5 for a lottery bitIn this case one Pays $5; one can expect to win $2; therefore, one’s expectedloss is $3, Conversely, in the unlikely event that one paidonly $1,50 to enter thelottery, the expected gain would be the amount one expects to win ($2) minusthe amountthat one paid to enter ($1.50), or 50 cents.

In virtually every game of chance an entrant expects to lose rather than,gain money, because the people who rimthe game arrangeto get somesort ofa cut of their own, Being able to ealeulate how much you expect to lose, however.is veryuseful if you are trying to decide among a numberof games of chance.For example, if you are in a casino in Las Vegas andcalculate your expectedloss, you would discover that the expectedloss is relatively greater with, say.slotmachines thanit is at the blackjack table.

xpected value in any game

  

   

 

Variance. The relationship between thetheoretical probability tribution is muchththe meanof an Cmpirical versus a theoretiand variance of an empirical distributionmean and yarianceofa theoretical distribution are what we expect to get if we
aie to ‘elle data, For both mean andvariance, the computational formulaisidentical whether an empirical or a theoretical distributionis involved,

 

 

tanance of an empirical versus
he sameas the rel ship between

eal probabi ity distribution, The mean
are obtained from data, whereas the
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In particular, the mean ofa theoretical probability distribution is. as we

have seen, the expected score, designated as Elx). Likewise. the variance of a

theoretical probability distribution is the expected squared deviation between
any score and the expected value—thatis,

Variance = E[x — E(x)}*

The computational formula for thevarianceofa probability distributionis

Variance = E[x — E(x)]?

= E[x? — QxvE(x) + E(x)?]

Like a summation sign, expectation is distributive. Hence.

Variance = E(x?) — E[2xE(x)] + E[E(x)

The expectation of a constantlike [E(x)} is simplythat constant. Thus.

Variance = E(x?) — 2E(x)E(x) + [E(x)P

= E(x?) — Q[E(x)? + (E(w)?

= E(x?) — [E(x)P

Nownote that

E(x?) = dX<v2p(v,)
vanes

and

E(x) = Deple,)

Thus,

Variance = Dv?p(e,) = [ Sene)]
values values

Thus, the variance ofa theoretical probability distribution is

Elx — Ex)? = Serp(e,) - [ Sente)]
values valtes

shencmPhasize that this is exactly the sameas the computational formula used

an empirical probability distribution is under consideration. ;

thee To provide a brief example, Table 3-15 shows how: the yariance of our

retical number-of-heads-in-four-fips-of-a-coin distributionis computed.

3-7 r : 7 oetes"Thevariance of a theoretical probability distribution ts the expected
squared deviar .Wared deviation andis caleulated by

Ely — Ew)P = Segple) — [BWP
values
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TABLE 3-15

Variance of a Theoretical Probability Distribution: Numberof
Headsin FourFlips of a Coin

 

 

0 0
1 1

2 4

3 9

4 16

E[x — E(x)= Deiple,) ~ (EW)

= [0(0.625) + 1(0.25) + 4(0.3750) + 9(0.25) + 16(0.0625)] — 2

= (0.25 + 1.5 + 2.25 + 1.0) - 4

=5-4

=1

CONTINUOUS THEORETICAL
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Recall that we had to think about continuous probability distributions somewhat
differently than we thought about discrete probability distributions. In particular,
rather than summing things (like probabilities of discrete values), we had to
integrate or compute areas under curves. Recall too that instead of using
summationsigns, we used integral signs, which essentially directed us to take
the sum ofan infinite number of infinitely skinny rectangles.

The formulas for computing the mean and variance of a continuous
probability distribution conform to the general principles sketched above:
Summation signs are replaced by integralsigns. Since wewill not, for the purposes
ofthis book, ever actually have to calculate the mean or varianceofa continuous
distribution,wewill not go into the process in great detail. Rather, for completeness
and aesthetics, we will simplyprovide the formulas in Table 3-16.

NEW TERMS FOR MEAN AND VARIANCEOF THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Onefinal note regarding theoretical distributions: It is somewhat awkwardalways
to haveto write out E(x) for the mean and Elx — E(x)}? for the variance, Thereare commonlyused symbols instead: these are the Greek letters j. (mu) forthe
mean and ? (sigma squared)for the variance. We shall have moreto say about
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TABLE 3-16

Formulas for the Mean and Variance of a Probability Distribution; Relationship
Between Discrete and ContinuousDistributions
  

  

Discrete Distributions ContinuousDistributions

Mean E(x) = Dele.) E(x) = [owe ae
ales
 

Variance E[x — E(x)? = v?p(u,) — [ Zeorea|
values values

[[ove we]
salues

 

 

TABLE 3-17

Summary of Notation for Mean, Variance, and Standard Deviation
 

 

Mean Variance Standard Deviation

1. Set of scores (data) M S Ss
2. Empirical frequency or probability

distribution (data) M 53 s
3. Theoretical probability distribution E(x) =p Ely — E(x) P = 0? a
 

these termsin a later chapter; for the time being, Table 3-17 provides a summary
of notation,

Standard Scores

The final to
Mean (M)

is referred

pic of this chapter involves combining a particular score (x,), the

of the x's, and the standard deviation (S) of the x,'s to produce what

to as a standardscore.

youince an example from the beginning ofthis chapter. Suppose

Were tw th ‘ received an exam back, and yougot an 80. Wesuggestedthat there

Order to dene, that youwould like to knowaboutthe total set of scores i

Want to hago: how good” yourscore of 80 really was. First, you wou

You did the mean examscore so that you would be able to tell whether

you Senerally better or generally worse than mostpeopleinthe class. Second,

want to know some measure of dispersion such as the standard

Mean, In_ would give you some idea of how “close” your score was to the

CViation ie ‘cular, suppose the class mean was 75. Then if the standard

the scores were very small, your score of 80 would be “far above
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the mean”andthus relatively good. Conversely. if the standard deviation were

large, vour score of 80 would be “close to the mean” and not so good.

” The standard score is a device that encapsulates these intuitiye tiotions
concisely and quantitatively. Specifically, a standardscore, or z-score,’

bythe formula

 

is expressed

 

Observe that this formula encapsulates the ideas we discussed above. The
numerator consists of the expression x, — M. Therefore, the numerator(andthe
standard score itself) will be negative if x; is below the mean and positiveif
above the mean. Likewise, the absolute value of the standard score will be large
to the extent that x, is far from the mean and small to the extent that x, is close
to the mean.

 

Wesee. then, that the numeratorisa mathematical characterization ofthe
first notion discussed—the comparison of a given score with the mean. The
denominator, on the other hand,is the mathematical representation of the second
notion. By putting the standard deviation—a measure of dispersion—into the
denominator, we seale the standard score such that it is big if the scores are
closely packed around the mean (corresponding to a small standard deviation)
andsmaller if the scoresare widelyspread out(correspondingto large deviation).

In brief, changing a set of raw scores to a corresponding set ofstandard
scores consists of rescaling the randomvariable in which we are interested.
Typically, the values a random variable assigns are scaled in some kindofunits.
For example, height might be scaled in inches or feet, and weight might he
scaled in pounds or kilograms.In the example discussed, exam scoresare scaled
in points. By converting to standard scores, we rescale into units that are common

(standard) across all measures—units correspondingto the standard deviationof
thedistributionofscores at hand. Thus, a standard score conveys more information
than a rawscore.

 

Suppose. for example, that I amdescribing Glug, myvisiting Martian friend
In the course of the discussion I mention that Glug is ‘50 inchestall, This raw
score will not tell you anything about howtall or short Glugis relative to the
rest of the Martian population. If, however, 1 told you that Glug’s height has a
standard score of —1, such information would be much more meaningfulto you:
it would tell vou that Glug is a rather short Martian. | could give vou additional
information about Glug that would also help to tell you about what she is like
relative to the rest of the Martian population. For example, 1 mighttell you that
herstandard score for 1Q is +2 (which would meanthat she is a fairly intelligent,
Martian), that her standard score for weight is 0 (which means that sheis ol
average weight), that her standard score for age is +1, and so on.

 

 

 

   *We are actually nsi
are actually sing the term z-scoresomewhat incurreetly here, ‘Technieally a“‘ ‘ a spe ic kindof distribution(a normal distribution), However, the terme refer toa standard score of any distribution, so we shall use: it that way: here.

  
    



Inaslightly more practical vein considerthefollowing problem. Myyounger
ctor Clarissa is trying to decide whether to becomean airline pilot or a short-
pie ook. She takes an airline pilot aptitude test on which she receives a score

Cad ‘4 cook aptitude test on which she receives a score of 90. What should

she do? : f . fe
It would be unwise for Clarissa to base her decision on a comparison of

her raw scores alone. Instead, she should convert to standard Scores, a comparison
of whichwill provide her with much more meaningful information, Suppose she

discovers that the mean airline pilot aptitude test score is 50 with a standard

deviation of 6 and that the mean cook aptitude test scoreis 85 with a standard
deviation of 5. Thus, in termsofherpotential to be anairlinepilot,

 

 

 

22 62 - 50 _ 20

, 6

Whereasin terms of her potential to be a cook.

90 — 85
a= =10

5

Her standard score of 2.0 onthe pilot test in contrast to her scoreof1.0 on the
cook test indicates that Clarissa is probably better suited to be a pilot than a
cook,

33 A standard score, obtained by the formula

_t—-M

8
gives the magnitude of the score in units of the standard deviation al
the distribution from which y cames.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we2N extract the

have been primarily concernedwith techniques by which we

ate the follow
Crucial information from aset of data. The main pointsofinterest
ing:

1 Scotes «

a conceptheone into an empirical frequencyor probabilitya

54 cumulative shri in the previous chapter. If the data ares hen

2 SNscore can bey ility distribution, the percentile corresponding to any
: ; CTate three Immediately calculated. ay

Node, Of th Principal measures of central tendency; mean, median, and
ese, | ain is X€ meanis the most widely used measure.
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wo The principal measure of dispersion is the variance, which is the ave age

squared deviation score. The variance is small to the extent that scores are

tightly clustered around the meanandlarge to the extent that the scores are

widely spread out around the mean.

4. A set of scoresis sometimes representedas an empirical frequencydistribution,

or an empirical probabilitydistribution. Whenthe data are representedthis

way, the mean and the variance maybecalculated somewhat more efficiently

bysumming overall values that scores can take on (thatis, over all members

of V) rather than summing over all scores. (Summing over values is more

efficient because there are typically manyfewer values than scores.)

. The meanofa theoretical probability distributionis referred to as the expected
talue—it is the number that we would expect the mean to beif data were

actuallycollected. The formulafor calculating the expected valueofa theoretical
probabilitydistribution is exactly the same as the formulafor calculating the
meanofan empirical probability distribution.

6. The variance ofa theoretical probability distribution is the expected squared

deviation of a score from the expected value. The variance ofa theoretical
probability distribution is calculated using the same formula that is usedto
calculate the variance of an empirical probability distribution.

7. A standard score combines the mean and standard deviation ofa distribution
to allowcalculation of a score that is standardized across all measures. A
standard score is negative if it is below the mean and positiveif it is above
the mean, Furthermore, the absolute value of a standardscoreis large to the
extent that it deviates from the mean and small to the extent that it does not
deviate from the mean.

o

DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION3-1

If We Have a Set of Deviatio S.
ofThese Scores Must Be Zero. Paspacaets

Assume we have scoresbe have nscores. Then the sum of the deviation scoresis represented

 



Since

>M
mA

“multi by n,”simply means “multiply M by

n

Sum = >

  

Nowsince

 

DIGRESSION3-2

Mean of a Geometric Distribution

vp " 5 esented asOur number-of-throws-before-the-first-6 distribution an Feeiadfollows: The probability that the randomvariablewill assign any vi sbythe formula

pli) = @-y
Thisis a ic distribution. The generalpecific instance of whatis called a geometric distribution gformofa distributionis

pW) = x-1 (1
Thus, the

where 0 <x <1

mean ofa geometric distributionis

3 a
(D-1)Eli) = > ip(i) = > ix'- "(1 — x)11 im

is ‘i or of terms. However, by
lis, of Course, impossible to sum aninfinite number of tern
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8 : erage
squared deviation score. The variance is small to the extent that scores are
tightly clustered aroundthe mean andlarge to the extent that the scores are

widely spread out around the mean.

 

4. Asctof scores is sometimes representedas an empirical frequencydistribution,
or an empirical probability distribution. When the data are representedthis
way, the mean and the variance maybe calculated somewhat more efficiently
by summingoverall values that scores can take on (that is, over all members

of V) rather than summingoverall scores. (Summing overvalues is more

efficient because there are typically many fewervalues thanscores.)
. The meanof a theoretical probability distributionis referredto as the expected
talue—it is the number that we would expect the mean to be if data were

actuallycollected. The formulafor calculating the expectedvalueofa theoretical
probability distribution is exactly the same as the formulafor calculating the
meanof an empirical probability distribution.

6. The varianceofa theoretical probability distribution is the expectedsquared
deviation of a score from the expected value. The variance ofa theoretical
probability distribution is. calculated using the same formulathatis usedto
calculate the variance of an empirical probability distribution.

7. A standard score combines the mean and standard deviation ofa distribution
to allowcalculation of a score that is standardized across all measures. A
standard score is negativeif it is below the mean andpositiveifit is above
the mean. Furthermore, the absolute value ofa standardscoreis large to the
extent that it deviates from the mean and small to the extent thatit does not
deviate from the mean.

 

DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION3-1

If We Have a Set of Deviation Scores Around Mean, the Sum of
These Scores Must Be Zero.

Assume we have n scores. Then the sum ofthe deviation scoresis represented
by

da —M)Sum
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Since

>M
isl

simply means “multiply M byn,”

Sum =

 

Nowsince

 

DIGRESSION3-2

Mean of a Geometric Distribution

Our number-of-throws-before-the-first-6 distribution can be represented as
follows: The probability that the randomvariablewill assignanyvalueiis obtained

bythe formula ;

pli) = (43

5 At apes » general
Thisisa specific instance of whatis called a geometricdistribution The gene
formof a distributionis

pli) =

 

acy) where 0 <x <1

Thus, the meanofa geometricdistributionis

i)= 5 : (D-1)FW) = Dip@ = Diva =x)
= a

is “ni sr of terms. However, byWeis, of course, impossible to sum aninfinite number of terms. He \
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PROBLEMS

mathematical techniques beyond the scopeofthis book, it can be
Equation D-1 reduces to

shownthat

1

l-x
 Ei) =

3-4 Theexpectedvalueof a theoretical probability distribution is cnalogous
to andcalculated in the samewayas theexpected valve of an evnpirieal
probability distribution;

E(x) = 3) wy)
valies

1. Billy and Bobby Jones set up a lemonadestand. They have five sizes of
lemonadethatsell for 5, 10, 15, 25, and 30 cents. The numbersofeachsize
of lemonade theysell on the first day are, respectively, 10, 7, 8, 5, and5.
Considering the numbersold for each size as one observation (thatis,
n = 5), calculate:
a. The mean numberoflemonades sold.
b. The median numberof lemonadessold.
c. The mode numberof lemonadessold.
d. The variance andstandard deviation of the number of lemonadessold.
e. The rangeof the number of lemonadessold.
f. Suppose the 30-cent size is ignored. Nowcalculate the median number

of lemonadessold.

i)

 

A drugstore keeping tabs on the number of Cokes it sells during nine

hours of a business day. The data turn outas follows:

Hour 12345678 9

Number of Cokes 3 2 3 6 5 7 8 9 Il

a. Compute the mean numberof Cokes sold per hour.
b. Compute the median number of Cokes sold per hour.
c. Compute the mode number of Cokes sold per hour.
d. Compute the variance andstandard deviation of the numberof Cokes

sold per hour. Use the deviation-score formula.
e. Recomputethevariance using the raw-score formula. ,
f. Supposethefirst hour ofthe dayis ignored, leaving onlythelast eight

hours. Recompute the median and mode.



PROBLEMS

3, The numberof Pepsi Colas (in millions) sold in the United States each year
for the 10 past yearsis shown inthefollowing table:

1963: 3.0

1964: 7.5

1965: 5.0
1966: 2.5
1967: 7.5
1968: 2.0
1969: 1.0
1970: 2.0
1971: 7.5
1972: 1.0

a. Whatis the median numberofPepsi Colas sold over the past 10 vears?
b. Whatis the mode numberof Pepsi Colas soldover the past 10 years?

 

4. For problems 1 and 2 of Chapter 2. compute the mean, median. mode.
variance, standard deviation, and range ofthe scores.

5. For problems 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. and 9 of Chapter 2, compute the expected
value and variance ofthese distributions.

 

6. For problem 14 of Chapter 2, compute the expected value and varianceof
this probability distribution.

. For problem 15 of Chapter 2, compute the expected value andvariance of
the probability distributions for a, b,x. andy.

8. The St. Petersburg game worksasfollows. A coin is Hipped until a head
comes up. The amount of moneypaid bythe flippertotheplayer is then
equalto $2%, where N is the numberof flips prior to obtaining a head
a. Whatis the expected amount of moneythat a plaver will win in this

game?
b. Suppose that the total amount of moneythat a flipper is in a position to

payis $1,073,741,824 ($2). Nowwhatis the expected amount of money

that a player will win in this game?

9. Thecity of Walla Walla hasa lottery. In thislottery, 1000 peopleenter, and

the following prizes are awardedto randomly selected entrants:

  

Onevacationtrip to Pocatello worth $600.
Five Sears 10-speedbicycles worth $100 apiece
Twenty Timex wristwatches worth $10apiece.
Two hundredsolid aluminum medallions worth 50 centsapiece.

Consider a randomvariablethat assigns to each lottery entrant some

value in dollars,
a. Whatare the members of V, whereVis theset of values that this random

variable could assign?

   

123
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10.

b. Whatis the expected value andvarianceofthe probability distribution of
this randomvariable? :

Joe Smith is playing the Bellingham Game, which works as follows. Two
dice are thrown and the sums is noted. Joe now winsx dollars, where

 

4s ifs is odd and7 or greater

= 3s ifs is even and 8 orgreater

s ifs is less than 7

Whatis V,the set ofvalues (in dollars) that Joe can eam?
Compute the probability of each memberofV.
Suppose that Joe plays this game 10 times. What is the total amountof
moneythat he expects to win?
(Hint: Consider the expectedvalue per trial.)

d. Whatis the variance of the amount of money won pertrial?

a
r
e



BINOMIAL

DISTRIBUTION

in general, In thi I, Chapters 2 and 3 we discussed probability distributions

thePa rae chapter we shall focus on a particular distribution known as

lor two it istribuetion. Wehavechosentosingle out the binomial distribution

eee ae First, it occurs rather often in real-life situations, and second. it

will be ora arto another theoretical distribution (the normal distribution) that

paramount importancelater in this book. Before reading this chapter.
you :

‘ should make sure that you understand the material in Appendix C on

counting rules, ‘

What a Binomial Distribution Is

and How To Make One

ManyV types es
; (.

oisiacyatProbabilistic situations involve two mutuallyexclusive and exhaustive

that is, an event and its complement.Inthis type ofsituation it is

125
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commontocall oneofthe tvo outcomes a success andthe othera failure. (There
is no implication of good or bad inherent in the terms “su  : sand “failure.”
Theyare simplyarbitrary terms.) By convention, we represent the probability of
a success and the probability of afailure as follows:

probability of a success = p

probability ofafailure = q

Notice that because a success anda failure constitute two mutually exclusive and

exhaustive events, their probabilities must addto 1.0. Therefore,

p=l-q

andlikewise,

qz=l-p

Table 4-1 provides some examplesofsuchsituations.

TABLE 4-1

Examples of BinomialSituations

 

 

 

Situation Success Pp Failure q

Flip a coin head 0.500 tail 0,500
Roll a die 6 0.167 not-6 :
Havea child girl 0.500 bov 0.500
Drawa card heart 0,250 not a heart 0.750
 

NUMBER OF SUCCESSES
AS A RANDOM VARIABLE

Suppose nowthat we have Ntrials where atrial consists of doing onething, like
flipping a coin or throwing a die. Suppose furtherthat eachtrial is independent
of everyother trial. Referring to the examples in Table 4-1, we might flip a coin

Ntimes, roll a die N
random variable, w

 

   

 

mes, have N children, and so on. Suppose wedefine@
h is the numberofsuccesses we obtain out ofthe N trials.

A binomial distribution is then simply definedas the probability distribution of

this randomvariable. .

  

Let’s formulatethis distribution as we leamed in Chapter2. Thefirst step
is to determine the members of V(recall that V is the set ofall possible values

the randomvariable canassign). In this case

V=(01.2....!N}

 

since we mayhaveanyintegral numberofsuccesses from none(0 successes! ©

 



WHAT A BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION IS AND HOW TO MAKE

the total number of trials (N successes). Lt is evident that V containg N+ 1

members.
Formulatingthedistribution of the membersofVis equivalent to computing

pl0) =?

pl) =?

p(N) =?

4-1 A binomial distribution is the distribution of the number of siiecesses
in Ntrials.

A specific example: Rolling a die. To be more concrete about how we
actually compute these probabilities, we will frame our explanation within the
context ofa specific example. Imagine that weplantoroll a die four times. Since
we have four trials, N = 4. Imagine furtherthat a success is the event that the
die comes up a 6. Therefore, a failure constitutes any outcomeother than a 6
(that is, a not-6). It is not difficult to see that on each trial

p = p(6)=3

q = p(not-6) = §

  

  

Nowlet's compute the probability of 0—thatis, the probability that the
four throws will produce no 6s. No 6s requires throwing a not-6 four times in a

row, and the sequence that will produce zero successes is therefore not-6,

not-6, not-6, not-6. Notice that each ofthe four throws ofthe die is independent
of all other throws—thatis, on anygiven throw,thedieis completely unaffected

by what the outcome was on anvother throw. Recall from our discussions of

probability in Chapter 2 that when we have four (or any numberof) independent

events, the joint probability of these events is equal to the product of their

unconditional probabilities, Therefore, the probability that we get zero 6s out of

four throws ofa dieis

 

P(0) = p(not-6)p(not-6)p(not-6)p(not-6)

or

P(O) = (&)(8)(8)(8) = Aas = 0.482

In general, we can see that the probability of obt
Is

‘aining zero successes in N trials

p(0) = q®
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Nowlet's compute the probability of obtaining exactly one success out of
our Nrolls. This is slightly more complicated than computing the probability of
azero, Continuing with our example,let's consider some sequencethat produces
exactly one 6. One such sequence might be

Sequence 1: not-6, not-6, not-6, 6

Again. since these four events are all independent,it is quite straightforward to
determine that the probability of this sequence is

(888) = 0.0965

However. this is not the only sequence that could contain exactlyone 6.
There are in fact three other sequences that would also produce one 6:

Sequence 2: not-6, not-6, 6, not-6
Sequence 3: not-6, 6, not-6, not-6

Sequence 4: 6, not-6, not-6, not-6

Each ofthese three other possible sequences also has a probability (3)°(3) =
0.0965 of occurring.

Wehave nowidentified four distinct outcomes, each of whichwill produce
exactly one success. Therefore, the probability of one success is the probability
of the union of the four outcomes. Note that the four outcomes are mutually
exclusive—if one of the outcomes occurs, none of the others can occur. Recall
that the probability of the union of mutuallyexclusive events is the sumofthe

individual probabilities, so

pl success) = 0.0965 + 0.0965 + 0.0965 + 0.0965 = (0.0965)4 = 0.386

Whyare there exactly four sequences that involve one success outof four

chances? The reason stemsdirectly from the notion of unordered combinations

thatis discussed in AppendixC.(If the term unordered combinationsis unfamiliar

to you, vou should nowread Appendix C.) In this particular instance getting one

success out offour possible trials is equivalentto selecting exactly one of the

four trials to be a success. To calculate the numberof waysofgetting onesuccess

in four trials, we can simply use our formula for unordered combinations:

 

or, in this case, we are choosing r = 1 success from N = 4 throws. Therefore.

n)_(4)-__# 4 x3x2xl_,
r) \AJ) ab@-DE 1x3x2ax1-

To compute the probability that we will get exactly one success, we simply

multiply the numberof sequencesinvolving one success times the probability



each sequence. Thus,

p(t) = [4] [(8)°(8)] = 0.386

syst as we calculated earlier.

This technique, which may be used to computethe probability of any

numberof successes, underlies the construction of the binomial distribution. To
{nish this example, let's quickly compute the probabilities of obtaining two,

three, and four success. Thereare(4), or six sequencesthat will vield exactly two

successes, and each of these sequences has probability (2)14" of occurring, So

p(2) = (sax = (6)(0.694)(0.025) = 0.116

Similar considerations for the probabilities of three and four successes produce

p(3) = (Saar = (4)(0,833)(0.005) = 0.015

and

p(4) = (Ja = (1)(0.001) = 0.001

Asa check on our calculations, we addall our probabilities and find

p(0) = 0.482

+p(1) = 0.386

+p(2) = 0.116

+p(3) = 0.015

+p(4) =0.001

  

 

1.000

The probabilities of obtaining either zero, one, bvo, three. or four 6s are thus
seen to add to 1.0—just as they shouldsince they are probabilities of mutually
exclusive and exhaustive events.

Formula for the binomial distribution. Let's recapitulate the wayin which
4binomialdistribution is constructed.

L. Wefirst characterize any binomial distribution by two numbers (also
called parameters, which will be discussed at lengthin alater chapter). The two
Parameters that characterize a binomialdistribution are N. the numberoftrials

and p, the probability of a success. (Natu once we havespecified p, wealso

now q, the probability of a failure, whichis simply | — p.) .
2. The random variable with which weare concemedis the number of

Successes in the N trials. Theset of possible values that the randomvariable can

assign, V, becomes

V= {0,12....,M
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3. To computethe probability ofany memberofV (tha
r of successes). we simply multiply the numberof
times the probability of each such sequence. We have seenthat the number of
sequences involving some numberrof suce is (). Anysequence involyiny
rsuccesses mustalso involve N — r failures. so the probability sucha sedis
is p'g-". The formulaforcalculating the probability ofr suc sis therefore

A= (S)pa

 

  
is, of some number
Avolving F successes   

 

quences

 

  

  

 

Another Example

Just to consolidate the methodused in constructing a binomialdistribution, let's
consider one more example.

OPINION POLLS

Suppose Senator Swenson. running for reelection, claims that 70% ofthe
electorate will vote for him. To evaluate his claim, Acme Sampling Inc.plans to

poll a random sample of the electorate and ask each memberof the sample

whetherhe or she plans to vote for Swenson. Being a small company. Acme can

onlyafford to sample a total of N = 20 individuals. If Swe! ct that
70% ofthe electorate will vote for him, each member ofthe sample will clai

to be voting for Swenson with a probability of p = 0.70. Assuming that each

member's responseis independentofall other members’ responses. the number

of people out of the sample who will claim to he for Swensonis binomially

distributed with N = 20, p = 0.70, and g = 0.30.
Howmanypeople in the 20-person samplewill be for Swenson? Using the

techniquesfrom thelast section, we can compute the distribution, whichis done

in Table 4-2. You must understandthatthis is the probabilitydistribution of the

number of people in the sample who are for Swenson assuming Swenson 's

correct about 70% ofthe electorate being for him. :
Looking overthe information in Table 4-2, we note someinteresting things.

For example, the probability that exactly 70% of the sample (in this case WW
people) will be for Swenson is 0.192. The probability that 15 or more people

will be for Swenson is

 

son is corres

 

  

 

  

p15 or more) = p(15) + p(16) + -+- + p(20)

= 0.179 + 0.130 +--+ + 0.001

= 0.417

Howabout the probability that 14 or fewer people will be for Swenson. Since



TABLE 4-2

Binomial Distribution with Parameters N = 20, =
q = 1.0 — 0.70 = 0.30 cE,
 

  

Bi p(r) ‘te b. plr)

0 ri (0.7°)(0.3%) = 0.000 Hh 2)eam= Ooms

: - (0.7')(0.3") = 0.000 2 i (0.771.0,3) = 0.114

2 (2 )to.720.3") = 0.000 as (s (0.7310.37= 0.164

3 2 (0.73(0.3"7) = 0.000 it 7 (0.7°940.35 = 0.192

2 e (0.74(0.3') = 0.000 5 1g) (0.71035 = 0.179

% 2» (0.750.3'5) = 0.000 6 1a)781039 = 0.130

5 ® \t0.7910.3") = 0.000 He 2 )or103» = 0.072

e ? \to7V0.3") = 0.001 73 )10.710.39 = 0.028

: ” (0.75)(0.3") = 0,004 IY ” (0.70.3= 0.007

4 a (0.7(0.3") = 0.012 ey oy (0.7210.3") = 0.001

~ 7 (0.7)(0,3") = 0.031  
 

“I5 or more”and “14 or fewer”are complementaryevents,

p(14 or fewer) = 1 — p(15 or more) = 1 — 0.417 = 0.583

Let S again providea little preview of things to come. Suppose Acmefoundthat,
in fact, only 8 people in the 20-person sampleclaimed to be for Swenson. We
can see from Table 4-2 that the probability of 8 or fewerof the 20 people being
for Swensonis very low—only0.005. Giventhis low probability, it would make
Sense to question the as mptions that went into the construction of Table

4-2—atleast oneis likely false. Perhapsthe sample was not random,in the sense
that Acme sampled from a very anti-Swenson area ofthestate. Perhaps the
observations weren't independent, in the sense that the individuals in the sample
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had beentalking to one another about their feclings toward Swenson. A third
possibility—probablythe correct oneif Aeme is.a competentpolling outfit and
not proneto elementary mistakes—is that Swensonis inappropriately optimistic
in his evaluation ofthe electorate’s feelings toward him, Thetruth, contrary to
Swenson’sassertion, is probably that less than 70% of the clectorateare in favor
of him.

 

Characteristics of the Binomial Distribution

Having discussed the underlying basis for a binomialdistribution and the means

by whichthe distribution is constructed, we shall attempt to flesh out the binomial
by describing someofits principal characteristics. We will first discuss whatthe
binomial looks like, and we will then describe computation of its mean and
variance.

SHAPE OF THE BINOMIAL

Recall that a binomial distribution is completely described bythe two parameters
N and p.The values of N andpas well as the relation between N andpdetermine
what the binomial distribution will look like.

Effect of p on shape. Let us considerfirst what happens whenp and qare
equal, that is, when p = q = 0.5, Figure 4-1 shows the resulting binomial
distributions for N = 3, N = 6, and N = 10. Notice that these distributions

areall symmetrical, That is, a center axis can be defined suchthat the left side

of the distribution is a mirror image of the right side. Such symmetry 5
reasonable: when p = q = 0.5, a success is simply the “mirror” of a

that is, we would expect the probability of r successes to be the same as the

probability of r failures. (For example, in 10 flips of a coin we would expect +

headsto bejust as likelyas 7 tails. s exeinplifiedin Figure 4-1 (and, again

as shouldbeintuitively reasonable), this symmetry does not depend on N.

Figure 4-2, on the other hand, shows what happens when p deviates from

0.5. The greatersuch deviation, the more asymmetrical is the resulting distribution

In particular, whenp is small, the distribution is skewed(stretched out) to the

right. Conversely, whenpis large, the distribution is skewedto theleft, Again

such a situation makes sense. When p deviates from 0.5, the probability of F

successes is different fram the probability of r failures. For instance, consider

throwing a die six times. We would expect (as anyone who has neededa 6t0

“come on”in a backgammonganicis painfully aware) the probability ofgetting

five 6s to he quite a bit smaller than the probability ofgetting five not-6s.
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FIGURE 4-1 Three binomialdistributions:effect of changing V. As long as p= q =
0.5, distribution is symmetrical, independentof N.

Effect of N on shape. Wehave scen that any deviation ofp from 0.5 tends

toproduce a nonsymmetrical binomialdistribution. What happens aswe vary NP
Figure 4-3 illustrates what happens. For agiven value ofp (assuming p Is nat
0.5) the distribution becomes more symmetrical as n increase Againthis makes
sense.* Consider what happens when N is very small (for example, 4). In the

case when pis small (for example, 0.10), the probability of some small number
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FeOrtunatelyevenin statistics most things makesense,
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FIGURE 4-2) Three binomial distributions: Effect of changing p. To the extent that p
and q deviate from 0.5, distribution hecomes asymmetrical.

 

 of successes (sav. zero) will berelatively large—but the probability of a large
numberof successes (sav, four) will be essentially zero. However, thesituation
is quite different whenNislarge (for example, 40). Inthis situation the probability
of a large numberofsuccesses (sav, 40) isstill close to zero. but the probability
of a small numberofsuccesses ( ero) also quite diminished because even
thoughthe probability of a failure, q.is quite large, the probability of obtaining
all failures. q*. becomessmall as Nincreases.

 

   

 

   

Determination of shape: A summary. Thecffects ofthe parameters pand
Non theshape of the distribution may be summarized as follows.

1. When p = q = 0.5, the distribution is always symmetrical (see Figure
4-1). wn gh

To the extent that p (and q) deviate from 0.5, the distribution is
asymmetrical (Figure 4-2).

w

3. As Nincreases, the distribution generally becomes more symmetrical

(see Figure 4-3).

EXPECTED VALUE (MEAN) AND VARIANCE
OF THE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION

Bear in mind that the mean or expected value of (w) of a distribution is @

measure of the average or central tendencyofthat distribution. Likewise. the

variance (a2) of the distribution is a measure ofthe vari

 

pility or spread-outness
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FIGURE 4-3 Three binomialdistributions: Effect of changing
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‘5 (in this case, when p = 0.10). Distribution becomes more symmetrical as 7
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of the scores in that distribution. In this section we will formulate equations fe
the expected value and the variance of the binomial. %

Expected value. From ourdiscussions of expected value in Chapte:
knowthat for a probabilitydistribution.

p = E(x) = yy vy; p (vi)
members
of

T 3, we

In thecase of a binomial, recall that the v;'s range from0to N, and

pi) = ()ra

Thus,

x (x /

Equation 4-1 appears to be a somewhat unwieldy expression to work with.
Happily. however, it turns out that Equation 4-1 can be considerablysimplified.
The meanofthe binomial can be obtained by the formula

x
B= > ("\pa = Np

r=

The proof of this not particularly obvious assertion is provided in Digression
4-2. Meanwhile anintuitive viewis provided as follows. Suppose we have some
number N (say, 24) oftrials and suppose we have someprobability p(say. 4) of
a success. (Thus, we might consideroursituation to beone ofthrowinga die 24

times, seeking 6s.) How manysuccesses (6s) do we expect toget? Intuitively, we

would expect that § of our trials would turn up6s. Thus, in general, we would

expect a proportion p of our N trials, or Nptrials, to be successes. This is

equivalent to saying that the expected value of number of successesis Np.

  

Variance. Recall that ourexpressionforthe variance of'a probability distribution

is

 

or, in the case ofa binomial,

. 2 oo sh simpler one-
Again weare happytoreport thatthis formula reduces to a much simpler

Specifically, the variance ofa binomial distributionis obtained by

)pr-" — (Np? = Npq

  



The complete proof ofthis is presentedin Digression 4-3

4-2 The mean,variance, andstandard deviation vill a bimwenial distritwiting

are determined bythe fornmulies

Mean = 1. = Np

Variance = o- = Nyy

Standard deviation =o = \ Nay

Frequencies and Proportions

We nowarrive at another of those issues that for some reason always seems
confusing even thoughin realityit is extremelysimple andstraightlorward. This
is that we can speak equivalently about either frequencies (we can speak. for
example,ofa frequencyof 12 successes out of N = 20trials) or ahout proportions
(we can speak of the proportion of successes as being 0.6). Try to bearin mind
that this is a simple issue, and the ideas will not be newtovou. Only the notation

maybe new.

 

 

 

PROPORTIONS

Suppose that we flip a coin 200 times andget 110 heads. As just indicated, we

can express this outcomein either of two ways. We can.

as

wehave just done,
express it as a frequency and saythat we got 110heads. Alternatively, we can

express the 110 heads as a proportionofthe total numberoftrials, That is, we

can say that the proportion of heads we obtainedis $48 = 0.55.

Frequencies and proportions conveyequivalent information. More generally.

any frequency r ofN trials can also be expressedas a proportion, 1/.V. Note that

Proportions, like probabilities, can range from0 (r = 0) to LO ur =

 

  

  0

 

BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
SING PROPORTIONS

Since, as w,   ; ‘ «nc are essentially equivalent,
¢ have seen, proportions and frequencies are ess atially equival

He cantalk about probabilitydistributionsofeither frequencies or of proportions.

the (orinstance, if N= 200, we can talk about the probability of one success,

iberababilty oftwosuccesses, andso on, up to the probahi lity of:

be 0/ paw can talk about the probabilitythat the proportion of succe:

N= 0, or UN = 0.005, or 2/N = 0.01, andsoon, up to NN
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oO 1 z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 MI 12 E14

Frequency(r)

0 0.1250 0.250 0.375 0.500 0.625 0.750 0.875
0.0625 0.1875, 0.3125 0.4375 0.5625 0.6875 0.8125

Proportion (r/N)

 

FIGURE 4-4 Binomial distribution may be represented equally well cither in terms
of frequencies or in terms of proportions. Anygiven frequency r has a corresponding
proportionofr/N.

 

   Figure 4-4 is a graphical representation ofthe relationship betweenprobal
distributions of frequencies versus proportions. As can be seen, thetransi
from one to the otheris quite straightforward: The abscissavalues are simply
relabeled.

 

Meanofa probability distribution of proportions. Suppose we have a
binomial distribution with parameters N andp. Recall that, in termsof frequencies,

= Np

dividedby

 

However, any proportion is equalto its corresponding frequency. 1 cat
N. Since the mean Np is a frequency, the corresponding meanin terms fe

Proportions is Np/N = p. Again, this should makeintuitive sense to us. If ee

flip a coin N times, we expect the proportion of heads to bep, or in this ap

0.5. Likewise, if we roll a die N times, we expect the proportion of 6s to bep

   

3 “aa paling
distribution using proportions. eee de i

with the variance is slightly less intuitive than dealing with means, and we



confine our discussion to the mathematics of the situation. Recall that for a

binomial distribution,
x

o? (for frequencies) = 2, r2p(r) — (Npe

Since, as we have seen, a corresponding proportion is r/N. we must substitute

1/N for r in the above equationif we wanta variancefor proportions rather than
for frequencies. (Also we must substitute p. the mean for proportions. for Np
the meanfor frequencies.) Wesce then that

" M
:

x 2
o? (for proportions) (;) pin) = pe

‘i

> epi - isp]

Note that the variance when proportions are usedis equal to the variance when
frequencies are used divided by N?. Theretore. since

   
o°(for frequencies) = Npq

then

Noy _ byo? (for proportions) = My

Note also that o (for proportions) = V/pq/N

4-3 A binomialdistribution ean be expressedin terms of proportions rather
than in terms offrequencies, Lf so,

Mean = . =p

Variance = o° = py/N

Standarddeviation =o = Vpy/N

FREQUENCIES VERSUS PROPORTIONS:
AN EXAMPLE

Although we have assured you that the frequeney/proportion business is quite

Simple, we think it is conceivable that youarestill confused. If so. perhaps a

Aecicte example will helpat this point (see Table 4-3). We imagine oursely es

yebing 4 coin 400 times and considering a success the occurrence of a hea
othes when talking about frequencies, we expect thedistribution of

hea He S to have a meanor expected value of 200. However, the frequency of

ads we obtain will not always beexactly 200. Sometimesit will bealittle more
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SUMMARY

TABLE 4-3

Frequencies and Proportions: A Comparison

 
  

Binomial situation; Flip a coin 400 times. A succe s ahead, Thus, N = 4
and p = 0.5.

7 
Frequencies Proportions

Mean; » = Np Mean: p = p

= (400)(0.5) = 200 = 05
(Thus weexpect to get 200 heads out (Thus we expect to get a proportion
of our 400 flips.) of 0.5 heads.)
Variance: 0? = Npq Variance: 0? = pq/N

= (400)(0.5)(0.5) = (0.5)(0,5)/400

= 100 = 0.000625

Standard deviation: © = VNpq Standarddeviation: o = Vpq/N

= V100 = V0.000635
= 10 = 0.025
 

(perhaps 204 heads), sometimesalittle less (perhaps 192 heads). In particular,
the standard deviation of the distribution is

VNpq = V(400)(0.5)(0.5) = V100 = 10 heads

If we choose to speak in terms of proportions, on the other hand, we

expect the proportion of heads to be 0.5. However, the proportion ofheads we

obtain will not always be exactly 0.5. Sometimes the obtained proportionwill be

a little less than 0.5 (perhaps 0.48); other timesit will bea little more (perhaps

0.51). In particular, the standard deviation ofthis distribution will be

Vpq/N = V(0.5)(0.5)/400 = V0.000625 = 0,025

Notice that the mean proportion of 0.5 corresponds to the mean frequency of

(0.5)(400) = 200, Likewise, the proportion standard deviation of0.025 core:

sponds to the frequency standard deviation of (0.025)(400) = 10. So the mean
and standarddeviations coincide whenwe speakoffrequencies or ofproportions.

 

 

t «ailar pe
In this chapter we have undertaken a close examination of one particular My

of distribution: the binomial. The following points are ofinterest.

ly exclusive1. A binomialsituationis a probabilistic situation in which two mutual rar!
arbitra)and exhaustive outcomesare ofinterest. These two outcomesare(

termed a success and a failure.



 

 

9. A binomial distribution is the probability distribution of the number of
successes obtainedin N trials. A binomial distribution is completelyspecified
by N,the numberoftrials andp, the probability of a success,

3, The mean of a binomial_distribution is Np, the variance: is Npq, and the
standard deviation is VNpq.

4, A binomialdistribution maybe expressedin termsofproportionsas well as
frequencies. When speaking of proportions, the meanof the distribution is pe
the variance is pq/N, and the standard deviation is Vpq/N,

 

DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION4-1

Binomial Coefficients: Pascal’s Triangle

 

  
As noted, we may think of the above formula for com
into two parts: the probability of a sequence cor
number of sequences involving exactly r su
component, (%), is sometimes referred to as the binomial coeffi

The French philosopher Blaise Pascal took an interest in binomial coeth-
cients (among many otherthings). P: constructeda table that systematically

displayed these coefficients for variou aes ofNand r. This tableis reproduced
as Table D-1 for values of N from 1 through 11,

Atfirst glance,this table maysimply appear to contain an unvieldlyarray
of numbers. However, a closer examination reveals an orderliness that would
probably constitute nirvana for a number addict. Welist here a fewofthese
orderly characteristics.

   

ient.

 

   

 

 

1. Each numberis the sumof the two numbers above it. ;

2. For any diagonal column,the differences of the successive members of

that columnare identical to the members ofthe just preceding diagonal

column, The second diagonal column, for example, consists of the

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, .... The differencesofsucce members (2 -

1,3 -2,4-3,...)arel, 1, 1.],.... whichare simply the members

ofthefirst diagonal column. Likewise, the third diagonal column consists

of the numbers 1, 3, 6, 10, 15. .... The differences of successive

members ofthis column are 2, 3. 4.5, ..., which are simply the

members of the second diagonal column, andso on.

3A consequenceofthis latter characteristic is that each suce

column contains numbers that, whenplotted, wouldform succes

higher order polynomial functions. Forinstance. 1,.2,3,4,5,.--

be linear; 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, ... would be quadraties 1, 4, 10, 20, 35.
would be cubic, and so on.
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TABLE D-1

Pascal’s Triangle: Values of (*); Rows Represent Values of N; for Each Row,
r Rangesfrom 0 (far left) to N (far right)

N=l1 1 1

 

ZA " wo wo wo

2 " he oe a aa

N=5 1 5 10 10 5 1

N=6 1 6 15 20 15 6 1

N=7 1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1

N=8 1 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 ih

N=9 1 9 36 84 126 «126 84 36 9 1

N= 10 1 10 45 120 210 252 210 120 45 10 1

N= 11 1 ll 55 165 330 362 462 330) =165 55 1] 1

 

Weleave it to the fascinated reader tostareat this table and uncover other

ofits delightful patterns.

DIGRESSION 4-2

Derivation of Expected Value of Binomial Distribution

1
Let's assume that we have a binomial distribution with parameters N, p, and

= 1 — p. Theexpected valueofthe distribution maybe characteprizedas

N 1)
w= Dipl) AR

Since we knowthat

eas twa Aes (D2!
pli) = pq lwo!
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we may substitute this expression for p(i) into Equation D-L tu obtain

x ipigh iN!

BS 2 i(N — i)! ‘D3

Nowwe shall take an N and a p fromtheright side of the summation sign in

Equation D-3 andput them ontheleft side to obtain

N jyni-lgN-i(N — 1
~ i qXh(N

=

1)!

w= NP a a D4)

Canceling an i in the numerator and denominator in Equation D-4, weget

N pi-lgn-i(N — 1picigs=(N D! 7
pa Np [3 (@— DN — i! (9)

Now we know that what we want to endup withis

p= Np

Therefore, we see that what we want to showis that the expression within the
brackets in Equation D-5 is equal to 1. To dothis. we shall define some new
terms, Let

M=N-1

and

jei-l

Substituting M andj into the within-brackets part of Equation D-5, we get

Np=aa5 (D-6)

Note that expression D-6 is simply the sumofall probabilities in a binomial

distribution with parameters M andp. This sum must equal 1.0; therefore,

B= Np

DIGRESSION 4-3

Derivation of Variance of Binomial Distribution

  

Derivation of the variance (o2) of a binomial with parameters

V.

p. and q = I
~ P is very similar to derivation of the expected value (Digression Rego
<CWeniewane general formulafor variance as applied to the binomial

distribution:

  

5
& Ppli) — p2
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PROBLEMS

Substituting for p(i) and E(i), we obtain

X 2yigh-!NI
gi = s pig’ es (Np?

& il(n — i)! (D-1)

Bringing an Np to the left of the summation sign and canceling
numerator and denominator, we get

X pict gh-i(N — LIoe SPINA DE
a= Np "Ga anwar NP

Letting M = N — l andj =i — 1 and substituting into Equation D-2, we
have .

Ms 1)pg'-i MI
o?=Np > Dpigt (Np)?

ani in the

(D-2)

mM—ph (D3)
Expanding Equation D-3, we obtain

; Mig) Ml M nig) M!
o? = Npjot + sp YET _ (xy? (D4)fe! jim —p! Aojm — 7p!

Nownote that

~  pighM!

2nae =)!
is the expression for the expected value ofa binomialdistribution with parameters
Mandp;thatis, it is equal to Mp = (N — 1)p. Likewise,

Mj g'-) M!
eeoj— 7)!

is (as noted in Digression 4-2) simply the sum ofall probabilities for a binomial

distribution with parameters M and p and therefore must equal 1.
Putting these pieces ofinformation together, Equation D-4 becomes

o? = Np(N — l)p + Np — (Np)?

Andtherestis just algebra:

o? = (Np)? — Np? + Np — (Np)?

= Np — Np?

= Np(l - P)

= Npq

ing alley
1. Harveyhasto go to the laundromat, supermarket, high school, bowling

and fortuneteller all in one day.



PROBLEMS

a. In how many possible orders could Harveydohis five chores’
b. Suppose Harvey could onlydothreeofhis chores today, but the fortune

teller must be done today. How many ways are there to choose which

three choreswill be done today?

 

   

2. Social security numbers ontheisland ofBilcoconsist of three letters followed
by four digits followed byeither an asterisk (*) or a dollar sign ($). One such
number would be GRL4552*.
a, Whatis the total numberofdifferent social security numbers possible?
b. Whatis the numberofsocial security numbers involving theletters ABC

(in any order) followed by thedigits 1234 (in anyorder) followed byan
asterisk? ,

c. Whatis the numberofsocial security numbers involving the letters ABC
(in that order) followed bythe digits 1234 (in that order)?

3. This question concemsfive-letter English-language words. For purposes of
this question, assumethat each letter of the word can be drawn fromthe
26-letter alphabet except that Q is always followed by U. (This means that
Q can't appearin thelastposition.)
a. How many wordsare there that containthe letters A, B, C, D, and E in

any order?
b. How many wordsare there that do not contain a
c. How many wordsare there that do contain atle
d. How many wordsare therein all?

 

  a Q? 

4. Consider the set ofall cight-letter strings (QBAACNBL would be such a

string).

a, How manysuchstringsare there with vowels in the first andfifth positions

and consonants in the other positions?
b. How many suchstrings are there such that eachstring contains exactly

three vowels?

5. This question refers to telephone numbers. A telephone number maybe

thought of as a three-digit exchange plus a four-digit “ending, There can

be no zeros in the exchange. }

a. How manypossible telephone numbers are there? LA

b. How many numbersare therethat satisfy the following characteristics:

(1) All digits in the exchange are the same.

(2) Thereare exactly two 9s andone7 in the ending.
¢. How many numbers are there such that all digits in the exchange are

different from one another?

6. A student body has the following distribution of majors:
Basket weaving: 20
Martian studies: 20
Psychology: 40
History ofbilliards: 10
Massage: 50

145
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tepresentation being proportional to the number ofm:
Psych, 1 HB, 5 M, 5 CL, and 1 F),
a.

b.

d.

NOMIAL DISTRIBUTION

California languages: 50
Faucets: 10

A student committee is to be formed of 20 representatives, it}sentatives, vith
s\jors (2 BW, 2 MS, 4

How many such committees are there?
Howmanycommittees are there that contain Lee, who majorsin m:
andhis girlfriend, Farrah. a faucet major? asta,

. What is the probability that neither Lee nor Farrah will he on the
committee?
Whatis the probability that a given person will be chosenif that person
majors in psychology? In California languages?

7. Consider the word pancreas. Suppose four of the sevenletters in this word
are randomly drawn.
a.
b.
c.

Whatis the probability that the four letters will all hedifferent?
Whatis the probability that two of the four letters will be the same?
Whatis the probability that two of the four letters will be the same and
the other twowill be different?

8. Ten people meet and shake hands with one another.

a.

b.

9A
a.

b.

10. Residents of Mars have telephones of the following sort: E

made up of a two-digit exchange plus four letters, such as 2

How many handshakings will be required such that each person has

shaken handswith every other person?
Supposethat the 10 persons consist of 5 womenand 5 men, Womenand

men donot shake hands with oneanother, although womenshake hands

with women and menshake hands with men. Nowhow manyhandshakings

will take place?

psychology experimentcontains four conditions: A, B, C, and D.

Each subject is expected to participate in all four conditions, Naturally,

a subject has to go through the conditions in a particular order (for

example, BCDA). How manysubjects will be necessary suchthat all

possible orders are gone throughexactly once?

Suppose that due to lack of time, each subject can go throughonly he

of the four conditions. How many subjects will be required in onder that

each possible pair of conditions is given to exactly one subject? 4

Underthe conditions of question b, how many subjects will be reste)

such that each possible pair of conditions in each possible orderis give

to exactly one subject?
ach number is

27-FROG

. are that we 40.)
(Martians, it turns out, have the same 10 digits and 26letters that we ¢

a.

b.
How manypossible telephone numbers are there?

How many numbers are there that contain the digits

letters A, B, C, and

D

in any order?

How many numbers are there such that all digits andle!

from one another?

3 and 4 andthe

thers are different



ll,

12,

13.

M4,

15,

d. Imagine that Martians are order-blind, that is. to them 13 and 31 would
look just the same; likewise, FROG, GROF. ROGF. GRFO,and so on
would all look the same, Now how many numbers are therethat are
different, from the Martians’ point of view? (Assumeall letters and
numbers must be different from one another.)

 

 

[ have6 pairs of underpants, § pairs ofsocks, 2 pairs of pants, 10shirts, and
3 hats. Define an “outfit” of a combination of | pair of underpants, | pair
of socks, 1 pair of pants, 1 shirt, and 1 hat,

a. How manydifferent outfits can I create?

b. Suppose 4 of my10 shirts are identical to one another. Now howmany
different outfits can I create?

c. Suppose I don’t care whether or not mysocks match. Now how many
different outfits can I create?

d. Suppose my early-rising brotherhas gotten up before me, madean outfit
from my clothes, and left. Now how manydifferent outfits can I create?

e, Suppose I am in a hurryanddon’t have timeto put on anyunderpants.
Now how manydifferent outfits can I create?

 

In a shooting contest shots are fired at a 64-square checkerboard. Each
square has an equal probability of being hit. and cach shot must hit the
checkerboard somewhere.
a. Suppose 10 shots arefired. What is the probability that theywill all hit

different squares?
b. Suppose 100 shots are fired. Whatis the probability that three or more

squares will remain unhit?

Suppose a standardbridge handof13 cards is randomlydealt fromastandard
deck. Whatis the probability that the handwill contain:
a. Thirteen spades?
b. Nospades?
c. Five spades?
d. The 6, 7, and 2 ofclubs; the king andjack ofdiamonds; the 8, 10. and

queen ofhearts; and the 7, 8, 10, jack, and queenofs acdes? Howdoes

your answertothis part relate to your answer to thefirst part?

 

Compute the expectedvalue,variance, andstandarddeviation ofthefollowing
binomialdistributions. Then plot the distributions.

N= 4p = 0.10
4, p = 0.50
4,p = 0.90

 

N= 15,p = 0.10

A fair die is thrown (one with equal probability of coming up 1.
or 6).

‘ Whatis the probability of obtaining a 6?
b. Whatis the probability of not obtaining a 6?
© Supposethis die is thrown 120 times. Characterize #

2.3.4.5,

 

he distributionofthe
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16.

17.

18,

19.

21,

BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION

number of 6s you should get. What is the mean and «
umber | ‘ ‘ at is and tariance idistribution? eae th

Suppose that for the next 100 days, the probability of1
given day is 4. Furthermore, the probability of rain o
independentofthe probability of rain on anyother day.
a. Whatis the expected numberof rainy days during thenext 100 days?
b. Whatis the variance ofthe probability distribution of rainy d

the next 100 days? >
c. Whatis the probability thatall of the next 100 days will be rainy (

decimal places)? ,
d. Whatis the probability that between 83 and 91 (inclusive) of the

100 dayswill be rainy (to three decimalplaces)?

ain in Seattle on a
many given day is

ays during

to three

next

Joe Smith has enrolled at Central Puyallup State College, To get there from
home each moming, he must go through seven traffic lights. Each lightis
green with a 0.3 probability and eachlight is independent ofeachother
light. Compute the following probabilities.
a. All lights are green.
b. Between three andfive (inclusive) lights are green.
c. Fewer than fourlights are green.
d, Atleast onelight is red or orange.
e. Atleast two lights are red or orange.

For questions 16 and 17, why would the independence assumption probably
be faulty?

Frank Jones claims that 60% of the people in hiscity will vote for him for

mayor. Supposethat out of a random sampleof10 people,3 claim they will

vote for Jones and the other claim they will vote for TomSmith.

If Jonesis correct in saying that 60% ofthe peoplewill vote for him:

a. Howprobableis it that exactly 3 out of a sample of 10 people will vote

for him? ‘

b. How probable is it that 3 or fewer out of a sample of 10 people will vote

for him?

The Muy Munchy Mixed Nut Company puts out cans of mixed nuts tat

contain 40% walnuts, 30% peanuts, and 30% pecans, Suppose 1 OT

Muy Munchy can and scoopout five random nuts. Whatarethe following

probabilities?
a. Atleast one nutis a walnut.
b. There is one pecan.
c. Three of the nuts are peanuts.
d. Four of the nuts are walnuts.

«ning call
The Tacoma Tigers baseball team has a probability of 0.10 ofeean

time they play. Furthermore, each gameis independent ofeveryother #5

Suppose the Tigers play 10 games:



22.

PROBLEMS

|. Whatis the probability that theywill win no games?

b. What is the probability that they will win at least 1 game? At least 2
games?

c. Whatis the probability that theywill win fewerthan 3 games?

d. Whatis the probability that theywill win exactly 1 game?

Pp

The Charlie Tuna Companyclaims that anygiven tunain the ocean has only
a 10% chanceofingesting mercury. But a randomsample of 10 tunas rev
that 4 of them have mercury poisoning. I the Charlie Tana Company
correct in its claim, howprobableis it that as many as 4 tuna would show
merctiry poisoning?

 

   

Little Wanda has a probability of 0.70 ofspelling anygiven word correctly
on herspelling test. ;
a. If thetest contains 10 words, what is the probability that Wandawill get

exactly 7 words correct?
b. If the test contains 100 words, what is the probability that Wanda will

get exactly 70 words correct?
c. If the test contains 100 words, what is the probability that Wanda will

get between 65 and75 words correct?
d. Whatis the relationship among vouransv

Canyouthink of any reason for this relationship?
(Note; you need a computeror a very powerful calculatorto do this problem.)

 

rs to the previous questions?

Joe Smith has gone to Renofor vacation. Joe wanders into a casinoto play
blackjack. The following things are true:

Joe will bet $1.00 on vach hand(that is, if he wins the hand, he gains
$1.00; if he loses the hand, he loses $1.00).

Joe's probability of winning anygiven handis 4.
Each hand Joeplays is independent ofevery other hand.

Now:

a, If Joe plays four hands, how manyhands does he expect to win?

b. If Joe plays eight hands, how many hands does he expect to win?
& Define a “profit” as Joe ending up with more moneythanhestarted with

after playing N hands, Whatis the probability of a profit iN = 4?
d. Defining a profit as in the question above, what is the probability of a

profit if N = 8?

 

 

. Joe Smith is playing a chess match with his friend Bobby. Bobbygives Joe
 nine games.

 

his choice: Either theycan play three games or they can pl
In either case the person winning the majorityofthe gamesv the match.
(Assume that in either case they will play all the games—that is if they
decided to play nine games, thev'd play ven if one of them won

thefirst five in a row,) You may ignore the possibility of a draw. ,

Joe knows that his probability of winning anygiven chess gameagainst
Bobbyis 4. .

4. How manygames does Joe expect to win ifthey: play three games?

   
  

 

all nine
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c. Whatis the variance of the number of games Joe expects to
play three games(to three decimal places)?

d. Whatis the variance of the number of gamesJoe expects to wi
play nine games(to three decimal places)?

e. If they play three games, what is the probability (to three deci
that Joe will win the match?

f. If they play nine games, whatis the probability (to three decimal
that Joe will win the match?



CHAPTER 5

INTRODUCTION TO
HYPOTHESIS TESTING:

THE SIGN TEST

I, the previous chapters we have mostly been discussing
abstract matters: probability theory, distributions, random variables, and so on.
In this chapter our knowledgeofall this material will be broughtto bearon real-
world problems. Specifically, we will see how this material is used in hypothesis
testing, a procedure consisting of a set of steps that allows us to use the data
from some experimentas a basis for making inferences about the nature of some
aspect ofreality.

At this point, we feel compelled to make an editorial comment. Although
hypothesis testing is the major data analysis techniquein thesocialsciences, we
feel that it is plagued byseriousflaws. Most generally, the results ofa hypothesis-
testing procedure do not, for the most part, permit an investigator to acquire an
intuitive view for the meaning of his or her data. There are numerous other
problems with the technique as well. Weshall be amplifying on these complaints
aS we progress through this book, In the meantime, however, because hypothesis
testing is the major data analysis technique, it is necessary to learn it quite
thoroughly, regardless of the degree to whichit is ever actually used.
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Decision Making

 

Before plunging into hypothesis testing per se, we'll digre
the topic of decision making. The process of making
step in the hypothesis-testing procedure.

slightlyto discuss
a decisionis the central

CORRECT AND INCORRECT DECISIONS

We are engaged in decision makingall the time. Before leaving homein themoming, for example, we must decide whether or not to take an umbrella, In
preparing for an exam, we must make decisions about which of the materials to
study. Notice that when we make a decision about what to do, weare also
(implicitly) making decisions about some aspectof the world. For example,if we
decide to carry an umbrella, we are also implicitly deciding that it will rain that
day, Likewise, if we decide to focus our studying on lecture notes, we are
implicitly deciding that the examination will emphasize information covered in
the lectures.

The object of making a decisionis, of course, to make a correct decision,
where “correct” is determined in terms of the actual state of the world. A
decision to carry an umbrella will be correctif it rains that day and incorrectif
it does not rain. Conversely, a decision not to carry an umbrellawill be correct
if it does not rain but incorrectif it does,

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT:
A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE

Imagine that a defendant, accused of committing a crime, is being tried before
a judge. In this situation various pieces of evidence (data) are presented to i

judge; this evidence bears on the issue of whether the defendant actually

committed the crime. The judge's task is to weigh the evidence and to make a

decision. The judge’s decision will result in either the conviction of the pest

(a choice that there is enough evidencefor the person's guilt) or in the ae a

of the person (a choice that there is not enough evidencefor the person ie

The four possible outcomes of this situation are depicted in Taba

First, there are two possible states of the world (that is, two seeae

The defendantis either guilty or innocent. For each ofthese two possible es

ofrealitythere are two possible outcomesofthe judge's decision: The Neee

either convict or acquit the defendant. We can easily sce that two oe, a

outcomes (convicting a guilty person and acquitting an innocent pers sie

correct. The other two outcomes (convicting an innocent person aae

a guilty person) are incorrect. For ease of discussion let s label ae ait

incorrect decision a type I error and the latter incorrect decision typ

We'll discuss these two types oferrorat greater length below.

 



DECISION

TABLE 5-1
Four Possible Outcomes of a Judge’s Decision

These four outcomes are obtained by combining two states of reality with two
ssible decisions. Two of the outcomes represent correct decisions and the

other two outcomes represent incorrect decisions.

 

 

  

 

 

Reality
Defendant Defendant
innocent guilty

Convict type I error correct decisi‘ defendant < eeveeJudge's
decision i

ek correct decision typeII error    
 

Evidence versus criterion. Implicit in this decision-makingsituation is the
notionof a criterion on the part ofthe judge. Thiscriterion concernsthe amount
ofevidence the judgewill require before pronouncing the defendantto be guilty.
The nature of the judge’s criterion then determines the extent to which he or
she makes type I errors as opposed to type II errors. Consider, for example, a
liberal judge, that is, with a very high criterion. Such a judge would require a
vast amountofevidence that the defendantis guilty before convicting. Thisjudge
will rarely convict an innocent person (that is, will rarely make a type | error)

but may well often acquit guilty people (that is, he or she will often make

type Il errors). The other side of the coin is an extremely conservative judge.
with a very low criterion; such a judge may well send a defendantto jail based
on the merest shred ofevidence. This judgewill rarely makethe type II error
of acquitting a guilty person but will often make the type I error of convicting
an innocent person,

SI Any decision-making situation can be characterizedas follows:

I. There are four possible outcomes to thesituations hyo states of

reality combinedwith two possible decisions. Two ofthe outcomes
are correct, and the others are erroneous.

2. Thereare two factors going into the decision: (1) the enidence for

making one decision versus another and (2) a criterionlor detennining
    

 

howmuch evidence is needed to makeone decision versus suptle
Notice that the evidence is external to the decision maker aethecriterionis determined bythedecision maker andis independen

 

ofthe evidence.
Bat

There is a trade-off between the two types of error such thal

changing the criterionwill resultin a smaller probability of quetype

of error but a larger probability ofthe other (ype abso
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The Role of Decision Making
in Hypothesis Testing

The typical social science experiment is designed to answer a question about
some aspect ofreality. In an experiment wecollect data, andthese data then
constitute the evidence for one state of reality or another, We then make a
decision based on this evidence about whichstate ofrealityis true.

To he more specific, consider a memoryexperimentinvolving a free-recall
procedure. In a free-recall procedurea list of words—say. 20 words—is read to
a subject one word at a time. The subject then recalls as manyof the words as
possible in any order. The dependent variable, which we measure in such a
procedure, is the number of words out of 20 that the subject correctlyrecalls,
Suppose nowthat we were interested in the question of whether or not free-
recall performance is affected byincentive, To investigate this question, each
subject can be given twolists of words. Foronelist the subject is given 1 cent
for each word correctly recalled and for the other list the subject is given
10 cents for each wordcorrectly recalled. Incentive is therefore our independent
variable, the variable that we control.

 

SAMPLES AND POPULATIONS:
AN INTRODUCTION

At this point we must anticipate an issue that will be discussed in detail in

Chapter 7. Wetypically want conclusions from an experimentto applyto some

populationofindividuals. In our memory experiment, for example, we might like

to be able to concludethat incentive does or does not have an effect on memory

performance for the entire population of the United States.
We do not, for obvious reasons, perform our experiment onthe entire

population to which we wish our conclusions to apply. Instead, we randomly

select a sample ofindividuals from the population, performthe experiment on

the sample, and use data from the sampleto infer what's happening withrespect

to the population as a whole.

5-2 We do experiments on samples, and we use the date from the swunsples

to make inferences about langer populations.

HYPOTHESES ABOUT THE POPULATION

d; Does the

c dependent

ulation? Te

The question in which we are interested may now be phrase:

independentvariable (incentive in this example) have any effect on th

variable (number of words recalled in this example) in the pop'



formalize this question, we will set up two mutuallyexclusive hypotheses about

the nature of the population. Thefirst, whichis called the null hypothesis ‘often

abbreviated Ho) is the following:

Ho: The independentvariable (incentive in this case) has noeffect on the
dependent variable (number of wordsrecalled in this case),

The second hypothesis,called the alternative hypothesis (often abbreviated

H,), is:

H,: The independentvariables does have some effect on the dependent
variable.

Now ourjobis to decide, based on the evidence (data), whichofthese two
states ofreality is correct. As in any decision-making situation, there are four
possible outcomes, obtained in this example by combining the two possible states
of what is happening in the population (null hypothesis true versus alternative
hypothesis true), with the two possible decisions ofrejecting the null hypothesis
(that is, deciding that the alternative hypothesis is true) or not rejecting the null
hypothesis.* These outcomes are shown in Table 5-2. As with the judgesituation,
the two types of errors have been labeled. The error of rejecting the null
hypothesis when the null hypothesis is actuallytrueis called a type I error. The
error of not rejecting the null hypothesis whenthe alternative hypothesis is
actually true is called a type II error.

We maythink of the cells of Table 5-2 as representing four conditional
probabilities. The probability ofincorrectlyrejecting Hqgiven that Hyis true is

referredtotas a. It therefore followsthat the probabilityof correctlynot rejecting
Hogiven that Hyis true is 1 — a. In like fashion, the probability of incorrectly
failing to reject Ho given that H, is trueis referred to as B, andthe probability
of correctly rejecting Ho given that H,is true is therefore 1 — B.

 

5-3 The null hypothesis (Hp) states that, inthe population, the independent

vardble has no effect on the dependent variable The altemative

hypothesis (H,) states that, in the population, the independent vanable

does have an effect on the dependent yanable, The probability of

erroneously rejecting Hy when Hy is true is o The probability of

erroneously failing to reject Nu when Hy 1s false is B-

    

 

Mhinology “reject the null hypothesis” and“not rejectthenull hypothesis” may seen tray
just “accept thealte hypothesis” or “aecept thenull hypoll

used intenpotest is equivalent to “accepting the alternative Ios

null ee™shangeably. It is only by convention

r

tend to use the

roth rever, not equivalent to “accepting the null hypoth
led discussionofwhy the former termis more logically con

Type WV aspective!
{Pe Terrors and type HT errors are sometimes loosely referredto, respective

   
    

   

   

  

“Not rejecting th
In Chapter §. we'll

       
esi      

Jy, as a-errory and
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TABLE 5-2

Four Possible Outcomesof a Psychologist’s Decision
in a Hypothesis-Testing Situation

These four outcomesare defined by combining twopossiblestates of realitywith
two possible decisions. Two of the outcomesrepresent correct decisions, whereas
the other two represent incorrect decisions.
 

   

 

 

    
 

Reality
Null Altemnati

hypothesis hypothesis

True True

Reject null type I error = ;

hypothesis (probability = a) correct decision
Psychologist’s e 4

decision Do-nat

reject null correct decision type I error

hypothesis (probability = B)

THE DATA

Keeping in mind what we want to accomplish with our experiment,let's look at
the hypothetical data from 10 subjects shown in Table 5-3. This table showsthe
number of words that each of the subjects remembered in eachof the two
conditions.

In general, if H, is true, we should expect people to do better in the 10-

cent condition than in the I-cent condition. But—andhereis a critical point—

H,being true need not imply that every subject in our sample will dobetter in

the 10-cent condition relative to the 1-cent condition. For example, somesubjects

might be in a bad moodortired when they go through the 10-cent condition,

and they will not do as well. Orit maybe that some subjects are unaffected by

incentive.

We can, however, make some general kinds ofstatements about what

tend to make us believe that one hypothesis as opposedto theother is correct.

To the extent that people remember more words in the 10-cent condition than

in the 1-cent condition, we tend to believe thatthe alternative hypothesis is te:

Conversely, to the extent that people remember about equal numbers of me

in the two conditions, we tendto believe that the null hypothesis is te. To be

More concrete aboutthis, let's assign a plus to each subject who remember

more words in the 10-cent than in the I-cent condition and a minus t0 &

subject who remembers more words in the 1-cent than in the 10-cent re

(if a subject did identically in both conditions, we would just throw out te

subject's data and makebelieve that the subject had never beeninthe experimen

 

t will

  



TABLE 5-3

Data for 10 Subjects in a Hypothetical Free-Recall Experiment
  

Each subjectis assumed to have had onelist of 20 words in the I-cent/word
condition and anotherlist of 20 words in the 10-cent/word condition. The data
represent the numberof wordsrecalled by each subject in each of the two
conditions. A plus is assigned to each subject who remembered more words in
the 10-cent condition and a minusis assigned to each subject who remembered
more words in the 1-cent condition.

Number of Words Recalled Number of Words Recalled
 

 

Subject in 1-cent Condition in 10-cent Condition

1 7 8 +
2 5 7 £
3 6 5 -
4 5 9 +
5 6 7 +

6 5 9 +

7 3 5 +
8 4 5 +
9 8 ll +

10 2 4 +

T=9
 

Having assigned ourpluses and minuses, we can now countup the number
ofpluses we have, (Naturally the maximum numberofpossible pluses would be
10 and the minimum number would bezero.) Let’s refer to the total numberof
Pluses as T. Notice thatin T we now have a single summary score that summarizes
the data of the experiment in the sense that T reflects the evidence that the
alternative hypothesis versus the null hypothesis is true. Thatis, to the extent
ne T is large enough, we will want to decide that the alternative hypothesis is
Tue.

The idea of a summary scorethatreflects the evidence for H, as opposed

toH, being true is very important. In subsequentchapters the idea of a summary

Score will arise again and again.
‘ How large a summary score is “large enough"? Suppose that T were 10—

at 'S, suppose that all our subjects remembered more words in the 10-cent
condition than in the 1-cent condition. That would probablyconstitute sufficient
evidence to convince us that the alternative hypothesis is true—that incentive

really does have an effect on memory performance. Ontheother hand, ihe were

2 taithas probably wouldn't constitute enough evidence. But suppose ae
‘inten or 9? Where do we draw theline—thatis, what do weuse as acrite

mber ofpluses? Notice that if our criterion were high (for instance, ifwe were
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to require 10 pluses before rejecting the null hypothesis). we would have a
relatively low probability of inaking a type L error. This is hecause ifthe nul
hypothesis were really true, the probability of getting 10 pluses by chance would
be quite low (we'll figure ont how low in just a bit). So this would he good.
However, the probability of making a type IL error might well he anconfortably
high, To see why this is so. suppose that the alternative hypothesis were trug
and the probability of a plus occurring werethus greater than 0.5 (say. it gore
0.6). The probability of meeting our criterion—gettingall phises—andworrectly
rejecting the null hypothesis would still be low. 5

Conversely, suppose that we set our criterion quite low—-suppose, for
example. that we only required six or more pluses before we rejected the null
hypothesis. In this case. the probability of a type IL error would be low—if the
probability of a plus were greater than 0.5. chances are good that the overall
numberofpluses would meet this mild criterion. However, the probability of a
type [ error would be high. If the null hypothesis were actually: tre—andthe
probability of a plus were 0.5—the probability ofgetting siv or more pluses by
chance wouldberelatively high. Again, we shall momentarily: compute howhigh.

   

  

‘ably

   

  

TYPE I VERSUS TYPE I! ERRORS

As we can see,there is a trade-off between the twotypes oferror. As weshift
our criterion around, we increase the probability of a type I error but decrease
the probability of a type I] error, or vice versa. How do we determine what is
the optimal combination of type I and type I errors? Two considerations enter
into this determination: error badness and error measurability

   

  

Error badness. It goes withoutsaying that any error is by nature bud and to
be avoided ifpossible. Sometimes, however, ervors just cannot beavoided. Given
that we are sometimes going to make errors, we must decide which errors we
most want to avoid and which errors we could tolerate—thatis. we must decide

which is the least of a numberofevils.
In many decision-making situations one type of erroris, for some reason

or another, considered to be worse than the other type. This exeinplified fairly

clearly in the judicial setting, where the errorofconvicting, an innocent person

is generally thought to be worse than the error ofacquitting a guilty person: In

the realm of science we have a somewhat analogous situation. Making a type !
error (erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis) is considered very brad. hut

making a type I error (erroneouslyfailing to reject the null hypothesis) ts

considered to he not quite so had. The reasons whytypeL errors are had whereas

type I errors are less bad have relatively little to do withstatisties per se; rather

this situation results primarily from the manner in which science progresses: In
the context of our current example, suppose that in reality the null hypothesis

were truc—that incentivehad noeffect on memory performance—hut forsome

reason we crroncouslyrejected the null hypothesis ad concluded there Was aml

  

 

  

  



THE ROLE OF DECISION MAKINGIS HYPOTHESIS

effect. In this case the erroneous conclusion wonld be published. other expe

menters in the disciplinewould read it. get excited, race into their laboratories

to investigate this “effect” more thoroighly. and so on. But of coursethis effort

would all be for nothing, since it would be based on false premises—the
chologists would be chasing theoretical will-o'-the-wisps. andall their effort

would he wasted.
Onthe otherside of the coin supposethat infuct the altemative hypothesis

is trae—incentive does affect memory performance—but the results of our
experiment did not provide us with cnough evidenceto exceed our criterion and
draw this conclusion. This sort of resultis often simply not reported because (1)

the lack ofeffect is often scientifically uninteresting, and (2) as we shall see in

later chapters, if no effect is found, the statistical conclusions that can be made

are generally quite weak,

 

 

Error measurability. The other consideration that goes into criterion con-

struction is that the probability of a type I error (a) can always be meastired,
whereas as we shall see in later chapters, the probability of a type I] error (B)
can be measuredonly rarely. Therefore, it makes sense to have a generally
agreed-upon yalue of a. We construct our criterion so as to produce this value
of wand then let B fall where it will

CONSTRUCTION OF A CRITERION

In any event, it has been arbitrarily decidedthat the maximumacceptable value
of a in any given experimentis 0.05. Therefore, when we doan experiment, the
goal is to set some kindofcriterion for rejecting the null hypothesis such that if
the null hypothesis is really true, the probability of erroneously rejecting it will
be 0.05 oFless.

It is important to emphasize here that the maximum a-value of 0.05 is
arbitrary. It was decided long ago thatit had to be something, and 0.05 is what
it was chosen to be. Unfortunately, many researchers have tended to endowthis
value with an unwarranted mystique. Theybelieve that if p. the probability ofa

type I error, is less than 0.05in an experiment, this unambiguously meansthat
the alternative hypothesis is true. Conversely. a p greater than 0.05—even one

of 0.06—is often taken as unambiguous evidence that the alternative hypothesis

'S not true. Try to resist falling into this trap!
Returning to our free-recall experiment (Table 5-3), rememberthat our

problem was ta choose somecriterion numberofpluses such thatif the number

Bf Pluses we actually obtained in the experiment equaled or exceeded that

cnterion, we could decide to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the

alternative hypothesis is true. Knowing nowthat our goal in choosingthis criterion

peo Keep the probability of a type 1 errorless than 0.05, we proceedas follows.

i WEsay to ourselves, “Suppose that the null hypothesis is really true. In

4 situation, how many pluses do we expect to get? If the null hypothesis
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“ST

is truc—if the population incentivereallyhas noeffect on memoryperformance—
then a given subject randomlyselected from the population would have a0.
probability of remembering more words in the 10-cent condition than in ‘e
l-cent condition. With 10 subjects all independent of one another, each o :
having a probabilityof0.5 of getting a plus, we have a binomialsituation pi
analogous to flipping a coin 10 times. Thatis, the distribution of pluses over ike
10 people should be exactly the same as the distribution ofthe number ofheads
over the 10 flips of the coin. Using what we have leamedin thelast chapter
about binomial distributions, we can nowcalculate the probability of gettin,
exactly 10 pluses over the 10 people, the probability of getting exactly 9 pluses,
the probability of getting exactly 8 pluses, and so on. These probabilities are
shown in Table 5-4, where we have also shown this probability distribution as a
cumulative distribution—thatis, we havelisted the probabilityofgettingexactly

TABLE 5-4

HowT,the Total Numberof Pluses, Is
Distributed over 10 Subjects If the Null
Hypothesis Is True

This is simply a binomial distribution with

p=05

q =05

N=10

Therefore, the probability that T is equal to any
numberr (0 = r S 10) is obtained by

p(T =r)= () (0.5°)(0.5"°-")

r p(T =r) p(T =r)

10 0.001 0.001

9 0.010 0.011
8 0.044 0.055

7 0.117 0.172

6 0.205 0.377

5 0.246 0.623

4 0.205 0.828

3 0.117 0.945

2 0.044 0,989

1 0.010 0.999

0 0.001 1,000ES



10 heads, the probability of getting 9 or more heads, the probability of getting 5
or more heads, and so on.

Examination of Table 5-4 places tis. at last, in a position tu establish our
criterion. Suppose that we were very extreme aniset our enterion at [that

js, we requireall subjects to get a plus before rejecting the null hypothesis. If

the null hypothesis really is true, we can see from Table 5-4 that the probability
ofgetting 10 pluses by chance* would beonly 0.001. Thus, ifthe null hypothesis
were true and ourcriterion were 10 pluses, we would have a probability equal
to 0.001 of reaching our criterion by chance and making the type I error of

erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis. It seems that this criterion would be
unnecessarily high, since we have decidedthat we will permit the probability: of
atype I errorto beas high as 0.05. Witha criterionof 10. a. the probability of
a type I erroris small, but B, the probability of a type I error—offailing to
reject the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is actually false—would be
unnecessarily high,

Suppose we move down notch and set the criterion at 9 or more—that

is, we require that nine or more subjects get pluses before wedecide to reject
the null hypothesis. In this case, if the null hypothesis were true, the probabili
of equaling or exceeding the critenon by chance would be the probability of
getting 10 pluses by chance (0.001) plus the probabilityof getting 9 pluses by
chance (0.010), for a total of 0,011. This is still somewhat lower than 0.05 so we
try creeping down yet anothernotch to a criterion of 8 or more, Inthis case the
probability of exceeding the criterion by chance would hethe probability of 10
pluses (0.001) plus the probability of9 pluses (0.010) plus the probability of 8

pluses (0,044), for a total of 0.055.Since ().055 exceeds our permissibleprobability
of0.05, we will retreat and wind up setting our criterion at 9 or more. Thatis,
we will require that nine or more people remember more words in the 10-cent
than in the 1-cent condition before we reject the null hypothesis andconclude
that incentive has an effect on memory performance.

 

  

OUR DECISION

Havingestablished our criterion, we can nowreach ouir conclusions very simply.

Wenote that the number of pluses obtained in our experiment i 9, which

reaches our criterion score of 9 or more. Wetherefore make twoconclusions:
 

Incentive does have someeffect

 

Conclusion 1. The null hypothesis is fals

on memory performancein the population as a whole.

>

eran have noticed that we have madean ipl assumption t
"ill

b
e

false in the sense that poonte will do better in the 10-ceWe
£ will have more to say about this sort of assumption in the next chapter. ‘ ;

I
be: set to exactly O05, we choose the*Conventional

ally, if the probability of a type: L error cannot 05.

we:

cho
Consenative altemative and set jt less thea0.15. This convention, likethe (05 Tevel tell is of
‘SWurse, arbitrary:

hat ifthe ull hypothesis is fase.
nit Hhan in the T-cent eodition
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Conclusion 2. Given that incentive actually has noeffect, the ProbabilityY ‘ ability
that the numberofpluses would be this hich is :ae p ould be this highis less than

5-4 We set a criterion for how large we require out siguuuiey score (in
this case T) to be such that if Hq is (ruc, the probalilioy tue the
summary score will exceed the criterion is less thes 40>

IF CRITERION IS NOT EXCEEDED

In the example wejust described, we endeduprejecting Hy, thatis, concluding
that incentive does have an effect on memory performance. Suppose, however,
the data had been such that we could not reject Ho. What would we have
concluded then? Would we,in particular, have concludedthat the null hypothesis
is true? This turns out to be a subtle and tricky question, which wewill discuss
in detail later in this book. For now the general answeris that we would not
conclude that Ho is true. Instead, we would windupin limbo, concluding simply
that we “cannotreject Ho.”

  

Hypothesis-Testing Steps

We have just worked our way through a prototypical set of steps used for

hypothesis testing. These steps are summarized in Table 5-5, Table 5-5 also

shows how these hypothesis-testing steps are applied to the signtest in the

example wehavejust described. d
It is crucial to note that this basic procedure—ofsetting up null a

alternative hypotheses, obtaining some summary score fromthe data that reflects

the extent to which the alternative as opposed to the null hypothesis is a

determining how the summary score would be distributed if the null hypot! “

weretrue, and determining

a

criterion suchthatif the null hypothesis were tn

that criterion would be exceeded only 5% of the time—is a procedurehee

to all the different types ofstatistical tests we will be consideringin

chapters. The only thing that changes fromtestto test is the type of distr fs (rn
with which we are concemed.In this chapter the summary score oftt

was distributed binomially. In future chapters we will be concemed wit a ae

that formn = distributions, ¢ distributions, F distributions, and x° distribution



TABLE 5-5

othesis-Testing Steps as Applied in General and as Applied t
sen Test in the Free-Recall Example Pplied to

  

Hypothesis-Testing Steps in General

1.
wn

 

General null and alternative

hypothesis:

Hy: The independentvariable

has no effect on the dependent

variable.
Hy: The independent variable

has some effect on the dependent

variable.

Determine some summaryscore

from the data that reflects the
evidence that the alternative

as opposedto the null
is true.

Determine howthis summary
scoreis distributed if the null

 

Determineacriterionfor the score
suchthatif M,is true, the
criterion will be reached at most
only 5% ofthe time.

If theobtained score is extreme
oF more extreme than the criterion

Score, reject Hy and make the
decision that HA, is correct. If the
obtained score is not as extremeasthe crite;

j
i Criterion score, do not reject

0.

 

  

 Hypothesis-Testing Steps as Applied
to Sign Test in Free-Recall Example

1. Null andalternative hypotheses
are:

Hy: Incentive has no effect on
memoryperformance

A: Incentive does have some

effect on memoryperformance.

The summary s is T. the
numberofpluses obtained over
the 10subjects. A large T ‘close to
10} constitutes evidence that H, is

true. A small T ‘close to 5)
constitutes evidence that Hy is

  

true,

3. T would be binomially distributed

with

p=05

q = 05

N= 10

4. Thecriterion is nine or more

pluses. If Ho is true. the

probability that T will be 9 or

more(9 or 10) is 0.0L.

 

 

 

5. The obtained numberofpluses (9)

equals thecriterion (9 or more):

therefore, our decisionis to reject

H,andconcludethat incentive

does affect memoryperformance.
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SUMMARY

PROBLEMS

Inthis chapter we have described oneofthe basic procedures by which prob
theory is applied to data to produce conclusions. The

INTRODUCTION TO HYPOTHESIS TESTING: TH

 

SIGN TEST

ability
following points are

important.

1.
2

Hypothesis testing is a decision-making process.

. In a prototypical decision-makingsituation there are four possible outcomes:

1

iy
two possible states ofreality combined with two possible decisions. Two of
these outcomesare correct responses, andthe other two outcomes are ertors,
A decision is based both on the available evidence andonthe decision maker's
cniterion.

In statistical hypothesis-testing procedure. two possible states ofreality are
those in which an independentvariable does or does not have aneffect on
some dependentvariable with respect to the population as a whole. A type |
error consists of concluding the existence of such an effect when nonein fact
exists. A tvpe II error consists of not concluding theexistence of such an
effect when the effect doesexist.
Byconvention, a criterion is constructed so that the probability of a type 1

erroris less than 0.05.

. List 10 instances of decision-making situations. For each situation, state the

outcome analogousto a type | error and the outcome analogousto a type I

error.

An experimentis doneto test the hypothesis that a person’s reaction time

is slower when underthe influence of alcohol than not when under the

influence of alcohol. A subject sits at a table with a light in front of a

Whenthelight goes on, the subject pushes a button as quickly as possibl et

The time he takes to do this is measured. Subjects performthis task ue

once after having drunk an alcoholic drink and once after having drunk a

nonalcoholic drink. ve
Of 36 subjects, 26 were slowerin the alcohol condition and 10 we

slower in the nonalcohol condition. Perform a sign test on these data using

the following steps:
a, Whatare the null and alternative hypotheses? ‘, 1d the
b. Define a “success”as “person is slower with alcohol.” What shoul :

distribution of numberof successes beif the null hypothesis is true:

¢. Should you reject the null hypothesis? Whyor why not?
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3. The Newark Daggers football team plays the Palo Alto Barons cight times

in one season. The scores are as follows:

Game Daggers Barons

1 28 12

2 20 20

3 13 15

4 17 5

5 10 3

6 95 2

7 13 0

8 2 2

Can the Daggers coach use these data to support herclaim that the Daggers
are a better team than the Barons(use a 0.10 alphalevel)?

4. Dr. Sanders is interested in whether people eat more food on rainy or on
sunny days. So he gets individuals to participate in his study by coming to
the laboratory on onerainy and one sunnyday. A bowlofpeanutsis put in
front of them while they are waiting for the experimentto begin. Dr. Sanders
counts the number of peanuts each person eats on both the rainy and the
sunny days. Here are the data:

Rainy Day Sunny Day

Ss, 12 9
Ss 24 ul
Ss 21 17
5; 19 18
Ss 4 0
Se 7 6

Evaluate the hypothesis that more food is eaten on rainy days (use a 0.01

alphalevel).

5. An experimentis done to test the hypothesis that rats prefer warm milk to

a sugar solution. Each of 14 rats is given its choice of either of the two

solutions. Twelve rats prefer the milk, one prefers the sugar. and onefalls

asleep without expressing a preference foreither.
Can these data be used to conclude that rats prefer warm milk to the

Sugar solution?

A developmental psychologist finds 12 sets of identical twins brought up in

different environments. In each case one vin was brought up in a high-

Socioeconomic-status (high-SES) environment, whereas the other was brought

tpin a low-SES environment.All 24 children are given an 1Q test, and the

following data are obtained.

16:by
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10.

. Alpha-Cola has outsold Beta-Cola in 8 of the past 11

INTRODUCTION TO HYPOTHESIS TESTING: THE SIGN ‘TEST

Twin Pair Low-SES Member High-SES Member
1 100 98
2 95 115
3 80 101
4 98 125
5 120 120

6 98 102
7 80 92
8 103 Ho
9 104 105
10 68 5
1 1 112
12 110 90

Use a sign test to determine whether SECinfluences 1Q.

   rs. CanAlphaiise
this datum to support its claim that people tendto prefer Alphato Beta?

Stoors Beerclaimsit’s the best, but Hood Beerclaims to bejust as good as
Stoors. To checkthis out, eight University of Kelso students agree to take a
blind test. That is, blindfolded, they each take a sip of each typeof beerand
indicate whichtastes better.

Howmanyof the eight students would have to claim Stoors to be
better in order to reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference
between the two?
a. Use the 0.10 level.
b. Use the 0.05 level.

An occultist has two coins, a quarter and a dime. Sheclaimsthat the quarter

exerts a force field over the dime such that when the two coins are flipped.

the dimewill tend to tum up the same way(headsortails) as the quarter:

In 15 trials in which the quarter and dime were simultaneously flipped. the

following pattern ofresults emerged:

 

 

Quarter

Heads Tails

Heads 5 1
Dime

Tails 2 7    
Use a sign test to evaluate the occultist’s hypothesis.

s ee ty, ules

: ing a iment i ich each of four subje
uppose you were doing an experiment in which ¢ ach hat

participated in each of two conditions. Your alternative hypothesis is th

condition A will produce higher scores than condition B. ;
Could youperform a sign test on the resulting data, using

level of 0.05? Whyor whynot?

an alpht



NORMAL

DISTRIBUTION

4 FE. the last two chapters we have been discussing a

Particular theoretical probability distribution, the binomial. In Chapter 4 we

discussed what the binomial is, whatit looks like, howit works, and so on; in

the previous chapter we described one ofthe ways in whichit is used. In this

chapter we will delve into another typeofdistribution—the normaldistribution

arene to as a Gaussian distribution after Carl Friedrich Gau: who was

howit:i - Secrest Weshallfirst describe what the normal distribution is and

ie s used. Thenwe shall continue our discussion of hypothesis testing using

normaldistribution as an example.

  

Principal Characteristics

of the NormalDistribution

Uni :
of one binomial, which deals with discrete randomvariables (such as number

ads in 10 flips of a coin), the normaldistribution deals with continuous

167
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FIGURE 6-1 Form of the normal distribution.

random variables (such as height or time). The general shape of the normal
distributionis illustrated in Figure 6-1.

MATHEMATICAL FORM
OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

As indicated in Chapter 2, any continuous probability distribution can be

characterized as a mathematical function, relating p(x) (probability density) tox.

the random variable under consideration. The mathematical form of a normal

distribution, such as the normaldistribution shownin Figure6-1, is the following:

en it HP207

PO) =ee
Thatis, if you took various values of x, and churned them through Equation 6-1

to compute corresponding values ofp(x), the resulting function wouldlook like

the curve shown in Figure 6-1. Equation 6-1 looks somewhat formidable—not

one that you would ever want to meet in a dark alley. As it happens, we wil

never actually have to use Equation 6-1 since the essential information th

contains has been transferred into easy-to-use tables. However. some of ; bi

characteristics of Equation 6-1 are interesting in terms of understandingWw"

the normaldistributionis all about. Let's go through someof these characteristics.

(6-1)

   
Parameters. Notice that most of the terms in Equation 6-1—speci ie

1, the 2. 1, and e—are all constants. The x, of course, is whatever a

variable we are concemedwith (thatis, the variable on the abse sit). ht
p and o2? These are called parameters. Recall that in Chapter 4 we i ther

Nand p are parameters of the binomial distribution—once spect: .

completely determine the distribution. Likewise, the parameters od

Equation 6-1, once specified, completely determine the form of the!

 



distribution. In particular, p. (which can be any real number: tums ont, once
specified, to be the mean ofthe distribution: and o? avhich can be anv positive

number) turns out, once specified, to be the variance. Thisis just as vou might

expect, since the terms p, and o® have been used in the past to represent mean

and variance.

Becauseits equation has parameters. the normaldistribution is not a single

distribution but rather a family ofdistributions. Each specific pair of values
corresponding to w and o? produces one specific member of the family.

Figure 6-2 shows what the normaldistributionlookslike for various values of

and o2. As can be seen, all of the distributions depicted in Figure 6-2 have the
same general bell-shaped form. However, theydiffer in ways that correspond
systematically to the values chosen for » and o?. In particular, changing y. has

the effect of“sliding” the distribution back and forth along the x axis without
changing its shape. Likewise, the effect of changing o°is to flatten the distribution
as o? becomeslarger and to narrow thedistribution as o? becomes smaller.
(Needless to say, the distributions in Figure 6-2 areall probability distributions

in the sense that the area undereach ofthe curvesis equal to 1.0).

  

P(x) =

 

3

© = randomvariable

pix) = ——

 

  

  UREG-2 Vari stribution family, Each member corresponds-2 Various members of normal distribution family. Each member corr
tyceerife value of wand a. Changing» does not change shape of distributionbat

ABS Position of distribution on x axis. Changing o° changesshape ofdistribution from
and skinny (for small o) to short andsquat (for large 0”)
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6-1 Anyvalues of p and o% when inserted dito Equation 6-1, tury Equatio
641 into.a normal probubility density finetion reluting ph) toe The
value of will be the mean of thedistribution aud the valueuf2 will
be the yuriance.

Symmetry of normal distribution. As can be scenin Figure 6-2, a normal
distributionis symmetrical around jt, the mean, Symmetrical meansthat a vertical
line can be drawnthrough p. such that eachhalf ofthe distributionis a mirror
imageof the other half.

In terms of Equation 6-1, this symmetryaround yp is directlyattributable
to the term (x — p)°. That is, anv that is some particular amountless than p
must produce the same value of p(x) as the corresponding x that is the same
amountgreater than 42, For example, suppose 2 were 5. Inthatcase,if y were
3 (2 below the mean), then (x — y)? would be (—2), or 4. Onthe other hand,
if x were 7 (2 above the mean), then (x — wp)? would be 2%. whichis also 4.
Therefore, p(x) would be the same for these two values ofx.

 

ROLE OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
IN THE WORLD

A large number of randomvariables in the world are normallydistributed, at

least to a first approximation. For example, the heights of femalesin the United

States are normallydistributed, as are the heights of males. The weights of males

and females are normallydistributed; examscores are often normally distributed:

1Q scores tend to be normallydistributed; the timeit takes a person to run the

100-yard dash tends to be normally distributed; and so on, Because so many

things are normallydistributed the normal distribution is very: important. For

our purposes, the normal distribution is important becauseit forms the basis for

manystatisticaltests,
In this section we'll discuss why the normaldistributionis so pervasive. To

dothis, weshall first describe a general mathematicalsituation (or mathematical

model) that produces a normal distribution. In Digression 6-1, we argue that

many naturally occurring situations are formally equivalent, orat least ver

similar, to this general mathematical model.

  

 

 

i i ee ; se we haved
A mathematical scenario: The central limit theorem. Suppose We hav

giant cauldron filled with anessentially infinite numberofslips of paper ont
slip with one number onit. The mimbers on the slips of paper car be a”

numbers. For purposesofillustrationlet's assumethat eachis an integer herve

0 and 4, The numbers can bedistributed in any way, Once again for pur4 : * ; . 9s, 3s, and 48
ofillustrationlet's assume that there are equal numbers ofOs. 1s, 28. 3s,
in the cauldron.

en

 



PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NORMAL, DISTHIBE

We can now define a random variable in thefollowing way. We dip to
the cauldron and draw out random samples, cach sample of NV ‘slips of paper
Suppose for ourexample that N = 100—thatis, there are 100slips (and therefore

100 numbers) in each sample. We nowcoinpute the sum of cach sample of N
numbers, and let this sum be our random variable. What is the probability
distribution of this randomvariable? Thatis, whatis the probabilitythat the sum

of our N numbers will equal 0, thatit will equal 1, and so on?

As usual, when formulating a probability distribution, we first specify V
the setof all values that this randomvariable can assign. Inthis situation. |

V = (0, 1,2,..., 400}

Thatis, the members of V range from 0 (which is what the randomvariable
would assign when all 100 of the numbers in the sample happen to tum up 0)
to 400 (which is what the randomvariable would assign when all 100 of the
niimbers in the sample happen to turn up 4). We can guess some of the
characteristics of this distribution. First we would supposethat the probability
of coming up with a sum of0 is extraordinarily small, because for us to get a 0,
every single one of the 100 numbers in our sample would have to be a 0, The
same holds true for the probability that the sum will turn out to be 400. A sum
of 400 would require that every number in our sample would he a 4. and this
also would seem to be an extraordinarilyunlikelyevent. It therefore seemslikely
that a sum will fall somewhere in between 0 and 400. More specifically. we
would intuit that the average numberin our sample should he about 2—so the
sum of a 100-number sample should be around 200.

Digression 6-1 shows how this mathematical scenario is applivdto the real
world, With these loose intuitions as a background we turn to the central limit
theorem, which states that as N,the size of our sample, increases. the distribution

of sample sums approaches a normal distribution, (For most practical purposes
if the samplesize is greater than about 20, the distribution ofsample sums can
be construed as normal.)

  

  

62 If the sarmple-sie 15 large enough: the sno of uny mindiine saniple of

Whtihwes is normally distributed,

Normal approximationtothe binomialdistribution, Let'scansideranimpor-
tant example of a normal distribution. Suppose we take a fair coin; on the head
side we write a 1 andon the tail side we write a 0. Now weflipthis coin 100 times,
and we compute the sumofthe Is and 0s (the equivalent of the number of Ls

We got). This sum might be 53, 42, 50, or whatever. We consider the number

of Is a random variable, and we ask the question: Whatis the distribution of
this random variable? We can determine what the distribution is in either of two

Ways. Fitst we note that it is simply the distributionofthe numberof heads out
of 100 flips of a coin, and we already know (from Chapter 4) that this random
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variable is binomiallydistributed (with parameters N= 100 and p = 05)
this situation mayalso be viewed as equivalent to the central limit th Bit
scenario; that is, we can consider ourselves to be reaching intoa giant eae
filled with equal numbers of 1s and 0s, picking out a random sample of 1007
these 1s and Os, and computingtheir sum. Accordingtothecentral limit theor af
this sum will be normally distributed. We therefore arrive at an itera
conclusion; With a large enough N, a binomial distribution and a forma
distribution are similar. We say that the binomial distributionis approximated
by the normaldistribution. This is a very useful discovery because, as we shall
see. the normal distribution is much easier to work with than the binomial
distribution, particularly when N is large. We will have more to savabout this in
a later section of this chapter. \

The z Distribution

Recall that a normal distribution is described by the equation

emir Bi/20%
p(x) = (6-2)

20

As we havenoted,this formulais for arbitrary values of and o?. Nowconsider

a specific instance of a normally distributed randomvariable, for example, a set
of exam scores with a mean of 75 and a variance of 25. Plugging . = 75 and

o? = 25 into Equation 6-2, the formula for describing this particular normal

distribution of exam scores would be

) ent 75P50

Pa aon
This function is plotted in Figure 6-3. Suppose now that we want to find the

probability that an exam scorefalls between x, = 75 and x. = 77. Recall that

to dothis, we must compute the area underthe curvein theintervalfrom %1 =

75 to x2 = 77, as depicted in Figure 6-3. One way of computingthis area would

be to integrate Equation 6-3, with 75 and 77 as thelimits ofintegration. That

is, the probability we are seeking would be computed by performingthe following

(6-3)

integration:

TT g~(x-75)"/50
p(75 =x =77) = z VE

STANDARD SCORES

ndard_ scoresFortunately, we can simplify life. Recall our discussion ofstai
» lity a corresponding

Chapter3: Any particular raw score(x,) can be transformed into



 

60 65 70 75 77 80 85 ~ 90
x= exam score

   FIGURE 6-3. Probabilityp(x, < x <x) is equal to area under the curve in interval
between x, and x3. In this example x, ‘Sand x, 77.= 77

 

standard score (z,) by subtracting the mean from the rawscore andthen dividing
this difference by the standard deviation. Since to anyrawscore there corresponds
az-score, we can transform anentiredistributionofrawscoresintoa corresponding
distribution of z-scores. Figure 6-4 showsour example distribution of exam scores
both in terms of raw scores(x,) and in termsofz-scores(z,). Recall further from
ourdiscussion of standard scores that each standard deviation corresponds to a
standard score of 1. Since in our example distribution the meanis 75 and the
standard deviation is 5, a score of 80 correspondsto standard score of +1, a
score of 70 correspondsto a standard score of —1, and so on. Now we make a
useful claim. This new distribution of z-scores has a meanof0 andthe standard

   

 

Area of interest
= p(75 Sx $77)
=p(0<: $0.4)   

85 90. x = exam score60
a ie tS a 20 3.0 = = standard score“30 -20 -1.0 0 04 10

FIGURE 6-4 Intervalcan be representedeitherin terms ofrawscoresor in terms ot

ore In this example x, = 75 and x. = 77. Corresponding z-scores are 2, = am
2504. E
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deviation of 1, (And as a corollary, if the standard deviationis 1, the variance j
also 1.) These claims are almost self-evident. stemming from our ane "
constructing a 3-distribution. wy ol

Note. of course, that the = distributionis still a normal distribution—
fact. it is exactly the samedistribution as the original raw-score distribution iy
with the abscissa relabeled. The formula for this probability. distribution ols
scores (as opposed to raw scores)is relatively simple. Since = 0 and g2
Equation 6-2 reduces to

   

(6-4)

In summary, then a = distributionis one specific memberofthefamilyof normal
distributions. It is that membercorresponding to the parametervalues of =
0 and o? = 1.

Let's nowreformulate our problem of computing the probability that an
exam scorefalls between 75 and 77 into a probleminvolving z-scores rather than
rawscores. Let's first compute the 3-scores corresponding to 75 and 77. Todo
this, we simply use our equation for s-scores to discover that

   

 

nop_B-H_

 

 

o 5 y

and

3 2Aeow 2s22 3 5 0.4

 

Therefore. to calculate the probability, we now have to integrate Equation 64

or

 

(0=2: 504) = nt
C Vin

Although this looks easier than integrating Equation 6-3,it still doesnt

seem as if it would be particularly easy to do. Fortunately, as noted earlier. iH

neverreally do have to performthis integration because somebody alreadydid

it for us a long time ago and putthe results intotables.

THE z-DISTRIBUTION TABLES

   

 

sed appeatThetables used to perform the sorts of integrations wehave just Ie refer
ye referringin manyplaces, including Appendix E. Look them up because we

to them in the forthcoming section. «the left
The table consists of pairs of columns. For anyparticular pair ia

columnrefers to =-scores,is labeled =, and goes from 0 to5.5. (The uppe!



of 5.5is arbitrary. A z-score could actually go to infinity, but thetables have to

stop someplace.) The right corresponding columnis something we have labeled

F(z). Formally, F(z)is defined as

x =xe-v2

F(z) = Vin

Thatis, F(z) correspondsto the area underthe z-distribution curve from negative
infinity to z. Another wayofstating this is that Fiz) iy the probability: that the
random variable will assign a value that is less than a particular z-score. Figure
6-5 is a graphical representation ofthis notion :

dz 

  

3.0 ~2.0 “10 Os 10 20 3.0

FIGURE 6-5 Representation of F(z), whichis simply area under = distribution from
~@ tos,

USING z-DISTRIBUTION TABLES
TO COMPUTE PROBABILITIES

Let's go back to our example of computing examscore probabilities. Recall that
we wished to find the probability of an examscore falling between 75 and 77.
which is equivalent to finding the area ofthe = distribution between='s of0 and
94. For notational convenience weshall always referto the larger > (0.4 in this
case) as zp and the smaller = (0 in this case) as x). Now the process of finding

the desired area is quite simple and consists ofthree steps:

L. Lookup F(zs) in the z-tables. In this case F(é:)

=

F(A) = 0.655.
2. Look up F(z,) in the =-tables. In this case F F(0) = 0.500.
3. Now notice that the difference betweenthe two areas we have just

looked up corresponds to the area of the interval in which we are

interested.
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Sothefinal step consists simplyof subtracting F(z,) from F(33). Tn our example

pO Ss 504) = Flaz) — F(x)

= F(0.4) — F(0)

= 0.655 — 0.500

= 0.155

Thus, the probabilitythat the score will be between x, = 75 and x. = 77 (
equivalently. between =, = 0 and =. = 0.4) is 0.155.

6-3 To find p(x, = x = xa),

First convert x, andx to z-scores by =; =

 

Then

p(x, Sx =x) = plz) [2 Se) =

 

Let's consider another example. Assumethat the heights of U.S. males are
normallydistributed with a mean » equal to 70 inchesand a variance o? equal
to 4. (Therefore, the standard deviation o is equal to 2.) Nowsuppose that we

pluck a random male out of the population. What is the probability that his
height would fall between x, = 69 and x, = 72 inches; thatis, whatis the
probability

p(69 <x < 72)

Figure 6-6 depicts the situation graphically. To computethe probability ofinterest

(that is, the area in the interval ofinterest), we first must convert our rawscores

(x's) to corresponding =-scoresso as to be able to make use of the =-tables. This

process produces

 

Therefore, the probability that we are seeking can be expressed in terms of =

scores as

p(-05 <= < 1.0)
, 1.0!

To compute F(z2), we simply consult our tables to discover that Fl



7 Areaot interest: p69<x <72)= pl OS <2< 144 = FD) F-05) wn= 0.841 -- 0,409 = 0.432
   
  

      

 

L 1

64 66 68 70 72 76
30-20 1.0 0 1.0 2.0 30 =:
   = height

 

FIGURE 6-6 Area underthe curveininterval formx, = 69 to x: = 72 equivalent to
area from z, = —0.5 to z. = 1.0.

equals 0.841. Now how aboutF(z,) = F(—0.5)? We seem atthis pointto be in
some difficulty, since the tables begin with = equal to 0—thatis, the tables do
not seemtolist values for negative z's. What are we to do?

The answeris that we make use of the symmetrical natureof the normal
distribution and in particular the symmetrybetween F(z) when = = 0.5 and F(z)
when z = —0.5. Figure 6-7 depicts this symmetrical relationship and how we
use it. We note that the area to the left of = = —0.5 (whichis what we want)
is the sameas the area to the right of = = +0.5. Now we notethatthe area to
the right of +0.5 is simply equal to 1 (the area under the entire curve) minus
the area to the left of +0.5. We can look upthe areato theleft of +0.5 in our

 

  

 

  

  

Area A + Area B= F(+0.5)
= 1- Ara

Therefore,
Area C  — F.8)

y symmetry Area C = Area A
Therefore,

  

   Fig esccseuge tat
teehone 6-7 Technique for using z-tables to find F(z) when = is negative This
Fay tte Makes use of symmetryofdistribution. In particular, area wewishto calculate.
“area A, is equal to area C, whichin tum is equal to L — F(+5)-
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 s-tables. This is F(0.5), which is equal to 0.691. Subtry
 ting 0.691 from 1

 

us 0.309, which is the area to the right of = = 0.5 which, by sine
area to the left of s = —0.5. In summarywhenever we have some Wee
score. we can make use of the general equation ee

F(-z) = 1 — F( +3)

 

So in this particular example

F(z,) = F(—0.5) = 1 — F(0.5) = 1 — 0.691 = 0.309

Andto complete the example,

p(69 =x S72) = p(-0.5 <== 1)

= F(52) — F(a)

= 0.841 — 0.309

= 0.532

64 F(-—z) = 1 — Fiz)

Let's briefly compute two more probabilities using our height example.
First, whatis the probability that a random malewill betaller than 71.5 inches,
and second, whatis the probability that a random malewill be shorter than 695

inches? Figure 6-8 depicts these probabilities.
Let's concem ourselves with the first question: Howprobable is it that a

random maleistaller than 71.5 inches? Clearly, x, here—our lower limit—is

71.5. But whatis x? In this case x, must be +% sincewe are essentially asking

  

    

  

  

 

Area ofinterest

= px $69.5) = p(z < -0.5)
=p(x $69.5) = p(-- <2 < 0.5)
= F(0.5) ~ F(—»)
= 0.401 —-0=0.401 Poa

Areaofinterest ras
(x 2 71.5) = pe >
(71.5 Sx <0) = p(0.75 $2 <@)

(0.75)  

= height
64 66 68 69.5 70 71.5 72 14 16 x height

=3.0 -2.0 =10 -05 0 0.75 1.0 2.0 3.0
less

FIGURE 6-8 Calculationofless than and greater than probabilities. To caa

than probability, wele 3 ro calculate greater

probability, welet =:
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Whatis the probability that a random maleis between 71.5 and +~ inches tall?
To compute the 2-scores that correspondto x, andx3,

moh tee
o 2

" ul + 8

 

 

 

a & a

Nowto carry through our area computation steps,

F(z.) = F(+%) = 10

(since the area underthe curve to theleft of + is 1.00). Then

F(z,) = F(+0.75) = 0.773

p15 <x =) = p(0.75=2=*%)

= F(z2) — F(z)

= F(%) — F(0.75)

= 1.00 — 0.773 = 0.227

The second exampleis quite similar. To computethe probability that height
is less than 69.5, we let x, = —% and x, = 69.5 in. Thus,

Se 10...

2
= —2

So, to compute the area underthe curve,

F(z.) = F(—0.25) = 1 — F(0.25) = 1 — 0.599 = 0401

and

F,) = F(-%) = 0
(since the area to the left is —< is 0). Therefore,

P(-% Sx < 695) = p(-~ =: < -05)

 

= 0.401

ekingat Figure 6-8, you can probablysee that some ofthe steps we just sent

wough may be short-circuited. We includeall the steps in orderto demonstrate

w all examples may be witten into the same format.
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CALCULATIONS INVOLVING THE
NORMAL APPROXIMATION TO THE BINOMIAL

As discussed in an earlier section, the binomial distribution can usually be
approximated bythe normal distribution. Using this normal approximation can
makeourlives somewhat easier whenwe are faced withcalculating probabilities
because calculating exact binomial probabilities is quite tedious, especially when
is large. On the other hand, as we have just seen,it is quite to calculate
probabilities based on the normaldistribution using our tables, Le gothrough
an example of how we would use the normal approximation to do a binomial:

type problem.

   
  

An example: Cocktail party treats. Suppose that the Muy Munchy Mised
Nut Companyproduces a brand of mixed nuts consisting of one-fourth peanuts
and three-fourths walnuts. Muy Munchyproduces hags of 200 nuts apiece using
the following technique. First, huge numbers of nuts are thoroughly mixed ina

vat at the Muy Munchyplant. (As noted, three-fourths ofall these nuts are
walnuts and the other one-fourth are peanuts.) To produce a 200-nut bag, a
mechanical hand dips into the vat, grabs a 200-nut random sample, and dumps
these nuts into a bag. These bags are then sold. Now suppose that you buya
bag of Muy Munchy mixed nuts. Whatis the probability that this bag will contain
between 47 and 56 peanuts?

Wecan easily see thatthis is a binomialsituation with N = 200 nuts and
p = 0,25, (A success is defined here as getting a peanut.) We knowhowto

calculate probabilities using the binomialdistribution. Letting v be the number

of peanutsin a bag, the probability ofgetting between 47 and 56 peanuts would

simply be

p(47 Sx <= 56) = p(x = 47) + p(x = 48) + +++ + p(v = 56)

= pe (0.25)*(0.75)!+ a (0.25)%(0.75)"

vee (a) (0.25)#(0.75)!"
These probabilities could be computed, but it would be a long, agonizing,

thankless task.

Using the normal distribution, To use the normal approximation to ie

binomial, we first calculate the mean and standard deviation of the binom'

distribution with which we are working:

= Np = (200)(0.25) = 50

o = VNpq = V(200)(0.25)(0.75) = V37.5 = 6.12

We now pretend that we are dealing with a normaldistribution whose mean is
ability

50 and whose standard deviationis 6.12, and we wishtocalculate the probability



of getting a score between x = 47 and x = 56. We nowcansolvethis prbhled

quite easily. Wefirst calculate the z-scores corresponding to x; = 47 and iy =
56, or

47 - 50
2 Figs

wh _ 56-50
co 612

x 1

re

 

q

= 0.98 

Wethen use the normal probability tables to find the corresponding F(z)'s and

go through our subtraction procedure to arriveat the area ofinterest. That is,

= F(0.98) = 0.836

F(x) = F(—0.49)

   

=1- F049)

= 1 — 0.688

= 0.312
p47 <x <56) = p(-0.49

<=

<0.98)

= F(z») — F(z)

= 0.836 — 0.312

= 0.524

Correction for continuity. The above examplegives the general idea of what
we do when we use the normal approximationto the binomial. Butthis example
's not quite correct because it has overlooked one annoying detail called the
Correction for continuity. The correction for continuity is needed to adjust for
the fact that the normal distribution is continuous, whereas the binomial
distribution is discrete. We shallillustrate the necessity for and the mechanics

of using this correction with a simple example.
“ 1 uppose we flip a coin four times and compute the distribution of the

umber of heads. We have dealt with this example manytimesbefore; it is a

ley situation with N = 4 and p = 0.5. Figure 6-9 shows the resulting

“stribution along with the normal approximationtoit.
‘ie Suppose we now wanttocalculatethe probability that the number of heads

Set is in the interval between x) = Land x = 2 (inclusive). That is, we want

pl Sx <2)

Let's firs : Sar. cat aat ae
S first use the binomial to calculate exactly whatthis probability is. It is. of

cou
. oe

a ply the possibility ofgetting either one or two headsin our four flips,

m is the sum ofthe probabilities ofgetting one headandgetting two
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Area of interest Y
FPL Sx S$ N=pl.1 <2 <0)

(0) — FI
$00 -- 0.159 = 0.341

 

  

 

 

        Let
 

1 t
0 3oa At 4 X= number ofheads1.0 20 3.0:o

n

-3.0

FIGURE 6-9 Binomial distribution with N = 4 and p = 05. along with nonmalapproximation to this binomial. Area under normal approximation hetween %) = Land
x, = 2 is also shown.

heads. To calculate these probabilities,

p(1 head) = (:) (0.5)(0.5)> = 0.250

+ +

p(2 heads) = (3) (0.5)%0.5)? = 0.375

plsxrs2)= 0.625

Now letus calculate this probability using the normal approximation. First

we see that the meanofthe distribution is

= Np = (4)(0.5) = 2

and the standard deviation is

o = VNpq = V(4)0.5)(0.5) = VI =1
in}Now from ourtworawscores, x, = 1 and x. = 2, wecalculate the corresponding

z-Sscores:

 

F(z,) = F(-1) = 1 - F(1) = 1 — 0.841 = 0.159



and by subtraction we find that the probability is

pilsx=2) = p(-1 sz 50)

= F(z2) — F(x)

= 0.500 — 0.159

= 0.341

 

This is not a very good approximation. The actual valueis 0.625, but what we

calculated using the normal approximation is 0.341—not even close! What has

gone wrong? An examination of the correspondence between the binomial and

the normaldistribution (Figure 6-9) reveals the problem, that thelimits we have

selected for our x's—x, = 1 andy 2—arenotexactly what we want. Rather,
an approximation of the two bars corresponding tox = 1 and x = 2 involves
slightly different limits, since the x's themselves (the 1 and the 2) are in the

middle of the bars. Wecansee that, rather than taking the area under the normal
approximation between x, = 1 and x2 actually want the area between

4 =1-05 = 05andx, = 2+ 05 . shown in Figure 6-10. Let's
now recompute our probability using these newlimits. We get news-scores:

t-p-05 1-2-05_

  

  

  

 

<1

 

Weget two new F(z)'s:

F(z) = F(0.5) = 0.691

F(z,) = F(-1.5) = 1 — F(15) = 1 — 0.933 = 0.067

Area of interest (with correction)
= p(0.5 <x <2.5)

  ‘ FU

.691 - 0,067 = 0.624 

 

     1  
 

   

L \ he
o Os 1 2°25 3 4 x = numberof heads

“30 2.0 -1'5 -1.0 0 os 10 20 3.0 =

Fi i ‘ area of two
CURE 6-10 Use ofcorrectionfor continuity. We area

2. Toestablish appropriatebinomial distrit

Properapproximation to inter’imits, we mus
of interest ther

bution bars corresponding to x, = | and
t subtract 0.5 from x, and add0.5 to x;
n results,
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And bysubtraction we find the probability we are looking for to be

pilexs 2) = p(-15 sz = 0.5)

= F(z) — Fle)

= 0.691 — 0.067

= 0.624

Since the actual probability, we recall, is 0.625, this is a muchbetter approximation.
Toreiterate, when weare using the normal approximationto the binomial

and we wish to compute p(x; = x = x2), we compute our z-scores using the
equations

. mth 05
Bae

and

_ moh +05
a Se

6-5 Suppose we have a binomial distribution with parameters N and p,

and suppose further that we want to find the probability that a score
is between x, and x2, inclusive. (Note that x; and x» must, ofcourse,
be integers if we are dealing with a binomial.) We find our z-scoresin
the following way:

~ - TR 05
Rt sine

and

- = BT B+05

% o

Thatis, we subtract 0.5 from the smaller raw seore (x;) and we
add 0.5 to the larger raw score (x3).

More About Hypothesis Testing:
The z-Test

.
is stil reIn Chapter 5 we briefly outlinedthe rationale behind hypothesis-testing ean

dures using the sign test as an example. We are nowgoing to discuss seve"
other issues involved in hypothesis testing using the normaldistribution.

 



MOREABOUT HYPOTHESIS TESTING. TE

AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXPERIMENT:
LIGHTBULB LIFETIMES

‘Acmelightbulbs have lifetimes that, from long experic are known to be

normally distributed with a mean p of 100 hours anda variance o? of 25, The

standard deviation o of Acme bulblifetimes is therefore 5 hours. The distribution
oflifetimes is shown in Figure 6-11.

Imagine that Acme’s product development division has developed a new

process that is designed to increase the lifetime of Acme bulbs. This process

(which involves coating the bulbs with a chemical) works in theory, andit is now

Acme’s job to test it to see if it works in practice. Theinitial experiment that

Acmehas designedis quite simple: Theywill apply theprocess to asingle bulb
and see how long the bulb lasts. If the bulblasts a long time—say, 115 or 120
hours—Acme will be inclined to believe that the process actually works. In
contrast, if the bulb lasts around 100 hours, Acme will beinclined to believe

that the process does not work.

  

  aSteeSS
90 95 100 105 10 y= lifetime

FIGURE 6-11 Distributionoflifetimes of Acmelightbulbs.

THREE TYPES
OF ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES

We will now describe three different types ofhypothesis-testing proceduresthat

0 lata. These three proceduresall

st, However, theydiffer with

s that is entertained.

 

we ii
:

ine sant use to draw conclusions from our dati
a ve the same type oftest, referredto as

Pect to the nature ofthe altemative hypothe    

wePecitie (quantitative) alternative hypothesis. Suppose that, in theory,

yy groeess, iF it works at all, will raise thelifetimeof eve ngle Acmebulb
ae eae amount, namely, 8 hours. That is. for example, a bulb that would

a bulb+ ed 101 hours without the process will last 109 hours with the process:

that would havelasted 97 hours without the process will last 105 hours
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with the process: and so on. Let us see how our hypothesistesting stey
applyin this experiment. " 7

1. Null andalternative hypotheses. The null hypothe:
theindependentvariable has no effect on the dependent variable, whereas th
alternative hypothesis is. in general, that the independent variable does hi 4
some effect on the dependentvariable. In this experiment the hypotheses ms "
be succinctly stated as . eee

PS would

   Sis. in general, that
 

Ho: by = 100
and

Hy: p, = 108

where, in both instances, ,, refers to the mean of the distribution from which
thelifetimes of processed bulbs are drawn. Thenull hypothesis states that this
meanis 100—in other words. the process has noeffect onlifetime. Thealternative
hypothesis states that the mean is 108—in other words, the effect ofthe process
is to raise lifetimes by 8 hours.

2. Choosing a summary score. We now need to choose a summaryscore
from the experiment that constitutes the evidence that the null versus the
alternative hypothesis is true. The obvious candidate in this experiment would
be x, the observedlifetime ofthe single bulbthat wehaveselectedfor participation
in the experiment.

3. Choosing a criterion summary score. Our next task is to choose a

criterion summary score such that if the null hypothesis is true, the summary

score will be exceeded with a probability o of 0.05 orless. To do this, we must

first determine how the summaryscore is distributed if the null hypothesis is

true.It is easyin this example:If Hy is true, thelifetimeofour bulbis distributed

with a mean of 100 hours and a standard deviation of 5 hours, ;

Now,to choosethecriterion appropriately, we first transformour distribution

to a = distribution, as has been done in Figure 6-12. Note that the avis in

Figure 6-12 is labeled both in terms of= and in terms of x. ‘

In Figure 6-12 we havealso indicatedthe criterion that chops off the apper

5% of the distribution. This criterion (whose genesis we shall describe momen:

tarily) is the appropriatecriterion in the sense that, assuming the null lygetie

to be true, the probability that the observed summaryscore will exceed th

criterion by chance (leading ta an erroneous decision toreject Hy) is MOR

Wheredid this criterion come from?It camefromthe z-distribution ae

As should be evident from Figure 6-12, the appropriate= is the = such A i

ofthe distribution falls belowthat =, that is, such that (2) 0.95. To fin ie

=, we scan through our z-tables until we find an F(z) thati close as ~

to 0.95. The = that corresponds to this value—1.64—is thus the eritenor 4 \

convert back to our x-score (lifetime) criterion, we note that alifetime

standard deviations above the meanis equal to 100 + (1.645) = 108.7:

Havingestablished this criterion z, our decision-making process

the bulb that we test lasted longer than 108.2 hours, we would reje

   

 

  



Hp true
Criterion = 108.2 hours

Fail to reject Hy -——~-  —-._ Reject Hy

    
Se 5
0” 95 100 105 108.2 110 = lifetime

-2 -1 0 ' 1642005

FIGURE 6-12 Distribution of Figure 6-11 transformedto= distribution

hypothesis and concludethat the process works. If the bulblastedless than 108.2
hours, we would fail to reject the null hypothesis—wewould not have enough
evidence to conclude that the process worked.

Ourcriterion selection process was designedto producean a. the probability
of a type I error, that was no more than 0.05.Sofar, we have not paid much
attention to B, the probability of a type II error. As weshall see, we usually are
not in a position to calculate B. In the situation that we have described here.
however, in which we have a specific alternative hypothesis. we arein a position
to calculate B.

Recall that a type II error is made whenthealternative hypothesis is true,
butwefail to reject the null hypothesis. To understandthe circumstances under
Which this event occurs, we must consider howour summaryscore is distributed
if thealternative hypothesisis true. This distribution is shown in Figure 6-13. As

specified, if H, is true, the lightbulb’s lifetime is distributed with a mean p of
108 hours and a standard deviation o of 5 hours. In Figure 6-13 we have also
included the criterion of 108.2 hours; recall thatif the obtainedlifetime is greater
than this criterion, we will reject Hy, whereasif the obtainedlifetimeis less than

eer will fail to Teject Ho. Because we are aeee

would constitute a type II error, and the probability that

“cur, given that H, is actually true, is represented bythe shadedarea under
the distribution to the left of the criterion. ‘

To computethis area, we let or = —«; thus F(z,) = 0. Note that
"218 108.9; thus,

zo

is (108.2 — 108)/5

=

0.04, and F(=2) = 0.516. So

B

is equal
0516 - 00

=

0516
test Athis point we will introduce the term potwer. The power ofae

reilly Simply 1 — B,or the probability of correctly rejecting Hy when i

Ytrue, So B and powerare directly related. Poweris, in general, a go
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ra

Criterion = 108.2 hours
Fail to reject Ho ——— Reject Ho 

B= 052 Power = 0.48 
8 103 108 43 8

FIGURE 6-13 Distribution of summaryscore of Acmelightbulblifetimesif alternative
hypothesis is true.

thing, and the bigger the better. Beta, on the other hand,is a bad thing, andthe
smaller the better. In this case power is 1 — 0.516, or 0.484.

Adirectional alternative hypothesis. Thesituation that we have just described
is somewhatartificial in that we assumed anexact alternative hypothesis—that

is, that the processraised lifetime byexactly 8 hours. Given the development of

theory and knowledgein thesocialsciences, it is rare (although not unheard of)

that an alternative hypothesis is this specific.
Continuing with the present example, a typical example of a null and

alternative hypothesis would be

Hy: », = 100

and

Hy: p, > 100.

Note that the null hypothesis has not changed;it is still that the independent

variable has no effect on the dependent variable, However, the alent

hypothesis is now inexact.It states only that the new process will incieie p3

lifetimeofbulbs,but it does not specify by how much. Thealternative hypott ay

is called directional, however, as it does specify the direction that the mean

expected to moveif the alternative hypothesis is true.

As it turns out, very little changes when we move from

directional alternative hypothesis. The summary score that we ™ ae

lifetime of the processed lightbullb—uwill be the same. The criteriona

score that chops off the upper 5% ofthe distribution is still the sat of

hours—as indicated in Figure 6-12. This summary score maintains

0.05.

a specific toa

will use—the

an a



 The decision-making procedureis thereforepreciselythe sameas it was in
the last example. In each of the two cxamples, the test we do is called a one-

tailed test in referenceto thesingletail of the distributionthat represents a. the
probability ofa type I error.

What has changedfromthefirst cxample to the second? Thatis, what are

the consequencesofhaving a nonspecific alternative hypothesis? To answer these
questions, let's considerthe issueof typeII errors. To determine the probability
of a type II error, recall that we mustfirst constrict the distribution that occurs

whenthe alternative hypothesis is true. What is this distribution with the

directional (but inexact) alternative hypothesis with which we are now dealing?
The answeris that we can’t tell. We knowthatif the alternative hypothesis is

true, then p, the meanofthedistribution, must be greater than 100. But we

don't know exactly what 1 is, so we can’t draw out what the distribution would

look like if the alternative hypothesis were true. Therefore. we don't know: the

probability of a type I error. This is an unfortunate although common charac-
teristic of the hypothesis-testing procedure. We can alwaysset our criterion so
that the probability of a type I error is known andcontrolled; but in the very
commonsituation that we do not have aprecise alternative hypothesis, we do
not know what the probability of a type II error is. We will havestill more to
say on this issue in Chapter 8.

  

     

6-6 With arr exuet alternative hypothesis, the probubjlity of y type 1 estore
ean he calentated, Tn the absenve of gn oxant alternative hypothesis,
the probability of a type Hf error cannot be cileulated, But iy all eases,
the probability of a type T evray veniains at whatever We chooseit to
be, usually 0,05

Anondirectional alternative hypothesis. Thethirdtypeofsituation we shall

discuss is one in which we are extremely vague about our alternative hypothesis.
In this situation the alternative hypothe: -Jaims onlythat there is an effect of

the independentvariable on the dependent variable, but it doesn't specify either
the magnitude or the direction ofthe presumedeffect. In the current example,

hypotheses would be stated as

Ho: w = 100

 

 

and

Hi: a 100

As always, the null hypothesis is that there is no effect—that p. the mean of the

Necessed lightbulbs, is 100, the same as the meanof the unprocessedlightbulbs.

me Owever, the altemative hypothesis is simplythat the mean lifetime of pro-

Ssed bulbs is different from the meanlifetime of unprocessed bulbs—there is
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nospecification of whether the process,if it does anything at
decreaseslifetime. ,

Inthis situation there are two sets of circumstances under which we wotAGE i 7 wuld
reject the null hypothesis: if we obtained either a very longlifetime ora very
short lifetime. Either of these outcomes would constitute evidence against the
null hypothesis and in favorof the alternative hypothesis. :

Therefore, we now need twocriteria: a high criterion and a low criterion,
Ourgoal in establishing these criteria is the sameasit always has been:to keep
the probability of a type I error below 0.05. Howare wegoingto establishthese
twocriteria? Onepossibility would be to extrapolate from ourprevious si
That is, we might argue that if one criterion is set at 1.64 standarddev
above the mean,or 108.2, the othercriterion oughtto he “symmetrical.” However,
such a procedure would be based on faulty reasoning. Figure6-14 illustrates that
if the null hypothesisis actually true, the probability of erroneous! rejectingit
and making a type | error would be 0.05 (in the uppertail) plus another 0.05
(in the lowertail) for a total of 0.10, whichis unacceptable. Whatweare actually
lookingfor is depicted in Figure 6-15. We wantto set our criteria in such a way
as to havea total of only 0.025 in eachofthe twotails, thereby producinga total
a of0.05. Solet's find the = corresponding to an uppertail of 0.025. We argue
thatif there is 0.025 above the uppercriterion, there must be 0,975 belowthe
criterion. We therefore look up a = in our 3-tables such that F(=) is equal to

0.975. This = tums out to be 1.96. The raw-score criterion is the meanplus or

minus 1.96 standard deviations. The criteria are thus 100 + (1.96)5 = 108.8

and 100 — (1.96)5 = 90.2. This typeoftest is calleda two-tailedtest inreference

to the twotails of the distribution that together constitute a.

all, inereases or

    

   

 

 

  

  

Lowcriterion Highcriterion
x=918 = 108.2
2= -1.64 1.64

Reject Ay——-+————Donot reject. Hp ———-r/+—— Reject Ho

   

 

   

0.05 ofdistribujion 0.05 of distribution

85 90 9 100 105 110
-30 -2.0 -10 0 1.0 2.0 305

FIGURE 6-14 Faulty wayofsetting up criteria for situationinv’
alternative hypothesis. Here total area in two tails—total proba
error—is 0,05 + 0.05 = 0.10.
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FIGURE 6-15 Correctwayofsetting upcri
altemative hypothesis. Here total area in two tai
error—is 0.025 + 0.025 = 0.05.

  

6-7 With a directionalalternative hypothesis there is just one criterion that

chopsoff0.05 ofthe null hypothesis distribution. With 4 nondireetional
alternative hypothesis there are twocritevia, each chopping oft 0.025
of the null hypothesis distribution

ONE-TAILED/TWO-TAILED
PARADOX”

Pippose that the experiment we have been discussingis performedand the

gtbull lasts 109 hours. This exceeds theone-tailed criterion of 108.2 but:not

the two-tailed criterionof109.8. Should we reject the null hypothesis or not: As

fh have seenin the last two sections, the answer to this question depends on

oe
esis. Ifwe hadadirectional alternative

if we had a nondirectional

 

vorhe of ouroriginal alternative hypoth
aes we should reject the null hypothe:

™ative hypothesis, we shouldfail to reject the null hypothes
: This seems paradoxical. Data are data? Why shouldexactly the same dab

ead to one conclusion in one case and another conclusionin anothe: ? To
Ther this question, we shall describea hypothetical situation in which Dr.

sidmas, 4 psychologist, goes about the hypothesis-testing procedure improper
Sets into trouble. Let's use the same example we have been using in the

Previous sections and let us suppose Dr. Thomas goes into the experiment with

 

  

  

T Ca
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no preconceptions about whether the process should increaseorde
Therefore. he should use a nondirectionalaltemative hypothesis
performa two-tailed test on the data. ,

Suppose now that in reality the null hypothesis is true: infact, the proces
has absolutely no effect onlifetime. The lifetimes of processed hulk eae‘ mes of processed hulbs should be
distributed as depicted in Figures 6-11, 6-12, 6-14, and 6-15. Let's see the various
ways in which Dr. Thomas could make an erroneous conclision.

First let's imagine that the bulb lasts 109 hours merely by chanee
Dr. Thomas will look at the data, say “Aha! The process inereases lifetime,” and
proceed on the spot to make up a theorypredicting this increase. Dr. Tliomas
will therefore set a one-tailed enterion at 108.2 hours, reject the null hypothesis,
publish these findings in a journal article, and conclude that his type I error
probabilityis less than 0.05, ,

However, this is not the only way in which Dr. Thomas could goastray,
Still imagining that the null hypothesis is really true. supposethat the bulb lasts
91 hours by chance. What will Dr. Thomas do now? He will look at the data
and say “Aha! The process decreaseslifetime.” He will then make up a theory
predicting this decrease. He will then set a one-tailed criterion at 91.2 hours,
will erroneouslyreject the null hypothesis, and will publish this result in a joumal
article, claiming that the probability of a type I erroris less than 0.05.

In eitherofthese two cases, Dr. Thomas wouldconéludethat theprobability
he has made a type I erroris 0.05 orless, But he will be fooling himself. By
going about things as he has done, he will have two ways.of making anerror,
assuming the null hypothesis is correct. He will make a type J errorifthe bulb
lasts longer than 108.2 hours or if the bulb lasts less than 91.8 hours. Each of

these two events occurs with a probabilityof 0.05, and theyare mutually exclusive

events, so the total probability of makinganerroris 0.10. The improperprocedure.

of course, consisted of doing a one-tailed test where a two-tailed test should

have been done.

creaselifetime
and ultimately

 

A SHORTCUT

In the three hypothesis-testing examples we've discussed, we have included the

step of determining what the criterion value (or criteria values) onight to be :

terms of the rau: scores. Mare typically, criteria are simply stated in terms of =

scores. As we have seen, when the a-level is 0.05, the criterion = is 164 nt

one-tailed test and +1.96 in a two-tailed test. Our procedure then consist

getting an obtained raw score (in this case an obtainedlifetime) from our noe

translating that obtained raw score into an obtained 5-score, and thenCe

the obtained z-score to the criterion z-score. If the obtained >-score 6 ue

extreme than the criterion z-score, the null hypothesis is rejected. ForSR

suppose that we werein a directionalalternative hypothesis (one-tailed)situa “

and we observed that the bulh lasted 110 hours. In this case. we would comp!

an obtained z-score in the usual way:

 



 

We would then determine that our obtained z-score of 2.00 is more estrone

than our criterion z-score of 1.64, and we wouldreject the null hypothesis.

6-8 Typically, we caleilatean Obtained = and see whether that obtained

is more extreme thanthe criterion = of 1 (4 for « one-tailed nest! or

1,96 (fora two-tailed test). If the obtained = tj mon-wsterne than the
criterion 2, the null hypothesis is rejected

In this chapter we have discussed the most pervasivedistribution that occurs in
social science statistics: the normal distribution. Wediscussed both the nature
of the normal distribution andits application in a prototypical hypothesis
situation. In particular:

 

1. The normaldistribution is a continuous distribution, shapedlike a bell. The
normal distribution actually consists of thefamilyofdistributions, each member
ofthe family corresponding to one value of p. (the meanofthe distribution)
and of o? (the variance ofthe distribution).
Many random variables in the world are normally distributed. This
consequence of the fact that for many randomvariables. anyspecific value
consists of the sum ofa series of randominfluences. Accordingtothe central
limit theorem, any randomvariable that produces values madeupof the sum

of random numbers is normallydistributed. One specific and important
consequenceofthis is that the binomial distribution can be approximatedby
the normal distribution if the N is large cnough.

3. Avery important memberofthe normaldistributionfamilyis the z distribution.

The = distribution is a normal distribution with a mean of0 and avariance

andstandard deviation of 1. Any normaldistribution can be transformedinto
a= distribution by simply transforming the raw scores into s-scores.
Because any area underthe =-distribution curve can be determined quickly

and easily using tables of the = distribution, it is very easy to perform
calculations involving any normaldistribution. ;
The normaldistributionis very pervasivein the world ofhypothesis testing.

ss hypothesis-testing situation can involve anyoneof the different typesof

alternative hypotheses:an exact alternative hypothesis, a directional alternative

pothesis, and a nondirectional alternative hypoth Only an exact alter-

native hypothesis allows us to compute the probability of a typeII error.

is a

  

  

o

    

SUMMARY
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DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION6-1

Pine Forests and Examinations: The Central Limit Theorem in
Nature

Wewill nowtry to demonstrate why many randomvariables in nature can be
viewed as equivalent to the giant-cauldron scenario. Imagine as an example a
forest of pine trees, and suppose that the random variable in which we're
interested is the height of the pine trees in the forest, Supposethat the average
height (}1) of the trees is 50 feet. Nowlet's consider one particular tree, whose
height is 54 fect. What made the tree 54 fect tall, or 4 feet above the mean?
Whydidn't it growto be 50 fect high, or 48 feet, or 60 fect? Let's enumerate
someaspects ofthetree's history that might have contributedtoits height.

6-9 Many randomvariables are such that any given score van be viewed
as the sum ofa collection of random influences (random numbers).
Therefore. they will be normally distributed.

1. Suppose that the tree was planted at a particularly good time ofthe

year, which added an extra footto the height ofthe tree.

2. Suppose thatits location causes this tree to get little extra fertilizer,

which added an extra 2.3 feet to the height.
3. Suppose that the tree was accidentally bruised by the planter, which

subtracted 1.4 feet. :

4. Supposethat the tree got someextra sunshine, which addedan additional

2.0 feet.
5. Supposethat a group ofantagonistic insects decidedto nest in thetree,

whichsubtracted 0.6 feet.

And so on. We could continue at length enumerating all the ‘are

influenceseither addingheightto or subtracting height from thetree. The re

is that theultimate heightattained by the tree (relative tow. the mean) pa

be the sumof all these influences. For the particular tree we've been descr_

the sum ofall these little influences was 4; thus,this tree had4 feet added . :

overand above the mean of 50feet, We sce thenthatthe height of any partes rf

tree in the forest may be viewed as determined by the sum of a collection©

randominfluences. In other words, we can view eachindividual tree 2 having



“dipped into a giant cauldron andpulled out a sample ofrandom numbers.” and
the sum ofthese random numbers determined the height ofthe tree Therefore,
according to the central limit theorem,all the trees in the forest shonld have
heights that, over trees, are normallydistributed

The same argumentcan be made for many other random variables in the
world. Consider, for example, a set of examination scores, One can viewany
particular exam score (say, Irving’s exam score! as the sum of a munber of

random influences. For example, Irving hadthe flu thenight before the exam.
which subtracted five points from his score. On the other hand, Irving made a
fewlucky guesses, which added twopoints. Unfortunately, Irving had missed a
crucial lecture, and his failure to get the notes subtractedfive points. Happily.
however, the professor was in a good moodatthe timeshe graded Irving's am,
and that added a few points. And so on. Again we cansee that Inving’s exam
score is made up of the sum of a numberof random influences. s each of the

scores in the class. As a consequence of the central limit theorem, the exam

scores in the class should be normallydistributed.

  

 

DIGRESSION 6-2

MeanandVariance ofa Distribution of Standard Scores

The goal of this digression is to prove mathematically that the mean ofa
distribution of standardscoresis 0 andthatthevarianceis 1.0. Let's first establish
somenotation:

  

Ht, = meanofraw scores

variance ofraw scores

 

4. = meanofz-scores

 

varianceof-scores

Meanof Standard Scores

The meanofa distributionofstandardscores is obtained by the equation

| sp(s) dz (Pv

Note that for anygiven =,

 

 

tah
o
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Andsubstituting for = in Equation D-1,

 w= f pends
ae: oO,

5 he f
a 4( [wwe - I _vsplo dt) By

Notethat, consideringthefirst term within the parentheses of Equation D-2,

i xp(x) dx = py

and considering the second term within the parentheses of Equation 1D-2,

[ bip(x) dx = py i p(x)dx = p.(1) = py

Therefore, Equation D-2 becomes

1
pb. = —[H, — Bs] = 0

oy

Variance of Standard Scores

Webegin with the equation for the varianceofa distributionof standard scores:

= z°p(z)dz — p? (D-3)

Substituting

X= by
oO,

 

into Equation D-3, and noting that p. = 0,

oF = apeyx) a

= =| (x — px)2p(x) dx
Ord»

Note that

i (x — p,)?p(x) dx

is simply one formulafor o?. Therefore,

o? = (1/o?)o? = 1.0
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DIGRESSION 6-3

Statement of the Null Hypothesis

Referring to the mean lifetime of treated bulbs as js. we havestated our mill

and alternative hypotheses as

Hy: » = 100

Hy: p > 100

Notethat these two hypotheses are not exhaustivein the sensethat they exclude
the possibility that . < 100. The verynotion of adirectionalalternative hypothesis

renders this possibility unlikely. That is, we set up a directional hypothesis nly
if we considerit impossible that the process would reduce lightbulb lifetime.

However, somestatisticians take the view that hypotheses should be
constructed so as to exhaustall possible states of reality and therefore that the
null hypothesis should be set up as

Hy: p = 100

Whatdoes this wayofstating the null hypothesis doto the probabilityof a type I
error? Note that if we set up the criterion suchthat the probability of a typeI
error is 0.05 when . = 100, then when  < 100, the probability of a type I
error must beless than 0.05. Therefore, stating the null hypothesis inthis way.
the maximumprobabilityof a type I erroris 0.05.

 

PROBLEMS

1. Graduate Record Exam (GRE)scores are normallydistributed with a mean

(1) of 500 anda standard deviation (o>)of 100.
a. Write the equation for p(x), where p(x) is the probabilitydensity function

for GRE scores,

Suppose a random studenttakes the GRE. Computethe probabilities that

+ the student's examscore, will fall in the following ranges:

> 500
c x < 400
d. x > 620
©. 490< 1 < 530

£30;<y< 480

- 530 < x < 600
h
i,

o
H

. x > 460
x < 590

The time lengthsoffilms producedbya French film companyare font is

Normally distributed with a mean length of 92 minutes andastandard
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. It is known that the amountoftartar sauce servedin tartar

3. Thelifetime of Acmelightbulbs is normally distributed with am

CHAPTER 6 NORMALDISTRIBUTION

deviation of 23 minutes. Sketch the normal curve de
offilm lengths, Find the percentageoffilms that |
a. Less than 65 minutes.
b. More than 77 minutes.
c. Less than 112 minutes.
d. More than 120 minutes.
e. Between 69 and 115 minutes.
f. Between 92 and 100 minutes.
g. Between 100 and 108 minutes.

picting the distribution
fast:

Speculate as to why the films might be normallydistributed. Be specific in
your speculations.

 

ce cups a
Ghoti’s Fish Houseis normallydistributed with a mean of50 cubic Hints
and a variance of 25, Find the probability that a randomcup of Ghoti's Fish
House tartar sauce contains:

a. Between 45 and 55 cubic centimeters of tartar sauce.
b. Between 39 and 48 cubic centimeters of tartar sauce.
c. Between 52 and 61 cubic centimeters oftartar sauce.
d. Less than 43 cubic centimeters oftartar sauce.

  

 

. Joe Smith is growing a Merkin plant. His Handbook of Merkin Plants tells
himthat the heights of adult Merkin plants are normallydistributed witha

mean of65 inches and a standard deviation of 3 inches. Find the probability
that Joe’s Merkin plant will growto be:

Between 64 and 67inchestall.
Between 6] and 63inchestall.
Between 66 and 67inchestall.
Less than 64 inchestall.
Greater than 60 inchestall.
Less than 40 inchestall.
Less than 100 inchestall.m

m
P
a
e

r
e

. The Acme Rope Company manufactures climbing. ropes. The breaking

strength of these ropes is normally distributed with a mean of 300 pounds

and a standard deviation of 76 pounds. Find the probability that an Acme

Rope will break if used for climbing by:
a. A 150-poundclimber.

b. A 200-pound climber.
c. A 200-pound climber with his 80-pound backpack. . her

d. A 150-poundclimber with her 160-pound boyfriend hanging ontoher.

e. A50-pound macaque monkey.

ean of i
ad the

hours and a variance of 6. Suppose I buy an Acme lightbulb. Find

probability that it will last:



10.

a. Between 9 and 12 hours.

b, Between 7 and 8 hours.

. More than 11 hours.

d. Fewerthan 9.5 hours.

. Exactly 10 hours.

°
2

Assume that the amountofbeerserved in beer mugs at Russell's Tavernis

normally distributed with a mean p of 25 ounces anda standard deviation

of 1.6 ounces. Find the probability that a beer purchased at Russell's will

consist of:
a. More than 24.2 ounces.

b. Between 24 and 25.5 ounces.

c. Exactly 25 ounces.

Suppose that each day in the month of October the probabilityof rain in
Seattle is 7%. Suppose further that the weather on onedayis independent

of the weather on any other day. Whatis the probability that there will be
atleast one sunny day during the month of October? Answerthis question
in two ways: using the binomial distribution and the normal approximation
to the binomial distribution.

Joe Smith has taken up squash. Every dayfor 900 days Joe drives to the
squash courts and parks in front of a parking meter. Joe never puts any
money in the meter, and every day the probability is 0.1 that a policeman
will check the meter and give Joea ticket.

Over the 900 days:
a, How manytickets does Joe expect to get?
b. Whatis the standarddeviationofthe distribution of the numberoftickets

Joe expects to get?
c. Whatis the probability that Joe will get 87 or moretickets?
d. Whatis the probability that Joe will get between 95 and 100 tickets

(inclusive)?
e. Whatis the probability that Joe will get exactly 90 tickets?

Joe Smith is shootingfish in a PennyArcadeat the fair. Each time he shoots,
he wins ,

a rag doll with probability 0.30,
a medallion with probability 0.20, or
nothing with probability 0.50.

Suppose Joe has 20 shots.
7a. Whatis the probability that Joe wins between5 and 7 (that is, 5, 6. or 7)

rag dolls? Compute using the binomial distribution. |
b. Compute the probability that Joe wins between 5 and 7 rag dolls using

the normal approximation to the binomial without the correction for
Continuity,

Recompute the probability using the correction for continuity.
4. Suppose Joe has 50 shots. Whatis the probability that he wins exactly 15

tag dolls?
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ll.

12.

13.

14.

NORMALDISTRIBUTION

A verynastyprofessor decides to flunk roughly a quarter ofhis class on thes
final examination. If the exam scores are normally distributed with te =
of 75 and a variance of 25, what score does a student need topass? ma

It is knownthat the amountofliquor drunk by callegestud" Students on we
is normallydistributed with chends

# = 10 ounces(per student)

o = 2ounces

It is hypothesized that on the weekend of final exanis students will drink
more than they ordinarily would. A randomstudentis selected, and the
amountshe drinks on the weekend duringfinals tums out to be 13.5 ounces,
Wenowwishto test the hypothesis that this is more than the average of
10.0 ounces.

a. Whatis the null hypothesis?
b. Whatis the alternative hypothesis?
c. Assume the null hypothesis is correct. Characterize the distributionthat

our observed sample of 13.5 comes from. What are the mean, variance,
and standard deviation ofthis distribution?

d. Whatis the s-score corresponding to our observedscore of 13.5? What
probability does this =-score correspond to?

e. Should wereject the null hypothesis? Why or whynot?

Suppose you are in Las Vegas playing roulette. You decideyouwill play100
times, and each time you will bet on the numbers 1-9, (Thus, if the wheel

stops at 1-9, you win;if it stops at 10-36, youlose. Assume there are only

the numbers 1-36 on the wheel.) After 100 plays vou have won 20 times

and lost 80 times. You now wishto test the alternative hypothesis that the

wheel is biased against you againstthe null hypothesis that the wheel is fair.

a. What are four possible outcomes of your decision? Which outcome

corresponds to a type I error, and which correspondsto a type If error’

. Whatis the null hypothesis?
Whatis the alternative hypothesis? -
Assumethe null hypothesis is true. How should the number otyti

in 100 spins of the wheel be distributed? Whatis the mean and standa

deviation of this distribution? :
€. Should you reject the null hypothesis at the 0.001 a-level?

ima test to find out

question
st tums at

hat he has

a
o
s

Suppose you are tutoring a student and decide to give hi

if he's leamed anything. You give him a 100-questiontest; each

multiple choice, with four possible answers. His score on the te

to be 30 out of 100. You want to test the alternative hypothesis : valine

leamed something against the null hypothesis that he has Neate isi“t

a. What are four possible outcomes of your decision? Whicl nea

corresponds toa type I error and which correspondsto a type
b. Whatis the null hypothesis?
c. Whatis the alternative hypothesis?



15,

16.

17.

18,

19,

 

d. Assumethe null hypothesis is true, Howshould the number of correet

answers in this 100-question test be distributed? What are the mean and
standard deviation of the distribution?

e. Can you reject the null hypothesis at the (1.005 a-level

 

Suppose you are doing an experiment in ESP. You sit in front of a subject

with an opaque screen separating you, and you begin to throwa die. Each
time you throw a die, the subject has to guess hythe die came up. After

1296 throws, you stop and compute how manycorrect answers the subject
got. You now wish to answerthe question: Does the subject have ESP?

a. What are four possible outcomes of your decision? Which outcome
correspondsto a type J error, and which corresponds toa type I error?

b. Whatis the null hypothesis?
Whatis the alternative hypothesis?
Assumethenull hypothesis is true. Characterizethedistribution of correct
answers in the sample of 1296. (What are the mean and the standard
deviation?)

e. You want to make sure that your probability of incorrectlyrejecting the
null hypothesis is 0.05. How do youset your criterion (orcriteria)?

a
e

It is known that 53% of the pupils in a very large school svstem are male.
Use a two-tailed test at the 0.05 significancelevel totest the hypothesis that
a random sample of 450 pupils was obtained if the number of males it
containsis (a) 180, (b) 168, (c) 220, (d) 210, (e) 225, (1) 300.(Hint: Remember
that for a binomial distribution the mean is Np and standard deviation is

VNpq-)
A student is taking a test with 1000 questions: each question has four
alternatives, Unfortunately, the sttident knows absolutely nothing about the
material, so she guesses randomlyon each question. What is the probability
that her proportion of correct answers will be between 0.26 and 0.35?

The Muy Munchy Mixed Nut Companyhas three types of nuts—cashews,
peanuts, and pecans—inits cans of mixed nuts. There are equal quantities
of each type of nut, and they are thoroughly mixed. Joe Smith draws 200

nuts from a Muy Munchy can. Compute the following probabilities.

4. Joe will get between 68 and 75 (inclusive) pecans.

b. The sum of Joe's peanuts and cashewswill be 133. |

© Suppose Joe draws three nuts, Whatis the probability that he will get

one cashew, one peanut, and one pecan?

A thousand babies are born in the Sheikdomof Shirk, Suppose that the
Probability is 0.5 that anygiven babyis a boy. c
a. Whatis the probability that exactly 500 babies will be boys?

- What is the probability that between 495 and 510 babies will be boys:
® Suppose that 470 of the babies are boys, Test the null hypothesis that Pp.

the Probability of a boy, is 0.5 against the alternative hypothesis that
P#O5,  ” P
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20. Suppose that you are buying banjo strings for vour five.

21.

-string banjo.knowthat the manufacturer savs each hanjo string has a mean tiengtension of 12 poundswith a standard deviation of1 pound.Youalso ky
that vour strings will be under the following tensions: ney

String 1: 11.26 pounds.
String 2: 11.15 pounds.
String 3: 10.72 pounds.
String 4: 10.72 pounds.
String 5: 10.72 pounds.

a. Whatis the probability that each ofthe fivestrings will break?
b. Assuming thatstrings break independently, whatis the probability that

atleast one string will break? :
c. Whatis the probability that all the strings will break?

Gail Gershwin comesin for herstatistics final exam knowing 80% ofthe
material. The exam consists of n questions, and thus on anygiven question
Gail has a probability of 0.8 of being correct. Naturally, the ideal outcome
of the exam is for Gail to achieve a score of around 80% so that her
performance will perfectly reflect her knowledge of the course material.

Suppose n = 10:

a. Whatis the probability that Gailwill get exactly 80% onthe exam?

b. Whatis the probability that Gail will get between 70 and 90% onthe

exam?

Suppose n = 100:

a. Whatis the probability that Gail will get exactly 80% on the exam?

b. Whatis the probability that Gail will get between 70 and 90% on the

exam? oe:

(Hint: If you use the normal approximation,use the correction for continuity.)



SAMPLING

DISTRIBUTIONS AND

HYPOTHESIS TESTING

WITH MEANS

V V. have discussed two specific types oftheoretical
distributions: binomial distributions and normal distributions. Wehave dealt with
the mathematics of these distributions, their principal characteristics. and most

™mportantly, howthey are appliedin hypothesis-testing situations Inthis chapter

we will focus on a type ofdistribution called a sampling distribution. whichis
derived from some original probabilitydistribution. We'll first describe what a

Sampling distributionis and howcertain samplingdistributions behave. We will
then discuss the role of sampling distributions in the hypothesis-testing process

In this chapter. as in the previous and subsequent chapters, werestrict
our discussions to a situation thatis relatively rare in thesocial sciences: one 1m
Which the Population variance of our dependent variable is known. Thus, in the

of3gterwe described Acmelightbulbs with a known Ciee

withaley this chapter, we will describe Graduate Record Baa ocak
on ee Population variance a? of 10.000. We make this restric iony au ne

Pedagogical Purposes;it simplifies the introduction of hypothesis testing usmg

the i a Sea Tarte
“normaldistribution, which is thefocus ofC apters 6-5.Starting in Chapter 9.
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we will dropthis restriction and shift to the more common situation i
the population variance is unknown and must be estimated from the et . fi
situation (which involves a t-test rather than a z-tost) is conceptually| ve
complex than one in which the population variance is known. But vi walld
it easier to understand with the background that youwill receive in Chapters ae

The concept of a sampling distributionis closelyrelated to the conce tof
populations versus random samples drawn from populations (alluded ‘i in
Chapter 5). We will therefore begin with a discussion of populations

hick

andsamples,

Populations and Samples

A social scientistis typically concerned with making conclusions that are applicable
to some general population, for example, to the populationofall students in the
United States. As an illustration, imagine that we have developed a computer-
assisted instruction (CAI) program designed to improve a student's mathematical
ability. Having developedthis program, we naturally want to marketit, but before
doing so,it is necessary to test the programto sec whetherit does infact raise
math ability. One possible wav to test the program would heto administerit to
all people in the population to whichit will ultimately be applied(let's sayto all
college students in the United States) and then test the mathability of these

students bygiving them the math GREtest.* Since we knowthat the population
mean GRE score had been 500, we could see if this mean had been raised.

However, such a procedure is clearly preposterous; administering the program

to all U.S. students would be impossibly expensive andtime consuming. A much

more efficient strategy would be to administer the program toa random sanple

of students drawn from the U.S. college population. We could then observe

whether the average GRE score of the students in that sample was higherthan

500. The results obtained from the sample could then be used as a basis for

inferring the effects of the program on the population as a whole. Inshort, we

do experiments on samples and then use the sampleresults to make inferences

about the population from which the sample is drawn.

 

THREE TYPES
OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Let's consider some variable under consideration, in this case the sath war

score. There are three types of probability distributions with which ei

typically be concerned when we do experimentsinvolvingthis (orany) veis“4

a population (or parent) distribution, a sample distribution, and a sampurr

strides
scares are normally distal
a standard deviation & =

  
:s of this discussion we can assume that math GRE

jon of U.S. college students with a mean p = 500 ani



distribution. We have dealt with population andsample distnbutions in one form

or another in past chapters, so their description will be familiar to us. but the

concept of a sampling distribution will be new.

Population distribution. As the term suggests, population distribution is
simply the probability distribution of the random ariable in the population. We

have purposely chosento deal with math GREas an example because we happen

to know the population distribution of this random variable. As noted. it is a
normal distribution with

Mean = » = 500

Variance = o? = 10,000

 

Standard deviation = o = 100

As we discussed in the last chapter, the mean, the variance, and the standard
deviation are all parameters of the distribution. The parameters describe the
population distribution of some random variable and are designated by Greek
letters.

Sample distribution. Suppose that we take a random sample (say, a sample
ofn = 9) people from the population and measure the math GRE scoreof each
person in the sample. Wethencalculate the mean,the variance, andthe standard
deviation of the math GRE scores from the sample. Suppose that, for our
example,

Sample mean = M = 513

Samplevariance = S? = 7569

Sample standard deviation = S = V/7569 = 87

The mean, the variance, and the standard deviationof the sample are examples

of sample statistics, Samplestatistics are like population parameters, exceptthey

describe samples instead of populations. Notice that sample statistics are

‘signated by Romanletters rather than by Greekletters.
i Let’s pause at this point to pull together some loose ends that have been

ng around from previous chapters. You probablynoticed in the past that when

Fed discussed means, variances, and standard deviations. we were somewhat

ambiguous about the terms we used to designate them. Sometimes we used

dee letters such as M and S (as was the case in Chapter 3 ondescriptive

tistics) and at other times we used Greekletters such as pt and @ (as has been

a * case in the last few chapters). As we have just seen, however, the properuse

ae versus Roman letters is actually quite clear. Greek letters sepreseit

represe mre used to describe population distributions, whereas pare le! es

rawn fh y descriptive statistics used to describe distributions of randomsample:

fom the population.
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TING WITH MEANS

Sampling distribution, Suppose we are drawing random samples of some
(for example. ofsize n = 9) from the population of math GRE wes. and fi
each sample we compute someparticular samplestatistic—tor “ample S the
sample standard deviation, We now ask: Howis this sample statistic Fibated
aver samples? Taking the sample standarddeviation as the random Variable under
consideration, we consider what the probability distribution of this random
variable would be. In general, we would think that the standard deviation of
each sample would be somewhere around 100, the standard deviation of the
population. However, we would also think that, because of randomfluctnation
not every sample would have a standard deviation of exactly 100. Some sample
standard deviations would be greater than 100; others would beless, In short,
sample standard deviations would form some distribution. As it happens, the
distribution of sample standard deviations that we have just describedlooks like
the distribution depicted in Figure 7-1, Bylooking at this figure. we can make
some statements about the sample standard deviation; for example, we can see
that the probability is somewhere around 0.1 that any given samplestandard
deviation will be 133 or greater. Or we can sav that the probabilityis about 0.2
that anygiven sample standard deviation will be 67 orlower. Andsoon. In other
words, knowingthis distribution allows us to makefairly precise statements about
what sample standard deviations should look like and howdeviant anygiven
sample standard deviationis.

Thedistribution of any sample statistic over samples is called a sampling
distribution. Manydifferenttypesof samplingdistributionsissue fromtheoriginal
population distribution, one correspondingtoa given samplestatistic along with
a given sample size. We have just described the sampling distributionof sample
standard deviations for samples of size n = 9. We could also consider the

sampling distribution of sample variances; that is, we could inquire as to how

sample variances would be distributed over samples, Or we could talk about the

sample distribution of sample means, or the sampling distribution of sample

medians, or whateverstrikes our fancy.

size
   

 

 

 

     

  

pS)

33 67 100 133 167 =o.

5 = sample standard deviation

ution ofsample
FIGURE 7-1 Example of sampling distribution. This is sumpling distin
standard deviations for randomsamples of size n

=

9. Population (pe °

assumed to be normal with mean p = 500 andstandard deviation & =
   

 



TION OF THESE
ReTRIBUTIONS TO DATA

We would now like to clarify a point that often leads to confusion. To do this,
Jet's consider the distribution of areas (say. in square centimeters ofall oak

leaves in the United States. Without doing anything, we knowthat this distribution

exists and that it has some mean p. andvariance 0°, We may not know what
and 0 are, but we know they are both something. The point we want to make

is that a population distribution along with the parameters of this distribution
do not depend on the collection of data for their existence. The situation is quite

different when weconsider a sampledistribution. A sampleis data, and a sample

distribution along with samplestatistics such as Mand $ exist onlyin the presence

of data. Thus, we can see that a population distribution corresponds roughly to
what we characterized as a theoretical distribution in Chapter and a sample
distribution corresponds to what we characterized as an empirical distribution.

Now here is the crucial point. Any sampling distribution, like its parent
population distribution, does not depend on dataforits existence. For example.
a sampling distribution for sample standard deviations of random samples of
n = 95 oak leaf areas exists. Again, we maynot know the mean and standard
deviation ofthat distribution, buttheyexist too. The fact that samplingdistributions
exist in the absenceofdatais less intuitively obvious than thefact that population
distributionsexist in the absence of data. But it is a very important facttorealize
and to understand.

 

 

7-1 Three types ofdistributions ave (a) population distnbations, (b) sample
distributions, and (¢) sampling distribitions. A sampling clistributionis
the distribution of a particular sample statistic for a particular sample
size. (Thus, any populationdistributiongives cise to infinite number

Of sampling distributions.) Population distributions and sampling
distributions do not depend on data for their existence and have
associated with them parameters (such as bh. ©) designated by Greek
letters: Sample distributions require data to exist and have associated

with then sample statistics (such as A/, $) designated by Romanletters

 

 

SamplingDistribution of Sample Means

We «
/ “

iny ps Just noted that a population distribution and a particular samplesize

ee sampling distribution of any given samplestatistic. As we shall see, one
SPecific sy 3 stati : pet: one

Partin sampling distribution—the sampling distribution of sample means—is

will the arly useful in a number of common hypothesis-testingsituations. and we

erefore consider this distribution in somedetail. To do so, weonceagain
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considerall college students in the United States andthe corresponding populati
distribution of math GRE scores. As noted above, we happen to know fi
parameters ofthis distribution. which are .

 

pb = 500

10,000.

o = 100

Suppose we concemourselves with samples of somesize n, and weconsider the
sampling distribution of sample means. Whatwill be the mean andthe7 variance
ofthis distribution?

MEAN OFA DISTRIBUTION
OF SAMPLE MEANS

Let's refer to the mean of the sampling distribution of sample means as py.
Digression 7-1 proves that jz, is equal to p, the original population mean. The
equality of p24, and p should beintuitively reasonable. To see whythis is so,
imagine yourself dipping into the U.S. population, drawing out samples of
students. and calculating the mean math GREscore of each sample. The first
sample might have a sample mean of M, = 510.(Thatis, the people in this first
sample happen to have slightly higher mathability than the average.) The
second sample might have a mean M, = 495. The third sample mighthave a

mean M; = 504, and so on. Butin general, thereis no reasontothinkthat the

meanofa sample should be systematically lower or higher than the meanofthe

original population.Since 1, is always equal to 1, we shall use ». andpy pretty
muchinterchangeably.

VARIANCEOF A DISTRIBUTION
OF SAMPLE MEANS

Unlike , o%, the variance of the sampling distribution of sample means. '§

dependenton n, the sample size. Specifically,

oy = o/n

and correspondingly,

oy = Voy = Von = o/Van

That is, the variance of the sampling distribution of sample m Tere
related to o?, the original population variance, but is reciprocally relate ‘ i

the samplesize. Thelarger the size of the sample, the smaller is the variane za

theresulting sampling distribution of sample means. Whyis this? Re

provides a mathematical justification. We will attempt to provide an inty

viewhere.

neansis directly



Small samples. Imagine first that we art: drawing very small samples. for
instance, samples of size n = 1. Notice that when we draw: anygiven sample of
sizen = 1, the mean M of the sample is simply equalto the single svore Go we

have drawn. Now we imagine ourselves drawing a large numberof these little
samples and plotting the mean of each sample, which ofcourse is equivalent to
plotting the distribution of the scores. The first “sample” might have a mean
M, = 11 = 700. Thatis, we might happentopick a person with fairly high math
ability as our first sample. Likewise, our second sample might consist of a score
My = x, = 456; our third sample might consist of 4, = x; = 495. and soon.

Taking a very large number of samples and plotting the distribution of means

(that is, of scores) is equivalent to plotting the original populationdistribution.
Therefore,the variance ofthis samplingdistribution must be equalto thevariance

ofthe original population distribution, or 10,000. The intuitive paththat we have
just taken to arrive at the varianceofthis particular samplingdistribution coincides
very nicely with the result we would get if we were to compute the variance
mathematically. Since n, the samplesize, is 1, we see that

a3, = 0%/n = 10,000/1 = 10,000 = o?

 

Bigger samples, Now suppose we were to chooselarger samples, say. samples
of sien = 25. If the mean ofourfirst sample turned out to be 700. would we
be surprised? The answer oughtto be yes, it would be quite shocking, Having
picked 25 random people, we might expect someofthe scores to be higher than
500, but we would likewise expect otherscores to be lower than 500, We would
therefore expect the mean ofall 25 scores in the sample to be somewhere fairly
close to the population mean of 500. If a sample of 25 people tumedoutto have
a mean of 700,this would indicate we must have miraculouslypicked 25 people
all ofwhom had very high math ability. In our previous exampleit wouldn't have
surprised us to find a sample mean(thatis, one score) of 700. However,it would
Surprise us to find a truly random sample as large as 25 people with a mean
math GRE score of 700,

Close clustering is small variance. A way of summarizing these intuitionsis

‘0 say that we expect any given large sample mean to be rather close to the

Population mean. With asample of 25 people, a sample mean of 496, 503,or
489, or even 525 would notbe particularlysurprising. That scoresin a distribution

ate expectedto be close to (clustered around)the mean is to saythat the tariance

of the sampling distribution of sample means is relatively small. Andin faci,

Ks eh Wecompute the variance and standard deviation of the sampling distribution

sampling means with samplesofsize 25, we discover that

% = 02/n = 10,000/25 = 400
and

‘ y= o/Vn = 100/125 = 100/5 = 20
° We Would see that when the sample size is 25, the resulting sampling
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FIGURE 7-2 Relationship between population distribution and sampling distribution
of sample means based on size n ariance of samplingdistributionis smaller by a

factorof25; thus, standard deviation is smaller byafactor of 5. Meansof twodistributions
are similar.

 

distribution of sample meansisstill a normaldistribution with a mean # = ~

but now with a standard deviation o, = 20. Figure 7-2 shows what t us

distribution looks like and howit relates to the original population distribution.

Huge samples. Finally, let’s consider samplesof4 million people per ie

Note that such a sample would encompass the entire U.S. student ae

Therefore, the mean math GRE score ofa 4-million-person sample would a

to be 500, the population mean.Since any time we choose a sample of ths pis

the sample mean would be the same (500), the variance of the sampling

distribution of sample means would be zero.*

 

diserepanes
*When we compute o%, it is actually 10,000/4,000,000 0.0025 rather than zero. The veal with

i F vs that we¢ .
stems from the assumption that the populationsizeis infinite. The popiialeysee they can De

are generally not infinite, but they are large enough so that for all practical purposes "°
considered to be infinite.

     



We see therefore that o%,, the variance ofthe sampling distributions of

sample means, ranges from o?, the population variance (when the sarnple sizeis

1), to zero (when the samplesizeis equivalent to the population size

CALCULATING PROBABILITIES

INVOLVING MEANS

The sampling distributions with which we are concemedin this chapter rise
from normal parent (population) distributions. The sampling distributions of
sample means are normal distributions as well. and wewill be able to use

sampling distributions of sample meansto calculatevarious probabilities involving
sample meansusing exactly the same techniques wedescribedin the last chapter.
Let's just go through a few brief examples of howsuchcalculations are performed.
We will stick with our convenient math GRE scoreexample. and wewill suppose
that we intend to dip into the U.S. population. pull out a random sampleof n
= 100 students, and measure the math GREscore ofall the students in the
sample. What would we expect M, the mean score ofthe sample. to be?

To begin with,let's calculate the mean, pi. the variance, oj, and the
standard deviation, o4,, of the sampling distribution ofsample means that would

result. In particular, we knowthat

  

bu = # = 500

o% = o7/n = 10,000/100 = 100

and

% = o/Vn = 100/V100 = 100/10 = 10

So we see that our sample mean will be drawn from a normaldistribution of

sample means whose mean ». is equal to 500 and whose standard deviation oy,

's equal to 10. Suppose that we nowask questions like; What is the probabil
that the mean of the sample will be greater than 513? What is the probabilit
that the mean of the sample will be between 490 and 505? Andso on. Using
what we knowabout the normaldistribution allows us to answer these questions
Without difficulty. Figure 7-3 shows what the sampling distribution of sample
wets looks like along with the areas under the distribution corresponding to
a Probabilities about which we have inquired. Wehave also includedthe =-

ca since calculation of probabilities from a normaldistribution always involves
initial transformationto z-scores.

big Tels first compute the probability that our sample mean will be greater

ist on cdual to 513—thatis, the probability p(513 = M = =). Todo this. we
establish the x's (or in this case the M's) that constitute our limits:

M, = 513

and

  

 

  

My = 4
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p(490 <M < 505) —

PISI3 <M)

     1 1
470 480 490 500 510 520 530 M = mean GREscore
-3 -2 -1 0 } 2 3

FIGURE 7-3 Computation of various probabilities based on sampling distribution of
sample means uses same procedures as computation ofprobabilities from any other
normaldistribution. ,

and from these M’s we compute corresponding =-scores:

 

Wegetour F(=)'s from the 5-distribution tables in the usual way:

F(z,) = F(1.30) = 0,903

F(zg) = F(+%) = 1.000

andfinally, the probability that we wish to computeis

p(5138 = MS +&) = p(l.33 ss 5 +)

= F(+%) — F(1.30)

= 1.00 — 0.903

= 0.097

Therefore, witha probability ofabout 0.10, the mean GRE score of 100i

chosen students will be 513 or higher. To compute the probability tn

sample meanwill fall between 490 and505. or p(490 = M = 505), we pr

in an analogous fashion. Wefirst establish our limits,

M, = 490 M, = 505

and our corresponding =-scores,

_ My -» _ 490-500 -10
ow 10 10
 = -1.00



—p _ 505 ~ 500

"8 ou 10

 

2 = 050tO.

 

To obtain the F(z)'s,

Fl(zg) = F(0.50) = 0.691

F(z,)

=

F(- 1.00) = 1 — F(L.00)

And finally, to compute the probability (arca under the curve) in silestion:

1 — 0.841 = 0.159W

 

p(490 = M = 505) = p(-1.00 s = = 0.50)

= F(0.50) — F(-1.00)

= 0.691 — 0.159

= 0.532

Thus,the probability is 0.532 that the mean math GRE score of 100 randomly
chosen people will fall between 490 and 505.

7-2 The mean M of a sample ofsize n will come out of a sampling
distribution of sample means for samples ofsize 1 whose parameters
are:

bar =

= o/n

Oy = a/Vn

Hypothesis Testing with Means

fey . : :
We wil nowdiscuss how distributions of sample means are used in hypothesis

testing. We continue using the math GREscore as our dependent variable.

{Al PROGRAMS: TESTING A MEAN
GAINST A CONSTANT

Suppose we're research psychologists for the Acme Computer Software Company.

i ne day the company president informs us that Acme has developed a new

epDuter-assisted informationcalled SMARTIUMthatis supposed to raise mat!
‘a Scores. As yet, however, SMARTIUMis untested: thus, our job is to check

ether or not SMARTIUMreally does raise math GRE scores. So we perform

ee ol owing experiment: We pick a randomsample o! 25s udents from the
‘intryand administer SMARTIUMtocach. We then administer the math GRE

  



and measure each student's score. Let's refer to the mean seore ofthe
as M. Suppose Mf tims otit to be 540.

What are we to conclude about SMARTIUM®? Initi
sample mean of540is higher than the population mean of
somewhatinclined to believe that SMARTIUMindeed raises the mathability ofstudents in the population from which the sample was drawn. However iow
are otherpossibilities that might have ledto the sample mean of 540; for exany ;
the 25 students in our sample might just by chanee be better than aw
terms of mathability. Our problemis the samethat we have faced in Previonts
hypothesis-testings ions: We want to be able to ascertain whetherthe result
of our experiment is a “real” result (a result due to the program and trily
generalizable to the entire population) or whether the +
merelydueto chancefactors. This brings us to our hypothesis

sample

alllwe note that the
500. Weare therefore

 

   

  

 le,
 

 

   

 It we obtainedis
esting steps.  

Null andalternative hypotheses, Ournull hypothesis is (as usual) that the
independentvariable(in this case administration of SMARTIUM) has noeflvet
on the dependent variable(in this case math GRE scare), That is,

  

Hy: Administering SMARTIUMhas noeffect on math ability. The math

GREscores from the sampleof people who have been administered
SMARTIUMcome from a population with a mean py = 500, where

ps is the population meanofall people administered SMARTIUM.

Thealternative hypothesis is that the independent variable does have anelleet
on the dependentvariable, orinthis c:

H,: Administering SMARTIUMraises mathability. The math GREscores

from the sample of people who have been administered SMARTIUM

come from a population with mean py > 500,

 

  

Choosing an appropriate summary score. As usual, we wanit to obtain finn

our experiment some summaryscoreconstituting the evidencethat the athena

as opposed to the null hypothesis is true, A reasonable score fuse

experiment would simply be the sample mean M. A mean higher i Ge

population mean of 500 constitutes evidencein favor of Hy—evidence ste

program improves math ability, In contrast, a mean close to 500 sa ; rr

evidencein favor of Hy—evidencethat the programdoes not raise math ability

  

  
  
 

 

siy-testing

  

Distribution of the summary score. The next step in the Dro the null
procedure is to determine how the sample mean is d athe | v- sanple

hypothesis is true. This is not difficult since we have ju: learned how si

meansare distributed. In particular, if the null hypothesis is true.

 

  

Hy = p= 500
0% = o°/n = 0/25 = 10,000/25 = 400

and

oy = Vay = V400 = 20



Criterion
M= $32.8

64

<——Fail torejectHy a Reject Hy ———>

  

440 460 480 500 520 $40 560. Mean GRE score3 2 ~I 0 1 2 305

FIGURE 7-4 Distribution of sample meansif H,is true. Criterion = of 1.64 chops off
the upper 5% ofdistribution. This criterion = correspondstocriterion meanof 532.50.

  Acriterion. Ournext stepis to establish somecriterion sample meanthat we
will use as a cutoff for rejecting or not rejecting Hy. As noted, wewishtoestablish

this criterion suchthat if the null hypothesis is true, the obtained sample mean
will exceedthe criterion (andcauseus to re ject Hy erroneously) with aprobability

of only0.05. Note that we haveadirectional alternative hypothesis here; that i

if SMARTIUMdoes anyt! g at all, we expect it to improve math ability, This
means that we shouldestablish a one-tailedcriterion. Figure7-4 shows whatthe
distribution of sample means wouldlook likeif the null hypothesis were true.
Along with this distribution wehave includedthe appropriatecriterion that chops
off the upper 5% ofthedistribution. As always, the criterion = 1.64.

 

 

 

 

    

score

 

An obtained z-score. To determine howdeviant our obtained meanis under
the assumption that Hg is true, we compute our obtained z-score in the usual
Way:
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single score(thelifetime ofa single processedbulb). hy both situatshowever, the central issue has been the determination ofhowthe sum) owis distributed assuming the null hypothesis to he true, In the resent iethe score. a sample mean, comes from a sampling distribution of sin pl :In anycase knowledge of how the summary score is distributed pe
allows us to determine howdeviant is our obtained summary score,

 

 

ation

s cans,
if Hy is trie

 

Hypothetical testing and conditional probability, At this point, we
torerelate the results of our hypothesis-testing procedure to what we leamed
about conditional probabilityin Chapter1. Essentially, hypothesis testing consists
of assuming some hypothesis (usually, the null hypothes to be tre and then
based onthis assumption, computing the conditional probability that oursiimmary
score is extreme as it tums out to be. This conditional probability isc. Thus, in
the present example, we are computing :

Pause

  
 

p(Mis as extreme as 540 | null hypothesis is true)

Since this conditional probability (a) tums aut to be so small—smaller than our
criterion of0.05—we conclude that something must he wrong, That “something”
is generallyassumedto be the null hypothesis. Thus, with a conditional probability
this small, we reject the null hypothesis, and conclude that SMARTIUMdoes
have an effect—that the meanof students administered SMARTIUMis higher
than the 500 implied by the null hypothesis

As an aside, there are. at least in principle, other assumptions besides the
null hypothesis whose falsity could be responsible for the lowobtainedconditional
probability. For example, our sampling may not have been random(as wouldbe

the case, for example, if all our students had beenfrom highlyselective college).

Likewise, the research assistant scoring the data may have erroneouslywritten

down scores that weretoo large. However, these latter possibilities are controllable;

they are generally avoided by proper design and execution of experiments, Th

obtaining a low

a

(that is, a large =-score) in an experimentis usually assume

to result from false null hypothesis,

 

i i » seve thal
7-3 Th any hypothesis-testing procediiiy we choose a sumhimiury seat

reflects the evidence that th as opposed tyMy is tie; anne detoyenine

the distribution of that snmmiry score assiirning, Ay to be trae

COMPETING CAI PROGRAMS: TESTING THE

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO MEANS

we face a somewhat. se stil svel ists at Acme, but ‘
Suppose we're still research psychologists at Acme, but “la program calle

different problem.It's still true that Acme has develope:



SMARTIUM that is intendedto raise math ability; this time, however, the plot

has anew twist. Companyspies have reportedthat Aeme’s arch-rival, Consolidated

Software, has come out with a program to compete with SMARTIUM. This

competing program is referredto as PROGRAM. X. NowAcine’s president calls
usin and says, "PROGRAMX is being developedto compete with SMARTIUM.
It's important for us to know which,if either, programis better, that is which,

ifeither, improves mathability more. Your missionis to investigatethis question.”
We now manage to get a copy of PROGRAM X as well as a copy of

SMARTIUM. Wefind 64 random students from the U.S. student population

and randomly divide them into two groups of n = 32 students cach, We

administer SMARTIUMto thefirst group and PROGRAMX to the second

group. We then measure the math GRE scoreofall 64 people to see which

group has the higher mean score. Suppose that the mean for the SMARTIUM

groupis

  

  

  

M, 600

and the mean for the PROGRAMX groupis

w

My = 533

A comparison of these two means appears toindicate that SMARTIUMhas won
in the sense that SMARTIUM has apparently elevated the mean score by an
average of 67 points more than has PROGRAM NX. Onceagain. however. we
want to be careful before concluding that SMARTIUMis really better than
PROGRAM X. The difference between the two means couldstill arise from
chance factors. For example, it maybe that the randomsample of SMARTIUM
studentsjust happenedtostart offwith better mathabilitythandid the PROGRAM
X students. Our task, once again, is to determine whether we can reliably
conclude that SMARTIUM and PROGRAM X differ in terms ofthe degreeto
which they improve math ability. Let's see howourhypothesis-testing steps apply
in this situation, ‘ -

  

Formulationofthenull and alternative hypotheses, The null andalternative
hypotheses state, respectively, that the independent variable(in this case, which

Program is administered)will not or will have aneffect on the dependent variable
(in this case, math GREscore). Specifically, the null hypothesis is:

 

  
Ho: Which programis administeredhas noeffect on how much math abilityis improved. The math GRE scoresofstudents who are administeredSMARTIUM comefrom the samedistribution as dothe math GRE

scoresa students who are administe RE : "Hx, where is the population mean GRE scoadutinisteredSMARTIUIN andpy is the population mean GREscore

of all students administered PROGRAMX.The ; :,Ne altemative hypothesisis:
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H,: Which programis administered does havean effect on how muel
ability is improved, that is, ps # pry. vel math

Choice of the summary score. Nowwe need somekind of summan: score
constituting the evidence that the altemative as opposedto the null iinalbesg
is true. In this situation a reasonable summaryscore would bethe difference
between the mean of the SMARTIUMgroup and the meanofthe PROGRAM
X group (Ms — My) = 600 — 533 = 67.A large summatyscore (cither positive
or negative) constitutes evidence that Hy is true. A summaryscore closeto zero
constitutes evidence that Ho is true.

 

Howisthe score distributed if the null hypothesis is true? Nowwehave
a summaryscore. This score happens to be a difference score, butit is still a
score; our next task is to determine howit is distributedif the null hypothe:
true.

To dothis, we must briefly explore the topic ofdistributions of difference
scores. Suppose,in particular, that we have twodistributions A andBas depicted
in Figure 7-5. Distribution A has mean 24, variance 0}. and standarddeviation
a. Likewise, distribution B has mean j1g, variance, o%. and standard deviation,
Gg. Now let's imagine that we form a newdistribution in thefollowing wav. We
randomly dip into distribution B and pick a score that we call xy. Wethen
randomly dipinto distribution A and pick a score that wecall x4. We thentake

the difference between these two scores (tg — x4). We repeat this process

numeroustimes, getting a large numberof (xp — Vhatis the

distributionofthesedifference scores? Thisdistributionis depictedatthe bottom

of Figure 7-5, and we should be able to guess a fewthings about it. First let’

  

Original distributions

Distribution A Distribution B

 

 

Distributionof difference scores (vg v4)

of 70, tes

Bu a= By Ba
<ccava) clistriluitions 4cores. Original distri

ances oj and 7 i

andvariance 04 + 7%  

FIGURE 7-5 Illustration of distributionofdifference

and B are assumed to have means py and py andvi
distribution of difference scores (Xy — X4) has mean py — Ba



the mean pg-, Ofthis distribution. We can assumethat, in general, the

average score we get from distribution Bis its mean, or jtg. Likewise, the average

score we get from distribution A should be its mean, or py. Therefore, on the

average, We should geta difference scorethatis equal to the meanof distribution

B minus the mean ofdistribution A, or py_4 = By — py. The mean jig, of

the distribution ofdifference scoresis thus

consider

pe-a = Elts — Xa) = E(xg) — Elxs) = po — py

What aboutthe varianceofthis distribution of difference scores? As shown
in Digression 7-4, the variance o3_ 4 of a distribution ofdifferencescores is equal

 

to

o}-4 = 04 + Of

The mathematical proof that the varianceofthe distribution of difference scores
is equal to the sum ofthe variances ofthe twooriginal distributions* is given in
Digression 7-4. The best intuitive grasp we can give on this fact is this: Note
that any score we pluck from distribution A has some variance associated with
it. Likewise, a score obtained from distribution B has some variance associated
with it. When we combine these twoscores bysubtracting one from the other
(or adding them,for that matter), the resulting score has variability that arises
from both of the original scores. Therefore, the variability of this combined
(difference) score should be greater than the variability of either of the two
original scores.

In any case, knowing these facts about distributions ofdifference scores
allows us to calculate what the distribution of our present summary score
(Ms — Mx) should looklike, assuming that the null hypothesis is true. Consider
first the meanofthis distribution, Hn —ay- If the null hypothesis is true, Ms and
My should come from the samedistribution. When wearetakingthedifferences
of two scores drawn from the samedistribution, the mean ofthe resulting
distribution of difference scores should be zero. (This shouldbe intuitively
obvious.) Now the variance of the distribntionofdifference scores must be

  

Oise = Ohy + Thy

We know the distribution from which Mg comesis simplythe samplingdistribution

of sample means based on a sample size n = 32. Therefore.

o, = o%/n = 10,000/32 = 3125

’S shown at the top of Figure 7-6. Exactly the same argument can be made for

 

as

ls asuimes that the nev scores are uncorrelated. Correlationis
twoscores constituting thediffers u $

5 familiar withit may beinterested to know4 lopic we det
tha defer to.a subsequent chapter. However, those

'w complete formula is

ha = Of + 0% — Braye,
where

is the populati elatic irs of scores xy and ty.‘momeated ® Peplation correlation of pairs of

 

When the vo scores are
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Distribution At

Sampling distribution of sample means:
assuming Ho is true, this is the distribution
of both M, and of M.

    
   

Gt = 1000/32 = 312.5
“oar = V312.5 = 17.68

peesbe——
446.97 464.64 482.32 500 517.68 535.36 $53.03

M= sample mean

Distribution M, — M.
om,  
 

-15 -50 -25 0 25 50 1S Mo - AK
=} -2 -1 0 1 2 ag

FIGURE 7-6 If H,is true and py = py, a difference score (My ~ My) should be
distributed with a meanof zero and avariance of20%).

the distribution from which Mx comes. Here My is also a mean comingfromthe

sampling distribution of sample means based on samples ofsize n = 32.

Therefore,

of, = o?/n = 10,000/32 = 312.5

Andfinally, 03-94, = O%y + O%y = 312.5 + 312.5 = 625. Tofindthe standard

deviation ofthis distribution of difference scores,

Ox.—Mx = VO%— ay = V625 = 25

So wesee that if the null hypothesis is trae—if programtype has no effect in
terms of how much mathability is improved—the difference between ineat

GREscores of two 32-person samples should be distributed with a meat

Hara Of zero and a standard deviation o,— 1. of 25. as shownat the bottom

of Figure 7-6.

 

3 ; i ained
How extreme is our score? We nowdetermine howdeviant our obt

i ie . >, Again. to
difference score is, assuming that the null hypothesis is actually true. Tare

do so, we compute an obtained z-score by subtracting from ouraae

(Ms — My), the meanofthe distributionofthat score(pay —an = 0) ane

 



by the standard deviation ofthe distributionofthat score (oy, 4, = 25). The =
score is therefore

(Ms — Mx)

Oxs— Myx

 Hany _ 67-0 67 _
 

 

7-4 Whentesting two means agaist eachother, the approprinte suremen

score is My — Mg. This summary score covnes from a dlixtebution of

summary scores with parameters

Bastiat = Hate ~ Hes

and

OM

=

Ty + TU,

 

and.

Tuy —Me = Wo+ Ore = Vern, + olny

Two notes: First, pay, — Ly,is typically0 assiuniiy My fs tye. Seeend,
when nm, = tg = 1,

The = VON + O/n = V20%n = VR

Making the comparison. Wesce that our obtained= of2.68 is greater (more

extreme) than our standard, two-tailed criterion = of £1.96, and we are in a

Position to reject the null hypothesis. We conclude that SMARTIUMimproves

math ability more than does PROGRAMX.

In summary, we have once again undertakenpreciselythe same hypothesis-

testing steps that we describedin thelast two chapters. The only thingdifferent
in this particular example concems our choice of a summaryscore and the

mechanism by which we construct the distribution of that summaryscore,

assuming that the null hypothesis is true. In the example we just described, the

Score we obtained was adifference score (actuallythe difference between two

Sample means). This selection of a difference scorenecessitated going into the

"ewtopic of how difference scores aredistributed. Once we discovered how

aoe scores weredistributed, it was no problem to determine what the

Waa? ston of difference scores would be, assuming the null hipothesis to te

com, then formulatedcriterion zs (which is + 1.96 for a two-taile ee

ol oe an obtained = from our data, and comparedthe two. The obtaine a

was | bis greater than thecriterion3; thatis, the difference score we bide

couchidee deviant than we would expect if the null hypothesis were oe ie

the al 3 therefore, that the null hypothesis is not really true, but rather thal

altemative hypothesis is trac. SMARTIUMwins out over PROGRAMX.
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SUMMARY

 

IS TESTING WITH MEANS

Webeganthis chapter bydiscussing theissue of samplesversus populations and
we saw that whereas we do an experimenton a sampleof subjects, we typicallywish to make conclusionsthatare applicable to the entire population from which
that experimental sample was drawn. We then discussed an important type of
distribution—the sampling distribution of sample means—and we sawhowthis
distribution is used in the hypothesis-testing procedures. The following points
are of some importance. .

1. There are three major types ofdistributions with which we must be concemed,
Thefirst is the populationdistribution, about which we wish to makeinferences
or conclusions. Population distributions are characterized by population
parameters such as » and o*. The second type ofdistribution is a sample
distribution, which is the distribution of scores in some randomsample. This
distribution is characterized by samplestatistics such as M and $?, The third
type of distribution is a sampling distribution of somesamplestatistic (such
as the sample mean). This is the theoretical distribution that would resultif
we were to obtain large numbers of samples, computeaparticularstatistic
(such as the mean) from each sample, and plot the resulting probability
distribution of this statistic. The sampling distribution of sample meansis a
distribution whose parameters can he derived directly from n, the sample
size, and the parameters of the population distribution. Specifically, the

sampling distribution of sample means is normal with parameters py = +

and o%, = o2/n.

2. Thefirst type of hypothesis-testingsituation wediscussed using the sampling

distribution of sample meansinvolved testing a sample mean against some

constant. In this situation the summary score we obtainedfrom our data was

a sample mean, and the distribution ofthis score was mply the sampling

distribution of sample means. ti act

3. The second major type of hypothesis-testing situation we deseribed fae

testing the difference hetween two sample means. In this situation we had

two conditions pitted against one another, and we obtained a mean from

condition, The summary score with which we were concerned was the

difference between these two sample means (M, — Ma). Ifthe null hypothesis

were tme, this score comes from a distribution ofdifference scores whose

parameters are

  

   

 

  

 

cach

Bans: = 0

OF, -sy = OF, + OH, = O7/m, + O7/nz

Om= Vor/n, + o7/n2
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DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION 7-1

Mean (Expected Value) of Sampling Distribution of Sample Means

Based on SamplesofSize n

The expression for the mean ofa samplingdistribution of sample means is

py = E(M)

we know that M is the sum ofthe scores in the sample divided bythe sample
size, SO

 

Theexpectation of a sum is equivalent to the sum ofexpectations. So we can
shift E to the right side of the summation sign, or

lg
By = — > E(x)

nizr

Since E(x) equals 1, the population mean,

12
=e

Andsince . is a constant,

By =

z
i
e

(np) = p

DIGRESSION 7-2

puriance of Sampling Distribution of Sample Means Based on
amplesofSize n

We
a pWe know that the general expression for the varianceis the expected value of

st aed difference between scores in thedistribution and the mean of the

Y, "ution In the presentinstance we are dealing with a distribution of means.

« have already seen that the mean of this distribution is ». the population
Mean. Therefore,
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oy = E(M — p)?

which, as we have seen in the past. may be written as

o% = E(M?) — p?

Let us concentrate on the term E(M?) in Equation D-1:
n 2

E(M2) = (3 *)
fin

  

Consider now the expression (x, + x2 + ?: Table D-1 shows what
this expression looks like when it is expanded. Specifically, we see that the
expression is the sum of n? terms. Ofthese n? terms, n of them(the diagonalin
the matrix of Table D-1) are

Ptazte + +x

Theother n(n — 1) (off-diagonal) terms consist of two each ofthe cross products
xa, (where i # j,i =n, andj = n). Thus, E(M?) may be writtenas

aur SS) +289)
=4 [3 Ei?) +25 Bt) (D2)

i=t ry

Now wehave shown in previous chapters that

o? = E(x?) ~ p?

or

E(x?) = 02 + pt (pa)
Additionally, if x, and x, are independent (whichthey are presumed to be).

Elem) = Ele)EG) = (w)(u) = w (De
Substituting the expressions for E(x°) and E(x,x;) from Equation:

into Equation D-2,

5 D-3 and D4

or



E(M2) = (1/n®) [n(o? + w?) + n(n — 1) pw?

= (1/n®) [no® + np? + np? — np2|

= o%/n + p?

Finally, substituting the expression for E(M?) from Equation 1-5 into Equation

D-1,
= go 2 — 2

o}% = o/n + pl pe D-3)

or

of = o7/n

TABLE D-1

a 2

Representation of (5 x)
i=l
 

 

 

+ x,?

X,)

Xn)

Xn)

+

q(t, + X2 + xy X,)

xP + x. + Wy FoF My
+

xat) $x} t avg too + UMe

fs

xgty + Xt. FZ t cc Fe

+

yt) + Xeky toMy Ht Me    
Note -

that this matrix contains n x? terms(along the diagonal) and a(n —
44) terms, 7
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DIGRESSION 7-3

Relationship of Sampling Distribution to Binomial Distribution

Consider the distribution of GRE scores we have been discussing. In th
population there are scores such as 495, 520, 500, 603, and so on. The fade ;
variable under consideration assigns one of these numbers to each person, Ve
have seen that the population mean of these scores is 500, and the popilation
variance is 10,000.

Binomial Population

Nowlet us consider a binomial distribution. Suppose, for example, that the
random variable now underconsideration assignsa 1 to each personif the person
is left-handed anda if the person is right-handed. Suppose.further, that there
are N peoplein the entire population and that k of themare left-handed.

Table D-2 providesa derivation of the mean and varianceofsucha binomial
population. As we have constructed the distribution, the mean is k/N. By
definition,this mean (in this case the proportionofleft-handersin the population)

TABLE D-2

Representation of Meanand Variance of

Population of Binomial Scores(1s and 0s)

   

Score (x)

x= 1 1

x =0 0

x3

=

0 0

x4 1 1

x5 = 0 0

iy = 1

Ze=k -

pulation population

Mean: re = k/N = p (by notational convention)

Variance: 02 = 2 x3/N — p*

= k/N z
  

pil — p) = P49

 



isp. It is also shown that the variance ofthe population distrijnition is

= pq

Samples from Binomial

Wehave been concemedin the past, however, with samples ofsize n taken from
abinomial population. Let’s consider the mean ofsucha sample. From what we
have just discussed about the samplingdistribution of sample means, we expect
that the mean of the sample should be

F(M) = » = p
andthe variance of the sample mean should be

oj = o/n = pq/n

which is another way of showing what weasserted in Chapter 6 about the mean
andvarianceof a binomialdistribution: When wechoose a sampleofsize n from
a binomial population, we expect the proportion of successes we get to be
distributed with a mean ofp anda variance of pq/n

DIGRESSION 7-4

Variance of a Distribution of Difference Scores

We start with one of our normal expressions for variance:

awa = El(tg — x4) — Baal

= Elty — x4)? — pea

Letting jp _ 4 = Hg — ba (as we have provedalready),

3-4 = El(tg — x4)? — (wp — pad?)
Expanding both terms,

Sha = El(x} — Qxyxy + x9) — (Wh — 2nabe + HD)

   = E(x}) — 2E(xyxy) + EQ2) — ph + Qables — BA (D-l)
Ixy g ‘
"sand xy are independent, which theyare presumedto be.

Elxyxg) = E(x,)Elvg) = pats (D-2)

ubstituting the expression E(x,%,) from Equation D-2 into Equation D-1.

8-4 = EQ) — Qysuy + Elx3) — wh + Qube — BA

= LEG4)® ~ ya] + (EUR)— wal De)
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PROBLEMS

Notice that the two termsin the brackets of Equation D-3

SIS TESTING WITH MEANS

are

 

1. Acmelightbulbs have a meanlifetime » = 150 hours andavariance o? =
75. Suppose randomsamples of Acmebulbs are tested. How probableis it
that the meanlifetime of a sample will be:

Greater than 155 hours if the sample size is 1.
Greater than 155 hours if the sample size 5.
Greater than 155 hours if the sample size is 10.
Less than 150 hours if the samplesize | billion.
Less than 149.9 hoursif the samplesize is 1 billion.
Between 149 and 151 hoursif the samplesize is 100.

 

   

 

m
e
a
s

o
e

2. The distribution of scores on a driving skill test has a mean of 80 anda
standard deviation of9.
a. Find the mean and standard deviation for a distribution of means of

random samplesofsize 100.
b. Findthe percentageofrandom samples ofsize 100 that would he expected

to have a mean above 87.
c. Find the percentage of randomsamplesofsize 30 that would be expected

to have a mean below 82.
d. Find an interval centered at the mean that would heexpected to include

the meansof 50% of random samplesofsize 50.

3, Weights of Mississippi sheriffs are known to be distributed with a se

1 = 250 pounds. An experiment is done to test whether Texas ae

weighless in general than Mississippi sheriffs. Thus, two Texas sheriffs a

randomlyselected and have the following weights:

Sheriff Weight
  

1 x, = 240
2 x, = 2502 45 3 ‘hy a standard

Assumethat the weights of Texas sheriffs are distributed with 4 oe

deviation ¢ = 20 pounds. Test the hypothesis that Texas sheriffs con

a population whose meanis less than that of Mississippi sheriffs. nol

rength o7 ‘ m . ing stl
4. A string manufacturer claims his product has a mean breaking esis thal

60 pounds with a standard deviation of 3.5 pounds. Test the hypot



x

PROBLEMS

p = 60 pounds if a random sample of49pieces ofthis string is found under
test to have a mean breaking strength of 55 pounds. Use an x probability of
0.01.

It is known that armed robbers receive sentences normally distributed with
a mean p of 7 years and variance of 5. A criminologi interested in

whether rapists tend to receive sentences different from those of armed
robbers. A sample of 10 rapists has a mean sentence M of 5 years, Test the
hypothesis that rapists tend to receive sentences different from those of
armed robbers.

  

It is known from long experience that Boeing 747 airliners Ay from San
Francisco to New York in times that are normallydistributed with haat
hours and o = 0.5 hour. Jupiter Airlines tries a newbrand of wax onits
747s. The wax is supposedto increase air speed. After 100 fights with the
new wax, the mean San Francisco/NewYork flving timeis 4.45 hours. Test
the hypothesis that the new waxreally does increase air speed.

Two hundred students are randomlyassigned totwostatistics classes taught
by Dr. A and Dr. B (100 students perclass). At the end of the course all
200 students take a standardstatistics exam known to have a population
mean of 500 and a standard deviation of 100. The 100 students from Dr.
A's class get an average score of 520, while the 100 students from Dr. B's
class get an average score of 490.
a. Test the hypothesis that Dr. A's students are different from the average.
b. Test the hypothesis that Dr. B's students are different from the average.
¢. Test the hypothesis that Dr. A’s students are different from Dr. B's

students.

Scores on the Miller Analogies Test (MAT)are normally distributed with a

population variance o? = 22.5, An experimentis doneto determine whether

University of Washington students and Harvard studentsdiffer in terms of

MATperformance. A sampleoffive Harvard students and five UW students
are given the MAT andthefollowing scores are obtained:

Uw Harvard

85 81
82 83
84 17
88 79
86 80

Do Harvard and UW students differ significantly?

A test of spatial abilities is known to have a standard deviation = 6.

Groups of n, = 10left-handedchildren and nz = 15 right-handed children
take the test. The left-handed children get a mean M, = 78 on the test.

whereas the right-handedchildren get a mean M, = 69. Canit be concluded

that left- and right-handed childrendiffer in terms of spatial ability?

229
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10.

ll.

13.

SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS AND TIYP( THESIS TESTING WITH MEiN" MEANS

Thetimeit takes aardvarks to ran downarun
with o? = 4. It is of interest to see whetheraard \
butter or tojelly. A group of ny

=

&
condition and a second group of ny
The meantimes forthe aardvarks

Peanut Butter (n, = 3)

  

mown to he distributedwWkS run faster to PeanutIs pat ina peanut butter5 aardvarks is put in a Jelly conditionas follows:

   
  

 

m
L

Test whether the two groupsdiffer.

Joe Smith is emploved as a dental researcher andis interested in whether
Ultra-Brite toothpaste produces more sex appeal than does Crest, Jocthus
gets one group of two people to brush with Ultra-Brite and a second group
of three people to brush with Cre
rating scale. The ratings areas follows:

 

appeal is then measured using a

 

Crest Ultra-Brite

5 2

3 2
7

) It is knownthat
o? = 15, Test the

than does Crest.

 

(Note: The greater the sex appeal, the highertheratin;
rating scores are distributed with a population varian
hypothesis that Ultra-Brite leads to more sex appei
all hypothesis-testing steps. Use the 0.01 a-level.

       
   

Joe Smith is working to try to make his Merkin plants growtaller. He

suspects that one type of plant food, Miracugrow. leads to taller Merkin

plants than does another kind, Amazofood. Totest this hypothesis. he gies

Miracugrowto one group of 10 Merkin plants and Amazofood to te

group of 10 Merkin plants. Unfortunately, 9 of the 10 Amazofoodplants ¢ .

At adulthood, the one remaining Amazofoodplant is 48 inches tall, and ts

10 Miracugrowplants have a mean height of 52 inches. Itis Kin

heights of Merkin plants are distributed with a ance o? 4, ‘s ase

hypothesis-testing steps to decide on theoriginalissue (whether Alinguete’

leads to taller Merkin plants than does Amazofood), Use all hypothesis

testing steps and use the 0.01 a-level. emia
Discuss what might bea problemin making conclusions fromthe

It is knownthat the amount of beer served in Dante's Tavern Is veal

distributed with a variance of4. Ofinterest is whether the meantea

served in men’s mugs differs from the mean amount served in \

mugs. Suppose we have samples of

 

 

  

      

 

ase lata.

 

ny = 1 male whose amount ofbeer is My

ny = 4 females whose mean amount of beeris Mo



14,

15.

16.

How big a difference between M, and M, would he required such that
we could reject (at the 0.05 level) the null hypothesis that males and
females do notdiffer in terms of amount of beer served, Assume a one-
tailed test with an a-level of 0.05.

b. Recompute the above, but assume a two-tailed test.

Assume. 80% ofSeattle voters favor legalization of marijuana and 50% of
Bellingham voters favorlegalization. A random sampleof25 voters is drawn
from Seattle, and another random sample of 25 voters is drawn from
Bellingham. What is the probability that the percentage of the Bellingham
samplethat favor marijuana will exceed the percentageof theSeattle sample
that favor marijuana? (Hint: Let the proportion of the Seattle samplethat
favor marijuana be Ps. Likewise, let the proportion ofthe Bellingham sample
be Ps. Now the question may be rephrased: Whatis the probability that
Py — Ps exceeds zero?)

 

A musicalaptitude test was giventoall third-grade classes in NewYork City.
The mean score on this test was 75, andthe standard deviation of children's
scores was 15 points. Supposethatthe cl are composed of36 children
each,so thatin effect there are a vast numberof samples of 36 scores each.

a. Draw andlabel the graph of the distribution of the means of these
samples (assuming that each sample is a randomcollection of 36 scores).

b. In what percentage ofthe classes would weexpect the class mean to be
as high as 80?

c. In what percentage would the mean be as lowas 70?

  

Consider a population consisting of only the scores 3, 6, §, LI, and15
a. Find the meanand standard deviation of these scores.
b. Findall the possible samples ofsize 2 (that is, 3 and6, 3 and 8, 3 and

3, and so on) which can be drawnfromthis population with replacement
and list these (there are 25 such samples).

¢. Find the meansofall the samples of size 2.
d. Find the meanof the sample means.
€. Find the standard deviation of the sample means. Compare the mean of

all the samples ofsize 2 and the standarddeviation with the results in a.



POWER

f the previous three chapters we have been primarily

concemed with hypothesis testing. As we have seen, the principal goal of the

hypothesis-testing procedure is to formulate a criterion score suchthat we will

or will not reject the null hypothesis depending on whether the score obtained

from the data is more or less extreme than the criterion score. It has been

evident that the establishmentof sucha criterionis based solely onconsiderations

having to do with the probability of a type I error. In general, thecriterionis

set such that the probability of a type I erroris less than 0.05.

We have only briefly considered the other type oferr

hypothesis-testing procedure can potentially lead. Recall that a type 1 ent

occurs whenthe alternative hypothesis is actually true but our obtained sco

fails to exceed the criterion, and we therefore fail to reject the null hypothests

Theprobability of making this sort of error has been referred toas B, and ‘i

have defined power, or 1 — B, as the probability of correctly rejecting them

hypothesis when the alternative hypothesisis actually true.

‘or to which the

232
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Criterion = 1.64 z
(Byreference to null hypothesis distribution)

Donooreject My oo Reject Ms ‘

Meanif Hy true Mean if J; true

, »,

KR vise
seores if He is rue

    

  

  

8 = Probability of a
type II error

Distribution of scores

if Ho is true    
Power = 1 - 3  

«= Probability of a
type L error = 0,05

FIGURE 8-1 Relationships among a, B, and power. Left distribution assumes that
null hypothesis is true. This distribution dictates establishmentofcriterion placed so as
to chopoffupper 5% ofdistribution. Rightdistribution assumesthat alternative hypothesis
is true, Area underthis distribution 10 et ofcriterion is B, and areatorightof criterion
is power.

 

Figure 8-1 depicts the relationships among , B, and power.* In Chapter
6 weindicated that one unfortunate aspect of most hypothesis-testing situations
is the inability to calculate a single, specific value for power. This problem arises
because calculation of powerrequires formulating the distribution ofour summary
Score assuming the alternative hypothesis to be true. But the lack of an exact
altemative hypothesis characteristic of most hypothesis-testing situations typic ly.
tenders us unable to do this. ;

Thesituation, however, is not quite as grim as we have paintedit so far,
and in this chapter we'll be considering power somewhat moreexplicitly. Wewill start by discussing what are called power curves, which, as we will see.
Provide an assessment of the power ofan entire experimentalsituation even
a an exact altemative hypothesis. After discussing power curves. we will

on to explore a number of specific issues involving power.

+ becauseit is within

rin the chapter we
r the most
context of
Specificall

"Fo
he Part, we shall be talking about one-tailedsituations in this chapte

one-tailed situations that poweris most easily explainable. Late!¥Yconsider a two-tailed situation.
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Construction of Power Curves: SMARTIUM Revisited
Let's go back to SMARTIUM, the computer program that Ac ,Companyhas developed to improve math ability. Let's assuines aeayeeof our examples. that Acme plans to administer SMARTIUM t . i omen = 25 students, measure their math GRE scores, and then see Poti AGREscoreof the sample is above 500. The summa score that ioe a Seensituation is a sample mean. To set our criterion se re, we consider ia tidistribution of means wouldbe if the null hypothesis weretrue, Thisis sampledistribution of sample means, which in tumis a normaldistributionwith a meaof #

 

Ha = » = 500

and a standard deviation of

oy = o/Vn = 100/25 = 100/5 = 20

We knowthat in terms of=-scores, ourcriterion is
can determineour raw-score criterion to be

   = + 1.64. Therefore, we

Criterion M = (1.64) oy + p

= (1.64)(20) + 500 = 532.8

Consequently,if the sample mean that weobtain from our data tumsout
to be greater than 532.8, we will reject the null hypothesis and conclude that
SMARTIUMdoesin fact improve mathability. Conversely, if the sample mean
turns outto be less than 532.8, we will fail to reject the null hypothesis.

Nowlet us assumethat, in reality, SMARTIUMdoes improve math ability

by some amount. To examine the powerofourtest, we will specify several exact

alternative hypotheses that are selected somewhat arbitrarily, We will then

compute powerassuming eachof these alternative hypothesesin turn to be true.

A plot of power as a function of the means (15) corresponding to the various

alternative hypotheseswill constitute a power curve.

CALCULATION OF POWER FOR
SPECIFIC ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES

Table 8-1 and Figure 8-2illustrate the consideration ofour various ee

hypotheses. First, we assumethatin reality SMARTIUMraises math GR “tok ine

by seven points. Therefore, as depicted in Figure 8-2a, the distribution et

sample mean comesfrom has a mean . = 507 anda standard deviation* Ow

—_ the
i sh PLUM. may increase

*We have smuggled in an assumption here, whichis that, althoughSMART “ is equal Ww:at

 

mean GRE scoreof people whotakeit, it does not affect the varian

for the alternative hypothesis. distribution as well as for the ou! 4

assumption is called the homogeneity. of variance assumption, and weshal

chapters.

II hypothesis di
strib

“shall return to 1

 



TABLE 8-1

Construction of a Power Curve: Calculations of B and Power Assuming
Several Different Alternative Hypotheses

 

Calculation of B
 

 

  

   

H, xy Xq By F(z,)— Flz,) | B ‘pig

p= 507 -% 532.8 —% ar = 1.29 0 0.90 0.90 0.10

posl4 -» 5328 —x oe = 09 0 083 083 oT

p=s521

|

-~ 5328

|

—xaBI oss

|

0 072 0.38

p= 535 -» 5328 -x =-01l 0 046 046 034

pass —~ 532.8 —x i o om] os oss

w= 584 —» 592.8 ~~ S256 0 oo oor os

 

    
20. In Figure 8-2a we havealso includedthecriterion score of 532.5. Since this
criterion was determined with reference to the null hypothesis distribution, it is
invariant. No matter what the actual distribution of scores is, if the obtained
mean is greater than 532.8, wewill reject the null hypothesis, andif the obtained
mean is less than 532.8, we will fail to reject the null hypothesis. Assuming, as
we are doing now,that the null hypothesis is actuallyfalse, obtaining a sample
mean that is less than the criterion will cause us to fail to reject the null hypothesis
and will therefore constitute a type II error. As we can see, the probability of

failing to reject the null hypothesis is representedbythe area underthe alternative
hypothesis distribution shown in Fiigure 8-2ato the left ofthe criterion. Calculation
Of this area is quite simple. First, we compute the appropriate =-scores:

 

 

_ 532.8 — 507
20

Mc is the criterion mean) and the F(s)'s:

Fiz) = 0

= 1.29

 

(where

FG») = F(1.29) = 0.90
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Criterion = 532.8

Hotrue

Hytrue

Power = 0.10

 460 480 500 $20 540 560 580

=

600 620 #

507 Mean GREscore

a

Criterion = 532.8  
A, true

Power = 0.17

—
540 560 580 600 620 #

514 Mean GREscore

b

Criterion = 532.8

Hotrue

 

 

460 480 500 $20 540 560 580 600 620 #

Mean GREscore

c

ji ively greater differences
FIGURE 8-2 Six alternative hypotheses, representing successiv ely eo cea

between meansspecified by alternative versus null hypothesis. Theytherefore rep

successively greater power.

Bysubtraction, wefind that

p(-% = M = 104.92) = poszs 1.31)

= F(z) — Fle)

0.90 - 0

0.90

Mt
i)



Criterion = $32.8

 

  

 

Ag true My trus

Power = 0.54

 

     
460 480 500 520 540 S60 380 600 620k

Mean GREscore

d

Criterion = 532.8

  

   

Hg true Hy true

Power = 0.87

460 480 500 520 540 560 580 600 620 p»
Mean GREscore

e

Criterion = 532.8

  

Power = 0.99  Hgtrue Hy true

460 480 500 520 540 560 580 600 620 #

Mean GREscore

£

FIGURE 8-2 Continued.

Therefore, the probability of making a typeII error in this situation is 0.90, and

Power is! ~ B, or 1 — 0,90 = 0.10.
Fi Now let’s assumethe other specific alternative hypotheses illustrated in

nah 82. Wewill calculate powerassuming that SMARTIUM actually raises

i ability by 14 points, by 21 points, by 35 points. by 55 points. and by 84

es The calculations of B and the powerfor cachof these particular alternative

NESS are shown in Table 8-1.
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POWER CURVES: POWER AS FUNCTION

OF THE ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS

Nowwe are readyto constnict a powercurve, which is simply a graphof power

as a function of the means corresponding to specific altemative hypotheses

1,00

0.90

0.80

0,70

0.60

 

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

300 520 340 560 580
(Hy true) Mean 1Q (u) according to the alternative hypothesis

FIGURE 8-3 Powercurve showing poweras functionof mean specifiedby altemative
hypothesis.

Figure 8-3 shows this powercurve. As can be seen, powerstarts from a minimum

equal to the probability of a type I error (in this case 0.05) whenthealternative

hypothesis meanis veryclose to the null hypothesis mean(in this case, closeto

500). The power curve then rises to a maximum of 1.0 whenthe difference

betweenthe null hypothesis mean andthe alternative hypothesis mean becomes

large. Notice that a power curve provides us with a feeling for the power of the

entire experimental situation. Figure 8-4 elaborates on this notion, showing two
hypothetical power curves—one representing a high-powersituation andthe

other representing a low-powersituation. Both power curves start at the same

place (the a-level) and end at the sameplace (1.0). The difference between the
twosituationsis reflected by how fast the curves rise. A curverepresenting

high-powersituation rises very quickly, indicating that even for arelatively sm
difference between the alternative hypothesis mean and the null hypothesis

mean, the poweris quite high. In a low-powersituation the curve rises MOF

slowly. and it therefore requires a relatively large difference between the null

Pipestone mean and the alternative hypothesis mean before power becomes

igh.

 



1,00

0.90

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.50

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

 

—l_t_1
Ho true Meanscore (1) according toalternative hypothesis

FIGURE 8-4 Two power curves representing high-power andlow-powersituation

$1 A power curve is a graph of power as a function ofthe mean (1)of
the alternative-hypothesis distribution, A high-power power curverises
faster than a low-power power curve.

We'll explore the sorts of factors that determine the degree to which a
given experimentalsituation is a high-poweror a low-powersituation in the next

section.

Things That Affect Power

Three major factors affect power in any given experimentalsituation. First.

anything that decreases o,,, the standard deviation of the distribution of sample

Means,increases power. Second, decreasing a (the probability of a type 1 error)

decreases power. Andfinally, different types of statistical tests have different

Powers. Weshall discuss these three factors in turn.

SIZE OF ox,

Figure 8-5 provides a generalillustration of whydecreasingO InoTeAEE Peake

The two panels in Figure 8-5 depict twosituations. Bothsituations invol vere
same alternative-hypothesis mean,as well as the same null-hypothesis mean. The
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Large oy situation
Criterion

   
Population mean(x) of score

Criterion

   
  

Small gy situation

Hy true Hy,true

Power

Population mean (4)of score

FIGURE 8-5 Effect on powerof decreasing oy. Upper and lower panels depict two
situations that are identical except that oy, is smaller in the lower panel. Lower oy, leads
to greater power.

difference between the twosituationsis that the one in the bottom panelportrays

a smaller oy. With a smaller oy, two things are true. First, the criterion mean

neededtoreject the null hypothesis becomessmaller(since the standard deviation

ofthe null hypothesis distribution is smaller). Second, given that the alternative

hypothesis is true, a sample mean has less chanceofstraying down below any

criterion; thatis, since the variance ofthe alternative-hypothesis distribution is

small, any sample mean has a high probability of being relatively close to the

alternative distribution mean.
Whataffects thesize of oy? Since oy = o/Vn, oy can be made smaller

either by increasing n or by decreasing o.

Numberof subjects. Staying with our SMARTIUMexample, let's onside

onespecific alternative hypothesis: SMARTIUM raises math GRE scores a :

points. Now let's compute powerfor two different situations: one in whic ‘i

sample size (n) is equal to 25, and the other in which the samplesize is equi



to 100. We have already computed power for the first instance; it was 0.17 (
Figure 8-2b and Table 8-1). An illustration of the powerthatobtains when n
05 is provided in the top panel of Figure 8-6, What happens when n is increased
to 100? As we have seen, anincrease in n leads to a decrease in Oy. spe

oy = o/Vn = 100/V100 = 100/10 = 10
Thus, when n is increased from 25 to 100, oy, is decreasedfrom 20 to10.

Whatwill ourcriterion meanbe whenthe samplesize is 100? Thecriterion
z-score is still 1.64. However, the criterion mean will nowbe equal to

 

sce

cifically,

Criterion mean = (1.64) oy + 500

= (1,64)(10) + 500 = 516.4

 

5 subjects Criterion = 532.8
oy 20

     

  

Ho true Hy true

- Power = 0.17

460 480 500 520 540 560

Mean GRE

Criterion 516.4

n= 100subjects
oy = 10

Hotrue Hy,true

Power = 0.41

460 480 «S00. 520 S40

Mean GRE

alles vhich in tumFIGURE 8.6 Increasing samplesize (lower panel) leads to smaller ay, whieh in tu
leads to greater power,
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The first benefit of decreasing oy is nowapparent: It will require
sample meanfor us to reject ho than it did previously. Nowlet us assume tha
thealtemative hypoth true and compute the power. Computation of si .
is depicted in the lower panel of Figure8-6.If the altemative hypothesi nia
the distribution of sample means still has a mean of514 (since we
assuming that SMARTIUMraises GRE scores by14 points) and a, the
ofatype I error(the area under the null-hypothesis distribution to the right of
the criterion). is still 0.05. However. poweris considerablygreater with a sam ple
size of 100. We compute poweras follows: First B is equal to the area unde
the altemative-hypothesis curve to theleft of the criterion, To compute
=-scores are

aless extreme
  

 

  
still are

probability

 

  

8, our

Me —p 5164-514=o = ——_— = 02.2 a 10 0.24 

Our F(=)'s are

F(z,) = 0

F(z:) = F(0,24) = 0.59

To compute B.

B = F(z:) — Fs) = 0.59 — 0 = 059

Andfinally power, or 1 — B, is 1 — 0.59 = O41.
The increase in power that results from increasing n can be shown more

generally using power curves. Figure 8-7 shows the two power curves, one
corresponding to a samplesize of 25 and theother toa sample size of 100. As
is readily apparent, the power curve corresponding to a sample of 100

increases much more rapidly than the power curve corresponding to a sample

size of 25; thatis, the powerofthesituationis greater witha larger sample size.

  

 

 

Manipulating o?. We havejust seenthat one wayin which oy, can hedecreased

is byincreasing n, the numberof subjects. The second wayin which oy can be

decreased is bydecreasing 0, the population variance. “Howcan thepopulation

variance be decreased?”you are probably asking yourself. The populationvariance,

as we have been describing it. seems to be a “given.” It does not seemto he

something we can tamper with, but rather, something that we simply must

contend with.
In somecases, in fact, we cannot doanything about the population variance

For example, the population variance of math GRE scores permanently exists i

the population. However, in many experimental situations we will be dealing

with dependentvariables over which we do have somecontrol. As an illustration,

let's suppose that the Department of Transportation is concemed with the

question of whetheringestion of alcohol increases the amountoftimeit takes a

person to react to a red light. Thefollowing experiment could be implemente'
i i bw OF ea Ate vy groups:

to answerthis question. A groupofsubjects is randomlydividedinto two group

Ce
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Population mean (u) accordingto the alternative hypothesis

FIGURE 8-7 Power curves for situations involving either n = 100 subjects (high
power) orn = 25 subjects (low power).

The first group is given alcohol in the formof a gin and tonic, whereas the
second groupis given onlytonic.All subjects are then given a reaction timetest.
In a reaction time test the subject sits down at a table that contains a red light
and a button. At various random timestheredlight flashes on, and the subject's
task is to push the button as quickly as possible following the onsetofthelight.
The dependentvariable in this procedure is the amountoftimeit takes the
subject to press the button following thelight’s onset. Table 8-2 sketches some
hypothetical results that might arise fromthis experiment.

TABLE 8-2

Results of Hypothetical Reaction
Time Experiment

 

Reaction Time(milliseconds)

  

Alcohol condition Tonic condition

= 202 x, = 168

= 184 = 184

212 150
188  196

x, = 200 my 15
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TABLE 8-3

Possible Causesof Variation in Rection
Time Scores Within a Group
 

A. Causes that cannotbe controlled:
1. Subjects mood during experiment

(bad mood = longerreaction time)
2. Inherentability of subject

(better inherent ability = shorter reaction
time)

3. Attitude of subject toward experiment
(annoyed = longerreaction time)

B. Causes that can be controlled:
1. Temperature of experimental room

(extreme temperatures = longer reaction time)
2. Humidity of experimental room

(higher humidity= longerreaction time)
3. Sex of subjects

(females = shorter reaction time)
4. Age of subjects

(older subjects = longer reaction time)
5. Time of day that experimentis run

(later in day = longerreaction time)

Thepopulation variance in this situation is reflected by the variation across
subjects in reaction time scores within each of the two groups. Thatis, within
the alcohol group, the average reaction time for the first subject (x, = 202)
differs from the average reaction time of the secondsubject (x2 = 184) and so

on. The samesort of variation occurs within the tonic-only group. We now

concer ourselves with the issue of what causes these scores within a group to

differ from one another. Table 8-3 lists some of the influences that may cause

such a variation. These influences consist of things such as the subject's mood

and the subject's inherentability as well as factors such as the temperature and

humidity of the room, the time of day, the age and sex of the subject, and so

on.As indicated in Table 8-3, someofthese factors are not under experimental

control. That is, we are unable to do anything about inherent differences in

reaction time amongsubjects; nor are we able to do much about subjects moods,

subjects’ attitudes about the experiment, and things ofthat nature. :

Weare, however, able to control otherfactors. If variation in the room

temperature causes variation in performance, we can hold temperature Se

Ifsubjects tend to be faster at onetime of day than another, we can run every sf

at the same time of day. And so on. There are a numberof precautions pet

take involving controlof extraneous variables, all of which will decrease 7”
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f course, the smaller is o%, the smaller is oy, and therefore, the gre:of ,
power.

ater is

$2 Anything that decreases oy, increases power. In general, since ty =

o/Vn, we can decrease oy, either byinc

 

gn or by decreasing w.

THE o-LEVEL

In the past we have typically assumed the a-level to be set at 0.05, in accord
with convention. Sometimes, however, experimenters wish to be even more
conservative about erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis. Therefore, the
criterion in a hypothesis-testing situation is sometimesestablished such that the
a-level is less than 0.05—say, 0.01 or 0.005.

Figure8-8illustrates the effect of changingthe criterion:If the probability

«= 0,05

Criterion

   
Ho true Hy, true

Power

 

Score

a=0.01

Criterion

 

ce age anel), BFICURE 8.8 Effect on power ofchanging a. As a decreases (bottom pan
Mereases, ayind power decreases.
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of a type I erroris decreased, then B, the probability of a type
increased. Or equivalently, as the probability of a type I error decre e
decreases. This stems directly from our original discussion of decision as
and can be summed up bythe old adage, “There's nofree lunch.” All else bane
equal. the probability of one type of error can be decreasedonlyat the cx] i;
ofincreasing the probability of anothertype oferror. ; Pens

Il errorig

 

83 Asa decreases, B increases, Therefore, as a decreases, power = j
B also decreases.

TYPE OF TEST

Weoccasionally have a choice of whattypeof test to use in a hypothesis-testing
situation. Considerthe following example. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
is investigating an advertising claim made by the Dazzle Toothpaste Company
that Dazzle makes teeth brighter than does its rival White-O Toothpaste. To
investigate this claim, the FTC draws a random sample of 13 people from the
population. The investigators then administer both Dazzle and White-O (at
different times) to each of the 13 subjects. For each subject brightnessofteeth
is measured immediately following the application of each type of toothpaste
using a photometer. Table 8-4 shows hypothetical data that might be obtained
in this situation.

As indicated in Table 8-4, the mean Dazzle score (My = 6.69) is higher
than the mean White-O score (My. = 4.92). Knowing about chance fluctuation,
however, the FTC experimenters plan to go through the hypothesis-testing steps
to determine whetherthe difference between Dazzle and White-Ois a reliable
one.

 

Results of a sign test. The FTC initially docs a signtest on the data. as

depictedin Table 8-4. In conjunction withthe signtest, the appropriatehypothesis-

testing steps are as follows:

1. First, the null and alternative hypotheses are set up.

Hg: The independentvariable (type of toothpaste) has no effect

on the dependentvariable (photometerscores).

H,: Type of toothpaste does have an effect on photometerscores

In particular, photometer scores are higher for Dazzle than

for White-O.

2. Since a sign test is being performed, the appropriate summary sat
the numberof subjects who have higher Dazzle than White-O scores.

Nine of the 13 subjects fit this criterion.
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TABLE 8-4

thetical Data from FTC’s Experiment Testing Dazzle
Tothpaste Against White-O Toothpaste ;
 

PhotometerScores
 

 

 
 

 

Dazzle score White-O score Difference

Subject Xp Xw X= Ip — ry Sign
aie 9 5 4 +9 7 8 -1 =

3 6 3 3 +
4 7 3 4 +
5 5 6 -l =6 8 6 2 +
7 7 5 2 +
8 7 2 5 +
9 8 10 -2 -
10 4 3 1 +
ll 6 3 3 +
12 5 6 1 7
13 8 4 4 +

Mp = 6.69 My = 4.92
Sign test: 9 plusses

4 minuses
 

3. If the null hypothesis is true, then any subject has a 0.5 probability of
obtaining a higher Dazzle than a White-O score. Therefore, with n =
13 subjects, this summary scoreis binomially distributed with parameters

n= l3andp = 05. / -

4. We can determine, using the appropriate binomial probabilities,that
the criterion score is 10. That is, if 10 or more subjects have higher

Dazzle than White-O scores, the FTC will be in a position to reject 7

null hypothesis and conclude that Dazzle really does lead to whiterteet!

than does White-O.
.5. However,since the obtained numberofscores (9) does not exceed the

criterion numberofscores (10), the FTC fails to rejectthe null hypaLThatis, the FTC must conclude that the results ofits experiment e
not provide enough evidence to conclude that Dazzle increasestee!

whiteness more than White-O.

 

fferent test. In particular,Az-test ji = i sea dilz-test instead. Suppose the FTC decidedto use ad ual to his or her Dazzleeach subject is now viewedas havingadifference score eq
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minus White-O photometer score. The mean ofthe 13 differe
M = 1.77. Fromold records, the FTC happens to know
scores havea poulation variance o? = 4,00.

The FTC is therefore in a position to carry out the
procedure using a :-test rather than a sign test. The
follows:

nce Scores is
that these difference

hypothesis-testing
appropriate steps are as

1. The null and altemative hypotheses are the same as they were above
(the only changeis that a differenttype oftest will be used to decide
between them).
The appropriate score is now the meandifference score, M, whichis
1.77. To the extent that Af is large, we tend to believe that the altemative
hypothesis is true; and to the extent that M is close to 0, we tend to
believe that the null hypothesisis true.

3. If the null hypothesisis true, M is distributed normally with parameters

w

w=0

03, = 0/n = 0/13 = 4.00/13(0.308)

Oy = Voy, = V0.308 = 0.555

Since a one-tailed 3-test is heing performed,thecriterion = is 1.64.
5, The obtained = is

M-p_ 17-0
oy 0.555

6. The obtained = exceeds the criterion =; using a 2-test, the FTC will
reject the null hypothesis and conclude that Dazzleleads to whiterteeth
than does White-O.

*

 = 3.19

Different powers. Starting with exactly the same data, we have arrived at two

different conclusions by doing two different tests. The sign test did not permit

rejection of the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level, whereas the =-test did, Whatis

the difference between these two types oftests? The answeris that the power

of the twotests is different; the powerof a z-test is greater than the power ofa

correspondingsign test. The reasonforthis is that the sign test throws information

away: The sign test ignores the magnitudes of the Dazzle/White-O difference

scores and concernsitself only with their signs. The z-test, on the other hand,

does not throwawaythis information but makesuse of it; and it is the inclusion

ofthis additional information that provides the =-test withits additional power

 

8-4 Given exactlythe same data, two different statistical tests (such«s #
sign test anda =-test) may have different powers.
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Powerin a Two-Tailed Situation

Recall that we can do either a one- or a two-tailedtest, depending on the nature
of the alternative hypothesis. If the alternative hypothesis is directional, a one-
tailed test is appropriate. However,if the alternative hypothesis is nondirectional,
a two-tailed test is appropriate.

Thus far, our discussions of power have been within the context of one-
tailed situations. We will now describe power within the context of a two-tailed
situation. For the most part, the logic is the same in the two situations, but as

we shall see, there is the potential for one interpretationaldifference.

A WEIRD AND UNUSUAL ERROR: CORRECTLY
REJECTING H, FOR WRONG REASONS

Considerthe situation depicted in Figure 8-9, which showsa two-tailedsituation
in which H,is correct in the sense that the actualdistributionis slightly to the
right of the Hy distribution. Note that the meansof the null and altemative
hypotheses are labeled jy and py, respectively. As can be seen. one ofthree
outcomes might occur. First, the area to the right of the right-handcriterion
represents the outcome ofcorrectly rejecting Hy andcorrectly concluding that

H, > Ho. This area can unambiguouslybe labeled power; it is the probability of
correctly accepting H, given that H, is true. Next the area betweenthe two

criteria is unambiguously8;it is the probabilityof incorrectlyfailing toreject Hy
given that H, is true. So far, so good.

Low High
criterion criterion

 

  
    

——— Reject MiReject Ay

Reject Hy set Hy Hor right reasons)
for wrongreasons

» Power (Reie

ax (Erraniously reject Ha
wn

we

FIGURE 8.9 Power and B in two-tailedsituation.
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But what aboutthe area to the left of the left-hand criterion? This areajg

the probability of correctly rejecting Hg but erroneously concluding that ite
P Id in some sense be labeled power, as it involves the outcome of

Ho It ore whenHyis false. But we usuallythink of power as a good thin
rejecting : me is very bad. The reason for this is that our conclusion ig acne
aud this steak the actual state of the world. Imagine, for example, that ;

reaineingestion of alcohol increases reaction time in humans. But Supposethat
<cessedthe effect of alcohol on reaction time in a two-tailed experiment

we assesse hance conspired to make the mean reaction time ae

less than the mean ofa no-alcohol control group, ie

  

Suppose further thatcl
ignificantly

aconfidently report that alcohol decreases reaction time, which

would resultin a belief that is directly contradicted by reality. /

This outcome will rarely constitute a problem in real life because its
res a highly unlikely conjunction of circumstances—that by be
d then that M be drawnfromanareaofthedistribution that
smaller than 0.025 with an a-level of0.05).

occurrence requil

veryclose to Hy an

is itself very small (

1.00

 

   High power

Lowpower

 
Summary score accordingto alternative hypothesis

FIGURE 8-10 Two powercurvesin two-tailed situation.

Figure 8-10 showsa high-power anda low-power powercurvethat results
from a two-tailedsituation. In both cases poweris definedto bethe probability
ofrejecting Hy and making the correct decision about the directionof 1, relative
to py. As can be seen, the curves are symmetrical around jy. Power declines to

a minimumof0.025 when ,is very close to pyand rises to an asymptoteof 1.0
in bothdirections. Essentially, going in either direction, a two-tailed power cune
correspondingto a 0.05 a-level is identical to the power curvethat would resull
from a one-tailed power curve in which the a-level was 0.025.

 

 



Accepting the Null Hypothesis
Recall that the two outcomesofa hypothesis-testing procedure are charaet
as “rejecting the null hypothesis”or “failing to reject

do nottalk about “accepting the null hypothesi
describe why we generally do notaccept the null hypothe
also discuss situations where, for all practical purposes, we
hypothesi ,

 

rized
. We

ection we'll try to
However, weshall
do accept the nil

 

  
   

   

NOT FINDING SOMETHING
DOESN’T MEAN THATIT’S NOT THERE

In March of1977 the ski seasonfinallyarrived in the Pacifie Northwest, Shortly
after the slopes opened, one of the authors ofthis book (GL) decidedto take
his first skiing trip of the year. In preparationfor this adventure, GL rummaged
around his house, gathering togetherski gear that had been lying dormant since
the previous season. This search tumedupall crucial items except for GL’s ski
goggles, which were nowhere to be found. GL concludedthat his goggles had
probably been lost during a previous ski trip or perhaps over the summer and
announcedin some exasperation that he was planning to go out andspend $20
for a new pair. The other author (EL), horrifiedat such an idea, demandedthat

GL undertake a more thorough (powerful) search. Reluctantly, GLdid so and
finally foundthe ski goggles in a remote comerofhis closet.”

The point of this anecdote is to demonstrate something about searches.
which is that the logical implications offinding something are quite different
from the logical implications of not finding something. [f a search results in
finding the object sought, then you knowthat object is there; it exists. But not
finding the object does not demonstrate that the object is not there. It may be
that the object is not there. However, not finding the object may also result if
the object is there but the search has not beensufficiently powerful.

  

Hypothesis testing as a search. Like GL’s quest for his goggle
of hypothesis testing may be viewedas a search, not for a physi j
ratherfor the effect of someindependent variable on some dependent \

Thesearch for an effect, however, is subject to the samelogic

as

the search for

aphysical object. If you find the effect (reject the null hypothesis), vou “know

s, the process
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that the effectis there. just as after GL Srlon is ski goggles, he rey

that they had been in the house all along,| a i 8 fo ind an effect docs not
logically mean that the effect is not there, just wt he carly failure to find the ski

oggles did not necessarily mean that the goggles had beenlost.
& We are therefore onfairly sale logical ground when We reject the nulj

hypothesis and assume that the effect Sane the alternative hypothesis is

reallytrue. But we are on shakylogical ground if weaccept the null hypothesis

and assume that some sought-after effect docs not exist, Usually wheit we fail i

reject the null hypothesis, we do not make velystrong conclusions, Rather, we

walle and say somethinglike, “The results of this experiment do. hot provide

with enough ‘evidence to conclude that the null hypothesisis false.”

  

us

‘AILING TO REJECT THE NULL HYPOTHESIS

WHEN THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF POWER

What if GL’s second, more thoroughsearchfor his wayward goggles hadfailed?

Suppose he had totally ransacked the house—that is, conducted an extremely

powerful searchfor the goggle: —andstill failedto find them. The goggles might

still have been hidden in some remote nook or cranny, but for all Practical

purposes it would make sense to conchide that the goggles were simply inot

there, From a pragmatic standpoint, it would make sense to suspend thesearch

and purchase some newski goggles.

Likewise, suppose that an experimentis done with a tremendous amount

of power. If the restilts of some statistical test still do not permit rejection of the
null hypothesis, it might make sense to accept the null hypothesis “forall intents
and purposes.” Let's look at a brief example of such a situation,

  

Memory improvement, Suppose that a new mnemonic techniquehas heen
designedto prevent forgetting. Totest the technique, two groupsof subjects are
givena list of unrelated words (sav, 20words) to study. Subsequently,all subjects
are tested for their memoryof these words. The test (called a free-recull lest)
consists simplyof asking the subjects to recall and write down as manyofthe 20
wordsas they can. The first group of subjects tested immediatelyafter studying
the words, and the other groupis tested a weeklater. Therefore, theindependent
variable is the retention interval, thelengthoftime intervening betweenstudying
the words and attempting to remember them. The dependent variableis simply
the number of words recalled out of the 20.

Typically, we observe forgetting in this type of situation. That is. the
independentvariable (retention interval) has:an effect on the dependent variable
(numberof words recalled) in that subjects tend to remember fewer wordsalter
a week than they remember immediately. However, if the mnemonic technique
really works, this typical finding should be absent; there should be nudifference
between the two conditions. Number of words recalled should not depend on
retention interval.
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Effect of power on our conclusions, Suppose that igni
retention intervalis found. Thatis, a test a no Significant effect of

lis { between the means offails to allow rejection of the null hypothesis, Should one
technique works? Well, if the powerofthe situation were low—if, for seinenly five subjects were run in each of the two conditi

be vnle to conclude very much. Although it may hestesachrn would not

Jace, it may also be that forgetting actually: is taking place bee ting is taking

failing to detect it. : e are simply

Onthe other hand, supposethat the power
Suppose, for example,that we have 10,000 subje:
In this high-powered situation, failing to reject

intents and purposes,there is no forgetting, th;
works, would be an instance where acceptance

a reasonable conclusion.

of thesituation were very high,
cts in each of the twoconditions.
the null hypothesis that, for all
att is, that the technique really:
ofthe null hypothesis would be

§:6 We only can aeoupt the vull hypothesis “forall tens' and porpawes”
whenthere is a great deal of experimental power, mS

 

Choosing Numberof Subjects
Let’s return to our familiar SMARTIUMexample, Suppose that Acme is not
only worried about whether SMARTIUMimproves mathability but for practical
reasons is also concerned with how much SMARTIUM improves math abil
Acme decides that if SMARTIUMonlyraises GRE scores byless than 14 points,
it's not worthwhile to market it. On the other hand, if SMARTIUMraises GRE
scores by 14 points or more,it is worthwhile to market it.

Acme therefore wants to arrangeits hypothesis-testingsituation such that
if SMARTIUM raises GRE scores by 14 points or more, the power of the
resulting test—that is, the probability of correctlyrejecting the null hypothesis—
will be high—say,atleast 0.90.

We manipulate power by choosing the numberof subjects we will run in
our experiment. Therefore, “arranging thesituation” boils downto choosing the
appropriate numberofsubjects. Figure 8-11 depicts thesituation that we want
andillustrates two distributions. Theleft distribution is the one corresponding
to the null hypothesis and dictates wherethecriterionis set. We have drawn the
criterion, labeled M,., so that as usual it chops off the upper 5% of the null-

hypothesis distribution. The right distribution corresponds to the alternative
hypothesis being true.* We havedrawnthis distribution suchthat the probability

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

  

 

*We have set things upsuch that with iw alternative hypothesis of p= 514, power will be 0.90
Note that anyaltemiative hypothesis. of p> 514 will leadtoa vale of power that is greater than
0.90. ; °
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Mc = Criterion

    
  

Hp true My true

_= Power = .90

 $00

22 1.64

 

   
Mean GREscore

FIGURE 8-11 Situation in which @ = 0.05 and B = 0.10 for altemative hypothesis
correspondingto 4. = 514. To make this situation cometrue, must equal 435subjects
This leads to 0, of 4.795 and criterion of 507.86.

  

of a type II error—the area ofthe alternative-hypothesis distributiontotheleft
ofthe criterion—is 0.10. This, of course, meansthat poweris 0.90, whichis what
we want. The varianceofbothofthese distributions is o%.

Nowwe wantto calculate the n that will causeall this to be true. To do

this, let's first write downexpressionsforvarious =-scores. First, relerring to the
null-hypothesis distribution, we know that

  

Criterion = = 1.64 =

This, in turn, meansthat

1.640, = Me — 500 (8-1)

s distribution, we determine from our

 

Nowreferring to the alternative-hypothes
=-distribution tables that the z-score corresponding to an F(z) of0.10 is — 1.28.

So wecanset up another z-scoreas follows:

514

  

 

This, in turn, means that

— 1.280, = M. — 514 (8-2)

Wenowhave twosimultancous equations involving the two unknowns, oy and
M.. Using fairly simple algebraic techniques, we can solve these equations for
both unknowns. To doso, wefirst subtract Equation 8-1 from Equation 8-2:

 

1.640 = M. — 500

 

(8-3)
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We can now solve Equation 8-3 for oy:

oy = 14/2.92 = 4.79

  Knowing oyputs us in a po ilculate n. Todo this, we
fact that the population standarddeviation o is equal to 100.

oy = 4.79 = o/Vn = 100/Vn

make u
and

 

ofthe

Therefore.

4.79 Vn = 100

or

Vn = 100/4.79 = 20.86

Squaring bothsides of Equation 8-4,

n = 20.86? = 435

(8-4)

orn must equal about 435 subjects.

Thus, given certain specifications—a desired a-level, a desired degreeof
power for a specific alternative hypothesis, and a known population variance—
wecancalculate the appropriate numberofsubjects forthe specifications to be
met.

  

  

 

7 Todetermine the minber of subjects nevessary lor a certain anount
of powergivena vertain Hy, we set tp two equations aud solve for the
twa unknowns of n and ertevion

Confidence Intervals

Atthis point, we shall introducea topic that will be ofincreasing importancein
the chapters to come; confidence intervals. Confidence intervals provide an
immediate andintuitive assessment of howwell we know the location af some
population mean. We havechosentointroduce confidenceintervals here because,
as we shall see, there is an intimate relation between confidence intervals and
power.

In the last chapter wediscussedtherelation between population parameters
and corresponding sample statistics. OF particular interest was the relation
between the population mean pL of a population and the same mean M ofa
random sample drawnfromthat population. [tis because we don't know p that
we haveto dostatistical tests to begin with. If we could somehowdetermine
from an experiment stical tests—signtests, z-tests, or whatever—would
haveno purpose. Knowing p wouldtell us immediately whethera particular null
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hypothesis were true or false. Consider the example we have been usingin the
es few chapters. If we somehowknew the ps, the mean of the SMARTIUM

a, ‘Sone 00. we would know automatically that the null hypothesis was tne

or ‘fee somehow knewthat ps were 520, we would knowthat the null hypothesis

was false. ver we don't know . As we shall discuss in detail in the next cha teHowever, ate of p, whichis M, the sample mean. To ihiticae

iscovers a previously unknowntribe of peo ble

of New Guinea. Suppose the anthropologist Wishes

to know the population mean height of the male tribe members. It would be

eight of every male member. Instead, he draws 3
i stical to measure the hiimpractic: = 25 males. Suppose the mean Mofthis ampleis2 f, say, n=raatFare igeotk is the best estimate ofthe population mean height,

Butit is important to realize thatthis estimate is only an estimate, The Population

mean probably isn't exactly 175 centimeters. In fact, as we recall from our

discussion of probabilities of continuous random variables, the probability: that

the population mean height is any exact value (like 175 centimeters)is zero,

So if Mis almost certainly not equal to p, what does it meantosg that

Misthe bestestimate of p? The answer is: is probablyin the generalvie ity:

of M. If we were to create an interval around Mf—say, the interval from 165 to

185 centimeters—we could say with some degree ofconfidence that y. is contained
withinthatinterval. In general, an X% confidence interval around a sample mean

contains the corresponding population mean with probability X/100. In general,
we compute thesize ofthe confidence interval such that it contains 1 with some

prespecified probability. The larger that probabil ry is, the larger the confidence
interval must be. Note that, where confidence intervals are concemed, largeis
bad;the larger the confidence interval, the less certain weare about where bh

however, we do havean estim:

suppose an anthropologist di

somewhere in a remote region

 

lies.

§-8 A confidence interval around a sutple meanwill includethe population
mean With some probability. The larger the confidence interval, the

greater the probability that ‘it will includethe population ean.

CALCULATION OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Suppose that the Chancellor of Eastern Midwest University (EMU) is interested
in the mean GRE score obtained by all graduate students accepted at EMU
during the past 10 years. Rather than going throughall the records. the Chancellor
finds it more expedient to drawa randomsample(say, ofsize n = 50)of graduate
students and to use the sample data to make the inferences about the EMU
graduate student population as a whole, Let's imagine that the mean GREscore
of this 50-person randomsampleis 600.
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Standard error of the mean and the sampling distribution of sam, I
means. Consider nowthe sample mean M = 600. We know that Mc =
from a sampling distribution whose mean ys is the sameas the mea olthe
original distribution of EMUGREscores. Therefore, toestir

to estimate the meanof the samplingdistributionof sample
the standard deviation of this distribution:

oy = o/Vn = 100/V50 = 14.14

This standard deviation of the samplingdistribution of sample
goes by another name,the standarderror of the mean.*

Nowlet's characterize the samplingdistribution of sample means, which is
shown in Figure 8-12. We knowthatthis distributionis a normal distributi m
with a mean of p (4 being what we aretrying to estimate) and a ‘andard
deviation of 14.14. The z-scale has been shownin additiontothe rav Bae si leIn Figure 8-12 we haveestablished symmetrical criteria such that 95% ofthe
area underthe distribution is contained betweenthe twocriteria. Weknowfrom
previous dealings with the = distributionthat thesecriterion z-scores are + 1.96.
thus, in terms ofrawscores(M's) the criteria may he computedas follows 35

mean of the
mate pL. it's sufficient
means, Let's compute

Means sometimes

  
    

  

M-p
 +196 =

    
     

Criterion= --1.96= Criterion = 1.962

   - = eek SSS
p- 42.42 we lad “ wtIdld #2828 peda MW

ay eh 0 1 5 3

 

FIGURE 8-12 Sampling distribution ofsample means with standard deviation oy of
14.14 and unknown mean p. Criteria of + 1.96 have been established around p such
that 95% ofall sample meansareincluded.

 

*People have a tendency to confuse ory. thestandard error of the mean, anda. the standard deviation
‘Trytoresist this tendeney and constantly bear in mind that the standarderror of the mean is souller

thanthe standard deviation by a factor of \n
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_— +1.98 ————

bomen 1962

A sample mean in this
tail will not capture w

or, rearranging terms,

M =p £27.71

Thus, the criterion raw (M) scores are 27.71 above andbelow

i |. The curve shown in Fi t
i t of a confidence interval. TI! igure 8-12 js

EstablisencneS the sense that » is unknown. The way we have set up thia tical one, in 7
a yfotl ion, however, is such that 95% ofall potential sample mea,
hypothetical distributi : :

i included within the confidence interval of p. + 27.72. Now what we actually

have to work with is some obtained sample mean—oneof the meansthat will

emerge fromthis distribution. Suppose we set up our confidence interval of

+97.72 around our obtained sample mean, as has been donein Figure 8-13,

Noticethat due to the symmetry of the situation, if the confidence intervalig set

uparoundthe sample mean, 95% ofall possible meanswill include the Population

meanwithin their confidence intervals. The only sample means that will not
capture the population mean within theirconfidence intervals are those 5% of

the sample meansthat fall in the two tails of Figure 8-13. Therefore, with a

probability of 0.95. such a confidenceinterval around a sample meanwill capture

the population mean. ‘ :

Allofthis is a somewhatroundabout wayofdescribinga fairly straightforward

process. To compute a confidence interval around a given sample mean M, we

first compute oy, the standard error of the mean. Then we find the two-tailed
criteria = that will include an area corresponding to the desired confidence

is

ns.

 

 

    
  

   

H+ -1.962 ———+196: ——_

+1,96: —-—41

   

   
IH --1.96: ——— +1.96:——

+1.96: ———

Any sample mean in this region will capture 4.
with the 95% confidenceinterval

1
“

 
‘Asample mean in this
tail will not capture y

FIGURE 8-13 Confidenceintervals are actually establishedaroundsample mean. With
95% confidenceinterval 95% ofall sample meanswill capture population mean p within
confidenceinterval. Only sample meansthatwill not capture p. are those 5% that fall in
tails of distribution.
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interval. So, for example, a 95% confidenceinterval would be
criteria 3 = + 1.96. ,

The confidenceintervalis then simply

obtainedusing the

M & (criterion 3) oy

In the particular exampleofinterest the confidence intery,al would be
37,11. Therefore, we would be 95% certain that the actual ineanCHE mo -
EMU studentsfalls within the interval ranging from 600 — 27.71 = 2.29 to
600 + 27.71 = 627.71.

 

&-9 The X% confidence interval around a sample mean Mis

Confidenee interval = AE + (vritetion =) (a/v)

where the criterion 2 istwo-tailed cormesponding to the (100 ~ yg
oelevel. Note that a/Vn is. of course; ory, the standard enor of Ue
mean.

POWER AND CONFIDENCEINTERVALS

There is a direct relation between the powerofa given experimental situation

andthe size of the confidenceintervals producedin thatsituation: In particular,
the greater the power, the smaller the confidence intervals. Let's expound on
this relationship just a bit.

Sample size. Recall that manipulation ofn, the samplesize, is the mostdirect

wayof affecting the power: Thegreater the n, the smaller will be oy and the
greater will be power. Likewise, reference to our confidenceinterval formulas
indicates that the greater the n.. and thus the smaller the oy, the smaller the

confidence interval. Note again that the smaller the confidence interval. the

better—the smaller the confidence interval, the more accurately we have
pinpointed p.

  

Experimental control. Likewise, recall that the greater the control weexercise
over the experimentalsituation, the smaller will be a? and.therefore, the smaller
will be o,. By the samereasoning weapplied above, greater experimentalcontrol

will therefore vield smaller confidenceinterva

 

The a-level. Thea-level is akin to the confidencelevel that we choose. If for
example, we choose a 95% confidence level, then we have a 0.05 chance of

excluding from the confidence interval; this is analogous to having an cof

0.05. If weraised our confidencelevel to 0.99, we would decreasethe probability
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of excluding 4. fromthe confidenceinterval, but at the expense of increasing the
size of the confidence interval. Conversely, if we lowered our confidence level
to 0.90, we would decrease the size of the confidence level at the Cost of

 

increasing the p-exclusion probability.

8-10 Confidence intervals give us information about experimental Power,
The greater the power, the smaller the confidenceinterval,

USES OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Whenwedoan experiment, we would ideallylike to knowthe j.'s—the Population
means of concem. But ordinarily such knowledge does not emerge from an
experiment. Rather, an experiment will yield sample means. which are only
estimatesofthe y's. Confidenceintervals may be usedtoillustrate the goodness
of these estimates, and thus in tum may be used to evaluate how seriously the
results of the experiment should be taken. As an example, Suppose weare doin,
an experiment to determine the shape of forgetting functions. To do this, we
present some to-be-remembered material and then test memoryperformance
after variousperiodsoftime (retention intervals).The function relating memoryperformance toretention intervalis a forgetting function. ss
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FIGURE 8-14 Hypothetical predictions of two theories. Curves areforgetting curves.
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Imagine now that we have two competing theories that yield differentpredictions about the shape of the forgetting function. The predictions of thetheories are shownin Figure 8-14. TheoryA predictsa linear function, wherestheory B predicts a curvilinear function. The Purpose of our experiment its
distinguish between these theories. Hypothetical data from our eaperiineibarsshown in Figure 8-15. The sample means appear to decrease more or less lldearly
as a function ofretention interval. Therefore, theory A is apparentlysu
whereas theory

B

is disconfirmed. pparently supported,
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FIGURE 8-15 Comparison of predicted curves withdata. On the surface it appears
as if theory A has won out.

However, suppose the experimentis based on a small numberof subjects,
and therefore, the confidence intervals around the meansarerelatively large as
depicted in part a of Figure 8-16. In such situation either forgetting function
can be fit to the data—either function falls within the confidenceintervals. So
this experiment would not really distinguish hetween the two theories even
thoughit appeared to do so onthe surface. But nowimagine that the experiment
had more power and producedsmaller confidenceintervals, as depicted inpart
b of Figure 8-16, Now thesituationis quite different. TheoryA’s predictionstill
fits the data, but theoryB's prediction nowfails to fit the data, and thus theory
B falls by the wayside.

In short, we see that we must base conclusions from an experiment not

only on the sample meansthat emerge butalso on howgoodthe sample means
are as estimates ofthe relevant population means.
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FIGURE 8-16 A closer look at the data. With large confidenceintervals shown in
eaetheory B could not be rejected. However. with smaller confidenceinterval shovm
in panel b, theony B could be rejected.

 

SUMMARY

 

This chapter has concentrated on power, whichis the probability: of corr

rejecting the null hypothesis whenthe null hypothes ctuallyfalse. Wehave

scen that power is equal to 1 — B. so power and B may’ he discussed

interchangeably. We have concentrated on several aspects of power,

  

 

1. A power curve is a graph relating power to means representing. specific

alternative hypotheses. Power curves represent the power of an entire

hypothesis-testing situation.
Poweris affectedbythree majorfactors; first, powerincreases as oy decreases,
Thesize of oy, in tum, is affected both by n, the numberof subjects, and by

o°,the populationvariance. Second, powerincreases as the a-level increases
Andfinally, different powers areassociated with differenttests.

3. Powerin a two-tailed situationfollows the samerules as powerina one-tailed
situation.

4, Typically, we do not accept the null hypothes
specifies the nonexistenceof something (an effect ofthe independent variable
on the dependent variable) andfailing to find an effect does notlogically
implythat the effect does not exist. However, in someinstances wherea great
deal of power e: we may accept the null hypothesis forall practical
purposes.

  

   w

  

   
 

   

s because the null hypothesis
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. Whenthe population variance is known, we are ‘
2 subjects will be required for someparticular ieeeaes Ret
6, An X% confidenceinterval is an interval around a sample mean that includ

the population mean . with probability X/100, The greater the fee the
smaller are the confidence intervals around the Bornerthe

is sample means. The smal
the confidenceintervals, the better the population meansare isolated maller

PROBLEMS

1. Use the data from Chapter7, problem 4,to solve the following:
a, Suppose the mean breakingstrengthis actually 59 pounds. Whatis the

powerofthe test? r

b. Suppose the mean breaking strengthis actually 50 pounds and a 0.15
significancelevel is used. Whatis the powerofthe test?

2. Use the information from Chapter7, problem 3, to salve the following:
a, Suppose that the mean weight of Texas sheriffs is actually

Whatis the powerofthetest? .
b. Suppose the mean weight of the Texas sheriffs is actually 230 pounds.

Whatis the powerofthe test? °

245 pounds.

3. Use the data from Chapter7, problem6, to solve the following:
a. Suppose the wax actually decreases flying time to 4.4 hours. Whatis the

powerofthe test?
b. Suppose the wax actually decreases flying time to 4.65 hours. What is the

powerofthetest?
c. Suppose the wax actually decreases flying time to 4.0 hours, Whatis the

powerofthe test?
d. Repeat parts a—c but assumethat the test is based only on 50flights.
e. Repeatparts a—c but assumethetest is based only on 10 flights.
f. Use parts a-c, then d, then e to generate power curves.

4, Use the information from Chapter7, problem11, to solve thefollowing:
a. Supposethat, in terms of population means, Ultra-Brite is actually three

points higher than Crest. What would the powerofthe test be (again,
assumea 0.01 a-level)?

b. Supposethat Ultra-Brite has a population meanthat is eight points higher
than that of Crest. What would the powerofthe test be?

 

5. A meteorologist hypothesizes that Portland receives more inches ofrainfall
per year than doesSeattle. It is well known that inches ofrainfall in both
cities is distributed normally over years with a standard deviation ¢ = 2.
Unfortunately, manyof the meteorological records have been destrovedin

a flood, and data can be foundonlyfor a sample of6 years for Seattle and
a sample of 10 years for Portland. (You may methat these are random
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10.

. Heights of Mart

POWER

samples, as it was’ a random flood.) From these data the Meteorolog;

calculates that the mean rainfall for the 6 years in Seattle is M,

=

14 inches

and the meanrainfall for the 10 years in Portland is Mp = 15; inches es,

a. Test the hypothesis that Portland receives more rain than does Seattle

in fact Portland received an average of 2 inches more rainb. Suppose that e

a vear than does Seattle. What is the powerofthe test in question a>

Usethe information from problem 12 in Chapter7 tosolve the following:

  

; Suppose that in reality, Miracugrow makes Merkin plants grow 3 inches
PI zi

taller than Amazofood. Whatis the powerofthe test you performedin the

last chapter?

 

ians aredistributed with a mean » =

3

feet and a variance
Je of n = 4 Martians is fed Rice Krispies from birth to 2

their heights above the popiiliion

  
o? = 4, A samp!

if the Rice Krispie diet will increase

mean. Against whatalternative hypothesis will the power ofthe resiiltin,

text be 0.90? Assume a = 0.05.
ig

‘A coincollectoris looking for “Butte pennies.” Butte pennies resulted from

a slip-up in the minting process and are only detectable in that their

robability of tuning up tails is 0.60 rather than the usual 0.50. When th

coincollector comesacross a pennyhesuspects to be a Butte penny, he ste

upthe following hypotheses:
:

Hy: The penny is a normal penny.

H,: The pennyis a Butte penny.

To evaluate these hypotheses, the collector will fip the penny some number
of times and observe the numberoftails.

a. Describe whatis meant by an o error and by powerin this experiment.
b. Suppose that the a-level is set a 0,10. How manyflips will be required

such that the powerofthe experimentis 0.95.

c. Repeatpart b assuming an a-level of 0.01.

Ananthropologist knows that the volume of a human headis normally
distributed with the following parameters: 4 = 100 cubicinches, 0? = 150,
a, The anthropologistis interested in determining whether heads of Nean-

derthal man are distributed with a mean smaller than 100. How many
Neanderthal heads would he have to test in order for his probabilityof
successfullydetecting a difference of 10 cubic inches or moreto he 0.90
(assumeon a-level of 0.05)?

b. Recompute the numberof heads needed using an a-level of 0.15.

 

  

 

 

It is known from census bureau records that females marryat an age that
has a variance a? = 16. Suppose a sociologist is interested in whether
females from Seattle tend to marry at an earlier age than dofemales from
Puyallup. Samples of 10 Seattle and 10 Puyallup females are selectedand
showthe following means: .

Seattle: My = 22.2 years
Puyallup: Mp = 25,8 years

  



ll.

12.

13.

PROBLEMS.

a. Should the sociologtt reject the hypothesis that Seattle and Puyallup

females marry at the same age? Showall hypothesis-testin ny \ - teps aaead ig steps and use

b. Suppose that Seattle females actually marryat an age

Puyallup females actually marry at an age bh, = By

power of the test in question a? \

c. Suppose the sociologist wantsto ensure that the powerofhertest is 0.98

against the alternative hypothesis that Seattle females marry twovears

earlier than do Puyallup females. How manysubjects would be in each
sample (assume an equal numberof subjects in each sample)?

  

  

vars and
hat is the

Compute 50 and 95% confidence intervals around the means of Harvard

and UW students in Chapter 7, problem 8.

Compute 80 and 99% confidenceintervals around the Crest and Ultra-Brite

means in Chapter 7, problem 11.

Suppose a poll of 100 randomly selected Americansindicates that 23 of them

are smokers. Whatis the best estimate of the population mean proportion

of Americans who smoke? Whatare the 90 and 95% confidenceinte

aroundthis estimate proportion?
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PARAMETER

ESTIMATION

Tre hypothesis-testing situations we have been discussing
so far have been somewhat contrived in the sense that we have always assumed

the values of somepopulation variance (6?) to be knownin some way oranother.

In the binomialsituation, for example, the population variance is knownbecause
it can be computed using the expression

 

 o? = Npq

We have also made heavy use of examples involving math GRE scores as a
dependent variable. This choice of an example was noaccident: GRE scores
were selected because we conveniently happento knowthat the population mean
and variance of these scores are 4 = 500 and o? = 10,000.

Although there are other situations in which population parameters are
known, suchsituations constitute the exception rather than therule in thesocial
sciences. When we are faced with the more typical situation in whichthe
population parameters are not known, the best we can dois estimate them. Of
particular concem will be an estimation of o?, the populationvariance, because
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having some idea of the population variance

our hypothesis-testing steps. Therefore, prior to engag i in hypothesis ¢
we must somehowestimate the population variance of the dee esis,

under consideration.
pe

The principal focus of this chapter is on the me

estimate population parameters. As we shall see, ©

parameters is based on samplestatistics,

is crucial in terms of carrying out

  

ing.
ndent variable

chanism by which we
imation of population

 

9-1 When population parameters are inknown, wean estinite then from
sample statistics.

Population Parameters
from Sample Statistics

Let's consider atypical experimentalsituation that would necessitate estimation
of some populationvariance. Suppose we arc interested in memory, andas part
of our research we doa free-recall experiment. As described previously, a free-
recall experimentinvolves readinga list of unrelated words(sav, 20 words) to a
subject. one word at a time. Following the presentation of these words, the
subject

is

asked to recall as many of the words

as

possible. The dependent
variable is the number of words the subject remembe

Suppose that a random sample of » = 5 people is drawn from the
population. Eachofthesefive individuals is administered a free-recall test and
each gets a free-recall score. Hypothetical scores are shown in Table 9-1
Descriptive statistics have been computed fromthis sampleoffive scores: The
sample mean is M = 13, and the sample varianceis $ = 2.

Presumably, this sampleoffive scores comes from some population about
which we wish to make inferences or conclusions. This
that would emergeif we wereto obtain a free-recall score from eacl
person to whom wewouldlike to generalize our conclusions. We |
knowledge ofthe mean andvarianceof this population.

However,we can make educated guesses about these population parameters
based on our samplestatistics. Before discussing how we make these educated
gue: though, let’s think about what our goals What does it m
estimate a parameter? More specifically, what kinds of criteria do we want
to use for what constitutes a good estimate of some population parameter? We

shall focus on two suchcriteria, which are that a parameterestimate should be

(a) unbiased and(b) consistent. Tofacilitate matters, wewill couch our discussion
within the exampleofestimating p. the mean of the population offree-reeall
scores describedabove.
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TABLE 9-1

Hypothetical Data Obtained by Five Subjects in Free-Recall
Experiment. Scores Represent NumberofCorrectly Recalled
Words Out of 20

 

 
Subject Score (x) x—-M (x = Mp

1 13 0 a
2 u -2 5
3 12 -1 i
4 15 2 i
5 14 1 ‘i

Zx= 65 L(x — MP = 10

ue 23 g2 = [=MP
n

n

65 10oe Beg -1l0_,
5

5 2

 

The onlyclue we have about pis that M, the mean of our sample, is 13,
Assumingthat the sample ofscores constitutes all the informationthat we have,
this sample meanof13is the best estimate of the population mean of w. Let us
see whatis meantby this.

UNBIASED ESTIMATES

Mathematically, to say that the sample mean Mis an unbiased estimate of the
population mean p. is to say that

E(M) = p

Thatis, the expectation of anygiven sample mean is the population mean.
Let's try to explain a bit more concretely what we meanbythis. Suppose

that we were to take a great many samples from our population of scores
Consider. in fact, all possible samples of scores that we couldtake from the
population and suppose that we were able to compute the mean of each and
everysample. Now the term unbiased maybeillustratedas follows. Thesample
mean Mis an unbiased estimate ofthe population mean 2 because the meanof
all sample means(to which weshall refer to as My,) will be equaltothe population
mean.

This notion can bestated in a slightly different way. Suppose we begin
taking samples, computing the mean M of each sample and computing My, the
meanofall sample means. Here M is an unbiased estimate of because the
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more samples we have, the smaller we expect the difference to be between M,
and B. 4

92 A sample statistic is an unbiased estimate:
population pararneter if the expectation ofth
to the population parameter.

OF the cormesponding
le Sample statistic is equal

CONSISTENT ESTIMATES

The notionofconsistency bearsa close relationship to the notion of unbiasednesswhich we have just discussed. Suppose we drawavery large “sample” consisting
of the entire population. In this case any samplestatistic (such as M) must by
definition be equalto the correspondingpopulation parameter (n,
If, on the other hand, we were to take a verysmall sample, we would not have
much reason to expect that the samplestatistic will be particularlyclose to the
corresponding population parameter. Nowfor a samplestatistic to he consistent.
it must be true that the larger the samplesize, the closer we expectthe value of
the sample statistic to be to the corresponding population parameter. Here Mis
a consistent estimator of p. because the larger the sample size, the closer we
expect M, the sample mean,to be to 4, the population mean.

in this example).

    

   93 A sample statistic i consistent estimator of the corresponding,
population parameterif the expected difference between the sample
statistic and the population parameter steudily decreases as n, the
sample size, inereases,

 

SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS REVISITED

The fact that the sample mean is an unbiased andconsistent estimate of the
population mean may be relatedto our discussion in Chapter 7 of the sampling
distribution of sample means. In the courseofthat discussion, we demonstrated
that

 

E(M) = »

which, as we nowrealize, is equivalent to saying that Mis an unbiasedestimate

of p. Additionally, in Chapter 7 we notedthat the variance ofthedistribution
of sample means, o%, decreases as n, the same es. That is, as n

becomeslarger andlarger, we expect Mto be closerandcloser to p. As we now
know,this is equivalent to saying that Mis a consistent estimate of 4.

   e, incr
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Estimation of the Population Variance

Dealing with variances is more complicated than dealing with means Our first
inclination may be simply to assume that the sample variance $2 jg our hea
estimate ofo(just as Mis the best estiamte of ».). To check th inclination
let's inquire about the expectation of the sample ance. Digression 9-1 shows
that the expectation of $?, the samplevariance. ly not 62, but tather js
o? — of(where o%is avarianceofthe distribution of sample means based on
samplesofsize n). It is immediatelyevident, therefore, that $?is not an unbiased

 

     

estimate of0°.

UNBIASING THE ESTIMATEOFo*

Unbiasing our estimate of o? is not difficult, however, and the logic ofthe
unbiasing process is as follows. We showin Digression 9-1 that

E(S?) = 0? — of

Now,since oj = o7/n

E(S?) =

 

Factoring out a 0”,

n— 1)

n

 

E(S*?) =

Therefore,

n 27 @2
(4) B(S2) " q

or

(9-1)

(9-2)  
we cansubstitute the expression for $2 from Equation 9-2 into Equation9-1to
obtain

 



 

as “est 02” (referring* to “estimate of 02"). We see that

E(est 0?) = 0?

or that est a? is an unbiasedestimateof 0”, the populationvariance.

9-4 The best estimate of 0, the population variance, is

= ale — M)* "
Se= ————

n-I u~1

MEANING OF VARIANCE

Let's take this opportunity to forestall somepotential confusion about the me:
of the term variance. Differentstatistics books anddifferent people have
conceptions of whether variance means

aning
differing

 

 

X(x — MP
n

or

U(x - M?
n-1

In other words, to obtain variance appropriately. should onedivide the sum of
the squared deviation scores by n or by n — 1?

As we have just seen, we divide either by n or by n — 1 depending on
what we want. The samplevarianceS?obtainedbydividing bynis onlydescriptive.
So if we have a sampleofscores andouronlywishis to describe thecharacteristics
of this sample,it makes sense to compute asample variance—theaveragesquared
deviation score. Imagine, for example. that Professor Ghoti is describing the
distribution of midterm examscores as he returns the examstohisclass.
Ghoti’s interest is only in characterizing this particular set of scor
appropriate statistic for him to use would beS? (or S).

If, on the other hand, we were primarilyinterestedin the population from
which a sample was drawn, we would probably want the best estimate ofthe

    

oimece

the

 

‘ilere est

o?

is actually a samplestatistic since it is calculated based on data from the sunple
Therefore, by convention, it ought to be representedby a Romanletter and in Lact is often relerved
to as $2. We prefer the notation est «sinceit provides a convenient mnemonic. However. it does
Violate our notational convention. sinceit involves a Greek letter referring toa sample statistic
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population variance, and the sum of the squared deviation scores should be
divided by n — 1 rather than by n. An example ofthis sort of situation would
be the free-recall experiment. Here. we are not interested in the sampleoffive

peopleperse; rather, we are interested in the population from whichthe five
people constitute a random sample. Rae.

Wesee, then, that the term variance has two quite distinct Meanings. In

an attempt to emphasize the distinction, we have given the two meanings quite

different notation. To reiterate. S? is a descriptive statistic—the variance of a

sample. On the other hand. est 0”, while also computed from a sample, is the

best estimate of the population variance. Inthe free-recall example described

Bi- MP _ 10 _ og
 

n 5

whereas

 

9-5 Variance has tyo meanings. As a deseriptive statistic for a set of scores,

aig = MP

n

 Variance = 5? =

As anestimate ofthe population variance,

=(¢ — M)?
Variance = est 2° = ————

n-1

Digression 9-2 providesanintuitive view of whyS? is an underestimate ofo?.

SUMS OF SQUARES
AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM

We are nowgoingto introduce some newtermsthat will be used quite a bit in
subsequent chapters. First, the sumofa set of squared deviation scores,

Xx — MP

is referred to as a sumofsquares (for obvious reasons). Second, the denominator
by which a sumofsquaresis divided to get an estimate of a populationvariance
(n — 1 in the examples that we have been discussing) is referredto as degrees
offreedom. The rationale behind the term degrees of freedomis best conveved
bythe following example. Suppose I ask you to make upa setofanyfive scores.
This seemslike a fairly easy exercise, and yourattle off the five numbers0, 70.



314. 32, and 100, which happen to be your favorite numbers. “There,” you say.
“are five numbers.

vy YOUsayy

In this example you are under no constraints; you are perf i
y iY > perfectly ’to produce whatever five numbers you wish. Another wa faminesay of putting it is that

you havefive degrees of freedom. Now, however, suppose | is you Seine

‘set of five numbers whose meanis 25. This task is a bit different, because
although you are perfectly at liberty to give me anything you wish for the first
four numbers—for example, 0, 70, 314, and 32—you wouldnot have anyliberty
whatsoever whenyouarrive atthelast score. The requirementthat the mean of
the scores be 25 meansthat the sumofthe scores must be 25 x 5 = 125 Since

thefirst five numbers you gave already add up to 416,the last

other choice but to be
last number has no

125 — 416 = —291

So we see that if we have some numbern ofscores with a prespecified mean
then we only have n — 1 degrees of freedomleft. This is the situation we
encounter when we estimate the population variance. Westart with a set of n
scores, and we use all n scores to obtain the sample mean M. However, once
we specify M, we only have n — 1 degreesof freedomleft with which to estimate

the population variance.

9-6 Degree of freedomis equal ty the numberof observations minus the
number ofestimated parameters

COMPUTATIONAL FORMULA

FOR VARIANCE

In Appendix C we derived a computational formulafor variance, part of which

was a computational formula for a sum of squares. This computational (or raw-

score) formula for a sumof squares was

(ZxP

n
 SS = X(x - MP =e -

To demonstrate the use of this formula,let's use it to compute est o? from the

data in Table 9-1. Wefirst see that

SS = X(x — M)

 

Note that

Dal = 132 + UE + 1? + 15? + LP = 855

and
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(2x)? = 65° = 4225

Thus,

SS = Six - MP =

 

Fromthere, we proceedas before:

ss _ $s
tore Ey

  

This raw-score formula for sumofsquares may seem moretedious to use than
the original deviation score formula, That may betrue in this simple examp|
butin more common, real-life examples withalarge n andbigger numbers ae
raw-score formulais typically mucheasierto use. We'll use the raw-score fests
quiteoftenin this book from nowon, and youshouldultimatelyfeel comfortable

 

withit.

Obtaining an Unbiased Estimate of Variance
of a Distribution of Sample Means

Let's return to the free-recall experiment described earlier. We saw that the
unbiased estimate of the population variance o? was 2.5. Suppose we are
interested in the mean Mofthis sample offive scores, Whatis our best estimate
of o%,—the variance ofthedistribution of sample means? Obtaining this best
estimate is very simple. Just as

oy = o/n

it is also true that

est o?

n
= 05est OF = 

 

To estimatethe standard deviation ofthe distribution of sample means,

est oy = Vestoy, = V0.5 = 0.707

9-7 Ourbest estimatesofthevarianceandstandard deviation of a sampling
distribution of sample means are

est 0% = est o°/n

and
 

est oy = Vest oz = est o/ Vn
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Suppose now that we wantedto carryout a hypothesis-testin dh
using the sample mean.In the past we determined how extreme a a vem md
is by computing a >-score. Thatis, we determined what the mean, \ bh esmcaty

standard deviation ofthe distribution of sample means would heifsome a
hypothesis were true, and then we computed a =-score using Iheache
equation =

# M-wp

ou

 

It might seem that we can doexactly the same thing in the situation involyin,
anestimated population variance. That is, it seems as though weshould be able
to compute a <-score using the equation ey

M-p

est Oy
 

but this tums out not to be true. We shall see that when

o?

is estimated ratherthan known, we canget something that is sort oflike a z-score but is not really
az-score. Rather,it’s called a t-score, andinstead of doing est on our data,
we do at-test. A t-test is one ofthe most commonlyused statistical tests and is

thetopic of the next chapter.

 

 

  

The majorfocus in this chapter has been on the ways in which samplestatistics
are used to estimate population parameters. The most important things to
rememberare the following: .

1. The best estimate of a population meanp is simplythe sample mean M.
2, The best estimate of a population variance 3;is

Xx — MP

ti

 

est 0? =

The estimate of the population variance—a sumofsquares divided byits
associated degreesof freedom—istobedistinguishedfromthesamplevariance
S?, which is computedby

2x — M)??

n
Sa

3. To estimate the variance of a distribution of sample means, we treat an

estimated variance in exactly the same v ave treated a known

variance in previous chapters. Thatis, we simplydivide ourestimate of the

population variance rather than our known populationvariance by n, where

nis the numberofsubjects in our sample.

 

   

  

as we

 

SUMMARY
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DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION9-1

Expected Value of S*

Let’s initially establish a few facts that we shall need. First, o?, the Population
variance, may be expressed as

o? = E(x — p)? = E(x?) — p?

or

E(x!) = 0? + p? (1)
Second,o%,, the varianceofa distribution of sample meansbased on samples of
size n, may be expressed as

o%, = E(M — p)? = E(M?) — p?

or

E(M?) = 0% + p? (D-2)

Now weknow that

= SoM lya ap
n n

82

and therefore

E(S!) = (2Ee a)
n

17 (tz) ~ E(M2)
n

= “3 E(x?) — E(M?) (D-3)

Substituting Equations D-1 and D-2 into Equation D-3,

E(S*) = 230? + w?) ~ (04 + w)
Since (a? + 2) is a constant,

E(S?) = : [n(o? + w?)] — 0% - p?

=o? + we — of — pe
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or finally,

E(S?) = 0? — Gir

DIGRESSION9-2

WhyIs S 2 an Underestimate of o2?

Going back to our free-recall example, suppose we somehow knew that the
population mean were 4. = 12. Suppose further that we still don’t know what
the variance is but that we want to estimateit. In such

a

situation we could
compute a sort of a “sample variance” by subtracting from each score not the
sample mean M,butrather, the population mean (since . is assumed to be
known). Now as depicted in the first column of Table D-1, the sum of the
squared deviation scores would be equal to 15 instead of 10, and the “variance”
that emerges is 48 or 3. Now we make a very importantassertion, which is
that

Xx — pw?
n
 

or the average squared deviation ofa set of scores from the population mean is
an unbiased estimate of o®. The proofof this assertion is quite simple.

TABLE D-1

Examples of “Sample Variances” Obtained When Deviation Scores Are Taken
Around a NumberThatIs Slightly Greater or Slightly Less Than the Sample
Mean

 

 

 

Deviation Scores Deviation Scores Deviation Scores
Around 12 Around 13 Around 14

x x-—12 (x — 12) x-M (x — MP x-i4 (x — 14?

13 1 1 =F 1

ll -1 1 -3 9

12 0 0 -2 +
15 3 9 1 1

M4 2 4 0 2
Xx — 12)2 = 15 Ziv - WP = 15

2 5 Sx -— 14)?
eceea =o “gr oT HBL,

 

n
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We knowfrom Chapter 3 that

St SMF Kg cay ng
=| n | SIEGE) (D-])

and we know from Digression 9-1 that

E(x?) = 0? + p? (wg

Substituting Equation D-2 into Equation D-1,

“28 - u= agswoedie et
n

Let's nowsuppose that we knew the population mean to be 14 rathertha
12. The third column of Table D-1 shows what our “sample variances” would
nowbe. Weseethat the sum of squared deviations tums outto he 15, and si
“sample variance”again tums out to be 3.

Now we make an interesting observation about the data in Table D-1
Whenweused the sample mean (M = 13) to compute S?, we came upwith
sample variance, S?, of 2. However, when we computed a “sample variance”
using deviation scores not around the sample meanbut around some number
that is either slightly smaller (12) orslightly larger (14) than the sample mean,
we came up with something that was larger than the “real” sample variance
obtained using deviation scores around the sample mean. Now we make another
importantassertion that stems fromtheseillustrations. Suppose wehavea setof

x, and their mean M. Now we take any number(let's call it  

 

scores Xj,%3...., a
Q) and compute a “sample variance”:

ga" 2 x ?
n

Weassert that “S$?”will be smallest when Q is equal to M, the sample mean,
The proofofthis assertionis as follows.

Firstlet

 

Ourstrategy will be to take the derivative of Ywith respect to Q. Wewill then
set this derivative equal to zero and showthat the resulting Q is equal to M.
Taking the derivative,

ay 2 d[X(x - QF/n)

dQ dQ

2 22(x - Q)

n
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setting the derivative equalto zero,

22x - Q) 9
n

Zx_2Q_9
n n

Since Q is a constant,

Ex _2Q_g
n n

ae
n

orfinally

ix
ees ay

The reason weare interested in the assertion we just proved is that we
want to bring together this collection of facts to demonstrate why $2 is an
underestimate of 0%. We have known since Chapter3 that the sample variance
S? is computed by the expression

_ 2(x = MP
n

s2

However, we have also seen that an unbiased estimate of the population variance
is

X(x - pw)?
n

esto? =

Finally, we have seen that whenever Mis not equal to p, the value computed
by the expression

X(x — M)?

n

will be smaller than the value computedbythe expression

Xx - pP

n

Since, in general, M is not equal to 11, we therefore expect $?to be smaller than
o.
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PROBLEMS

1. Astatistics quiz had a maximum score of 10. Twenty-one students Teceived

the following scores:

 

Student Score

1 3

2 9

3 6

4 5
5: te
6 4

7 5

8 2

9 7

10 1

ll 8

12 3

13 5

14 6

15 9
16 4

17 5

18 1

19 7
20 4

21 2

a. Compute the mean andthe variance of this sample.
b. Assumethat the sample is a random sample from a verylarge population,

Estimate the population mean and variance from the sample. How do
these estimatesdiffer from your answers in question a? If theydiffer, why
do theydiffer?

2. Suppose weareinterested in the amountofbeer served in mugs at O'Banion’s
Tavern. Weobtain a sample of eight mugs of beer and discover that they
contain the following amounts ofbeer.

Mug AmountofBeer (ounces)

1 x, = 15.5
2 w% = 162
3 x = 148
4 x, = 16.0
5 Xs = 16.0

6 ty = 15.9
7 x; = 16.3

8 X, = 16.5
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a. Compute the mean,variance, and standard deviati
b. Estimate the mean,variance, and standard devi

amounts of beer served at O'Banion’s.

c. Estimate the varianceofthe distribution of sam;

mean comesfrom.

ionof this sample.
lation of the population of

ple meansthat this sample

. Suppose you have the following scores that come from some population:
x =2

ma=4

a3 = 4

Compute the variance S? ofthis sample.
Estimate the variance o? of the population distribution that this sample
was drawn from.

c. Estimate the variance o%,of the population distribution th
this sample comes from.

o
P

at the mean of

. For the data of Chapter 2, problem 1, estimate the variance ofth@ population
that each set of scores comes from. Pop

. a. Use the data from Chapter 7, problem 8. For each of the two groups.
estimate both the variance of the population that the scores come from
and the varianceofthe distribution that the sample mean comes from.

b. Do the sameusing the data from Chapter7, problems 10 and11.

Joe Smith is test manager for Fonda motoreycles and is testing the amount
oftimeit takes Fondas to do the standing quarter-mile.
a. A prototype Fonda showsthe following timesin six different trials:

Trial 1: 10 seconds
Trial 2: 11 seconds
Trial 3: 10 seconds
Trial 4: 9 seconds
Trial 5: 10 seconds
Trial 6: 12 seconds

Whatis yourbest estimate of the variance ofstanding quarter-mile times
for this particular prototype Fonda?

b. Joe is now given a randomsampleoffive production Fondas that show
the following standing quarter-mile trials:
Fonda 1: 9 seconds
Fonda 2: 12 seconds
Fonda 3: 15 seconds
Fonda 4: 8 seconds
Fonda 5: 10 seconds

Whatis your best estimate ofthe variance of standing quarter-mile times

for production Fondas?

 



CHAPTER 19

tTEST

In the previous chapter we discussed the process bywhich
unknown parameters of somedistribution are estimated using sample statistics.
Wenoted that the most important parameterthat needsto be estimated is 62,
the population variance. Estimation of 0°, which is doneusing the formula

2 _ L(x - M)? _ sum ofsquares(SS)

ste n-—1 degrees of freedom(df)

constitutesa preliminary step that must be carried outprior to hypothesis testing.
We endedthelast chapter by stating that the appropriatetest to be used

in a situation involving an estimated rather than a knownpopulationvarianceis
similar but notidentical to a z-test. Thetest is calleda f-test andinplaceofthe

  

formula

x-p
oC

 

we use the formula
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f= esto

In both formulas, refers to the mean of the popul
summary scores, assuming some null hypothesis is t

dard deviation of this distribution. In either case
our obtained = or ¢ is. If it is extreme enough, we

in favor of somealternative hypothesis.
This chapterwilldiscuss several aspects of t distributions and corres ndin;

t-tests. As we progress,it will becomeevidentthat muchof the novel hilerinatin’
involves the techniques by which weestimate somerelevant population sarkanee:
In the last chapter the foundations of varianceestimation were outlined, In this
chapter we will use thi foundation; however, we will see that whereas some
applications of variance estimation are quite simple, others are a bit complex.
Complexity arises in an experimental situation involving two conditions corre-
sponding to two groups of subjects. As we will sce, we must calculate two

estimates of the populationvariancein this situation, one corresponding to cach
of the two groups, These two estimates must then be combinedinto one best
estimate,

Before getting to the complex part, we'll start with the relatively simple
situation in which we have onlya single group of subjects—thesituation in which
a single sample meanis tested against a constant, and only a single variance
estimate ii . This i section will also serve

as

a foramin which
general characteristics oft-tests and¢ distributions will be discussed.

lation distribution of our
Tue, and o refers to the

we wantto see how extreme
will reject the null hypothesis

 

 

 

  

 

  

     

10-1 A ftest is similar to a zest except that it involves an unknown
estimate as opposed to a known population varianve

Testing a Mean Against a Constant

A fairly well-known illusion in perceptual researchis the Mucller-Lyerillusion,

shown in Figure 10-1, Although the two horizontal lines are the

the toponeis typically seenas longer.

 

me length,
 

>———~<

<>
b

FIGURE 10-1

_

Illustration of Mueller-Lyerillusion.
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MEMORYFOR THE MUELLER-LYER ILLUSION:
INTRODUCTION TO THE t-TEST

Suppose we wantto determine whether memory for these twolinesis illuso,
as well. To investigate this, we perform an experimentin which a 6-centimete,
line with the “outward” arrows (part a of the figure) is presented to a subj en

for 10 seconds and then removed. The subject's task is then to draw a line the
samelength as the original line. Let's assumethatthis experimentis run with
randomsample of n = 5 subjects. The data for these subjects (average length
ofthe line drawn) are shown in Table 10-1. We knowthatiftheillusion persists
in memory,the lines drawn bythe subjects should be longer than 6 centimeters

A first step: Estimating the population variance. Since the Populatio,
variance of our dependentvariable (drawn-line length) is unknown, our firstst ;
is to estimate it using the technique described in the previous chapter. The
estimationis carried outat the bottomright of Table 10-1. It is evident that the
best estimate of 0, based on four degrees offreedom,is 5.0. <.

Hypothesis-testing steps. Having estimated 0, we are nowin a Position to
go through our hypothesis-testing steps. We first establish null and altemative

TABLE 10-1

Line Lengths(in centimeters) Reflecting Memory for
6-centimeter Mueller—Lyer Illusion Line

 

x; = Line Length

 

Person (centimeters)

1 = 8
2 =11

3
4

5

 

Dx? = 340

SS = 3(x - MP

= Ix - (Tx

= 340 — (40)/5

= 20

df=n-1=5-1=4

esto? = SS/df = 20/4 =5

 



TESTING A MEAN AGAINST A CONSTANT

hypothesesas follows

Ho: Thelengthoftheline that is drawn shows no bias. That i; . That
of scores shown in Table 10-1 comes from a citerah sample

p is equal to 6 centimeters. se mean

H,: The sample of scores comes from a populati 2

greater than 6 centimeters. Population whose mean wp is

We next must decide on a summary score that
the alternative hypothesis as opposed to the mull hy
obvious summary score is the mean length M oflines
the null hypothesis is true, M is expected to be around 6,0 centimeters. But t
the degree that the alternative hypothesis is true, the sample mean should he
greater than 6.0 centimeters. As can be seen in the bottom of Table 10-1, the
obtained mean is M = 8 centimeters.Is this value sufficiently high to rejectH, 2

Thenext step is to determine how the summary score—the sainpleear
would be distributed if the null hypothesis were tnie. Knowingthis distribution
will permit an assessment of how extremeis the obtained sample mean.If the
null hypothesis is true, M comes from a sampling distribution of sample means
with a mean p. equal to 6. Our best estimate of the population variance is 5.0.
Wenow estimate 0°, the variance ofthe distribution of our summary score (of
our sample mean)in the usual way:

reflects the evidence for
ypothesis being true. An
drawn bythe subjects. If

     est
 est of) = =-=10

5

Toestimate the standarderror of the mean,

estoy = Vestoy = V1.0 = 1.0

As noted above, we can nowform something that looks sort of like a =-ratio but
is actually a t-ratio. This t-ratiois

t==20

Wewould now like to determine how extremeis this obtained f, assuming the
null hypothesis is true. If it tums out to be sufficiently extreme that it would
only occur with a probability of 0.05 orless. we will conclude that the null
hypothesis is actually false. Thecriterion = that chopped off the upper 5% ofthe
2 distribution is 1.64. But whatis the criterion ¢? Let's digress a bit to consider
this question.

Intuitions aboutthe criterion t, Until this century, people didn’t really know

whatthe ¢ distribution lookedlike and were therefore unable to determine what

the criterion ¢ should be, However, theydid have someintuitions, First, they

reasoned, when dealing with a= ratherthan witha (—thatis, if the denominator

were based on a knownvariancerather thanan estimated variance—the criterion

285
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would be 1.64. However,since the population variance is not known, but rather

is estimated, there is probably somewhat more variability in a ¢ than there is in

   

 

i Therefore, they went on, the criterion ¢ should probably be set somewhat
higher than 1.64 to be onthe safe side. How much higher? This raises another
consideration, The fewer the degrees of freedomused to estimate o? (that ig
the smaller the sample size), the more uncertain is the estimate of o2 and.
therefore, the higher the criterion ought to be. The other side ofthe coin is thatif the estimate of o? is based ona large numberof degrees of freedom—and is
therefore a very goodestimate—the denominatorofthe t becomes much like a
knownvariance, andthet itself becomes muchlike a z. Therefore, the higher
the sample size, the closerthecriterion ¢ should beto the criterion z of 1.64 In
anycase one can readoldarticles and find statements such as “(M — 1)/est oy
was 3.8 with a samplesize of n = 5. This seems high enough, so we'll Teject the
null hypothesis.”

10-2 A criterion ¢ is expectedto belarger than aeriterion =, This is because

af involves more uncertainty than a= (itis based on an imknown
rather than a known population variance).

Thesituation remained in this somewhatlackluster state until an English
statistician named William Sealy Gosset decidedto tackle the problem. Gosset
determined what the formofthe ¢ distribution shouldlook like, publishedit

and therebyrescued the field of small-samplestatistics from the embarrassing
position in whichit had been floundering. 5

Form ofthe ¢ distribution. Wehave just argued that even without knowing
what the ¢ distributionis like, we can reasonablyinfer a fewthings about it: the
better our estimate of the populationvariance, the more the¢ distribution should
resemble the = distribution. In the extreme, if the estimate of 0? is based on a
verylarge numberof degrees of freedom,the ¢ distribution should hevirtually
identical to the z distribution. If, on the other hand, the estimateofa?is based
on relatively few degrees of freedom,the ¢ distribution and the = distribution
should differ substantially. In particular, t should have greater variance: The
criterion f necessary to chop off anygiven portionofthedistribution(for example.
the upper 5%) shouldbegreater. This in turn meansthat the fewer the degrees
of freedom,the shorter andsquatter the ¢ distribution should berelative tothe

 

  

 

  

= distribution.

    "Gossett was working for the n ime he developedthe distributionandwas
not supposed to publish anything under his own name. Thus. he published ander thu: pseudonymof
“Student” instead. and the ¢ distribution iy often referred to as “Student's 1°

mess breweryat the
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= distribution is shown for comparison. As degrees offreedomincrease, ¢ distribution
becomes morelike = distribution.
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been saying: The fewer the degrees of freedom on whichthe estimate of g2 is
based. the greater the variance of the corresponding f distribution. Conversely,
as sample size (and degrees of freedom) get larger, the ¢ distribution becomes
virtuallyindistinguishable fromthe = distribution. Notationally. at based on some
number x, degrees of freedom is written as f(x). In the example we discussed
above, our ¢ was based on four degrees of freedom and was 2.0, We would

representthis as

Obtained #(4) = 2.0

Tables of the # distribution, Recall that our z-distribution table permitted us
to calculate any area under the normaldistribution curvein which we happened
to he interested. A s-table can be constructed and displayedwith relatively little
difficulty because there is only a single distribution. As we have just seen
however, this is not the case with the ¢ distribution; there are as many t
distributionsas there are potential degrees of freedom—aninfinity. Therefore
{-distribution tables must he displayed in a somewhat abbreviated form and, in
fact, are usuallycollapsed into a single table. A t-distribution table is shown in
Appendix E ofthis book. It is abbreviated inthat it shows only thecriterion t's
that chopoffvarious selected portionsof t distributions based on various selected
degrees of freedom. The table is organized so that each row corresponds to some
number of degrees of freedom. The first row corresponds to one degree of
freedom, the second row corresponds to two degrees of freedom, and so on,
Eachcolumn, corresponding to the choppingoff of some particular percentage
ofthe distribution, is labeled in two ways. Thefirst way(labeled Q) corresponds
to the a-level for a one-tailed test, and the other way (labeled 20) corresponds
to the a-level for a two-tailed test. Figure 10-3 gives examples of howthese
tables are used. All the distributions shown in Figure 10-3 are ¢ distributions
based on four degrees of [reedom. Suppose,as depicted in part «ofFigure 10-3,
we wanted to do a one-tailed test using the 0.05 a-level. In suchan instance we
would want to find the criterion t(4) that chops off the upper 5% of the
distribution, To do so, we would goto the rowcorresponding to four degrees of
freedom in our t-tables and. find a one-tailed (Q) a-level of0.05. At the
intersection of the appropriate row and column we wouldfind a ériterion (4)
of 2.13.

Nowsuppose. as shown in part b of Figure 10-3, we wantedto doa two-
tailed test with an a-level of 0.05, Thus, we wishtofind the criteria that chop
off the upper and lower 0,025 ofthe distribution, so we'd look once againat the
rowcorresponding to four degrees of freedom, but we would find the column
corresponding to a two-tailed (20) a-level of 0.05. There, we would find the
entry Dueto the symmetryofthe ¢ distribution, we would knowthat +2.76
are the criteria we're seeking.

Notice that for anygiven column the one-tailed (Q) a-level is equal ta ball
of the two-tailed (2Q) a-level. This makes sense, Suppose we wanteda byor
tailed test using a 0,10 a-level as shown in part ¢ of Figure 10-3. Todothis, we

 



a Criterion = 2.13

   L 1 1

(yay

é Criterion = -2.78 Criterion = 2.78  

   

2.5%

1 4 1 L l

(ay

Criterion = 2.13

 

 

(4)

FIGURE 10-3 Variouscriterionlevelsfor t(4) distribution. Panel a shows one-tailed
(Q) 0.05 criterion. Panel b shows two-tailed (2Q) 0.05 criteria. Panel ¢ shows two-tailed
(2Q) 0.10 criteria. Note that uppercriteria for panels a and ¢are the same.

would consult the 29 = 0.10 column of our table where we would find a

criterion of 2.13. This indicates that criteria t(4)’s of + 2.13 chop off the upper

5% and the lower 5% ofthe distribution. But, of course, the criterion of 2.13is

exactly the same one-tailedcriterionthat chopsoff the upper 5%ofthedistribution

Let’s look at one other noteworthyaspectofthe ¢-distribution table. The

bottom rowofthe table refers to at distribution basedoninfinite degrees of
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freedom. “Infinite degrees of freedom”is just another way of saying that the

populationvarianceis knownrather than estimated, and as indicated earlier, thie
particular ¢ distribution is actually a= distribution traveling under an ssumed
name. Therefore,the variouscriteria are seento be identical to the correspondin,
=-distribution criteria. For example, the familiar one-tailed test at the 0.05
a-level would involve acriterion = of 1.64. As can be seen in the t-table, this

sty the criterionfora one-tailed, 0.05 a-level t-test for at distribution based

   

 

e
oninfinite degrees of freedom.

 

10-3 Tofindthe criterion 7, do the following:

1. Ifyou are doing u one-tailed test, refer to the top rowlabel ad
D in the -table, Ifyou are doing a two-tailed test, refiey to
the rowlabeled 2Q. In either cause move aeross to the cohom
corresponding to the desired w-level,

2, Find the row corresponding to the number of degrees of
freedom on which the ¢test is based (that is, the number of
degrees of [reedom on which est o7 is based)

3. The criterionwill he at the intersection ofthe columyfrom
step 1 andthe rowfromstep 2.

 

What about the Mueller-Lyerillusion? Knowing howto use the t-distri-
bution table allows us to finish our example quickly. We wishto do a one-tailed
test at the 0.05 a-level, The ¢ distribution is based on four degreesoffreedom,
so as we haveseen, thecriterion ¢(4) is 2.13. Since ourobtained¢(4) of2,0 does

not exceed thecriterion ¢(4) of 2.13, we fail to reject the null hypothesis and
ve insufficient evidencetojustify concluding that the Mucller-

    

 

   

  

Ilusion is maintained in memory.

Confidence intervals. In Chapter 8 welearned about confidenceintervals,
Recall that an X% confidence interval around a sample mean captures’ the
population mean with probability X/100. The procedure that weillustratedin
Chapter8 to compute a confidenceintervalinvolved a knownpopulation variance.
When, as inthe examples we've been describing in this chapter, the population
variance is unknown, the procedure used to compute a confidenceinterval is
almost the same, except (1) we initially have to estimate o?, the population
variance, and (2) we eventually use acriterion ¢ rather than a criterion z. The
number of degrees of freedom on which thecriterion ¢ is based is the number
of degrees of freedom on which the estimate of o? is based. Continuing the
example sketched earlier, let's suppose we are trying to compute the 95%
confidence interval around the 8.0-centimeter sample mean Mofline lengths
representing memoryfor the Mueller—Lyer illusion. As wesawin thefirst section

  

  

 

  

 



of this chapter. the estimate of the populationvariance:
the standarderror of the meanwas estimated to be

estoy = Vest oy = Vest o7/n = V55 = VI = 10

Since weare interested in a 95% confidence interval, we find in our t-tablethe two-tailed (2Q) criterion ¢ at an a-level of 0.05, with four degrees of freedom
This criterionis 2.78. Our confidenceinterval is nowobtained bythe expression

Ss, est o?, was5: therefore.

M + (criterion test oy,

or in the present example,

Confidenceinterval = 8.0 + (2.78)1

= 8.0 + 2.78

% vertu 5
Thus, we would be 95% certain that the population meanline le7 ngth falls
somewhere between 8.0 — 2.78 = 5.22 and 80 + 2.78 ame10.78 centimeters,  

10-4 When ois unknown, an X%confidence interval is comipnted as

Confidenceinterval = M = Jeniterian t|[ost o/ Vi]

wherethecriterion 1 is hased on the number al degrees of freedom
going into the estimate of wr? is two-tatled and corresponds to the
o-leyel

WITHIN-SUBJECTS DESIGNS

  A commonexperimental situation that involvestesting a ample mean against

constant is a within-subjects design. In awithin-subjects design each subject
participates, at onetimeor another, inall experimentalconditions.

 

Within- versus between-subjects designs. A within-subjects designis to he
distinguishedfroma between-subjects design, in whichseparate groups ofsubjects
participate in the various conditions. So far in this book we have described
examples of both within-subjects and between-subjects designs without explicitly
referring to them as such. For example, the SMARTIUM/PROGRAM X
experiment (Chapter 7) was a between-subjects design in that one group of
subjects was administered SMARTIUMandanentirelydifferent groupofsubjects
was administered PROGRAMX. In contrast, as part ofour discussion of power
(Chapter8), we described an experimentinvolving theeffect on teeth brightne
of twodifferent types of toothpaste (Dazzle and White-O). This experimentw:
a within-subjects design in that each subjec
toothpaste (that is, was in both conditions) at different times:

  

   

  

  

 

was administered both types of
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In this section we will describe specifically how one goes about analyzin
a within-subjects design. ie

Example of a within-subjects design: Caffeine and heart rate, Many
ple have the subjective impression that heart rate changes after the ingestion

ofcoffee. Suppose we wish to determine whetherthis impressionis correct. To
do-so, we plan to have two conditions. In one condition a subject will he Biven
a cup ofcaffeinated coffee; in the other condition the subject will be fiven a
cup ofdecaffeinated coffee. Heart rates will then he measured, and the Question
will be: Is there a heart rate difference depending on whether caffeinated or
decaffeinated coffee has been drunk?

This experimentcould be nm as a between-subjects design; that is, separate
groupsofsubjects could participate in the caffeinated and decaffeinated condi-
tions. One problem with such a design, however,is that heart rate varies 4 good
deal across. people; that is, o* is quite large. Recall that a large o? means that
the experimentis inherently nonpowerful. So, for instance,if there were onlya
small heart rate difference between the twoconditions, it would not be detected
unless a large numberofsubjects were nin.

As we shall see, one remedyforthis problem is to nin a within-subjects

design instead. In a within-subjects version of this experiment, each subject
participates at different times in both the caffeinated and the decafeinated
conditions. Suppose that this experimentis nun with a random sample of n = g
subjects. Hypothetical heart rate scores from each subject in each of the pyo

conditions are shown in Table 10-2.
In this experiment our primaryinterestis onthedifference betweena Biven

subject's heart rate in the caffeinated and decaffeinated. conditions; thus, for
each subject, we accordingly obtain sucha difference score. These scares(which
are labeled x,) are also shownin Table 10-2.

This set of difference scores—one for each subject—is all we have to
concem ourselves with when we perforin our statistical analyses. Once we have
the set of difference scores, we do not worry(at least in our hypothesis-testing
procedures) aboutthe original scores that gaverise to the difference scores, We
will ultimately calculate a mean difference score M and test M against a constant
of0.

As we have just noted, we will be concernedforstatistical Purposes only

with the set of difference scores—the x;'s—in Table 10-2. Thefirst step in our
statistical analysis is to estimate the variance of the population distribution from
which these x,'s constitute a random sample. Wedothis in avery straightforward
way, computing the stim of squares (136.22) and the degrees offreedom (8).
Our estimate of the population variance is therefore est a? = 136.22/8 = 17.03

In Table 10-2, we have also computed the meandifference score, which is
M = 4.44, Toisolate the corresponding population mean difference score. we
compute a 95% confidence interyal around M. Recall that the formula for
computing the confidence interval is
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TABLE 10-2

Hypothetical Results from Within-Subjects Desi
Question Is WhetherCaffeine Affects Heart Rae papetinreaial

Heart Rate in Beats per Minute

Condition 1, Condition 2,

Subject caffeinated decaffeinated

 

    

  

Xi =x — x9 x?——
1 xn = 76 Xi = 70 = +6 36
2 Xa 61 60 = 41 1
3 xu = 52 49 9
4 xy = 7) te = 72 1
5 xsi

=

81 Xs: = 70 121
6 Xe. =70 Xe2 = 66
7 x

=

55 Xa = 55
8 xg)

=

61 = 54
9 Xq = 89 = 80  

M = 444

SS = X(x, — M? = Dx? -— (Ex,)2/n

 

= 314 — (40)/9 = 136.22
df=n-1=9-1=8

est o? = SS/df = 136.22/8 = 17.03

Cl = M = (Vest o?/n)crit t (df)

or,in this example,

Cl = 4.44 + V(17.03/9) (2.306) = 4.44 + 3.17

Thus, the population meanis, with 95% probability somewhere between 1.27
(4.44 — 3.17) and 7.61 (4.44 + 3.17). This information constitutes most of what

we wish to know about the results of this experiment. In particular, it tells us
that heart rates tend to be faster with caffeine—somewhere between 1,27 and
7.61 beats per minute faster.

Having estimated o?, we are nowinapositionto carry out our hypothesis-
testing steps. Thefirst step is to set up the null andaltemative hypotheses:

 

Hy: The independentvariable (caffeinated/decaffeinated) has noeffect on

the dependent variable (heart rate). This means that the sample of

difference scores should come {roma population whose mean pis

equal to 0. Thus:
H,: Caffeine does haveaneffect on heart rate. Thescores fromthe sample

should come fromadistribution whose mean p. is not equalto 0.

293
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Anappropriate summaryscoreis the mean M, whichis 4.44. To the extent

that the null hypothesis is true, M should be around0; to theextent that the
alternative hypothesis

is

true, M should bedifferent from0.

Howis this score distributedif the null hypothesis is true? If H, is tme

we knowthat Mwill come fromadistribution whose mean ps is equalto0, The

variance ofthis samplingdistribution of sample me: estimated to be

   

  

est o%

 

or
= pag 21°97

estoy = Vest ay = VL89 = 1.37

To compute howextreme our obtained meanis, we calculateat. Since the
estimate of the population variance is based on eight degrees offreedom, the
obtained¢ will have eight degreesof freedomas well. This (8) is

= 4-0M-p_ 44-035,
1.37

 

  

 Obtainedt(8) =

 

t Oy

Thecriterion¢(8) is obtainedas follows. Wehave cight degrees offreedom
a two-tailedtest (2Q), and a 0.05 a-level. Looking at the ¢-table, we discover
thecriteria (5) to be £2.31. Sinceourobtained (8) of 3.24 is moreextreme
than the criterion (8) of 2.31, we reject the null hypothesis and conchide that
caffeine does have an effect on heart rate—specifically, caffeine appears. ty

  

increase heart rate.

10-5 In a within-subjects design. we compute asingle score—adifference
score—for each subject. The mean ofthese difference scores is then
tested against a constant, whichis typically zero. Thetest is therelore
based on n — 1 degrees of freedom. where n is the number of

 

subjects.

Confidence Intervals and Hypothesis
Testing: An Editorial Comment

Wehave described twoseparate data anal
sample mean along with its 95% confidence interval and the test of a null
hypothesis. Although the logic was slightly different. both procedures implied
the same conclusion—that caffeinated coffee increases heart rate relative to
decaffeinated coffee. The main difference between the two procedures is that
the mean-plus-confidence-interval procedure provides more information than

 

procedures: the computationofa

  



does the hypothesis-testing procedure. The former,i iding inf fiabout the location of the relevant population Felons Information
4 mean, tells us ipso fact

whether or not we should reject any particular null hypothe hancerelationship between means, The latter tells us only about whether we should ifshould not reject the null hypothesis, : see‘As we shall 65 the same relation hetween the two procedures holds in
many othersituations; providing meansalong with the con fidenceintervals 3
the means provides the same information as does some Correspondiny iy ee
test, plus additional information. Nonetheless, hypothesis testing is the ai ‘cal
statistical techniquein thesocial sciences. The reasons why this is al th
4 detailed discussion ofthe pros andcons of hypothes: testing per aKbea i
the scopeofthis book. However, to understandsocial science res arch ewe
and—usually—to be allowed to publish research reports, an swidesstandivg: of
hypothesistesting is cnucial. ‘ B

“Jt is our opinion, however, that typical a
are often not very fruitful for several reasons,

I. The conclusions that emerge from hypothesis testing are backward
relative to what we wouldideally want. In particular, we wouldlike to know the
probability that some hypothesis is correct given a particular result. However,
the hypothesis-testing procedure tells us the probability of a particul t
given that a particular hypothesis is true.

2. Hypothesis testing byitself provides noindicationofthe magnitude of
a particular effect. One can say that some effect is "statistically significant”
withoutatall specifying howbigit is—thatis. by howmuch some ‘sample mean
departs from the mean predicted by some null hypothesis, or by how much two
sample means differ from one another: It isa distressingly common practice in
joumal articles to provide the results of some hypothesis test without ever
providing the sample means upon which the hypothesis test was based! ‘This
practice has the effect of hiding the mostinteresting aspcets ofthe experimental
results.

3. Hypothesis testing emphasizes the control of type 1 errors while having
very little to say about type II errors. Thereis verylittle scientific justification
for this asymmetry,

4. Andfinally, null hypotheses are. by their nature, almost never true, In
the example we havejust discussed, for instance, the null hypothesis is that there
is absolutely no difference between the population meansofthe caffeinated and
decaffeinated conditions, Another wayofstating this null hypothesis is that the
mean difference between the two conditions is zero—to an infinite number of
decimal places. No one would serivusly believe such a mull hypothesis is trac
There must be some effect of caffeine on heart rate. The effect may he sinall:
but it almost certainly exists. ‘Thus, in fact, the rejection of the null hypothesis
does nottell us any more than that there is enough statistical power to detect
whateverdifference between the conditions must hethere.

In manyinstances. providing sample means along with confidenceintervals
around the sample means provides at least a beginning ofa solution to these

 

  

plications of hypothesis testing

jar result
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problems; more generally, such a procedure provides a much more immediate
intuitive idea of what the data are all about than does the test of some nullhypothesis. To get a feeling for what we meanbythis assertion, let's reconsider
the mnemonic technique to prevent forgetting that we described in Chapterg.
Recall that to test this technique, we administer a free-recall procedure in which
the subjects who had Ieamed the technique are required torecall as Manyas
possible of a 20-word list that they had previously read. One group of subjects
is tested immediately; the otheris tested a weeklater. If the technique works
there should be no forgetting; thatis, there should belittle or no difference in
memoryperformance betweenthe two groups. Suppose that the immediate and
one-week groups remember meansof 10.9 and 10.1 words, Tespectively, and the
results of the relevant hypothesis-testing procedure (the t-test) indicates that the
difference between these two meansis notstatistically significant. Thus, we
wouldn't reject the null hypothesis that the population means of the two groups

 

are identical. \
Nowsupposethat the meansalong withthe confidence intervals are plotted.

Figure 10-4 shows two possible outcomes. These two outcomes differ only in
the size of the confidence intervals. that is, in the certainty with which the
population meansofthe two groupsare localized. In Figure 10-4a the confidence
intervals are very large, whereas in Figure 10-4b the confidence intervals are
muchsmaller. As indicated in Chapter8, the results shown in Figure 10-4a have
less statistical powerthan the results shown in Figure 10-4h.

Whatcould we conclude about our experimental technique giventhe results
in Figure 10-4a? The answeris: not very much. Given the uncertainty about the
location of the relevant population means,it is perfectlyplausible, for example,
that the population mean for the immediate group is 15, and the population
meanfor the one-week groupis 8; that is, it is possible that the techniqueis not
working at all. On the other hand, the population means might be virtually
identical; thatis, it is possible that the techniqueis working quite well. We just
can't tell what's going on.
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FIGURE 10-4 Small confidence intervals (b) makeit reasonable to accept the null
hypothesis. Large confidence intervals (a) make it unreasonable to accept the nullhypothesis.
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On the other hand, given the data of Figure 10-4b, we
see that we can make quite strong conclusions. The populati
two conditions maydiffer but given the small confidence
differ by very much. Thus, we could conclude with some
our technique is working quite well.

The point ofthis illustration is that providing the me:
confidenceinterval provides moreofan intuitive, gut-level
data mean than does presenting only the means andtheresult of the associated
hypothesis test. This benefit ofusing confidenceintervals, either instead of or in
conjunction with hypothesis testing, will increase as we move along to ever more
complex designs.

can immediately
ion meansfor the

intervals, they couldn't
degreeof certaintythat

ans along with their
feeling for what the

Testing the Difference
Between Two Sample Means

We have discussed the mechanics of performinga ¢-test in situations involving a
single sample mean that is to be tested against a constant. Our concen in this
sectionis with a between-subjects design in which two groups or conditions are
to be compared. We described sucha situation earlier in the context of a z-test.
Recall, for example, the SMARTIUM/PROGRAM X experiment in which
SMARTIUMwas administered to one groupofstudents and PROGRAMX was
administered to a second group. The two groups were then compared to see
which had a higher average math GRE score. The summaryscore obtained in
this situation consisted of a difference score—the difference hetween the means

of the two samples. We then establisheda null hypothesis ng that these two

sample means came from the samedistribution. Therefore, if the null hypothesi

were tnie, our summary score—the difference between the sample means

would come from a population whose mean piy,-, was 0 and whose variance
o},-a, Was equal to 0%, + o%,.

We performed a =-test, which was appropriate hecause the relevant
population variances were knownrather thanestimated,

In an analogoussituation involving an wnknown population variance, we go

through much the samesteps except that (a) we must estimate the population
variance prior to carrying out otir hypothesis-testing steps and(b) we perforni a
t-test rather than a s-test. Let’s consider suchas

  

 

  

HYPNOSIS AND MEMORY: A DESIGN
WITH TWO GROUPS AND EQUAL n’s

 

In recentyears hypnosis has becomearespectable topicfor scientific study. One

long-standing hypothesis about hypnosis is that hypnotized people are able to

remember things better. For example, there have beenreports of hypnotized
individuals whoare able to “mentallyplace themselves” back intotheir elementary
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schoolclasses and apparently dredge up very accurate memories ofevents thas
had occurred long ago. *

Supposethat weset out to test this “memory enhancement”hypothesis in
a controlled laboratorysituation using a simple free-recall test. To do this, we
first drawa 10-person randomsample fromthe population to which we Wish to
generalize. To this sample of subjects we read alist of 20 unrelated Words, At
this point we randomly divide the sample into two groupsoffive people each
All people in group 1 (the experimental group) are hypnotized and given the
suggestionthat theywill be able to rememberall 20of the words theyjust heard.
The people in group 2 (the control group) are not hypnotized. All 10 subjects
then attempttorecall the words.

Hypothetical data fromthis experimentare representedin Table 10.3, The
meannumberof wordsrecalled fromcachof the two groups has been computed:
the hypnosis group remembers an average of 8 of the 20 words, whereas the
control group remembers an average of 5 of the 20 words. Since hypnotized
people have on the average remembered more words than unhypnotized People,

TABLE 10-3

Hypothetical Results of Experiment in Which Either Hypnotized
or Unhypnotized Subjects Were Tested for Memory Pe: lormance
Using Free-Recall Procedure

 

 

 

   
Group 1 Group 2

(Hypnosis) (Control)

Xia xh Xia

xy =9 81 6
Xy = 7 49 4

X31 = 10 100 4
xy = 6 36 3
Xs) = 8 64 8

2x. = 40 2x7 = 330 25

M, = Sx,/n = 405 = 8 Ma = Yxj/Mn = 25/5 =5
SS, = L(x, — M,)? SS) = X(xj> — M3)?

= Tx} — (Dx P/n = Px5 - (Yxph/n

= 330 — (40/5 = WI = (2577/5

=10 = 16

dff=n-1=5-1l1=4 di =n-1=5-1=4

= S$S./dh; = 16/4 = 4.0

 

est;o? = SS,/df, = 10/4 = 2.5



our inclinationis to think that hypnosis has a genuine
memory performance. However, we must ascertain
hypnosis groupcan’t beattributable simply to chance factors Our first step is t."

‘ aestimate the variance of the population distribution from whichthe free-recallscores came, Let's see howthis is done. pe

effect in terms of boosting
that the advantage of the

Population variance: Combining estimates. As indicated in Table 10-3,having two separate groups puts us in the position of being able t
one but two separate estimates of o?, the population variance.
from each group. We see that the estimate from the
2.5. The estimate of the population variance

is 4.0.
We now have two separate, independent estimates of the po pulation

variance. The first estimate is based on four degreesof freedom ifrom "he five
subjects in the experimental group) and the second estimate is also hased onfour degreesof freedom(fromthe five subjects in the control group). Howev
we do not wanttwo estimates of the population variance. We wouldsimply
to have the one best estimate. To obtain a best estimate, we do the a
thing: We take the average (mean)ofthe two estimates we have, Thus,

to compute not
—one estimate

hypnosis group, esto? is
from the control group, esto?

 

er,
   

 

obvious

esto? + est, 25+40 65   

The one best estimate is based on cight degrees of freedom—four degrees of
freedom from the hypnosis group plus four more degrees offreedom from the
control group. Since our one best estimate of the population varianceis hased
oneight degreesoffreedom,wewill ultimately doat-test basedon eight degrees
of freedom. .

10-6 When two groups of subjeets are mun a separie estimate of o® is

obtained from each group, These tyy estimates
are then avenwed (6 obtain one best estinuite of a   

teranck estar®

Within- versus between-groups variance: A preview. You maybe wondering
why we've gone to the trouble of computing two separate estimates of the

population variance and averaging them, You maythink it seems reasonable
merely to computeonebest estimatedirectlyfromall LO scores. Toget a {celing

for this issue, consider the data in Table 10-4. assumed to be from some

experimentinvolving two groups with two scores per group. As can be seen in

part a of Table 10-4, the twoestimates of 6? from the two groups, esto? and

esto? are 2.0 and0.5. respectively; thus, the combined(best) estimate is 1.25.

However, combiningall four scores into one group (part bof Table 10-4),

timate” o2 to be over 3000. Whythediscrepancy? The answerlies in the
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TABLE 10-4

Illustration of Why Separate Estimates of Population Variance
Are Obtained from Separate Groups

a. Treating two groups separately

Condition 1 (n = 2) Condition 2 (n = 9)

 

 

 

  

m1 =0 xh =0 Ma = 100 *he = 10,000ise a4 X2 = 101 Me
Dx, = 2 Ux a4 2 a= 20
coats Exh — = xyP/n est, 22

= 2.0
aay

2+05a : at ae 1.25 (based on 2 df)

 

 b. Combiningall scores into one big group (n = 4)

x

0 0
2 4

100 10,000

101 10,201

Dx = 203 Dx? = 20,205

SS = Dx? — (Ex)/n = 20,205 — (208)2/4 = 9,902.75

df=n-1=3

est o? = SS/df = 9,902.75/3 = 3,300.92

fact that there is obviously a good dealofdifference between the two groups—
a difference presumablydue to whateverdifferential treatments we have applied
to group 2 versus group 1. Thistreatmenteffect adds a huge amountto the total
variance among ourfourscores.

The idea we are trying to convey here is that there are two sources of
variance contributing to differences among the four scores in the experiment.
Thefirst source is the population variance ¢?, which causes variation of scores
within each of the two groups(thatis, it underlies the fact that the two scores
in group1 differ from eachother andthat the two scores in group2 differfrom
each other). The second source ofvariance is the treatment, which is applied
differentially to the groups and therefore causes variationof scores betweenthe
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two groups. To estimate °°, we must consider onl
roup; this is why we obtain a separate estimate

then average the twoestimates.

In general, our principal task in this or any experimer
total variance among all the scores in the experiment and then determine which
ofit arises as a consequenceof the population variance (within-grou ada fe
yersus whicharises as a consequence ofour between-grouy Baenance)i w e : : ip treatments (between-group variance). This analysis of variance will be thetopic ofseveral subsequent
chapters.

'Y Variation within a single
from within each group and

nt is to consider the

Homogeneity of variance assumption, We have previously mentioned the
homogeneity of vanance assumption, and weshall mention it again, We'll discuss
it a bit here becauseit has a tendencyto catise confusion.

Recall that the homogeneity of variance assumption is that any treatmentthat we apply (in this case, hypnosis versus control) does not affect the variance
of distribution from which the scores are drawn. This means that there is onh
one variance, 0%, that we ultimately wantto estimate. Now,since there were ih
independent groups, we computed two separate estimates of @2. As indicated in
Table 10-3, these two estimates were different. But that's ok. After all, they are
only estimates, so it's not a big surprise that they differ. Making the homogeneity
of variance assumption is what underlies the operation of averaging two estimates
to obtain our one best estimate.

A final note: We deliberately arranged our notation such that the two
estimates of a? were termedesto? and est:o°—not est of andest 03. This is to
emphasize notationally that there is, as far as we are concerned, only one 6,
and we get one estimate ofit (estyo?) and thenasecondestimateofit (estao”)
The combination ofthese two estimates constitutes our one best est 2,

 

Confidence intervals. There are several confidence intervals ofinterest that
we might compute fromthe datain Table 10-3.First, we can compute confidence
intervals around M, and M;. For the most part, such computation is straight-

forward; we have done it many times. The only novelty comes from the
homogeneity ofvariance assumption that we have just discussed. Once we have
ourbest estimate of o7, we useit forever, In particular, we use it in the confidence
interval formula. Moreover,the ¢ in the confidence interval formula is a t based

on however many degrees of freedom have goneinto ourone best est a, in this

case, eight degrees of freedom. Thus,

M,: Cl = 8  V3.25/5 [crit t(8)] = 5 + 1.86

and

Ms: Cl = 5 + V3.25/5[erit t(8)] = 5 + 1.86

The 95% confidence intervals around the sample means barely overlap.

Thus, it seems very unlikely that the population meansofthe two conditionsare

BETWEEN TWO SAMPLE MEANS 301
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the same; that is, it seems unlikely that the null hypothesis of no differen
betweenthe population meansis correct. To be more precise about the relation
betweenconfidenceintervals and the hypothesis test that we eventually will ae
let us anticipate that our summaryscore will be the difference between the

sample means, M, — Mz = 8 — 5 = 3. Whatis the confidenceinterval around
this summaryscore? To compute this, we must first estimate the variance ofthe
distribution from which this summary score is drawn. We have leamed live te

 

dothis:

est o%, yy, = est oH, + est OF.

Estimates of the two variances on theright side of this equation can easily be
obtained. These estimates are

 

 

est O%, =

Therefore,

est 3),= 0.65 + 0.65 = 1.30

Then,for the confidenceinterval,

M, — Mz:Cl = 3 + Vest o%),—, [crit t(8)]

=3+ 263

Thus, the 95% confidence interval around M, — Mz doesn't include zero, This

is sufficient to conclude that the null hypothesis of no difference between By
and ptis false.

 

Hypothesis-testing steps. For the hypothesis-testing procedure, thefirst step
is to set up the null and the alternative hypotheses. The null hypothesis is that
the independentvariable (hypnosis versus control) has noeffect onthe dependent
variable (number of wordsrecalled). Thatis,

Hy: Scores from the experimental (hypnosis) group comefromthe same
population as do the scores from the control group. That is,

Ba = Be

where 4, and jt; are the means ofthe hypnosis andcontrol groups.

The alternative hypothesis is that hypnosis does have an effect on memory
performance—specifically that hypnosis will enhance memory performance.
Therefore, the alternative hypothesisis:



As suggested earlier, an appropriate summaryscore
be the difference between the meansof the hypnosis

=8-5=3

in this situation would
andthe control groups, or

M,-M  

This score is appropriate in the sense that we would expectit to be
if the null hypothesis were true, whereas we would ¢
zero ifthe alternative hypothesis were true.

Nowwe inquire as to howthisdifference score would be distributedifthe
null hypothesis were truc. In such an event M, and M,should comefrom the
samedistribution, and M, — M, should come fromadistribution of differencescores whose mean }yy,-s. is equal to zero. We have already computedan
estimate of the variance ofthis distribution, which was 1.30, Andthest
deviation is

est Oy, —s2 = Vest o%,-a. = V130 = L14

An obtainedt-score can nowbeformedthat, as noted, is based on cight degrees
of freedom: '

i aroundzero
‘xpectit to be greater than

‘andard

Obtained ¢(8) = (Mi

=

Ma)

=

Bane 3-0
est Ou— 1d

 2.63

Whatis the criterion t(8)? Since it is based on cight degreesof freedom,
we go to row 8 in the t-table. Thetest is one-tailed(since the altemnati
hypothesis was directional, and the traditional 0.05 a-level is being used).
Therefore, we go to the Q = 0.05 columninthe table. At theintersection of
this column and row 8,wefinda criterion ¢(8) equalto 1.86. Since the obtained
1(8) of 2.63 is more extreme than the criterion ¢(8) of1.86, we reject the null

hypothesis and conclude that hypnosis really does havea facilitative effect on
memory performance.

If you were writing up this result in a journal article, you might say
somethinglike, “The difference betweenthe two meansis statistically sig
t(8) = 2.63, p < 0.05.” Such astatement would be a shorthand wayofsaying
that (a) the hypnosis groupis superior to the control group. and (b) given that
the hypnosis and the control groupreally do not differ, the probabilitythat the
difference between the means would beas large as it tamed out to beis less
than 0.05.

To summarize, we beganwith two groups—ahypnosis anda control group—

and inquired as to whether the tvogroupsdiffered from oneanother in terms
of memory performance. A meanscore, and alsoanestimate of o?, the population
variance, was obtained fromeach group. We then combined(took the meanof)
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these twoestimates to get one best estimate. This one best estimate was based
onthe numberofdegreesof freedom fromthefirst group (four) plus the number
of degrees of freedomfrom the second group (also four) for a total of eight
degreesoffreedominall. Atthis point we went through the confidence interval
and the hypothesis-testing procedures. Since the population variance was esti-
mated rather than known, the appropriate test to perform was a /-test rathe;
than a s+test. The t-test was based on eight degrees of freedom, since eight
degreesof freedom went into the estimate of

A NOTE ON WITHIN- VERSUS
BETWEEN-SUBJECTS DESIGNS

In a within-subjects design (such as the caffeine experiment described earlier),
we obtain for purposesofstatistical analyses only a single score per subject—the

difference between that subject's scores in the two conditions. Hence, we end
up with only one sampleof scores (the difference scores) and one sample mean,
The population ofscores with which we are then concemedis the Population of
difference scores. We therefore directly estimate thevariance of this population
and we test our sample mean against a constant of 0, which would be 1, the

meanofthis difference score population if the null hypothesis were true,
Wewouldlike to emphasizethat the set of difference scores involved in a

within-subjects design is not the same as a difference between two sample means,
which is what we obtain in a between-subjects design, such as the hypnosis
experiment we just described. When dealing with a difference between ‘sample
means (M, — Mz), we did not directly compute the variance ofthe distribution
from which M, — Mg is drawn. Rather, we computed the variance of each
distribution of sample means, of, and o%,,. We then added these two variances
to get the variance ofthe distribution of mean differences.

COMPLICATING MATTERS:
UNEQUAL NUMBERSOF SUBJECTS

In the example we just described,life was easyin that there were equal numbers
of subjects (five) in each of the two groups.

Often, however, an experimentwill not always end up with equal numbers
ofsubjects in the various conditions. Thinkingrealistically rather thanidealistically,
there is the potential for things to go wrong in most experiments. Sometimes,
for example, subjects fail to show up for the experiment. Other times the
equipmentfails. Occasionally, the experimenter oyersleeps or has a nervous
breakdown. In these and othersituations the experimental design maynot end
up exactlythe wayit was planned.In particular, there may end up being unequal
numbers of subjects in the various conditions,
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The general rules for doing a between-sul
unchanged, but a few ofthe details involved in
modified.Let's describe an example that will se

bjects t-test with unequal n’s are
some ofthe caleulations must be

Te toillustrate these modifications.

Control of sexual behavior. Suppose we are physi logi v i:interested in sexual behavior. In particular, we believe’ at oeoes
|

that one ofthe pribrain areas responsible for sexual arousal is the posterior hypothalants,Wereason that if we were to removethe posterior hypothal ‘ bi
= lamus, we would discover

a decrease in the amountof copulation engaged in by the unfortunat i
To test this hypothesis, nate subject,we plan to have two groups of subj

} t
ctsni, = Ng = 10 subjects per group. Wewill operate on each sabest in emisthe experimental group—and excise the posterior hypothalamus, We will alsooperate on each subject in group 2—the control group. We will anaesthetize

each subject, open the skull, and poke around, to control for the effects ofsurgery, but we will not remove any part ofthe brain.
Since we are unable to find any human beings willing to act as subjects in

this experiment (particularly in the experimental group), we instead plan to

form the experimentusing psychology’s favorite organism, the white rat. Thus
we select 20 virile male rats. Ten of them are to be randomly assigned to the
experimental group, the other 10 to the control group, and the appropriate
surgery carried out. After allowing the rats a week or so to recover from their
operations, we intend to investigate their degree of sexual arousal by putting
each rat in a cage with a collection of female rats for an hour, and seeing how
many copulatory acts each rat performs.

That was our plan, andit all sounded just fine, Unfortunately, however,
the surgery was performed by an inexperienced graduate student, and some of
the rats perished on the operating table. Specifically, five of the experimental
group rats died, leaving n, = 5 survivors. Similarly, three ofthe control group
rats died, leaving n, = 7. Although Wwe are somewhat annovedatthe all-thumbs
student, we plow ahead with the experiment anyway, Table 10-5 shows the data,
depicting the number of copulatory acts performed in an hour bythe five
surviving experimentalrats and the seven surviving control rats. As we can see,
rats in the experimental group performed a mean M = 2 copiilatoryacts. whereas
rats in the control condition performed a mean M = 5 copulatory acts. Since
the experimental group performed fewcopulatoryacts on the average than did
the control group, our inclination is to believe that removal of the posterior
hypothalamusreally is effective in terms of decreasing the amount of sexual
behavior. As usual, however, we want to ensure that the obtained results are

really due to the manipulation—removing the posterior hypothalamus—and not
simply due to chance. Ourfirst step is to estimate the variance ofthe population
from which the scores emerged.

As in the last example, we have two groups and therefore are able to

calculate two separate, independentestimates of the population yanance—one
estimate from each of the two groups. Theseestimates have been computed in
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TABLE 10-5

Hypothetical Results from Experimenton Effect of Posterior
Hypothalamus Removal on Sexual Activity

 

 

 

Group 1 Group 2
(Experimental Group) (Control Group)

(n, = 5) (nz = 7)

xa xh Xz x2

————
x =0 0 M2 = 5 25

tq = 1 Xo = 7 49
Xy = 4 16 Xx = 4 16

xa = 4 16 Xe = 3 9

aol A tse = 4 16
Taxa = 10 Dah = 34 Xoo = 6 36

a6 36
3 Exh = 187

M, = 10/5 =2 My = 35/7 =

SS, = Ux — M,)? SS_ = X(xj. — Mo)?

= Exh — (Zxy)/ny = Exh — (Ex9)/ny

= 34-1075 =14 = 187 — (35)/7 = 12

df, =n, -1=5-1=4 df = no -1=6

esto? = SS,/df, = 14/4 = 3.5 esto? = SS,/dfp = 12/6 = 2.0
 

Table 10-5. The estimate from the experimental group,esto, is 3.5, whereas
the estimate from the control group,est,o°, is 2.0.

Recall from our hypnosis example that, once we had our two estimatesof
the population variance, we merely averaged them to arrive at our onebest
estimate. Might this tactic be a reasonable one to carry out in the present
situation as well? Should we compute the meanofest,a? = 3.5 andests 20
to arrive ata single estimate of2.75 for the population variance? Such aprocedure,
attractive though it might seem, would overlook one important facet of our
data—namely that there are more degreesof freedom goinginto est.o? thaninto

esto? owingto the greater numberofsurvivingrats in the control grouprelative
to the experimental group. This means that the estimate obtained from the
control groupis better than the estimate obtained from the experimental group,
and we ought somehow to pay moreattention to it. Although westill want to
combinethe estimates (since the estimate from the experimental groupis, after
all, worth something), we wantto give heavier weight to estz0”.
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Weactually implementthis differential weighting in terms ofth idegrees of freedom. Consider: We have 4 degrees of freedom areneperimental groupplus6 degreesoffreedom from the control group,for

a

totalof 10 degrees of freedom. Wetherefore wantto give relative weights of + tothe experimental group and 1 to the control group. Our one best estimate of
the population variance is then obtained by the formula

est 0? = (4/10) estyo? + (6/10) esto?
= (0.4)(3.5) + (0.6)(2) = 2.6

Thus, our best estimate of o?is 2.6, which, as we would guess, is little closer
to 2 (estyo2, which got the somewhatgreater weighting) thanit is to 3.5 (nat-g est,o?,
which got the somewhatlesser weighting).

A general formulafor estimating the population variance. Let's take this
opportunity to make some general remarks about how we go about obtaining
our one best estimate of the population variance from two (or actually, as we
shall see in the next chapter, any number of) separate groups. Considerthe
situation in which we have two groups of subjects, with n, scores in the first
group and nz scores in the second group. In sucha situation, there are n-1
degrees of freedom from thefirst group plus ng — 1 degrees of freedom from
the second groupfor a total of n, + ny — 2 degreesoffreedomin all. We now
calculate two estimates, est;o? andest,o* of the population variance from groups
1 and 2, respectively. To get our one best estimate, as we have seen, we weight

the twoestimatesbytheir relative degreesoffreedom; thatis, we use the formula

esto? =

 

which in turn is equal to

aw (ny — 1) estyo? + (nz — 1) estso?
et oSny +n — 2 Oe

Nownotice that

, 88 _8S
est;o> = a s m-1

or

(n, — L) esto? = SS; (10-2)
Similarly,

est,07 = SS: =

 

or
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(ng — 1) este? = SS2 (10-3)

Substituting Equations 10-2 and 10-3 into Equation 10-1,

SS, + SS:

ny tny- 2

This best estimate of the populationvariance is once again seento be a sum of
the squares (in this case the sum of the sums of squares from both groups)

divided byan associated numberof degrees of freedom(in this case the sumof
the degrees of freedom from both groups). Asanillustration ofthis formula, we
find in our present example that

SS, + SS. 14+ 12 26 26

este tm 2 5+7-

  
est o?

 

which is what it was the last time we calculated it—as it must he, since the two
computational techniques are algebraically equivalent.

10-7 With unequal mimbers of subjects est a? is a weighted average of
estio® and esto, where the weighting is in terms ofrelative degrees
offreedom, :

Confidence intervals. As in the previous example, we can compute three
confidence intervals in this situation—around M,, Mz and around whatever
summary score we intend to use. As before, given the homogeneityofvariance
assumption, any o? that we may use is our best estimate of o, based on 10
degrees of freedom.So, for the two means,

M,: CI = 2 + V2.6/5 [erit ¢(10)] = 2 + 1.61

and

M;: Cl = 5 + V2.6/7[crit ¢(10)] = 5 + 1.36

Notice several things. First, we reemphasize that the samebest estimate (2.6) of
o?is used for both confidenceintervals. Thisis a consequenceof the homogeneity
of variance assumption. Second, the confidence interval around M,is little
smaller than the confidence interval around M,. This a consequence ofthe
larger n upon which M,is based relative to Mj. Finally, as in the hypnosis
example, the two confidence intervals barely overlap. This tells us that the two
corresponding means 1, and po are probably not the same.

Again to anticipate slightly, the summary score to be usedinthe hypothesis
testing procedure will be M, — Mj, the sample mean difference. Note from
Table 10-5 that the obtained summaryscoreis equal to 5 — = 3. To compute
the confidence interval aroundthis value, we mustfirst estimate the variance of
the distribution of sample mean differences. We knowthat
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est O%,-a1, = est Of, + est of,

The two termsontheright side of Equation 10-4 are simply variances i
distributions of sample means, and we know how to ache them. ofsampling

 

 

 

 

4, = EE 28 — o5a0est OX. = Ta 50)

andlikewise.

>. — est: 26_. Wn
est 0%, = Fi 707 0.371

Thus

est o%-a = 0.520 + 0.371 = 0.891

Then,for the confidence interval

My ~ My:CI = 3 *

Vest

o%,-

9,

[erit ¢(10)]

=3+2.10

Wenote that the confidenceinterval around the summaryscore doesn't include
zero, which allows us to conclude that the null hypothesis of no diffe: rence
between the twogroupsisfalse.

Hypothesis-testing steps. As an alternative, or in addition to computing
confidenceintervals, we can go through the hypothesis-testing procedure. The
null hypothesis is:

 

Ho: The independent variable (in this case whether or not the posterior
hypothalamus is removed) does notaffect the dependentvariable(in
this case numberof copulatoryacts in an hour). Thus,

Bi = He

where #2, and pt» are the population mean copulatoryacts for the two

groups.

The alternative hypothesis would be:

H,: The removal ofthe posterior hypothalamuswill lead to fewer copulatory
acts; that is, py < po.

Asnoted, an appropriate summaryscoreis thedifference between the means of
the two groups.

M:- M,=5-2=3

Howis this score distributedif the null hypothesis is trae? As usual. if
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there is actually no difference between the two groups—thatis, if the Scores
from the two groups actually come from the same population—the two means

must come from the same population as well, andthe difference between the
two means should comefromthe distribution ofdifference scores whose gay

Hats is 0. We have computed the variance ofthis distribution; it was 0.89]
Therefore, to obtain the standard error of M; — M,, :

est Oya, = Vest oF,-a, = V0.891 = 0.944

Soif the null hypothesis is true, this difference score (Mz — Mj), the difference
between the meansof the two groups, is distributed with a mean of 0 and an
estimated standard deviation equalto 0.944.

Now weare in a position to calculate a t-score that will indicate how

extreme our obtained M, — M, is, assuming that the null hypothesis ig true
This obtained ¢ will be based on 10 degrees of freedom, because a total of 10
degrees of freedom wentinto our best estimate of the population variance. To
calculate this ¢(10),

(Mz — Mj) = bae- _ 3-0eeFl

Eel

oaS518
est Oy.—a4 0.944

Whataboutourcriterion t(10)? We note that we are doing a one-tailed test at
the 0.05 a-level based on 10 degrees of freedom. Looking at the appropriate
place in ourt-table, we find an entry of1.81. Our obtained (10) of 3.18 ig more
extreme than ourcriterion t(10) of 1.81, so we reject the null hypothesis and
concludethat removingthe posterior hypothalamusdoes indeed decrease amount
ofsexual activity.

To summarize: Westarted with two groups. From each group weobtained

a mean, M, and Mg, and additionally we obtained from each groupan estimate
of the population variance, est,o? and est,0°. Wecalculated a one best nate
of the population variance using the weighted average of the two estimates
obtainedfrom the two groups—the weightingwasin termsofdegreesoffreedom,
Having obtained ourbest estimate of the population variance, we were then
ready to compute appropriate confidence intervals and/or go through the
hypothesis-testing steps.

Obtained t(10)

 

Assumptions

Mostofthestatistical tests discussed in this book (specifically the s-test, the
t-test, and the soon-to-be-described analysis of variance) are based on certain
assumptions.

Consider, for example,a t-test. As noted above, Mr. Gossett accomplished
the task of determining how the score

x-p
esto
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is distributed. However, to derive the form of the t distributioy
forced to make a numberofassumptions about the nature of the. ar ata
The major assumptionsare as follows. Sexe ta

1. The scores constituting the raw data (
of one another;thatis, each x is uninfl
x's. This assumption would, for example, be violated in a fjepee i. sublent peing tested cheatedand looked at mec

eet of another subject. Thi ion i 5=aumipon, ry This assumption is called the independence

2. The original x's are drawn from a normal
underlying normality assumption.

3. When there is more than one condition, scores from the different
conditionsare drawn from populations havingvariances that are all e tal
to one another. This assumption has been mention nied previously andi
often referred to as the homogeneity ofvariance asuintton ° :

thatis, the x's) are indé. lependentluenced by thevaluesofall other

distribution. This is the

10-6 The validity of thestatistical tests depends on thevalidity of certain
assumptions regarding the experimental situation, :

VIOLATION OF ASSUMPTIONS

Suppose one or more ofthese assumptionsis false in some experiment. What
then? Well, in such an eventthedistribution of

xh

esto
 

will not be distributed as we expectit to be. Specifically, the published a-level
criteria will not be correct. For example, the criterion that chopsoff the upper
5% of at distribution may chop off the upper 6% of our actual distribution.
What is more, we will not be able to formulate the actual distribution of our
summary score, so we will be unable to determine what the appropriate criterion

should be.

BUT NOT TO WORRY (USUALLY)

The preceding was the bad news; nowfor the good news. It turnsout that even

fairly gross violationsofthe underlying normalityand the homogeneityof variance

assumptions generally have a surprisingly small effect on the summaryscore
distribution.Violation ofthe independenceassumptionhas a ratherseriouseffect,
and therefore it is important to avoidviolating it. But a prudent experimenter
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can generally arrange his or her experiment such that the independence
assumption is met. | oe"

A detailed discussion of the assumptionviolation effects is beyond the
scope of this book. We provide here a few rules of thumb.

Only worry if your obtained scoreis near thecriterion score. The actual
distribution will only rarely depart substantially from the assumed (or published)
distribution. For example, assumptions would have to be very grossly Violated
for the assumed 5% criterion actually to chopoff, say, 15% ofthe distribution
Therefore,if an obtained score far exceedsa criterion score, you are Probably:
on safe ground rejecting Ho.

Check yourdistributions. A quick plot of obtained raw-score distributions
will provide a roughidea ofwhether the underlying normality and/or homogeneity:
ofvariance assumptionsare beingviolated,

Comparison ofest o?’s. To the degree that the est o's from two groups
(estyo? and est2o) differ, the homogeneity of variance a sumption is being
violated. However,a nile of thumbis that whenthe n's are approximately equal
the est o*'s can differ by as muchas a fourto oneratio without great cause fee
alarm.

Large n’s and equal n’s are good. In general,violation of assumptions have
less serious consequences to the degree that (a) there are large numbers of
observations (20 or more) and (b) there are equal numbers ofobservations in
the various conditions.

10-9 Unless they are very gross, assumption violations have quite small
effects on the conclusions of the test.

THE SCALING ASSUMPTION

 

This assumption has been deferred and given a subsectionofits own becauseit
raises problemsthat are frightfully thorny, difficult to explain, under debate, and
generally beyond the scope ofthis book, But we feel you should be awareof
whatthe problemis, so we describeit briefly.

The scaling assumption is that the dependent variable is measured onat
least an interval scale (that is, an interval or a ratio scale). Werecall from the
introductorychapterthat an interval scale may be defined as follow Suppose
we have four values of our dependentvariable, x,,

x2,

x5, andx4. Supposefurther
that

  



 

X27) = Xa 7X3

hen the x’s are measuredon aninterval scale if these diffe
ass thing no matter whatthe x's are. For instanco,meee ai, ihe
an interval (actually ratio) scale. Thatis, for example,the differe at hae
10 and 20 miles per hour may be thought of as equivalent to itedeere
petween 60 and 70 miles per hour. But Supposein a psychological ex : irehe
subject rates on a scale of 1-7 how much heorshe likes thetaste af opinscte : a
the difference between ratings of 6 and 7 psychologically exnuiadlent FN the
difference betweenratings of 3 and 4? This is a debatable point Thus the ae
assumption may be taken to meanthatthere can be doubts as to the¢ ‘fr
ofscale ratings whenthe ratings have asubjective source,

 

scaling
equivalence

NONPARAMETRIC TESTS

If any ofthe assumptionsare violatedto the degree that
untenable, the solution is to use nonparametrictests, the y
not dependonthese assumptions. Nonparametric tests will be
in Chapter 17.

  

st or at-test is
y of which does

discussedfurther

 

In this chapter we have discussedthe t-test, whichis one ofthe most common
types ofstatistical tests. We initially sawthat a t-test was much like a =-test,
except that a =-test was performedin

a

situation involving a known population
variance andat-test

is

performedin a situation involving an unknown population
variance. In at-test situation a necessaryinitial step is to obtain an estimate of
the population variance. We describedseveral different t-test situations,

  

    

 

1. The simplestsituation involves testing single sample meanagainst a constant.
Here single estimate of o* is obtained from the sample; this estimateis
based on n — 1 degrees offreedom, wheren is the samplesi
used to test a mean against a constant is

M-p

est Oy

  

The formula

 

 tn - l=

where Mis the sample mean andys is the constant.
A within-subjects design is a common situation in which a sample scoreis
tested against a constant. Here cach subject participates in hoth conditions of
an experiment and each subject obtains a difference score, The population
variance ofthis set ofdifference scores is estimated, and the mean Mofthe
setof difference scoresis tested against the constant ofzero.

1
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PROBLEMS

3. Ina between-subjects design there are two independent Broups of subject
From each groupis obtained the mean of that group andanestimate of the
population variance. The one best estimate ofthe population variance is then
obtained by computing a weighted average ofthe twoestimates from the two
groups. The weightingis in termsofdegrees offreedom;and the final estimate
is based on ny — 1 + ng — 1 =n, + ne — 2 degrees of freedom, where
nj and nj are the samplesizes ofthe two groups. In the case where ny =p,
the weighting is equal, and therefore the one best estimate of o? is simply

the mean ofthe two estimates from the two groups. ,

Finally the hypothesis-testing steps involvetestingthedifference hetween
the two sample meansagainst zero using the formula

g) =

(
i
t
u

=

Ma)

—0

t(ny + ne "est oyy—ay

4, Thet-test as well as the z-test and the analysis ofvariance are based on certain
assumptions. Violation ofthese assumptionsis generally not a cause for alarm
but whenit is, one may do nonparametrictests, which are the topic of a later
chapter.

1. In the three questions below, the mean M of a random sample from an
approximately normal population is given, and the value of the sample

standard deviation S$ computed from that sample is also given. In each
problem test the specified hypothesis about the population mean w. Use
(i) a one-tailed t-test at the 0.05 significance level; (ii) a two-tailed t-test at
the 0.05 significance level; (iii) a one-tailed t-test at the 0.01 significance
level; and (iv) a two-tailed t-test at the 0.01 significance level. Also use the
given data to find (v) a 95% confidenceinterval for the meanofthe population
and (vi) a 99% confidence interval for the mean ofthe population.
a. The hypothesis is that a sample of 20 clinical interview tapes have
M = 52 minutes and S = 19 minutes comesfrom a population having
# = 50 minutes.

b. The hypothesis is that a sample of 12 weights of males having M = 182
unds and $ = 16 comes from a population having 4 170 pounds.

c. The hypothesis is that a sample of 64 heights having M = 5 fect 9 inches
and § = 3 inches comesfrom a population having ». = 5 feet6 inches.

2. Gail Burnsreads in the newspaper that Americans sce an average (mean)of

10 homicides a night on TV. Wondering whether her sororitysisters differ
from this national average, she asks each of the four other members of her
sorority how many homicides each of them saw on TVthe previous night.
Their answers are as follows:
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Sister Numberof Homicides

1 9

2 8
3 10

4 9

a. Whatis the mean numberof homicides and the 95'% confid i 2
b. Perform therelevantt-test on these data. lenceinterval?

. Consider Chapter5, problems3, 4, 5, and 8.
a. Reevaluate the data from these problems performinga t-test rather than

a sign test. (Hint: Each of these t-tests should be a within-somethin,
t-test.)

:b. Compute 95% confidence intervals around the sample mean difference
score in each case.

. In questions a-c of this problem the means M, and Mz of random sam les
of sizes N, and No, respectively, and the corresponding sample standard
deviations, $, and S3, are given. In each problem test the null hypothesis
that the two samples came fromthe same normal population. Use (i) a one-
tailed t-test at the 0.05 significance level; (ii) a two-tailed t-test
at the 0.05 significance level; (iii) a one-tailed t-test at the 0.01 significance
level; and(iv) a two-tailed f-test at the 0.01significance level. Also find the
95% confidenceinterval around eachof the two means.
a. For students’ graduating averages: M, = 78, n, = 16, S; = 6

Mz = 84, ng = 16, Sy 6.
b. For female heights: M, = 5 ft 9 inches, n, = 81, S, = 3 feet:

Mz = 5 ft 4 inches, nz = 11, S. = 4.5 inches.
c. For weights of U.S. males: M, = 170 pounds, n, = 16, S, = 15:

My = 185 pounds, ny = 10, S, = 12.

 

 

. A developmental psychologist is interested in whether dating behavior is
differentforfirst-born versus second-bom adolescent males. He gathers two
samplesofsix first-bom andsix second-bomteenagers and measures how
manydates eachhas in a month. Hegets the following data:

NumberofDates in a Month

First Bom Second Born

6 2
4 5
5 4
7 2

3 1
5 4

a. Plot the two means, including 95% confidenceintervals aroundthe means.

b. Perform a t-test on the data.
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6. Consider the following data (assume that 10 S's each participate in both
conditions): ;

 

Subject Condition 1 Condition 2

1 9 7

2 2 2

3 7 4

4 12 13

5 14 13

6 10 7

7 6 4

8 7 6

9 12 8

10 10 9

a. Getthesetof difference scores (condition 1 minus condition 2 for each
S).

b. Compute the mean difference score and the 95% confidence interval
around the meandifference score.

Usea t-test to test the hypothesis that condition1 is better than condition
2:

d. Dothe samething with

a

signtest.

c

An experimentis done on the effect of marijuana on memory. Two groups
ofsix subjects per group are given a free-recall test on a 15-word list. The
experimental group has been given two marijuana cigarettes to smoke
whereas the control group has been given twostandard cigarettes. The
results (numberofcorrect responsesout of 15) are as follows:

Number of Words Remembered

  

Experimental (marijuana) Control (cigarette)

6 10
5 5
8 8
7 8

5 9
7 8

a. Plot the two sample meansalong with 95% confidenceintervals around
the means.

b. Test the hypothesis that the marijuana causes a decrease in memory
performance.

8. Photi’s Fish Shop claimsthatit sells heavier salmon than does Lvan’s across
the street. Samples of n, = 4 salmon and nz = 3 salmonareobtainedfrom

Photi’s and Ivan’s, respectively. The weights (in pounds) areasfollows:
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PROBLEMS

  

Group 1 Group 2
(Photi’s) (Ivan's)

6 3
8 5
7 4
7

a. Plot the meansfor the two grou;

b. Test the hypothesis th;
Ivan's.

ps alongwith the 95% confidence inteat Photi’s salmon weigh more, in general, th; okan do

Plot means and 95% confidence inter:als for the data from Chi
problems 7, 10, and 13. Assume for cach that 62, the population aket
is unknoten. : .

An experimentis done totest whethervitamin C is effective
colds using two groupsof four subjects per group. E
takes 1000 milligramsofvitamin C per day fora
in group 2 takes }

in preventing
ach subject in group 1

an year, whereaseach subject
a 1000-milligramsugar tablet every day. The number of

colds during the vear is recordedfor eachsubject. Unfortunately, one of the
group 2 subjects catches pneumonia andhasto leave the experiment. The
data are as follows:

  

Group 1 (vitamin C) Group 2 (sugartablet)

 

a. Plot the two sample means along with 95% confidenceintervals.
b. Can you conclude from these data that vitamin C reduces the number of

colds? Carry out the appropriatetest.

A developmental psychologist believes thatif a childis forced tocat a certain
food, he or she will growtolike that food. An experimentis designedto test
that notion. Two groups of10five-year-oldchildren per group are picked.
In the “liver group” cach child is made byhis or her parents to take two
bites ofliver a week for a vear. In the control groupliveris offered to the
child, but he orsheis not forcedto catit. Five vears later, a liver-preference
test is given to the two groups. Eachchildis askedto rate how much he or
she likes liver on a scale ranging from 1 = very muchto 5 = not atall.
The families of twoofthe children whowereintheliver group have moved
away from town. Fourofthe familiesofchildren who werein the control
group have moved away. The data areas follows:
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12,

t-TEST

Rating for How MuchLiver Is Liked
 

Liver Group Control Group

4 3

5 3

3 2

3 1
4 2

5 5

2

4

a. Plot the two sample meansalong with 95% confidence intervals,
b. Test the hypothesis thattheliver grouplikesliver more than the control

group.

An experimentis doneto test the effect of communicator “peer similarity"
onattitudes. Subjects (college students) are randomlyassignedto two groups:
a “similar peer” (SP) and “dissimilar peer” (DP) group, with eight students
per group. In both groups a 19-year-old communicator gives lecture on
whythe presidential incumbent should be reelected. In the SP condition
the communicator is long-haired and dressedin sandals, jeans, and a t-shirt
In the DP condition the communicator has a crew-cutandis wearing glasses,
At the end ofthe talk the students are asked to rate on a 1-7scale how
strongly they think the incumbentshouldbe reelected. Unfortunately, in the
DP condition two subjects ask to be excused in the middle ofthelecture
due to nausea; while in the SP condition one subject leaves to 0 to the
bathroom and never returns. This leavessix subjects in the DP condition
and seven subjects in the SP condition.

The results are as follows:
Rating that incumbent should be reelected (1 means definitelyshould

be reelected; 7 meansdefinitely should not be reelected): :

SP Group DP Group

D
R
U
M
O
o
O
m

N
M
O
B
U
I
U
G
A

a. Plot the two meansalong with 95% confidence intervals.
b. Test the hypothesis that a similar peer producesdifferentattitudesfrom

a dissimilar peer.
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Marine engineer Joe Smithis interestedin spills tha ' i
1 sink. In particular, Joe is interested in thehestinatee ailens

tankers tend tospill more oil when they sink than do American he Gen
looks at records from six sunken Liberian tankers, but he is only alien
one sunken American tanker. The data are as follows, yams lng

AmountofOil Spilled (Millions of Gallons)is}

 

 

Liberian Tankers American Tankereee
Xy = 125 M2 = 112
Xo) 120
Xo 131
xq = 132
xs, = U9
xe = 126

a. Test the hypothesis that more oil is spilled when a Liberian tankersinks
than when an American tanker sinks. Use the 0.05 a-level.

b, Compute a 98% confidence interval aroundthe mean in each condition

14, Dr. Joe Smith is doing an experiment to determine whether
reduce fever. Twelve feverish hospitalpatients

 spirin will
are randomlydividedinto six

experimental group andsix control group subjects. The experimental group
subjects are givenaspirin and the control groupsubjects are given aspirinlike
sugarpills. The change in feveris then noted. Unfortunately, fiveof the
control group subjects and three of the experimental group subjects are
mistakenly given cyanideinstead of sugarpills or aspirin and have to be
eliminated from the experiment. The data fromthe remaining subjects are
as follows. (Negative sign indicates decrease in temperature.)

  

n, =3 n=1

Experimental Group Control Group

xy, = —2 Xp = -1°
Xa, = 0°

xy = —4°

a. Can Joe conclude that aspirin reduces fever more than do sugarpills?
Perform the appropriatetest.

b. Do youthink the homogeneityofvariance assumptionis being violated
in this experiment?

c. Supposeit is known that the populationvarianceoffever reduction under

these conditions is o? = 1. Test whether aspirin andsugarpills differ in
their effect on fever reduction
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15.

16.

t-TEST

  Anexperimentis donetotest the effe

f

activity on time perception, 1]

experimentinvolves 18 subjects andconsists of twophases: ae
Phase 1: The subjects are randomly divided into two groups:

subjects toa high- ty group (group 1) andnine subjec
group (group 2). To get baseline measures, each subject in the HWwogroup,
is placedalone in a roomandaskedto estimate when 10 minutes has claps a
Thedependentvariableis thus the subject's estimate of 10 minutes, ing
that no manipulation has been performed between the two groups vet ote

The data maybe representedas follows: ° co

  

nine
toa low-activig:

  

   

 

Group 1 (High Activity) Group 2 (Low Activity)

Xi X12

X21 X22

Xo Nya

Phase 2: The subjects in group 1 are given a high-activity task t

perform while subjects in group 2 are given a low-activitytask. The subject
then go through the time estimation procedure again. The data maybe
representedas follows (here we will use the notation x' to distinguishthe
data from the baseline data):

  

 

Group 1 (High Activity) Group 2 (Low Activity

Xo  
Xo2Xa

a. Howwould youtest the hypothesis that the time estimates would he
different during high versus lowactivity.
What you would use as your scores.
What means vou wouldcalculate.
Whatestimates of the population variance you would calculate and
howvou would combinetheminto one best estimate

Howmanydegrees of freedom your test would be b
b. Insimilar fashion describe howyou wouldtest the hypothesis that baseline

timeestimates are different in the two conditions.
c. Suppose the experimenterwishes to computeanestimateofthepopulation

variance of the baseline scores (that is, the phase 1 data only). The
experimenterclaims that with the phase 1 data only, he could compute
such an estimate based on 17 degrees of freedom.1s this possible? Why

 

 

Jon,

 

or whynot?

Gail Burnsbelieves that chewing gum during astatistics examinationwill
improve exam scores. Hence, she recruits four of her sorority sisters, Betty.
Connie, Carrie, and Rosie, to take part in an experiment. In thefirst hour
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exam they do not chew gum,and in the second

scores are as follows: cond hourexam they do. Their

 

 

 

Sister Exam 1 Exam 2

Betty 91 92

Connie 73 80

Carrie 41 41
Rosie 80 90

a. Test the hypothesis that chewing gum improves examination scores.
b. Compute a confidence interval that will include th ji

difference score with a probability of 0.95. He Re population neat

c. Whatis wrong with this experimental design?

A college deanis interested in whetherstudentratings from an in
z

troduct

chemistry class (of 50 students) differ from the ratings of an fatidusige:

psychology class (of 40 students). Each studentrates the quality of the class
onthefollowing scale:

7

1 = excellent

2 = good
3 = average

4 = poor

5 = abominable

Thus, one rating is obtained from each studentin each of the two classes.

The data are as follows:

 

Chemistry (N, = 50) Psychology (Nz = 40)

sO Xa & Xo
=Yt=24 Soy ae.M 2.55 0 M, 240 = 1.80

i) Et)

SS, = 2 Xa - M,)? = 100 SS. = >) (Xe — Ma)? = 76

Calculate est 0°.

Calculate est o%, and est o%,.

c. Test the hypothesis that theratings for introductorychemistrydiffer from

those for introductorypsychology.

d. Test the hypothesis that the ratings for introductorychemistrydiffer from

an “average” ratingof3.

o
P



CHAPTER 14

ANALYSIS

OF VARIANCE

S. far in this book we have been concemedwithreason-

ably simple experimentalsituations. We describedsingle-group experiments in
which a single meanis tested against a constant, and wealso described two-

group experiments in which the meanof one groupis tested against the mean
of a second group.

In this chapter we will proceed astep further in experimental complexity
and considera situation involving more than two groups. Consider, for example,

a three-condition experiment, in which we wantedto test whether the three
meansdiffered significantly from one another. One possible wayofdoing this
would be to performseveral t-tests. We could perform a ¢-test ofcondition 1
against condition 2, then a second¢-test of condition 1 against condition 3, and
finallya thirdt-test of condition 2 against condition 3. However,for reasonswe'll
take upin Chapter 15, such a multiple t-test procedure tums out to he somewhat
problematic. In this chapter wewill instead develop a techniquefor performing
a single, overall test of the question of whether the various groups differ from
one anotherin anyway.
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Between- and Within-Conditions
Variance

This technique is known as analysis of variance (ANOVA for short), N
end ofthelast chapter we previewed what ANOVAisall about. 5; sf “ meat

sawthat ANOVA involves a considerationoftwo different typesofvar cally. he
first type of variance arises from differences among the scores “ething., she
condition. This type of variance is familiar to us: we have terai i
population variance. The second typeofvariance arises from differences hue
groups, that is, from differences amongcondition means. We have dealt with
this second type ofvariance in situation involving only two eanditions if ‘th
difference between the two meansis large, we saythat we havearelatively ki 2

hetween-conditions variance: If the difference between the two mean alk
we say that we haverelatively small between-conditions varian ;

The larger the between-conditions variance, the more evidence we have

that our independentvariable (oftenreferredto as our treatment) is having sah

effect on our dependentvariable. We have seen, however,in a stati faldenice:

that the amount of between-conditionsvarianceis only “big” or “small” in relation

to the amount of within-conditions variance, That is, the larger the heetween.

conditions variance (the difference between the two means), the more we tend

to think that there is some real, populationdifference between the conditions
However,the larger the within-conditionsvariance (o*), the more we worry that

any observeddifferences between conditions are due simplyto random fluctuation

We have seen thatin order toevaluate the amount of between-conditions janice

relative to the amountof within-conditions variance, we formaratio ofthe two,

a z-ratio

 

 

  
en

  

small,

     

M,— Mz

 

if the population varianceis known anda t-ratio

_ Mi- M
est Ou — ate

 

if the population variance is unknown.

In many experiments, however. we may wish to have more than two

conditions. In this sort ofsituation we form much the same kind ofratio of

between-conditions variance to within-conditionsva . This ratiois called an

F-ratio. If the obtained F-ratio is large enough, wereject the null hypothesis and

conclude that there are real differences among the conditions, that is, the

independentvariable is having some effect onthe dependent variable. Let's see

howthis is done using a specific example. But before you proceedthroughthis

example, you should read Appendix D, where we establish some newnotation

This notation is crucial for understanding what happens nest.
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11-1 Three different kinds oftests—a <-test, a -test,and an F-test—eonsicy
of forming some sort of ratio of the amount of variance between

groups to the amount of variance within groups

Three Experimental Groups:

Methods for Teaching Calculus

Suppose we are educational psychologists interested in different methods for
teaching introductory calculus. In particular, there are three methods that we
wish to compare: Calculus is to be taught by (1) a seminar method,(2) a tutorial
question-and-answer method, or (3) a straight lecture method. To see whether
the three methodsdiffer from one another, we randomly select N = 27 college
freshmen, and randomlyassign nj = 2 = nz = 9 of themtothree experimental

groups. Each student then learns calculus by the method correspondingtohis
or her group. At the end of the course, all 27 students receive the same
standardizedfinal exam. The gradesreceived bystudentsin all three conditions
are shown in Table 11-1.

Thefirst step is to compute the means for the three groups, which, as
indicated in Table 11-1, are 92, 85, and 81 for the seminar, question-and-answer
andlecture groups, respectively. Just looking at these sample means,it appears

that the seminar method is best for teaching calculus, followedbythe question-
and-answer method, and the lecture group method in that order. However,in
order to assess the meaningfulness of these differences,it is necessaryto have

some idea of how good theyare as estimates of the corresponding population
means. As in the previous chapter, we can address this issue using cither
confidence intervals or hypothesis testing or both.

ESTIMATION
OF POPULATION VARIANCE

To carry out either of these procedures will require an estimate of o?, the

population variance,justas in the f-test situations. Our firststep, therefore,is to
obtain such an estimate. This is not difficult and is based on the sameprinciples
as was the process of estimating the population variance in a two-groupt-test
situation.

An estimate from each group. Since we have three groups, we are ina
position to obtain three separate estimates of the population variance. These
three estimates have been obtained from the data in Table 11-1. As canbe seen,
the estimate from the seminarconditionis est;o? = 8.50; the estimate fromthe
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TABLE 1-1

thetical Data: Final Exam Scorefor S' i
Hyper ticeditions or Students in Each of Three Teaching

Group 1: Seminar Group 2:Q & A

(n, = 9) oe) eee=
 

  

SS,  esto”

est,o? =

 

esto? =

or

$8, + SS: + $8, _ 68+16+ 38 _ G95
to2 = e

estor= pe dhtdh  s+8+8

CI: 92 + (V6.25/8) (2.064) Cl. 85 + (V6.25/8) (2.064) Chl + (V6. 25/8) (2.064)

= 92 + 1.82
= $5 + 1.82

= 81 + 1.82
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question-and-answer condition is esto? = 5.75; andthe estimate from th
lecture condition is esta? = 4.50. e

Combining to obtain one best estimate. We would guess that since there
are equal numbers of subjects in each ofthe three groups, our one best estimaty
of a? might be obtained bysimply averaging the three estimates from the three
groups (just as we averaged estimates from two groups in the analogous Mea
situation). This intuition would be entirely correct, and the one hest estimat a
@?is as shown near the bottom of Table 11-1: ate of

 

 

, esti? + es
est 0° = 3 

8.50 + 5.75 + 4.50

3

It is important to recall that implicit in the calculation of est ¢2 is the
homogeneityof variance assumption. That is, we assume that the scores from
within each of the three groups come fromdistributionsall of which have the
same variance 6°. The three estimates of ofrom the three groups are thus
assumedtobethree estimates of the same variance, and we can sensibly average
them to get one best estimate.

We can be more general in our estimation procedure. Recall that in our
two-group f-test situation, the best estimate of the population variance could
always be obtained using the formula

tg? S814 S82
tor at, + dh

where SS, refers to the sumof squares &(x,, — M,)? from groupj, and df, refers
to degrees of freedom, n, — 1, from groupj. Similarly, in the situation where
we have any numberJ rather thanjust two groups (J = 3 in thepresent example),
we can computea best estimate of the population variance using the formula

J

35,
5 1

estar =F

> dh,
pel

= 6.25 

   

Once again, we see that the best estimate of the population varianceis obtained
dividing a sumofsquares(inthis case thetotal sumofsquares fromtheJ or.

in this example, three groups) by an associated degrees of freedom(the sumof
the degrees offreedom from the J or, in the example, three groups). We have
also computedest a? this way near the bottomof Table 11-1.

   

 

New terminology. Wewill nowintroduce a new name forourestimateof 0°
obtained from within groups. This new name is mean square within, which is



J1-2 Mean squarewithin, or MSW,is our best estimate of o@ the variof the populations from which the groups of scores come Ae
theaverage of the J individual estimates of oand oan bie cay nebydividing the sum of thesums of squares from the faraee

2 . groups by .
sinnof the degrees of freedomfrom the sips J groups by the

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Our one best estimate of o* is equal to 6.25 andis based on 24 dey
freedom(8 degrees of freedom from within cachof the three roups). Weare
now in a position to compute confidence intervals around our sa nple wieans
which we have done at the bottomof Table 11-1. Recall that the formula, for
confidenceintervals is:

Cl = M, + Vest o?/n,[crit ¢(df)]

grees of
   

where M,is the meanaroundwhich we wish tocalculate the confidence interval,
ny is the number of observations upon which M,is based, and the criterion t
(crit ¢) is based on df, the numberof degreesof freedomgoinginto est 62. In
this case df = 24, and we can find fromour tables that the criterion ¢
correspondingto the 0,05 a-level is 2.026, Because n, is the same (n, = 9) for
cach of the three groups, the 95% (or anyother percent) confidenceinterval is
the same for each of the three means. As indicatedat the bottomof Table 11-1,
the 95% confidenceinterval is + 1.82 in eachcase.

 

   

 

Graphing data, It is usually a goodidea to graph the sample means along
with their confidence intervals. We have done so with the present data in
Figure 11-1, As usual, the independent variable (teaching method)is on the
abscissa, and the dependent variable (mean examscore)is on theordinate.

We can see in Figure 11-1 that the means are quite spread apart relative
to their confidence intervals. We can get a pretty quick intuitive viewof what
the data are telling us as follows. Roughly(and conservatively) speaking, each of
the three confidence intervals is around +2, Thus, 1, is somewhere between
about 90 and 94; 2 is somewhere between 83 and 87; and yw. is somewhere
between 79 and 83. This tells among other things, that probably all the ps
are different from one another. To anticipate, the null hypothesis that we will
test in the upcoming hypothesis-testing procedureis that all three ps are identic

to one another. At this point, it’s prettyclear to us that this null hypothesis is
false. Let's check it out.
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t
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Tht 1 1      
 Seminar Q&A Lecture

Teaching method

FIGURE 11-1 Mean exam score as function of teaching method. The 95% confidence
intervals are indicated.

HYPOTHESIS-TESTING STEPS

At this point we start through our hypothesis-testing steps. Since we are in a
slightly different position than we have beenin the past—we have three groups
rather than two groups—we are eventually going to run into some stumbling
blocks. We'll handle those stumbling blocks when wegetto them.

Null andalternative hypotheses. As usual, Hyis that in the population the
independentvariable has no effect on the dependentvariable. The alternative
hypothesis, H;, on the other hand,is that the independentvariable does have an
effect on the dependentvariable.In the present example, the null hypothesis is:

Ho: Teaching method has no effect on examscore. Referring to p, be,
and py as the means of the three condition populations, the null
hypothesis is that 4; = be = ps.

Thealternative hypothesis is:

H,: Teaching methoddoes have an effect on exam score. In other words,
it is not true that p) = po = ps.

Notice that this alternative hypothesis is extremely vague,stating onlythat
there is some difference amongthe three population means. So, for example,
the alternative hypothesis would be true if

MH) > be = Bg

orif

Hy > He > Hg
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or if

fy < He < Bs

or if

pa = Be > Bs

or if

Hi = Be < Bs

and so on. (There are other possibilities that wouldalso imply the alternative
hypothesis being true.) This vagueness of the alternative hypothesis is a major
disadvantage of the ANOVAtechnique.Forif we end up deciding that the nul
hypothesis is false—thatthe alternative hypothesis is trae—we know only slightly
more aboutourdata than we did before we started. There are wavs to ‘be an

precise about deciding what our data actually mean, but we shall defer this topic
until subsequent chapters.

 

11-3 The alternative hypothesis is extremely vague in an ANOVA Situation,
stating only that it is untrue that all population means equal one
another,

Summary score: Mean square between. Ournext step is to obtain some
summary scorethatreflects the extent to whichthe altemative as opposed to the
null hypothesis is true. In the past, selection of such a sum score has heen
fairly straightforward. Whentesting a single group mean against a constant, the
appropriate summary score was simply the mean. Likewise, when testing two
means against one another, the appropriate summary score was thedifference
between the two means, But whatis the appropriate summaryscoreinthis three-
condition experiment? ¥

Hereis wheretheidea of between-condition variance comesin. Recall that
we have started referring to differences among means as between-condition
variance. Now weshall be quite explicit about between-condition variance.
Specifically, we will consider our three sample means and compute how much
variance is among them. More specifically, we will assume that these three
sample means come from some population of sample means, and wewill use
our three sample meansto estimate the variance ofthis population. Table 11-2
shows how this is done. Wehavethree scores: in this case the scores are sample
means. Let's refer to the mean of these three sample means as M, Now our
estimate of the variance of the population from whichthese three sample means
are drawn is simply the sumofsquares fromthese sample means d
degrees of freedom.Asis evident in Table 11-2, the sumofsquares 62. How
many degrees of freedom areassociated with this sumof squares? There are
three scores (the three means),so there are twodegreesof freedom(the number

 

  

 

  ‘dedbythe
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TABLE 11-2

Estimation of Variance of Distribution from
Which Three Sample Means Are Drawn

 

M, M?

Mj = 8464

   
jel

3
SS(means) = >) (M, — M2fi

3 2 e
M,

M => f = > Me (3 4)
J Ere

= 28 = 29,959 — 28!
3 3

= 86 = 22,250 — 22188

= 62
 

of scores minus one). Therefore, the estimate of the population variance from
which these means comeis

SS
Qa (11-1)

 

Whatis the world like if null hypothesis is true? Let's for the moment
assumethat the null hypothesis is true; that is, there are actually nodifferences
among the three population means. If such were the case, then the 27 scores
shown in Table 11-1 would all come fromthe same population. Nowlet’s consider
the variance between groups—thatis, the variance betweenthe three sample
means—which wehavejust finished computing. Hereis the crucialthing. If the
null hypothesis is true, these three means are simply three scores drawnfroma
sampling distribution of sample means. Therefore, the variance weestimatedin
Equation 11-1 is a quite familiar variance—it is simply o%,. thevarianceofthe

sampling distribution of sample means for samples ofsize n = 9. Wehave. of
course,arrived at an estimate ofthis variance via a somewhat unfamiliar path—

through the back door, so to speak. In the past we began byestimating 0°, the

 

  

   

  

  



pulation variance, and then divided by n to obtai
present case, however, we started with three means

Now wewill do a very tricky thing. We
to est o%, namely,

nan estimate of o%). In the
andestimated oy directly,know the equation relating est o2

est 0% = esto?/n

where n is the sample size. This formula can be re:is ‘arranged so the
calculate est a? from n and est oj): 4 a

est 0? = (n)(est 0%)

When weplug our data into this equation we find that our
est 0? = (9)(31) = 279

This estimate of a?, the population variance, that is obtai
variance between groups—betweenthe sample means—has
mean square between, or MSB.

We now find ourselves in an apparently puzzling situation, W
abtaining our onc best estimate of the population variance using fairly familiar
techniques. This estimate, MSW, was 6.25, We thencalculated another estimate
of the populationvariancein a somewhat moreindirectfashion, by first estimating
o% using the three sample means and then multiplying by n, the sainple on
However,with this estimateof 6? from between groups, MSB tiniedout to he
279, almost 50timestheoriginalestimate of 6.25 obtainedfrom within groups,
Whythe discrepancy? :

There are three possible reasons: The first possibility is that a2, the
popilation variance, really omewhere around 279, but we happenedto get
an abnormally small estimate of the population variance from within groups. The
secondpossibility is that 0° is actually somewhere around 6, but we happened
to get an abnormally large estimate of the population variance from hetween
groups; that is, we happened hy chanceto pick three means that were quite
different from one another. The third possibility is the interesting one. This
possibi js that the null hypothesisis actually false (recall that this entiretrain
of logic based on the assumptionthat the null hypothesis is true), Figure 11-2
illustrates why the null hypothesis being false wouldleadto aninflatedestimate
of the population variance from betweengroups. Thetup panel of Figure 11-2

depicts a situation in which the null hypothesis is tre. In this case the three
sample meansare all plucked out of the same sampling distribution of sample
means. In contrast, the lower panel of Figure 11-2 depic ion in which
the null hypothesis is false. In this situation there are threedifferent distributions
of sample means; M, is drawn fromonedistribution; My is drawn from another

distribution; M3 is drawn from yet a third distribution.* If the three sample

stimate of a?is

ned by considering
a name.It is called

‘e began by

 

      

 

 

    

 

  

 

“it actually: neednot be the case that all three: iheans come tromthree separate distributions. For
the null hypothesis. to befalse. it is sufficient that all three means not conu: fromthesamedistribnitinn,
But if, for example, My and My cane from one distibation aud MF, camefoma seconddistribution,
the same arguments would hold—the variuee among the three means would still be greater than
would be the case if all three means Gamefromthe samedistribution
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Ho true: three sample means cometrom the same distribution
M; MyM;

 

A, true: three sample means do not comefrom the samedistribution

My My; M

 

FIGURE 11-2 Origin of sample meansif Hy is true versus if Hy is true. If Hy is true
(top panel), three sample meansall come from same sampling distribution of sample
means whose variance is 0%. If H, is true, three sample means come from different
distributions, and their variance is expected to be greater than 03,

means comefrom three separate distributions, they would tend to be more
spread out than would be the case if they came from the same distribution,
Therefore, an estimate of the population variance derived from these three
spread-out sample means wouldbe larger than it would beif the null hypothesis
were true and the three sample meansall came from the samedistribution.

11-4 Meansquare between, or MSB,is a reflection of how muchvariation
there is among the sample means. In this sense it constitutes an
appropriate summary score, To the degree that MSB is large, we
tend to believe that H, is trae, and to the extent that MSB is small,
we tendto believe that Hgis true, Note that if Hy,is true. MSBis an
estimate of 0.

TheF distribution. This brings us back to the remarks that we madeat the
beginning ofthis chapter. We want to make our decision to reject or not reject
the null hypothesis based on the relationship of variance between groups (mean
square between) to variance within groups (mean square within). Furthermore,

 



MSB
 Ratio = Msw

which, in the present example would be

279
Ratio 625° 44.64

If this ratio is big enough, we will reject the null hypothesis in favor of the
alternative hypothesis.

Fortunately, we can be quite specific about the question of hat is “bi3 it
enough.” Theratio of any two independente i what: is “higstimates of the population variance
can be thought ofas a randomvariable, andit turns out that the distribution of
this random variable is well known, The distribution is called an F distribution
(namedafterits originator, Sir Ronald Fisher).

Let’s enumerate afew characteristics of the F distribution. First, as was
the case with the ¢ distribution, there is not a single unitary F distribution but
ratherthere is a family of distributions. The reason forthis is as follows. Note
that MSW canbe based on any numberof degrees of freedom, as can MSB.
Now the distribution of the F-ratio, MSB/MSW, depends on the number of
degreesoffreedom in both MSB and MSW.Therefore, there is one F distribution
corresponding to each value of degrees of freedom in MSB and in MSW.The
particular F distribution with which weare presently concemedin our example
is an

F

distribution based on 2 and 24 degreesof freedom (2 degrees of freedom
going into the variance estimate in the numerator and 24 degreesof freedom
going into the estimate in the denominator). This F distributionis referred to as
F(2, 24).

The second characteristic concerns the shape of the F distribution, We
knowthat the value of an F-ratio can never be less than 0 (since no estimate of
a population variance can be negative). However, an F-ratio can bearbitrarily
large. Therefore, an F distribution should be skewed in apositive direction.
Figure 11-3 shows twodifferent members of the F-distribution family.

 

11-5 Theratio of any two estimates of a population varianceis distributed
as an F. If theestimate fn the nimerator is based on df degre

 

freedomand the estimate in the denominator is based on df, degrees

of freedom,then theirratio is distributed as an Fidfy. dBi
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FIGURE 11-3 Examplesof two members of F-distribution family. Along with distri
butionsare criteria that chop off upper 5% ofdistributions. ni

How extremeis our score? Let's get back to the problem at hand, Recall
that we have two estimates of o2, MSW and MSB.Ifthe null hypothesis js
true—thatis, if teaching methodhas no effect onfinal exam score—mean square
between and mean square within should be estimates of the same population
variance, and therefore their ratio should be distributed as F(2, 24). As noted
above, we would expect this ratio to be generally somewhere around 1+
Additionally, we have demonstrated that if the alternative hypothesis is true
mean square between ought to be bigger than mean square within. Therefore.
our obtained F(2, 24) ought to be somewhat larger than 1. Now we can go
througha familiar procedure. Wewill considerthe distribution of our score (the
F) assuming that the null hypothesis is true, and we will establish a criterion
score that chopsoff the upper 5% ofthe distribution, Thus,ifthe null hypothesis
is true, a score as extreme as our to-he-establishedcriterion would beobtained
with a probability of only0.05.

 

 

The F-distribution tables. In order to determine what this criterion score
should be, we make use of F-distribution tables (painstakingly constructed by
Sir Ronald Fisher). The F-distribution tables, like t- and z-distribution tables,
are foundin manyplaces. In particular, they are found in Appendix E ofthis

       
  

book.
TheF-distribution tables are even more abbreviated thanare¢-distribution

tables. Specifically, the F-distribution tables in this book can only beused to
establish criteria that chop off the upper 10, 5, 2.5 and 19% of Fdistributions
based onselected degrees of freedom, Eachsuchtable takes upanentirepage.
andit is organized as follows. First, the rows correspondto degrees of freedom
in the denominator(for purposesofthe presentdis ion the degreesoffreedom
on which MSWis based). In our example MSWis based on 24 degreesof

 

where df refers to the number
a mysterious expression, sand the

 

*Actually, the expected value of au F distribution is df/idf, —
of degrees offreedom in the denominator of the F-ratio. This is
authors are frankly unable to provide anyintuitive rationale for it

 



freedom, so we escool the 24th rowi
the table correspond to the degreesof freedom in the :stfreedom on which MSB i based. tn ourenampleSereaesemeof freedom between (since we have three Broups) so we consultthe unk

column. ae the internet efs 24 and column 2 we find ate eine ofpenvhich is the criterion F(2. 24) that chops off the uppe . )
wach ps

off

the upper 5% of the F(2. 24)
We see that our obtained F(2, 24) of 44.64 is considerablylarger than thcriterion F(2, 24) of 3.40. This conforms to our intuition that ifMSBrne nsestimate of the same variance as is MSW,it is very unlikely that the rat ‘ofMSB to MSW would bethis large. In any case, since our obtained FQ, oisgreater than ourcriterion F(2, 24), we reject the null hypothesis and conelade

that teaching methodreally does h a oak
I ave an effect on final examscare. In other

words, we conclude that the three groups of scores shown in Table 11-1 are
indeed drawnfrom different populations ofscores,

In the next section we shall go through a somewhat more s tematic way
of carrying out an analysis of variance. At this point, however, let's summarize
what we have done so far. We began with three groups of scorns and v null
ypothesis stating that these three groups of scores all came from a single
population (that is, that teaching method had no effect on exami score). We
obtained an estimate of the population variance by computing an individual
estimate from within each of the three groups and ‘then averaging these three
estimates to get a one best estimate. This estimate was based on 24 degrees of
freedom—8 from within cach of the three groups. The technique of obtaining
an estimate of the population variance from within groups
since we didit routinelyin ourt-tests.

At this point our procedure departed somewhatfromthatisedin the past,
and we invoked the following rationale. “Suppose,” we said. “that the null
hypothesis is true. Should there be in such an event anydifferences among the
means of the three groups?” The answeris. ves, there shonld be. Evenif the
three groups of scores camefrom the same population, we would expect the
three means drawnfrom a samplingdistribution of sample means to differ a bit
simply due to random fluctuation, However, we can he veryspecific about the
relationship betweenthe population varianceandthe variance among the three
means if the null hypothesis is. tric. They are simply related by a factor of1,
where nis the size of the samples on which each meanis based. Using this logic.
we were able to calculate an estimate ofthe population vanance hyconsidering
the variance betweenthe three means. This estimate ofthe population variance
tumed out to he considerably greater than ou! stimate ofthe population
variance obtained from within groups, leading us to believe that the difference
(the variance) among the three means was due to more than simply random
fluctuation. Therefore, we rejected the null hypothesis and conchidedthat the

independent variable of teaching method was causing someofthe differences
amongthe three groups. Theintuition conveyed hythe means-plus-confidence-
intervals graph of Figure L1-1 is soundlyconfirmed.

in the relevant table, The columns

   

  

familiar to us
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Computational Formulas
for Analysis of Variance

At this point we hope you have a reasonable intuitive understanding of wh, t
analysis ofvarianceis all about. Now we'll derive some computational formul
thatis, we shall work out a “cookbook” method to make actually performin, as;

ANOVArelatively easy. Our strategy will be first to derive a formula for sai
square within, then derive a formula for mean square between, and fnall

construct an ANOVA “summary table” that will make the performance of
ANOVAneatandsystematic. We'll begin by assuming equal numbers of subjects
in our groups and then generalize to a situation in which unequal n’s are
permitted.

FORMULA FOR MEAN SQUARE WITHIN

Weshall assumethat we have J groups with n subjects per group. We have seen
that

J

> SS;&Msw = =+—
Sa
-

where SS, refers to the sum of squares from the jth group. We shall referto

L

> SS,i

as sumofsquares within, or SSW. Likewise, we shall refer to

a

J

Sasa

as degrees offreedom within, or dfW. Wederive equations separatelyfor dW
and SSW.

Degreesof freedom within. Establishment of how manydegreesoffreedom
there are from within groupsis fairly straightforward. First, we observethat we
have n — 1 degrees of freedom in each ofour J groups. Therefore,thetotal
numberof degrees of freedom wehave is

J(a - 1)

which in tum is equal to

Jn-J



Referring to Appendix D, wesee that

scores in the experiment. Therefore,

dw=N-J

Jn is designated N, the total numberof

Sum of squares within. To obtain our formula for sum of sq s withi
we'll make heavy useofthe notation established in Appendix D. Wehaveae
noted that sum ofsquares within is equal to the sum ofall the sumsof squares
for each of the J groups, or ayo

ssw -% Ss, ne

Nowlet's focus on one of those sums of squares—S§, 1 oF the sum ofsquaresfrom group 1. We know thatthis sum ofsquaresis eq aual to

$8, = (ta — Mi?
ist

which in tum maybe written using the computational formula
_ Tt

8s, = dxf 4

(Note that 7, is the total of the first group.) In general, for group j

a T
SS, = 2s a (11-3)

Now to obtain the sum of squares within, we substitute into Equation 11-2 the
expression for SS, from Equation 11-3 to obtain

a T?

SSW = (3 h- )

Wecan carry through the summationsign to the left of the parentheses to obtain

Joon LT
ssw =} Yh - D> (14)

ae jain

Whatthis somewhat formidable-looking formula says is really quite simple. The
first term involves squaring everysingle score (every x,,) and adding upall these
squared x,'s. The second term involves squaring each grouptotal (7,). dividing
that squared grouptotal by n, and adding upthese T}/n’s.

Toillustrate the use ofthis formula, let's applyit to the teaching method
we described previously. First, as noted, we have to square eachofthe27 s
in Table 11-1 and compute the sum ofthese 27 squarescores. Thatis.

    

p

> Dd x3 = 948 + 902 + +++ + 80% + 82" = 200,400
J=list
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Next, we must square cach grouptotal, divide that squared Brouptotal by n(jthis case 9, since there are nine subjects per group), and add theseall up. This- Thus,

  
7652

BOB |WOOD
9 9

So we scethat the sumof squares within is equal to

sw- 335-22
johiet A

  

= 200,400 — 200,250 = 150

which conforms to the SS, + SS. + SS; = 68 + 46 + 36 = 150 that we

could compute from Table 11-1.

A note aboutconfidenceintervals. It is usefulto reiterate here that MSW

is our best estimate of o?, the population variance. Once we have computedit
we are in a position to graph our means along with confidenceintervals around
the mean. Thus. the formula for the 95% confidenceintervalis

Chi M, + VMSW/n, [crit 1(dfW)]

where n, is the number of observations going into M, and crit ¢ is the two-tailed

0.05 criterion ¢ based on dfWdegrees of freedom.

FORMULA FOR MEAN SQUARE BETWEEN

Recall our general nile that anyestimate of the population variance (to which
we nowrefer a “mean square’) is equal to a sum of squaresdivided by an
associated degrees of freedom. Thus, MSW wasequal to SSW divided by di.

The same is true of MSB; MSB is said to be equal to a sumof squares
between (SSB) divided by an associated degrees offreedombetween(dfB).

To derive the relevant formulas, we first obtain an estimate of o%, based
on our J sample means. (Recall that this estimate is based on the assumption
that the null hypothesis is true.) As proved in Digression 11-2, the meanofthe
J means(M) equals the grand meanofall scores in the experiment, or T/N. Now
let's write a formula for estimating o%, from the J sample means:

, GUM, - MPSte a Seestoy, 2 J = 1

At this point we note that what wereally want is not an estimateof ai
but rather an estimate of o?. To obtain an estimate of o?, we must multiply our
estimateof 03, by n to obtain

 

   
   

J

n> (M, - MP
= SSBMSB = est o2 = ot Gy =eeest 0? (n)est 03, ap
p29

(11-5)
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in the numerator of Equation 11-5 is SSB. andlikewise, thia se, the
The expression

¢ denominato
ris dfB.

expression
0 the

1-6 Our estimate of o? from between groups, MSB. fines

§SB/dtB. SSB is equal to : eaeet
J

SSB =n >, (M, — MP

and dfBis simply the numberof groups minus one, or J — 1

Raw-score formula for SSB. Using our deviation-to-computational-score
ressed as

 

‘on, the sum of squares between maybeex

_, er)
Tala

J

ssB =n > (M, — MP =n] DM} -
ial pe

equati

Algebraically manipulating this expression,

J afd =

SSB =n 2 Mpm 5 2 us) Le)

Note that

tr,
a

(11-7)M,=M7

Substituting Equation 11-7 into Equation 11-6.

SSB = $f . fe=" Nn
as)

Nownoting that

J

andsubstituting Equation 11

dg Tr?
ssB= > -4(2 )

nmmin j

(11-9)
 

T

 

9 into Equation 11-8,

 

or
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Finally, noting that Jn = N, the total numberofscores in the experiment.

; LT? oT

Equation 11-10 says that to compute the sum ofsquares between, we proceg
as follows: First we square each grouptotal, dividethat squaredtotal by n eed
then add up these T}/n’s. (Note that this term has madea prior aban
the secondtermin the equation for sumof squares within.) The second term =
Equation 11-10 simplyinvolves squaring the T, the grandtotal, and then dividi rz
by N, the number of scores in the entire experiment. (T?/N is often refered

as the “correction factor.” It will pop up again andagainin the future.) :
In our present example

J

which, as we haveseen, equals 200,250. Likewise T, the sumofthe grouptotals
is 828 + 765 + 729 = 2322, and N = 27. Thus, i

TN = 233 7 = 199,692

So SSB = 200.250 — 199,692 = 558.

(11-10)

29n jet

  

   

 

iS

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SUMMARYTABLE

Nowlet's gather together these various formulas and summarize themin one
big, tidy table. Such a tableis referred to as an analysis of variance summary
table andis depicted in Table 11-3. The sammaryshownin Table 11-3is relatively
straightforward andcontains four columns. The four different columns show
(1) the source of variance (consisting in this case of variance from between
groups and variance from within groups); (2) degrees of freedomassociatedwith
the sources of variance; (3) the sums ofsquares iated with the sources of
variance; and (4) the mean squares which are the sums of squares divided by
their corresponding degrees of freedom. y

      

 

 

 

TABLE 11-3

One-Way ANOVA Summary Table

Source df SS MS(est o?)

copay i_?Between dfB=/-1 SSB= > oN, MSB = SSB/dIBie )

Within dfw = MSW = SSW/dIW  



TABLE 11-4

An ANOVA Summary Table for the Teaching Method
Example

 

 

 

Source df SS. MS Obtained F Criterion FBetween 2 558 279 44.64 3.40Within 24 150 6.25
 

Our teaching method example using ANOVAtable.
through our analysis of the teaching method experiment. usi
summary table. The summary table forthis example
have already calculatedall the entries thatgointo thi
between and within. Additionally, we calculated the
thus we have addeda fifth andsixth column. Thefift
that results from dividing MSB by MSW. The
F(2, 24), which is 3.40. As can be seen, the conclusion based on Table 11-4 is
precisely the same as the conclusion that emergedin the last section. This, ofcourse, has to be true since we performedalgebraically equivalent calculations
in both cases. In this section we just did those calculations somewh;
systematically.

Let's briefly run
ing this ANOVA

is shownin Table 11-4. We
s table—degreesoffreedom
relevant mean squares, and

fh columnshows the )
sixth columnlists the criterion

 

 

at_ more

Unequal n’s case. Nowlet's drop our requirementthat there be equal numbers
of observations in each of ourJ groups. Instead, we will make the more general
assumption that groupj has n, scores. This transition from equal to unequal n is
actually quite simple with respect to our computational formulas. We simply
replace each nin our formulas with n,. The resulting summarytable is shownin
Table 11-5. As can be seen, the major changetakes place in the term

fae

>
Jainy

TABLE 11-5

ANOVA Summary Table: Unequal n’s Are
Permitted; Thus, Group j Is Assumed to Have

 

 

n; Scores

Source df Ss

in n
= aba

Between gist SSB = 2 N

Within N-J
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which is the second term in the formula for SSW and thefirst term in th
formula for SSB. To compute this term, we square cach grouptotal and th :
divide that squaredtotal bythe numberofscores that went intothattotal, Then
T}/n,'s are then addedup. ese

Start-to-Finish Example:

Toothpaste and Cavity Prevention

Suppose we are dental researchers interested in comparing various brands of
toothpaste for effectiveness in cavity prevention. Suppose that we have fon,
different brands of toothpaste—Dazzle, White-O. Irrident, and No-Cay. ie
initially plan to have six subjects use each of these four types of toothpaste fos
oneyear.At the endofthe year we intendto see how manycavities cach othe
subjects in the four groups has developed. Unfortunately, we lose track of sie
of our subjects during the year, and we are left with n, subjects in the

Dazzle group, ng = 5 subjects in the White-O group, ny = 4 subjects in the

   

TABLE 11-6

Hypothetical Data: Number of Cavities Obtained by Each
Subject in Four Different Groups; a Group Is Defined by Type
of Toothpaste Used by Members of Group
 

 

 

 

Group 1: Group 2: Group3: Group4:
Dazzle White-O Irrident No-Cay

ng = 4,
Xia

Xj =6

Xx, = 2

Xun = 4

Xy =4

T; = 16
M, = 16/4 =

 

Sra R++ Pte Pe 4+ HH P= 17

> T/n, = 6/3 + 15%/5 + 16/4 + 42/2 = 129

T=6+15+16+4=41

T?/N = 419/14 = 120.07



START-TO-FINISH EXAMPLE: TOOTHPASTE AND Cay

ident group, and ny = 2 subjects in the No-Cay ;
the numberofcavities—from the reinaning heeete showsthe

A usefulfirst step is to look at the means along with their O58ie Broups.

intervals. To compute the confidence intervals, it is Necessaryfirst confidence

MSW,the bestestimate of o®. Recall that o? is mean Sauire Shite Siete
ee » and

MSW = SSW/dfw

Note that dfW is N — J = 14 — 4 = 10. An alternate wav of « i
is to note that there are 2 degrees of freedom from withinteie ahi
of freedom from within group 2, 3 degreesof freedom from ee 4 ae

degree of freedom from group4, for a total of 10, Pandy
To compute SSW,we use the formula*

&4 Tt

80 =2 Boy
From Table 11-6, we see that

wap
and

> T - j99
groups

Thus,

SSW = 147 — 129 = 18

and

est 0? = SSW/dfW = 18/10 = 1.80

 

Finally, from the t-tables, the criterion ¢(10)i 8. So, our four confidence
intervals may be easily computed using the usual formula. Notethat, unlike the
previous example, the four confidence intervals will be different since the four
meansare based on different n’s. Naturally, the largeris n, the smaller will be
the confidenceinterval. However,in accordance withthe homogeneityofvariance
assumption, we use our one best estimate of o? (MSW = 1.8) for all four
confidence intervals. The confidenceintervals are

 

*Once again, we shall revert to informalnotation in our summationsigns. Thus,

 

refers to “sum overall N scores” in the experiment, that is, 5 (2 cand

om
“ SImeans “sum overall J groups,” that is. >)

ITY PREVENTION 343
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M(1):2 + V1.8/3 (2.228) = 2 + 1.73

M[2]:3 + V1.8/5 (2.228) = 3 + 1.34

M[3]:4 + VI8/4 (2.228) = 4 + 1.49

M[4]: V18/2 (2.228) = 2+ 2.11

Figure 11-4 shows these four means along with their associated confiden
intervals. This graph suggests a numberofthings. First, there doesn’t seem
be muchevidencethat the four population meansare different from one anoth .
the confidence intervals all overlap quite a bit. Second, however, the ean
indicates that there is not very much power in this experiment; in fener
population means, there could be fairly substantial differences among th
toothpastes, and we wouldn't be able to detect themstatistically. .

It is evident from the confidenceintervals, for example,that the Populatioy
meanofthe Dazzle group could beas low as 1, and the population mean of the
Irrident group could be as high as 5. Despite this potentially rather far e
difference in population means, however, the hypothesis-testing Procedure a
declare the observed sample mean differences to be nonsignificant, It would
probably make sense torerun this experimentwithadditional subjects (and thus,andre power) if really firm answers were needed aboutthe differences among
these toothpastes.

 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING

As usual, the first step in the hypothesis-testing procedureis to set up the null
and alternative hypotheses. Thenull hypothesis is that the independentvariable—
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FIGURE 11-4 Graph of average numberofcavities as function oftoothpaste brand
(95% confidence intervals are shown aroundall sample means).



START-TO-FINISH EXAMPLE: TOOTHPASTE AND CAVITY PREVENTION

in this case toothpaste brand—hasnoeffect on thede endent vari: in thi
case numberofcavities developed in one year. Referring es+eee {his

as the means of the populations of people who brush with DaceWhit By

Irrident, and No-Cav, respectively, the null hypothesis is: le, White-O,

Ho: Bi = He = Bs = Ba

Thealternative hypothesis is that the independentvariable does hav. ‘e ec
on the dependentvariable. The null hypothesis is very vague as to neei x the exa
nature of the differences amongthe various toothpaste brands, ctaing nore
that:

Hy: It is not true that py = po = py = py

As noted, a glance at Figure 11-4 indicates no clear differe:f nces among the 1’
andit is notatall obvious whether we shouldreject the nul meeII hypothesis.

CALCULATION OF ANOVA
SUMMARY TABLE ENTRIES

We havealready computed SSW,dfW,and MSWin orderto construct confidence
intervals. The formula for sum of squares betweenis

GF T
ssB= > 4+-=

gous 2, N

The two termsin this formula have been computedin Table 11-6. Theyare
T2

> = 129
groups 1

and

T?

— = 120
N

Therefore,

SSB = 129 — 120=9

Weknowthatthere are J — 1 = 4 — 1 = 3 degreesoffreedom between.
This providesall the ingredients for an ANOVA summarytable, which is shown
in Table 11-7.

Wehave obtained an F(3, 10)of1.67. Figure 11-3 shows what the F(3, 10)
distribution lookslike (assuming that the null hypothesis is actually true andthat

MSW and MSBaretherefore estimates of the same variance). From the F-
distribution tables, we findthat thecriterion F(3. 10) that chopsoff the upper

5% ofthe distribution is 3.71. Our obtained F(3, 10) of1.67 is not as extreme

345
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TABLE 11-7

ANOVA Summary Table for the Toothpaste Experiment

 

 

Source df Ss MS Obtained F Criterion F

Between 3 9 3 F310) = 167 F810)
Within 10 18 18 v7
 

as ourcriterion F(3, 10) of 3.71; we therefore fail to reject the null hypothesi
Wedo not have enough evidence to conclude that brand of toothpaste ae
does have aneffect on the numberofcavities. ally

We emphasize again, however, that this does not necessarily mean that we
should acceptthe null hypothesis. A glance at the means and confidence intenale
(Figure 11-4) tells us that this experiment does not have very much statistical
power. It is entirely possible that, in fact, there are differences amon the
toothpaste brandsthat are simply not being detected in this experiment. ete

Partition of Total Sum of Squares

Let's return to our prototypical analysis of variance situation, involving J groups
with n, subjects in groupj (see Appendix D). Suppose wetreatall N’ scores is
the experimentas a single large set of scores. Suppose further that we compute
one big sum ofsquares from the entire N scores. How would we obtain such a
sum of squares? An obvious wayto proceed would be to compute the sum over
all scores of the (x — M)?'s, where Mrefers to the meanofall N scores, or TIN.
Moreprecisely, the formula for obtaining this total sum of squares would be

Dixy — a?
everthing

Nowwecan useourdeviation-to-raw-score formula to obtain

dry = My = > tf - eaeverything everything

or since

Da, =T
everything

then

Dry - MP = Dag -—everything everything N



TABLE 11-8

General ANOVA Summary Table I .
Partition of Total Sum ofSqu le Mlustrating

 

 

 

ares

Source df ss

Between J-1 yu_r
groups ny N

+ + +

Withi - 2 T}ithin N-J 23 = > ae

metthing! gape Ny

Total N-1 >} - PINeveything
 

How manydegrees of freedom would be associated with this sum of
squares? Since the sum of squaresis based on a total of N
of freedom would be N — 1. scores, the degrees

Consider the generic ANOVA summary table redepicted in Tablt ! ) 11-8.
Let’s do a seemingly odd thing and add up dfB and dfW. Similarly let's ‘add up
SSB and SSW. Wecanseetheresults in Table 11-8. The sum of the degrees of
freedom is N — 1, andthe sumof the sum of squaresis

 

Notice, interestingly, that the sum of dfB and dfW, N — 1, is precisely what we .
decided the degrees of freedom would beif we were to considerall N scores in
the experiment as just one large set of scores. Likewise, the sum of SSB and
SSWis equal to the sumof squares that we obtained when we consideredall V
scores in the experiment to be just one big set of scores.

DIVIDING THE PIE

Let's now put together the pieces ofthis algebraic jigsaw puzzle. Considerfirst
all Nscores in a given experiment. Typically, these scoresdiffer from one another
in some way or other. Thatis, there exists variance amongall N scores, which
we have dubbed sumof squares total (or SST), As Figure 11-5 shows, one can
think of SST as simplyone big mass of sumof squares, which has N — 1 degrees
of freedomassociated withit.

Nowwerecognize thatthis total mass of sumofsquares—thetotal variance
of the entire experiment—is actuallydividedinto variance from two separate
sources: variance from within groups and variance from between groups.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 11-6, we can divide this total mass of sum of
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Total sumofsquares
(N =1) df (due to
variance among all \
scores in experiment)

FIGURE 11-5 Representation oftotal sum of squares based on N — 1 degrees of
freedom.

squaresinto one portion consisting of sum of squares within and another portion
consisting of sum of squares between. Sumof squares between plus sumof
squares within thereby make up the entire sumof squares. Likewise,associated
with sum of squares within are N — J degreesoffreedom,andassociated with

   
  ‘Sum ofsquares within

N-Jdf
Stemsfrom the fact
thatscores vary
within each condition

 

  

 

  

 

   ‘Sum ofsquares between
J-1df
Stemsfrom the fact
that group meansdiffer
from one another

 

  
  

 

    

Total sum ofsquares
N-1df

FIGURE 11-6 Total sumof squares maybe divided into sumof squares fromwithin
groups (SSW) based on N — J degtees of freedom and sumof squares from between
groups (SSB) based on J — 1 degrees of freedom.
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sum ofsquares between are J — J degrees of freedom. Wesee tl
the total N — 1 degrees of freedom we started with is raid therefore, that

freedom within plus degreesof freedom between. Up of degrees of
In this relatively simple one-way ANOVA situat

sliced into just two pieces. In subsequent chapters we’
more complex ANOVAsituations andsee that the
in fairly complex ways without changing the gener;

of variance (SST)reflecting that variation of all v;
identifiable components.

ion, the variance pie is
Nl consider considerablypie is divided andsubdivided

idea. There is a total amount
ariance can he divided into

    

11-7 To the degree that all N’ scores in an experime
another, thereisa total sumof'sqnaies, Ss
degrees. of freedom. SSTis divided into a sim als wares Fronbetween groups (SSB, based on J

—

1 of the N = t'dearocs atfreedoin) and a sumof squares fromwithin groups (SSW. bythe otler N — J degrees affreedom) a

ent differ from one
which is based on N= 1

 

asec on

Aesthetics and Rules

We have completed the major topics that we wantedtodiscuss with respect to
one-way analysis of variance. Atthis point we wantto indicate two aspects of the
analysis of variance situationthat(a) we hopewill give you a feeling for some of
the beauty and aesthetics of the mathematical structures involvedin analysis of
variance and (h) will somewhat more pragmatically provide you with’ some
mnemonics for the various formulas,

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEGREES
OF FREEDOM AND SUMS OF SQUARES

Let's consider a sum ofsquares withits associated degrees of freedom. Welisted
sumofsquarestotal, sum of squares between, and sumof squares within along
with their degreesoffreedomin Table 11-8. Whensumsofsquares andassociated
degrees of freedom arelistedin this way. it's evident that there is a fairly close
relationship betweenthe structure of any given sumof squares andits degrees
of freedom, First consider the rowlabeled “Total.” Degrees of freedom are
N = 1. Total sum of squares can be viewedas the sumof Nthings (the sumof

all squared scores in the experiment) minus the sumofone thing (7?/N), The
sameholds true for sumsof squares anddegrees offreedom betweenand within,
Degreesof freedomwithin is equal to N — J, andcorrespondingly, SSWis equal
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SUMMARY

 

to the sum of N things (once again, the sum ofall the N squaredscores in th
experiment) minus the sumofJ things, the T?/n,'s. Finally, degrees of Treedlom
betweenis equalto J — 1, and SSBis the sumofJ things minus the sum ofene
thing. We should point out that not only does this general correspondense
between sums of squares and degrees of freedomholdfor the sums of squay z
describedin this chapter, but it will hold forall subsequent degrees of freedom
and sumsofsquares as well. my

   

SQUARE-AND-DIVIDE RULE

A convenient rule to keep in mind when formulating these equations js the
following: Whenever you square some total, divide that squaredtotal by the
numberof scores that went into the total. For example. sum of squares within
is composed of the two terms

qT?
DB ad D+

everything groups 1

 

 

Note that eachx? is simply the sum of one thing—sothat youdivide by1, which
of course is equivalent to not dividing byanythingatall. Likewise, T, is the sum
of n, things. So whenever you squareaT,, divide by n,. The third termthat Pops
up in these formulas is T?/N. Once again, T is the sum of N different things,
therefore, whenever T is squared, it should be divided by N. This rule—which
we have just demonstrated for these particular formulas—will hold up in any

analysis of variance situation, no matter how complex, We hope this nile will
facilitate remembering the various formulas.

  

In this chapter we have progressed in terms ofexperimental : froma
ple t-test situation involving two groups to an analysis ofvariancesituation

involving more than two groups. Although we dodifferent tests in the tvo
different situations—a t-test in a two-groupsituation and an ANOVAina multiple.
group situation—weare actually doing commonthings in the twosituations. We
are first getting a measure ofthe population variance (in the ANOVAsituation
we referred to this measure as mean square within). In both thet-test andthe
ANOVAsituations this estimate of the population variance is obtained by
computing oneestimate of the population variance from cach group andthen
combining these estimates using a weighted average.

We then obtain some measure (summaryscore) of how muchvariance

there is between groups. In the t-test si 5 imply
the difference between the means of the two groups. In an ANOVAsituation
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the summary score consisted basically of the
and was referred to as mean square between,

We then proceeded to determine how much variance we had |roups relative to the amount of variance within groups. We made a :
mination by formingthe ratio of MSB to MSW. Wecalled this tatio an E r iand we leamed that the distribution of the F-ratio is well known, Further
if the null hypothesis is correct, any difference among the me: i
stem from fluctuation due to the population variance, In such a. situati
MSB and MSWare estimates of the samepopulation variance nil thetr ratio
(the F-ratio) ought to be about 1. In contrast, if the altemati hypoth ‘ :
true, there ought to be more variance among the groups than we wouldexp Ct
from fluctuation due to the population variance aealone. Therefore, the F-ratiion ‘ -ratiothawe get—mean square between divided by mean square Hs
large.

variance 3anance among the three means

  

 

more,
ans must simply

    

within—ought to be

DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION 11-1

More on the F-Ratio

We wish to reemphasize thattheratio of any two independentestimates of some
population variance is, by definition, distributed as an F. Byandlarge F-ratios
with which we will be concemedwill beratios ofthe two estimates MSB and
MSW,

There are, however, othersituations in which we might beinterested in
an F-ratio. Consider, for example, a t-test situation in which we have two groups
and from each group, an estimate of o, the population variance. Recall our
assumption that these twoestimates, est,o® andestso°, are estimates of the
population variance. Suppose we wantedtotest thi

is correct, the ratio

 

 

ame
sumption. Ifthe assumption

 

est,o7/estso?

would be drawn from anF distribution with nj — 1 and n, — 1 degrees of
freedom. Alternatively, the ratio

estso7/est\o”

would be distributed as an F with ny — Land n, — 1 degreesof freedom. The

size ofeither ratio could be assessed for its extremeness. If the ratio were

sufficiently extreme, we might conclude that the assumption that esta* and
estyo are estimating the samevarianceis false.
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DIGRESSION11-2

Proof That Mean of Group MeansIs Equal to T/N

First, note that the mean of the M,’s may be expressed as

 

J
> M,

at!

ADS J (D.1)

Nowwe knowthat

M, = Tjn (D3)

Substituting Equation D-2 into Equation D-1, we obtain

i J

tm ZT
Ms =

J nj
Since

i
puet and nf =N

m = T/N

DIGRESSION11-3

Linear Model

A fairly common wayof viewing an ANOVAsituation is in terms of whatis
referredto as a linear model. Here x,, the ith score in thejth group, is represented
by the equation

Xy= eta, + €,

Herep. represents the population meanatallscores that could potentially emerge
in the experiment (of which the scores that do emerge constitute a random
sample). The second term in the equation, a,, is an “effect”—thatis, a change
telative to 4 caused by whatever treatmentis applied to group j. Finally, ¢,is

an error componentthatis distributed with variance o? (the same o? wehave
been talking aboutall along). Within this framework,itis stipulated that thea's
sum to zeroacross groups, thatis,

J

yo =0

andthatthe e,,’s sum to zero within each group—thatis, for any group j,
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Wewill not be discussing the linear model
this book, as we prefer (somewhat arbitrarily) the Partition-of- 5
framework, Hays 1973; (see the generalstatistics section ofTeUke
provides an excellent description ofthe linear model, graphy)

PROBLEMS
1. An experiment is donetotest the effect of age on memory in a free-recallparadigm. Three groupsof subjects are chosen—10-year-olds, 21-year-olds,

and 75-year-olds—each with 5 subjects in it. Each ofthe 15 subjects is shown
a list of 20 words and then asked to write down as manywords as possi
Theresults are as follows: 'y words as possible.

Numberof Words Recalled

 

a
10-year-olds 21-year-olds 75-year-olds

m= 1 Xp =9 B= 3
Xy = 4 Xo = 8 Xa = 5
Xy = 5 Xoo = 7 Xs = 7
tn = 6 Xe = 1 Xe = 7
Xs = 4 X52 = 6 Xs3 = 8

Plot the three means.
State the null hypothesis andalternative hypothesis.
For each ofthe three groups, compute an estimate of 07.
Take the average of these three estimates to get MSW.
Now get MSW bydetermining the sum of squares within and dividingit
bythe degreesoffreedomwithin. Do youget the same answeras you do
for question c?

f. Use the three meansto estimate oj;

e
n
o
r

g. Now use your answerfrom question e plusthefact that est oj = est 0/n
to get the mean square between.

h, Whatis your F-score? Howmanydegrees of freedom? Whatis thecriterion
F for the 0.05 level? Does yourobtained F exceedthis? Shouldyoureject
Ho? Whatdoes it meanifyoureject Ho?

i, Draw 95% confidenceintervals around the three meansyouplotted.
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2. Some vears ago there was a controversyinvolving whether smoking ban;
skins made onehigh, and a test was made. Three randomlyselected .
ofsix subjects per group were given a dried-up substance to smoke al tay
it was bananaskins. Infact, for thefirst group the substancewastea: for ti t
second groupthe substance was manjuana;for thethird group the substa 0
was indeed banana.After smoking the substance, cach subject rated how high
he or she was on a scale from 7 (meaning “very high”) to 1 (meaning “
highatall”). The following ratings were obtained: BT

   Tea Marijuana Ban;

5 2 3
6 3 4
3 6 4
5 6 5
4 4 5
4 5 1

a. Test the hypothesis that these three substances differ from each otherin
terms of howhigh they make the subjects feel.

b. Plot these three means along with 95% confidenceintervals.
c. During the experiment simple reaction times are measured, Average

reaction timesfor the three groupsare as follows: eS

Reaction Time(tenths of a second)

Tea Marijuana Bananas

1.0 15 0.8
11 2.0 1.0
0.9 18 0.9
12 18 1.2
1.0 19 Lt
13 17 1.0

d. Plot these three means along with 95% confidenceintervals,
e. Test the hypothesis that the three substances differ with respectto their

effects on reaction time.

 

3. The following two “conditions” each contain seven random numbers between
0 and 10. (Random numbers wereobtained from an SR-51A calculator.)

Condition 1 Condition 2

my =9

Xo = 6

Xy = 4

Xy = 2

Xs, = 6

Xm = 6

Xx= 0

 



PROBLEMS

a, Computean estimate of ?by consider

groups (compute MSW).

b. Compute a second estimate of o? by considering variati
. varia sAvee

meansof the two groups (compute MSB). & variation between the
c. Do these two estimates of o? diffe

why not?

Ting variationwithin each ofthe two

* significantly? Should they? Whyor

. A psychologist was interestedin the effects of differe it sof li
mirror drawing task. He administered five types oflig teeee
gin, and scotch). Each of the five typesofliquor was drink by five subjee(that is, five 5's drank wine,five drank beer, and so on).chee
formed the mirror drawing task, and the number of occa

quor(beer, wine, vodka,

 
 

in the following table: errors was recorded

Wine Scotch Gin Beer Vodka

5 9 8 4 ar

7 13 ll 8 10

6 10 12 0 9

8 ll 7 6 8

4 7 7 4 6

a. Plot the five means along with 95% confidenceintervals.
b. Test the hypothesis that the five liquors differ with respect to effe

mirror drawing.
. Joe Smith is interested in whetherdifferent brands of mouthwashlead to
differences in breath freshness. He has three different groups of subjects. He
gives Scope to one group, Listerine to another, and Lavoris to a third,
Freshness of breath is then measuredwith a breathometer, Higher breath-
ometer scores indicate fresher breaths, and breathometer scores are known
to be distributed in the population with a variance 0? =

ct on

2.0. The dataare as

 

  

follows:

Group 1 (Scope) Group

2

(Listerine) Group 3 (Lavoris)
(n, = 4) (nz = 2) (ny = 3)

2 X= 7

4 X» = 10

4

xu = 2

a. Plot the three means along with 95% confidence intervals.
b. Perform the appropriate test on these data, Make sure you make use of

the fact that the population variance is known,
c. Suppose you wanted to test whether MSWobtained from yourdi

faithful estimate of 7. Performsuchatest. Usethe 0,05 e-level.
d. Suppose youdid not knowo?. Performastandard ANOVA onthese data.

 

6. Ina verbal leaning task nonsense syllables are presented for later recall
Three different groups of subjects see the nonsense syllables at a 1-. 5-, or
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10-second presentationrate. The data (numberoferrors)for the three grow
are as follows: PS

 

1-second Group 5-second Group 10-second Group

13 ll 3
15 4 5
15 13 6
12 12 6
13 16 9
12 12 7
9 i 2

8 9 4
15 10

8
8

a. Plot the three means along with 95% confidenceintervals.
b. Perform an ANOVAonthe data.

Consider the data of Chapter 10, problems 6, 7, 8, 10, and 11. Redo these
problemsusing an ANOVAratherthan a t-test. In each case comparethe {
you obtained with the F you now obtain. What is the relationship between
the ¢ and the F in each case?

Forproblem

6

ofthis chapter, evaluate the question: Dothe scoresin group 3
come from a population whose variance is greater than the variance of
populations of groups 1 and 2 scores? (Assume the populations of groups 1
and 2 have the samevariance.)

Use the information from Chapter 7, problem 10,to solve the following:
a. Compute the 82% confidence intervals around the means of the two

groups.
b. Compute the powercorrespondingto the alternative hypothesis:

Hr — po = 2

Parts 3-6 of this problem assumethat you do not trust the known variance
estimate, and youplan to estimate the varianceinstead.
c. Retest whether the groupsdiffer.
d. Compute the 95% confidence interval around each mean.
e. Test whether your estimated variance differs from the “known” o?of 4.

(Use a = 0.10.)

f. Test whether the varianceestimate from group1 differs from the variance
estimate of group 2. (Use a = 0.10.)



TWO-WAY ANALYSIS
OF VARIANCE
(AND BEYOND)

W. havesofar been describing experimentalsituations
designedto investigate the effect of one independentvariable on one dependent
variable. For example, we described experiments investigating the effect of
computer-assisted instruction (CAI) program type on math ability, of hypnosis

on memory; of brain lesions on sexual behavior; oftoothpaste brand on teeth

brightness; and so on. In each example weestablished anull hypothesis stating
that the independent variable (drug type, hypnosis. lesion versus no lesion.
toothpaste brand) hasnoeffect on the dependent variable.

Often, however,social scientists wish tostudy theeffects of morethan one

independentvariable on some dependent variable. For example. we may wish
to study how twoindependentvariables affect a dependent variable. Todothis,
we use a two-wayanalysis-of-variance (or two-way ANOVA) design. Two-way
ANOVAdesignsare used for two purposes. First. we may wish to see if and/or
how each of the two independent variables ofinterest affects some particular
dependentvariable. In this sense, a two-way ANOVA experimentis simply an
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efficient wayof doing two one-way ANOVA experiments, onc corresponding

a separate manipulation of each of the two independent variables sy 

 

however, we mav wish to sceif there is a joint effect of the two ion
variables that can’t he predicted bythe individual effects as they independent,

operate. That is, we may wish to see whether the two independent variable,
interact in the way they affect the dependentvariable. We couldn't examine mi
interaction effects by doing twoseparate one-way ANOVAexperiments, and the
major purpose of two-waydesigns is to examine sucheffects. This may sound
mysterious to you now, but bear with us, and it will all become clear,” i

  

  
 

 

A Two-Factor Experiment: Effects of
Incentive and Retention Interval on

Memory Performance

Suppose we are interested in how memory works. As part of our res ‘arch
program, weplantoinvestigate the effects of two separate independentvariables
on memoryperformance. Thefirst independent variable is incentive, that is, hoy
mucha subject is paid to remember; and the questionis: Do subjects remember
more if they are paid more? The second independent variable is retention
interval,that is, the timeintervening hetweenstudyandtest of some information,
andthe question is: Do subjects rememberless with longer retention intervals?

Onewayofinvestigating these two independent variables would be simply
to do two free-recall experiments. (We have describeda free-recall experiment
previously: A subject is read a list of unrelated words andsubsequently: tries to
remember as manyof the words as possible.) In the first experiment we could
varyincentive. Subjects in one group wouldreceive 1 cent per wordfor eachof

the words they recalled, whereas subjects in a second group would receive
25 cents per recalled word. The appropriate null hypothesis would then be that
the independent variable (incentive) has no effect on the dependentvariable of
memoryperformance (numberof wordsrecalled), A between-grouips t-test could
then be performed toassess whether this null hypothesis should or shouldnot
be rejected,

We could then do a second experimentvarying retention interval. One
group of subjects would hear a list of words and would immediatelyhe tested
on this list. A second group would hear the list and would betested alter an
hour retention interval. A third group would hear thelist of words and would
be tested after a 5-hourretention interval. The appropriate null hypothesis in
this expernment would be that the independentvariable (retentioninterval) has

no effect on the dependent variable(still number of words recalled), We could
perform a one-way ANOVA(with three conditions) to assess whether or not we

shouldreject this null hypothesi

 

  
   

   

  

   

   



A TWO-FACTOR EXPERIME

ING INDEPENDENT VARIABLES;COMORIAL DESIGNS
stead of doing two experiments,it is better to doInstead independent variables are combined

the sahiesigp typicallyusedtodothis is calledreactor design is providedin Table 12-1of afa *

single experiment in whichandstudied together. Theafactorial desian
Xperi-

- A representation

New terminology. Afactorial designisje" a bit complicated, and weterminology to describeit. First we introduce the tenn factor, which isfew mous with the termindependent cariable. (We shall be using these terms
synony

y much interchangeably.) As Table 12-1 shows, our example design usingpretty ia endentvariables is referred to as a two-factor design. Wejure callingONT terval factor 1 andincentive factor 2.
EeeToor has some numberoflevels. The term levels mayheidentified‘ no si have referredtoin the past as conditions, In Our current examplenth wi hosen to include threelevels of the retention intervalfactor. Level |we have level 2is 1 hour, and level 3 is 5 hours, For the second factor—is Nahave chosento inchide two levels, level 1 is 1 cent per word andhers is 25 cents per word. Note that thelevel 2 is 2 numberoflevels per factor, 4

the values of the levels, are upto the experimenter,as Sth
The design shown in Table 12-1 is completely factorial (sometimes called

Ietely crossed) design, This means that for any given level of one factor,saat de all levels of the other factor. Consider, for example, the L-contlevel“ peclice ¢ have combinedthis level withall three levels—0, 1. and 5 hours—
ol fanioe 1 : retieral a two-factor design with J levels offactor 1 and K level
Ht web Sinitkeed ‘te asaJ X K design, In our example J is equal to 3 and
oeewik to 2, so we have a3 x 2 design.

need some

    

  

 

  

 

s well

 

   

   

TABLE 12-1

Representation of Factorial (Two-Factor) Design

Factor 1: Retention Interval

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
0 hours Lhour |5 hours
 

Level 1: 1 cent

Factor 2: Incentive 

Level 2: 25 cents     
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As can be seen, this 3 x 2 design producessix separate conditions E
condition consists of some combination of one particular level of factor1 ach

oneparticularlevelof factor 2. For example, there is the 0-hour/1-cent condiia
the 0-hour/25-cent condition, the 1-hour/l-cent condition, and so on, New

thatin any J x K design, we simply multiply J times K to compute the fuer

of conditions in the experiment. In this case J times K is 3 x 2 = 6, ef

These conditions in a multifactor design are often referred to as cell
because. as depicted in Table 12-1, each condition constitutes one cell of the
overall structure of the design.

121 AJ # K factorial design has twu factors with J levels offactor 1 and
K levels offactor 2. The total mumberof cells (or separate conditions)
is equal ta] * K. .

Representation of a particular score: Triple subscripts. Recall thatin a
simple, one-factor design (such as a t-test or a one-way ANOVA), we Tepresent
a particular score by x,, wherej refers to the condition (thatis, the level of the
one factor) from which the score comes and i refers to the particular subject
within the condition. In a two-factor design, however, a score is Tepresented by
three subscripts—thatis, as xj,. Herej represents theleveloffactor 1. In our
example j would be 1, 2, or 3, referring to levels 1, 2, or 3 of the retention
interval factor. Likewise, k represents the level of the second factor, In our
example k would be 1 or 2 referring to the 1- or the 25-cent level offactor 2.
Thus, j and k jointly specify which ofsix conditions orcells x, comes from. As
usual, i, the first subscript, specifies the particular subject within a condition,
Consider, for example, the score x23). This score was obtained by the second
subjectin the condition correspondingto thethirdleveloffactor1 (third column)
and to thefirst level offactor 2 (first row).

 

HYPOTHETICAL DATA

In Table 12-2 we have redrawn the design depicted in Table 12-1, and we have
created some hypothetical data. (The 3 x 2 = 6 conditions have been temporarily
labeled conditions 1-6 for reasons that will become evident below.) In Table 12-2
we have computed a numberof things from our data: First, we haye computed
the total and the mean ofscores in eachcell. Second, we have computed the
totals for each columnand for each row. (Here we have sneaked ina little more
new terminology. Thetotal for any given columnj is referred to as T,,, and the
total of any given row k is referred to as Ty, These row and columntotals are

referred to as marginals, hecause they are written in the marginsofthetable.)
Finally, we have computed N, which (as before)is the total numberofscores in
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‘TABLE 12-2

thetical Data from Retention Int. ‘i ‘

Represent Numberof Words foeesExperiments Stores

Factor 1
Retention Interval

0 hours 1 hour 5 hours

(Condition 2)

|

(Condition 3) (Condition 1)

  
 

Xia = 5

1 cent Tr, = 39

Factor 2: Incentive
(Condition 5)

|

(Condition 6)

Xin = 6
5 X39 = 10

cent:ents Tro = 66   

 

    

 

 
  

the experiment, and T, the grandtotal, which(as before)is the sum ofall scores

in the experiment.

12-2 In a two-factor design thetotals swe must conmpute are: (a) the totals

of each of the J ¥ K cells, (b) the J coluni totals, (c! the K row

totals, and (d) the grand total. Note that the grand total, To ts, us

always, the sum ofall ofthe N scores in the experiment.

Confidence intervals. To get an initial feel for what the data areall about. it

is useful to plot the sample means along with confidence intervals around the

means. As we have seen, we need an estimate of o° in order to. compute

confidenceintervals. To computeest 0°, we invoke the homogeneityof

assumption over all six conditions; thatis, we assumethat the six population

distributions of scores corresponding to the six. separate conditions all have

variance 02. In principle, we could, as we learned howto do in the previous

  

ce
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chapter, compute a separate estimate of o? from eachofthesix conditions, and
then average these estimates to get one best estimate. However,it is casio,
use the computational formulas for computing est o? or MSW. Wefi
SSWand dfW.

The formula for sum of squares withinis

T;
ssw= Dxh - 5B

everything conditions 17

   

 

Thefirst term in this expression is a sum overall N scores:

Six = + 4 ++t+ 424 5% = 701
everthing,

The secondterm is the sum over J X K conditions:

Th 15® 12? 1a? a7? ad? Ase
++

3 3 3 3 3
 

 

conditions 1 3

= 681

Thus,

SSW = 701 — 681 = 20

Here dfW is N — J, or 18 — 6 = 12. (Alternatively, wesee thatsince we
have two degreesof freedom within eachofthe six groups, wecanalsoarrive at
2X 6 = 12degrees offreedom within.) Thus, MSW = SSW/dfW = 20/12 = 1.667,
Attherisk of redundancy, wereiterate thatthis is the value that we wouldobtain
were we to compute a separate estimate of o? from within cach ofthe six
conditions and then average them.

Havinganestimate of 0? (MSW), a confidence interval aroundany sample
mean, M,,, may then be computed according to the usual formula:

Cl: My + VMSW/n[crit t(dfW)]

Note here that n is the numberof observations going into M,, which, in this
case, is 3. If we wish a 95%’ confidenceinterval, the relevant criterion ¢ (12) is
2.179. Since the n’s are equal in the six conditions, the confidence interval will
be the same aroundallsix sample means. This confidenceinterval is

CI: My + V1.667/3 (2.179) = My + 1.62

Wecan nowgraph the sample meansalong with their confidenceintervals, which
has been done in Figure 12-1,

This graph requires some explaining. In the past, results haye been
represented by a function relating the dependent variable (whose value we
represented on the ordinate of the graph) to the independent variable (whose
value we represented on the abscissa). However, in this two-factorsituation, we

have not one but two independentvariables. Because thereis only oneabs
we must make a choice about which independent variable is going to be
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FIGURE 12-1 Plot ofdata from two-factor design. Dependent variable is plottedas
function of one of factors. Separate curveis plotted for each level ofother Keeton The
95% confidence intervals are plotted around each mean.

   
  

represented onthe abscissa. This choice is arbitra indin our present
we have chosen torepresent factor 1 (retention interval) on the absciss

thenplot a separate curve for each level of the other independentvariable. Thus,

we have one curve representing memoryperformanceas afunction ofretention

interval for the 1-cent condition and a second curve representing memory
performanceas a function ofretentioninterval for the 25-cent condition, 4

The curves shown in Figure 12-1 give us general gut-level idea of what

is going on with our data. In general, it appears as though both independent
variables are havingeffects on the dependentvariable. People seemto remember
less after a longerretentioninterval (both curves declineoverretentioninterval).
Furthermore, people seem to remember more if the

25-cent curve is higher than the L-cent curve).
The confidence intervals provide a suggestion that both factors—retention

interval and incentive—have the expected effect on the population means. In
the next section we describe hypothesis-testing procedurestoascertain whether,
in the context of our standarddecision-making procedures, we should conclude
that this is really true.

 

  

are paid more (the

 

A Two-Way ANOVA

The hypothesis-testing mechanics are notreally verydifferent fromthe mechanics

of doing the one-way ANOVA discussedinthe last chapter. In thefirst example
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we will be somewhat moreelaborate in ouranalysis thanis really necessary k
or usualin, carrying out a two-way ANOVA. Wedoso for pedagogical reasons
this elaboration will hopefully help vou in understanding how two-way ANOVA
fits into the general ANOVAschemethat we have been constructing. Ourfirst
goal will be to unveil the close correspondence between one-way and two-way
ANOVA. Wedothis byinitially conceptualizing our present two-way design as
a one-way design with six conditions and computing a familiar SSB and SSW.
Wewill then show that our SSB—which represents the total effect of our two
factors on the dependent variable—is made up, in part, of sums of Sitares
corresponding to our two individual factors. Finally, we will show that therejs
an additional componentin the SSB called an interaction. We have alluded to
interactions, and a sum of squares due to interaction depends on the degree to
which the twofactors jointly affect the dependentvariable in a way that can't be
predicted by the factors’ individualeffects.

ANOVA

 

SIX-CONDITION ONE-

Wehaveseen that our 3 x 2 design yields six separate cells or conditions. For
the momentlet's ignore the fact that the six conditions result from combinin,
two independentvariables andlet's just consider themtobe six separate conditions
(indicated bythe labeling of the conditions as 1-6, shown in Table 12-9), We
can then do a one-way ANOVA onthe data to detect whether there are any
statistically significant differences whatever amongthe six conditions. .

 

Null and alternative hypotheses. The mechanics of doing asix-condition
one-way ANOVAisfairly straightforward. First, we set up a null hypothesis,
which is that the independentvariable (in this case condition) has noeffect on
the dependent variable (in this case memoryperformance). Referring to the
population means ofthe six conditions as p14), 2, Ba. Hy. Hs, and pg, the null
hypothesis is:

  

Ho: Bi = He = Bs = Hy = Bs = Ho

Thealternative hypothesis is that the independentvariable does have someeffect
on the dependentvariable, or:

 
H,: It is not true that py = pls = by = By = Bs = Hy

Sumsof squares and degreesof freedom. We computed SSWinthelast
section. Recall that the equation for sum of squares betweenis

‘ Th T?
be son n N

We computedthefirst term in this expression:
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> Te
conditions _ 6g]

n

Thetotal of all the scores in the experiment, T,is equalto 1 o Ni
since there is a total of 18 scores in the experiment. ThereforePe

T?

_

105? r
—=— = 6125
N 18

Thus, to compute SSB,

SSB = 681 — 612.5 = 685

ANOVA summary table. Now with our sums of squares and degrees of
freedom all computed, wearein a position to set up an ANOVA suintbeey ti bh
as shown in Table 12-3. To compute mean squares between and within, we
divide sums of squares by associated degrees of freedom. Our mean s¢ a
between is 13.7, which is considerably greater than the MSWof1.67. In fiat
the ratio of MSB to MSW,the obtained F, tums outto be 8.20. From’ F-tableswe find the criterion F(5, 12) to be 3.11. Therefore, we soundly reject the null
hypothesis ofno differences among the six conditions. Somehoworother, one
or both of the independentvariablesis having aneffect on memory performance

 

TABLE 12-3

One-Way ANOVA Summary Table; WeAre Treating Our 3 x 2
Design as One-WayDesign with Six Conditions
 

 

Source df Ss MS F crit F

Total 17 88.50 = = =
Between 5 68.50 13.70 8.20 3.11
Within 12 20.00 1.67 — =
 

12-3 By donsidering a J * K design ta be simply a one-way designwith
J * conditions, we can compate a sumof squares hetween the
J ® K cells, SSB, as well as SSW. the sum of sqrares: from within

theJ ¥ K conditions (nrcells),

Dividing the pie. Note thatthe total sumofsquaresin this experiment—the

SSTthat would result from considering the variation amongall 18 scores in the

experiment—is

SST = SSB + SSW = 68.5 + 20 = 88.5
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SSB = 68.5
(S df) SST = 88.5

(17 df)

   

FIGURE 12-2 Initial “divisi
and degrees of freedomarei
betweengroups.

ofthepie" for two-factor design. Total sum ofsquares
ially divided into components stemming from within and

and.likewise, the total numberof degrees of freedom in the experimentis

dfT = dfB + dfW =5 + 12 = 17

Figure 12-2 shows howthis total “pie”of 88.5 sum of squares with its 17 degrees
offreedom maybe conceptualized as being divided into its components stemming
from variance between groups and variance within groups. In the following
discussion we're going to complicate this pie somewhat.

 

TWO-WAY ANOVA

Nowwe would like to assess the independent effects of each of our two factors
in tum. Having discovered that something is having an effect, we want to
determine whatit is.

Sum ofsquares due to retention interval (columns). For the time being
we ignore the inclusion of incentive as a factor in our experiment. Thatis, we

temporarily pretend that we have just rin a one-way ANOVA-type experiment
with retention interval as our only factor. This situation is depicted in Table
12-4, where there are considered to be ne = 6 scores in each of the three
columns. (Note that wewill be using n¢ and ng to indicate the total numberof
scores in each columnand each row,respectively, Let's proceedas if we were
going to do a one-way ANOVAonthese data.

Ournull andalternative hypothesesare verystraightforward.First, the null
hypothesis is that the independent variable (retention interval) has no effect on
the dependentvariable (memoryperformance). Referring to je, Hes. and pes

as the population meansof the three conditions, our “column null hypothesis”
follows.
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TABLE 12-4

Retention Interval Is Assumed To Be Onl
Thus, Each Condition (Column) Contains1,ieeeSrment;

 Retention Interval

 

 

0 hours 1 hour 5 hours

6 5
4
3
6
4
5

Tes = 27 T = 105
ne = 6     
 

Ho: Ber = Bes = Bes

Our alternative hypothesis is that retention interval does have some effect on
memoryperformance,or:

A,: It is not true that er = peo = peg

Now we compute a sumof squares between these three conditions. The
equation for this sum of squares (which we will refer to as SSC, or sum of
squares due to columns)is slightly disguised formof our equation for SSB:

TTC= pa ete

ss olin no ON

Note that T and N are unchanged. Westill have the same N’ = 18 scores in our
experiment, and thetotal of these 18 scoresis still T = 105. Thus, T/Nis still
612.5. The sum of squares due to columnsis calculated withoutdifficulty:

SSC = (427/6 + 367/6 + 277/6) — 612.5

= 631.5 — 612.5 = 19

Sum of squares due to incentive (rows). Now we pretend that in our
experiment we varied onlyincentive; that is, we temporarilyignore variation in
retention interval. Table 12-5 showsthesituation that would result. Nowwe set
up the null hypothesis that incentive has no effect on memoryperformance.
Referring to jig; and jaz as the population means of the two rows, our “row

null hypothesis” is:

 

367
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TABLE 12-5

Incentive Is Assumed To Be Only Factor in Experiment; Thus.
Each Condition (Row) Contains nz = 9 Scores id

 
 

 

 
 

 

  
 

6 4 5
1 cent 4 4 4 Ta, = 39

’ 5 4 3 ee
Incentive

1 6 6
25 cents 8 10 4

8 8 5

Ho: Wri = Ure

Ouralternative hypothesisis:

H,: It is not true that pp, = pas

Let's now compute a sum of squares due to rows. Once again, T and N
are unchanged (they never change) and T?/Nisstill equal to 612.5. The “n" with
which we shall be concemed, to which we nowrefer as na, is equalto 9, since
there are nine scoresin each of our two incentive conditions. Thus, our equation
for sum of squares due to rowsis

Ti  T?ssp = —%-—
> np N

which is

SSR = (39°/9 + 667/9) — 612.5

= 653 - 612.5 = 40.5

Performingtests. Nowweestablish anewANOVA summarytable(Table 12-6)
Westill have a total sum of squares SST = 88.5 thatreflects thetotal variation
amongall 18 scores in the experiment. As before, this total sum ofsquares is
subdivided into SSB (based on 5 degrees of freedom) and SSW(based on
12 degrees of freedom). Now, however, SSB—the sum ofsquares between the

six conditions—is subdivided still further. Of the original 68.5 sumof squares
between the six conditions, SSC = 19.0 of that sumof squaresis taken up by

factor 1 (columns) and SSR = 40.5 of SSBis taken up byfactor 2 (rows). How

manydegrees of freedomare associated with columns and rows? This is fairly
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TABLE 12-6

Two-Wa' ANOVA Summary Table; Sum §1 Conditions (SSB)Is Compartm of Squares Between theentalized into Sum

 

 

Due to Columns and Sum of Squares Due to Rows ota

Sues af ss MS F ak
chieen 5 68.50
Column 2 19,00 9.50 5.69Hove 1 40.50 40.50 24.25 i

within 12 20.00 1.67 meTotal 17 88.50
 

straightforward. Since there are three columns, there are 3 — | = 2 degrees
of freedom due to columns. Likewise, since there are two rov s, there ae
2 - 1 = 1 degree of freedom due to rows.

 

12-4 The sum of squares hetween(in this case betweenthe six cells) caw
be broken downinto that portion due to cohimns (fuetor L) and that
portion due ta rows (factor 2)

We now dividethe columnandthe rowsums of squares by their respective
degrees of freedom. These mean squares due to columns and rows of 9.5
40.5,respectively, are shown underthe heading MS (meansquare) in Table12

Now let's suppose that our “column null hypothesis” is true. That is,
imagine that factor 1, or retention interval, really has no effect on memory

performance.In this case the mean square dueto columns should be an estimate
of 0°, the population variance. By comparing MSCto our “best estimate” of

o’—our MSW of 1.67—Wwe can determine whether we shouldre the null

hypothesis of no effect due to retentioninterval. Morespecifically, theratio of
MSC to MSW will be distributed as an Fwith 2 and 12 degrees offreedomif
the columnnull hypothesis is correct. In fact, the obtained F tums out to be
5.69. Looking at our F-tables, we discoverthat the criterion F(2. 12) is equalto
3.80, Since our obtained F(2, 12) 69 exceeds our criterion F 3.80,
wereject the column null hypothesis and concludethat retention interval really
does have some effect on memoryperformance.

We now perform an analogous operation with factor 2 (rows), Dividing
SSR (40.5) by dfR (1), we obtain a meansquare duetorows of 40.5. Onceagai

if our “row null hypothesis” is correct—that is, if the L-cent versus

manipulation is having noeffect on memory pertormance—this mean square

nd
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due to rows will he an estimate of the population variance. We can theref
compute the ratio of MSR to MSWto obtain an F(1, 12) of 24.95, Since Me
criterion F(1, 12) is 4.75, wereject the row null hypothesis and conclude tha
incentive also has an effect on memoryperformance, a

125 Stotis nfsqiares dhe: to columns androws can be divided by dugnox
of freedomdue ty calms J ~ and rows K = 1 to prodice Meaty
squares due ty columns and sows, These mean squares cay then be
tested against MSWlor significant columnor row elfeets,

So far a two-way ANOVAappears to boil downto two one-way ANOVAs
Specifically. we first computed a sum of squares due to columns by ignoring
the fact that our design actually included two rows. We then did the cone
computing a sum of squares due to rows by ignoring the fact that the
design actually involved three columns. We then tested two independent hull
hypotheses—first that there was no effect due to columns, andsecondthatthere
was noeffect due to rows.

The mechanies of testing eachofthese null hypotheses werealmostidentical
to those used in a one-way ANOVA. Wedivided each sumof squares byits
associated degrees of freedom to obtain a mean square. Thenif a particularnul]
hypothesis were true, the corresponding mean square would be an estimate of
o°, the populationvariance,Since wealready hada bestestimate ofthe population
variance—meansquare within, which in this case was equal to 1.67—we forined
appropriate jos to assess whether each of the null hypotheses
could safely be rejected. In our example both F-ratios—the F-ratio dueto factor|
and the F-ratio due to factor 2—were muchbigger than we could expect by
chance. Therefore, we rejected cach of the two hypotheses—the first due to
columns and the second due to rows—successively, That is, we concluded that
both our factors (retention interval and incentive) were having an effect on
memoryperformance,

  

 

Missing sum of squares. You've probably noticed something peculiar about
the ANOVA summarytable shown in Table 12-6. We subdivided our SSB into
sum of squares due to columns and to rows. However, the sum of SSC and SSR
is 19.0 + 40.5 = 59.5. Since we started with SSB = 68.5, there seemto he 9.0
sumofsquares missing. Likewise, we began with five degrees of freedombetween
thesix cells. Two of these degrees of freedom went to columns, and one degree
of freedom went to rows. Hence, only three of the original five degrees of
freedom have been accounted for, and there seem to be two degreesoffreedom
missing. These missing, sums of squares and degrees of freedom are duc to a
new component of variance knownas interaction that is unique to multifactor

ns are the topicof the nest section.

 

 

 

 

designs. Interact
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Interactions
To provide a conceptual overview ofinteractions, let's tem, rarih i

example and suppose that we have only twolevels offactor I sehentie
which are level 1 = 0 hours andlevel 2 = 1 hour, Let's continue to su at
we still have twolevels offactor 2 (incentive) Suppose

g x 2 design. . 1 and 25 cents. We now have a

THREE HYPOTHETICAL OUTCOMES

Figure 12-3 showsthree ways in which the data of our ex riment mii
out. In each of the three cases shown in Figure e ign Mun12-3 the dependent variabl

; i le(memory performance)is plotted as a function of factor 1 (retention interval).
Separate curves are plotted for each value of the other independentvariable.
incentive. As is quite evident, the three outcomes tepresented bythe three cases
are somewhatdifferent from one another, : :

Case I: No interaction. Let's consider the data shown in case [. Without
worrying for the momentaboutstatistical analyses of the data, it seems apparent
that both the independent variables are having an effect on the dependent
variable, Thatis, the 25-cent conditions are doing better thanthe 1-cent conditions
and additionally, performanceseemsto be poorerafter | hour than after 0 hours,

Nowlet's confine our attention to the effect of incentive on themary
performance. Suppose you're asked what the magnitude of the incentiveeffect
is; that is, how much better do people remember when awarded 25 cents as
comparedto | cent per remembered word? Theanswerto this question i IV
straightforward, People paid 25 cents recall an averageof three more words than
do people paid 1 cent. After 0 hours’ retention interval, nine versus words
are recalled. Similarly, after an interval of 1 hour, four versus one word are

recalled.
Nowlet's switch our attention to the other independent variable. that of

retention interval and inquire aboutits. effect. how much forgetting has taken

place after a 1-hour interval? Again, the responseto this inquiry would befairly

straightforward: People appear toforget five words after a period of hour. The
drop is from nine to four words when 25 cents

to one word when 1 centis being paid.

Wecan summarize the stateofaffairs depictedin case1 bysaying that the

effect of each factoris independentof the lecel of the other factor, That is, to

specify the magnitude ofcither factor. we need not concerourselves with the

other factor, Another way’ofstating this is to say that thefactors do not interact

with one another.

  

  
   

  

is being paid andfromsix words

Case II: Some interaction. Nowlet's look at the data shown in case TT of

Figure 12-3, Onceagain, the 25-cent conditions seemto he doing better than
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FIGURE 12-3 Threehypothetical outcomes ofretention intervaV/incentive experiment
Three outcomes depict successively greater amountsofinteraction in data.
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the I-cent conditions, and furthermore the 0-hour retention interhe doing better than the I-hourretention interval. However the ;
shown in case II is subtlydifferent from the pattern of data shown in caillustrate this difference, suppose we once again inquire about the it esti ‘ ofthe incentive effect. How muchbetter, weask, does a subject do ‘th ' “a95 cents versus I cent per word? Here the response is not quite aloei

eos
imple as iwas before. We must qualify our answerand take retention interval into Teo

After a O-hour retentioninterval, people remember three more words in the 25.
cent as in the L-cent condition (the means are 9 versus 6). Howeve
hour's retention interval, people only remember one more word in th
condition than in the 1-cent condition (the means are 4 versi .
can also he askedin the reverse way: How much forgetting aken place aft
an interval of | hour? Once again, the answer to this question de nly 4 the
level ofincentive, If people are paid 25 cents per word, they Forget Biewii:
after 1 hour. Onthe other hand, if people are onlypaid 1 cout per word they
forget three words after 1 hour. Considering the case UI data, we find that no
matter how we ask the question, we end up with the conclusion that the effect
of one independent variable depends on the level of the other independent
variable.

We are now in aposition to define an interaction. Aninteraction if
and only if the effect of one independent variable depends on the level ofthe
other independent variable. In case 1 we sawthat there was nointeraction by
this definition: Rather, the two factors in case T affected memory performance
independently of one another. However, in case II there is an interaction. In
case II the effect of one independent variable does depend on thelevel of the

other independent variable. The tvo factors do not operate independently on
the dependentvariable of numberof words recalled; they interact °

rval seems to
pattemofdata

 

after an
25-cent

6 3), This question

    

 

    

  

 

   

  

  

Case II: Complete interaction, To dramatize further what we mean by an
interaction,let's examine case HI, which depicts a somewhat unlikely outcome
of the data, but it doesillustrate a point. Heretheeffect of each factor dopends
completely on the level of the otherfactor, Consider theeffect ofincentive, After
a O-hour retention interval people rememberfive more words in the 25-cent
condition than in the 1-cent condition. However,after a L-hourretentioninterval

this state of affairs reverses; people rememberfive more words in the L-cent

condition than in the 25-cent condition!
The same conclusion holds if we inquire about the effect of retention

interval. As case 11 shows, if peopleare paid 25 cents per word.theyforget five

words after a retention interval of 1 hour, However, if people are paid L cent

per word, they gain five words after a retention interval ofL hour, No matter

how the questionis posed,the effect ofoneindependentvariable

as

depicted in

case IT depends completely onthe level ofthe other independent variable, Here

we say that there is. a completeinteraction.
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Interactions imply nonparallel lines. You have probably noticed that
“quick-and-dirty” method of determining whether or not twofactors interact
to assess whetherthe curves on the relevant graphareparallel. Thus, in lage i
where there is someinteraction, thelines are not quite parallel. And ally. in
case II, where there is completeinteraction, thelines are highly honparallel "

 

12-6 Two factors interact to the degree that the magnitude of the effeor
of one factor depends on the level of the other factor Graphically
interactions imply and are implied by nonparallel lines. ‘

SYMMETRYOF INTERACTIONS

We have suggested thatif the effect offactor 1 is independentofthelevel of
factor 2 (that is, if there is no interaction), the converseis also true; the effect
offactor 2 must be independent of the level offactor 1. To provethis (for a
2 x 2 design), let's refer to yx as the meanof thecell corresponding to the
jth level of factor 1 and the kthlevel offactor 2. Asserting that the effect of
factor 1 is independentoftheleveloffactor 2 is to say that

Har — Buy = Bos — Baz (12-1)
We can rearrangethe terms of Equation 12-1 to obtain

Har ~ Has = Har — Bae (12-2)

Equation 12-2 is a mathematical formulation ofthe statement that the effect of
factor 2 is independentofthe level of factor1,

Likewise. if theeffect offactor 1 does dependonthelevel offactor 2, then
conversely, the effect offactor 2 must dependonthe leveloffactor 1. Theproof
ofthis is quite analogous. Tosaythat the effect offactor 1 depends onthelevel
offactor 2 is to say that

Bar ~ Bi # Bes — Hie (12-3)

Rearranging terms in Equation 12-3,

Har — Hoe * bn — Hie (12-4)

Equation 12-4 says that the effect offactor 2 depends on thelevel offactor 1

SCALING PROBLEMS

is ofVariance, andin

 

In Chapter 10 we discussed assumptions underlying analy
the course ofthis discussion, we mentioned the scaling assumption. Thescaling
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assumption sometimes comes back to haunt ns when we
and some brief remarks on it are in order here, Theseiggues and are concemed primarily with the
data rather than with the statistical treatment

interpret interactions,
remarks involve subtle

relationship between theory
of data per se. \

   

nd

Underlying variables are measured by dependent variables.
instances we must distinguish bebyeen twovariables in a :
The first is some underlying psychological variable tha Sa part in 5
theory, and the secondis the dependent variable that we elsensta bs ie
rneasure of the unobservable umderlving variable. In the example at honake
underlying variable of concern might he termed memorystrength The aie
variable that we use to measure memorystrengthis, ; ‘h
of wordsrecalled.

We assume that our dependentvariable is.at least monotonically related
the underlying variable, Thatis, if memorystrengthis greater in 7 sit in
than in another, we expect number of words recalledto he OnTeapHnnGls
greater, and vice versa. However, the exact function. relating our underlying
variable and our dependent variableis often unknown. The implication althe
fact is that our dependentvariable is generally measured on an arbitrany scal j
and any other chosen dependent variable that is monotonically veliratt eg the
dependentvariable would be equallyacceptable, Forinstance, ifinstead ofusing
number of words recalled as our dependent variable, we had chosento use the
logarithm of number of words recalled or square root of number of words
recalled, these would have been equally acceptable as measures of memory
strength. :

In most
psychologyexperiment.

  

dependent
as we have seen, number

  

  

 

  

 

Some interactions can be transformed away. Nowhere is the crucial thing:
Suppose we have an interaction such as the one depicted in case I of
Figure 12-3. Now suppose we choose to use some other dependentvariable that

is a monotonic transformof number ofwords recalled, It would be possible te

choose this dependent variable such that the interaction would disappear. That

is, when the data were plotted in terms of our new dependent variable, the

cturves would be parallel. Since our choice of dependentvariable is arbitraryto

begin with,it would really not makesense to conclude that there or is not an

interaction in terms of memorystrength since the interaction could be made to

appear or disappear at will by an appropriate choiceof a dependentvariable.
This does not meanthatit is hopeless to tryto interpret interactions. There

are classes ofsituations in which interactions may he interpreted meaningfully

and unambiguously. Thefirst such class occurs whenthe scale ofour dependent

variable ig equivalent to the scale ofour underlying variable of interest. Timeis

a good example of sucha scale, Forinstance, we mayheinterestedin the time

it takes for intemal mental events to occur. and in some experiment we mayuse

reaction time as the dependent variable to measure this “intemal tine.” The

second class ofsituations involves certain types of interactions that must holdup

over all monotonic transfe

 

 

  

 

 

  

mations ofthe dependent variable. One such type of
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interactionis called a crossoverinteraction. The interaction shown in case HI ofolFigure 12-3 is an example ofa crossoverinteraction.
This whole topic is actually somewhat beyond the scope ofthis hook Bi

we raise it to give you a flavor for the issues and to warn youto he siafloas
about implications of interactions for theories and hypotheses, For more ates
discussions of the topic, see the papers listed under measurement in the
bibliography.

STATISTICAL TREATMENT
OF INTERACTIONS

In the above discussion of cases 1. II, and IIT we have ignored the Possibility of
chance fluctuation. Thatis, in case I we claimed that we had nointeraction. In
case IL we claimedthat there was someinteraction. The reason that we claimed
that there wasan interaction in case I] was that the effect of each factor depended
onthe level of the other factor. However, this dependence mayjust he due to
chance fluctuations. That is, the four meansplotted in case I] are sample jneans,
It may perfectly well be the case that in terms of population means,there is no
interaction.

Theexistence of an interaction can be tested statistically, We can set up
some “interaction null hypothesis” claiming that there is no interaction in terms
of population means. We canlikewise set up an alternative hypothesis that there
is someinteraction in terms ofpopulation means. Wecanthentestthis interactiun
null hypothesis just as we test the effects of our two independent variables,*

  

Sum ofsquares and degreesof freedom due to interaction. Recall that
in the previous section we initially computed a sum of squires between our
various groups, We then subdivided this SSB by computing a sum of squares
due to cachof the two factors (SSC and SSR), Likewise, we subdivided degrees
of freedom due to each of the two factors. However, there appearedtobe a
missing sum of squares and correspondingly a missing degree of freedom. We
nowidentify those missing sums of squares and degrees of freedomas due to
the interaction. The more interaction in the data, the bigger will be the sum of
squares dueto interaction, just as the more effectthereis due to any independent
variable, the larger will be the sum of squares (the variance) duc to that

independentvariable. Accordingly, considering cases 1, LI, and HI in Figure 12-3,
we would guess that the sumof squares due to interaction would be very small
(probablyzero,in fact. since there is no interaction) for case I. somewhatlarger

for case Il, and quite large for case 11.
Let's test out these intuitions. In Table 12-7 (which, although it contains a

formidable amount of computation, would be worth your while to go through)

  

*The effects ofthe factors (that is. the effects of rows and columns) are referred Ui ay main effecds
Effects of interactions arereferred to as interaction effects.
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we have computed sums of squares between, sums of squares due to coluy
and sumsofsquares due to rows for eachofthethreecases. (We have ‘thitnae
assumed an n = 4 subjects per cell in these computations.) We have wy
computed sums of squares due to interaction by simply subtracting sume _
squares due to colunins and due to rows from the sumofsquares between eat
which we started. As wecan see, the results of these computations agree y HH
our intuitions. The sumof squares due to interaction turns out to be 0 for det
4 for case I, and 100 for case 1. Thus. we sec that the size of an intiondiy ,
is reflected quite nicely by the size of the sum of squares that corresponds ta
that interaction.

   

 Test of “interaction null hypothesis. Let's retumto the original data that

wedescribedearly in this chapter. Table 12-8 re-creates the ANOVA suinmnary
table from Table 12-6. Along with the sumofsquares and degrees of ivedein
due to the two main effects, we havelisted the sumof squares and degrees of
freedom due to interaction. We have also divided the sumof squares due to
interaction hyits associated degreesoffreedomtoarrive ata mean square die
to interaction.

Now, as vou mayhave guessed, ifthe interaction null hypothesis is trie—

thatis, if there actually no interaction in terms of population means—the mean
square due to interaction is an estimate of a, the populationvariance, That is,
supposethereis actually no interaction in terms of population means. Would we
expectthe twolines on the graph shownin Figure 12-1 to be completely parallel?
The answer is no, we would not. Due to the population variance, we would
expect some randomshifting of cach sample meanrelative toits corresponding
population mean. So we would expect someinteraction variancein the data.

Wecanstatistically test the presence ofan interaction, just as we could
test the presence of main effects. To test the interaction. we computethe ratia

of mean squareinteraction (MSI) to MSW.Ifthereis, in fact, nointeraction in

terms of population means, this ratio should be distributed as an F with 2 and
12 degrees of freedom. As can be seen in Table 12-8, this obtained Fis 2.69,

  

 

  

 

   

   

TABLE 12-8

Two-Way ANOVA Summary Table; SSB Is Subdivided into Sums
of Squares Due to Columns, Rows, and Interaction

 

 

 

Source df ss MS KF crit F

Between 5 68.50
Columns 2 19.00 9.50 3.80

Rows 1 40.50 40.50 405

Interaction 2 9.00 4.50 3.89
Within 12 20.00 1.67

Total 17 88.50
 



From our F-tables, wefindthe criterion F(2, 12) to be 3.80, Since the
due to interaction is not as extremeas the criterion F(2 12), the Bs action 4
nots| ly significant. That is, the magnitudeof th eraction is Acheek
to warrantthe conclusion that there is a real interaction, an fatesnah
of population means. action in terms

F(2, 12)

  

  

{12-7 Asum ofsquares dueto interaction (SSD) is that lett oven
SSR haveey ayes from SSB—that is, SSI
Likewise, dil = dB — dfC — dfR. A mean square due tointeraeti
is computed by MSI = SSV/AIT. 1fthereis io siiepilionteof population mens, MSI is an unbiased estimate of o2 Therefore,the significanceof the interaction may be assessed by com puting th ;
Fobtained by MSI/MSW. ea

rafter SSCand
= SSB ~ SSC — ssp.

 

A Complete Example:
Short-Term Memory Scanning

Our goal in the precedingsections has heento provide a conceptual overviewof
what two-way ANOVAis all about. However, the actual mechanics of a ying
a two-way ANOVAsituation have been presentedonlyin bits and pieces. At this
pointit will be useful to go through an entire example fromstart to finish.

  

THE STERNBERG EXPERIMENT

In 1966, at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Saul Stemberg reporteda technique
to study how fast people can access information in their short-term memory,
This technique worksas follows. First, the subject is presentedwith some number
ofitems, sav, the letters A, Q. M. T, and G. This set ofitems is called the
memory set. After the subject has had ampletimeto enter the memoryset into
his or her short-term memory(that is. into consciousness), the memoryset is
removed, and a test itemis presented, Thetest itemcan either bein the memory
set (for example,the letter Q) or not in the memoryset (for example, theletter
X). The subject's task is to press one buttoniftheitemis in the memory set and
another button if the itemis not in the memoryset. The dependent variableis

the reaction time, whichis the timeintervening betweenthepresentation ofthe

test item and the subject's response. (Reaction time is generally expressed in
milliseconds, or thousandths ofa second.)

A major independent variable used in this technique

itemsin the memoryset. Let's call this numbers (for “setsize’

  

 

  

is the number of
). In the example
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   Re
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S = items in memory set

FIGURE 12-4 Idealized Sternberg results.

above, there werefive itemsin the memoryset; thus, s = 5. Stemberg reasoned
that the more items in the memoryset, the more time would be required to
make a decision about the test item and the longer would be thereaction time,
In particular, it has been foundthat reaction timeis a linear functionof 5, a5
shown in Figure 12-4. This suggests a simple serial-scanning process by which
information in short-term memory is accessed: Whenthe test itemis pres nted,
it is compared sequentially with each of the memorysetitem representations, [f
the test item matches one of the memoryset items, the subject responds yes;
othenvise, the subject responds no. Suppose each test item/memorysetitem
comparison requires ¢ milliseconds. This means that for each additional itemin
the memoryset, reaction time will be ¢ milliseconds longer, thereby producing
the linear reaction time function. Moreover, the comparisontimec is estimated
bythe slope of the function. In the example of Figure 12-4. ¢is estimatedto be
about 33 milliseconds peritem, a typical value foundin this kindofexperiment,

 

   

SCANNING LETTERS VERSUS WORDS

Nowlet's imagine ourselves to be interested in comparing short-term memory
scanning for different kinds of information. In particular, we wouldlike to
compareletters (as in the above example) with words as stimuli in a Sternberg
experiment. So imagine that we run the experiment whosedesign is shownin
Table 12-9. Here, there are three memoryset sizes (one, three, and five items)
and two typesof materials (letters or words). This 3 x 2 designvields. of course.

six cells. Imagine that we run this as a between-subjects design with n = 5
subjects per cell. The data (reaction time in milliseconds) for eachofthefive
subjects is shown at the left of each cell. Additionally, for each cell we have
calculated the cell total, T,,, the mean, M),, and the estimate ofthe population
variance, est ,0°. We have also calculated the columnandrowtotals (To, and

T,y as well as the grand total, 7 = 13,135. Note that N, the total number of

observations in the entire experiment,is 30.

  

   



TABLE 12-9

Hypothetical Data: Sternberg Experiment

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Itemsin MemorySet

1 3 5
350 T,, = 1729

|

394 Tr = 2001M6 Mu= 346/392 My = 4001 et = OL

|

Tm = atLetters

|

361 410 464 meee330 estyo* = 128

|

405 estyo2 = 56 2
ee cM 460 r me est,07 = 63

ofeth 384 Ti. = 1887

|

466 2360

|

585= Tyy = 2857

|

Tas = 7371 Ma = 377

|

484 aged ae ge

|

es IMWords

|

365 415 560 ;
392 estxo? = 114

|

470 estyo? = 61

|

562
375 465 570

Te: = 3616 Tea = 4361 Tea = 5158

|

T = 13135
T;

ssw = = = 72 =nti > eS5

=

5918341

—

5.916.172 = 2169

TT
SSB=

>
}

-—= e= s
255 77 5916172

—

5,750,941 = 165,231

T% 7?ssc = > 2 -— =5.869,874 — 5,750,941 = 118,933column LON

_ot TSSR = > soe = 38,377                  

SSI = SSB — SSC — SSR = 165,231 — 118,933 — 38,377 =

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

At the bottom of Table 12-9 we have calculatedall relevant sums of squares
using the sums-of-squares formulas. When wecarryout our hypothesis-testing
steps, we will use all these sums of squares. At present, we will be concemed
only with SSW, which wewill use to compute MSW,which wewill in tum use
to compute the 95% confidenceinterval around ourcell means.

Asindicated in the table, SSW is 2169, Wecan easily compute that dfW
is 24 (four degrees of freedomfrom withineachofthesix cells). Thus, MSWis

2169/24 = 90.4, Note that we couldalso have arrived at this value byaveraging
the est 0? from thesix cells. Again.it is crucial to remember that MSWis our
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one best estimate of 0°, the populationvariance ofthe distributions from wh
all six sets of scores are assumed to come. Which

We note that since there are the same numberof subjects (five) in
cell, the confidence interval aroundeach meanwill be the same. To com; niach
we first look up the two-tailed, 0.05 criterion t(24) in our f-tables. It igaa
Theconfidenceintervalis thus S 2.064

Cl: Myx = V90.4/5 (2.064) = Myx + 8.8

 

Plotting data, Figure 12-5 shows aplot of the six means along with the
confidence intervals. Here, reaction time is plotted as a function of 5, the ef
size with separate curves for letters and words. The data are clear ad
unambiguous. First, the confidence intervals are quite small relative to the tonl
variation among the means. This, happily, indicates a good deal of experimental
power, which means that we can be quite confident in our sample means as
estimates of the corresponding population means. Reactiontimeis linear inthe
case of bothletters and words, indicating that the original serial canning model
is supported. The function's slope is greater for words than forletters. Within
the context ofthe serial-scanning model, this meansthat the comparison time ¢
is greater for wordsthanforletters. In short, these results wouldtell us interestin
things about howdifferent kinds of information are processed in sHiortchone
memory.

 

  

 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING

A glance at the data in Figure 12-5 tells us what we should expecttofind from
a two-way ANOVA. The confidence intervals are so small that the sample means

Words

 

X Letters

400 Oeyee

¥

300

tedaerar.
items in memory set

  

 

s

 

FIGURE 12-5 Results of hypothetical Stemberg experiment.



can virtually be taken as population meansfor each cell. So, because hoth ©sens z . beea dies
rise, we expect a main effect of set size. Because the words cureis NS
letters curve, we expect a main effect of stimulus material. Becaus ‘
are nonparallel, we expect aninteraction hetween the Kyo factors. Let's confi

: » Lets rmall this.

above the
¢ the curves

  theses. Let's also be quite precise about the various null and
hypotheses that we will be testing. In Table 12-10, we have indi ated all populati

means with which weshall be concemed. The Has represent Nie Sane

meansfor thesix cells, the cs represents the population means fos the hee
columns, and the as represents the population meansfor the two rows. With

t size. of

altemative
  

  

  

this notation, we are in a positionto test three null hypotheses: ofsetstimulus material, andoftheinteraction, : :
Ourset size, or column null hypothesisis;

  

Ho (columns): ber = ber = Bes

 

Thatis, the column null hypothesis is that setsize (one, three, or five
no effect on reaction time. Likewise, the alternative

does affect reaction time:

items) has
hypothesis is that set size

H, (columns): It is not true that per = per = pe,

 

Our stimulus null hypothesi' s that stimulus material (letters versus words)
has no effect on reaction time:

Hg (rows): ar = bre

Likewise, the alternative hypothesis is that stimulus material doesallect reaction
time:

TABLE 12-10

Notation for Various Population Means: Cell Population Means
Are Denotedas p;,, Column Population Means Are Denotedas
pig, and Row Population Means Are Denoted as py,

 

Factor 1 (set size)

Level 1 Level 20 Level 3
 

Level 1 5 BL Bas
Factor 2 (material) Be a = = 

Level 2 Bis Be Bae Baz
 

Ber Ber Bes    
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H,(rows): It is not true that ar = ae

ally, we wantto establish null and altemative hypotheses having tod
with the set size bystimulus material. The interaction null hypothesisis that ihdifference between the two levels of stimulus material does not depend on ‘Asc
size:

 

Hy(interaction): (jy, — Miz) = (Her — Hee) = (Har — p50)

Equivalently, the interaction null hypothesis is that the effect of set siz
does not depend onstimulus material: e

Ho (interaction): (par — Her) = (Haz — Hoe) and (Hoy ~ hry) = (juyy ~ by)

The alternative hypothesis would simplystate that the effect of each factor
does in somewayor another depend onthelevel ofthe otherfactor. The simplest
wayofstating the alternative hypothesis is:

H, (interaction): It is not true that (141) — pie) = (Hor — poe) = (jg) — Hg2)

ANOVAsummary table. In Table 12-9, we computed sumsof squares due
to within cells, between cells, rows, columns, and the interaction. We have
reproduced all these sums of squares as part of a two-way ANOVA summan;
table (Table 12-11). In addition, the total sum of squares (the sumof SSB and
SSW)is providedat the bottomofthe table.

Each sum ofsquares has an associated degree offreedom. First, thereare
5 degrees of freedom between thesix cells. These 5 degrees of freedom are
divided into 2 from the three columns, 1 from the two rows, and 2 from the
interaction. The interaction degrees of freedom can be computed in two ways,
First, 3 of the 5 degrees of freedom between have been used up by columns
and rows, leaving the remaining 2 for the interaction. Alternatively, one can
multiply columndegrees of freedom(2) by row degrees of freedom(1) to obtain

 

 

 

TABLE 12-11

Two-Way ANOVAon Sternberg Data

Source df Ss MS obt F crit F

Between 5 165,231
Columns(set size) 2 118,933 59,467.0 3.40
Rows (material) 1 38,377 38,377.0 4.26
Interaction 2 7,921 3,961.0 3.40

Within 24 2,169 90.4

Total 29 167,400



A COMPLETE EXAMPLE. SHORT-TERM MEMORYSC.

the interaction degrees of freedom (2). As we
24 degreesof Kreestonwath (4 from within eachDeketheeartal degrees of freedom, ; =e pues2afdial g lom, the sum of degrees of freedom from between

A sum of squares can be dividedbyits associated degrees
obtain a mean square. Recall that a pacersee7 “ Heshi ‘
estimate of o”if the null hypothesis corresponding to that mean ‘ ae aatianed
Thus, to test the null hypotheses of no effect due to columns. <a rdthe
interaction, F-ratios are formed of the mean squares due ‘wothe ete
components, to mean square within, which shouldalways be an unbias ‘le meof. These F-ratiosare shown under the label “obt F” in Table 13-11 ew
the criterion F's that chop off the upper 5% of the relevant F distributi ih 3
shown underthe label “crit F." It is obvious that all three ohtsinest Fs a
substantially larger than the criterion F's. Thus, we reject all nul h fabs
that we formulated earlier. nf Mspotctee

Notice that we nevertested the overall sumof squares hetwes
in the effect-of-incentive-and-retention-interval-on-memory

presented earlier in this chapter. In a two-way ANOVAit is customary not te
test the overall effect of conditions; rather,tests are made only ofthe two ma fh
effects and the interaction. It is to investigate these effects, alterall, that a
presumably did the experimentto begin with. As noted in the introduction to
the memory example, howto test MSBin that example was shownfor pedagogical
purposes only.

en, as we did
xample that we

 

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE EXPERIMENT

As we have discussed earlier, simplyrejecting a null hypothesis in an ANOVA

situation usually doesn't tell us very much because any null hypothesis can
typically be false for any one ofa large varietyof reasons. Thus,the rejection of
our three null hypothesesis really only a start in determining what the results

of our experimentaretelling us.

In Chapter 15 wewill describe one solution to this problem; we will show

how null hypotheses can berejected in favorofveryspecific alternative hypotheses

that are generated by specific theories. Forthe time being, we teemphasize that
simply looking at the graphed data, along with the confidence: intervals, goes a
very long way in terms ofproviding all information from the data in which we

might be interested. Earlier, in describing Figure 12-5, prior to doing any

hypothesis testing at all, we arrived at the major conclusions provided by the
experiment aboutthe nature of short-term memorysearch.

  

 

DIVIDING THE PIE

 

Figure 12-6 shows howthe “variance pie” is divided and subdividedin this two-

way ANOVAsituation. Weinitially have a total sumof squares equal to 16.74,

ANNING 385
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SSB = 165,231
(S df)

SSC = 118,933
dy

= SST = 167,400SSR 38,377 fot
ardfy

SSW = 2,169
(24 df)  SSI = 7.921

(2 df)

FIGURE 12-6 Final division of pie for two-factor design. Sumof squares between is
further subdivided into variance from columns, rows, and interaction.

This SST reflects the variation amongall 30 scores in the experimentandis thus
based on 29 degrees of freedom.

SSTis first subdivided intovariance from within cells (SSW)andvariance

from betweencells (SSB). Five of the original 29 degrees of freedomare from
between groups andthe other 24 are from within groups.

Nowwe focus on SSB. Variance betweengroups stems from three separate
components. First, SSC results from variation among column means. Second,
SSRresults from variation among row means. Andfinally, SSI results from
interaction between rows and columns.

Equal ns Requirement

In a 3-test, a f-test, or a one-way ANOVA situation, it was acceptable to have
unequal numbers ofsubjects in the various conditions. We sawthatto the degree
that n’s were equal, violation of various assumptions becameless problematic.
But equal n’s did notitself constitute an assumption necessaryfor thevalidityof
the statistical tests.

To perform the sort of multifactor ANOVA wehavejust described, the
situation is quite different. Hereit is required that there be equal n’s in all cells
of the design, Unequal ns will cause severe problems if a normal multifactor
ANOVAis attempted. If one does end up with unequal ns. there are two possible
solutions: First, observations may be randomlydiscarded fromthe high-n cells

Second, one may perform whatis knownas an unweighted means ANOVA. A
detailed description of an unweighted means ANOVA is bevond the scopeof
this book, but the interested reader can see the bibliography for appropriate
references.

  

  

  



fe Looking at Graphs:An Intuitive View of WhatsHappening
We have been constantly suggesting thatit is useful to get anintuitive
of what's happening with data by looking at appropriate graphs of thi¢
means. We sawthat the behavior of the curves provides an ideaof whether th
two independentvariables are having anyeffect. Furthermore. the hte ii
which the curvesare parallel reflects the degree ofinteraction, In this au i
we will consider this issue in a bit more depth. Consider Figure wl ich
shows typical data from a 2 x 2 design. Factor 1 is shown as the beet
variable, and separate curves are drawnfor eachlevel offactor 2. Whatas pects
of the curves indicate to us whether there is a main effect of factor L. a hain
effect of factor 2, and an interaction? Oats

Here are somerulesof thumb. To determine whethertherei effect of
factor 1, wefirst take the average of the two points corresponding tolevel L of
factor 1 and then take the average of the twopoints correspondingtolevel 2 of
factor 1. We then determine whetherthese twoaveragesdiffer from one another.
Tothe degree that they do differ, we conclude that thereis an effect offactor 1:
and to the degree that they do notdiffer, we conclude that there is no effect of
factor 1.

Nowlet's move to factor 2. Again we take twoaverages. Thefirst is the
average of the curve correspondingtolevel | offactor 2, and thesecondis the
average of the curve corresponding to level 2 offactor 2. We nowask whether

these two averages differ. To the degree that they do, we concludethat there is

aneffect of factor 2, and to the degree that they do not, we conclude that there
is no effect of factor 2.

This techniqueis a systematic wayofdoing a relatively simple thing, To
look at the effect of factor 1. wejust look at the averageofeachofthe twolevels
of factor 1, and we compare these average values. Thatis. we re the
curves in general going upor going down?” Likewise, when considering factor 2,
we are comparing theaverage valuesofthetwolevels offactor 2. Weare saying,
“Are the two curves different from one another on the average?

Finally, as noted earlier, to determine whether ornot thereis interaction,
we simply assess the degree to which the two curvesareparallel, To the degree
that the two curves are parallel, we concludethat thereis no interaction, andto

the degree that the curves are nonparallel, we concludethatthereis aninteraction.

picture
condition
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Is there an effect of Factor 1?

Factor 2
Level1

  
   
  

Average of
Factor1,
Level 1

Average of Factor 1, Level 2_-®
cee pice nal“7 Rise indicateseffect of Factor |ie

  

Level 1 Level 2
Factor1

Is there an effect of Factor 2?

Factor 2
Level 1Average of

Factor 2,
Level 1

Difference reflects effect
of Factor 2

|__—— Level 2

   

  

  
  

   

 

Averageof
Factor 2, Level 2

Level | Level 2

Factor 1}

FIGURE 12-7 Intuitive view of whetherthere are effects offactor 1 andfactor 2. As
shown in top panel, an effect of factor 1 is reflected byincrease or decrease of average
of two curves. As shown in bottom panel, effect of factor 2 is reflected bydifference
betweentwo curves.

 

MORE EXAMPLESOF 2 x 2 DESIGNS

Figure 12-8 shows other possible outcomes of a2 x 2 design. For eachofthese
examples we have provided a rough notion of whether there is an effect of
factor 1, an effect of factor 2, and aninteraction. The purposeofgiving these
curvesis simply to provide you with an intuitive feel for what different types of
data mean.
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Factor 2

Level 1
Factor 1: Yes
Factor 2: No
Interaction: Yes

Level 2

ttyLevel 1 Level 3
Factor 1

Level 1

° No
Factor 2 Factor 2: Yes
—- Interaction: No

Level 2
Level T Level 3

Factor1

Level 1

Factor 1: No
Factor 2: Yes
Interaction: Yes

Level 2

Level 1 Level 2
Factor 1

Factor 1: Yes
Factor 2: Yes
Interaction: Yes   

FIGURE 12-8 Various possible outcomes for 2 x 2 designs.

MORE THAN TWO LEVELS

Figure 12-9 shows some examplesofdesigns in which one or bothofthe factors
involve more than twolevels. Here the general ideaofassessing the effects of
factor 1, factor 2, and the interaction are the same as we have described above.
However, with more data points to be concemedwith, you cansee that things
are somewhat more complicated.
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Factor 2

Level 1

Level 3
x Factor 1: No

Factor 2: Yes
hee Interaction: Yes

Level 2

SS
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Factor |

Factor 1: Yes
Factor 2: Yes
Interaction: Yes

 

—_———7—* 
 

Level 3
Level | Level 2 Level 3

Factor |

Se

IFaetor 1 Yes
Factor 2: Yes
Interaction: No

Level 3
Pa

Level} Level 2 Level 3
Factor |

FIGURE 12-9 Various possible outcomesfor 3 x 3 designs.

 

Higher Order ANO

As we suggested earlier in this chapter, there is no needtorestrict ourselves to
two independent variables. In fact, we can have arbitrarily manyfactors in an
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experimental design. Consider, for example, the memory experiment we describedearlier. Recall that this was a3 xX 2 design—threelevels of retention interval bytwolevels of incentive. Suppose, however, wealsohad beeninterested in whetherthere were any sex differences with respect to memory: performance. We couldthen essentially have run the experiment twice‘—once for males and once forfemales—and we would have had the 3 x 2 x 2 design—retention interval by
incentive by sex—thatis depicted in Table 12-12. Notice that this design has3 x 2.x 2

=

12 separatecells or conditions.

 

ANALYSIS OF A THREE-WAY ANOVA

This design is a three-way ANOVAdesign. We will not go through a detaileddescription of howa three-way ANOVAis analyzed, but wewill describe it at a
general level.

 

Three-way ANOVAtable. Table 12-13 showsan abbreviiated summarytablefor the 3 X 2 X 2 design under consideration (We assume n = 3 scores

TABLE 12-12

Representation of a Three-Way ANOVA Design

Retention Interval

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
(O hours)

|

(1 hour)

|

(5 hours)
 
Sex: Level 1 (Females)
 

Level 1 (1 cent)

 

 

 

 

Incentive

Level 2 (25 cents)

Sex: Level 2 (Males)

Level 1 (1 cent)

Incentive  Level2 (25 cents)     
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TABLE 12-13

Summary Tables for a Three-Way ANOVADesign
 

  

Specific Case General Case
(from Table 12-12) (J x Kx L design)

Source df Source dt

Between IL Between JX KX L)~ 1

Retention interval (F,) 2 A Jr-d

Incentive (F2) 1 B K-11
Sex (Fs) 1 c L-1
F, X Fs 2 AXB W=DeK- 1

F, x Fy 2 AxC (J- x (h~4)
F, X Fy 1 BxC (K-1)xSSH
F, x Fy Xx Fy 2 AXBxC (J -1)*x* (K =1)

x (L=1)
Within 24 Within JX KXLx(ne 1)

Total 35 Total (JX KxXxLxn)-]
 

percell). Additionally, the right side of Table 12-13 shows the general case ofa
J X K X design with n subjects percell.

As always, SST, the total sum of squares, reflects variation ofall
JX KXL X n scores in the experiment. SSTis initially divided into ssw
(from within cells) and SSB (from between cells). SSB is then subdivided into
seven components,six of which should seem somewhat familiar.

Thesix familiar components are the main effects of the three factors and
three two-wayinteraction terms. Wehave already discussed the meaningofthe
retention interval byincentive interaction. The other two-wayinteractions—sex
byincentive and sex by retention interval—are exactly analogous, reflecting,
respectively, the degree to which theeffectof incentive differs for the twolevels
of sex (or vice versa) and the degree to which the effect of retention interval
differs for the two levels of sex(or vice versa). Note that to computedegreesof
freedom for any two-wayinteraction, one merely multiplies the degrees of
freedom corresponding to the twofactorsinvolvedin the interaction.

Three-wayinteraction. The seventh componentis unfamiliar. It is the three-
wayinteraction—inthis case the retention interval byincentive bysex interaction.
It is based on 2 x 1 X 1, or in general (J — 1) x (K — 1) X (L — 1) degrees
of freedom.It reflects the degree to which any two-way interaction depends on
the level of the third factor. In the exampleat handit represents(a) the degree
to whichthe nature ofthe retentioninterval by incentiveinteraction dependson
the level of sex, or equivalently, (b) the degree to which the nature of the
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  retention interval by sex interaction depends on the level of iof incentive
equivalently, (c) the degree to which the nature of the incentive bys seins cadepends on the level of retention interval. PP ingereetion

j2-9 An A * B & C interaction retlects the dependenceof the A x B
interaction on the level of C, oralternatively, the dependence fthA_X

C

interaction on the level of B, or alternatively, the depe dl oe
of the B X C interaction on the level of A aes

 

 

Performing a three-way ANOVA. Computing the
three-way ANOVAis relatively straightforward, but it i
and therefore bestleft to a computer. (The packages are quite
up to this task.) But once the sumsofsquares are computed, everything recede
normally. All sums of squares are divided hytheir corresponding degrees aE
freedom to produce mean squares. Each ofthe seven components of y
betweencells (meansquares dueto three main effects, threetwo-w

and one three-way interaction) are thentested against MSW.

sums of squares for a
‘0long andtedious

 

manystatis!

 

    

‘anation

interactions,

 

  

12:10 Essentially, there is nothing new abont performing a three-way
ANOVA,All relevant mean squares are tested against MSW (mean
square from within cells).

HIGHER STILL

The process of adding factors could continue ad infinitum. However, from a

practical standpoint, proliferationoffi
 actors withina single experimentis probably

unwise for tworeasons: First, it hecomesdifficult to fill all thecells with subject:
because running subjects is c n

importantly, as the number offactors increases, the number ofeffects to be
interpreted mushrooms, and comprehensionofthe results becomes exceedingly
difficult. For example, in afive-factor (J x KX LX M x N) design, there
are five main effects, 10, two-wayinte wy interactions. five

four-way interactions, and onefive-wayinteraction! Whatis one to makeofthe

fact that the retention interval by incentive bysex interaction depends on the

subjects’ age? Orthat the retentioninterval byincentive by sex by ageinteraction

depends on the color ofthe experimenter’s shirt? You probably had a difficult

time understanding. three-way’ interactions, More complicated ones get very

bewildering very fast.

  

  

s
tly and time consuming. Second. and more   
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SUMMARY

1211 Inu Waway design. there are 2” — 7 efforts to betested Whoy, (y:
is greater than 3, the whole Uhing starts to become a iness,

In this chapter we have added a newdimension ofcomplexityto our experimental
designs. Specifically, we have examinedthesituation in which weare interested
in the simultaneous effects of two independent variables on one dependent
variable. We saw that the design typically usedin this situationis called a {i :torial
design. In a two-factordesign there are two factors (independentvariah Each
factor has two or more levels. In a factorial designall levels of the first factor
are combined completely withall levels of the secondfactor, The number of
conditions in this experimentis thus computed by the number oflevels ofthe
first factor times the numberoflevels of the secondfactor.

  

There are three effects that we wish to test in this kind of design. First,
there are two main effects of factor | and factor 2. Testing these main clfects
involves muchthe same technique that we used in the one-way ANOVAdesign
Wefirst computed sums of squares for each ofthe two factors. Dividing these

sumsof squares by the associated degrees of freedom providedus with mean
squares for the two factors, A mean square for a particular factor is an estimate
of @?, the population variance, if and onlyif that factor is actually having no
effect on the independent variable (that is. if and only if the null hypothesis
corresponding to that factoris true). Therefore, we were able to form F-ratios
by dividing the mean square due to each of the factors hy our “hest estimate”
of the population variance, which was MSW. These F-tests were essentially
identical to the F-tests we did in a one-way ANOVAsituation, By comparing our
obtained F with some criterion F, we were able to decide whether or not to
reject a null hypothesis of some factor's having no effect on the dependent
variable.

The major novelty encounteredin this chapter concemed a newsourceof
variancecalled an interaction. We sawthat in a two-factor design. an interaction
exists to the extent that the effect of onefactor depends onthelevel oftheother
factor. In contrast, if there is no interaction in the data, the two factors aresaid
to operate independently of one another, We sawthat we were able to perform
statistical test for the presence or absence of an interaction. That is, we were
able to obtain a sum of squares and corresponding degrees offreedomfor the
interaction just as we were able to obtain a sumof squares and corresponding
degrees offreedom for the two main effects. We werethen able to establish an
interaction null hypothesisthat thereis really no interaction in termsofpopulation
means.If this is indeed thecase, the interaction mean square that we obtain in

 

 

    

   
  

    

 



PROBLEMS

he data is an estimate of the population variance, jus a gi ‘|

ve factor has noeffect on the dependentvariable iCveoe ny Pont

the mean square due to that factor shouldbe an estimate ofthe pmrukenn
variance. We are therefore ableto divide ourinteraction mean sc sate we
to test for the presence ofan interaction. This F-test was just like all ihe ; ah
F-tests that we did. he previous

Finally, we discussed higher order designs. In general, we sawthat they
were just extensions of lower order designs, the main new feature being that
there were increasingly exotic, complicated, and unwieldyhigher order interacti
with whichtodeal.

ve interactions
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PROBLEMS

1. A psychologistis interestedin the effects of socioeconomic status (SES) and
motivation on memory. She uses a free-recall in which a ailjecki
presented a list of 20 words and is askedto recall as manyof the Ware
possible. The dependent variable is thus the number of words recalled, The
design is 2 x 2. Subjects are high or low SES. In addition, subjects have
cither high motivation(they're given 10 cents for each wordthe fomember!
or low motivation (they're given 1 centfor each word they remember), There

are 10 subjects in eachof the four conditions. °

 

Socioeconomic Status

 

Low

  Motivation  
High

  

 

  
For questions a andbofthis problem, you canviewthis design as a

one-way design:

 

 
 

 

Condition

L Il. Ml. Iv.

Low motivation Low motivation High motivation High motivation

high SES low SES high SES low SES

T, = 20 T;

=

80 T, = 100 T, = 120

M,=2 M,=8 M,= 10 M,= 12

Assume SSW = 3600.
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a. Whatis the value of SSB? Whatdfis associated with SSB?
b. Compute MSB and MSW, Whatis F?Is it significant?

For parts c-f consider this as a two-way (2 x 2) design and refer to th
data in the 2 x 2 table. ie

c. Compute the sum of squares corresponding to the Motivation (r;
variable. How manydfs does this sumof squares have? om)

d. Whatis the mean square forthe motivation variable? Whatis the FP],
this F significant? “>

e. Compute the SS and MSfor the SES (column) variable. Whatis the F
for this variable? Is this F significant?

f. Compute the SS and MSfor the interaction. What is the F for the
interaction? Is it significant? F

. An experimentis doneto test the effect of age and dress of a speaker on
attitude of the audience. Groups ofcollege studentslisten to a speakertalk
on whySmith should be president. The speakeris either neatlydressed (tie
and jacket) or grubbily dressed (blue jeans and t-shirt). Additionally, the
speakeris either in his 20s, 30s, or 40s. Afterthe talk the subjects rate their
attitude about whether Smith should be elected, on a scale ranging from
0 (should not be elected) to 7 (should be elected).

There are two subjects per group. Thedata are as follows:

Speaker's Age

 

 

20s 30s 40s

Grubby y 2

Speaker's dress

Neat 9 uy 2
1 1 1     

a. Plot means and 95% confidenceintervals for thesix cells.
b. Test the effects of age, dress, andinteraction onattitude scores.

. An experimentis doneto test whether marijuana has anyeffect on perceived
time duration. Totest this, marijuanais given to one group ofsubjects and
a placebo to another. Additionally, half the subjects in each groupare males
and the other half are females. The design is thus 2 x 2: male/female x
drug/placebo. There are six subjects in cach cell. All subjects sit in a room
and are asked to talk into a tape recorder until they think 10 minutes has
elapsed. The dependentvariablein the experimentis then the actual amount
of time spent in the room. The dataareas follows:

 

 

Drug Placebo

5 3 4+] 9 8
Seles 6 6 7/13 MW 10

Females 8 7 9H9
6 8 9] 13 12    
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a. Plot means and 95% confidenceintervals for the fourcells.

b. Perform the appropriate analysis to determine wh n .

effects of sex, drug, and interaction. ether there are significant

4A physiological psychologist is interested in the effect typ

brain lesions on learninginrats. He is alsointerested inhemthe oe
in

lesionsonthree typesofrats: rats bredto be dumb, rat:

intelligent, and rats bred to be smart. He has, isteeremoderely
: lesign:

three levels of lesion crossedwith threelevelsofintelli
ign

are five observationspercell, and that SST = obe, ‘elligence. Assume there

The dependentvariable is numberoftrials need dt :
and the data are as follows (M,, refers to the mean ofreas See

Type of Lesion

1 tl sit

High My, =4

|

Me=2

Intelligence Medium My, =6

 

 
My = 5

Mx = 5 My=6 

  Low My, = 6    My =10

|

My =7

a. Whatare thecell and marginal and grandtotals? Put them in

a

table like

the one above.

 

b. Plot the data in two ways: with type of lesion on the abscissa and with

intelligence on the ordinate. Compute 95% confidence intervals around

all means.
c. Whatare SSB, SSR,SSC,SSI, and SSW? Whatareall the dfs and MSs?

Put themall into an ANOVAtable.
x

d. Compute the appropriate F"s. Whatis significant?

5, A new drugis invented that will presumably speed up learningin rats. A

groupof40 rats is subdividedinto two groups: one groupinjected with the

drug, the other with aplacebo. Each of the two groupsis further divided in

half: Ten rats in each group are rewardedwith a tasty sugar cube in maze-

learning, whereas the other 10 are rewarded with

a

lessinterestingrat pellet.

The design may thus be viewed as 2 (drug/no drug) x 2 (sugar/pellet). The

data in termsoftrials to learn the mazeare as follows:

  

 

   

Drug No Drug

5 7) 13° 15

9 6

|

10 9

Sugar 4 5 10 8

4 6 ll 13

8 5 13 12

8 9 10 16

10 9 9 15

Pellet

|

11 12

|

2 9

7|) 15 Ww

8 8

397
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a. Plot the four meansalong with 95% confidence intervals.
is of variance on the data.b. Performa two-wayanaly

¢. Describe how vou would interpret the results.

6. The Gazelle Motorcycle Corporationis trying a new typeof braking
for their motorcycles. The experiment involves comparing the

  

 stem

opping
distance with the new versus the old braking system. Additionally, the ty
systems are compared for three sizes of motorcycles: 125, 500, and 1009
cubic centimeters. There are six motorcycles in each of thesix cells, and the
data are as follows:

Stopping Distance (feet)
 

 

 

125 cubic

|

500 cubic

|

1000 cubic
centimeters

|

centimeters| centimeters

53 50 55 60 TL 75
Old braking system 48 50 |61 60 |72 61

47 51 52 65 63 70

54 42 51 55 49 45,
Newbraking system 48 50 50 49 5048

55 45 52 51 55 53   

 

 

a, Plot the means along with the 95% confidenceintervals for the
b. Are there effectsofsize, type ofbraking svstem? Dothesefi
c. Howwould vou describe the effect of the new braking 2
An experiment is doneto investigate the effects of verbal description on=

  

person perception. The experiment works as follows. While waiting in an
antechamber, a subject is approached by

ation. In the course of the conveconve!

  

   

 

a confederate who begins a
ion the confederate casually

describes the experimenterusing one of three adverbs (somewhat, very. or
extremely) factorially combined with three adjectives (nice, efficient, or
nasty). After going through a dummy
fills out a questionnaire. Ofinteres

  

thal leaming experiment, thesubject
is the answerto the question, “Howdid

youlike the experimenter?” The scale ranges from 0 (couldn't stand him) to
10 (loved him). Five subjects. are

 

igned to cach of the nine possible
combinations ofadjective and adverb. The data areas follows:

Adverb

 

 

 

Rating Adjective
Nice Efficient Nasty

5 5 5 5 4 3
Somewhat 6 5 6 4 3 6

4 6 5

6 6 5 6 3 1

Very 9 5 6 Wr 3 2
7 4 2

9 7 4 7 1 3

Extremely 8 8 5 8 2 I
9 4 I    
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a. Plot the nine cell meansalong with 95% confidence i. ia ‘nceintervals,
b. Are there effects ofadjective, adverb, andtheir nema
c. How would youinterpret these results?

§. Thecityof Puyallup is trying to cut downon juveni i

this, it is planned to introduce a technique elne0: ts

teenagers—four malesand four females—areselected for eat BRR
determine whether modeling therapy is effective in teraTrved es
delinquentbehavior. Half the males and half the females (the expecunnnd
groups) are provided with therapy for a year. The remaining ee
not given therapy and constitute the control group. Durin; Peven the
number of delinquent acts for each subject is recorded Th ierrae . The data are as

  

Factor | (treatment)

 

    

Experimental Control
(therapy) (no therapy)

Male ; 3
Factor 2 (sex) :

Female t s5 6
 
 

a. Are there significant effects of treatment, sex, andinteraction?

b, Whatis the 90% confidence interval for the cell means?
c. This experimentis repeatedin Seattle, whereit is knownthat thevariance

of the population of delinquentacts is a? = 1.0. Only one subjectis in

each ofthe fourcells with the following data: : ;

Factor 1 (treatment)

 

 

Experimental Control

Mal
Factor2 (sex) a \ 7

Female 1 6   
 

 

Are there significant effects of treatment, sex, andinteraction?

d. How would youinterpretall these results?

9. An experiment is done totest the effect of varying amounts of light on

electrical activity in Merkin plant leaves. Three different light levels—no

light, medium light, and bright light—are presented to Ralph and Inving,

two different Merkin plants. Eachplant goes through each conditiontwice.

Dueto an errorin procedure, however, Ralphgoes through the bright light

conditionsix times rather than twice. Thedata recordedare voltage amplitudes

on the leaves andareas follows (numbers represent millivolts)
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10.

Light Condition

 

 

Nolight Mediumlight Brightlight

u 10 ll to
Ralph 9 10 9 ow

10 9

Irving 1 2 1
3 2 3   
 

a. Compute a mean for each column.
b. Compute a meanfor each condition for each plant (thereby getting ty

numbers perplantfor each condition). Compute a meanfor each ith
by taking the meanof these two numbers. mm

c. Lookingat the data, do youthink there is an effect of amountof Ii ht?
Whyorwhy not? eu

d. Compute sumsof squares for between rows. columns,interaction and
within. Do notbe alarmedif something strange happens. ;

e. Whydo youthinkit is a bad thing to have unequalcell frequencies in
this kind of design?

f. What would youdoto correct this shortcoming?

The following graphs represent data from 2 x 2 designs. In each case
assume SSB = 100. Make rough guessesas to what the sumsof squaresare
for independent variable 1 (IV1), independent variable 2 (IV2), andthe
interaction.

 

a.

IV2 Level 2 Sums of squares
Iv
Iv2

Dv Interaction:

2Level |

Ivi

b.

1V2:Levell2 Sums ofsquares
so I

bv =n v2:
Interaction:

1V2 Level 1

Wi

Cc.

IV2 Level 2 Sumsofsquares
\ IVI

bv Iv2

——- Interaction:
IV? Level |
a
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d.
1V2 Level 1

Sumsofsquares
IV:

DV 1V2;
Interaction:

1V2 Level 2
vt

©.) 1v2Level 2
‘Sums of squares
vi:

pv Iv2:
See Interaction:

1V2Level 1
vt

£) v2 Levelt
\ ‘Sums ofsquares

vi
bv W2

Interaction

IV2 Level 2
vt

&
IV2 Level 1

Sumsof squares
wv

DY, v2
Interaction IV2 Level 2

11. Here are data from a 3 x 3 design:

10 caneee 10

  
 

: 5 Factor 1

¢ Level 3 \

1 L L ol fiiets ba [tm
Level) Level? Level 3 TevelT Level? Level 3

Factor 1 Factor 2

Redraw these data on the right-hand graph, with factor 2 on the abscissa
and factor 1 as the curve parameter:
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CHAPTER 15

WITHIN-SUBJECTS (OR
REPEATED-MEASURES)
DESIGNS

Reevenher within-subjects designs? Wehavesporadically
discussed them in Chapter 11 (in conjunctionwitht-tests). Recall that in awithin-
subjects design agiven subject participatesin all experimental conditions. Within-
subjects designs may be distinguished from between-subjects designs in which
the separate experimental conditions involve separate groups of subjects. andany
given subject thereforeparticipates in only one condition,

In this chapter we'll provide a systematic discussion of within-subjects
designs and the mechanics by which they are analyzed. Weshall see that the
formulas and computations involved in analyzing within-subjects designs arevery
similar to those encountered in the previous two chapters. However, someof
the concepts involved in within-subjects designs will be novel

Thereason we've waited so long before retuming to the topic of within-
subjects designs is that there turns out to be ave ‘ong relationship between
within-subjects designs and the sort of two-factor design describedin Chapter 12
In fact. as we shall see, a within-subjects design is a kind of two-factor design
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Sleep Deprivation
and Problem-Solving Time

suppose that we are interestedin the effect of sleep depriva

Sry time. Our independent variable in this anleprvation on probe

subject has gone without sleep. Let's suppose that we haveeethngWit

of this independent variable (that is, three conditions). In conditic t hei oe

is wide awake; it has only been 2 hours since he or she awoki os the subject

the subject has gone 16 hours without sleep, and in saline ¢. In condition 2

gone 24 hours withoutsleep.
see after the appropriate amountof sleep deprivation, subjects are: giv

problem-solving test, and problem-solving time is measured. ST ee

 

3the subject has

HYPOTHETICAL RESULTS:

BETWEEN SUBJECTS

Let'sfirst suppose that weuse a between-subjects designtoinvestigatetheeffec

of sleep deprivation on problemsolving. So, one group of subjects partici sits

in the 2-hour condition; a secondgroupofsubjects participates in the 1 thy i

condition; and a third group ofsubjects participates in the 24-hour conan

Faure [31 illustrates some hypotheticaldatathat might beobtained in such an
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Sleep deprivation time (hours)

FIGURE 13-1 Hypothetical data fiom betweesubjects design, ‘The X's represent

tonlition means, and dots represent individtal cata points ronal means
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experiment. In Figure 13-1 we have represented the meanreaction times by
Additionally, Figure 13-1 depicts data points for individual subjects, which, vs
represented by dots scattered around the means. Thus, in group | one sul te

had a score of 1 minute, another subject hadascore of 2 minutes, and so mee
Consider the data in Figure 13-1. Intuitively, does there seem to fees

difference amongthe three groups? Thatis, if we were to doa Statistical te bu
a one-way ANOVA—onthesedata,doesit lookas if it would produce a signifies,

F? The answer seemsto be no. There are, to be sure, small differences See

the three means; however, the variance ofindividual subjects within each ma
(o*) is verylarge relative to the relatively meager amountofvariance hetwec,
the three means. It may well be that the observeddifferences amongthe th 2
meansare due to random fluctuation. mee

A WITHIN-SUBJECTS DESIGN

Nowlet's suppose that we have done the same experiment but used a within.
rather than a between-subjects design. That suppose that the same subjects
participated sometimes in the 2-hour condition, at other times in the 16-hour
condition, and at still other times in the 24-hour condition. Imagine that
this situation produced the data shown in Figure 13-2. Notice an interesting

  

5
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FIGURE 13-2 Hypothetical data fromwithin-subjects design. Each subject's individual
curveis plotted along with curve connecting means
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ing about Figure 13-2: All the individual data points as w
nton means are identical to thoseedeint titedata shown in Figure 13-2 are assumedto comefrom a withi 1 yee wie
each subject produces his orher own little individual curve rel; in, aeae
to amount of sleep deprivation. These individual subject ene -ea ueFigure 13-2 along with the curve connecting the means, Now ‘aie a ninWe is
consider the question: Would weintuit from the data of Figure 13-2that thereis anyreal eflect of sleep deprivation on problem-solving time? In contrast t

the previous situation, our answer here would be ves, tei

 

  

 

Consistency over subjects, The reason for this concl
subjects show the same pattem—the sameincrease in rea
sleep deprivation conditions. The overall (average) effe
not particularly great, just asit was notparti

However, the crucial thing about the Figure 1: that theeffect ofthe
independent variable on the dependentvariableis consistent across subje
is because of this consistency—hecause each subject shows a similar ein
reaction time oversleep deprivation time—that wetendto believethat the clleet
is “real” and notjust due to chancefluctuation.

As we have noted, the data points themselves areidentical in Figures 13-1
and 13-2. However, our interpretation of the datais quite different in the two
situations. From the Figure 13-1 data, which comes from a between-subjects
design, we conclude that sleep deprivation probably has no effect on probley
solving time, However, from the Figure 13-2 data, which comes from a within

subjects design, we conclude that there is an effect of sleep deprivation on
problem-solving time, Whatis the crucialdifference between thesetwosituations?

The answeris that in a between-subjects design, the variance among subje

that is, the extent to whichindividual subjects differ fromoneanother in problem-

solving time—is critical. We haveidentified th riance in the past as a+, the

population variance. The morevariancethereis over subjects (the biggeriso),

the smaller the power and the more difficult it is to detect any effect of the

independent variable. However, in a within-subjects design variance among,

subjects is inconsequential. It is of no concen that one subject happens to be

generally fast whereas another subject happens to he generallyslow. All wecare

aboutis that subjects performconsistently across the varions conditions.

 

ion is that all the
ion time

ofsleep deprivationis
the Figure 13-1 data,

  
   

 

rly greal
2 data i

 

   
    

    

   

 

  

   

   

 

 

13-L In a bebveen-subjects desian we reject the wull hypothesis i the

effect af conditions is large relative to the variance of subjects witht

conditions, Butin a within-subjects design we reject the aull hypothesis

if the effect of conditions is lane enough eelatine to the consistenes

 

of subjects across conditions.
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A CONCRETE EXAMPLE

 

The foregoing discussion has been meantto provideanintuitive feeling fo
major difference between a between-subjects and a within-subject: experine the
design. Nowlet's make our example a bit more concrete and see if eee
formalize this difference.

Let's suppose we have four subjects in the experiment we just desert od.
Since our design is within subjects, each of the four subjects anak
participate in eachofthe three conditions. We therefore have the designdepict A
in Table 13-1. This design should look somewhat familiar. Bee

can

 

  

Subjects as a factor. Infact, this design looks very muchlike the sort of two.
factor design we described in the previous chapter. Viewingthis design as a hes
factor design, factor 1 would be sleep deprivation time. This factor might he
viewed as a “realfactor”; it is an independentvariable thatis conceptuallyquite
similar to other independent variables we described before, and it has three

   

 

levels.
Our other “factor,” however, is subjects! Now “subjects” may not seem

very muchlike a factor, but there is no reason not to considerit as such, It j
factor that, in this example, has four levels, each level corresponding to ,
individual subject. Therefore, we have a 3 Xx 4 factorial design that produces
the 12 separate cells shownin Table 13-1.

 

Data. In Table 13-2 we have reproducedour 3. x 4 designandinserted some
data. Each of the data points represents the problem-solving time of a given
subject in a given sleep deprivation condition. Thus, subject 1 took an average
of 1 minute in the 2-hour condition, 2 minutes in the 16-hour condition, and
3 minutes in the 24-hour condition. From the data shownin Table 13-2, wehave
computed means andtotals just as if this were a real two-factor design. Since
each cell only contains one score. things are somewhat simplified in the sense

  

TABLE 13-1

Representation of Structure of Within-Subjects Design

 
Sleep Deprivation Condition

2 hours 16 hours 24 hours
 

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Subject 4

 

 

    
 

 



‘TABLE 13-2

Data from Ht
of Amount 0

SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND PROBLEM-SOLVING TIME

Given Subject in Given Condition

407

thetical Experiment Involvin;expel ring Problem-Solving Ti i
Sleep Deprivation. Cell Entries Represent Timetinminates)for

  Factor 1: Sleep Deprivation Condition

 

 
 

 

     
  

 

  

      

Level 1: 2 hours Level 2: 16 hours Level 3; 24 hours

Level 1 ay Ty = =

4 Subject 1 xn Tu 1 = 2 [r= Ty = My = 3 Te = 6
532 evel 2 = = =2 te = Te = =2 [a= Te = Ma =2 |r Te =Bs ; F ty Ts My =2 |xy=Ty=My=5 |Te =9

i Level 3: | = = ‘oy = 5% abject 3 xp Tia Yar = Ta = My =6 [en =Tao=My=6 [Ta = 15

3
a
& Level 4: 34 =2 =

Subject 4 xu = Tu = =2 |xu=Ta=Ma=4 [r= Ty=Mu=6 [Ta = 2

8 Teo 14 Try = 20 T=

Nie =e Mey = 5.0

 

  
    

that each cell total and meanis simply equal to the score

The column and row totals are obtained in the usual

four scores in the jth column, andlikewise.

  

0mtainedin the cell,

v; Te, is the total ofthe
Tu is thetotal of the three scores

in the kth row. Also, T = 42 is the total of all V = 12 scores in the experiment.
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FIGURE 13-3 Data from Table 13-2 in graphical form. Data from each of four subjects
is shown individually.

Subject-by-condition interaction as error term. In our intuitive discussion
of whetheror not there was realeffect in a within-subjects design, we focused
on the degree to which subjects were consistent across the experimental conditions,
Lookingat the data in Figure 13-2, we concludedthat there probablywas a real
effect becauseall subjects showed the samesort ofincrease in problem-solving
timeacrossthe sleep deprivation condition. Now we canbea little more precise
about what we meanbythis. When we viewa within-subjects design as a two-
factor design, the degree to which subjects are consistent across conditions is
reflected by the amount of interaction between the twofactors. To savthat
subjects are consistent across conditions is simply to say that theinteraction
between subjects and the independentvariable is small.

The smaller the interaction, the more we tend to believe that any observed
differences amongthe condition meansare duetoa real effect ofthe independent
variable. Conversely, the largeris the interaction (the less consistent subjects are

across conditions), the more we tend to believe that anydifferences among the
condition meansare just due to random fluctuation.

Whenanalyzing a between-subjects design, we saw that the question of
whether observed differences among means werereal was ed byforming
an F-ratio of variance between groups to variance within groups. In such a
situation variance within groups wasreferred toas the “error term.” It is variance
that we have not controlled. In a within-subjects design, however, the subject-
by-conditioninteraction constitutes the uncontrolled varianceofprimary concem.
And as we shall see, the mean square due to interactionis the error term going

into the F-ratio, replacing mean square within.

   

  



SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND PROBLEM-SOLVING TIME

13-3 In a within-subjects design the error variance is the eh
condition interaction. Therefore, the eeERE matic
effect of conditions is MSC/MSI. esting the

ANALYSIS OF WITHIN-SUBJECTS DESIGN
AS TWO-FACTOR DESIGN

Let's continue treating this experiment as we would a two-w,
way design we are concemedwith sumsof squares due
interaction. Let's proceed to compute

‘avdesign. In a two-
to columns, rows, and

such sumsof squares.

Sum of squares between. This situationis actuallya littlebit different from
two-way designs we haveencounteredpreviouslyin that there is now only onescore per cell. This means we cannot computea within sum of squares (we have
zero degreesoffreedom andtherefore zerovariancewithineach ofthe12 cells)
However, there is nothing to prevent us from computing a sum of squares
between the 12 cells using our familiar equation: .

The 7?

cae > nN

 

Here nis 1 since thereis only one observationpercell, and Ty, thetotal of each
cell, is simply equal to the single score that is foundin eachcell. Sum of squares
between maytherefore be computedas

SSB = (17/1 + 27/1 + 3Y1 + BL + ---

= 184 — 147 = 37

+ 6Y1) = (427/12)

Sums of squares due to rows and columns. The sums ofsquares due to
rows and columns are computedin a comparable way. The equation for sums of

squares due to columnsis

Ti, T?
ssc = 2S ne

just as it was in the last chapter. Here n¢ is equal to 4 since thereare four scores
in each column, so

SSC = (89/4 + 14°/4 + 20°/4) — (427/12)

= 165 - M7 = 18

Sum of squares due to rows may be computed analogously. Here the equation

is

ssR=> Te 3
tow Ny ON
 

409
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and ng is equalto 3 since there are threescores in each row. Therefore

SSR = (67/3 + 97/3 + 15°/3 + 127/3) — (427/12)

= 162 - 147 = 15

Sum of squares due to interaction. Wealso compute the sumof squa
dueto interaction in the same waywedidin the previous chapter. We Rin nae
SSB and subtract the sum of squares due to rows and columnsthat we me
usedup, oe

SSI = SSB — SSC — SSR = 37 - 18 - 15 = 4

13-4 Even with only one score per cell, sums ofsquares due to TOWS,
columns, and interaction can be computedjust as they haye always
been i

SUMMARYTABLE

We can now make an ANOVA summarytable in the same way wehave done
before. Here the total sumof squares in the entire experimentis the sum of
squares betweenall 12 scores in the experiment. Therefore, SSB is equal toSST.
Sumof squares betweenis (as usual) divided into sumofsquares due torows,
columns, andinteractions, as indicated in Table 13-3.

Nowwe proceed as we have done before: Wedivide each sumof squares
byits associated degrees of freedom to produce mean squares, which are shown
in the fourth columnof Table 13-3.

Null and alternative hypotheses. Wecan establish null and alternative
hypothesesin this situation just as we didin thepast. The null hypothesisis that

TABLE 13-3

ANOVA Summary Table for Within-Subjects Design. Since There
Is Only One Observation per Cell, There Is No Within-Cell

 

 

Variance

Source df Ss MS Obtained F crit F

Between i 37

Columns 2 18 9.000 13.49 5.4

Rows 3 15 5.000

Interaction 6 4 0.667
 



CONFIDENCEINTERVALS IN A WITHIN-SUBJECTS DES!

 

ibe independent variable (sleep deprivation) has no effect

variable (problem-solving time). In contrast, the alternativeI eet
sleep deprivation does havean effect on reaction time. pane has

F-ratio. What do we do now? Notethat we have i

he mean square due to conditions (columns). To[ineaay ee

score is large. we tend to think that the independent variable is ha te ‘aneffec
on the dependent variable. However, as we have discussed, to th “aa eine

the interaction between subjects and conditions is large, we feat shine ra
this effect may be due simply to chance fluctuation. Intuitively, ah ine
appropriate F would be an F(2. 6) formed bydividing mean ate : 4

conditions by mean square due to interaction. Later we shall be nore s| ake

about why this is the appropriate F. For the time beinglet's just pi that if
indeedthere is no effect of conditions, the mean square due to Sorat ei
estimate of the same variance asis the mean square due to interaction,W sa
therefore test the obtained F(2, 6) in the normalway. The criterion (a = 005)

F(2. 6) is 5.14 andthe obtained F(2, 6) is 13.49. We can therefore reject th :

null hypothesis and concludethat there exists a real effect of proble : sh ne
time due to sleep deprivation condition. eee’

Sum of squares due to subjects. So far we have said nothing about the

variance due to rows (subjects). Notice that this sum of squares (and mean

square) reflects the extent to which subjects differ from one another in the

population. In the past we have beenvery concemed with this effect because in

a between-subjects design the variance amongsubjects has constituted our error

term. However, the situation is quite different in this within-subjects design.

Here we do not care about the sumof squares due to subjects. As noted abte;

it makesnodifferenceto us if one subject happensto be vert slowwhile another

subject happens to be very fast. What is important is whether or not subjects

behave consistently across conditions. So for the time being weshall

ignore the variance due to subjects. :

 

imply

13-5 Sum of squares due to subjects is usually imelewant in a within

subjects design.

Confidence Intervals

in a Within-Subjects Design

Recall that in a between-subjects ANOVAsituation, a confidenceinterval around

asample mean M was computedusing the formula

Confidence interval = M + [crit t] VMSW/n
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where n was the numberof scores on which M was based. The formula {
roughly analogous confidence interval in a within-subjects design is mu A :
sameexcept that we substitute the interaction mean square—ourerror ‘a the
a within-subjects design—for MSW,ourerror term in a between-subjects deni =
Thus. may

Confidenceinterval = M + [critt] VMSI/n (13.1)

Notethat the criterion ¢ is based on the numberofdegrees of freedom dy
interaction. Also n is the numberof observations upon which the sample ae
is based,in this example, the numberof subjects. Digression 13-1 demonstrates
where this formula comes from. For now, let's compute confidence interne
from the data shown in Tables 13.2 and 13.3 as anillustration. .

At the bottom of Table 13-2 we have listed the means of the three
conditions. Note now that

 

n = 4 subjects

MSI = 0.667

dfl = 6

crit (6)005 = 2.447

Therefore, for each sample mean M,

Confidenceinterval = M, + 2.447 V0.667/4 = M, + 1.00

Figure 13-4 plots the sample means along with their confidence intervals,
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FIGURE 13-4 Within-subjects confidenceintervals plotted around condition means.
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13-6 A confidence interval in a within-subjects des+ si ay be o
by the equation HgMay be computed

Confidenceinterval = M, + {crit tdet)) Vist

where1 is the mimber ofobservations on which AM, ig based,My 1s based,

BJECT PER CONDITION 413

Multiple Observations
per Subject per Condition

In the experiment we have just described, each subject was assumed to hav
participated just once in each experimental condition. Therefore, each subject
contributesjust one score to each condition, However, there is no logical basi
for this limitation. It would be perfectly possible, for example He rin he
experiment this week and then bring back exactly the same subjects and run the
same experimentagain next week. In fact, we could cycle through this procedure
as many times as we wish, and it would therefore be perfectly possible to
accumulate as manyscores per subject per condition as we wanted (ignorin,
practical limitations such as mutiny on the part of the subjects). J

Let’s suppose in fact that we runthe identical experiment twice for each
subject, (Each rerunning of the experiment is referred to as a “replication.”)
Hypothetical data from such a procedure are shown in Table 13-4. Here the
design appears structurallyidentical to the two-factor designs described in the
previous chapter. And, indced,it will tum out that computations of the various

sumsof squareswill be identical to computations in a two-factor design. But this
designis still a within-subjects design andis conceptually analogous to the within-
subjects design described in the previous section, As such, it is conceptually
quite different from the two-factor designs described in Chapter 12. Let's see
how we wouldanalyzeit.

  

 

  

 

SUMS OF SQUARES

In Table 13-4 we includedall therelevanttotals needed for computingall various

sumsofsquares, As we did in Table 13-2, weincluded the columntotals (T¢,s)

andthe rowtotals (the Taxs). In addition, we computedT,the total of the N = 24

scores in the entire experiment. Finally we computed the 12 cell totals

(the Tus).

 

Sum of squares within. Since we nowhave morethanone score per cell. we

are once again in a position to computea within-cell sum ofsquares. This SSW

is computed by the same formula weusedinthe past:
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TABLE 13-4

Data from Hypothetical Experiment Involving Problem-Solving Time as Funcs
of Amountof Sleep Deprivation. Each Subject Contributes Two Observations4."
Each Condition.

Factor 1: Sleep Deprivation Condition
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Plugging thedata into this formula, we see that

SSW = (12+ 12 +324 2 +++ + 6+ 6) —7/2 + 472
+ 6V24 +++ + 4/2 + 8/2 + 127/2)

= 388 — 368 = 20

Before we proceed to computation of other sums ofsquares, let's reflect a bit
about SSW. Although weare calling it a sum ofsquares within. it refers to a
conceptuallydifferent entity from that whichit has in the past. In a two-way,
between-subjects design eachscore fromwithinagivencell camefromadifferent
subject. Therefore, the sum ofsquares within cells we computedin the past
represented variance across subjects; that is, it represented the degree to which
one subject differed from another subject who had beentreatedidentically.

However, the sum ofsquares within that we have just computedis different.
In the design that we are presently considering, the various scores within agiven
cell represent scores comingfromthe same subject, treated identically at different
times. The SSWwehavejust computedtherefore represents the degree to which
a given subject differs from himself or herself when treated underidentical
conditionsat different times. We'll have more to say about this point below.
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Sumsof squares due to between, columns,
rest of the sums of squares in the experiment are con i, : npute he
techniques and are almost boringly straightforward, Theme 1sFe familiar
squares between cellsis ila for sum of

rows, and interaction, The

TR T2
ee , nN

which is

SSB = (222 + 4/2 + BUD + ++ + 4572 + 8479.4 19479) — Hyr704)
= 368 — 294 = 74 .

As before, this SSB is divided into sums of squares from columns, rows, and
interaction. The sum of squares due to columnsis a at

Ty T?

cofumns Nc N

16° £ 28?

8 8

= 330 — 294 = 36

SSC

  

 

Likewise, the sum of squares due to rowsis

 
- (28,
“\6° 6

= 324 — 294 = 30

 

As before, the sum of squares due tointeraction is part of SSB, the sum of
squares betweencells. To compute SSI, therefore, we take theoriginal sum of
squares between and subtract the sum of squares already used up. by columns
and rows to obtain :

SSI = SSB — SSC — SSR

= 74 — 30 - 36 = 8

SUMMARY TABLE

Weare nowin a position to set up an ANOVA summarytable, as in Table 13-5.
The total amountofvariancein the experiment—sumof squares betweenplus
sum of squares within—is 94. This sum of squares is based on 23 degreesof
freedom (since there is a total of 24 scoresin the entire experiment), This total
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TABLE 13-5

ANOVA Summary Table for Within-Subjects Design
 

 

Source df ss MS Obtained F crit F

Total 23 94
Between Bf 74

Columns 2 36 18.000 13.50 54
Rows 3 30 10.000 6.00 349
Interaction 6 8 1.333 0.80 3.00

Within 12 20 1.667 °
 

sum of squares is broken up into sum ofsquares betweenthe 12 cells and sum
of squares within the 12 cells. There are 11 degrees of freedom between cells
since there are 12 cells. There are 12 degrees of freedom within cells, 1 degree
of freedom from the 2 scores in each of the 12 cells. There are 3 degrees of
freedom due to rows (since there are four rows), 2 degrees of freedom due to
columns(since there are three columns), and finally 3 x 2 = 6 degreesof
freedom due to the row-by-column interaction. All the sums of squares have
been divided by their appropriate degreesof freedom to produce corresponding
mean squares.

Confidence intervals. To compute confidence intervals around the sample
means, we use the same formula as we did in the previous example:

CI: M, = VMSI/n(crit t(dfl)

Here, the onlytricky thing is that the n in the equation is the n on whichthe
M,is based; in this case, n = 8, since M, is the mean of a column,andthere
are eight scores in each column. We know that MSI = 1.333, dfl = 6, and we
can find that the two-tailed criterion, a = .05 (6)is 2.447. Thus, to compute
the confidence interval:

CI: M, + V1.333/8 (2.447) = M, + 1.00

Notethat this confidence interval is the sameasit was in the previous example.
This makes sense. Weactually created the data of Table 13-4 so thatthecell
meanswere the sameasthecell entries in Table 13-2. Thus, the data arebasically
the same, and we would expect the confidence interval to be the same.

Null and alternative hypotheses. The null and alternative hypothesesare
the sameas they were in the previous example. The null hypothesisis that sleep
deprivation has no effect on problem-solving time, whereas the alternative
hypothesis is that sleep deprivation does have someeffect on problem-solving
time.



MULTIPLE

obtained F. Now howshall wetest the nul is? Siean table (Table 13-5) looks very similar SettalscadaNwietables depicted in the previous chapter, we might he temptedt eslin the same way we did then, That is, our inclination Thiet ietana ikemean square dueto conditions (columns) by mean square within Thi : ee =would be incorrect. As we havenoted,this situation is concey till via italthe within-subjects design describedin the Previous example Thus, : toe Nenull hypothesis is still provided by an answerto the question: To whataesubjects behave consistently over conditions? Once ' ee
0

again, the appropriatterm is the subject-by-condition (rows-by-columns) fatoriceldne To the dereethat this interaction is small, subjects are behaving consistently over conditions,and to the extent that it is large, subjects are not behaving consistently ovconditions. Therefore, the interaction still constitutes the dlenpmittator oftheobtained F-ratio. The numerator, of course, is mean square due to corn 5s(columns). Mean square due to conditionsis still the number representi ‘theamount of variance amongthe three conditions. : ra
Thus, the obtained F(2, 6) is

Obtained F(2, 6) = MSC/MSI = 18/1333 = 13.50

The criterion F(2, 6) is 5.14, Therefore, we reject the mull hypothesis and
conclude that the independentvariable of sleep deprivation is really having an
effect on the dependentvariable ofreaction time. .

 

13-7 In a within-subjects costothe effet wt conditions is wlouye rater
against the mean squire tlie to ynteruction

Other tests. We noted earlier that the variance due to subjects (rows) is
typically of no concern. Suppose, however, that subject variance wereofinterest
for some reason. Thatis, suppose we wantedto test whetheror not the population

mean problem-solving times of the four subjects differed from one another. Is
it possible to perform sucha test? Indeedit is. The F-ratio for this test is formed
by dividing the mean square die to subjects by the mean square withincells.

Such a procedure yields an obtained F(3, 12) of 6.00. The criterion F(3, 12)
equals 3.69; we can therefore declare that we haveasignificanteffect of subjects.
As usual, such a conclusion meansthatif the four subject population means do
not differ from one another, the probabilityofobtaining this extreme an F(3, 12)
is less than 0.05.

In like fashion, suppose we were interestedin whether thereis any “real”

interaction between subjects and conditions. (Again, “real” refers to “in terms
of population means.”) Wetest this question in an analogous way. Thatis, we
divide the mean square dueto interaction by the mean squarewithin to get an
obtained F(6, 12) of 0.80. This is not a significant F (no F less than 1.0 can be
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  significant), so we would conclude we donot have cnoughevidenceto Claimth
there is anyreal interaction between subje id conditions in the Populat %ation,

 

13-8 Effects ofsubjects and intersection can be tested only whenthere are
multiple observations per subject per condition. If such is the case.
these effects ire tested against MSW(mean square within cells)

Expected Mean Squares

Theselast remarks probably seemedmysterious, vague, andarbitrary. We provided
some intuitive rationalization for why we test conditions against interaction,
However, we provided norationalization whatsoever for whywetest subjects
and subject-by-condition interaction against variance within cells. What deter.
mines what gets tested against what? The solution to this puzzle lies in whatis
referred to as expected meansquares. :

 

  

  

DIFFERENT SOURCES OF VARIANCE

   

 

Let's returnto the experimental design shownin Table 13-4. Recall ourdiscussion
of howthe mean square within a given cell should he conceptualized. This mean
square represented the degree to which the given subject varied within himself

ch is perhaps the most basic form of variance that exists in an
so basic, we will refer

  or herself, wh
experiment. Since this within-a-given-subject variance is
to it as o2 (or basic error variance).

 

  Componentsofvariance dueto subjects (rows). Nowlet's concern ourselves
with varianceacross subjects, reflected by the degree to which the rowtotals
differ from one another in Table 13-4. Let's consider what causes these row
totals to differ from one another. Thereare actually two sources ofvariation in
rowtotals. The first obvious; it is the extent to which there are anyinherent
differences among the varions subjects. Thatis, to the extent that Lamdifferent
from you—because of our different genes or upbringing or experience or
whatever—I would expect my score to difler from your score. However, any
difference between myscore and your score also stems in part from o7—the
variance that exists due to the fact that you are not totally consistent within
yourself, nor amI totally consistent within myself. Toclarifythis notion, imagine
that there were actuallyno inherent difference whatsoever between you and me.
Nowif both our times were measured in the same task, would we then expect

our scoresto beidentical? No, of course we wouldn't. L might behavingaslightly

bad dayand vou might be havinga slightly good day: therefore, yourscore would

    

 

  



EXPECTED ME

 

be a bit better than mine, or vice versa, The point here is the
differences between our scores—which we wouldlabel as ine an ven
subjects oF MSR—wouldinclude a componentof 62, Seater aie

Wecanstate this a bit more formallyby saying that we expect the obs
mean square due to subjects (MSR) to be composed of both iihertbryas
among, subjects (which we shall call 6) andofvariance within a subject (2
‘Thus, intuitively speaking.* & subject (07).

 

E(MSR) = 03 + 0? (13-2)

Components ofvariance dueto interaction. The same argument can be
made for the variance that we observe due to subject-by-condition Intec *
Suppose there is no population interaction betweenyou and me, That is fre

a plot of our real (population) means across the various conditions
produce parallel lines. Wouldwe,in such anevent. expect the obs '
variance (MSI) to be zero? Once again the answeris no. Once again, since we

are not completely consistent within ourselves, we would expect our hs ye

meansto jiggle arounda little bit relative to the population means, which swell

be expected to produce somedegree ofinteraction in the data, Therefore, the

observed variance duetointeraction, MSI, is composedbothofanyreal inter: net ion

between subjects and conditionsin the population (which welabel as o}) vali a

componentof Therefore, the expectation of MSIis ee

E(MSI) = a7 +

  

 

suppose
were to

reedinteraction

 

   

  

  

   

Components of variance due to conditions, Fin:

due to treatments or conditions, andthe arguments are similar. We wouldexpect

the observed meansquare ductoconditions, MSC,to be composedbothofany

real variance caused bythe independent variable (which welabel as 02), plus a

component ofvariance that is dueto the subject-hy-condition interaction, plus a

component of variance due to o2. Thus,t

E(MSC) = 0% + of + o

   We come to variance

 

 

   *Actually the expressions for theexpected mean sqttares are not correct because thevarious a's are

missing some coefficients. To heprecise, the expected meansarntres are

E(MSW) = 02

E(MSR)= a+ nfo?

E(MSC) = a3 + naj + nKoz

E(MSI) = a3 + naz

factually the expre
missing some coci     

jents. To beprecise, the expected mean square:

 

are

 

E(MSW)

E(MSR) = of + nog

E(MSC) = 02 + no} + uKo?

E(MSI1) " 4.2+ nop

SQUARES.

ions for the expected meansquares are not correct because thevarious o's ate

419
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EXPECTED MEAN SQUARES
AS PART OF SUMMARY TABLE

Much ofthe above maybe summarized byincluding these expected mean sqquar
as part of our analysis summary table, which has heen done in Table 16

TABLE 13-6

Expected Mean Squares as Part of ANOVA Summary Table.
(A within-subjects design with multiple observationspercell is
assumed.)

 

 

Source df ss MS E(MS)

Total N-1 SST
Between JK-1 SSB
Columns J-1 SSC MSC O2 + oF + a3
Rows K-1 SSR MSR OF + o

Interaction (J — 1)(K = 1) SSI MSI a? + o}
Within N-JK SSW MSW_ so
 

Looking at the expected mean squares in Table 13-6, we find it quite evident
what should be tested against what. Let's begin bytesting whetherthereis any
effect due to conditions. We see that the expected mean square due toconditions
is

 

E(MSC) = o?: + a7 + a?

The expected mean square due to subject-by-condition interactionis

E(MSI) = o7 + 0?

Therefore—and here is the critical thing—MSCand MSIare estimatesof the
same population variance (o7 + 2) if and only if a2 = 0. Next, of course, we
note that a2 = 0 is simply another wayofstating that the null hypathesis is
true, Therefore, if Hy is true, then MSC and MSIareestimates of the same
variance, and MSC/MSI shouldbe distributedas F.

Wecan briefly rin through the same arguments with respect to testing
effects of subjects and subject-by-condition interaction. The expected mean
square due to subjects, MSR, is (b: lly) o% + 02, Therefore, if of = 0 (if
there is actually no variance due to subjects in the population), the expectation
of MSR and MSWis the samething (2), andtheirratio should bedistributed
as F. As should be evident at this point, the same argument holds true when
testing mean square due to subject-by-condition interaction.
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13-9 Any observed mean square is vomposed of y
sources, The expected inean square is essentially: the «
variances from these sources gina

 

artince from yarns

Fixed Versus Random Effects
Manystatisticians and statistics textbooks frame the
describingin termsofwhat are referred to as
may be thought of simply as variance duetoparticular factors 0

‘ 7
5 sor indepeables. The difference between fixedandrandomeffects lies in the deyaaimenter wishes to generalize about the effects, (Thus, ined

versus“random” is a distinction thatexists onlyin the mind of the experimenter
rather than beingintrinsic properties of the world), ‘

Let's consider an exampleofthis fixed versus randomeffe

issues we have just been
xed andrandomeffects. “Effects”   

  

  

cts.

HEADACHE RELIEF

Suppose that we are doing an experiment to determine whether Anacin or
Bufferin is more effective in relieving headaches. The independent variable in
such an experiment would be “drugs,” and the twolevels of the independent
variable would be Bufferin and Anacin. Whatsorts of conclusions would we want
to make about the independent variable (drugs) a whole? Theansweris that
we would want to make conclusions only about the twoparticular levels of the
independentvariable (Bufferin andAnacin) wehavechosen. That is, an acceptable

conclusion of our experiment would be “Anacin and Bufferin do (or do not)

differ from one another.”

In such situation theeffect of “drugs” would betreated fixed effect.

An effect is considered to be fixedifit is to be generalized onlyto the levels of
the independent variable we have chosen to use in our experiment. Most
independentvariables are treatedas fixed effects.

Incontrast, consider an independentvariablethat has manypotential levels
of which some have been randomly chosen for use in the experiment. Any
variation in the data due to suchan independent variable would be treatedas a
randomeffect. The most common random effect is an effect due to subjects,
which we described in previous sections. Note that we havetreated subjects as

a factor or an independent variable in our examples. Typically. we wish to be

able to extend our conclusions beyond theparticular levels ofthis factor (the

particular subjects) that we happen to have chosen. When wetreat a factor as a

randomeffect, we wish to be able to generali

   
 

 

  

   

  
 

   

 

ze ourresults to all possible levels:
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of the factor(that is, to all potential subjects). We would like to be able to s,
that any difference in pain relief between Anacin and Bufferin applies oa
individuals in the population (that is. all potential levels of the “subject”fact 4
Likewise, in terms of the experiments we descrihed earlier in this chapter ne
would like to be able to concludethat all potential subjects show an ingiease
reaction time as a function of sleep deprivation. rt

 

13-10 The world js divided into fixed effects and rudonaffeets, Ay affeot
is fixedif we wish to genenilize it anlyto the levels we have ysed
in the experiment. An effect is randomi We wish to gonoridige
tu all possible levels in the population,

OTHER RANDOM EFFECTS

Although “subjects” is, as noted, one of the most commonrandom effects of
concemin experiments,it is by no meansthe only randomeffect ever of concen,
To illustrate another random effect, suppose that the Evergreen Publishing
Companyhas just published a newspynovel entitled The Tacoma Connection.
Because Evergreen’s marketing experts disagree as to whether the book should
have a black cover or a white cover for optimalselling, the company decidesto
do an experiment. A random sample of 20 bookstoresis selected fromacross the
country. Half the copies of The Tacoma Connection in anygiven bookstorehave
black covers and the other half have white covers.

Notice nowthat buokstores is the randomeffect. That is, when analyzing
the data, the Evergreen Companywill treat bookstores just as we havetreated
subjects in the past. Evergreen will therefore obtain tvo scores—number of
white books sold and numberof black books sold—from each bookstore and do
a “within-bookstores f-test” to assess whether or not there is any difference

between black versus white covers in terms of the probability that a book will
be sold.

Note that Evergreen could have altematively opted to use a “between-
bookstores” design. Ofthe 20 bookstores, a randomhalf might haye beenassigned
all black copies of the newthriller and the other half might have beenassigned
all white copies. Inthis situation Evergreen’s statisticians would doa “hebween-
bookstores” t-test. In cither case the independent yariable of concern (cover
color) would have but twolevels (black and white). Evergreen would only be
interested in generalizing the results of the experiment to these two particular
levels—these two colors. Therefore, cover color would be treated as fixed
effect, On the other hand,it is certainly desirable to be able to generalizethe
result to all bookstores. The 20 bookstores chosen for the experimentare simply
a random sample ofall possible bookstores in the country or in the world
Therefore, in this example “bookstores”is treated asa randomeffect
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Higher-Order Designs
In Chapter 12 we discussed higher order designs. 5 and their associated hi
orderinteractions. A quite common design incorporates two fateaka higher

fixed cffects—that are completely within subj —that twoThis, of coursate . oo : s. se, would tri
into a three-way J * K Xndesign, where nis the number ofsubjects. ae

 

   

ANALYSIS OF THIS KIND OF DESIGN

Table 13-7 depicts an ANOVA summarytable for this sort of desi
an enumeration of what gets tested against what. As can be sequite simple: Anyeffect gets tested against the
subjects. This should not be surprising, We have already seen that what is of
interest in a within-subjects designis the consistencyofan effect eto sl ie 8
Consistency. in tum, is reflected bythe magnitude of thi eorresprvaing
interaction, The only noveltyis that the two-way (A x B) interagtion ie ted
against the three-way(A x BX S) interaction. As we sawin the sie
this interaction reflects the degree to which the A x B inte:
across subjects (levels of $), The more consistency, the

ign along with
: seen, the rule is
interaction of that effect with

 

last chapter,
Tractionis consistent

smaller the interaction,

STILL HIGHER

These same principles applytoanylevel within-subjects design. For instance, a
factorial design with threefixed factors wouldboil down to an. A X Bx Cx n
design. The effects of A, B, and C would betested against A x $B x S,
and C x S; the effects of A x B.A xX C. and B xX C wouldbetested against
AX BX SAX GX S.andB x C x §; and finally theeffect of A x BX C
would be tested against A x B x C x S. The sameinterpretational difficulties
discussed in the last chapterapplyhere as well of course.

13-11 Anyeffect in a within-subjects design is testedagainst theintvraction
ofthat effect with subjects

MORE COMPLICATED DESIGNS

Sometimes multifactor designs incorporate some between-subjects and some
within-subjects factors. For example.if one wishedto incorporatesex i
one would have no choice but to incorporateit as a between-subjec

analysis of these sorts of designs is beyond the scope ofthis book, but the
bibliographywill provide appropriate references.
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SUMMARY 425,

In this chapter we have provided a systematic diseuse; ‘i
designs, and the followingissues were treated: Ebeisain a within-subjects

1. A within-subjects design is structurally quite simi:
design. In both cases twofactors are involved. bikecatofa hin pedesign one of the factors is subjects, and each subject co Moaeelevel of this factor. Computationally, analysis af a tithing etvery similar to analysis of a two-factor between-subjects des hecomputation of He various sumsof squaresis identical ee9. Here, however,the similarity ends. We s t
Barehopsi sal aNte seenthat hypothesis testing in

at different ce
hypothesis testing in a between-subjects a ferent concepts than does

iternati lesign. In both cases the

null

2
alternative hypothesesare the same. As always, the null hypothe null and

independentvariable has no effect on the depend
alternative hypothesis is that the independentvarial
the dependentvariable. In a between

 

  

s that the
lentvariable, whereas the
ble does have an effect on

“subjects design we answerthi i
n s Is questionby assessing the amountofvariance between the various conditionsSut

to the amount of variance within a given condition—that is, relative to the
amountofvariance due to subjects, Therefore,in a hetween-subjects design
the degree to which individual subjects differ from one another is very
important.It is the error term.

In contrast, when considering a within-subjects design, we deal withthe
question of whethersubjects behave consistently across the various conditions.
In a within-subjects design the degree to whichindividual subjects differ Fra
one another is of no concem to us. What is of concemis the interaction
between subjects and the dependent variable. The greater this interaction,
theless consistently subjects hehave over conditions. Therefore, the interaction
forms the error term, and the meansquare interaction becomes the denom-
inator of the F-ratio that we usedto test the null hypothesis.

3, We discussed two(actually quite similar) types ofwithin-subjects designs. The
first type of within-subjects design was relatively simple: Each subject
contributed only a single score to each condition (that is, to eachcell), We
saw, however, that it is perfectlyreasonablefor a subject to contribute multiple
observations to a given cell. In such a multiple-observationsituation the
ANOVA becomes a bit more complex. Specifically, we nowfind ourselves
with a sum ofsquares within that did not exist in the single-observation-per-
cell situation. We emphasized—and we reemphasize here—that this mean
square within, although computationally identical to mean squares within
encountered before, is conceptuallyquite different. The mean square within
that we described before representedvariance across subjects; it reflected the
degree to which individual subjects differed fromone another. However. this
mean square within represents the degree to which a given subject differs

  

SUMMARY
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within himself. herself, or itself from one time to another. It represent,
therefore. a quite different component of variance than it did in the pa ae ~

4. The notion of expected meansquare maybeusedto assess what ter shies I
be tested against what other terms. In particular, any given mean square th ‘
is computedin an experimentis expected to be the sumofvarious components
of variance. We sawthat to test any component of variance, 2, it fi
necessary to find two mean squares that differed from one another only :
that the expectationsoftheir mean squares differed from one another by a

5. One wayoflooking at ANOVAsituations. is in termsoffixed versus random
effects. Fixed effects come from what we ordinarily think of as independent
variables, We chooseparticular levels of those independent variables, and we
are typicallyinterested in generalizing only to the particular levels of the
independentvariable that we have chosen. Ontheother hand, random effects
are effects of independentvariables from which we randomly choosea nighge
oflevels, but we wish to be able to generalize toall possible levels of that
independent variable. “Subjects” is the most common randomeffect, bit
there are manyother possible ones.

6. The concept of a within-subjects design can he expected to he the ease in
which there is more than onefixedfactor. The general rule is that anyeffect
is tested againstits interaction with subjects,

  

  

  

 

DIGRESSION

DIGRESSION 13-1

Rationale Behind Within-Subjects Confidence Intervals

Derivation of within-subjects confidence intervals is rootedin theassertion made
earlier that variation among subjects is of nu consequencein a within-subjects
design. Let's follow up on the implications of this assertion.

Thefirst implicationis thatif variation among subjects is of no consequence,

we should be able to removethat particular variation without causing anytrouble
or changing anyconclusions. This removal has been accomplished in Table D-1
as follows. We first compute the mean score for cach subject across the three

conditions and list these means in column 5 ofpart a of Table 1-1. Notethat
the mean of these four subject meansis 3.5. Nowwe characterize each subject
in terms of deviation from this overall mean of 3.5. Forinstance, subject 1, the
fastest subject. has an average score of1.5 below the meanandtherefore
deviation score of —1.5. Removal of between-subjects variance nowconsists of
subtracting a given subject's deviation from each ofthat subject's scores. This
process yields the adjusted data shown in part b of Table D-1, Notethat the

     

  
 



DIGRESSION

TABLE D-1
Removal of Between-Subjects Variance in Within-Subjects Desiesign
(a) Raw Data (from each subject,in minutes) 

 
Subject 2 hours 16 hours 24 hours

 

 

   
° . Mean Deviation

b 3 z 2 -152
3 -05: iS : ‘ +15

—
+05Tes = 14 M=35
 (b) Data After Removing Between-SubjectsV;ont? wd ‘ariance, s
each subject's deviation has been subtract {A constant equal to

 

 

   
 

sich
ted from each ofthat subject's

Subject 2 hours 16 hours 24 hours Mean
1 25 35 53a2 25 2.5 3, 53 15 4.5 3515 35 35

To, = 8

SS “Within bi
nt

 

= 169 - 165 = 4

columntotals, which reflect the pattem of condition means, are unchanged by
this operation. Also. the patternofeachsubject's scores is unchanged.The only
thing we have doneis to create a common mean(of3.5) for all four ofthe
subjects. We have artificially prevented the subjects from varving from one
another, :

The data from part b of Table D-1 have beenplottedin Figure D-1. Here
the means from the three conditions are presentedas largecircles. Thecritical
thingis that the variation ofindividual data points aroundeach meanstemsolely
fromsubject-by-condition interaction variance. Thatis, if there were novariance
due to interaction, there would be no variationofindividual scores aroundthe
means in Figure D-1.

Nowwe assert that a confidence interval should appropriatelyreflect the
variation of data points around the sample meansin Figure D-L. Let's therefore
estimate o?, wherethis o? is now viewed as the variance ofthe scores around
the sample means. Returning to part b of Table D-1 wenotethat this procedure

 

  

 

427
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Sleep deprivation time (hours)

 

FIGURE D-1 Data from Figure 13-3 are replotted withvariation among the subjects
removed. Hence thereis less variation of individual data points aroundthe condition
means.This residual vai condition interaction.

 

 
s all due to subject

 

is somewhat analogous to computing MSWin a one-way between-subjects
situation. And, in fact, when we compute a “sumof squares within,” which we
have done at the bottom of Table D-1, it tums out to be 4.0. This is exactly
what the interaction sumof squares turned out to be in the original anal
(Table 13-3), which makes sense since this “SSW”is the interaction sumof

  

squares.
If we wereto continue our analogy to a between-subjects situation, we

would compute anestimate ofwithin-conditions variance asfollows

est a? = SSW/dfW= 4.0/9.0 = 0.444

Note that dfW would be 9: three degrees of freedom from within cach of the
three groups. But now we see an apparent contradiction. The interaction mean

 

squareis computed to be

MSI = SSI/df1 = 4.0/6.0 = 0.667

as shownin Table 13-3. Thatis, we divide SSI by6, the degrees offreedom due
tointeraction, and not by9.

Whichis the approp'
sample means shown in Figure D-1? The answer,
the appropriate estimate is MSI and is based on (in this case) six degrees
of freedom. Thus, we estimate that the scores around the sample means in
Figure 13-4 are drawn frompopulations with variances of0.667.

The breakdown in our analogy to a between-subjects situation occurs for

fe estimate of the variance of scores around the
suggestedcartier, is that
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the following reason. The data shown in
in a way that does not occurin a between-subjects desi
been forced to add to the same thing, andthis additions
lose degrees of freedom.If vou hold column totals and row total:
3 x table, you will find that you onlycanfiddle around wthaa Constantin a

That is, once you determine6 ofthe scores, the other 6 are aathe 12 scores.
In any case, to arrive at a confidence interval, we ioe hat piel

three means in Figure 13-4 must come from ; & that each of theAeRaniiatinis tease ae
means whosevarianceis estimated (based on didesaaemeeio be

MSI

n

part b ofTable D-1 have been constrained
ign in that each row h:

all constraint causes us to

 

est
 est o% =

This implies the formula for confidence intervals Tepresented as Equation13.1

429

PROBLEMS
1. A social psychologist is interested in the amountofst

as a function of the numberofpeople in the audi
each asked to imagine that they will haveto recite a poemin front of1, 5.
or 15 people. They are asked to rate how frighte ined they would |scale from 0 (notfrightenedat all) to 7 (scared to death). The tataonas
follows:

tage fright people have
ence. Four subjects are

Audience Size

 

 

 

 

Subject 1 5 15

1 3 6 5

2 1 5

|

6

3 3 6 7

4 1 3 5    
 

a. Plot the meansfor the three conditions along with their 95% confidence
intervals.

b. Doesthe audiencesize haveasignificanteffect on amountofstagefright?

2. Aclinical psychologist has developeda newtypeof trainingto relieve anxiety
in overanxiouspatients. Totest thetreatment,she performs two experiments,

In the first experiment the 10 patients simplyrate their anxiety [on a scale
from 0 (not anxiousat all) to 7 (extremely anxious)] cach dayfor five days.
She then begins the newtreatment(the second experiment), andthe patients
again rate their anxicty forfive days running, The dataare as follows:
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Experiment 1 (no treatment)

Patient Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 6 7 7 6 7
2 7 6 6 5 7
3 5 6 7 6 7
4 5 6 7 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
6 6 5 4 7 6
7 5 6 6 7 6
8 6 ra 5 6 5
9 6 6 7 5 1

10 7 6 7 6 6
 

Experiment 2 (treatment)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
Patient Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

1 6 7 6 6 3

2 7 7 6 4 2

3 6 % 6 3 4

4 7 6 7 6 5

5 6 6 5 4 3

6 7 6 5 4 3

7 6 7 7 6 5

8 5 3 2 6 4

9 6 7 3 1 1

10 3 4 5 2 3
 

a. For each experimentplot the mean anxietyrating over days with the 95%
confidence intervals.

b. Perform an analysis of variance on each ofthe twosets of data.
c. Would you concludethat the treatment waseffective?

3. A newtechniqueis invented in an attempt to eliminate mosquitoes. The
technique involves releasing sterile male mosquitoes who will mate with

females but produce nooffspring. For a test of the technique,fivedifferent
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national forests are dividedinto three sections eact
nothing is done. Inthe secondsection DDTis 5 te the
the newtechniqueis used. Thesectionsare the
mosquitoes. The data (mosquitoes Per square

first section
raved. In the thirdsection

'n examinedfor presenceof
yard) are as follows:

 

  

 

 

 

    
  

Forest

|

No Treatment DDT Technique

1 614 512 oa

: = mn 250

: 2 oa 313

2 = £00 $30

a. Hai means for the three techniques along with 95% confidence

b. Are there significant differences amongthethree techniques?

. A drug is invented to prevent forgetting. The drug is administered t
five subjects, whoare then presented with a 30-wordlist: Ofthe 30 wo is

10 are countries, 10 are sports, and 10 are foods. Immediately followine the
list, the subjects are asked to rememberas manycountries as possibl mh ;
the list. After 24 hours, subjects are a ‘1 Rossine Irom

 

f l to remembersports; andafter a
week, subjects are asked to remember foods. The data (number of words
recalled) are as follows:

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject Immediate 24 hours 1 week

1 6 7 3

2 4 3 5

3 7 7 8

4 3 2 0

5 5 4 6    
 

a. Plot the three meansalong with their 95% confidenceintervals.

b. Performan an ofvariance onthe data.

c. Would you concludethat the drug works? Nameat least two things wrong

with this experiment.

   

. A physician has a hypothesis that the probabilityofcatching coldvaries with

season of the year. She keeps track offive patients in terms of how many

colds they have during winter, spring. summe ndfall. She keeps records

for three years. Thus, for each patient she has a record of the number of

colds caught in cach of the four seasons for three years. The data are as

follows:
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Numberof Colds

Patient Winter Spring Summer Fall

Bill 3 V2 1? 0. oT 3 3 2/0 0 9

Sam Yt 2 G1 ot 304 «3 1 2

Fred Bod Qh a oO Re? 1 =

Ralph 3.4 37/2 2 1 5 2 2 1 3

Irving 2 2 3 12 1 2 1 0 1 1    
 

 

(Note: in eachcell, three numbers represent the numberof colds for that
patientin that season for the three separate years.)

a. Compute a meanfor eachcell.
b. Plot the mean number of colds for the four seasons along with 95%

confidenceintervals.
c. Performa complete analysis of variance on the data, Is there indeedan

effect of season? Additionally, determine whether thereis an effect of
patient andseason bypatient interaction.

  

 

. Consider Chapter 5, problems 3, 4, and 5. Reevaluate these problems using
analysis of variance rather than a signtest.

. Consider Chapter 10, problem 6. Redo this problem using an analysis of
variance rather than af-test.

. Consider the data from problem 5 in this chapter. For each patient graph
the mean numberofcoldsforthe four seasons along with the 95% confidence
interval.

. An experimenteris interested in how longit takes to leamvarious types of
verbal material. He chooseslists of three types of verbal material: English
words, Russian words, and nonsensesyllables. Eachof thefour subjects gets
all three typesoflists, and the numberoftrials taken to learn cachtypeof
list is measured for each subject. The following data are obtained:

 

 

 

 

 

TypeofList

Subject English Russian Nonsense

1 4 9 8

2 5 5 8

3 7 8 9

4 8 10 15     
 

a. Whatis the between sum ofsquares?
b. Whatare $S (subjects), SS (conditions), and SS (interaction)?
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PROBLEMS

Arrange these in an ANOVAtable.
Is there a significant effect of condition?

e. Suppose that you gotrid of subj
carried out the following procedure:

Subject 1: Add three points to each of the scores,Subject 2: Add six pointsto each of the scores,
Subject 3: Leave the scores alone, .
Subject 4: Subtract nine Points from each

f, What would be the SS (subjects), $s ‘cond

a
e

ject vari in‘ct variance in the above. Thatis. you

ofthe scores.

for this new set of data? conditions), and$§ (interaction)
. Make an ANOVAtable for these da 5a ce

B ondition? ese data. Is there a significant effect of

joe Smith is interested in whether the typing rates is -aiph and Shieley, differ for three haaneineee
memos, and book chapters. Hence he gets a sample oftypin, for re
the three kindsof material from each secretary. The data a fe fe tk oe i
entries are typing rates in words per minute): Rath ier

 

 

Memos Letters Chapters
Ralph 60 5 50
Shirley 30 40 30      

a. Can Joe conclude that different types of material
rates?

b. Suppose within-personvariance (c2) is knowntobe 25, Can you conchide
that there is a difference between Ralph andShirle r
et

yin terms oftyping

A sociologist is studyingsuicideratesin various U.S. cities. Out of all cities,
she randomlyselects Seattle and Boston(just as a psychologist might randomly
select two subjects). For eachcitv she determines the numberofsuicides
for each season ofthe year (winter. spring, summer,fall) for the twove
1976 and 1977. The data are asfollows: .

are typedat different

 ars

NumberofSuicides by Season

 

 

      

Winter Spring Summer Fall

18 4 .|5 10, reSeattle 16 Ty = 34 4 Ty = 8 7 Ty = 12 u Ty = 24| Ty = 78

10 re 5. iL qBoston |“, Ti = 18 - Tr = 14] 9 Ta = 4]Te = 22[ Tr = 68

Tey = 52

|

Tez = 22

|

Tey = 26

|

Tey = 46 T = 146

a. Test whetherseasonofthe yearaffects numberofsuicides in US. cities.

Additionally, test whether there are differences among U.S.
  

ties in terms:

433
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of suicide rates and whetherthere is an interaction between Cities
seasons. and

b. Suppose the sociologist decides that she'll be satisfied if her conchusi
extend only to Seattle and Boston. Test whether there is an effect
season, whether Boston andSeattle differ from one another, and vwhelkethere is an interaction between season andcity. =e

12. An experimentis doneto test the effects of alcohol consumption on reacti
time. The experiment involves three conditions. A subject in condition eh

given a shotof water; a subject in condition is given a shotofbeer. andes
subject in condition 3 is given a shot of gin. Reaction times(in tenths of :
second) are then measured. Three subjects partake twice in each of the
three conditions. The data are as follows: .

 

 

 

 

Water Beer Gin

Subject 1 4 7 Ta = 13

Subject 2 : ; si Tr = 16

Subject 3 <0 ic i Try = 75

Te: = 29 Tce = 31 Tc3 = 44 T = 104    
a. Are theresignificant effects of alcohol condition, subject, and subject-by-

condition interaction? Arrange things in an ANOVAtable. ‘
b. Do subjects 1 and 2 differ from one another?



14

PREDICTION,
AND LINEAR

RELATIONSHIPS

I, thepast chapters we have been dealing with thequestion
of whether changes in one or more independent variables lead to associated
changes in some dependent variable. We have notedthat thereis an asymmetry
in the relationship between independent and dependent variables in’ that we
control independent variables but measure dependent variables. We havealso
been working underan implicit assumption regarding the direction ofcausality,

whichis that changesin the independent variable cause changesin the dependent
variable, and not the other way around

Actually, however, this sort of independent variablealependent variable
arrangementis a special case of a more general class ofresearchdesigns in which
association or correlation between two variables is underinvestigation, You
probably have someintuitive idea of what it means for two variables to be
correlated. Height is correlated with weight. poverty is correlated with crime,
athletic ability is correlated with physical fitness, and so on, Formally, theidea
ofcorrelation can best be expressed in terms ofprediction, Let's examine the
idea of an experiment as an exercise in prediction.
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The Conceptof Prediction

Considera simple experiment(similar to one that we have describedin the st
in which we wish to investigate the effects of alcohol consumption on sta
reaction time. Let's suppose that N = 50 subjects are randomlydivided into fe
groups of n = 10 subjects per group. Thefive groupsare given varying athonins
ofalcoholsoas to bringtheir blood alcoholcontentto certain levels. Subjects in
group | are given noalcoholat all; thus, subjects in group 1 have a blood alechol
level of zero. Subjects in groups 2-5 are given sufficient amountsofalcohol to
raise their blood alcohollevels to 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04%, respectively. (In
moststates 0.10% blood alcohol constitutes legal drunkenness.) Then each of
the 50 subjects is given

a

series ofreaction timetrials in which his or her reaction
time to the onsetofa light is measured.

Supposethat this experiment produces the data shownin Table 14-1, In
the table we have calculated that MSWis 30.81. Thus, our best estimate of co
the standard deviation of the population distribution that the scores in each
ofthe five groups comes from, is VMSW = V30.81 = 5.55. For reasons that

TABLE 14-1

Reaction Time Scores(in milliseconds) for 50 Subjects in
Alcohol Study
 

 

 

 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5
(0%) (0.01%) (0.02%) (0.03%) (0.04%)

192 205 208 231 235

194 198 209 228 230
189 201 220 216 233
178 208 216 220 228
193 216 221 225 237
201 203 210 226 230
199 207 215 220 241
198 200 217 218 242
196 198 208 223, 225
190 205 210 229 230

M, = 193.0 Mz, = 204.1 M; = 213.4 M, = 223.6 Ms = 233.1

Within Group Overall Scores

esto? = MSW = 30.81 esto? MST = 231.31

esto = VMSW = 5.55 esto = VMST = 15,21

M = T/N = 213.44



THE CONCEPT OF PREDICTION

will soon becomeapparent, the standard deviation of the enti

has also been computed. This standard deviation (ac nileicles of eh Sores

the standard deviation ofthe population that all N = 50score: a cee ae

15.21. Finally, the grand mean, M, of all 50 scores is 213.44 res comes from) is
Let’s nowretum totheissue ofprediction. Sw ‘tha: . pose that vou are intere:

in Ralph, a randomly selected individual from heTanhiGheretee

Ralph will be drinking such that his blood alcohol level will be Sh bie

between 0 and 0.04%. However, you don’t know the exact valu Whatw le
you expect Ralph's reaction time to be? mas ak aula

3 In this situation youhavevery little informationig youn y ation, andv st guess we

be that Ralph’s reaction time will be 213.44, the grand eaeA
scores in the experiment. Having madethis best guess, howcould you Se
your confidence in it? A moment's thought should convince you that yor

. a your

‘confidence should depend on the rather large standard deviation of 15.21

computed over all 50 scores. Since you don’t know how much alcohol Ralph is
going to have,his reaction time could be quite short (if he happenedtobe a fas
subject and/or had noalcohol) or quite long(if he happenedtobea slows i fet

and/orhad a large amountof alcohol) or anything between. ad
Stippose, on the other hand, that you were provided the additional

information that Ralph’s blood alcohollevel was 0.2%. You would be ale ‘Be

this additional information quite profitably because you knowthat nile nek

circumstances subjects have a mean reaction timeestimated to be Ms 134.

Thus, 213.4 would be your best estimate of what Ralph’s reaction time would

be underthese circumstances. Furthermore, your confidencein this prediction

would be based not on the standard deviation of all N = 50scores (15.21) but

rather on est ¢ = 5.55,the estimate of the standarddeviation of sebreswithin

agiven condition. In short, knowingthevalueofthe independent variable (blood

alcohol level) substantially increased your ability to predict the value of the

dependent variable (reaction time.)

 

  

 

  

  

   

14-1 Knowing therelationship between an independent and a dependent

variable increases otability to predict the state of the dependent

yariable given the state of the independent variable

PREDICTION AND CONDITIONAL

PROBABILITY

 

This line of reasoning should strike a familiar chord. Manychapters ago we

raised similar considerations underthetopicof conditional probability, Takea

moment to go back and rereadthesectionin Chapter 1 on conditional probability.

Remember the exampleinvolving the relationship betweendoing thereading for
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an exam and subsequently passing the exam. We sawthat in the absence
additional information the unconditionalprobabilityof passing an exam was avi
However,if we had knowledge about whether anindividual had or had not dk Pf
the reading for the exam, we could be more precise in our evaluation of the
person's chanceofpassing. In particular, if the person had donethe reading the
probability of passing was p(P|R) 0.83, whereasif the person had notty He
the reading, the probability of passing was reduced to p(P|R) = 0.67. We Sih
in this situation that having information about the state of one variahle (having
done versus not having done the reading) improved our predictive ability wit
respect to another variable (probability of passing the exam.) yw

    

INDEPENDENCE
AND THE NULL HYPOTHESIS

Extending this analogyjust a bit further, we were also concemedin Chapter j
with the issue of independence. Two variables, A and B, were said ty be
independentif the state of one had no bearing onthestate ofthe other—thae
is, if p(A|B) = p(A|B) = p(A). Independenceis equivalent to there heing no
effect of A on B—equivalent, that is, to the null hypothesis heing true with
respect to A and B, Thus, only if A and B are not independent are wein a
position to use one to predict the other—just as only ifthereis an effect ofan
independent variable on a dependent variable are wein aposition to usethe
state of the independentvariable to predict thestate of the dependentvariable

 

  

Correlational Versus
Experimental Studies

Wenowintroduce a major departure from the sort ofstudythat we havefocused

on so far, This departure has to do with the way independent and dependent
variables are defined. We have seen that an experimenter controls the value of
the independentvariable. The dependent variable, on the other hand,is not
controlled but simply measured.This sort of studyis referredto.as an expurimental
study.

In a correlational study, in contrast, no variableis. manipulated, rather, all
variables are measured. As we shall see, this difference between the two types
of studies has rather strong consequences in terms of howthe data are to be
interpreted. To acquire a favor for the differences between a correlational and
an experimental study, consider thefollowing pair of examples. lnagine that we
are educational psychologists, and we want to study the relation between the
number of hours per week that a student spends reading for a course andthat
student's average hour exam score in the class. Our expectation is that more

hours spent reading will be associated with higher examscores.
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FIGURE 14-1 Hypothetical results from office hours experimental stat ac
examscore increases as function of number ofreading house ty Me Average

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

To investigate this issue, we randomly assign eachstudentin a class to one of
three conditions. Students in condition 1 are required to spend 1 hour a weekreading for the course. Students in conditions 2 and 3 are requiredto spend
respectively, 2 and 3 hours a week on the reading. At the end ofthe course the
mean hour exam score is computedfor each ofthe three conditions. Suppose
that this experiment producesthe data shownin Figure 14-1. As indicataf. ed, there
is a fairly substantial increase in exam scoreas a function of number of hours
spent reading. Let's suppose that the null hypothesis ofno difference among the
meansis rejected. We would conclude fromtheresultsofthis studythatincreasing
amounts of reading time causes a studentto obtain higher exam scores.

A CORRELATIONAL STUDY

Now suppose we weretoinvestigate therelation betweenreading time and exam
scores somewhat differently. Rather than assigning students to conditions, we
wait until the course is over and then conduct aninterviewwith each student
In each interview we ask two questions. First, we ask how manyhours per week
the student spent reading for the cours whatthestudent's
average exam score was. Let's supposethat there are 15 students in this clas:
and the results of these 15 interviews are shownin Table 14-2. As canbes
the first student, Ann Asgaard, spent anaverageof 1.5 hoursper week reading,

 

andsecond, weas
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TABLE 14-2

Fifteen Students in a Course (Foreachstudentis listed the
numberof hours per week spent reading for the course and
average exam score.)

 

Numberof Hours

 

 

Student Spent Reading Average Exam Sen
re

AnnAsgaard 15 82

Bret Bagley 0.5 68

Edvardo Estevara 1.25 80

Francine Fox 3.00 92

Gilda Green 2.0 76

Henry Haldaman 1.25 8

Geoffrey R. Loftus 1.00 68

Mary McChord 1.25 5
Nellie Nugent 2.75 91

QuinnQuigley 2.25 79

Sally Spacek 1.75 75

Rhoda Rachlin 3.00 88

TimothyTeller 2.5 85

“Wailin” Willy Wharton 0.25 67

Zelda Zaminsky 2.0 80
 

and her average exam score was 82, Likewise, the secondstudent, Bret Bagley,
onlydid about a half hourof reading per week, and his average examscore was
68. Andso on.

Scatterplots. We have transformed the data from Table 14-2 into the graph
in Figure 14-2. Notice that Figure 14-2 is similar to Figure 14-1 in the sense
that the ordinate represents exam score and the abscissa represents numberof
reading hours per week, In Figure 14-2, however, single point has beenplotted
for each individual student. This sort of plot is called a scatterplot because of
the mannerin which the individual data points are scatteredacross the graph.

What would we conclude from the data shown in Table 14-1 and
Figure 14-2? Once again there certainly seems to be a positive relationship
between amount of reading time and examscores. It seems cvident fromthe
scatterplot that the students whotend to doa lot ofreading also tendto gethigh
exam scores. In contrast, students who dorelativelylittle reading seemto get
relatively low exam scores. So do we get the sameinformation from this
correlational study as wedid from the experimental study describedearlier? The
answeris that we donot.



CORRE! VERS!ELATIONALVERSUS EXPERIMENTALSTUDIES

CORRELATION IS NOT CAUSALITY

Recall that following our experimental study we were able to conclude that) le that more
eading time caused higher exam scores. However, this causal conclusiaust ; . this sort of es chusi

would not bejustified followinga correlational study. Rather, we Hen x6 weid y . nelude

that more reading time may cause higher exam scot

Jeast two other explanations for the data, ross pb thetwould bea

First, it may be that causality goes in the ite directi i

exam scores may promptthe aden to read meeHieae

tended to do quite well on the examssimply because sharonan Sialen

or whatever. Reinforcedby anddelighted with their high grades, thesein ce

were motivated to plunge into the reading with great gusto. On ihe wth . Rak

students who did poorly on exams tendedin their disgust to avoid hele as

as much as possible and did relatively little reading. This is one possibl :‘I ers

explanation for the data shown in Figure 14-2. ' CAST

The second alternative explanation is that some external factor is causing

the variation across students in both amountof reading and exam grades. For

example. consider the student's motivation. It is quite possible that hi hy

motivated studentstendto read more andalsotendtostudyhardersoas ae

higher exam scores. Conversely, low-motivated students mayneither have the

incentive to read the book nor have the incentive to do anything else that is

required to get a good exam score.
ae eS
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FIGURE 14-2 Hypothetical results from reading time correlational study, Each point

represents average exain score andamount ofreadingtime for particular student, Stud lent’s

initials identify his or her data point.
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OTHER EXAMPLES
OF CORRELATED VARIABLES

To amplifr onthe point that correlation docs not imply causation, let's enumerat
a fewother pairs of variables that are correlated but that are (probably) me

causallyrelated Y) not

Ice cream consumption and death rate. Over «lays of theyear the Humbe
of ice cream cones eaten in NewYork City tumsout to be correlated with the
numberofdeaths in Bombay, Thatis, on days when many ice cream cones ate
eaten in NewYork, there tend to be more deaths in Bombaythan on days when
fewer ice cream cones ure eaten in New York. But does this mean that ‘en
should feel guilty each time one eats an ice creamcone in NewYork? Of course
not. Eating ice cream in New York does not cause the death of some poor
individual in Bombay, Rather, there is a third factor—temperature—causin,
both. That is, days that tend to be hot in New York (days in the middle of
summer) tend also to be hot in Bombay, More people eat ice cream cones on
hot days in New York, and more people die during hot days in Bombay.

Prostitutes and ministers. Over cities the number of ministers is correlated
with the numberofprostitutes—thatis, cities with manyprostitutes also tend to
have many ministers. Once again, however, there is probably not a causal
relationship between these two variables. Rather, there is some third variuhle
such as city size mediating both the number of ministers and the number of
prostitutes. For example, a verybig city like Chicago would havealarge number
of ministers andalso a large numberofprostitutes. In contrast, « relatively small
city such as Peoria would have a smaller number of ministers. andalso a smaller
number ofprostitutes.

 

CONTROL VERSUS MEASUREMENT

 

As we have noted, an experimental study is onein which we control onevatiuble
(the independent variable) and measure the other (the dependent variable). In

a correlational s! on the other hand, we do not control anything. We just
measure hoth the variables in which we are interested. The critical difference
between an experimental anda correlational studyis encapsulatedin theidea of
control in conjunction with the idea of random assignment. In an experimental
study we choose (that is, control) what condition any given subject is going to
be in. In our example this means that weassign a given student to the 1-hour.
the 2-hour, or the 3-hour reading condition, and the student is required to
participate that particular condition. Furthermore, since students are randomly
assigned to the various conditions, there is presumably no other variable that
distinguishes the students in the various conditions aside from the amountof

reading that they do. For instance, there is no reason to expect that students in

the 3-hour condition wouldbesystematically more motivated or more intelligent
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or in any other way distinguishable from students in the L
Following an experimental study, we are therefore able ty eyeecono:
variation in the dependent variable is caused by variatioy i eee that anyetic ; nin the independent

‘As we have seen, however, nothingis controle

Therefore: it is ie neceanl true that students wh
from students who do rel latively little reading only j s

since the students themselves have the eehoeaepon oF reg
they do, it is perfectly possible that variation in rea etic ee haiply) Pos ading time is li
factors such as variation in motivation or intel ieonae Tha haeoe= 4 IS. en we find a
relationship in a correlationalstudy, we are not in apositicn Y a on to determine wh;Fs causing what. po termine what

d in a correlational study,
0 do a lot ofreading differ

14-2 In an experimental study we control the inde\ ependent ya ea
measiire the dependent variable. Ina eorsslattnal studySh
all variables: It is possible to infer causality from the results of a
experimental study but not from the resultsof a correlational study,

Correlational stidies are quite common becauseit is often not possible to
control the variables in which we are interested. For example, the hypothetical
reading time experiment described above wouldprobably never actually be dane
becauseit is not ethical to control the amount of weekly reading thata student

does for a course. Similar situations comereadilyto mind. Suppose, for example,
that we were sociologists interested in the relationship betweenthe burglary ae

in a given city and the numberof door locks purchased in thatcity. We are not
really in a position to control either the burglary rate or the numberof locks
purchased, so the best that we can dois to examinethecorrelation between the

two variables. The same kind of constraint applies to a physician interested in

studying the relationship between temperature on agiven day and the number

of people having heart attacks on that day. The physician cannot randomly sign

some days to a high-temperaturecondition andother days to a low-temperature

condition. In fact, there are so manyuncontrollable

the soci:

  

 

  

 

 

 bles running amok in

sciences that experimental studies are probably the exception rather

than the rule in most social science research.

 

Linear Relationships

Let's now retum to the nature ofcorrelational studies. As we have seen, two

variables are correlatedif and onlyifthestate of each variable is in some way

predictable from thestate ofthe other. However, the existence of acorrelation
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between two variables does not imply anything aboutthe specific nature
function that relates them.

Often, alinearrelationship is assumed to relate two variables, x and y
Theexistence ofa linear relationship implies twothings. OER Y,

1. Both X andYare variables whoselevels can be represented by numh
that formatleast an interval scale. Thus, for example, the variable “sex” we
not qualify because its two levels, “male” and “female,” are not numbers |p
rather qualitative attributes. Variables such as “blood level of alcohol
“reaction time” would qualify since their levels can be represented by num:
such as 0.02 and 205.

2. The underlyingrelationship between X and Y maybe described bithe

equation

Y=bX+a

where b and a are constants representing the slope and the Y intercept,
respectively, of the function. (Recall that the interceptof a linear function is the
Yvalue at the point that the line intercepts the Yaxis. The slopeis the increase
in ¥for everyunit increase in X). If we believed, for example,that reaction time
(RT)and bloodalcohollevel (L) were linearly related, they would be related by
the equation

RT=bL +a (14-1)

of the

and
Ders

14-3 IVa linear relationship exists betyeen two variables, predicting thy
value of one given the value of the other consists of pliseme an
X valite into @ linear equation ofthe form "

Y=hX+a

and noting the resniting—thatis, the predicted—Yvalue

There are two reasons why linearrelationship is often ofinterest. First,
due to the physical structure of the world, manypairs of variables arelinearly
related. Forinstance,the timeit takes to travel between twopointsat a constant
speedis a linear function of the distance to be traversed. Second,in attempting
to construct a simple and elegant theory of some phenomenon,it often makes
sense,atleastas first attempt, to assume simple relationships amongvariables,
anda linearrelationship is indecd a simple one.

In this chapter we shall be concentrating on linear relationships. Linear
relationships can be either positive or negative. Two variables are positively
related when big values of Y go with big values of X. For example, height and
weight are positively related over people. People who are tall tend to weigh
a lot and people who are short tend to weigh relatively little, as indicated in
Figure 14-3a, Conversely,two variables are negatively correlated whenbig values
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of Y are associated with stall values of x, and vice versa. For example, a golf
professional's average golf score is negativelyrelated to the amount of money

the professional makes—those with low golf scores make more money golfing
than do those with high scores,as indicated in Figure 14-3b, SBP

If there is no relationship between twovariables, theyare uncorrelated,
For example, height and IQ are uncorrelatedacross people. T, ;‘all people tend t
be neither smarter nor dumberthan short people, as depicted in Figure rey

{4-4 Twovariables, X and Y, can be either positively correlated, ne atively
correlated, or uncorrelated BEN

Measuresof Linear Relationships:
Regression Lines and Correlation Coefficient

So far we have describedcorrelationandlinear relationshipsin a general sense
In this section we will discuss themquantitatively and address two majorissues:

howto constructa best-fitting straight line (called a regression line) through a
seatterplot and howto assess the degree to which the underlying population
relationship between X and Y maybe characterizedas a straightline.

MONDAY NIGHT RITUALS

Suppose that we are sociologists interestedin therelationship between leisure

time activities and drinking behavior among American males. As part of our
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TABLE 14-3

Six Random Men:Values of Numberof Beers and Numberof Football Games
Various Sums, Sums of Squares, and Sums of Cross Products Needed to Compute
Regression Measures Are Also Shown.

 

 

 

Person Beers (X) x? Football Games (Y) y? xy
i 3 9 6 36 ig
2 10 100 23 529 239
3 6 36 16 256 96
4 1 ] 3 9 3
5 2 4 10 100 20
6 8 64 8 64 64

TN=30 Y= 2M SY= 66 Y= 94 Tyo

ay

LY = 66

(ZX)\(=¥) = 1980 (ZY)? = 4356

DxY = 431 Dy? = 994

nZUXY= 2586 n DY? = 5964

 

 

investigation we would like to examine the question of whether there is a
relationship between watching football games anddrinking beer. Toaddress this
question, we randomlyselect six males from the U.S. population. We ask each
individual in the sample how manyfootball games per season he watches and
how manybeers a week he drinks. Supposethat this study producesdata shown
in Table 14-3 and depicted as a scatterplot in Figure 14-4. A glance at this
scatterplot indicates that the two variables do indeed seem to berelated in the
sense that men who tend to watch large numbersoffoothall gamesalsotendto
drink large quantities of beer. Let's see how wecan generate some quantitative
descriptors ofthis relationship.

 

REGRESSION LINE

Recall our earlier discussionoflinearrelationships. We pointedoutthat a linear
relationship between twovariables, X and Y, is characterized by an equation of
the form

Y=bX +a

where a and bare parameters ofthe equation,
Note that any unique pair of values of a@ and b will produce a unique

straight line. We nowmakethefollowing assertion: Givenanyscatterplot relating
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X and Y (such as the one in Figure 14-4) there is one best line—that is, one
articular a and oneparticular b—thatbestfits that scatterplot. In a moment we

shall defendthatassertion and describe how the best a and b are arrived at. For
now, examine Figure 14-5, which shows whatwill tumoutto be the best-fitting
straight line through the scatterplot of Figure 14-4.

Regression as prediction. Before describing where the best-fitting line of
Figure 14-5 comes from, we should emphasize that this line maybe viewedas
the line for most accurately predicting Y from X, in this case. numberoffootball
games from number ofbeers (assuming,of course, a linear relationship between
the two variables). That is, suppose a new man wereto be selected at random
who is known to drink an average of nine beers per week. How manyfootball

games would he be predicted to watch? To answer this question, we would
simply plug the value of X = into the best-fitting regression equation to come
out with the value of 17 football games, as depicted in Figure 14-6.

Prediction and prediction errors. We will now deal with the questions:
Where doesthe best-fitting regression line come from? Howisit computed? By
whatcriteria is it “best? We begin by creating some more precise notation,
whichis illustrated in Figure 14-7. Each data point in Figure 14-7is labeledas
(X,, Y,). Now consider the regression line. Eachofthe X,'s has associated with

it some predicted Y; score that we label ¥/. Also, for each data point thereis an
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FIGURE 14-6 Regression as prediction. From ourbest-fitting regression line wea
predict Yvalue given anyarbitrary X value.
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FIGURE 14-7 Notation for dealing with regression lines. Each obs: ilabeled as (X,, Y,). Each predicted data point is labeled (X, Y. Enarw Seeet is
difference between observed andpredicteddata points, Y, — Y!

error, whichis the difference betweentheactual observed point andthe predicted
point. This erroris referred to as Y, — Y/.

Good andbadregression lines. Nowlet's return to the question of where
the regression line comes from. Intuitively, there are some regressionlines that
seem to be good regressionlines and otherregression lines that seem to be bad
regression lines. Figure 14-8 shows some examplesofregression lines that vary
in their goodness.Forinstance, panel a representsa relatively good regression

line, whereas panels b through e represent relatively bad regression lines.
Panel f represents a horrible regressionline.

What distinguishes good regression lines from bad regression lines? The
answeris that the errors—the Y; — Y, scores—are in general big around the

badregressionlines and smaller aroundthe goodregressionlines. This observation
provides a clue for how to generate abest regression line. We wantto find that
regression line that will in some way minimize the errors, the ¥, — Y/ scores.

To dothis, we first need some sort of overall score to reflect the size of
the (Y — Y')'s. One possible candidatefor sucha score is simplythe sumofthe
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$0 - $0 -

 

 

  
 30-40

 

FIGURE 14-8 Examples of whatare intuitively “good” or “bad” regression lines

(¥, — ¥/)’s. Perhaps, we should try to find the regression line that minimizes

 

this sum.
Appealing though it seems, such a procedure has a Haw that we have

encountered before, which is that some of the (¥, — Y/)’s will be positive and

others will be negative. Since the negative errors will tend to cancel outthe
positive errors, the sum of the (Y — Y;)’s would not be a very good measureof
total error.

Anotherpossibility would be to sumthe absolute values ofthe error scores.
This would be an improvement. But an alternative that will turn out to
have some very useful properties is to square each Y, — Y/ and sumthese

(Y, — Y/)?'s. Thus,for anygiven regression line, a “total squared error” canbe
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defined by the expression

Total squared error = >) (¥, — Y/)?
Gta
points

Table 14-4 lists the total squared errors associated with each ofthe re resi
lines shown in Figure 14-8. A glance at Table 14-4 should confirm our eae
‘Those regression lines that seem like bad regression lines produce bi woul
squared errors, and those regressionlines that seemlike better region lines
produce smallertotal squared errors. Now what we wouldlike to dois calculate
that regression line that minimizes the total squarederror.

TABLE 14-4

Error Scores Associated with
Each Regression Line Shown in

 

 

Figure 14-9

Regression Line Ly, -

a 490
b 1184

c 2549

d 789

e 1340
f 71

Foreach regression line, the error score is computed by
the expression

E=2(¥,- YF

where Y, is the observed data point and Y/ is the predicted
data point (that is, the vertical projection of ¥, on to the
regression line).

 

Digression 14-1 derives the best-fitting regression line for any given

scatterplot.It shows that the slopeb ofthebest-fitting regressionline is computed

from the equation

 

EXEY) xen5}

  

Once we have computed b, we can simplyplugit into the equation

LY, — bzX,

n
a= 

(14-3)
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to determine a. Thus, Equations 14-2 and 14-3 togetherallow us to cal
the best-fitting regression line.* Culate

Nowlet’s compute this regression line for our example. In Table 14.3
listed all the terms we need to computethe best-fitting regressionline, (W hee
also included some terms that we do not need, but wewill need these | ae
Using Equation 14-2, we can computeb,the slope: ater.)

p ==_ 606 _ |58
1284-900 384

Likewise, using Equation 14-3, we can computea, theintercept:

66 — (1.58) (30)
ac 6

18.6
See 3.1

Andthat’s how the best-fitting regression line shown in Figure 14-5 was arrived
at.

14-5 A best-fitting regression line for predicting ¥ from Xis the one thatminimizes the sum ofthe squared Y, — Y/ errors. To determine this
best-fitting line. we calculate b, the slope, using Equation 14-2 and
then calculate a, the intercept parameter, using Equation 14-3,

HOW GOODIS THE FIT?

Now that we have determined how to compute the best-fitting regression line,
let's tum ourattention to some measure of how good thefit is—thatis, how well
the data points are fit by a straight line. To get a feeling for what we mean by
goodnessoffit, consider the three scatterplots depicted in Figure 14-9. Each of
these scatterplotsis fit best by the identical regression line, but as can be seen,

*Note that from Equation 14-3, we can derive

a= ZY¥/n-bEX/n

Now note that Y,/n and X,/n are the meansofthe Y scores and X scores, respectively. Designating
these means as M, and Mx,

a = My - bMy

or

M,=nMy +a

This meansthat (M,, Mx) is always one point on the best-fitting regressionlinc.
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FIGURE 14-9 Different scatterplotsthat produce id es tent
vary in how good is fit of data points toline. In generalve estting Fegressionlinesdis general, the furth 'be from regression line, the pooreri ft. Goodness of fit is reected Gears fend to

the fits vary in how goodthey are. The total squared error is cl bate
panel a, small in panelc, and intermediate in cael b. i Slearly lage fn

Pearson r?. A common measure of howwell the data pointsarefit by a straight
line (that is, of how good the correlation is) is called a Pearson Pafter he
statistician Karl Pearson. A Pearson r? is a numberthat can vary between 0 and
1 (like probability). To the extentthat the fit of the data to a straight lineis good,
the associated Pearson r? tends toward 1.0. Tothe extent thatthe fit of the data
toa straightline is poor, the associated Pearson r? tends toward 0. The Pearson r's
are listed for each ofthe scatterplots in Figure 14-9. As can be seen, the better
the fit, the bigger the r?. In the extreme (Figure 14-9c) the data are fit perfectly
by a straightline, and r? = 1.0, whichis as bigas it can be.

Weshould point out that variables that are negatively correlated are also
related more or less well byastraight line. Figure 14-10 shows a series of
scatterplots that reflect negatively correlated variables. Again, good fits lead to
smaller error terms and big Pearsonr*'s. Poorfits lead to big error terms and
small Pearson r?'s.

The formula for the Pearsonr? is

(SXF
Jin 597 (2¥,"7]

This formula looks somewhat formidable, butthereis actually a nice symmetry
to it. Let's reflect a bit on this symmetry. First we note that there are three
factors in the formula, one factor in the numerator(whichis squared) and two
factors in the denominator. These three factors bear a gooddeal ofsimilarityto
one another. Thefirst term in each ofthe three factors is n times the sum of
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FIGURE 14-10 Value of Pearson r* reflects only goodness of fit andis unaffected bywhethercorrelation is positive or negative. y

two things multiplied together. In the case of the numerator the two thingsthat
are multiplied together are X, and Y,; thus, the first term in the numerator is
n= X,Y,. In the first factor of the denominatorthe first term is n 5 X,X;, o
n = X}; and likewise, in the second factor of the denominatorthefirst term is
nZY,Y,, orn = Y?.

Thesecondterm ofeachfactoris the productoftwo sums. In the numerator
the two sums are = X, and = Y;. In thefirst term of the denominator, the two
sumsare both 2 X,—so we geta (= X,)°; and the secondfactorofthe denominator
involves two E Ys—so we get a (= Y,)?, See the symmetry?

The “guts” of the Pearson r? formulalie in the numerator, whichis related
to whatis called the covariance of X and Y. Covariance is a measure of how
much X andYare related. To the extent that X and Yare positively related,
their covariance will be large and positive. To the extent that X and Y are
negatively related, their covariance will be large and negative. Note that if X and
Y are either positively or negatively related, their squared covariance (whichis
in the numeratorof the Pearson r? formula)will be large and positive.

The denominatorof the Pearson r* is a “normalizing factor” that corrects
for the scales used for measuring X and Y.It is because of this normalizingfactor
that r? falls between 0 and 1. As Digression 14-2 shows, the twofactors in the
denominatorof the r? formulaare very closely related to the varianceofthe X's
and the variance ofthe Y's.

In Table 14-3 we havelisted all the terms needed to computea Pearson r?
for our example data. The r?is

(2586 — 1980)?

(1284 — 900)(5964 — 4356)

= 0.59

  

 
r2



14-6 The Pearson r?is a measure of how wea ell th fonshi
and ¥ is characterized by a straight line v-eana between ¥
from 0) (for the worst possible fit) fo 1.0(for the oetealead va

el h.

Meaning of Pearson r?. Wehave seen tha at
goodness offit. To the degree that two iteseae d ‘theresulPearson r? will be close to 1, and to the degree that the ty ‘ caetecorrelated, the resulting Pearson r?will be close to 0. Homece the Pe :has a much more specific meaning. To see whythis is so let us fi mcraethe total variance of the Y scores (numberoffootball games) usi re heCoalequation for variance. (Note that this variance is the variance of th 7. oethemselves and not an estimate of any population variance.) rialonBethe varianceofthe

Y

scoresis So the equation for

Wehave already listed the various terms usedin this equation (Table 14-3).
the varianceis easily computedto be ho

gp = ss)’
6 6

= 165.7 — 121.0 = 44.7

Nowlet us consider the Y' scores—thesix scores that are predicted from
the regression equation andthe X,'s. Wehavelisted these Y’ scores in Table 14-5.
Just as we computed the variancein the original Yscores, we can also compute

TABLE 14-5

Listing of Y/ and Y; — Y} Scores; Y’ Scores Are Computed Using

y! = 1.58X, + 3.1

 

 

 

XY Y (Yi)? ¥,-¥} (Y, — ¥/)?

3. 6 7.84 61.47 - 1.84 3.39
10 23 18.90 357.21 4.10 16.81
6 16 12.58 158.26 3.42 11.70
a! 4.68 21.90 - 1.68 2.81
2 10 6.26 39.19 3.74 13.99

8 8 15.74 247.75 -774 59.91

LY; = 66 = 885.78 =S(,- ¥/) = 000 L(y, - YP = 108.62
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the variance in these Y’ scores. This variance is

ry yi\ 253. = 2 - (=)
n n

ser _ (ey
= 147.6 — 121.0

= 266

W
Now let’s divide the variance ofthe Y’ scores by the variance ofthe Original

Yscores. This ratio is

   —— = 0.60
44.7

 

¥

whichis exactly the same as the r? that we computed above. This is no accident
It is meanttoillustrate that a Pearson r? may be viewed as the percentage of the
total variance in the Y scores that is accounted for by a straight line. Weshall
have a bit more to say about this shortly, but first let's compute one other
interesting variance.

Just as we computed the variance of the Y scores and of the Y" scores
we can also compute the variance ofthe error scores—of the (Y — Y’)'s. In
Table 14-5 we listed these error terms—the (Y, — Y/)'s have a variance just like
any otherset of scores, whichis

ro? fza~-yp]?
n

 

_ 108.62 |
——-0

6

= 18.1

Nowlet's add the variance due to the Y’ scores (26.6) to the variance ofthe
Y — Y' scores, which we have just computed to be 18.1. This sum is 44.7, which
is exactly equal to the variance ofthe original Yscores.

Another variance pie. Just as we did in ANOVAsituations, we can subdivide
variance in a correlational situation into its components. That is, we have some
total variance of the “dependentvariable” of the Y scores. This total variance is
divided into two components, that variance due to regression (the variance of
the Y’ scores) and that variance dueto error (the variance of the Y — Y’ scores).



MEASU

14-7 The Pearson Fis equal to the variance of the ¥" scores dlthe-variance of the ¥ scores. Ttcan also be viewnd seen ebof the yariance in the Y scores accounted for by»: percentage
X scores, assiiminga linear relationship between X und Fhe aeof the Y scores may be viewed as the y a
(variance of the ¥’ scores) plus variance not
of the ¥Y — Y' scores.)

 

Y The variance:
ADANCE associated with X
associatedwith X (variance

Standarderrorofestimate. Since r? is the

forby a straight line, we can see that 1 — 2

is not accounted for by a straight line—th

attributable to the Y — Y",or error,scores,

Percentageof variance accounted
is the Percentage ofvariance thatat is, the percentage of varianceThe square

a
rootofthis expression,

vite
times the standard deviation ofthe Y scores, or

SyVI=?

is referred to as the standard error ofestimate. It
interval (in particular, a 67% confidenceinterval) in that it refers to the standard
deviation of the Y scores correspondingto anygiven value ofX,So, suppose thatyou were given some new X value and you wanted to estimate what thecorresponding Y value would be. Togetthe best estimate, you would plug the
X value into the regression equation and get the predictedY' score. But your
confidence in that score wouldbe reflected bythe standard error oftheestimate.
A particular Y score would, with about 67% probability. be within plus or minus
the standard errorofthe estimate of Y’.

is essentially a confidence

Pearson r. We havejust seen that the Pearson r2 has the convenient property
of being equal to the percentage of variance in the Yscores that is accounted
for by regression—thatis, the amountofvariance in the Yscores that is predicted
by the X scores, Thus, r? is a very meaningful measure. It does, however,
have the shortcoming that it does not reflect whether a given relationship is
positive or negative. A measure thatis often usedto circumventthis problem is
a Pearson r, which is the square root of a Pearson r?. Accordingly, the Pearson r
is computed by the formula

n2=X,

 

EX,ZY,

 

A Pearson r, which can vary from + 1.0 to —1.0,is positive if the relationship
between two variables is positive and negative if the relationship between two
variables is negative. Figure 14-11 illustrates this, showing some examples of
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FIGURE 14-11 Various scatterplots along withtheir associated regression lines, rs
and r*'s. Note that r reflects goodnessoffit as well as whethercorrelationis positive or
negative. However, r° reflects goodnessoffit only.

various scatterplots along with their associated Pearson r’s, Pearson r?’s, and
best-fitting regressionlines.

Testing Significance of a Relationship

So far we havetalked about what correlation is and how to measureit. Inthis
section we'll describe howtotest thestatistical significance ofa correlation.

NULL HYPOTHESIS FOR CORRELATION

Let's continue with our current example. Recall that we computedour correlation
measures on a randomly drawn sample of n = 6. Consider the hypothesis that
in the population from which this sample was drawn (American males), there is
actually no correlation between numberof beers drunk and numberoffootball
gameswatched. Accordingto this null hypothesis, the Pearson r? for the entire

 



TESTING SIGN IFICANCE OF

ypulation (which, being a population parameter, is ref:
zero.If this null hypothesis were true, would ae refe

(the r2) to be 0? The answeris no, hecause the

We may just happen to have picked a sample
yurious correlation exists. Therefore,

Oiserved correlationis significantly diferentfeneaOfestingwhether our

to determine how extreme our observed r?is assuming the peel we need

be true. 5 hypothesis to

red to as p2) would beexpect the sample correlationFe Is error variance in the data,of six individuals for whom a

THE r-TO-t TRANSFORMATION

Fortunately, this is easy to do. Without going into the
ion, i mathemati 5

situation, it turns out that we can compute the followingstatist hematics of the
 

 

This t is just like any other¢; notice thatit is based on n — 2
(where of course nis the numberof ohservations—the

that we have). In our example n = 6, and

77 V4)

degreesof freedom
numberofp:

 

8 of scores

   

One-tailed versus two-tailed tests. Should we do a one-tailed test or a
two-tailed test? Two situations mayexist in terms ofa priori notions about the
direction of the relationship (shouldit exist). On the one hand, we might have
some a priori notion that two variableswill be positively correlated—or that two
variables will be negatively correlated. In the example at hand we might have
had ana priori notionthatif there exists anycorrelation at all between number
of football games watched and number of b drunk, that correlation should
be positive. In this case we would doa one-tailedtest on the data. Just as is trie
with any one-tailedtest, we could onlyreject the null hypothesis if the observed
relationship was in the expecteddirection.

Onthe other hand, if we did not have any a prion notion as to whether
the relationship is positive or negative, we woulduse a two-tailedcriterion ¢ and
we wouldreject the null hypothesis ofzerocorrelationif the observedcorrela
were sufficiently large in cithera positive or a negative direction.

  

  

  

  

Power and numberofobservations. Recall thatin =-tes
the powerofthe test reflected thetest's ability to detect (reveal as significant)
anydifference betweenthe conditions that actuallyexisted. Thehigher the power

of the test, the smaller the probability of making a type II error, Recall further

that one of the main ingredients of power was the mumber of subjects in the

 

and¢-testsituations
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‘ The more subjects in the experime: >experiment. he m 7 I ent, the greater is the Power of

 

the associated t
A correlational situation is much the same. The Powerof¢

he
reflects the test's ability to declare an observedcorrelation to besignifi
that there actually is some correlation in the population, The fon ‘Nt given

r-to-t transformation makesthis relationship between n and ie ri for the
exceed

Mtosp test
lc 

  

ident. Since the term Vn — 2 appears in the numerator edlingh,
ee ofthe rto-t igh
i t be true that, holding the observed r constant, the large: CUtatig,it mus! larger the fi

 

observations on which that ris based, the greaterwill be the
the moral in a correlational situation is the sameas it js in g

situation: The moreobservations, the more there is chance of detec
relationshipthatexists in the population. tect

 

 

14-8 Hypothesis testing in 4 correlational situation involyes establi

null hypothesis that no relationship exists hetween ¥ and Hi t

ulation and an alternative hypothesis thal a relationship do ‘ i
‘The test itself is carried ont via the Lo-t transfontation, DES Nis

Other Types of Relationships

The topics of correlation and regression are actually vast ones about whieh
numerousbooks have been written. Because theyare not the major topie abe

book, we have goneinto detail about only the very simplest type of ‘onde

In closing, we should just like to briefly mention other, more complicated f _
of correlation that one often encounters in theliterature. se

 

CURVILINEAR CORRELATION

Wehave described correlationas reflecting a relationship betweentwo variahles
X and Y. Moreover. we have so far constrained our discussion to relationships
that are linear. Suppose. however, we areinterestedin the relationship between
a person's age and the timeit takes that person to run the hundred-vard dash
If we were to observe a large number of individuals and for eachindividud
record both the age and the time to run the hundred-varddash, we might el s
relationship such as the one shownin Figure14-12. As wecansee,t is relationship
is systematic and reasonably casy to describe. However, it is not alin
relationship but is rather a curvilinear relationship.

Whentesting a linear relationship between two variables X and ¥. ve
essentially determine howwell the observed data werefit bythe linear equatw |

 

 

 

  

Y=bX +a
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FIGURE 14-12 Example of data that form curvilinear pattem,

Likewise, when testing a curvilinear relationship between X
determine howwell the observeddataare fit by
quadratic,

Y=)X+b

and Y, we can
a curvilinear function such as a

 

Using techniques similar to theone describedabove, wecan select the parameters
b,, bs, and a so as to onceagain minimizethe sumof the squarederrors between
the predicted curvilinear regression line (which would be a parabola) and the
observed data points. Once again, we would get an r? that is a measure of how
goodthis fit is. Such an r? would be equalto the proportion of varianceofthe
original Yscores accountedfor bythe best-fitting quadratic regression line,

 

 

MULTIPLE REGRESSION

 

Recall that one of the w iscussing correlation is in terms of prediction.
Thatis, a regression line provides a theoretical relationship between X and Y.
Given anyparticular X score, we canthereforeuse the theoretical relationship
(the regression equation) to predict whatthevalueofthe corresponding ¥should

he.

  

Often, asituationexists in which thereis not just one, but several, predictor

variables, that is, several types of X's. Suppose. for example, that an admissions

eeis trying to evaluate medical school applicants. On what does sucha

committee base its evaluations? There areseveral pieces of information about
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cach candidate available to the committee. For example, it has candidates:
undergraduate grade point averages (GPA) and the candidates’ MCAT i ra
(They undoubtedly have other pieces of information

as

well, but for sim ae
let us confine our attention to these two.) Howmuch weight should the E
committee give to cach of these twopieces ofinformation?

 

 

admissions

Predictorvariablespredictthe criterion variable. Supposethat there
some criterion variable such as grade point age in medical school,
admissions committee's goal is to choose those applicants who will score
onthis criterion variable, that
best medical school grade point ave
Table 14-6,

CXists
andthe
highes

the applicants whq will eventually ‘ich A

es, Sucha situation is demonstrated in

 

  
  

 

A multiple-regression equation. NowJet's suppose we havé a linear equation

that relates these three variables: ¥

Y = DX, + biXy + a (14-4)

Onceagain, using appropriatetechniques, wecanselect the values of by, bs, and
a suchthat weget a best fit of the equation to the data. Andthis is our multiple.
regression equation, Along with the multiple-regression equation wecan compute

a multiple r? (whichis actuallyreferred to as R*) that represents the percentage
of variance in the criterion variable (the Y scores) that is accounted for hy

multiple regression, that is, predicted bythe twoX's (Table 14-6) .
Nowlet's go back to our original question of whichstudents the admissions

committee will choosefor medical school. Since Equation 14-4 providesthehest
prediction of thecriterion variable (medical school GPA) from the predictor
variables (GPA and MCAT). wecan plug each of our applicants’ MCATscores

  

    

  

  

TABLE 14-6

Example ofa Situation Involving One Criterion Variable (Y) and Two Predictor
Variables (X, and X,)

 

Predictor. Varighles Criterion Variable
  
 

 

Student undergraduate GPA X, MCATscore Y = medical school GPA

1 3.25 620 3.12

2 3.95 630 3.43
3 3.50 710 3.87

4 2.95 790 3.32

5 3 690 3.00

 



and GPA scores into Equation 14-4 and ,

GPA.Then wecan simplyselect thosestudents whith
GPAs are highest.*

hie

In general, if we have L predictor y

can computea regression eq

arriveat

   

 

dictor medical. schoolPredicted medical school
‘ariables andon

redict $ and one criterion variable, wation of the form Sees

  

y= bX) + bXy +--+ +X, ta

and we can always find the values ofthe coe!

will provide the best fit.
  fficients—the b's and the a—that

14-9 Multipleregressionis asituation akinto multif

; actor ANOVA jn whic
thereis one to-be-predicted varuble (Y) and More thar¢ a ce
variable (X)

Ha) One predietoy

Regression Toward the Mean
Beforeendingthis chapter, we wouldlike to describea manifestation ofcorre|
as predictionthat is quite commonin everydaylife. This manifestation is
regressiontoward the mean. We will first illustrate regression using a apiweniint
example involving 1Q. Weshall then provide someother real-world in ces of

 

    

  

 

PREDICTING IQ

Recall that IQ, a common measureofintelligence, is normallydistributedin the
United States with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of15. Suppose we

consider the population ofall mothers who have one daughter. If we were to
measure the IQs of all these mothers and daughters, we would be able to
computethecorrelation between the mother’s and daughter's 1Q. Supposethat
the correlation, expressedas a Pearsonr,is 0.50.

Toillustrate regression, let's focus our attention onall mothers who have
an 1Q of 130. Whatis the mean 1Q of their daughters? The answer, it tums out,

is that the daughters have a mean 1Q of 115, That the daughter's 1Q is expected

to be closer to the mean than the mother’s [Q is what is meant by regre

toward the mean.

   

mn

“The University of Oregon Psychology Department uses precisely this technique for sereemng
potential graduate students.
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To understand whythis regression ocours, we can think in terms of

to predict daughter's 19. In making such a prediction, we eaivane tn

sources of information, the mean 1Q of the population and the Mother’ a

relative weights that we give to these two sources of information oti be & te
en by

appeal to tvohypothetical extremesituations.
pee F fh élation between th *

Supposefirst that the correlation betweenthe mother's and daughter’ :
swere zero. What would we predict the daughter's 10 to be? Well. 3

mother's IQ is, by definition, of no use in predicting daughter's 10, ee the

guess would be the population mean of 100. Thatis, in making theee

we would give complete weight to the population mean and no weight to Tae

1Q. Suppose.to take the other extreme, that the correlation between the fees

and daughter's IQ were 1.00. In this event we would predict the dauighte ler's

130-1Q mothertoalso have an 1Q of 130 (and our prediction wouldhe mee

In this case we would give complete weight to the mother's 10 and tener

“ightto the population mean. .

The point of this illustration is that. in predicting the daughter's 10.
the

larger is the mother-daughter correlation. the better the mother's IQ ix
predictor ofthe daughter's 1Q, and the more weight we give to mother's a

This should make sense. If the correlation is zero, we give no Weight to :

mother’s IQ and the entire weight to the population mean. If the sarrebing e

1.0, we give the entire weight to the mother's 1Q and no weightto the Poptlation
mean.

nm

In an in-hetween situation, we give some weight to both soe

information. More precisely, the weighting formulais s Of

Predicted ¥ = rX + (1 — r)p

where Yis the to-be-predicted variable (daughter's 1Q inthis example), X is the
redictorvariable (mother’s 1Q), 4. is the population mean of the Y's, and ris

the correlation between X and ¥. We have actually simplifieda bit here by using
an example in which the X's and the Y's have the samevariance. In fact, the
more general equation is in terms of = scores andis

 

yet

where =, is the predicted = score of the Y variable and =, is the obsened
= score of the X variable, Note that the mean 2 of any set of scoresis abvas
zero, This equation makesit crystal clear that the weighting of our two sources
ofinformation(the predictor variable and the population mean) is interms of
the correlation between X and Y. The bigger the correlationis, the more weight
goes to the predictor variable, and theless weight goes to the population mean

 

   

THREE OTHER EXAMPLES

   As indicated earlier, regression plays a major, although subtle, role in the real
world. We'll provide three examples ofit here.



REGRESSION TOWARD THE

The downfall of the Seattle Seahawks, Ti » cdots .

Seattle Seahawks football team won 12 iis We the delight of the, t Sin the I9only 4. This was accomplished without their st sana
who was injured in the season's first game. Wary, 4preseason national polls favored SealetowintheSy8 ei ethowever, the team went only 8 and 8 in 1985,and eid? one 1 aren.winter trying to explain this shocking disappointment. Had th if ey xKnox. lost his touch? Had Wamer's injuryreally not cleared ‘i ats cethe rest of the team? Had quarterback Daye Kreig yotten ove i filent® hat
fe eal geeot Q ‘erconfident? What

Well, it's possible that something really was amiss wi se
1985. But it's alsopossible to explain thelr ontoitaara rdthe mean. Let's think of X as the number of games wonby a teahyyoyY as the number of games won in 1985, The correlation, huskies ms i _
certainly not perfect; perhapsit's around r = 0.4, Now across all rn a ‘te
mean number of games won in a season must be & (half of the 16th “played). Since the Seahawks won 12 games (X) inv 1 ‘iof wins in 1985 (¥)can beobtained by our pre

Y = 04U12) + 0.6(8) = 9.6

 

sans, the
rason, while losingar running back, Curt Wamer

  

 

 

 

  fe
954, the predicted number

diction formula;

So on a statistical basis alone, the Seahawks expect to w
games in 1985 given that they won 12 in 1984. Inf
unreasonablydifferent fromthis expectation.

This same reasoning can be appliedto a varietyof sporting st:
baseball plaver with the highest batting average during one year
expected to have a lower average thefollowing year. Thoreis happier opposi

lc of the coin; the plaver with the lowest average one vear expects ta have a
higher average the following year. And so on. Regression toward the meanis
pervasive in the world of sports and canexplaina variety of othunvise puzzling
events. :

c in only about 9 or 10
fact, they won 8, whichis not

attistics. The
ically.
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The promising freshman. Goll. the son of two proud parents, started at
Brown University in 1963, After his freshman vear, Geoff had obtained a 4.0

grade point average; however, his sophomore GPA dropped ta 344. His
disappointed parents attributed Geoff's. scholas kil to drugs, fraternities,
women, orsomeinsidious combinationofthese three evils, Fortunately, however,
Geoff had eamed an A in his sophomore statisties class, and he was able to
explain to parents about regression toward the mean, Geolfpointed out that
the correlation hetween freshman and sophomore
thus, a student who obtaineda freshman GPA that was
froma purelystatistical viewpoint. expected to obtain a lower sophoiore GPA.
Ut did not seemto mollify Geoff's parents that Geoll’s friends who hadobtained
lower-than-the-meanfreshman GPAsdidgenerally hetter during their sophomore

vears,)
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far Tram perfect:
above the mean was,
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R RELATIONSHIPS

Israeli fighter pilots. A well-known psychologist, Danny Kahnema;
lectured to the Isracli Air Force on howfighter pilots should be if Sie
Kahnemanemphasized evidencepointing to the conclusion that reward ee
effective for learning than is punishment. A grizzled oldinstructor veh Tire
disagreed with this proposition, drawing on his own experience in sup} neath

contrary view. “I've tried reward.” he said. “andit doesn’t work. Punichon He
better. Whenastudent makes a truly beautiful manocuver and I reward hin s
it. he invariably does worse the next time. But when a student makes Ry Re
terrible manocuver and 1 punish him forit, he invariably does better the a -

   

 

 

time!” Mt
Weleaveit to the reader to figure out how the instructor's data can be

explained by regression toward the mean.

In this chapter we have very briefly gonethrough the concepts of correlation,
prediction, and linear regression—what they are and how to deal with them
quantitatively.

1. Both a correlational and an experimental study are designed to investigate
relationships among variables. In an experimental study we control one
(or more) independent variables and measure a dependent variable. From
the results of an experimental study we can make causalinferences about the
effect of one variable on another. However, in a correlational study we do
not control anything. Rather, we just measure variables in an after-the-fact
sort ofwayand lookat therelationship between them, Following a correlational
study we can infer the existence of relationships amongvariables, but we
cannot infer that changes in one variable cause changes in a second variable.
To quantify linear relationship, we can compute a regressionline whichis
a linear function relating variable Y to variable X. A best-fitting regression
line has the property that it minimizes the sum of the squareddifferences
betweenthe actual (observed) Y scores and whattheseYscores are predicted
to be (the ¥' scores). This regression line is also referred to as the line of

best prediction from X toY.

 

3. A Pearson r? is used to measure goodness offit. A Pearson r? is the ratio of
the varianceof the predicted (Y") scores to the total varianceofthe original
Y scores, As such, it is interpreted as the percentage of variance in the
Y scores that is accounted for by linear regression—or the percentage of
variancein the Yscores that maybepredicted bythe X scores. The Pearson r

is the square root of the Pearson r?. A Pearson r is positive or negative

depending on whether the correlation between the two variables is positive

or negative.
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4, There are many other more complicated forms o|
regresian NE. i vet i. test a quadratic(a type ofcurvilinear) relveen twovariables, Likewise. i au ar) relationshibetweenty D es r ‘ewise, multiple regression may beused ina sistship
where there are several predictor variables (that is, several X" eaeto predict a single Y. X's) that are used

5. Regression toward the mean is a pervasive phenomenon j
When some variable X is being used to predict some aa
predicted Yis closer to the mean ofthe Y's than is to

F regression, Quadratic

 

vday life.
othervariable Y, the
the mean ofthe X's,

  

DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION 14-1

Derivation of Regression Line That Will Minimize 2(¥, — ¥/)?

As noted, a regression equation takes the form

Y) =bX,+a

Our goalis to select the values of @ and bthat will vieldthe
say = YP. :

Let us refer to [(¥, — Y/) as E (for,error). Thus,

E=X(¥,- Y/)?

line minimizing

 

(D-1)

Since

t= bX, +a (D-2)
Wecansubstitute Equation D-2 into Equation 1D-1 to obtain

E=3([Y,- (bX, + aP (D-3)
Expanding Equation D-3,

 

— 2Y(DX, + a) + (bX, + @)?]

" E[¥? — 2bX,¥, — 2aY, + b?X? + QabN, + a2]

= DY? — {EINY, — WLY, + b7TN? + Aah IX, + na?

(where n is the number ofdata points), Our strategy will now beas follows
Since we wish to find those values of @ and bthat minimize E. we will take
partial derivatives of Efirst with respect to a and then with respect to b. Setting
these partial derivatives to zero will provide twosimultaneous equations relating
ato b. Solving these simultancous equations will give expressions for @ and b,

Thus,
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a -2ZY, + 2zUX, + 2na
da

Setting dE/da to zero,

LY,-bzUX, = na

or

EN5X
oe" oh (D-4)

Now,

aE ; ra
— = -22 X,Y, + AUX} + WX,
ab

Setting E/abtozero,

bUX2= ZX,Y,- atx,

 

or

TXY,- alX,

one (D-5)

Now substituting Equation D-4 into Equation D-5,

a SH

LEXY, EXEY,

|

b(EX,)!?
“SXF n EXP” ndX?

or

D(ZX,)?

_

TXY, TY,
(D-6) 

b-“SxP 7 EXP EX?

_EXY, EXEY,
~ EXP n ZX?
 

 

or

_ EXY/EXZ- EX TYME)
1 = (ZXP)/n DX?
  b
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DIGRESSION 14-2

Variance, Covariance, and r?

s we have already noted, the equation f zAs we have already noted, the equation for the P “arson r? is
Fed In SXY - (NE NP

[nS¥? = (YPnEe— Oy
   

 

(D-1)

Dividing numerator and denominator of Equation D-1 hynt yields
. (EX¥/n = (EXUE Yep ,

[En — (EXMPUS VM — BY wet
The numerator of Equation 1D-2 is the squared covarianceof X
label [S¥y]2 Notethat the two terms in the numerator of Ean
variances of the Y and X scores, S$ and $%. Thus, anothe:
Pearson r? is

= [Ser }/S5S%

and Y, which we
Equation 10-2 are the

F way ofexpre     

 

DIGRESSION 14-3

Prediction of X from Y

 

So far our discussion of correlation has revolved around the prediction of
Yscores fromX scores. Forinstance, in our football/becr example, we concentrated
on predicting the numberof football games watched (¥) from the number of
beers drunk (X).

Referring to Figure 14-4, suppose that we wishedto predict the X scores
from the Y scores. Thatis, suppose that we were given the number offootball
games lee . bi

to predict the numberofbeers that ind

might be to simplyuse the sameregre

(Figure 14-6), but such an inclination would lead us astray, Re

X-to-¥ regression line is computed so as to minimize the

between the Y i

minimizing the
want to minimize the errors between the observed and the predicted X’s—that

is, we are concemed with minimizing the horizontal distances between the

observed X’s andtheregression line, It tums out that this criterion (usually)

requires a different regressionline.
Just as the formul,

n=XyY

nd}

  

   ed on that information, we wanted
idual sill drink. Ourfirst inclination

Ay calculated
I thatthe

ared error terms

    

  

  

  

   

   

 

obtaining the Y-from-X regression are

(ZEX\ZY)

(23

 

 b=    

and
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_SY-bEX
n

a

the analogous formulasfor obtaining the X-from-Yregression equation are

po MEAT = (EXVEY)
0S AS ye— (SYP

and

_EX-b3Y
n

a

The Pearson r?, however.is identical whether predicting ¥ from X or Predicting

X from Y.
Given two variables, practical factors often dictate which should hethe

predictor and which should be the predictedvariable. For exampl suppose a
are interested in the relationship between aperson's IQscoreas a teonager i
the person's vearly income as an adult. Since teenage 1Q occurs Prior to aul
income,it makes sense to wantto predict thelatter from the former, ratherthan
vice versa. By convention, the predictorvariable is usuallylabeled as X and the

 

 

 

predicted variable, Y.

PROBLEMS

1. Drawscatterplots that would roughlycorrespondtothefollowingsituations
(stated in terms of regression lines and Pearson r's).

 

 

a. Y = 0.65X + 25 r 0.25
b. ¥ -0.51X + 15 r= 0.75
e Y=X+3 r= 1.00

dy=4 r=0

e Y= 3X + 14 r = 0.95
f. Y = 16X +2 r= -0.05
g Y = 16X +3 r= —0.99

Sages

 

2. A sports psychologist is interested in the relationship between play
and their batting averages. Twelve players, chosen at random, yieldedthe
following data:

 

Player

J 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I
16 17 31 25 22 24 28 21 2k Ik 35  Age

Average 0.225 0.350 0.150 0.275 0.269 0.2000.320 0.315 0.195 0.200 0.310 0.2%:



PROBLEMS

 

a. Compute the regressionline Predicting average from ,
b. From this regression line compute eachpl oooa aerror (difference between predicted and actual cae Srehage andc. Compute the variance of the actual averages, Aa

errors. How dothesevariancesrelate to one antl ee ad. Whatis the ratio of the variance of the

met

en eet
of the actual averages?

e. Compute a Pearson r*for these data. How
to your answerto question d?

 

Tages, and

predicted averages to the variance

doesthevalue of the r? compare

The samesports psychologist is interestedin the relationsh)
The sa psycholo ‘ + relationship hetween weiand discus-throwingability. Heselects a randoms; nple af 15 Sendsoethe population and measures both the Person's weigh i, ht andthe distance theyare able to throwthe discus. The data are as follows: Bowen, ty

 

 

Person Weight (pounds) Discusdistance (feet)
Maggie 120 135Fred 165 215Elaine 105 145
Suzie 128 129Robert 220 15Cooff 170 209

Earl 156 223
Linda 125 1MTom 190 200
Betsy 160 132
George 130 250
John 200 80Alinda 100 150Sylvia 130 135

a. Drawa scatterplot of these data.
b. Compute the regressionline predicting discus ¢
c. Compute the Pearson r? relating these twovaria

significantly different from 0?
d. Now repeat questions b and ¢for men and womenseparately.
e. Whatconclusion do vou draw about onepotential danger of computing

correlation:

   

nce from weight
les. Is this Pearson r?

 

 

. A sociologist is interested in therelationship betweenthesizeof acity and
its per capita murderrate. She chooses 10cities in the United States. The
sizes andper capita murderrates are shownonnext page:
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c.

d.

City
Lo? 3 4 896 7 § ge

Size (in 1000s) 150 990 75 520 610 304 190 100 gy 44!
Murderrate 20

(per 100,000 per year) 1.2 1143.1 4.0 3.1 42 20 03 1) 09

a. Drawa scatterplot depicting these data.

b. Compute regression equations to predict per capita murder rate fj
citysize. and vice versa. Tom

Whatis the correlation (Pearson r) between the twovariables?
Is the correlation significantly different from zero?

5. Consider the data of Chapter 5, problem8.
a.

b.

c.

d.

Find the regression equation to predict the 1Q of the high-SES twin from
the 1Q of the low-SES twin.

Find the regression equation to predict the 1Q ofthe low-SEStwin from
the 1Q ofthe high-SES twin.
Whatis the Pearson r? between IQ scoresofhigh- and low-SES twins?
Is this correlation significantly different from zero? .

6. A developmentalpsychologist is interested in whetherthere is a relationshi
betweensex and handedness. He selects a random sample of24 children, ES
each child. he assigns a | or a 0 corresponding to whetherthe child is male
or female and also a 1 or a 0 corresponding to whetherthechild is right- or
left-handed. The data are as follows:

Child Sex Handed Child Sex Handed Child Sex Handed
 

1 1 1 9 0 1 It > 9
2 0 1 10 1 1 18 1 90
3 0 0 HO I 9 0 |
4) ie Fo 2 1 1 20 1 «0
By idi+ ft 3 0 «(0 a
6 1 1 40 «0 a
7 A 0 5 1 1 ay bd
8 1 1 16 1 0 4 0 0

Compute the correlation (Pearson r?) between sex and handedness. Is this
correlation significant?

7. A studyis done bythe telephone companyto determine whetherthere is anv
relationship between sex (male or female) and type of job (operator or
supervisor). Ten phone company employees are selected at random and
assigned a | or a 0 corresponding to whether they are female or male and
another1 or 0 corresponding to whether theyare an operatoror a supervisor.

respectively. The data are as follows:
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Person Female/Male(x) Operator/Supervisor (y)

C
H
I
P
M
A
L
E
W
E

o
r
r
o
r
o
-
o
r 1

1
0

0

0
1
0

1

‘
a. Determine r? for these data.

b. Test the significance ofthis

 

. A dental researcheris interested inthe relationship between the number of
times teeth are brushedper day and numberofcavities. The ieusarchorsake
six people how manytimesper day(one, two, or three) they brushtheir teeth
and how manycavities they have. The dataare as follows, showing the numbe:
of cavities for people who brush one, two, or three times a day:

NumberofBrushings(x)

2 3
 

21

5 Numberofcavities

S
m
a
l
e

a. Compute the regression line relating numberofbrushings and number of

cavities.

b. Compute r? for thesedata.

c. Test whether asignificant nonzerorelationship exists between the two

variables.



CHAPTER 115

AFTER OR INSTEAD OF

ANOVA

I, Chapters 11 through 13, we described several ANOVA
situations. Throughoutthese chapters we were sidesteppingan importantproblem:
Thealternative hypothesis is very vague in any design involving more than two
conditions. In general, givenJ conditions, the null hypothesis is that the population
meansfor the J conditions are all equal to one another,thatis,

Hoiby = be = = By (15-1)

where 4,is the population mean for the jth condition.
Suppose we perform a one-way ANOVAfollowing some experiment, and

the obtained is significant. What dowe conclude? Onlythat the null hypothesis
is false—or equivalently that the alternative hypothesis is true. Unfortunately,
however, as we have noted in the previous chapters, concluding that a null
hypothesis is false really provides very little information. The implicationis only
that somehoworotherat least one population mean differs fromat least one

other population mean. Butthis conclusion does notisolate wherethe difference

or differences actually occur, nor doesit tell us anything about howlarge or

importantthe differencesare.

474
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Conclusions stemming from a two-way ANOVAaretypical!
the samesorts of problems. Recall that a two- /pically plagued with-factor design i

F-tests—anF-test for eachof the two main esign involves three separateeffects and an F-test f i i

effect. Here the general problem ofisolating specific effects bretintertio
ins—it s

just slightly disguised. Suppose, for example, ‘

ewe. ANOVAreveals hoth main cffents pilenite ‘ ioesen, af

Sucha revelationis a start, but there remain many sthaeaneiee : sant
causes the difference amongthe four levels of factor 1? Whatcau: eat ae
amongthe three levels of factor 2? Andlikewise there are rea diffe eal
of means ina3 x 4 design that constitute an interaction. it i deeae
this, try plotting some hypothetical data fora 3 x 4 desig ands vhs ee

different ways you can produceaninteraction.) = See hw mien
In conjunction with descriptions ofstatistical i

confidence intervals. We saw thet plotting data eldieee

intervals provided us with a roughintuitive idea of where the poy lation ue
fall relative to one another. Having a rough idea of where nape meansEll
gives us, in tum, a rough idea of where the differences among meanslie. "But
rough ideais onlyastart. In this chapter we are going to deal with the rob

of howtostatistically olate differences among means. This problem is et
simpleone. It raises very sticky issues, Let's begin by describing the sticky issue

ofplannedversus post hoc comparisons. :

15-1 Just knowing Mo is false: providesrelatively little information in any
ANOVA ‘situation. After the ANOVA we needto acquire mare

information about the pattern of population means.

Planned and Post Hoc Comparisons

Let's go back to the issue we raised long ago concerning one-tailed versus

two-tailed t-tests (or =-tests). Recall that in a t-test or a -test situation we have

a relatively simple altemative hypothesis thatin its most general form states that

two population means are not equal to one another, or

Hy: py * Ba

Sometimes, as we have pointedout,this alternative hypothesis is stated more

precisely, because sometimes we havean apriori notion of which group has the

higher mean giventhat a difference between the means reallyexists,* Therefore.

this more precise (directional) formofthe alternative hypothesisis

Hy: by > Be

*For our purposes a priori means “formulatedprior to seeing the data.”
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Nowrecall that these two wavs of stating the altemative hypothesis ;
somewhat different tests, With an a priori notion about which of the mn a wely
meansis greater, a one-tailed testis performed, andthe null hypothesis oon
onlyif the difference between the obtained sample meansjs in hieaee
direction. Without an a priori notion about which of the Population med

ater, a two-tailed test is performed andthe null hypothesis is Ijecticdas is
if M, is sufficiently greater than M, or if Ms is sufficiently greater th either
However, when a two-tailed test is performed, the required (criterion) lifter M,

between the two means necessary to reject the null hypothesis must be eee
order to maintain a 0.05 a-level. (If you are the least bit foggy on any ottin

points. we recommenda reviewof Chapter6.) : ese

When we move to an ANOVAsituation with three or more conditions. 4
analogous.although somewhat more complicated, issue arises. In some anstan an

we may do an ANOVA-type experiment with no a priori idea about howo

condition population means might fall relative to oneanother. Such aNexperin ne
might be termed exploratory; it would generally not be an experiment Ane3
out with the purpose of testing any specific theory. To analyze this ial ae

experiment, we would be constrained to do whatare referred to as Post hac fa
or unplanned comparisons among means. In contrast, we might in ‘nvr
experiment have a rather precise a priori notion of what the pattern of means
should be. To analyze this kind of experiment, we would do specific planned
comparisons, in which specific patterns of means would be analyzed,

A posthoc test is roughly analogous to a two-tailed t-test. And, as was trie
with a two-tailed t-test, we must be concemed with the problemthat the null
hypothesis can be erroneouslyrejected more thanone way. A planned comparison,
onthe otherhand,is morelike a one-tailed test; thatis, to test specific hypotheses,
we perform relatively small numberofprecisely formulatedtests that either
pass or fail. In the next two sections we shall describe the properties ofthese
two methods ofdata analysis.

 

15-2 1we have ne a priori hypotheses as tothe pattonof ieans, we
perform post hoc tests: If we do have a prow hypotheses. we perform
planned compurisons,

Post Hoc Tests (Unplanned Comparisons)

As noted above, post-hoc tests are exploratory. They are not done totest any
specific hypothesis that has been formulated in advanceofthe experiment; rather.
they provide an after-the-fact evaluation of potentially interesting effects that
mayemerge from the data. Let's consider a situation in which post hoc tests
might appropriately be applied.



POST HOCTESTS (UNPLANNED COMPARISONS)

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES

Imagine we're educational psychologistsi ‘

of ty methods on amountof teaming feefedestithe eile of various types.

investigate this question, we plan to use 50 studentsreg ser safar scores) Tp

course. At the beginning of the course we randomly divideth for a particular

into five groups of 10 students per group. Students in grow 1 a students

are required to do the course reading but not eaten Tea ng group)

Conversely, students in group 2 (lecture group) are required t as lectures.

but not to do any reading. Students in group 3 (freedom aie fect techies

freedom to do anything they want, Students in group 4 Tork ave complete

the tutorial method; they are required to come to the feeup) leam by

1 hour of tutoring a week. Students in group 5 (tutor 2 grou ‘are t ols die

same as are students in the tutor 1 group but are required Aah re teste the

of tutoring a week. At the end of the course all 50 students ‘ches a " pas

and the mean exam score of each of the five groups is comy uted Tha asain,

means* as well as the correspondingtotals are shown in Table 15-1, ee

One-way analysis of variance. A glance at Table 15- :

among the sample means. The tdkiveprops for Saneenlesen

of 95% onthe final exam, whereas the freedom group is pefirnie ek fe sent

71% level. It is of course conceivable that the differences aiameive 7 te

means are due merely to chance fluctuations. Thus, the frst ste Deaths

an overall one-way ANOVA.
at Step perform

Let's suppose that the pattem ofindividual scores within groups is such

that the sum of squares within is 4500. We compute the sum of squares hetween

in the usual way:
s

y=
SSB= Zon ON

W

or

SSB = (8207/10 + - + + 8507/10) — 4160°/50

= 2928

At this point we can set up an ANOVAsummary table as depicted in Table 15-2.

There are 4 degreesof freedom between the five groups and 45 degrees of

freedom within—9 degrees offreedom within each ofthe five groups. Since the

obtained F(4, 45) is 7.32 andthecriterion F(4. 45) is 2.61, we can easily reject

the null hypothesis ofno differences among the five groups, Somewhere, somehow,

differences may be assumedtoexist.

 

“In presenting these and other data in this chapter we will include 95% confidence intervals around

the means. Since all our examplesinvolve between-subjects designs with equal n’s, the confidence

intervals are computedusing the formula

M + crit t(dfW) VMSW/n

AT7
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POST HOG

 

 

 

TABLE 15-2

ANOVA Summary Table for Educational Technique Experiment
ent!

df Ss
=Souree = SS MS Obtained F SAEE
Total 49 7428 SS

Between 4 2928 732 745
Within 45 4500 100 7.32 261

 

Now what? As we have noted previously, however, the fact that this ov
(sometimesreferred to as an “omnibus F”) is significant does not real nel E
very muchinformation. From

a

practical standpoint we would like bk IV peeve

of the differences amongthegroupsare reliable ones, For example, isthewhich

real difference betweenstudents whojust go to the lectures in stud ae id
just do the reading? Are students reliably hetter when they are tutor se

2 hours a week versus 1 hour a week? And so on. In short, once Nehie

discovered the omnibusF tobesignificant, we would like to digfurtheraa

data in order to unearth the specific differences among the meanscontributin,to this overall effect. Post hoctests are needed, 3

PROBLEMS WITH POST HOC TESTS

Before illustrating the application of particular post hoc tests to these data, we
will discuss twopitfalls, both of which arise because the moretests wedo, the
higheris the probability of erroneouslyrejecting at least onenull hypothesi
chance. To see whythis is so, let's first computethe total number oftes!
pairs of means (pairwise tests) that can be done. A listing of all such painvise
tests is provided in Table 15-3. To be

a

little more precise. we can reach back
in our memory to what we knowabout counting rules. Counting the numberof
pairs of meansis equivalent to computing the numberof unordered combinations
offive things taken twoat a time. Thus,

  

 

by
of

 

TABLE 15-3

All Pairwise Comparisons That Can Be Done Among M,, Ma, Mz,
M,, and Ms

 

M, versus Mz My versus My M,versus My M, versus Ms

M, versus My Mz versus M, M; versus Ms

M, versus My Mz versus Ms

M, versus Ms,

(UNPLANNED. COMPARISONS)
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f ; _{s\)__ 3h
Numberofcomparisons = (3) ~ (21)(31) »

or 10tests in all. In general, of course, when we have J means, the Mumber ofTopainvise comparisonsis

(4)FE=i = 2) 0)J = 1): Neee 
~ QD=A (BY = eA) 2

Suppose that all these 10 tests were independent of one another (whi
theyare not, as we shall see) and suppose that the significance level ofeach te
wereset at the traditional value of 0.05. Suppose furtherthat in fact none of ik
groupsactually differs from the others in terms of population means. Whatoi
be the probability of erroneously rejecting a null hypothesis at least once? Not
that on eachtest the probability of making a correct decision given the null
hypothesis is trueis 0.95. The probability of makingatleast one incorrect decisioy
is 1 minus the probability of makingall correct decisions, or a

p(at least one incorrect direction) = 1 — (0.95)!° = 0.401

Thus, the chance of making at least one incorrect decision among our 10 tests
would be about 40%, assumingthatall 10 pairwise Hy's are true.

If this were all there were to the problem, things wouldn't Teally be all that
bad, because although 40% is a fairly large probability of making an error, we
would be obtaining quite a bit of information trom the 10 tests, (Also hear jn
mindthat out ofanygiven 10 experiments reporting a 0.05 a-level, the probability
is 40% that at least one of them will be wrong, assuming the null hypothesis to
be tne in all 10 experiments.)

Unfortunately, however,life is not quite this simple because, as we have
noted, these 10 tests are actually not independent. To geta feeling for whythev
are not independent, suppose that by chance we happen to haveassigned 10
not-very-bright students to the freedom group of our hypothetical experiment,
anditis for this reason that the mean score of the freedom groupis so low, The
important thing is that this single low freedom group score would affect not 1.
but 4 of the 10 tests; it would affect the comparison of the freedom group with
each ofthe other four groups. Thus, these tests would not be independent, and
wecannotreally apply the reasoning aboveto obtain the overall error probability.
This means that not onlyis the error probability rather high, but we are also
placed in the uncomfortable position of not really knowing what the error
probability is. From the point of view of trying to produce reasonablyprecise
scientific conclusions, this is not an acceptable state ofaffairs.

TWO TYPES OF POST HOC TESTS

There are two extreme methods for dealing with these problems. The first is to

basically ignore them and doa series ofpost hoc tests anyway. The secondis to



POST 2 STS (UNHOC TESTS (U NPLANNED COM PARISONS)

require

a

stricter criterion for declaring two meanst igi ithestrictness as the numberofpotential ‘0 be significant and increase
mothe tests increases. ‘

can constructa criterion such that the overall anteonea that we

type L error over all 10 [or in general J(J — 1)/2] tests is less than os Nanioee
05. ly.

such constraining ofthe type I error probability can be carri .

cost of increasing B, the probability of a type fence Tees anole at the

the more probableit is that some actual population difference beh e criterion,

meanswill go undetected.(As noted in previous chapters, you can't ne a pair of

for nothing.) These two techniques are known, respectively get something

difference (LSD) method and the Scheffé method, stst significant

The LSD method. The LSD methodinvolves nothing more than simply doi
one or more post hoc t-tests. Theset-tests are identical in most res Diy cong

t-tests described in earlier chapters. The only pects to the
. A teal difference involve ati

the population variance (a). In the past, when we have done a Weaaoene

t-test, the estimate of o° comes from averaging the individual etlinater ofo
from within each of the two groups. However, in an ANOVAsituati

n : ' : situation we have
an estimate of o° obtained by averaging the individual estimates of o2 te
from within each of the J groups. This estimate,of course, is MSW.

Toillustrate the LSD method, suppose we wantto test whether there is
any significantdifference between the reading group andthe lect
formulafor the appropriate f-test would be pane’ the lecture group. The

_ Mi- M2
est Oy, —Mz

Now whatis est Oy4,-1.? Recall that the formulais

est Oy,-az = Vest oi), = Vesta*/n, + est on,

Since, as we have noted, our best estimate of o? is MSW. and n, = nz = 10,

est O44; = WMSW/10 + MSW/10

= V100/10 + 100/10 = 720 = 4.47

Ourt-test will now be based on 45 degrees of freedom because that is the

number of degrees of freedom on which our best estimate of the population

variance (MSW)is based. To complete ourtest then,

= Mz _ 82.0 ~ 95
est O4y,— a2 44

   

  
t(45) =

 

This obtained (45) of —2.91 is more extremethanthecriteria(two-tailed) t(45),

which are +2.02. Therefore, we are in a positionto reject the null hypothesis

and declare the difference betweenthe lecture group and the reading group to

be significant.
Wecould, if we wished, performeach of the other nine possible t-tests in

a similar way, but there is a shortcut method, which is simplyto determine the
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smallest amount by which two meanscandiffer and still be significantly ditt
This shortcutis carried outas follows: First, we know that any obtained14es
must be more extreme than +2.02 (the criterion ¢) in order to be deel; 6)
significant. Thus, for any two means M, and M, to differ significantly, it witfe
tructhat their absolute difference divided by oy,,-., must be greater than Die.
thatis,

IM, — M

est Ou —a1;

Now wehave already determinedthat estimate of oy,,-4,,to be 4.47, Therefore.

IM, — M|
447

Multiplying bothsidesofthis inequality by 4.47, we discoverthat

|M, — M,| = (2.02)(4.47) = 9.03

Thatis, two means mustdiffer by 9.03 or morein orderto be declared significantly
different. This critical difference is our least significant difference, our LSD. It
is nowa simple process to go throughall possible comparisons and determine
which pairs of means differ significantly by this criterion, For ex: imple, the
reading and the lecture groups are significantly different; as we have already
determined, the means differ by 13. Likewise, the reading and the freedom
groupsdiffer significantly; the means differ by 11. However, the reading group
does notdiffer from the tutor | or tutor 2 group, andso on.

22.02

22.02

  

15-3 In.an LSDtest the minimuri difference between tye means necessary
to declare the hyo means to besignificantly different is computed
Using this sort of procedure, the a-probability on eachtest is less
than 0,05.

  

The Scheffé method. We have alreadydiscussed a number of problems
inherent in the LSD method—we are doing a large numberoftests, andthe
tests are not independent. Therefore, although the probability of erroneously
rejecting the null hypothesis on each individualtest is the traditional 0.05, the
probability that a type I errorwill be madeatleast once in the entire post hoc
testing process is (a) larger than 0.05 and (b) unknown. TheScheffe method

eliminates these problems bycreating astricter criterion such that the overall
probability of making a type I error overall tests is less than 0,05.Toillustrate
use of the Scheffé method,let’s once again do a t-test betweenthereading and

the lecture groups. As we have seen, this t was

M,-M 2.0 — 95.0t(45) =2==_ og
(48) est O44, — 42 4.47 of
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just as it was before. Now we Square this obtained ¢ to get
@ = (-2.91)? = 847

As shown in Digression 15-1, it turns out that anv 5 isV squared ¢ isac! . .
now we have not at, but an F, to use as a test statist : Whedoerice a
criterion F? Wefirst look up the criterion F correspondingto degre hes for the

between and degrees offreedom within for the entire SORA; ieeitea
already Sait cane ee this criterion F(4, 45) is 2.61. We now ‘malts iaF of 2.61 bydegreesof freedom betwee: i eae iythis
tosh n to obtain our criterion for the Scheffe

 

  

crit F = 4(2.61) = 10,44

and that is the criterion F we use.* In the prese: a i r
8.47 does not exceedthe criterion Fof 104, Acoedigee: ‘f
null hypothesis and conclude that we do not have enough evidence: ake 3
the lecture and the reading groups to be significantly different. hace

As we did with the LSD test, we can also makelife a little easier bysimply
calculating theleast significantdifference necessaryto declare two means tol :
significantly different by a Scheffé test. To dothis, we again work backwardfr
the criterion. Recall that the criterion F was 10.44, which in tum was ae
Therefore, when doing a Scheffé t-test, our criterion must be iy

critt = Veritt? = V10.44 = +3.93

Once again, to declare any two means M, and M, tobesignificantlydiffe
requires that 7

[M,- MJ _ IM, -M,|

rent

 23.23
 

est Oy, —4, 447

And again cross multiplying by4.47, we find that

|M, — Mj = 14.44

That is, two means must nowdiffer by 14.44 or morein order to be declared

different by a Scheffé test. In line with our notion that the criterion must be

stricter for this Scheffé test than it was for the LSDtest, we note that this
criterion mean difference of 14.44 is rather larger than the criterion mean
difference of 9.03 required for the LSD test. In fact, with a Scheffé test the only
two groupssignificantlydifferent from one another are the twoextreme groups—
the lecture group andthe freedom group.

 

*Note that the greater the number of groups in the experiment, the more potential pairwise
comparisons there are. With morepainvise comparisons there is more potential tor error, Thus, to
keepthe overall error probabilityconstant,it is necessaryto havestricter criteria with more groups.
Since the criterion F is obtained bymultiplying bydB—and since dfB increases as the number of
groupsis increased—this requirementis satisfied.
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15-4 In a Sheffé test, the enterion minimumdillerence is increased toth
point where the probability of making any a-crror overal] possbts
comparisonsis less than 0.05. ee

Digression 15-2 brieflydiscusses characteristics ofother kinds of Post hoe testests,

Planned Comparisons

Whenposthoc tests are performed,there simplyis no way to avoid some kind
of aggravation. With fairly liberal method such as the LSD methad, we are
reasonably proficient at detecting existing population differences, but we g tte
riouslyincrease our chances of makinga type I error—ofdeclaring two eis ni
to differ significantly when, in terms of population means, they actually do ca
Conversely, the Scheffé test excels at guarding against this problem, butat the
expenseofincreasing the probability of a typeII error. With a Scheffé test, there
may be a numberofinteresting differences among groups, which will not he
detected andwillfall by the wayside.

As suggested above, a means of circumventing these problemsis not to do
post hoc tests at all but rather to formulate some hypothesis prior to doingthe
experiment(oratleast priorto looking at the data). Such a hypothesis is similar
to alternative hypotheses we've seen in the past in that it claims that some
differences amongthe population means doexist. Butit is better than Previous
alternative hypothesesin that it specifies or predicts exactly what the pattem of
means ought to be.

POLITICAL PREFERENCES: AN EXAMPLE
OF PLANNED COMPARISONS

Suppose we're sociologists interested in the factors contributing to a person's
litical preference. As part of a theory, we derive the hypothesis that older

people will tend to be more conservative. To test this hypothesis, we administer
the “Conslib Battery,” a test designed to assess the conservativenessofa person's
political beliefs. Let's imagine that we administer the Conslib tofive groups.
each group containing people drawn from a different age range. Assumethat
there are n = 6 people in eachofthefive groups.

Table 15-4 presents some hypothetical data fromthis experiment. Wenote
a couple ofthings. First, there do seem to be differences amongthefive means.
Further—and more important—thedifferences among the means appear to be

fairly systematic. In fact, the pattern of means—the rise in conservatismover
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Hypothetical Data from Political Preferences E,
Score; 95% Confidence Intervals Around Meansements Mean Conservatism

 

 

is Are Provided

Grow " Grou 7 yon ws 6roup roup Group 3 n=
20-29 years 30-39 years 40-49 sia see prot 5

= =443 : 2 80-69 years N= 30
Mi = 2 2.91 ss: = 42291 Ma=44291 M,=82291 Mo=la29
he a Rem Ty = 48 het Bawa
 

age group—is in accord with our original hy si
ie Bie conservative. As usual, holes weeeioe ae
that the observed differences among the means mav be due ea ly ae
(Since there notonly seemtobe differences among means but hes y ane
also seem to be in the direction that we expected on an a priori ‘be is, itwould
notreally seem verylikely that the differences are due to hated Nev ee
they may be,and westill have a guard against the possibility.) new

Ideally, we would like some sort oftest not only to assess whether the
are significant differences among the means but simultaneously to aay ihe
degree to which the pattern among the means is the one anticipated by oi
hypothesis. Such a test is called a planned comparison, Let's now see how a
planned comparison works and what it tells us.

Magic numbers. Thefirst step in doing a planned comparisonis to make uy
a set of numbers (oftencalled “weights.” or w;'s) with the following properties
First, there must be one weight corresponding to each condition, or samy le
mean (thus, in our example there should he five weights correspondingto the
five means). Second—andthis is crucial—the pattem of the weights should
correspond to the pattem of means predicted by the hypothesis. Since in the
current example we expect the mean conservatism score to increase* across age
group, one set of weights that would seem to accomplish these goals is

w, = {1, 2,3, 4, 5}

However, there is one additional constraint on the weights—they mist add to
zero. This constraint is not really very constraining, for to make these five

numbers add to zero, we can simply subtract 3 from each of themto obtain

w, = {-2, -1,0, 1.2}
(Thus, w, = —2, tw. = —1, andso on.) Note that subtracting (or adding) a

constant to a set of numbers does not change the pattern of the mumnbers—that

is, the relationship of the numbers to oneanother,

 

" actually testing the hypothesis that the means inerease linearly. We dothis for simplicity

of discourse. Laterin this chapter. we take upthis issue in greater detail.
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15-5 To test a hypothesis that a specific pattern of population means evish
we make up a set of numbers whose pattern Corresponds to i s
hypothesized pattem. The only constraint on the numbersis that th -
must add to zero, ney

 

The question we nowaddressis: To what degreeis the pattern of Populati
meansthat correspondto our conditions similar to the pattem of weights siike
chosen? Another wayofasking this question is; Howwell do the weights chrrelate

with the population means?If the correlationis high, the hypothesis is aoety
the correlation is not very high, the hypothesis is not so good. In the extren
the weights mayhave zero correlation with the population means. In that ene
the hypothesis would be viewed as having nothing to do withreality. m

We do not knowthe population means, 4, ..., py. But we ‘do knowth
sample means, M,, ..., M, (in this case, M, through Ms), which are unbiased
estimates of the population means. Thus, by finding the correlation between the
sample meansandthe weights, we obtain an unbiased estimate ofthe correlation
betweenthe population meansand the weights.

 

   

A sum of squares for the hypothesis. Recalling what we leamedinthelast
chapter, we can compute a Pearson r° between the J pairs of weights and means
as follows:

 

Digression 15-3 showsthat this equationis algebraically equivalent to

(fou)pat

n
( 2 w;) (SSB)ke

r=

usual, the sum of

 

where nis the numberofscores in each group and SSB is.
squares between groups.

Nowrecall that a Pearson r? relating X and Yis in general the percentage
of variance amongthe Yscores that is accounted for byvariationin the scores

If we consider SSB to represent variation among the group means, we can

compute a sum ofsquares due to our hypothesis (SSH) as follows:
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(San)
Jet

-

Note that SSH is part of SSB. So,to the exte
reflects what is predictedbythe hypotheninseit waofantly
that the observed pattem of means does not fit the h ent & ths eensquares will be small. This sum of squares is based on ore ne, hs sumofbecause it represents one specific pattern of means. eee Ui teadonyApplying Equation 15-2 to our presentdat;
due to our hypothesis may be computedas

SSH = r°(SSB) =

 

(15-2)  

 

‘a, we see that a sum of squates

ne 6[(2)(- 2) +1) a (4)(0) + (81) + (12\(2) 2(=2) + (-1F + (OF +P + QP
= 345.6

Testing our hypothesis: A new kind of summary table.
asort of ANOVA summarytable. Let's supposethatthe vari
groups is such that sum of squares within (whi
degrees of freedom)is equal to 300, We

Te op
ssB= > 4+-—

gramps N

Nowlet’s construct
able ofscores within

ch, of course, is based on 25
compute SSB using ourfamiliar equation,

 

which in this case is

SSB = (127/6 +--+ + 72/6) = 1807/30

= 1464 — 1080 = 384

Recall now that we have a sum of squares due to our hypothesis that tumed
out to be 345.6 and that, wehavesaid, is based on one degree offreedom, As
always, we can divide the sum of squares due to the hypothesis (SSH) by the
associated degrees of freedom (dfH) to arrive at a mean square due to the
hypothesis of 345.6.All this information is summarized in Table 15-5.

  

TABLE 15-5

ANOVA Summary Tablefor Political Preference Experiment
(contains information about our hypothesis)
 

Source df Ss MS Obtained F crit F

Total 29 684
Between 4 384

Hypothesis 1 345.6 345.6 28.8 4.24
Within 25 300 12
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Nowconsider the null hypothesis that our hypothesized pattern of m,
is uncorrelated with the actual populations means.If such is the case, the ten
square due to the hypothesis is an estimate of the population variance ‘oan
Therefore, to test the significance of our hypothesis, we merely perform a )
test of mean square die to hypothesis divided by our best estimate of o whch
is MSW. The obtained F(1, 25) that emerges from this procedureis 28'5 Th
criterion F(1, 25) is 4.24, and we can therefore conclude that our hypothesis :Y sis issignificant, Clearly, our hypothesized pattern of means has something to-do with
reality.

Pearson r?, So far we have skipped over the Pearson r? between the weight
and the means and have gone directly to testing the null hypothesis of ca
correlation. As you might guess, however, the correlation itself{—the estimated
percentage ofvariance among the population meansthat is accounted for by the
hypothesis—is of substantial interest. This r* may be easily computed by dividin,
SSH,the sumof squares due to the hypothesis by SSB, the sum ofthe saieane
we began with. Applying this procedure to the data at hand, we find that the
percentage ofvariance(r*) accounted foris

2 _ SSH _ 3456 _ 44,
"= $sB 384.0

Thus, 90% of the sum of squares between groups is accounted for by the
hypothesis. >

Residual variance. We now address the question of whether we can reject
the hypothesis that the population meansare perfectly correlated with the weights
we have chosen (that is, whether r? between the 4's and w,'s is equalto 1,0)
Notethat if we are unable to reject this hypothesis, we would be in quite good
shape because the hypothesis would in somesense be sufficient to account for
all the data,

Thelogic by which we address this question involves examining the portion
of SSBthat is not accounted for by our weights. This varianceis referred to as
the residual variance andis obtained simply by subtracting SSH fromSSB.This
residual variance has associated with it the J — 2, or in this case 3, degrees of
freedom betweenleft over after we haye deducted from dfB the | degree of
freedom dueto the hypothesis itself.

In Table 15-6 we have created a more complete version of Table 155
including this residual information. We now have a new sum ofsquares(dueto

residual) and an associated degree of freedom. As always, we can divide the sum
of squares by degrees of freedom to obtain a mean square dueto residual, which

in this case is 12.8.
Nowsupposethat the population meansofourfive conditions are reflected

perfectly by the weights that we have chosen. In this case would we expect the
sum of squares due to the hypothesis to take up the entire sum of squares
between,leaving zero residual? The answeris no. Because ofpopulation variance
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TABLE 15-6
More Complete Summary Table;|; iMeried ry + Information About Residual Is

Source af Ss MS Obtained Frit F
Total 29 684
Between 4 384

Hypothesis 1 3456

=

aa56 2
Residual 3 38.4 12.8 as as

Within 25 300 12 ‘+, m8
 
(2), we would expect the observed samp!
relative to the population means. Therefore, we would not expect the oemeansto correlate perfectly with our weights, and in tum we oad i sakeresidual variance to be nonzero. However, in such a situation the res chal persquare would be an estimate of the population variance, We can the rfoneperform an F-test of mean squareresidual against mean square within to oh aan F(3, 20) = 1.07. Since the criterion F(3, 25) fant2.99,this is not signific:
This means that our hypothesis is sufficient* to expl: mateslain all the variation am

; ; :
amongthe means in our experiment. The residual variance may be assumed to arise

simply as a consequenceof o?,

So where are we? Let's summarize a bit here. Prior to Tunning our
experiment, we hada specific hypothesis about whatthe patternof means should
be. Wethen did the experiment. Ratherthansimply beinginterestedin whether
there were any differences among the five sample means, however, we were
primarily interestedin the degree to whichour patternofobserved sample means
corresponded to the hypothesized pattern, Toinvestigatethis issue, we carried
outthe following procedures.

le means to be somewhat dis]

  

1, Wefirst computed a sum ofsquares due to the hypothesis, SSH. This
sum of squares was a portion of SSB, the sum of squares due to
conditions. SSH was essentially obtained by computing the correlation
(Pearson r*) between the weights constituting the hypothesi
sample means, and multiplying this 7? by SSB.

2. The sum of squares dueto the hypothesis was based on one degree of
freedom. By computing a meansquare due to the hypothesis andtesting
this mean square against MSW,weevaluated the null hypothesis that
the condition population means are uncorrelated with the hypothesis
weights.

andthe

 

 

  

*Actually sufficient maybe toostrong a word, because making this conclusion carries with it all the

problems of accepting a null hypothesis. A more precise (although long-winded?way of stating the
conclusion would be: “The data do not permit us to reject theidea that our hypothesisis sufficient
to account for the observed pattern of means.”
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3. We then considered the sum of squares not accounted for by
hypothesis. We divided this residual sum of squares byits aii
J — 2 degreesof freedom to obtain aresidual mean square. The cide
mean square was in tumtested against MSWtoevaluate the na
hypothesis that the condition population means are correlated seis
with the hypothesis weights. weeny

the

15-6 We obtain a sum of squares due to our hypothesis, This sum of
squares, SSH. comes out of SSB, Thus. it's also possible ta obtain 4
residual sun) of squares, SSR = SSB — SSH that is not accounted
for by the hypothesis, We are thus in a position to (a) test the
Significance of the hypothesis (F = MSH/MSW), (b) test the
significanceofthe residual (F = MSR/MSW), and(c) compute what
percentage of between-groups variance is accounted for by the
hypothesis (percentage ofvariance = SSH/SSB)

Notice that we never did an omnibus F-test on ourdata. Oneofthe fringe
benefits of an a priori hypothesis is that there is no reason to do an omnibus F-
test. Ourinterest does notlie in whether there are merelydifferences among
the groups; rather,it lies in the degree to which the observedpattemof means
corresponds to the hypothesized pattem of means. So, generally, when wedoa
planned comparison, we do only that planned comparison—wesubstitute it for
the omnibus F-test.

Multiple Planned Comparisons

The example we just described was a very simple one. We hadone apriori
notion about howthe means should come out—that conservatism shouldincrease
with age group—andthat was that. Often, however, things are notthis simple.
Sometimes we have two or more hypotheses that we wouldlike to test
simultaneously. Let's see how we'd dothis.

DRUG-INDUCEDTIME DISTORTION

A common phenomenonreported byusers of marijuanais that oftimedistortion.
That is, some given period of time(say, 5 minutes) often seems muchlonger.
Let's suppose that we wish totest this reported phenomenonexperimentally.(It
is possible to dothis legally under U.S. govemmentsupervision.)

We first find 40 subjects who are regular marijuana smokers and who

are willing to participate in the experiment. We then randomlyassignthese

 



TABLE 15-7

Hypothetical Data from Marijuana/Tim
Time in Minutes(actual time, 5 minutes) Distortion Experiment: Mean Reported
MeansAre Provided 8); 95% Confidence Intervals Around

 

   

n=8 n=8 =
Group 1 Group 2 Grow G =8 n=8 N= 40

(Marijuana, (Marijuana, (Nothing) (Pack Group 5
1 cigarette) 2 cigarettes) 1 cigarette) idstens, ,

= cigarettesM=7*105 M2= 102105 Mj=5=105 My=5=16 Ice =
T, = 56 T, = 80 T, = 40 Tr, =H - = i L.05 Sa

s= = 264
 

40 subjects to five groups, 8 subjects per group. Thefive s ir7 andare defined as follow: Each sibject inthrime
Table 15-% if i he first two groups is
ven marijuana in the form of a marijuana cigarette. Each ci vette costae ;

small, controlled amount of THC, the active ingredient of marijuana. Subjects

in group | are given onecigarette to smoke, whereas subjeete ia ar v npc

given twocigarettes to smoke. Subjects in group 3 are given nothin ee a

in groups 4 and 5 are givenplacebos consisting ofcigarettes fromwhich all THC
has been removed. Subjects in group4 are gi i :n rem i iven oneplacebocigaretteto smoke,and subjects in group5 are given twoplacchocigarettes.

 

 

   

   

 

Hypotheses. Suppose there are twose : hypotheses we wish to test in
this experiment. Thefirst hypothe: at smoking marijuanawill increase fling
distortion relative to not smoking marijuana. An appropriate set of weights
corresponding to this hypothesis wouldindicate groups I and 2 showing higher
time distortion scores than do groups 3, 4, or 5. The simplest set of wei htsthat
fulfill these requirements(ndalso sumtozero)are { 2, -2, —2}.

Our second hypothesis is that the more marijuana is smoked, the more
timedistortion will occur. Accordingtothis hypoth ‘ ibjects in group 2 (the
two-cigarette group) should show moretimedistortion than subjects in group |
(the one-cigarette group). An appropriateset ofweights to reflect this hypothesis
would he {—1, 1, 0, 0, O}. Noticethat this hypothesis does not make any claims
about the relationships among groups 3, 4, and5: it is concernedonlywith the
two marijuana groups. ;

  

 

   
   

 

  

  

The data. With our hypotheses andthe corresponding weights all formulated,
let's look at some hypothetical data from this experiment. which are shown in
Table 15-7. Table 15-7lists thefive groups along with their means andthe totals.
Assume that MSW = 75, whichallows. us to compute a confidenceinterval of

+1.05 around each mean. Glancing at thedata, we seethat both ourhypotheses
seem tobegetting some support. Thethreecontrol groups (groups 3, 4. and &

seem to showverylittle, if any, time distortion (that is, their mean reported
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times are very closeto the actualtime of 5 minutes). The two marijuana grou
in contrast, do seem to showtime distortion, thereby supporting the Re
hypothesis. Also, the two-cigarette group seemsto showgreater time distoane
than does the one-cigarette group in support of the second hypothesis. Let's a
how we would do the appropriate tests to check out these notions. cn

Sumsof squares. Initially we must compute a sum ofsquares between th
five groups. Computation of SSB is necessary because it is the sum of scares
out of which sums of squares due to our hypotheses will come. We com nie
SSBin the normal wayandfind that Pile

 

ssp= SUT
~ igista N

(BEE, os gi ABR) ieee
~\8 8 40

= 1880.0 — 1742.4 = 137.6

Now let's compute sumsofsquares due to our hypotheses. We can compute
a sum of squares due to each of our two hypotheses using Equation 15.2
introducedin thelast section. For Hypothesis 1 the sum ofsquaresis :

SSH, = 8[(7)(3) + (10)(3) + 5(—2) + 5(—2) + 6(—2)%

; (3)? + (3% + (—2)) + (—2P + (-2)"

= 96.27

and,likewise, for Hypothesis 2 the sum ofsquares is

SSH, = 8[7(1) + 10(—1) + 5(0) + 5(0) + 6(0)

a (1+ (=1+ (0+ (OF + OF

= 36

Summary table. Wecan now construct a table to summarize various sumsof
squares. Recall that MSW (based on 35 degrees of freedom)is 75. We have seen
that SSB is 137.6. Of this 137.6, 96.3 comes fromthe first hypothesis and 36
from the second hypothesis. Therefore, what we haveleft in SSB is 137.6 -
96.3 — 36 = 5.3. This 5.3 is the residual.

Eachofthe two hypotheses is based on one degreeoffreedom.(Asalready
noted, any given hypothesis is based on one degree of freedombecause it
represents a single possible pattern of means.) Since our two hypotheses together
use up two degrees of freedom out of the original four degrees of freedom
between, there are two degrees of freedomleft overfor the residual.

In Table 15-8 we have included a newcolumn for “percentageofvariance
accounted for.” As noted earlier, percentage of variancefor a given hypothesis
is simply the correlation (r?) between the weights correspondingtothat hypothesis
and the sample means. Wesee that 70% of the variance among the means(that
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TABLE 15-8

ANOVA Summary Table for Marij " A
Experiment ‘arijuana/TimeDistortion

Percentage
Source df SS_—of Variance MS Obtained Feri

Total 392126 Sane
Between 4 1376

Ay 1 96.3 0 96.3
. 49

Hz ; 1 36 26 36 168 417

Residual 2 53 4 5.65 : 417
Within 3575 2.14 Hele ashe
 

is, 70% of SSB) is accounted for by Hypothesis an additi
accounted for by Hypothesis 2. Thus, shana +“a ao aie y
is attributed to the residual. . SieSeong coneltians

Wecan test thesignificance of the two hyp
mean squaresthat are then F-testedagainst the mea ithi is evi
in Table 15-8, both these obtained F"s—44.9 TatthetiSeendtee
for the second hypothesis—are highly significant. We are therfore in y ee
to conclude that both of our hypotheses are accounting forsignificant eopasions
ofthe variance betweenthe five groups. Bothof themare goodInpotheses;
are meaningful; both appearto reflectreality, § rEenseee th

Furthermore, we can see that when weF-test the residual mean square
against MSW, the resulting F is only 1.24, whichis nonsignificant. We are
therefore in good shape. We conclude that our two hypotheses are sufficient to
explain all the variance among groups. The residual variance might reasonably
be a mere by-product of o*, the populationvariance. i

jothesesby computing appropriate

Dividing the pie. Figure 15-1 shows howthetotal variancein this situation
may be envisioned. Once again we start withthe total variance in the entire
situation—variance that arises fromvariationof all 40 scores in the experiment.
This varianceis initially divided into SSW and SSB. Now,as has been true in
the past, we are interested in subdividing SSB intoits various components. In

this situation SSBis partitionedintothreeportions, variance stemming from two
hypotheses and a residual.

 

   

15-7 Twoseparate sets of weights corresponding tutwo separate hypotheses

can beconstricted. Eacli can be tested, and exch represents some
percentage of SSB The removal from SSB of the sums of squires

due to the two hypotheses leaves a residual that canalso be tested
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SSB = 137.6
(4df

SST = 212.6
(G9 an

 

FIGURE 15-1 Breakdown ofvariance when two hypotheses are used.SSBis subdivided
into three components: sumsof squares due to firsthyhypothesis, second hypothesis, and
residual.

INDEPENDENCE OF HYPOTHESES

Let's alter our hypotheses about the time distortion experiment. Imagine that
Hypothesis is still the sameas it was before—that smoking marijuanaleads to
moretime distortion than not smoking marijuana. But suppose that Hypothesis
2 is slightly different. Suppose that, instead of saying more marijuana leadsto
moretime distortion, Hypothesis 2 nowsaysthatit is necessaryto smoke twoor
morecigarettes in order to experience anytimedistortionat all. This hypothesis
would therefore claim that subjects in group 2, who had smokedtwocigarettes,
should experience time distortion, and the other four groups should experience
no timedistortion. An appropriate set of weights for this new Hypothesis 2 would
be {—1, 4, 1, —1, —1}, Computingthe sumof squares duetothis hypothesis,
wefind that

8[(7)(—1) + (104) + (51) + (5-1) + (6)(- DF
SES (=1? + (4? + (=1)? + (-1)? + (-1F

= 115.6

Nowthere are still 137.6 sums of squares between groups and 96.26 of
that sum of squares has been used up by Hypothesis 1. With this newsecond
hypothesis we appear to use up an additional 115.6 sum of squares. But wait!

Betweenthe first hypothesis and our new second hypothesis we have used up

115.6 + 96.26 = 211.86 sum of squares, which is morethan the 137.6 that we

started with. What's wrong?
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Let's reconsider the “variance pie” depicted in:
divided SSB intothe three pampoienty—sueof: ny Figure 15-1. When we
Hypothesis 2, andresidual—we made the as: Squares due to H.ypothesis 1

i ‘sumption that . s 1,
used nonoverlapping sums of squares, This See ike these tree components.
assumption. After all. we h anintuitively: re; blave separate hypotheses— nt theywee

4 + ‘

seroSeHs Vp why shouldn't they
However,this assumption supposesthatthe twoof one another. Independent hypotheses are

withone another—thatis, discovering somethi
tells us nothing about the truth of another, inde
think about our original two hypotheses, they .
independent of one another. The first naa eyeae, ‘ Smarijuana would cause sometime distortion relative to nt smoki - nethat is, groups 1 and 2 should show moredistortion than gron = LaeBt
the second hypothesis was quite different—it said that the Saitsmoked, the more time distortion there is—that is. groy
distortion than group 1. Intuitively, these Wadherteeeaies
sense that knowing something about therelationshi eaeip of groups | and 2 to grou
3, 4, and 5 doesnotallow us to predict anything at e ionship of erap

pane
ything about the relationship of group

use

hypotheses are indepeny 5eS.A identhypotheses that have nothing to do

 

more marijuana

However, let's consider the telationship between Hypothesis 1
new Hypothesis 2. As before, Hypothesis 1 says that groups Land 2
distortion than groups 3, 4, and 5, However, the new Hypothesis 2 says that
group 2 shows moredistortion than groups 1, 3, 4, and 5. Nowthese hypotheses
do nat seem independent. That is, if the second hypothesis were trae_if group
2 does show more distortion than groups 1, 3, 4, and 5—we would tend to
believe that groups 1 and 2 show moredistortion than groups3, 4. and 5—that
is, the first hypothesis is true also.

and our
show more

Overlapping sums of squares. Whentwo hypotheses are nonindependent,
they share sums of squares. Thus, with our first hypothesis and our alternative
second hypothesis, we would end up with a situation such as that depicted in
Figure 15-2. Figure 15-2 resolves the seeming paradox that sums’ of squares
stemming from two hypotheses add up to more than theoriginal sum of squares
between. The answerlies in thefact that part of the sumsof squares are shared
by the two hypotheses.

A test for independence. So we seemto have a problem. We find that
sometimes two hypotheses are independent of one another and other times
hypotheses are not independent of one another. We have provided anintuitive
rationale for deciding whether two hypotheses are independent, but this is not
really very satisfying.

Fortunately there is a very clear-cuttest of whether two hypotheses are

independentof one another, Two hypotheses are independent when the weights

corresponding to the two hypotheses are uncorrelated with one another. Deter-

mining whether twosets of weights are uncorrelatedis, in tum, very simple,

SOMPARISONS 495
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Portion of SSR that is shared by Hy and Hz

__-- SSH = 115.6  
SST = 212.6

(G9 df)

FIGURE 15-2 Nonindependent hypotheses share sums of squares, Shaded area is
depicted by double-cross-hatched area.

Suppose we have two hypotheses whose corresponding weights we may depict
as

Hy: {wir Wig... Wy}

Hy: {wo, Woe, - -- , Way}

Now we compute a numberthat is a sum ofthe cross products of the weights
from the two hypotheses. Let’s call this numberx1, thatis,

It is easy to show that x1. is essentially the numeratorofthe correlation coefficient
(Pearson r) between the two sets of weights. So if x is zero, the two hypotheses
are uncorrelated and hence independent.Ifx is nonzero, the two hypothesesare
correlated and hence notindependent.Toillustrate, consider ouroriginal two
hypotheses,

Ay: { 3,3, -2, -2, -2}

 

and
Ho: {-1,1, 0, 0, Of

The sum ofthe cross products for these two hypotheses turnsout to be

X12 = (3-1) + (3)(1) + (~2)(0) + (—2)(0) + (—2)(0)

=0

Thus, the two hypotheses are independent. But now let's consider ourfirst
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hypothesis and our alternative second h i ‘
cross products tums out to be “one Typothesis. In this case the sum ofthe

mia = (81) + (8X4) + (= 2-1) 4 (2-1) + (-24-ane (-2%-1)

Since 15is not zero, we conclude that these two hypotheses are notind |
’ aay Independent,

15-8 Two hypotheses are independent if the » .: PY stim of thesis 7210. Two hypotheses take up ronaveHmg ‘iand onlyif the two hypotheses are independent.

iY Cross products
ims of squares if

A third independent hypothesis. Consider our twooriginal 1
which, as we have seen, are independent of one anothe nl venathird hypothesis that is independentofeachofthefirst tu mone Tsthoughtwill reveal that the answeris yes. Suppose we have a hypothe i ey
more placebocigarettes that are smoked, the more time distortion roi~According to this hypothesis, subjects in group 5 (who smoke Bll acc
cigarettes) should experience more timedistortion than subjects in grow 2tiwhssmoke one placebocigarette). The appropriate weightsfor this Kspatiens woul
be

 

  

 

 

Hy: {0, 0, 0, = 1, 1}

It is quite easy to sce that this hypothesis is independent ofeach of the other
two. Comparing Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 3,

xis = (3)(0) + (3)(0) + (~2)0 + (-2-1) + (-21) = 0

Comparing Hypothesis 2 with Hypothesis 3,

es = (—1)(0) + (1) + (0)(0) + (0-1) + (OL) = 0

These three hypothesesaresaid to be mutually independent. Each hypothesis is
independentofeach of the other hypotheses. ,

Let's compute a sum of squares duetothis third hypothesis. Todothis,
we simply plug into Equation 15-2 anddiscoverthat

8[(7)(0) + (10)(0) + (5)(0) + (—1N5) + (D6
SSH, = (02 + (OF + (0? + (=F +P

How manypossible mutually independent hypotheses are there? It is
possible to generate as many independent hypotheses as there are degrees of
freedombetween groups. This makes sense. Degreesoffreedombetween groups

represents the numberofwaysthatthe groupsare free to vary fromoneanother.

Each independent hypothesis accounts foroneof these possible ways.
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Since in our present situation dfB = 4, it would be possible to have f
hypothesesall independent of one another. We have already come up with ee
mutually independent hypotheses,so it should be possible to come up with wee
more. And in fact, a fourth hypothesis might be that smoking any number“
placebo cigarettes causes moretime distortion than not smoking anything Th of
according to this Hypothesis 4, groups 4 and 5 should show more distortion thet
group 3. The weights for this hypothesis would be ayy

Hy: {0, 0. - 2, 1, I}

Is this hypothesis independentofthe other three? Wecan perform thea :
. TO}

tests and discover that PPropriate

X14 = (3)(0) + (3)(0) + (—2)(—2) + (-2)(1) + (—2)1) = 0

Xa = (—1)(0) + (1)(0) + (0-2) + (0)(1) + (01) = 0

= (0)(0) + (0)0) + (0-2) + (—1)(L) + (0) = 0Xo =

Soit is indeed true that H, is independent of H,, H2, and H3. We have already
shownthat H,, Hz, and Hg are mutually independent. We nowseethat all four
hypotheses are mutually independent.

Finally, let's compute the sum of squares dueto this fourth hypothesis

SSH, = 8[7(0) + (10)(0) + 5(—2) + (5)(1) + (6)(1)P
(0)? + (0)2 + (—2)? + (LP + (1)?

=13

Table 15-9 shows the sums of squares that we have computed fromall fourof
our hypotheses. Notice what happens when we add these four sums of squares
together—theyadd up to the sum of squares between! This makes sense. Again
using our pie representation, Figure 15-3 shows the variance pie andhowit is
divided amongthese four independent hypotheses. Notice that our four inde-
pendent hypotheses must use up all of the sums of squares between. Thisis a
direct implication of our assertions that (a) independent hypotheses take up

TABLE 15-9

Sumsof Squares from Four Independent Hypothesesin
Marijuana Time Distortion Experiment

 

 

Hypotheses Weights df Sum ofSquares

1 { 3,3, -2, -2, -2} 1 36.0
2 {-1,1, 0, 0, 0} 1 96.3

3 { 0,0, 0-1, I 1 4.0
4 { 00-2 1, I 1 13

4 = diB 137.6 = SSB

 



 

FIGURE 15-3 Four independent hypotheses completely: partition SSB,

 

nonoverlapping sums of squares, and (b) in this

independent hypotheses. If the sums of squares dl
up the entire sumof squares between, there
squares left over. But by our logic, thatlittle
correspondto another independent hypothesis. Since we cannot have another
independent hypothesis, there can he no sums of squaresleft over. The sums of
squares due to the four independent hypotheses completelypartition
sums of squares between. .

In practice, one generally does not use up all possibl
hypotheses. It is more typically the casethat, preceding an experiment, there
are only oneor two hypotheses one wishes to test. So one typicallygoes through
the procedure sketched in theinitial portion ofthis section, testing one or
perhaps two hypotheses and then looking at the residual. If the residual is
nonsignificant, one concludes that the original hypothesis or hypotheses are
sufficientto explainall the variance betweenthevarious groups.

 

xamplethere can be only four
ne to hypotheses did not take

would be alittle bit of sums of
leftover sums of squares would

  

the total

le independent

  

Some Techniques for Making Up Weights

In the last few sections we havetriedto outline some of the major concepts
necessary for working with planned comparisons.Inthis section we'll be a little

 

discussing, selection of the appropriate weights has beenfairly straightforward,
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butnotall situations are quite this simple. Let's first state two steps that
sometimes handy whenselecting weights. ay

1. First choose anyweights whatsoeverthat seemto be appropriate
2. Then worry about making sure these weights add tozero, .

Thesestepswill prove convenient whenselection of weightsis at all complicated,
‘ated,

TEST FOR LINEAR TREND:
STERNBERG REVISITED

A simple hypothesis thatis often the first to be tested is that some dependent
variable is a linear function of some independent variable. Accordingly, one
articular set of weights thatis often applied to the data from some experiment

is called a test for linear trend. We have actually alreadyillustrated a test for
lineartrend in our age group-political preference example. Another such example
is the following.

Recall from Chapter 12 that the Sternberg task is an experimental paradigm
for assessing how fast people search through short-term memory, To briefly
reiterate, in the Sternberg task, people are given a memory set consisting of
some numberof items (say, some number of words). A test word is then
presented and the subject respondsyes or no indicating that the test wordwas
or was not in the memoryset, The dependentvariable that is measuredin this
paradigm is the reaction time frompresentation of the test word to the subject's
response.

In our description of the Stemberg task, we sketched Stemberg's serial-
scanning model. A fundamental prediction of this modelis that reaction timeis
a linear function of the numberofitems in the memory set. Let's consider a
couple of possible experimental designs to test this prediction. In cach design
there are some numberofgroups, with each group getting a different memory
set size. Table 15-10 summarizes three possible designs to test the linearity
prediction.

TABLE 15-10

Three Possible Designs to Test Effect of Set Size on Reaction
Time in Sternberg Paradigm

Set Size (numberof words in memoryset)

 

Numberof Levels~~"
Design of Set Size Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

1 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 4 1 2 3 4

3 5 1 6 I 21 4}
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An odd numberof groups. Inthefirst design we
groups and the set sizes are one, two, ihree,Tattoneee sr have fy
hypothesis that problem-solving time will increase linearly asa fn i seat tne
size, we simply use the weights {—2, - 1, 0, 1, 2}. Note that this set of a
reflects a linear hypothesis in that the differences between adja Se ries
equal (they are all equalto 1). RENE pales “ane

‘An even numberof groups. Now suppose thatinstead of having f
it i. Sree aving five ‘

we had only four groups with set sizes of one. two, three, and fourwenieWhat
would the appropriate weights be inthis situation? Wel Is. What

leone oe ees
might come to mind is {—2, —1, 1, 2}. Thereis one set of weights that: a problemwiththis particula
set of weights, however, in thatthey are not linear. The decrement from 2 te
—| is J; but then the weightsrise from -1 to1, an increment of 2

One appropriate set of weights to use in this situa d :
{-15, —0.5, 0.5, 1.5}. These weights satisfy both the repieennentiene
linear and ofadding to zero. Working withfractions is often tedious Venere
so it would probably be more convenient to multiply the weights by 2 to artive
at (3, 1, -1, —3}- : AIn general, with an odd numberoflevels, the appropriate weights. for

testing linear trendare {..., ~3, —2, ~, 0,1, 2,3
oflevels, the appropriate weights are {..., —5,

 

  

}. With an even number
HUTS ah

 

 

Linear trend with uneven spacing. The examplesthat we have just gone

through share a common but important property, that is, thereis equal spacing,

between adjacentlevelsof theindependent variable. For example, the difference

betweenlevel 1 and level 2 is one word; the difference between level 2 andlevel

3 is also one word; and so on. Notethat, as shownin Figure 15-4,if weplot our

weights (which, recall, are supposedto reflect our hypothesizedpattern of means)

   
 

We
ig
ht
s

°

Size of memory set

FIGURE 15-4 Representation ‘ofthe fact that weights {-2. - 1, 0.1. 2} reflect linear

function of memorysetsizes 1, 2, 3, 4. and 5.
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as a function of our independent variable, we get a straight line just
should. This is the meaning ofthe idea that the weights are lincar weights. “

Nowsuppose that the spacing between the levels of the inde cri
variable were not even. For example. supposethat we chose1, 6, | 1, paral
words, as is the case with design 3 in Table 15-10. Suppose now thatnt!
cavalierly went ahead and used the weights {-2, —1, 0, 1, 2} as.atest for li Just
trend. Would this really represent a test for linear trend? The answer can
Suppose we plot these weights as a function of the level of the indepen len
variable, as has been done in Figure 15-5. It's easv to sce that this fiiibtion
notlinear. These weights assume, for example,that the increase in reaction ti ¥
that occurs when the memory setis increased from 1 to 5 wordsis the sti,
the increase that occurs whensetsize is increased from 21 to 41 words The
does not produce linear function:if the relationship betweenthe time tables
the problem and dosagereally were linear, then the increase in reaction time i
set size is increased from 21 to 41 should be quitea bit greater (in fact four
timesas great) as the increasein reaction timeas setsizeis increasedfrom 1 ‘s
6 words. :

Arrivingat a solutionto this problem is quite simple. We use the two steps
for choosing weights outlined at the beginningofthis section. First, we make r
anyset of weights that would be appropriate. The easiest set of weights to reflec
linearityin this situation would simplybe to let the weights equalthevalues we
have chosen for the independent variable; that is, we choose our weights to be
{1, 6, 11, 21, 41}. Nowthese weights do not addto zero, but it is easy to make
them addtozero. As weillustrated previously. we can simply computethe mean
of the weights themselves, which is

1+6+11+21+41 _
—

  
16

We
ig
ht
s

°  Set size

FIGURE 15-5 Weights {—2. 1, 0, 1, 2} do not reflect linear functionof set sizes 1. 6.
11, 21, and 41.
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We
ig
ht
s

 

-20

=25

FIGURE 15-6 Oncappropriateset of wei eflect li ‘eaealand 4las(= peor neoes toreflect linear function of set sizes if

Subtracting 16 from eachof the weights, we come up with the weights {— 15,-10, —5, 5, 25}. Do these weights representa linear function of ourde endlent
variable given the levels we have chosen?Asillustrated in Figure 15-6 th vd
indeed. So these weights would be perfectly reasonable to us, but we iy :well make the weights as small as possible so that we will have a relatively synall
number with which to work. So, for convenience, we can divide this set of
weights by 5 to obtain ourfinal set, which is {—3, -2, —1, 1, 5}. :

TESTING FOR MONOTONIC TREND

Occasionally we wantto test the hypothesis that some dependentvariable bears
a monotonicrelationship to our independentvariable. Suppose, for example, we
are social psychologistsinterested in people's preferencefor cards as influenced
by the “prestige value” ofthe car. Suppose from rating data we orderfive types
of cars in terms of their prestige value. The ordering from lowest to highest
prestige) turns out to be:

Ford, Volkswagen, Cadillac, Mercedes, Rolls-Royce

We now do an experimentin which subjects are asked to rate on a scale of1-7

how much they wouldlike to have thecar, where 1 means “couldn't standit”

and 7 means “would love to haveit.” Suppose that an independent group of

subjects rates each ofthefive cars.

503
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This experiment would produce five means—a meanpreference rating {
eachofthefive cars. Now suppose we wishto test the hypothesis that refine, =
ratingincreases monotonicallywith prestige value. Thatis, denotingthe Population
mean preference ratingsfor the five cars as Wp, My, He, Har, bea, Our hypoth on
would be oa

Br < By < Be < Bar S Ba

What would be the appropriate set of weights to test this hypothesis? One
possibility would be to use linear weights, thatis,

{-2, -1,0, 1, 2}

However, another equally appropriate set would be

{-3, —2, —1, 2, 4}

In short, any set of monotonically increasing weights would be appropriate
Which oftheinfinite possible sets of weights should we use? ,

It tums out that the best possible set to be used is called “ends-doubled
linear” weights. To form ends-doubled linear weights, we begin with the
appropriate linear weights, in this case,

 

{-2, —1, 0, 1, 2}

and double the ends to obtain

{-4, -1, 0, 1, 4}

which are the weights we use. The reasons why these weights are best for testing
monotonic trend are exceedingly complex, and we will not go into them here.
(See the Abelson and Tukeyarticle in the Bibliographyforadditional information.)

CHOOSING WEIGHTS
IN TWO-WAY DESIGNS

Recall that when we have a two-factor design, we are typically interested in the
effectoffactor 1, the effect offactor 2, and the effect ofthe interaction. However,

suppose that we have somea priori hypothesis about what the pattern of means
shouldbe. In sucha situation we can bypass the typical two-way ANOVAanalysis,
simplytreat our design as a one-waydesign with J x K conditions, and doa
planned comparison. Let's illustrate how we would dothis.

Contentedpets. Suppose that we are interested in how the speed with which
dogs and cats run through a maze is affected by the numberof bonesat the end
of the maze. Toinvestigatethis question, we arrive at a two-factor design. Factor
1 is type of animal, with the twolevels of “dog” and “cat.” Factor2 is the
number of bones, which can be either zero, one, two, three, or four. The

dependentvariable is the animal's running speed.
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Dogs

3
B
2

Cats,

=
52

2 ' 2 3 4
Numberofbones

FIGURE 15-7 Graphicalrepresentation ofou isrene
ir hypothesis abouthowdogs and cats

Suppose we have a specific hypo
population meansis that depicted in Figure 15-7. When no bonesare giv
an animal, the running speedofdogs andcats should be the same. Withincreaing
numbers of bones, dogs should runfaster and faster. However,cats don't really
care one way or another aboutbones,so their runningspeed shouldn’ i' , the affecte
by the numberofbonesthey're given, Pe he affected

Howwould we analyzethis design? One possibili
a two-way ANOVAonthedata once wehavecolle:
probably expect both main effects andtheinteract
a result really wouldn't tell us all that much. Gi
would make moresenseto createa set of weights corresponding to this hypothesis
and then do a planned comparison. To make up such weights we canonce again
use our two-step process. The first step is to make up anyconvenient set of
weights reflecting the hypothesis without worrying about whetherthey add to
zero. Such a potential set of weights is illustrated in the top part of Table 15-11.
Now once again to make these weights add to zero, we simply calculate the
mean of the weights themselves, which is

thesis that the pattem of happiness

 

ty would heto simply do
cted it. In this case we would
ionto besignificant. But such
ven ourspecific hypothesis, it

ee ed1 20)
10 “07?

Now we subtract this mean from eachofouroriginal weights—that is, we change
to deviation scores—to obtainthefinal set of weights shown in the bottom part
of Table 15-11.

Notice that we actuallyare treating this design as a one-way design with
10 separate conditions, and we haveretained the 2 x structure ofthe design
merely for convenience. Notice further that treating this design as a one-way

P WEIGHTS 505
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TABLE 15-11

Construction of Appropriate Weights for Dog/Cat Experiment
 

Step 1: Make Up AnySet of Weights

Numberofbones

 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4
Dogs 1 2 3 4 =
Cats 1 1 1 1 i    
 

 

Step 2; Subtract Mean of These Weights (2 in this case) from Each
Weight So That Weights Will Sum to 0

Numberof bones

 

 

0 1 2 3 4
Dogs =I 0 1 2 3

Cats =1 -1 =1 -1 =]     
 
 

design means simplythat the weights overall 10 conditions must add to zero,
Thatis, there are no annoying requirements that the weights for each column
or for each row addto zero.

Wewould analyze these data using an analysis of variance suchas the one
depicted in the ANOVAtable (Table 15-12). We would have nine degrees of
freedom betweenthe 10 conditions and one degreeoffreedom for our hypothesis,
The remaining eight degrees of freedom would be for the residual Assuming n
subjects percell, we would compute a sum of squares due to the hypothesis
using the equation

oS (wy My i)
ssH = ———————

>    

That is, we would sum the cross products of weights and means overall 10
conditions—again treating this just like a one-way design. We would then do
everything we would ordinarily do with a single planned comparison. We would
lookat the significance level and the amountof variance betweengroups that is
captured by our one-degree-of-freedom hypothesis. We would thensee if the
residual weresignificant. Ideally, the hypothesis would be significant and would
accountfora fairly substantial proportion of the variance between groups—and
the residual would be nonsignificant.



TABLE 15-12

ANOVA Summary Table for Dog/CatExperiment(assume n = 5 animals ineachof10cells)

Sanejource df MS
Total 49

Between 9
Hypothesis 1 MSHResidual 8 MSRWithin 40 MSWsw

15-9 If we havea specific hy
essentiallyjust treat it
proceedaccordingly.

pothesis corresponding to aJ x K design. weas a one-waydesign with | x K conditions and

Planned Comparisons
in Within-Subjects Designs

So far in this chapter we have been confiningour discussion to between-subjects
designs. However, the transition to within-subjects igns involves no new
concepts, and the computational mechanics of performinga planned comparison
using a within-subjects designare extremelystraightforward. Hence, we shall go
through the topic rather briefly. An ANOVA summarytable for atypical within-
subjects design is depicted in Table 15-13, Recall that in a within-subjects design,
we have a sum of squares due to conditions (SSC) that represents the total
amountof variance between the various conditions. In a typical within-subjects
design we simply performan F-test on the meansquare due to the conditions

 

TABLE15-13

Prototypical ANOVA Summary Table for Within-Subjects Design
(assume J conditions and n subjects)

 

Source df

Between jJn-3
Conditions prenk Conditions testedagainst interaction
Subjects n-1
SxC (Y- Din = 1)
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en against the mean square due to the subject-by-condition interaction

Nowsuppose that we had somea priori hypothesis about howthe pate
of means should come out, We can make up set of weights correspondin re
this hypothesis exactly as we have described in the precedingsections. Like
we use the weights to obtain a sum of squares due to the hypothesis tne
Equation 15-2 (where nrepresents the number of subjects), and we obtain ¢]
residual by subtracting SSH from SSC. Havinga sum of squares due to conditio i
that is broken up into a sumof squares due to hypothesis and sum of sites
due to residual, we are once againin a position to compute the Percentage oe
the sum of squares due to conditions that is accounted for by the hypothesis
The only difference between a between-subjects design and a within-subjects
design lies in the error termthat weuse totest our variance ducto the hypothesis
andthe variance dueto the residual, As in any within-subject analysis, the error
term is the subject-by-condition interaction. We test both the hypothesis and
its residual against this interaction error term. This situation is summarized in
Table 15-14.

TABLE 15-14

Prototypical ANOVA Summary Table for Within-Subjects Design
and Planned Comparison
 

Source df

Between jn-1
Conditions prt

Hypothesis 1
Residual pod Both hypothesis and residual are

Subjects n-ie tested against interaction
SxC (J — In — 1)
 

15-10 Use of planned comparisons in a within-subjects. design is exactly
analogous to use of planned comparisons iu a between-subjects
design, The onlydifference is that everything is tested against the
subjeet-by-condition interaction.

Percentage of Total Variance
Accountedfor

In our discussion of planned comparisons we have noted that in addition to

testing for significance, we can also pay attention to percentage of variance



PERCE!) SE OFNTAGE OF TOTAL VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR

accounted for. In particular, we described h
=

Ow

between-group variance that is accounted for tyences Ms Percentage of

»,4 prion hypothesis.
In manycases, however, weare iiy i. + e interestedin howiow muchofthetot ifal vanance

in the situation (reflected by SST)is account :

Thatissueis the topic of this section. tinted for by the independent variable.

A VERY POWERFUL EXPERIMENT

Let's suppose that we are educational psy ists i

student's exam score is affected by how Leen!mesareads
office hours. We perform thefollowing experimentto investi eis ae

At the beginning of the course we randomly assign each of 3000 s enetees
of three groups (thereby producing 1000 students in each gro arini
group 1 are required to go to one office hour a week, mids peas

required to go to two office hours a week, and students in group 3acated

to go to three office hours a week. Suppose that this study produces the data

shown in Figure 15-8. In Figure 15-8 the means
.

of th §

represented by X's and the individual scores around the ee groups are

represente

means are

d by dashes. The . ")
es1, M54and 75.7. mean exam scores for the three groups turn out to

A very powerful ANOVA. Lookingat the data shown in Figure 15-5, would

we guess that the differences among the three means are significant? Well on

    
100

90 =
=

» 80 = i

e
E5
470

60
=

1 2 3

Number of office hours

FIGURE 15-8 Exam score as function of number ofoffice hours. The X's represent

means of three groups, and individual scores are represented by dashes.
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the one hand, there seems to be a good deal of variance within grou
comparedto the relatively meager amountofvariance between Broups. Howe
there are so manyobservations per groupthat the observed means are Gee
dinarily stable—thatis, they must be very good estimatesofthe three poy sie=

. Let's do a one-way ANOVAonthese data and see what happen em
Since there are 1000 students in eachofthe three groups, the group totalare 75.100, 75,400, and 75,700. We can compute our suum of squares egos

using the equation eon

SsB= > GE
groups 1 N

me:

 

With ourpresent data, this sum of squaresis

75,100? 75,400 75,700? 226,200?
SSB = = anna = 180   

1000 * 1000 * 1000 3000
Nowsuppose that the sum ofsquares within turnedout to be 35,964, This Bive
us enough information to set up an ANOVA summarytable as shownin Table
15-15. Note that in Table 15-15, mean square within—outbestestimate of the
population variance—tumsout to be 12. The observed F(2, 2997) tums out to
be 7.50. Since the criterion F(2, 2997)is 3.0, this F is significant,

TABLE 15-15

ANOVASummary Table for Office Hours Experiment

 

 

Source df Ss MS F

Total 2,999 36,054 cS
Between 2 180 45 7.50
Within 2,997 35,964 12
 

Confidence intervals. Let's think about our data justalittle more. As noted,
our best estimate of the population variance, est o? (MSW),is 12. This means
that within a given group, the scores are distributed with a standarddeviation
est o = V12 = 3.46. A glanceat the data in Figure 15-5 seemstoindicate that
this is reasonable.

Nowlet's compute the 95% confidenceinterval around eachofthethree
means shownin Figure 15-5. Recall that the formula for the 95% confidence
intervalis

M + 1.96 est oy

Our estimate ofa is, as we haveseen, 3.46. To obtain est oy), we usethefamiliar

formula



PERCENTAGEOF TOTALVARIANC

 

esto 3.46
iin = Vi000 O11

Therefore, the three confidence intervals are

M, * (1.96)(0.11) = 75.1 + 0.21

Mz + (1.96)(0.11) = 75.4 + 0.21

M; + (1.96)(0.11) = 75.7 + 0.21

est On

In Figure 15-9 we have replotted the three meansM cans along wil . i

intervals that we have just computed.An examination Steen Whe eine

nice intuitive picture for whythe relatively small differences a ieeect
are significant. As we have noted, the sample meansare sens Sinae ihe ere

the corresponding population means—thatis, the confidentta ae i
the sample meansare quite small. The smaller the confidence site als yous
the observed meansare, theless the means ncedto diffe

significantly different.
ler in order to be declared

 

15-11 When a very powerful experimentis nim, it is possible to detect a
yerysmall difference among population means. 3

Should students go to office hours? Basedon theresults of the study we

have just described, we have concludedthatthere is asignificant relationship

between numberofoffice hours and average examscore. That is, we can infer

that going to more office hours leadsto higher average examscores. But so what?

W

mS
2
8
&
z
a

nN

Numberofoffice hours

FIGURE 15-9 Meanexamscores as function ofoffice hours. For clarity. scale has

been changed relative to scale in Figure 15-8. Vertical bars represent 95% confidence

interval for population meansofthree groups
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Doesthis mean that we should counsel students to go to more office hours ;
the hopes ofraising their exam scores? Probably we should not, becanse _
relationship, although it truly exists, is small and inconsequential. It wold fe
make sense to counsel students to spend an extra few hours a week at office
hours when they would only expectall this effort to raise their exam Score i
half a point orso relative to their not going to office hours. erby

Despite the significant result, we would note that there are probably m;
other factors—amountofstudying,intelligence, motivation, and so on—that any
much more importantthanoffice hours in determiningthe value of the studs
average exam score. We need some measure reflecting that the independe i.
variable. numberofoffice hours,really only accounts for a very tiny proporti mt
of the variance in the average exam scores—even though weare quite eine
thatthe relationship between the two variables really does exist. :

15-12 Being certain that arelationship exists between two varuhles does
not imply anything about the size or importance of the relationship,

OMEGA SQUARED

There is such a measure;. This measure is called “omega squared” and is
represented by the symbol ?. Basically, w? is this:

variance in dependentvariable predicted by independentvariablew? =
total variance in dependentvariable

So, the formula for w?is sort oflike

w? = SSB/SST

exceptthatit's a little more complicated.It is actually

_ SSB - J - 1) MSW
SST + MSW los)

Thereason onehas to subtract (J — 1) MSW in the numeratoris that sum of
squares betweenis actually composed ofa little more than just variance due to
conditions. Recall that SSBactuallyhas little componentofpopulation variance—
that is, evenif there were actually zero effect due to conditions, we would expect

SSB to be nonzero because the population variance will cause little bit of
displacementof the observed meansrelative to the population means. The reason
that we must add MSWto SSTin the denominator is more mysterious, and we
will not go intoit here.

To get a bit more feeling for w*, let us see what happens to Equation 15-
3 in extremes. If wehavea perfectrelationship between our independentvariable

and our dependentvariables, w? = 1.0. If w? = 1.0, it follows from Equation

wo



15-3 that

SSB — (J — 1(MSW) = ssT + msw

 

 

or

= 1(S8W) :ssp - L—UISsw)ASN) = ssp + sow + SW
J N-j

or

ssw + —~ ssw +121 gow

-

9
N-J N-jO (15-4)

The only time Equation 15-4 is satisfied is when SSWe
‘ 3 ual 2 =

only when the entire variance in the dependent (sreene Tate =1

variation in the independentvariable. counted for by

Now supposethereis no relationship between the inde vaiand the dependentvariable.In such

a

situation, w? = 0, theamewill w be equal to zero? This can only be true when the numerator of Equation
15-3 is equal to zero; thatis, when

SSB = J - 1)MSW

or

SSB = MSW

=1
or

MSB = MSW

In such an instance we say thatvariation among conditions (MSB) results only
as a consequenceofthe population variance. :

Weshould like to point outoneslight anomalyof w*. Note that when MSB
is less than MSW—in other words, when the observed is less than 1—then
w®, according to Equation 15-3, will be negative. This particular property of w?

isa little bitirritating because conceptually a proportion (of variance or anything
else) can never be negative. Soif w?is negative, we just assumethat it is equal
to zero.

Let’s just run through and compute «?for ouroffice hours problem. Sum
of squarestotal turns out to be

SST = SSB + SSW = 90 + 35,964 = 36,054

Thus, w? may becalculated as

180 — (2)(12)
2 =I = 0

= 36.054 +12

~

OO
which, of course, is exceedingly tiny. Less than two-tenths of 1% ofthe total

variation in exam scores is accounted for by number ofoffice hours attended.
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15-13 @? is essentially the proportion oftotal variance in the depend,
variable that is accounted for by the independent variable. Peni

«@? IN OTHER ANOVA SITUATIONS

Wehave goneinto somedetail in describing w? in a relatively simple oneay:
ANOVAsituation. In t-tests, as well as in more complex types of ANOW

situations—multifactor designs, within-subjects designs—we can also obtai va

The relevant equations for these w*’s are provided in Table 15-16, ele

 

 

TABLE 15-16

Formulas for w? in Various Situations

I. Two-way ANOVAwith J levels offactor 1 (columns) andK levels of

factor 2 (rows):

2 (factor 1) = 8 (J - 1)MSw
2° (factor

1)

= Sr MSW

= factor) = SSR =(K = D Msw
wt ctor 2) = scr + MSW

a _ SSI - (K — 1)(J - 1)MSw

id? (actord) = SST + MSW

II. Within subjects withJ conditions (columns) andK subjects (rows):

as (J — 1)(MSC — MSI)

®= (= D(MSC — MSI) + K(MSR) + JK(MSD

Two-way ANOVA. When we have more than onefactor, we compute ano
for each of the factors in the experiment, plus an w? for theinteraction. For
example, in a two-factor design we can get an w? dueto factor 1, an w? dueto
factor 2, and an w? due to the interaction. That we can get anindication of
what percentage of the total variance in the entire experimentis accounted for
by factor 1, factor 2, and the interaction.

  

 

Within-subjects design. In a within-subjects design wecanget an w? dueto
conditions—again we can find what percentage of the total variancein the
experimentis accounted for bytheeffect ofconditions.



w? AND r?

The astute readerhas probably noticed that w?
to the Pearson r? that we describedin
situation r? represented the Proportion ofvariz
accounted for bya linear relationship with anoot : ther vari C Like,
the proportion of total Variance in some depenottaW?is

for by any relationship ofthat dependent variable with some independ Sie
endent variable.

bears

a

rather close relationshi‘vious chapter, In a co: ional

Three Measuresin an Experimental Situation
When an experimentis nun, there are actually :
first is the significancelevel, which has been oarpartesconcen, The
book. Toreiterate, the significance level of an experimentreflect roughout this

that there is some relationship between the independent a Sut certainty

dependent variable. The second measure of concem is w?, As we ae if and the

w? is a measure of how big the effect of the independent \s av

proportion of the total variance in the depe

 

 

  
st Seon,

t variableis. It is. thendent variable fromthe ndependentvariable. The third measure is the percentage ofvariance between conditionsthat is accounted for by specific hypotheses.This is where planned comparisonscome in. We have seen thatsignificance level k ', and w? do notreflect the exact
nature of anyrelationship between the depende ne exactut variable and the inde

b | a pendentvariable. A planned comparison, in contrast, rel 'ects a specific hypothesiz
A ; sas sized,

relationship among the means in an experime ent. In most experiments. the
particular theory beingtestedpredicts not onlytheexistence of some relationship
between two variables but also the nature of the relationship.

 

 

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE
OF THESE THREE MEASURES

It is a matter of somedebate as to which of these three measures we shouldpay
the mostattentionto in an experiment. It's our opinionthat finding a “significant
effect” really provides verylittle information, becauseit's almost certainly trac
that some relationship (however small) exists between any two variables. Andin
general finding a significant effect simply meansthat enough observations have
beencollected in the experiment to makethe statistical test of the experiment
powerful enough to detect whatevereffect there is. The smaller the effect, the
more powerful the experiment needs to be ofcourse, but no matter how small
the effect, it’s always possible in principle to design an experiment sufficiently
powerful to detect it. We saw astriking example ofthis principle in theoffice
hours experiment. In this experimentthere was arelationship between the two
variables—and since there were so manysubjects in the experiment(that is,
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SUMMARY

since the test was so powerful), this relationship was revealed in the Statist
analysis, But was it anything to write home about? Certainly not, In any = ical

practical context the size ofthe effect, although nonzero, is so small that is of
canalmost be ignored.

It is our judgment that accounting for variance is teally much
meaningfulthantesting for significance. Sa wearrive at the question ofhie
more important—total variance accounted for in the experiment (2) one is

centage of between-group variance accounted for by some specific hypottern

(planned comparisons)? The answer to this question depends on the Purpos sis

the experiment. If the experiment has been carried out primarily for pene
reasons, w? should probably be of primary concer.If, for example, we ant

out ouroffice hours experiment with the purpose of determining haw to ésiuhae
students, the w? would be a very important measure. Dueto the smallness of
w®, we would concludethatfor all practical purposesit really doesn't Matter how
much students go to office hours. Although there is some kind of an effect, jt’
so small that students should probably spend their time at home studying. es

Ontheother hand,if the experiment has beencarried out to test some
theory,the result of the planned comparisonis generally fairly important. Suppose
that the office hours experiment were carried out in the context of some
educational theory. In this case the fact that a positive relationship exists
however small—betweenoffice hours and exam grade might be ofsome theoretical
significance.

In general, you just have to use your common sense about what to
emphasize.

This chapter has been concernedwithtechniquesfor identifying where interesting
differences among means lie—or what the interesting patterns among means
are—in an ANOVA-type design.

1, We can divide experiments into two basic types. The first type involves no
a priori notion about whatthe pattern of means should look like. In this type
of design we must do post hoc tests. The second type of experimentdoes
involve one or more a priori hypotheses about what the pattem of means
should be. We can analyze this type of experiment by doimg one or more
planned comparisons.

2. Post hoe tests are appropriate only after an omnibus F-test has revealed
somesignificant difference among the means somewhere. Posthoctests may
then be used to determine where the significant differenceslie. We saw that
the major problem with post hoctests is that the more of themthat can be
done, the morelikelihood there is that one or more ofthem will tum out to
be significant just by chance. We saw that this problem is exacerbated



SUMMARY

because the tests are not independent, This m
* ealidea of what ourerror probabilities are ns we do not have a good

. In any case, there are various techni
techniques vary mostly in terms of the de

that any individual comparison frenpethe LSD method—ensured

probability i 28 The other type—th means had

eriterion and in fact was constrict ch the

wakeonopelterlpay
the two principal disadvantages of the LSD method. Fi €test eliminates

to balloon upward with a greater nuniber of groups in th is not allowed

design. Second, a is known. However,the Scheffe test intro experimental

very serious Scheffé problem that the probability of a nee the other

probability of failing to detect some interesting differenoe error—the
. A.planned comparison may. he done —becomes large,

when therei ave 9
about what the pattem of the means should looklike.Tabyte

comparison, onefirst generatesa set of weights th; A :
pattern of the means. These weights orsmeekateoped
squares due to the hypothesis that is part of the sum at sini exBeli ee
conditions. This sum of squares due to the hypothesis is hiased er deei
of freedom andis therefore a mean square as well asa sum ofs neathe
mean square can be F-tested against the Appropriate error ida (sum of
squares within in a between-subjects design or the sum of squares due ta
subject-by-condition interaction in a within-subjects design). Thus, the
significance ofthe particular hypothesis maybe assessed, 4 :

. Furthermore, the sum of squares due to the hypothesis maybe divided by
the sum ofsquares from whence it came (sum-of-squares-between conditions)
to determine the percentage ofvariance amongthe varous conditions that
is accounted for by the hypothesis, This percentage is equivalent to the
Pearson r* between the weights and the sample means. The rest of the sum
of squares between. conditions—that sum of squares that is not accounted
for by the hypothesis—is called the residual. The residualis based on the
numberof degrees of freedom between minus | (the degree of freedom on
which the hypothesis was based). Thus, a mean square due to the residual
may also be computed, and this mean square may be F-tested against the
appropriate error term, Ideally this residual will comeout very nonsignificant,
which meansthat the hypothesisis sufficient to explainthe observed pattern
of variation among the means. In the event that the residual does turn out
significant, we knowthat the hypothesis is not sufficient to explain the

observed variation among the means, and an addition to or modification of
the original hypothesis wouldhecalled for.

. Sometimes there is more than one a prior hypothesis to be tested. In this

event we make up appropriatesets of weights and generate sums of squares
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for however manyhypotheses have been generated. The significance of
of these hypotheses may then be tested. Typically, there is some festet
after the variance duetoall the hypotheses has been removed.This resi ‘i
is based on the number ofdegrees of freedom between minus the aisle.
of hypotheses(since each hypothesis uses one degree offreedom), This,
mean square due to the residual can always be calculated, and i
square canalways be F-tested against the appropriate errorterm,

7. A pair of hypotheses maybe distinguishedin terms of whether or not th
are independent. Two independenthypotheses take up nonoverlappinga
of squares, andthe tests performed on themare independenttests, Howey
two dependenthypotheses take up overlapping sumsofsquares. It is genénil,
better to work with independentrather than dependent hypotheses bade
that way one gets the maximumamountofinformation out of two tests, 3

8. To make up weights in complicated situations, a two-step procedure is
recommended. First, we choose whatever set of weights scems to he
appropriate for the hypothesis. Second, the weights are adjusted so they add
to zero, (An additional optionalstep is to multiply the weights bya constant
to make themas simple as possible.) ;

9. Omegasquaredis the measureofthe percentageofvariancein the dependent
variable.

10. In an experimentalstudy there are actually three measures of concem: the
significance level, the total variance accountedfor bythe independentvariable
(w?), and the percentage of variance between conditions accounted for by
someplanned comparison. Therelative emphasis that should be placed on
these three measures depends on the purpose of the experiment.

this mean

 

DIGRESSION

DIGRESSION15-1

Proof That t? = F

The formula for ¢ is

 

 

_ M—M.
© est Osy us

or

M,— Ms
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We square this t to obtain

(Mi — M2)?
est o?/n

_ n(M, — M:

~  Lesto?

p=

 

Note that est o° is simply MSW. Thus,

n(M, — M,)?/2

MSW
ee

since F = MSB/MSW,we now merely haveto provethat
— M2)?n(M,

—

M2) = MSB

To dothis,first note that M, = Tj/n. Thus,

si n(Mi ~ Mz)? _ n[TV/n = Ty/n?

 

 

2 2

an(T}_2nt, 7
2\ n2 n2 2

a1[Tt, T_2nh
2Ln on n (D-1)

Now note that

1f 7?

,

T3|

_

Ti, T3_ 1) Ti, 73
DV AT £2 esp SS ey pt
45 te n non Qn % n (D-2)

Substituting Equation D-2 into Equation D-1,

wso2}/,0-2B|.[8 48) 0,8, 28)
 

 

n n non 2ln a n

Since

T ,73 ?ays aed
n n Pa n

2 T? AT}
MSB=

>

~-35|—
on n Al n

Now since

T?  2T,T,

,

T3_ (T+ 72)
a4 ob? y==
n n n n

it follows that
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Ms2Pa se= Bal

Note that

T, +7: =T

and

2n=N

Thus,

T? T?

MB”ON (D2)
Equation D-3 is the expression for SSB. But since there are only two Broups,
dfB = 1. Thus, the right side of Equation D-3 is also SSB/dfB = SSB/1 = Msp.

DIGRESSION 15-2

Other Types of Post Hoc Tests

Wehave described two extremetypes ofpost hoctests. As noted, the LSD test
maintains a small B-probability at the expense of a large a-probability; and
conversely, the Scheffé test maintains a small a-probability at the expense ofa
large B-probability.

Othertests fall between the LSD andthe Scheffé. A complete description
ofall of them is beyond the scope of this book. We would like to pointout,
however, that several of these tests use a variable-criterion technique running
roughlyas follows. First, the group means are ranked from highest to lowest.
Then a test is made of the highest versus the lowest mean using a particular
criterion C,. If this test fails, the processis stopped.Ifthe test passes, comparisons
are madeofthe lowest with the second highest and the highest with the second
lowest mean,using a smallercriterion C,. This process continuesusingsuccessively
smallercriteria until the testfails.

DIGRESSION15-3

Pearson r? Between10;’s and M,’s

The r?is

[JZ M,w, — (2M,)(2w,)? ‘oat

© [JS w? = (Zw, )?)[f EMP - (2 M,)?)
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Note that since this correlation is ove:
in the equation, andall summations a

Since 2 w, is stipulated to be i
considerably: “10, Equation D-1 can be simplified

_ (J= Myw,}*2
(J =wll EM} - (2M)

Multiplying numerator and denominator of Equati
that M, = T,/n, Omaton D2 by nif? and noting

n(Z Myw,)?
[Swf l(E(TF/n) — (STVnl

Since = T, = T and Jn = N,

BT (STP8 Tr

TJ pairs of me ;
re fromj = toaa weights, J is the n

re

7

 

aSSB
And thus,

» ME Mjw,)?
” * (Sw})(SSB)

  

 

 

PROBLEMS

1, An experiment is done with four groups of 10 subjects "
following meansare obtained: BPS PEL Og The

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

M,=3 Mz = 2 My; =5 M, = 10

Assume SSW = 120.
a. Plot the four means along with 95% confidenceintervals.
b. By how much must two meansdiffer to be significant at the 0.01 level

using an LSD test?
c. By how much must two meansdiffer to be significant at the 0.01 level

using a Scheffé test?
d. Test the hypothesis that the meansincrease linearly. What percentage of

SSB is accounted for by this hypothesis? Is the residual significant?

2. An experimentis donetotest the hypothesis that Miracugrowcausesincreases,

in the heights of Merkin plants. Four groups of10 plants per group are

given varying amounts of Miracugrow, and the heights of plants alter a year

are measured. Here are the datafor the four groups:
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Group 1: Group 2: Group 3: Group4:
0 grams 4 grams 8 grams 12 grams

n, = 10 no = 10 n, = 10 ny = 10
M,= 2 M,= 5 M,= 5 M,= 8

Assume that MSW = 10.
a.

b.

a
o

m

Do an ANOVA onthese data. Plot the means with 95% confide
intervals. aS
Test the hypothesis that the means increase linearly with amount of
Miracugrow. How much of the variance between groups does thi
hypothesis accountfor? *
Test the residual from this hypothesis.
Determinethe weights corresponding to a second hypothesis orthogonal
to that of question b.
Test the significance of this hypothesis.
Determinethe weights corresponding to one hypothesis thatwill account
for the entire sum of squares between.
Determine which groups are significantly different from one another
using the Scheffé method.
Determine which groups are significantly different from one another
using the LSD method.

3. Assume anexperimentis run with three conditions(thatis, three levels of
the independent variable). There are four observations in each condition
and the following data are obtained:

Condition
I Il i

2 4 1
8 10 8

14 16 15
10 12 9

Consider this to be a between-subjects design.
a.

m
o

Graph the means, showing the dispersion of data points around them.
Include the 95% confidenceintervals. Doesit look asifthere's an effect
of condition?
Doa one-way ANOVA.Put yourfindings in an ANOVAtable. Is there a
significant effect due to condition?
Whatare the weights corresponding to the hypothesis: Condition II is
better than the other two?
Whatis the sum ofsquares corresponding to the hypothesis? Whatis the

residual SS?
Whatpercentage of the SSB is accounted for by the hypothesi
Doesthe hypothesis accountfor a significant proportionofthe variance?
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Suppose you do an experiment with n = 10 subjects j

conditions. The four meansare as follows: Heets in each of four

M=5 M:=8 M,=6 M=10

‘Assume that SSW = 180.

a. Do an ANOVAonthesedata.Plot the me: ‘
intervals. ¢ Meansalong with 95% confidence

b. By how much does a pair of meansy is have iffe ienilBraront byan LSD text? ave to differ to be significantly

¢, By how much does a pair of means hav iy ans hav “ ‘mai
different by a Scheffé test? © to differ tobe significantly

d. Test the hypothesis that these meansincreas
of variance does this hypothesis account for?

c. Is the residual from the hypothe:

 

linearly. Whatpercentage

 

ested in question dsignificant?
  

An experimentis done bythe Universityof ,

Departmentto test the effect ofaltitudeview ti : i

nin the 100-vard dash. Fourcities are selected: rattle| aeee

{1000 feetabove sea level), Denver (5000 feet above sea lev pret Bokte
(10,000feet above sealevel). Twelve ninners are randomly diveamtat
groups of three runners per group, with one group runningin ¢

fourcities. The timesit takes (in seconds) 3

  

   
   

 ach ofthe

 

as follows: 

 

 

City

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group4

Seattle Boise Denver Taos

(0 feet) (1000 feet) (5000 feet) (10,000feet)
9 ri u 16
u 16 13 16
10 12 15 16

a. Is there asignificant difference among the four groups? Plot the means

along with 95% confidence intervals

b. What is the smallest difference needed to declare two means to be

significantly different using an LSDtest? (Usea 0.01 a-level.)

c, What is the smallest difference needed to declare two means to be

significantly different using a Scheffé test? (Use a 0.01 a-level.)

d. Test the hypothesis that running timeincreases linearly with altitude.

c. Test theresidual fromthis hypothesis

f. Is the variancein nmningtime in Denver significantly differentfrom the

variance in running timein Boise?

    

Consider the data from Chapter 11, problem 4. Whichofthe groups differ

significantly bya Scheffe test? By an LSDtest?

~ Considerthe data from Chapter 11, problem6.

a. Which groupsdiffer significantly by a Schellé test? By an LSDtest?
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10.

i.

12.

13.

b. Test the hypothesis that number of errors decreases linearly with
presentation rate. What percentage of SSB doesthis hypothesis accou
for? Test the residual from the hypothesis. mt

. Consider the data from Chapter 11, problem 1.
a. Which groups differsignificantly by a Scheffé test? By an LSD test?
b. Test the hypothesis that memory ability increases with age. Test the

residual from this hypothesis.
c. Whatdo you think would be a more reasonable hypothesis?

Consider both sets of data shown in Chapter 11, problem 2. For both sets
answerthe following questions:
a. Which groups are different from oneanother by a Scheffé test? By an

LSDtest?
b. Test the hypothesis that marijuana makes people higher(leads to longer

reaction times) than bananas or tea, which donotdiffer from one another,
c. Test the hypothesis (orthogonal to the one in question b) that bananas

madeyouhigher(lead to higher reaction times) than tea.

Consider the data from Chapter 13, problem 4. Test the hypothesis that
numberofwordsrecalled decreaseslinearly with retention interval,

Consider the data from Chapter 13, problem 3.
a. Test the hypothesis that the new technique and DDT are both more

effective in mosquito control than nothingatall.
b. Test the hypothesis (orthogonal to that of question a) that the new

technique is more effective than DDT.

Consider the data from Chapter 13, problem 1.
a. Test the hypothesis that stage fright increaseslinearly with audiencesize.

Whatproportion of the sumof squares due to condition is accounted for
by this hypothesis?

b. Test the residual from this hypothesis.

Use the information from problem 2 of Chapter 12 to solvethefollowing:
a. Whichofthecells differ significantly from one another by an LSD test?
b. Suppose that you have an a priori theory that, with grubbily dressed

speakers, attitudes should decrease with age; however, with well-dressed
speakers, attitudes should remain constant over age. Furthermore,for a

given age level attitudes should always be higher with grubbily dressed
than with well-dressed speakers. That is, the data shouldlook likethis:

e
e

Grubby

—_——_————t Well dressed

 

Attitude  
20 30. 40

Age

 

Generate the weights corresponding to this hypothe:
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c. Test the significance of the h i
H pothesis. How mucl

variance doesit accountfor? Test the SeniBianeehee sebicen ite residual.

14. Use the itinformation from problem 1panes of Chapter12to solve thefollowing:
it to be a one-waydesign wity th 5

condition.) Assume SSW = 3600. four conditions and 10 subjects Bs

a. Whatare the weights corresponding t th ca 5

groups do better than theeee
high-motivation

pb. Compute a sum of squares correspondi
A nding to thi ‘

the dfs corresponding to this sum a squares this hypothesis. What are

¢. Compute an F corresponding to the hy i

F? Isit significant? g

t

o

the hypothesis. Whatare thedfs forthis

d. Whatare the residual sum of squaisquares and
sol mean squares? Compute an F

ding to the residual. Wh
'P

significant?
at are the dfs for this F? Is the F

15. Consider a3 X 3 design.

a, Make up a set of weights to reflect this hypothesis:

Ow,
2

}

Factor 2

 

Factor 1

b. Suppose there are seven scores per cell and the meansare as follows:

 

 

Factor 1

1 2 3

1)2\2\7

a{3)2\2|

sbPh  
Test the hypothesis and the residual (assume MSW = 2).

16. Here are two hypotheses for a four-group experiment:

Hf 1 -) 7-3

HQ -1 -)

Make up a third hypothesis that is orthogonal to these two.

17. Hereis a hypothesis for a four-group experiment:

H:(f 1 1 -3
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Make up two more hypothesessuchthatall three are mutually independent
18, Consider the data from Chapter 11, problem 5 (note that o?js known)

Which groupsdiffer by a Scheffé test? By an LSDtest? ,

19. Consider the data from Chapter 12, problem 6. Suppose Gazelle, Inc h
the following hypothesis about their braking systems. The new system .
such that it will stop any size motorcycle in the same distance. However,
with the old system stopping distance increases linearly with enginesize.
a. Generate the weights corresponding to this hypothesis (Caution!), Not

that 125, 500, and 1000 do not form linear sequence. $
b. Is this hypothesis significant? What proportion of SSB doesit account

for?
¢. Test the residual from this hypothesis.

20. Suppose an experiment producesthe following four means, each mean based
on n = 10 scores:

M,=2 M,=4 M; = 2 M,=0

Notethat SSB = 80. Assume that SSW = 360.
a. Do an ANOVAonthese data.
b. Whatpercentage ofvariance (w?) is accounted for by the conditions?

21. A sociologist has the hypothesis that the average height of males living west
of the Mississippi Riveris different from the average height of males living
east of the Mississippi River. He takes random samples of 10,000 eastemers
and 9500 westemers and gets the following data (heightis in fect):

    
Easterners Westerners

Meanheight 75 Mean height 5.74
2(X — M)? = 599 2(X — M)? 632

Test the hypothesis that the average height of easterners differs from that
of westerners, Whatis w? in this problem?

. Consider the data from Chapter 10, problems 5-8, 10-14, 16, and 17.
Compute w? in eachcase.

23. Consider the data from Chapter 11, problems 1, 2 (both sets ofdata), and
3-6. Compute w? in eachcase.

24. Consider the data from Chapter 12, problems 1-7. Compute w? for rows,
columns, and interaction in each case.

re
y

wp

25. Consider the data from Chapter 13, problems 1-5 and 9. Compute w?for
conditions for each set of data.

26. Consider the data from this chapter, problems 1-5. Compute w* for cach

set ofdata.



A, we have seen in past chapters, the heart of the
hypothesis-testing procedure consists of determining how some summary score
is distributed assuming some null hypothesis to be true. Our strategy has been
to identify a particular experimentalsituation and thento deal with thedistribution
of the summary scorethat, in somesense, naturally emergesfrom that situation

A NewDistribution

In this chapter we are going to adopta slightly different strategy, which is to
first describe a theoretical distribution and then discuss whatthe distribution is
usedfor. This distributionis the chi-square (x?) distribution. The reason that we
are concemedwitha x? distribution is that many summary scores emerging from
experiments turn outto be distributed as a x? (just as other summan
distributed as z’s ort’s or F's). In this chapter weshall discuss three
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in which ¥?distributionsare used:testing whetherthe variance ofsome distributj
is equal to some constant, testing whether some obtained and theoretion
distributions are equivalent, and testing for independence in a contingency th
First. however, we will describe a x? distribution. ee

MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES
OF x? DISTRIBUTION

Consider a normal distribution with a mean of w and a variance of o?, Now

imagine that we pluck a random score (x) out of this distribution and form a
s-score in the usual way:

r-bh
oc

 

Nowsuppose that we squarethis = to obtain

a. BPz a 

   

Howwould this novel variable—this be distributed? We can certainly
formulate someintuitions. First, since is the square of something,it cannot
be less than zero. But =? can be arbitrarily high. Therefore,like an F distribution
this =? should be skewed positively.

Actually, we can be much moreprecise about someofthe properties of a
=? distribution. We know,for example, that 67% ofall =-scoresfall between — |
and +1. Note that anv = between —1 and +1 will tum into a =? thatfalls
between 0 and +1. Therefore, we know that about 67% ofthe =?'s shouldfall
between 0 and +1. Using other such properties of the z distribution (that we
can easily determine from the =-distribution tables), we can be as precise as we
like about formulatingthedistribution of=?-scores. In pointof fact, the distribution
ofthis =? would looklike the one in Figure 16-1. A z? has a name, whichis a y?
with one degree offreedom. A x? with one degree offreedom is represented as
x°(1).

Ourspecification of this x? distribution as having one degree of freedom
suggests that there might be x? distributions with more than one degree of
freedom. There are. Suppose once again we pick out a randomscore, x), from

our same normal distribution. From this x,, we again form a z-score, >,, anda
corresponding =j. We then repeat the operation, plucking out another random
score x2, and compute 23. Now we compute the sum z7 + 23. Howis this sum

distributed? The answeris that the sum is distributed as a x? with two degrees
of freedom;thatis,

  

92(2) = af + 23

What would be the nature ofthis x2 distribution with two degrees of freedom?
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FIGURE 16-1 Probability density function of y2(1).

In general, a sum of two ="'soughtto be greater than a sum ofone =. So we
would expect the mean of the x*(2)distribution to be higherthan the meanof
the x2(1) distribution. Andin fact, a x°(2) distribution would havethe form that
is shown in Figure 16-2.*

By now,the basis of a x? distribution should be fairly clear. In general,
suppose that we pick n random scores(x,'s) from a normal distribution, form a
z-score from each ofthese x's, and then square each z-score. The sumofthese
2?’s will be distributed as a x? with ndegreesof freedom: 

Wn) = apttro +B

Examples ofother x?distributions are shown in Figure 16-3.

 

*Notethat the scales of both the ordinate andthe abscissa will change for thevarious x? distributions

wewill be depicting in Figures 16-1 to 16-4.
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FIGURE 16-2 Probability density function of x*(2).
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FIGURE 16-3 Probability density functions for x?distribution with 5 and 20 d
of freedom.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF 2 DISTRIBUTION

Before describing the applications of the X° distribution, we'll discuss several ofits important properties. These properties involve (a) the mean andvariance ofa x’distribution, (b) additivity of x2 distributions, and (c) tables of the xdistribution.

Mean andvariance of x2 distribution. Recall that a x? with n degrees offreedom is defined as

Xn) = Ft hts + 2
The mean (expectation) of the x2(n) distribution may therefore be defined as

ElxXn)] = Et + 28 + «++ + 22)
or

Elx?(n)] = Ele) + E(3) + +++ + E(z2)
As Digression 16-1 shows, the expectation of any 3 is equal to 1. Therefore,

Elx(n)] =1+14+-+-+1=n

The mean ofthe x2 distribution with n degrees of freedom is simply equal to n.This makeslife quite simple.
Computation ofthe variance ofa x?distribution is somewhatless straight-forward, so we will not provide an explicit derivation. Very simply, the varianceof a x°(n) distribution is equal to 2n.

Additivity. Consider two y?distributions, one with n, degrees of freedom andthe second with n5 degrees of freedom, Suppose we take a y? from the firstdistribution and a x2 from the second distribution and add them together toobtain

X%(n1) + x%X(nz)

How will this sum of two x2’s be distributed? Again the answeris quite simple:

(ny) + x%n2) = x2(n, + no)
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that is, the sum of two xs is also distributed as a x?. The reason for this is very
straightforward. We consider first that 7

(ny) = sh + sh to + ha

and, second, that

X°n2) = sty + ake to + She

Therefore, x*(n,) + x%(no) is the sum of n; + no z's, which, by definition i
distributed as a x? with n, + ny degrees of freedom. oe

Tablesof the x? distribution. The process of hypothesis testing using a y2
distribution involves the same steps as hypothesis testing with any aia
distribution. As such,it will be necessary to establish criterion y?’s that chop off
various areas ofthe x? distribution. And, as with otherdistributions, tables have
been worked out to permit us to do this quite simply.

Consider, for example, a x? distribution with 10 degrees of freedom,as in
Figure 16-4. Suppose that we wish to find the criterion x? that chops off the
upper 5% ofthis distribution. To do this, we would look at x?-tables which, like
z-tables, t-tables, and F-tables, are found in Appendix E of this book. The x
table is organized very muchlike the t-table. First, each row corresponds to

O11

0.10

 

   

     

  

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.06 criterion:
x? (10) =

0.05 3.94

0.04

0.03
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High criterion:
x3(10) = 18.31  

5 10 15 20 35
x7(10)

FIGURE 16-4 Probability density function of x2(10). Criteria chopping off upper and
lower 5% tails are shown.
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someparticular value of degreesof freedom, & Yewith a x°(10), we would dire ie
degreesoffreedom.

The columnsin the y2-table re co epresenttl artion
the distribution that we wish to chop oft So te Tarf 2 wis

we arect ourattention to the sealing thisrow
  ‘xample

Corresponding to 10

ular (upper) Portions of
x*(10) that chops off the upper 5% of the to computethe criterion
with the column labeled 0.05. At the intersection of th Se concem ourselvescorresponding to 10 degreesoffreedom, we wouldfind regaliaand the rowis the criterion x2(10). ind the number 18.31, which

Chopping off other portions 2 distributyet ieee Sol a afthex distribution is also quiteined the eee straightfor-
the lower 5% of the distribution. Since our wy Beeeta chopped offtable is organized jchopping off upper partsof the distribution, we sani stelech i oN _chops off the upper 95% ofthe distribution, Therefore, we a aiey “f acolumnlabeled 0.95, where we would find a criterion x? eq Alto fetethese criteria are shownin Figure 16-4. PSE Bowhior

distributioy

16-3 As is the case with other distributions, tables have bee
that allow iis to determine criterta that chopoff yariow
x? distribution

HL Constinieled
§ portions af 4

Uses of the 2 Distribution
With this brief description of what a x? distribution is and howit works, we now
shall describe three uses for a x2: (a) testing an obtained variance against a
constant, (b) testing the fit of a set ofdata to sometheoretical distribution and
(c) testing for independence in a contingencytable, ;

COMPUTERIZED TEACHING:
TESTING AGAINST AN EXACT VARIANCE

Suppose we are educational psychologists interested in creative methods for
teaching arithmetic to elementary schoolchildren. In particular, we planto teach
arithmetic using a computer- rd instruction (CAL) system in which each
child leams to use a computer terminal andis tutoredin basic arithmetic via a
computer. The expected advantage of a CAIsystemis that since each child is
accorded a gooddealofindividualattention, the amountthechild leamswill be
increasedrelative to being taught bya traditional classroom-style teacher,

However, use of a CAI systeminvolves apotential problem, It maybe that
the relatively smart students will catch on to the CAL system—the use ofthe
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terminal and so on—andwill use it to great advantage in terms of increasi
their learning. However.it may also be that the not-so-bright students will hae
difficultygraspingthe use of the system andtherefore will not do as well ag thes
mighthavein an ordinaryclassroom system(this is the “richget richerand mae
get poorer” problem). Pipe

Howcan weassess whether or not this hypothesized problemis really f
concem? Suppose that at the endof the course each childis given a g ala
arithmetic examto assess how muchheor she has leamedin the course, Imaging
that the scores on this exam range from 0 to 100, andit knownfrom prior
experience that the population variance of this exam (0?) is equal to 95, Now
suppose that we look at the exam score variance of children who have Participated
in the CAI-based course. If, indeed, our potential problem is a real one—that
is. if it’s really true that the brighter students learn more, but thepoo lei
learn less—thevariance ofthe CAI children should be greaterthan the population
variance of 25.

Si    

  

Data. Suppose there are 10 students in this program. The data(the standard
examscores) for each child are shown in Table 16-1. The sum ofsquares for
this set of data is 846.4, and our bestestimateofthe populationvariance, est 62,
is 94.04. Nowthis estimate of o? of 94.04 certainly seemsto begreater thanthe
known population variance of 25. We might therefore beinclinedto assumethat
the CAI children do indeed endup being morevariable than children whoare
treated normally. As always, however, we have to becautious about precipitously
leaping to sucha conclusion. Perhaps, just by chance, we have selected a group

 

TABLE 16-1

Hypothetical Data: Arithmetic
Scores of 10 Children Who
HaveParticipated in CAI
Program for Learning
Arithmetic

Child Score (x)

1 Xx, = 68
2 "

3
4

5

6
7

8

9

10
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of highly variable children. We would like
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Likewise, the alternative hypothesis is that the indtee, lependent variable does have
an effect on the dependent variable. Specifically, we have theheeHoss \ wve
that the variance of children who take part in the CATprogramsh z tpat hesis

relative to 0§ = 25. " should increase

Next, we need a summary score thatwill reflect the degree to whict
null hypothesis or our alternative hypothesis is tric. In this ase its i rere
that a reasonable summary score would beouresti ate of the populati see one
94.04, obtained from the data. A better summa Bearer arnt
something related to est o?:

 

  

 

 ari
score to use, however, is

  

2(x,- MP

 

 

oO

This score is better because of the next step of our hypothe
procedure, which is to determine howthe summaryscoreis d
null hypothesis is true. It turnsoutthat the particular sum
chosenis distributedas a x? with n — 1 degreesoffreedomifthe null hypothesis
is true. Digression 16-2 demonstrates whythis is so. In our particular example
we have n = 10 children, and we cantherefore obtain

Xx -

 

ting
distributedif the

score we have

 

  
 

if  _ S464 _ 33.8
= 7 33.86

What is our criterion x*(9)? We consult our x?-tables, going to the row
correspondingto nine degrees offreedom andthe columncorresponding to0.05.
There we find acriterion x? of 16.92. -e our obtained y7(9) of 33.86 is

considerably more extreme thanthis criterion x*, weare in a position to reject
the null hypothesis. We saythat if the null hypothesis were true—if examscores
obtained by the children in our samplereallydid comefromadistribution whose
population variance was 25—we wouldobtain a x? as extremeas 33.9 less than
5% of the time. Therefore, our conclusion would bethat the CAT program does
(unfortunately) seem to increase thevarianceofchildren whoparticipateinit.

Observed x°(9) =

 

  i
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16-4 Consider someestimate of a population variance,

¢. Br— MF
SSS

n-1

Ifthe variance o? that gives rise to this estimate equals of,

x — MP
 

or

is distributed as x2(n — 1).

 

Noticethat inthis particular situation we used a one-tailed y?test, Here
“one-tailed” means exactly whatit has in the past. That is, we only concemed
ourselves with the criterion that choppedoffthe upper 5% ofthe distribution,
Suppose, however, that ourinitial alternative hypothesis had been nondirectional
rather than directional. That is, suppose that, whereas we thought the CAI
programmightincreasethe varianceofthe children, it seemed equallyreasonable
that CAI might decrease the variance.In this situation we would performa two-
tailed x?-test. As with any two-tailed test we would wanttofind thecriteria that

chopoff the upper and lower 0.025 ofthe distribution, Thesecriteria would not
be difficult to establish. Once again, we'd go to the row in our x2-tables
corresponding to nine degrees of freedom. To find the uppercriterion, we would
look in the columnlabeled0,025, and there we wouldfind acriterion x2(9) of
19.02. Similarly, the lower 0.025 would correspondto the criterion ¥°(9) that
chopsoffthe upper 0.975 of thedistribution. In this column wefindacriterion
of 2.70. If we were doing a two-tailedtest, these would be ourcriteria. Thatis,
any obtained x(9) that was cither lower than 2.70 or higher than 19.02 would
permit us toreject the null hypothesis.

  

FITTING AN EXACT DISTRIBUTION:
ARE BABIES LIKE COINS?

Would-be fathers often dreamofsiring a son. Sometimesthis desireis sufficiently
intense that the parents of anall-daughter familywill continue to have children
in hopes that a baby boy will eventually emerge. “After all.” the statistically
knowledgeable parents will say, “even though we nowhave four daughters, the
probabilityis still 0.5 that our next kid will turn out to be a boy. So whynotgive
it a go?”

This lineof reasoning makessense, butit doesinvolve the hidden assumption
that babies behavelike coins. Thatis, it involves the assumptionthatthesex of
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eachchild cannothein any Waypredictedbythe sexes ofthejust as the outcomeof a coin toss cannot be i he preceding children—redict - the‘ees. edby the results of previong
In the case of babies this assumptiSB iption maynot | ‘is that a eenple mayUe predisposedto have children ofeeber possibiltyr " a ONE sey | ifthis were dl Son, tl hen a couple with, four daughters shal the other, Iprobability of Py lucinga girl than a hoyshould theyopt fa é in hl #higheri fii@shoarsihicce okies or a fifth chilHivie tfi inva fate this issue? Wecould consult the Ca carecords and considerall families who have esaetly five ehikhee eoBU

find 1024such families andplot the distributionof the mufak , whee Mat we
1024 families. This observed frequency distributionis shown ié i Ae i thee
for instance, 40 of the 1024 have no boys(all daughters). ist vee ehave one boy andfour girls, and so on, Now suppose that ae = ts " ies

is in fact independent of the sexes of all other children, Howth : piece <likt
numberofboys be distributedoverfamilies? The answeris that Theta iyPe - | is that distributi
should be binomial. Thatis, the proba ty of having r boys ont of1 ate
should be the same as the probability of obtaining r heads out of ‘ii Metal
coin. s on flips of a

  
   

  

    

 

  

  

TABLE 16-2

Obtained FrequencyDistribution of N
(0-5) Across 1024 Five-Child Families poked oe

NumberofFamilies With . ., Observed Frequency((fi)

40

184

300

268

196

36

  

If indeed the numberof boys distributed binomially, should beable
to compute an expectedfrequency distributionfor the 1024families. That is, we
ought to be able to compute howmanyofthefamilies we wouldexpect to have
no boys, how manyof them weexpect to have one boy, and so on, Table 16-3
shows these expected frequencies, which we obtainedbyfirst constructing the
binomial probability distribution for N = 5 and p 0.5. We multipliedthe total
number in our sample (1024) by these probabilities to obtain corresponding
expected frequencies.

Tothe degree that the numberofboys ina familyoffivereallyis binomially
distributed, the frequencydistribution weobserveinour sample shouldresemble
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TABLE16-3

Expected Probability and Frequency Distributions for n
Boys in Five-Child Family; Assume These Distributions Ate of

Binomial with p = q = 0.5 and N = 1024
 

Expected FrequencyNumberof Bovs Probability (fe = 1024 x Probability

0 1/32 32 Y)

1 5/32 A
2 10/32 320

3 10/32 oh
4 5/32 160

5 1/32 39
 

the expected binomial frequencydistribution we constructed. Howare We poi
to assess the degree to whichthe expected and the observed frequency distrib

coincidewith one another? Table 16-4 showsthe two distributions—the expe nt
and the observed—lined up against one another.It's evident that there i oh
discrepancy between the two distributions. We observed 40 all-girl families
whereas we expected 32. We observed 184 four-girl/one-boyfamilies, where
we expected 160, and so on. i e

Suppose now that babies really do behave like coins. Due to chance
fluctuation, the expected and observed distributions probably wouldn't match
exactly evenif babies did behavelike coins. But on the other hand,there ought

TABLE 16-4

Construction ofa x? from Expected and Observed Frequency
Distributions; Notice That the Greater the Disparity Between
Expected and Observed Distributions, the Greater the x?

 

 

Number Observed Expected
of Boys Frequency(f,) Frequency(f.) fe — fu (fi — fol? (f. ~ ff,

0 40 32 -8 64 2.00
J 184 160 24 576 3.60
2 300 320 20 400 1.25

3 268 320 52 2704 8.45

4 196 160 — 36 1296 8.10

5 36 32 -4 16 0.50

SIUf. = fP-/fe] = 23.90



 

to be some degree of resemblance,

score that will reflect the degree of corresponde need some ki

observeddistribution,
nee betwee

One possibility for constructing such a summa
sumthe differences hetween the obsened anhihe
of the six categories. However,this sum invélves
ofthe differences are positive and others are
in a familiar way. We square the obse
(f. — f,'s. Actually, we then do one
(f- — fis by the corresponding fin order to “sts
differences. These (f. — f,)°/f.'s are foundin the sixt
Nowfinally, the sumofthe (f, - f,)/f's constitutes a summary s ithe degree to which the observedandthe expected distin oeeatingane another: butions coincide with

Clearly, wely. we nd of summary
1 the expected and 

    
Score would be to simplyifrected frequencies for wachhe familiar problemthat somehegative. Andthe problem is solved

 

 

  

 

Hypothesis-testing steps. Weare nowin a position
- nto ec; pr as

familiar hypothesis-testing. steps to test th ‘ S arty outa setof fairly
is wi : ie question ofinte: is Clise oi

null hypothesis will essentially he that having a babyis ikefippngise ae
. coin; thesex of any child in a family will be male with a 05 ability 4

independentofthe sex ofall the other children inthe bebalaly and will be

this null hypothesis implies that over families the number ofae mnie mele

should be distributed binomially, The altemative hypothesis aot he amily

that the null hypothesis is not true—inthis case that the numbe pe he simply

family should not be distributed binomially. per ol boys in a

 

Wehave already determined a summary score to reflect the extent to which
the null as opposedto the altemative hypothesis is true, This summaryscore is
simply

Y

y Gatecattgones Sf

This summary score appropriately represents the degree to which the null as
opposed to the alternative hypothesis is true, because if the null hypothesis is
true, we would expect the summaryscore to be small, whereas if the altemative
hypothesisis trie, we would expect the summary score to be large,

Now, as usual, we must ask how our summary scoreis distributed if the

null hypothesis is trie, Without going into the mathematicsof thesituation, if
the null hypothesis is true, this summaryscoreis distributed as ay? with k - 1
degrees of freedom. It important to note that k in this refers to the
numberof categories making upourdistribution. In our particular example there
are six categories, since we are concerned with the frequenciesoffamilies with
zero, one, two. three, four. orfive boys. (Donotfall into thetrap of thinking k
is equal to the numberofobservations—1024 inthis example.) So the summary

score we have obtained(23.90) should,if the null hypothesis is true, bedistributed

as a x°(5).
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16-5 If an observed sot af data comes from a particular underlying% i
probahility distribution, we can compute a summary score: 8

5 Men he
catrgucen Sf

Where the js are the expected frequencies and the f.'s are the
observed frequencies calenlated from the underlyingdistribution, 11
the scores do come from the underlying distribution, the summary
scoreiy distributed as x*(k — 1), where k refers to the number of
vategonies.

The remainder ofour hypothesis-testing procedureis quitestraightforward
First, note that we should be doing a one-tailed test, because if the null hypothesis
is false, we would expect our summary score to belarge, Under no circumstances
would we expect our summary score to be too small. We therefore need a
criterion x? that chops off the upper 5% ofthe distribution. Looking at our Xe
tables, wefind this criterion x°(5) to be 11.07. Since our obtained y°(5)of 23,99
is considerably greater than ourcriterion x°(5) of 11.07, we can reject the null
hypothesis and say that the number of boys in afive-person family is not
distributed binomially. Babies do not actlike coins. °

Let's just reiterate what we have donein termsoffitting a distribution. We
had a particular hypothesis (in this case that babies act like coins), and we had
somedata(in this case the distribution of numberofboysinfive-personfamilies).
The hypothesis implies a particular typeofdistribution (in this case a binomial
distribution). Given that we expect a particular type of distribution, we can
determinea set of expected frequencies. We then comparethe expectedfrequency
distribution with the observed frequency distribution. We obtain a summary
score that reflects the degree to which these two distributions coincide. If our
hypothesis is true, this summary score turns outto bedistributedas a x2, Knowing
the distribution of the summary score given our hypothesis, we can do what we
have always done; we can see how extreme our summaryscoreis. Ifit is extreme
enough so that we would only expectit to occur less than 5% of the time, we
conclude that our null hypothesisis false.

 

  

TESTING FOR INDEPENDENCE
IN A CONTINGENCY TABLE

The final use ofthe x? distribution we will describe—testing for independence

in a contingency table—is verysimilar to the distribution-fitting procedurethat

we havejustillustrated.
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Wediscussed contingency tables in i
the idea of a contingency table, consider theDhraatee aialitical scientists interested in assessing whether ther eno SUPPOSE We're
jn attitudes toward the use of miclear power.In tie hh Politicaldifferences
Democrats and Republicansdifferin their feelings akeaM Nonder whether4 : i igs about this controversi
source. To investigate the issue, we telephone 200 People di eethe U.S. population, Wefirst ask each person to identify himself ervont femDemocrat or a Republican. We then ask the person to classifyhi e pect ey
toward nuclear poweras one of the following: (a) nuclear ee it et aelegalized; (b) don't care; or (e) nuclear power should he a ‘ta os Nath
the results of this survey as a 3 x 2 contingency table shown in Ty if eeThe numbers in the right margin of Table16-5indicate thar oP ge
of 200, 150 were Democrats and 50 were Republicans. Likewise. then ae
in the bottom margin indicate that of our sample of200 peoy I, 75 th sari
nuclear power should notbe used, 75 didn’t care, and the in 30be se
that it should be used. For reasonsthat will become clear shortly, a ha ore
represented these frequencies as probabilities, eee

Now let's ask whether one's attitude toward nuclear power depends on
whether one is a Democrat or a Republican.Or stated another way, do Democrat
have a different pattern ofattitudes toward nuclear powerthan dlo Re ublican: 2
Wecan attack this problem as follows. Table 16-6 shows what our nf hod
looklike if attitude toward nuclear power and political inclination are indeed
independent. Let's explain the origin of the numbers in Table 16-6. Recall that
if any two events A and

B

areindependent, their joint probability, A A. B, shouldbe equal to p(A) p(B). This reasoning may heapplied to the data of Table

TABLE 16-5

541

A3 x 2 Contingency Table Depicting Relationship Between Political Preference

and Attitude Toward Use of Nuclear Power; Data Are Given Both in Terms of

Frequencies and of Probabilities; Probabilities Are Frequencies Divided by 200

and Are Given in Parentheses.

Attitude Toward Nuclear Power

 

   
 

 

Should Not Should

Be Used

|

Don't Care

|

Be Used

40 70 40 150

Democrats (9.200) (0:350) (0.200) (0.750)
Political inclination 58 5 0 50

Republicans (0.715) (0.025) (0,050) (0.250)

75 5 50 200

(0.375) (0.375) (0,250) (1,000)    
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TABLE16-6

Expected Frequencies and Probabilities for the Contingency Table Sh: i
Table 16.5, Agsuming ThatAttitude Toward Nuclear Powerand Political” "
Preference Are Independent of One Another. The Expected Cell Probabilitie
Were Obtained by Multiplying the Corresponding Row and Column (Marginal
Probabilities. The E ted Frequencies Were Obtained by Multiplying Each
Expected Probability by 200.
 

Attitude Toward Nuclear Power

 

 

 

Should Not Should
Be Used Don't Care Be Used

56.2 56.2 37.6
Democrats 150

0.281 0.28. 7 75K
Political inclination Ce oes ABS) (0.750)

: 18.8 18.8 124 5
Republicans (9994) (0.094) (0.062) (0.250)

75.0 75.0 50.0 200
(0.375) (0.375) (0.250) (1.000)    
 

16-5. Suppose we define the following probabilities:

p(R) = probabilitythat person is Republican

p(D) = probabilitythat person is Democrat

p(N) = probability that person thinks nuclear powershouldnot be used

p(C) = probability that person doesn’t care

p(U) = probability that person thinks nuclear powershould he used

Then, if political inclination and attitude toward nuclear power are truly
independent,it must be that in the population, ,

p(D CN) = p(D)p(N) = (0.750)(0.375) = 0.281

and

p(R ON) = p(R)pN) = (0.250)(0.375) = 0.094
and so on. Assuming independence, anyjoint probability must be the product
of the corresponding rowand columnprobabilities.

As we did inthelast section, let's use this expected probability distribution

to create an expected frequencydistribution. Todothis, we simply multiply each

of the cell probabilities by our samplesize of n = 200to producetheexpected

frequency: distribution shown in Table 16-6. Now weare in much the same

situation as we werein the last section. We have an expectedfrequencydistribution

 



and an observed frequency distribution. W
: y . We argue thati caee snlepentete the posed and the Specie eae a os aishould seen le one another, and anydiscrepancy hehe the oedue simply to chance. Once again we can derive a summary s i whee

‘
ary score, whichis equal

(f. = fo”

xe
Again,if it is true that our two factor -rs are independent a

between the observed and expected frequencies are et ie

summary score should be distributed as a x2. The x? is basedon (fai
Eo 6-1)

degrees of freedom, where J is the number of columns me

rows. So in this case the x?will be hased hl ‘Gee- the numberof

degrees of freedom.
2 ) = (2\(t) = 2

Comparing Tables 16-5 and 16-6, we can compute our observed x

x2(2) = (56.2 — 40)?/56.2 + (56.2 — 70)°/56.2 + (37.6 — 40)7/37.64 37.

discrepancies
tely to chance, this

 

to be

+ (18.8 — 35)?/18.8 + (18.8 — 5)°/18.8 + (12.4 - 10V/19.4

= 4.67 + 3.39 + 0.15 + 13.96 + 10.13 + 0.46

= 32.76

Our criterion x7(2) is 5.99. Obviously, our observed x? of 32
+e ariteni

76 is considerably

greater than this criterion. Therefore, we conclude thatpoliti sideral inclination and
attitude toward nuclear powerare not independentof oneanother. '

   

16-6 Ifthe rows and coltimns ofa) ¥ Keontingenoytable are independent

the probability of a given cell shouldbe theproduct of the carranonultig

marginal tow and column probabilities. Thus, we can compute the

frequency lor eachcell (hymultiplying the expected probability

by the total VY), A summaryscoreeanthen be computed as :

t=
xT

If the rows and columns are independent, this summary score ts

distributed as x2 with ({ — 1)(K — 1) degreesof freedom

 

Relationships Among Distributions

We'dlike to take this opportunity to point out some ratherintimate relationships

among the various distributions discussed throughout this hook. We hope
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knowledgeoftheserelationshipswill help providea feeling for the considerab}
unity that underlies much of probability andstatistics. rable

As we have emphasized,a t distribution is similar to a z distribution b
with an unknown rather than a known population variance. Theestimateof the
population variance is in tum dependent on the numberof degrees of freedo, =
With infinite degrees of freedom, the population variance is known; thus, ms

t(x) = 2

If one squaresa t(n), one has F(1, n), thatis,

@(n) = F(1, n)

If there are infinite degrees of freedom, then since t(~) = z,

(2) x? = F(1, ~)

However, as we have seen, a 2? is actually a x? with one degree of freedom,
Therefore,

P(x) = 2 = F(1, ©) = x%(1)

Wecanactually be more general about the relationship between the x
andthe F distributions. Recall that

 

est, 0

est, 0?

where est, o? and est, o? are based on n, — 1 and nz — 1 degreesoffreedom.
Note that

 F=

» 2tu — Mi?
at; or = ——————

n-1

and

2(tig — Ma)?
est, 0? =

ny—1

Nowsince

2(aii — Mi)?
o

and

2(ri2 — M2?
a

are distributed as y2’s with n, — 1 and ny — 1 degreesoffreedom, respectively,

it follows that

— x%Xny — WAny — 1)

Flin ~ Ds (m2 ~ DI = Say Tine = 1)
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(Recall that we are assuming est, o® and est, g2 ;
variance, 0.) 2 are estimates of the same

A final note: wehave seen in this chapterthatobtained variance against someexact se can use a x?

 

 

t variane to test
is ‘ance. The formula that weuse for this

_ Z(x — M)2
An — 1) = Za

Since 03 can be viewedas anestimate of o3 b ‘4
we could also have performedthe F-test, Pasedl offinite degrees of freedom,

F(n — 1,%) = est o?

9%

whereest o?is, of course,

Z(x — M?
n-1

SUMMARY
The purpose ofthis chapter has beento introduce a ther us 4,
distribution, the x?distribution. A y2(n) is defined to iheriesee
each z having been randomly drawn from a

z

distribution, It tumsout that if
variables in the world aredistributed as a 2 Marly? and that a y? is therefore used {
numberofdifferent hypothesis-testing situations, re used in a

1. Ax? may be usedtotest an obtained variance agi
if a set of scores x), Xo, ..
variance is 03,

2(x, — M)?

93

is distributed as a xwith n — 1 degreesof freedom.
2. Ax? maybeusedto test an obtained frequencydistribution against a theoretical

frequency distribution. In particular, with n observed frequencies(f,'s) and
their n corresponding expected frequencies(f,'s), the score

r ainst a constant.In particular,
+X, is drawn randomly from a population whose

 

is distributed as a x? with n — | degreesoffreedom.
3. Finally, a x? may be used to test for independence in a J x K contingency

table. Expected frequencies (f,) in each cell are obtained by assuming the
joint probability in each cell to be the product of the marginal probabilities.
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In this situation the score

Zhe — fo
fe

is distributed as a x? with (J — 1)(K — 1) degrees of freedom.

DIGRESSIONS

DIGRESSION16-1

Expectationofz?

Note that

 

q

 

Since

E[(x - p)?] = 0?

it follows that

E(z?) = o%/o? = 1

DIGRESSION16-2

Distribution of 2(x — M)?/o3

Westart with our definition of x2. If we draw n scores, x), ... , X,, from a normal

distribution with mean p and variance 03, we knowthat

2, — bP
o

is distributed as x?(n).
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However, we do not know the

with the sample mean M.Let’s inqui

Z(x, — MP

0%

We knowthat

Population mean; rathe
re about the distribution of" “eatingion of

D(x; — w= Elle, — M) + (M — pp
= 2x, - MP + 23, - MY(M ~ p)

The middle term of Equation D-1 is zero since
2B(x, — MM ~ p) = 2M - p) 3G, — M)

Therefore,

+2M—wP (Day

= 2M — (0) =

Z(x, — we = Tx, — MP + 3(M - we

Since (M — )? is a constant,

Ze, — we = Ze, — MP + n(M — py

or, dividing by 93,

Ze — BP _ Z(t, - MP 4, (Ma

% 0 (o3/n)

Note that

(M— »P
on

is az? drawn from a sampling distribution of sample means with parameters p
and o3/n andis therefore distributed as a x2(1). Likewise,

 

 

2x — HP
0%

is distributed as a x(n). Therefore,

x(n) = ae + x2(1)

or

r yyy — U7 MP
x(n) — (1) = Se

andfinally, by additivity,

=- 2

StSMate Th
3
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PROBLEMS

1. Heights of U.S. males are known to be distributed with a mean = 0.70;
and a standard deviation o of 2 inches, An anthropologist is inquirin fuck
whether heights of Bora-Bora malesare distributed with a variance dif. .
from that of U.S. males. A sample of seven Bora-Bora males Yieldsthe
following heights (in inches): sath

69 68 68 67 70 71 69

Can the anthropologist reject the hypothesis that heights of Bora-Bora mal
is distributed with the same variance as the heights of U.S. males? *

2. Freshco-Cola sales are distributed over days with a mean of 82,000 bottles
per day and a standard deviation of 1500 bottles. It is in Freshco-Cola's
interest to reduce this standard deviation because that would make marketin
more efficient. Hence, a new advertising technique is introduced with the
goal. Thefirst 10 days of using the technique yield the following sales:

 

Numberof Numberof
Day Sales Day Sales

1 81,752 6 82,033
2 83,812 7 81,925
3 82,104 8 81,599
4 82,529 9 82,730
5 82,620 10. 81,885
 

a. Has the new advertising technique beeneffective in reducing the standard
deviation of sales over days?

b. Does the variance overthefirst five days using the technique differ from
the variance overthelast five days?

3. Joe Smith is working for the U.S. Mint. His jobis to ensure that new coins
are fair—thatis, that they have an equal chance of coming upheadsortails
when tossed. The government has issued a new coin knownas the Nixon
nickel, with a portrait of Richard Nixon onthe headside and a horse’s tail
on thetail side. To test the fairness of the Nixon nickel, Joe flips 100 Nixon
nickels, and 61 of them tur uptails. Test the following hypotheses:

Hg: Theprobability of a Nixon nickel coming up headsis 0.50.

Hj: Theprobability of a Nixon nickel coming up headsis not 0.50.

Do not use a binomialora z-test.

An anthropologist has a hypothesis that 80% ofthe inhabitants of Clodovia

will be left-handed. From a sample of 200 Clodovians, 140 tum outto be

left-handed.
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a. Perform a 3-test to test the following hypothesy 8:

Ho: 80% of Clodovians are left-handed
Hy: The percentage ofleft-hi >tad BO gi left-handed Clodoviansis something other

b, Use a x*-test to test the same hypotheses.

Two-thirds of the hooks in Ralph’sscienceficti

timetravel, whereasthe other third are robot-o Hon stg

buys 180 books, whichheselects randomly off rene

he sorts them, to discover that 50 are about aaa the other 1
a ¢ other 130 are

about time travel. Joe suspects that Ralph |
i s that Ra has alteres i 2

to robot booksin thestore.Is this aispteiae ratio of time travel

P Supposedlyinvolve
Joe Smith goesin and

If. Upon arriving home,

 

Usingthe data from Chapter5, problem 9, evalua

using a x°-test. 4 -evalnate the occultist's hypothesis

Baskin-Sunshine has introduced four newflavors of ice cream: -freeze
new flav ieS cream: plasti-freei}

3

 

bubble gum, antiestablish-mint, and zirconium. To see if th

differences in preferencesfor the four flavors, 40 peoy le at : ae tenes

a choice of one ofthe four. Thepreferencesare as Tallow cee

five people preferredplasti-freeze. :

twenty people preferred bubble gum.

fifteen people preferredantiestablish-mint.

zero people preferredzirconium,

Test the hypothesis that there are nodifferences in preference among th

population.
ted

 

Joe Smith keeps track of all dice roll totals during a marathon game of

Monopoly, (Each roll involves the throwof twodice.) Hefinds the followin

frequenciesofdice totals.
ig

 

 

Total Frequency Total

—

Frequency

2 122 7 580

3 204 8 560

4 319 9 401

5 399 10 321

6 502 i 210

12 98

a, Compute an expectedprobability distribution and anexpectedfrequency

distribution for these data.
i

b. Would you conclude that the dice arefair dice? Or are they biased in

some way?

1Q scoresin the UnitedStates are normally distributed with a mean p= 100

and a variance o? = 225. A randomsample of 242 people from New York

showed the following distribution ofIQ scores:
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IQ Frequency of People

<55 20

55-70 7
71-85 29
86-100 52
101-115 63
116-130 42
131-145 13
>145 14

Would you say that New Yorkers are representative of the U.S. Population in
termsoftheir IQ scores?



CHAPTER 4,

NONPARAMETRIC
TESTS

A, you nowknow, many ofthe tests that we discussed
earlier, particularly 3-tests, t-tests, and F-tests, rest on certain assumptions about
the populations from which sample scores were drawn. Specifically, these tests
assume that the scores from different conditions come from populations that(a)
are distributed normallyand(b) have equalvariances. When weuse oneofthese
tests—say, the F-test—we areineffect saving, “If the assumptions of the F-test
have been met, our observed F of(say) 5.45 will permit us to conclude that the
differences amongthe groupsis notlikely to be due to chance. Put another way,
if there were no differences among the groups, the probability that we would
get a F this large is quite small (less than 0.05).

 

Violent Assumption Violations

Occasionally, the data wecollect flagrantlyviolate one or both ofthese assumptions.

Suppose, for example, that a group ofpeople takes a very easy examin which

551
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scores can range from 0 to 100. In such situation there may be very
scores of 100 and veryfewscores of 60. We would have a markedly Pa
distribution that is definitely not normal. When such clear violation Sawed
is not prudentto performa t- or an F-test; instead, we mustselect an appro) ry it
nonparametric (or distribution-free) test, which makes no assumptions aeme
form of the populations from which our samples were drawn. s

17-1 Whenassumptions underlying z-tests, t-tests, and F’-tests are flagrantly
violated. it is prudent to use one of a class of tests known ag
nonparametric tests.

COMPUTER ARITHMETIC REVISITED

Suppose onceagainthat weare interested in computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
and are wondering whetherchildren who learn via a computer behavedifferently
from children who learn via regular instruction. In particular, we hypothesize
that there maybe a difference between these two groups in termsof howquickly
they can solve ordinary arithmetic word problems. To deal with this question,
we select a random groupofchildren and divide the sample randomly in half,
one group leamsarithmetic by computer and the other group leams by live
humanteacher. We thengiveall 24 children a series ofarithmetic problemsto
solve. We note howlong in minutes each child takes to complete the problems,
and werecord the average time for each child. Suppose our observations produce
the data listed in Table 17-1.

We now wish to go through our hypothesis-testing steps in order to
determine whether the computer grouptakessignificantly less time than the
teacher group. Before doing hypothesis testing, however, we must obtain an
estimate of the variance of the populations that have yielded the data in Table
17-1. This estimate is obtained by

Note that

 

2

$s, = 5x3, - 2Xu)
ny

aha 2 GU pact= 12,379.0 => = 908.92

and
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TABLE 17-1

Scores of Two Groups of Children;

NumberofMinutes Taken to Solveeewae
roblem

Group 1

Regular Instruction c Group 2

Xa ‘omputer-Assisted Instruction

43 en.

12 3
21 13

41 1

39 2

93
27
37
35
31
33
29
371
12
30.91
12,379

DXA - (2X - (2X)
= 12,379 — (371/12 = — (79/12: = rayen2
= 908.92 = 154.92

=X,

M
=X

SS,

n
o
e

te
tt

 

   
(2X2)?

Ng

a (79_ 3
= 675.0 — 727 154.92

 SS, = UX—

Therefore,

>

_
,

908.92 + 154.92 _
est 0? = T+ Il = 48.36 

 

Nowthat we have est o? tucked away, we begi

steps. In terms of a null and an altemative hypothesis.

 

n our hypothesis-testing

Hy: Thereis no difference betweenthe regular instruction group andthe

CAI group in terms of howlong theytake to finish anarithmetictest,
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Or 4; = ps2, where 1, is the mean ofthe teacher Sroup and

p,

;
mean ofthe computer group. He is the

Hj: There is a difference between the regular instruction group and
CAI groupin termsof how longthey take to finish an arithinetic ie

st,Or py # He.

It seems appropriate to perform

a

t-test, with df = n, + ns — 26

+ 12 — 2 = 22. If we conducta two-tailedtest, the rejection region will Se 12
ofall values of t = —2.09 and t = 2.09. Our observed summary Spore in in

situation is the difference between the sample means (M; — M,), which in a

case is 30.91 — 6.58 = 24.33. If Ho is true, this sample scoreis distributed ‘sth
a meanjy,- «4; of zero and an estimated variance est 0%), 51, equal to est 2 +
est o%,. (We recall all this, of course, from Chapter 10.) The variance wae

computed as

esto? est o®
= + est Oi,-a. = est of, + est Of =
n Ng

- 1836 , 48.36|
12 12 103 + 4.03 = 8.06

And finally,

est Oy, a, = Vest 0%), 4. = V8.06 = 2.84

Ourobtained t may now be computed as

1(22) = (Mi — Mz) — Ban—ste

Oy - Me

24.33 — 0 iF,

=~“o8q 7 897
Since our observed (22) of 8.57 exceeds the criterion t(22) of 2.07, we reject
Ho.

When computing our estimate of o®, we noted that SS, and SS, were quite

different (908.92 versus 154.92). This aroused our suspicion that perhapsthe
scores in group 1 comefrom a population with a greater variancethan do the
scores in group 2. Andindeed, when weobtain a separate estimateof o? from
each group,

 

> $8; _ 908.92 _
est, 0? = df, = T0 = 82.63

and

SS, 154.922 = = ———" = 1401
ee ae Gs et

And wesee that est, a? is almostsix times as great as est, 0°. A t-test can stand
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a reasonable amount of mismatch, but a 6 to 1 tiratio
violation of the homogeneity ofvariance assumption is really an intolerable

17-2. Gross violation ofassumptions ean; ee s generally be detected by examinati
ofthe data. (This ts a good reason to examine data in Heetau

RETREAT TO NONPARAMETRICS;:
MANN-WHITNEYU-TEST

What are we to do? Our t-test is notreally legitim:

place completefaith in its conclusions. As suggested, the solution i

a nonparametric test that does not depend on SGMLNowedeeee

make primary useofthe orderingof the data points (and thevelareap ¢ Satins
referred to as order tests). There are various nonparametricte a i neti

to the tests we discussedin previouschapters. Thesigntest (C! ene
5 5) and the

x-test (Chapter 16) are two such examples. Several more illustrati iloeee P| nore illustrations will be

For the most part we can usually find some nonpar:

substitute for a parametric test. And for the most aiti er to use

nonparametric test whenever oneis in doubt about whether the assuny stone '
a parametric test will hold, But there is a cost. As weshall see. "angie

tests are usually less powerful than the corresponding paramet
manyresearchers will use them only whenit is absolutelyne

As analternativetothet-test, the Mann-Whitney U-test is oneofthe mast
powerful nonparametric statistical tests. Using this test, we will reanalyze our

data on the effects on problem-solving speed ofregular instruction (RI) Orst

CAL. We begin by taking the data from Table 17-1 and ordering them as f

Table 17-2. The scores have nowbeenarrangedin order fromlowest tohighest

and the condition correspondingto eachscore is noted, along with the score.

rate, so it would be unwise to

sometimes

   

netric test as a

    

 

  

TABLE 17-2

Rearrangementof Data from Table 17-1 Needed to Perform Mann-Whitney

U Test

 

Rank =R, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 12 13 115 16 17 18 19 202 BA

Score 123 4 5 67 8 9 WH 12 13 21 23 97 29 31 33.35 37 BW 4 4B

Condition CAI CAI CAI CAI CAL Cal CAL CAI CAL CAL CAT RE CAL RE RT RE RE RI RE RE RE RI RE RI

For Rls: 5 R,, = 12 + Lt + 15 + 16 + IT + IS + 19 + 20 4 BL + 22+ Wt A = Wl

 

For CAIs: ER = 1+ 2+ 34¢4t 5H GF THES HOF WENGE BAD
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Wecaneasily see that the number of RI scores that are hi
scores is far greater than the number of CAIs that are higher aes to CAL
observation provides a clue that the CAI group is performing better than tt hs
group. But the notion needs to be quantified. To do this, we count the n ae
of RI children who scored higher than each CAIchild. We first note thar
RI children scored higher than the first CAI child (the one whose score a B
Second, we see thatall 12 RI children scored higher than the second CAl had
Similarly, all 12 RI children scored higher than the third, fourth, fifth sixth MY
to the eleventh CAI child, Only 11 RI children scoredhigher than the lastcab
child (the one whose score was 13). The stimof the numberof RI children td
scored higher than each CAI child equals wh

2412+ 12+ 124 124 12+ 124 12+ 124+ 12+ 1411 = Iyy

Let's refer to this value as Uj.

Wewill now calculate the converse statistic, Us, which is the numberof
CAIchildren who scored higher than each RI child. This calculation is easy
because only one CAIchild scored higher than an RI child (the CAI child whose
score was 13 scored higher than the RI child whose score was 12), Theother
CAI children never scored higherthan an RI child. Thus, the sumofthe number
of CAI children who scored higher than each RI child is equal to 1, that is
Us = 1. ,

If there were no difference in the speed ofsolving arithmetic problems
between RI and CAIchildren, we would expect U, and U, to be about the same
because on the average RI children would score higher than CAL children just
aboutas often as CAIchildren scored higherthan RI children. But a verylarge
value of U, accompanying a very small value of U2 (or vice versa) would suggest
that the groups weredifferent. Therefore, when we observelarge differences in
the value of U; versus Up, we will reject the null hypothesis that the two samples
camefrom the samepopulation. But howlarge a difference must we observe?

Ordinarily we take the smaller value of U, and U; and referto this smaller
value as U. The sampling distribution of U assuming the null hypothesis to be

true is known and depends on the size of each sample. Tables (like z-tables,
t-tables, and the like) have been constructed to provide the criterion valuesof
for samples ofvarious sizes. As indicated in Table E-6 in Appendix E, for n,
= 12 and ng = 12, U mustbe less than or equal to 37 in orderfor us to reject
the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level. Our observed U of 1.0 is indeed smaller
than the critical value of 37; thus, we reject the null hypothesis and conclude
that children who lear arithmetic by regular instruction take longerto solve
arithmetic problems.

 

17-3 The Mann-Whitney U test is the vonparannetii: fest aoalegeand to a
test. The Mann-Whitney 0, like other nonparanetne tests, is

primarily concerned with the ordering of scores. 1 does pot use
measiies suchas thie moan or varanve of the amyinol sone
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It should actually comeas little surprise that when we appli

nonparametric test, we came to the same conchusi applied the legitimate

uestionable parametric t-test. Recall from ourdis DNAS We did with the

when the obtained score far exceeds a criterion port in Chapter 11 that

ound rejecting Heaven 'il’sie have lclated one are,ve are on fairly safe

arametric test. In the present examplethe obtained sco le assumptions of the

Pavyas quite unlikely that the legitimate test would lye4 aleeak that
ifferent result,

and sure enoughit didn’t . Later in this chapter wewill take a look atat an example

in which the obtainedscoreresulting from a parametric testonly slily slightly exceeds

the criterion score. It is this sort of situation that raises problems.

Computational formulas. Although the counti: ' nting technique was i

easy in the previous example, you might suspect maleoeeSeeme

extremely tedious and time consuming when th
oe

e number} Fects i

Your suspicion would be entirely justified, but happily Eeaes i large.

procedure that yields the same results. To calculate U, and U, eerite
a. e the

formulas

‘. n(n, + 1)
U, = nn t+ ~~? SD Ra

2 stores

and

Us = mine + mate tO y Re

where R,, is the sum of the ranks obtainedby group 1 and Rj2is the sum of the

ranks assigned to group 2, as indicated in Table 17-2. [To check your calculations:

U,plus Us should,as it turns out, equal n, timesno. In our a ,

 

example

RI: U, = 12(12) + Be -21=1

and
2

CAL: Uz = 12(12) + 1x8) — 79 = 143

Thus,

U, + Up = 1 + 3 = A= (ny)ns)

andall is well.]

Ties. In the example wejust considered, everyscore was different; there were

no tied scores. But often there areties. Consider, for example, the scores

{2, 8, 10, 10, 14}. In applying the Mann-Whitney U-test, the score of 2 would

receive a rank of 1, while the score of 8 would receive a rank of 2. The two

scores of 10 would be assignedthe average of the next two ranks. Because the
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next two ranks are 3 and 4, their averageis 3.5. Consequently, the score:
each receive a rank of 3.5. The final score is then given the next rank 5. sof t9

Occasionally, three or more scores will be tied. When this occurs,
score receives the average rankthat those scores would have received ee
were all different. In the set of scores {2, 8, 10, 10, 10, 14}, the scores of. a
8 receive ranks of 1 and 2. The three scores of 10 would be assigned theay, od
ofthe next three ranks, Since the next three ranks are 3, 4, and 5, their eee
is 4. Thefinal score is then given the rank of6, the next unused rank, See Tate
17-3 for some examplesof the appropriate rankings to be used whenther ae
several ties. Fare

TABLE 17-3

Examples of Rankings to Be Used When There Are Several Ties
 

 

1. Score 2 2 8 |10 10 14

Rank 15] 15] 3 45] 45] 6
 

 

  

2. Score 12 14 14 14 15 16 16 16 16 21

Rank 1 3 3 3 5 75) 75) 75) 75110
             
 

Whenn is large. When the numberof subjects in the two groupsis large
(say, greater than 20), the observedvalue of U approaches a normaldistribution
with mean

pb = nyn,/2

and standard deviation

o = Vin(n)(ny + ng + 1/12

This means that we can determine whetherUis significant or not bycalculating
a z-score using the equation we leamed long ago in Chapter6:

se
a
 

orin this case

ss U = (nyn2/2)

Viningiin+ ng + 1/2

Since our U-tables only go up to an

n

of20, this z-approximationis often very

handy.



If we wereto use the z-approximation in owir
b= nyno/2 = (12)(12)/2 = 144/2 = 79,

o = V(nj)(n2\ny + ny + 11d = (12)12)(85y7ig =

  

17.
and 2

u=1

Thus,

Obtained z = =-faines 17.32 4.10

Since our obtained z of —4.10 is much mo:
tailed) z of + 1.96, wereject Ho. re extremethan our criterion (two-

17-4 When 1 is large. it is compuitatio ee

epproanation to inte ofbbeheanne
approxima! i Al wor %

rae as pothing to do with the distributions ofthe original

Parametric Versus Nonparametric Tests

Toreiterate, the difference between a parametric and a Nonparametrictest is
that a parametric test specifies certain conditions about the parameters of the
population from which our data have been drawn. To use such tests, certain
assumptions about the variance orshape ofthe distribution must be met. The
nonparametric test does not specify conditions about the parameters of the
population from which our data were drawn. (These tests do have some

assumptions, however. For example, the observations mustbe randomlyassigned
to the two or more conditions. In the experiment on computer-assisted versus
regular instruction, no nonparametric test will save us if we have deliberately
put boys in one condition and girls in the other, or 10-year-olds in one condition
and 8-year-olds in the other.)

Atthis point you are probably sayingto yourself: “Since the nonparametric
test requires so many fewer assumptions, and our conclusions do not depend on

things like the shape of the population distribution from which the random
sample was drawn, whydon’t we always use nonparametric tests?” The reason

is that nonparametric methods have somedisadvantages, which are best illustrated
by considering the following example.
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MISGUIDED MEMORY

Two psychologists, whom we will call P and N, together decide to
engeninent oe the effects of misleading Taformation on Beaglea an

remembertheir past. Psychologists P and N had read about some work by
Loftus in which subjects saw a simulated auto accident on film. After hear

subjects were questioned about what they saw. Although there was no bam an
the film, half of the subjects were asked “How fast was the white sports.
going whenit passed the barn whiletraveling along the: country road?" The cites
half were asked a control question, “How fast was the white sports car et
while traveling along the country road?” All subjects were later asked wohethee
they had seen a barn.

Loftus found that the misleading question increased the likelihood that the
subjects would later report having seen the nonexistent barn, Over 17% of the
subjects indicated that they had seen the bam when its existence had been
presupposed, whereas fewer than 3% indicated that they had seen the nonexistent
bam whenit had not been presupposed. Loftus argued that the questionsare
effective because they contain information—in this case false information—that
becomesintegrated into the person's recollection of the event.

After reading about this work, it occurred to P and N that the findings
were relevantto the situation in which a witness to, say, an accident later reads
about the accident in the newspaper. Would information presented in the
newspaperinfluence how a witness remembered an event? Psychologists P and
N also wondered whether the prestige of the newspaper madeadifference in
termsofthe likelihood that the newspaper information would catise errors in a
witness's recollection.

Psychologists P and N began by recruiting 12 individuals to participate in
their study. All would see a simulated auto accident on film. Later they would
read a newspaper article aboutthe accident. Fourofthese subjects were randomly
assigned to be shown an article that was allegedly from the New York Tinies.
Four were shown anarticle that was allegedly from the New York Daily News.
In both cases the article contained numerous pieces of erroneous information.
The remaining four were control subjects who read anarticle of unknown origin
that did not contain any erroneous information. Finally, all the subjects were
tested on their memory for the accident. The numberof errors made by each
subject were recorded, and these data are presented in Table 17-4.

Looking at the data, we seemto see differences among the three groups
In particular, the misleading information groups appear to be doing worse than
the control group. Given that misleading information is presented, it is more

influential if it comes from the New York Times than the Daily News. The two
psychologists decide that they will each analyze the data and then theywill
compare their results. This procedure, while requiring thembothto dothework,
will serve as a check for accuracy.

Psychologist P decides to conduct a one-way analysis of variance, and her

calculations are shown in Table 17-5. Using this procedure, she has found an

observed F value of 5.96, whichis significant beyand the 0.05 level. Withtwo
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‘TABLE 17-4

NumberofErrors Made by Subjects :Conditions Y Subjects in Three Different

Group 1 Group 2

_Gontol_ Daly News Gro4 aes NewYorkTine
7 9 9
1 10 ig1 5 15a

EX, = 13 2X2

=

28
M, = 3.25 M,=7

TABLE 17-5

Analysis of Data from Table 17-4

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Control Daily News New York Times

4 4
9

7 9 13
1 10 15
1 5 7

TX, =13 = Xi = 28 EXy= 4 T= 85

g \ M [Re I | u | |~ 24 Nda fg 722.25 - 602.8 = 120.17

 

 

ssw= > X3- yu = 813 — 792.95 = 90.75
everything groups 4

Summary Table

Source Ss df MS F

Total 210.92 N as
Between 120.17 2 60.09 5.96

Within 90.75 9 10.08
 

and nine degrees of freedom, the critical value of F is 4.26, and the observed
value exceedsthis critical value.

Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks. Psychologist N does
not wantto take a chancethat the assumptionsofthe parametric one-way analys!

ofvariance mightnot be met, andso he decidesto conduct a nonparametric
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instead. “I've got nothing to lose,” he tells himself. He happily discoy,
there is a nonparametric procedure corresponding to the one-way aah that

variance,called the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks
is used for deciding whether more than two independent samples are
different populations.

In the computation of the Kruskal-Wallis test, all the observations fi
conditions are combined and ranked in a single series. The smallest ae al
replaced by rank 1, the next smallest by rank 2, and so on. When tages
N replaced the observations by ranks, he observed whatyousee in Table17 .;

Ivsis of
which
from

TABLE 17-6

Scores and Ranks for Use in Kruskal-Wallis Test
 

Score: 1 1 4 4 5 7 7 9 9 10 13 45
Rank: 15 15 35 35 5 65 65 85 85 lo yy 12

Next, the sum of the ranks in each of the original columnsis found. If
these sumsare similar to one another,it is likely that the samples were all drawn
from the same population. On the other hand,if these sumsare highly disparate
it is unlikely that all scores were drawn fromthe same population. ” ;

Psychologist N found the sum ofthe ranks for each of the three groups
shown in Table 17-7.

TABLE 17-7

Sum of Ranks for Each Group for Kruskal—Wallis Test
 

 

Control Daily News New York Times

3.5 3.5 85
6.5 8.5 11.0

15 10.0 12.0

15 5.0 65
Sum R, = 13.0 Ry = 27.0 Ry = 38.0
 

If the samples are actually from the same population or fromidentical
populations (in other words, if Hy is true), a statistic referred to as H can be
used:

12z Ri
if N(N + Toe n, AN}



N = total numberofobservations

n, = numberofobservations in s, j
7 observations in samplej

Ry = sum ofranksin samplej

Psychologist N calculated H to be

_ 12/18 a ag
i mre rn(+ +%) anes y

= (0.076)(585.5) — 39.0

= 5.498

To determine whether the observedy;

value, we needatable ofcriterion value:
depend on both the numberof samples andthe numberof obser we ‘a
each sample. The present experimentusedthree samples, with fae ns within

in each. Consulting the H-tables in Table E-7 in Appendix Eof ic rencations

see that when the n’s are 4, 4. and 4, the critical value of His ai book. Me

equal to 5.69. Since our observedvalue of 5.498 docs not exceed ees
value, we cannotreject the null hypothesis. seced this eritical

alue of H exceeds some criterion's. It turnsout that the

 

17-5 The Krus!

toa one
  

 

Vallis. test is the nonparametre te at is 5
W Parametric test that is aAL ANOY nilagon

 

   Disagreement betweentests. Psychologists P and N finishedtheir ar
and met to compare notes. They soondiscoveredthat one ofthem(P) had used
aparametrictest and wasable toreject Hy. Theother (N) had useda nonparametric
rocedure andwasnot able toreject Hy. Thus. if the null hypothesis were really

false, the nonparametrictest wouldincorrectly result in a failure to reject, because
the nonparametric procedureis less powerful thanthe parametric procedure,

As youwill recall from our discussion of powerin Chapter 8. a powerful
test allows a researcherto detect the effect of someexperimental variable when
that variable really does have an effect. To say that parametric te more
powerful than nonparametric tests meansthat given exactly the sameset ofdata.
a parametrictest is morelikelytolead tosignificant results than a nonparametric
test. The principal reasonfor this is that parametric tests make maximumuse of

all the information inherent in the data. With nonparametric tests, information

is lost when scores are convertedto some otherform, in this case, ranks.

What should the psychologists do at this point? Shouldthey report the

results of the one-way ANOVA orofthe Kruskal-Wallis? The answer depends

on whether the assumptions of the ANOVA have been met. If theyhave, the

investigators should go ahead andreport the results of the ANOVA andthereby
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reject Hy. If. on the other hand, there is reason to suspect that the aSsumpti,
have beenviolated, the researchers cannot in goodfaith use the ANOVAs

must report the results of the Kruskal-Wallis and consequently not feety Kc

17-6 A nonparametric test is generally less powerful than its Corresponds
parametric test, ‘Thus, it is possible fora nonparunctrio test ty sae
ont nonsignificant while the same data would be signiticane ab-onyp
to the panunetric test, 1g

Which Nonparametric Test
Is Appropriate?

If we have collected some data and wish to conduct a parametric test, we now
wouldhavelittle difficulty choosing an appropriatetest to apply. Thus,if we had
two independent samples, we might apply the ¢-test; with more than tyo, we
might apply a one-way ANOVA,and so on. ;

When we knowthat the assumptions of these parametric tests have been
violated, and we wish to conduct a nonparametric test instead, we choose an
appropriate test in the same way. The test we use will depend on the data we
have collected. For example, the Mann-Whitney U-test is appropriate when we
have two independent samples, whereas the Kruskal-Wallis test is used when
we have more than two independent samples. In Table 17-8 welist the types of
data we might have, along with the tests that would be used to analyze these
data. Notice several things. First, often, more than onetest is appropriate fora
set of data. Second, there is no nonparametric test that correspondsto the two-
way analysis of variance. This is rather unfortunate, because it means that we
cannot evaluate the interaction between two independent variables with a
nonparametric procedure.

Deciding which test to use is sometimes a matterofindividualpreference.
There are literally hundreds ofstatistical tests that could be presented in this
book, each one designed specifically for a particular situation. For a more
comprehensive discussion of nonparametric tests, we recommendyou consult a
reference source devoted solelyto this topic. In the meantime we'll present some
of the more popular and useful nonparametric procedures to enable you to
analyze some kinds ofdata very quickly.

More Nonparametric Tests

Forthe most part, a nonparametrictestis availableas a substitute for a parametric

test in anysituation. So, for example, nonparametric tests exist for comparing a

set of data with somespecified theoretical distribution, for comparing two or



TABLE 17-8

Parametric and Nonparametric Tests for Anal

 

lyzing Various Kinds of Data— ta
Purposeof Test Parametric Test
SS

S

s

SE
Single sample

Two samples,
between subjects

Two conditions,
within subjects

More than
two conditions,
between subjects

Morethan
two conditions,
within subjects

Set ofitems with
two measures on

each item

Single sample

To determine whether
population from which
particular sample was drawn
has mean or median different
from some hypothetical value

To determine whether
populations from which two
independent samples were
drawn have same mean or
median

To determine whether
populations from which two
samples were drawn have
same mean or median

To determine whether
populations from which more
than two independent
samples were drawnhave
same mean or median

To determine whether
populations from which more
than two samples were drawn
have same mean or median

To determine whether two
measures or variables are
associated

Todetermine whether
population from which
particular sample was drawn
has certain theoretical form

= = test or t-test
forsingle sample

= = test ort-test
for independent
groups

= = test or
within-subjects
t-tests

One-way ANOVA
(F-test)

Repeated mea-
sures one-way
ANOVA

Pearson
correlation

Also handledby
xZ-test (whichis

nonparametric)

nparamet,SSE

Sign test

 

Mann-Whitney

Sign test or Wileoson
sign rank test

Kruskal-Wallis test

Friedmantest

Spearman rank-difference
correlation (rho)

Kolmogorov-Smimov
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more conditions in a within-subjects design, and for evaluatingassociations ;
correlationalsituation. MS ina

COMPARINGA SET OF DATA TO SOME
SPECIFIED THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION:
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV ONE-SAMPLE TEST

Suppose you wish to determine whether a populationdistribution has co,
theoretical form based on some observed data. We sawin Chapter 16 that.ae
test could be used for this purpose. Anothertest thatis particularly usehod i
this purpose, the Kolmogorov-Smimovone-sampletest.speci : a
frequencydistribution that would occur underthe theoret distribution and
compares that with the observed cumulative frequencydistribution, The a
involves finding the point at which these two distributions—the theoretical es+
the observed—showthe greatest discrepancy.If a discrepancyis sufficien _
so that it is unlikely to occur if the observations werereal
fromthe theoretical distribution, the null hypothesis (the
theoretical distribution holds) can be rejected.

Toillustrate the useofthe test. suppose you are wondering whether people
prefer smiling to nonsmiling faces. To studythis problem, you arrange to have
five photographs taken of an individual with facial expressions from no smile
through a moderate smile,to a full smile. You get together 10 subjects andask
each which photographheor she prefers. If a smile is not important, you might
expect each photograph to be chosen equallyoften. Ifsmiling is important, you
might expect one of the photographs showing large smiles to be chosen more
often than one ofthe photographs showinglittle or no smile.

Suppose your observations bring the data shown in Table 17-9. HereF,(X)
is the theoretical cumulative distribution under Hy, where Hois the hypothesis

 

fies the cumulative   

 

tlylarge
random sample

ssumption that the

  

  

  

TABLE 17-9

Do People Prefer Smiling Photographs?
 

Rank of Photo Chosen (from
1 = no smile to 5 fullsmile) 

1 2 3 4 5

Ff = numberof subjects 0 1 0 4 5
choosing each photo

F,(X) = theoretical cumulative * an tn ty ft
distribution under Hy

F,(x) = cumulative distribution 6 to itn ib fi
of observed choices

Difference: F(X) — Fs(X) tb a tn hh 03
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that each of the photographsis chosen equally often, each by one-fifth of thyi : . = ot the
subjects, and F,(x) is the cumulative distribution of the observlast row in the table gives the absolute deviation of each obec Hyaacorrespondingtheoretical value. Thus,the Ta eansubtracting #5 from 8, to get £ or #. frst absolute deviationi obtained by

The important valueis the maximum deviati fel: ieee
or 0.50. To determinethesignificance of the dekapeeweeSRtable of the distribution of D, which can be found in Table ES Agent
From this table it can be seen thatthe critical value of D, for x : eens E.

0.01 level of significance is 0.49. Since our observed D exceeds this val a Ihereject Ho and concludethat our subjects have shown a significant eta: vr

smiling faces. preference for

 
 

COMPARING TWO CONDITIONS
(WITHIN-SUBJECTS DESIGN): WILCOXON TEST

Occasionally, we are interested in gathering twosets of observations from thesame individuals or from related individuals. One wayto analyze such datainvolves the use of a within-subjectst-test, as we sawin Chapter 10, But there
are nonparametric counterparts to this test, and one of the most commonlyused
is the Wilcoxontest for matched samples. i

Suppose weare interested in whether a course designed to improve re:
skills actually accomplishes that goal. We mighttake someindividuals and measure
their reading skills both before and after the courseis completed. Suppose we
had actually gathered the data shown in Table 17-10 from seven individuals. We

ading

TABLE 17-10

Does a Course on ReadingSkills Actually Improve Those Skills?

 

 

Signed
Absolute Rank Rank

Individuals Before After Difference Difference Difference Difference

A 74 16 -2 2 3 -3

B 81 80 1 1 15 15

Cc 85 89 -4 4 6 -6

D 79 88 =9 9 7 7

E 92 95 -3 3 45 -45

F 83 80 3 3 45 45

G 87 86 1 1 15 15
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could analyze these data using an appropriate t-test, but given ¢
underlying the Wilcoxontestare less restrictive, we opt for that alternati

The procedureis quite straightforward. First, the matched pairs fe
are subtracted in order to obtain their difference, as is done in Table Te
Next, the absolute values of the differences are obtained, rather easily. x THO,
absolute values are assigned ranks starting with a rank of 1 for the sence
difference. Finally, the appropriate positive or negative signs are restoredto he
ranks. You can follow this procedure across the columns in Table 17-10. the

Whatdo we expect to find? If there is no difference between the re, di
score obtained before and the reading score obtained after the course. we : it
expect the sum of the ranks associated with positive differences Teboerke
groups to be roughly equal to the sum of the ranks associated with ne h :
differences between groups.If there is a difference between the before aid the
after scores, the positive sum of ranks might be quite a bit smaller or larger th f
the negative sum ofranks. As the before and the after scores become more int
more discrepant, either the positive sum of ranks or the negative sum of ranks
will get smaller. The Wilcoxontest allows us to determine whetherthis smalle
sum is “significantly” small.

Lookingat the last columnin Table 17-10, we see the signed rank difference
for each individual subject. We must compute two quantities: T,, whichis the
total of the ranks having positive signs associated with them, and T_, which is
the total of the ranks having negative signs. The Wilcoxon testis interested in
the smaller ofthe two, and we denote this value W,),for the observed value of
W, In our example W,,. = 7.5. To determine whetherthis value is significantly
small, we must consult Table E-9 in Appendix E, whichpresents thecritical
yalues for the sampling distribution of W as a function of the number of
individuals, N. If Wa,, is less than or equalto the critical value, we reject Hy and
conclude that a real difference in the two sets of scores exists. In the present
example we might wish to use a significance level of 0.05, and thus thecritical
valueis 2. Since our Wj, is greater than this critical value, we cannotreject Hy

In the Wilcoxon test, ties are handled in a fairly straightforward way. If
there is an even numberofzero differences, each one is assigned the average
rank for the set. Naturally, zero differences rank lowest in terms ofabsolute size.
So with two zero differences, each would receive a rank of 0.5. The next step is
to give half these ranks a positive sign and the other halfa negative sign. However.
if an odd number ofzero differences occur, one of the zero differences is
randomlyremoved from the data, and the procedure for an even numberof zero
differencesis followed.In this case the total numberofpairs, N, must be reduced
by 1.

he assumption

Notice that the table includes values of N between 5 and50. Actually,
when Nis larger than 25, we can use an approximation to the standard normal
curve, The conversion is given by

MN + 1/4
= MySSS

VN(N + 1)(2N + 1)/24
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Although N is a bit smallin our readin
when these valuesare substituted in th

15 — 17+ 1/4
UT + Wl27) + 1/24

=-1.10

g skills example, consider wi -e temala hee consider what happens

 

As you will recall, when using a 0.05 level of significance and a two-tailed test
the critical values of z are — 1.96 and +1.96. Our observedvalue of = docs not
exceed these values, and so we cannot Teject Hy.

COMPARING MANY CONDITIONS
(WITHIN-SUBJECTS DESIGN): FRIEDMAN TEST

When we wished to compare two independent groups, the Mann-Whitney U-
test was a possible choice. With more than two independent groups we had the
Kruskal-Wallis test available to us. The Friedman test bears a similar relationship
to the Wilcoxontest. With two sets of observations on the same or related
individuals, we have the Wilcoxon test available to us, With more than twosets
of observations, we may wish to tum to the Friedmantest.

The procedures involved in conducting a Friedman test are not difficult.

Let's say we're interested in whether visual ability changes depending on the
timeofdayit is tested. Suppose welook at thevisual ability of n = 11 individuals,
tested in the moming, noon, aftemoon, andevening, in randomorder. Assume

we have obtained the data shown in Table 17-11. Subject 1 got a score of 1 in

 

 

TABLE 17-11

DoesVisual Ability Depend on Timeof Day?

Subject Morning Noon Afternoon Evening

a 1(2) 4(3) 8(4) OL)

2 3(2) 2(1) 4(3) 13(4)

3 14(4) 4(2) 7(3) 2)

4 10(4) 4(2) 9(3) 31)

5 10(4) 4(2) 5(3) 3(1)

6 4(1) 12(4) 10(2) M3)

7 10(3) 3(1) 14) ae

8 1(2) 3(3) 10(4) te

9 12(3) 11(2) 13(4) “

10 10(3) o(1) 114) an

ul 2(2) 3(3) 134)
 18

ZR, 30 24 a
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the morning, 4 at noon,8 in the aftemmoon, and 0 in the evening. The Fri
test beginsbyfirst taking each rowof scores and assigning cach scoreon

arank. The ranks for subject 1 are 2 in the morning,3 at noon, 4 in the aft sy
and 1 in the evening. This is done for each subject. and the ranks ferm00n,
columnare then summed, OF each

What do we expectto find? Suppose that time of day makes no diff
The column sumsofranks should be identical in the population andsi nie

the samples if the null hypothesis of no difference as a function of +De ir in

is true, However, if there tends to be a large number of high ranks in = day

two of the columns, we begin to have support needed to reject Ha. Been
With sufficiently large samples—say, a minimum of n = 10 subjects

receiving J = 4 treatments, the test statistic for the Friedman is Snake
approximatelyas x? with J — 1 degrees of freedom. Thestatistic ig a

x Pal | = 3nlJ +1)“yg + D)

 

gps

and in our example this means

122a 02 + 24? + 382 + 187) —x Tae [3 } 3(11)(5)

= 11.95

With three degrees of freedom this valueis significant beyond the 0.01 level, so
we can handilyreject Hy.

The x? approximation is used only when the number of subjects and
treatments is not too small. However, when these numbets are small, exact
probabilities can be obtained fromtables. For example Table E-10 in Appendix
E can be consulted whenthere are three orfour treatments and nis quite small.

DISCOVERING ASSOCIATIONS: SPEARMAN’S
RANK-DIFFERENCE CORRELATION (Rho)

Suppose youareinterested in whetherthere is a relationship between the number
ofvisitors permitted in a prison and the quality of prison life. You suspect that
the relationship may be positive—that is, with more visitors permitted, the
prisoners judge the prison to be of higher quality. You gather data from 10
risons around the United States, noting for eachits rank in terms of number

of visitors allowed and its rank in terms of quality determined bya vote of
prisoners. Suppose vou've gathered the data in Table 17-12. Assumethe numbers
in the first two columns represent your observed rankings of a sample of10
prisons on the two variables of interest—visitors and quality, Now you might
compute a Pearson correlation coefficient, as described in Chapter 14, but you

might also want to consider the Spearman rank-difference correlation(called

tho) whichis a measure of the association of two variables especially useful when
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TABLE 17-12
Does NumberofVisitors Permitted ;.. p.:me

ermitted in Prison Affect Quality of

Rank  
 

Rank Quali
—_

 

1 1
u15 —2 25 3.0 0283 25 13 ae4 4 5.0 Le5 5 5.0 1a6 6 85 28 s Be 6.25z Ms 40a Lo

10 10 10.0 1

 

 

the scores are in the form of ranks. Rho is
ranks of two variables and is quite easyto Compute, particularly when nis smallTo calculate rho, vou first compute the difference in tanks on the twa oyvariables for each prison,as is donein thethird colums
you squarethesedifferencescores to obtain Sor TRE ITALTh

merely the Pearson r2 between the

2. 6(E d?)
ee GSD

Where nis the numberofprisons. In this example

7 6(14)
tho = 1 ~7090 = 10

84=1-—
990

there appears to be

a

positive correlation between the
ina prison andits quality, but youstill must determine

whether this correlation is significantly large to allow youto reject the null
hypothesis that the population valueof rhois 0.

To do this, you would consult Table E-11 in Appendix E. Since you had
10 observations (prisons), the absolute yalue of your obtained rho must exceed

0.65 in orderto reach the 0.05 level ofsignificance. The obtained value of 0.915
doesjust this, so you can conclude that thereis a significantpositive correlation
between the numberofvisitors andprison quality.
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SUMMARY

Thestatistical tests discussed prior to this chapter (such as the s-test and
test) are based on certain assumptions. The major assumptions are these the t.

1. The scores constituting the raw data, or the x's, are independent of
oneanother.

2. The x's are drawn from a normaldistribution.
3. The scores fromthe different conditions are drawn from Populations hays having

equal variances.

Violation of the independence assumption has a rather serious effect, }
most experiments can be arranged so that this assumption is not violated.
Violations of the other two assumptions are less serious. But if one of the ;
assumptions has been strongly violated, it is proper to analyze data usin o
nonparametric test. Nonparametric tests do not make any assumptions about tie
parameters of the populations from which samples were drawn. Most parametric
tests have nonparametric tests corresponding to them.

DIGRESSION

PROBLEMS

DIGRESSION17-1

Whenthe n’s Are Large

Whenthere are more than five observations in each ofthe various samples,the
statistic H is distributed as a x°(J — 1), where J, as usual, is the numberof
groups. This makesthings easy, for instead of using Table E-7 in Appendix E,
we can determine whether an observed is significant byreference to Table
E-5. If the observed value of H is equal to orlarger than the value of x? given
in Table E-5, Hy may berejected. So if we had 10 observations in each of our
samples instead of only 4, we would have required an H[crit x?(2)] of5.99 or
greater in orderto reject the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level ofsignificance.

 

1. A developmental psychologistis interested in whether kindergarten boys and

girls are different from each other in terms of how happytheyare. A

happinesstestis given to 5 boys and5 girls, and the 10 children are ranked

fromfirst to tenth in termsoftheir total happiness score. Are boys significantly

happierthan girls?



Rankingof happiness
Sex ofchild

Errors Made by Rats That Are
Expected to Be

Bright Dullaed Pall
685 12 1021494

book collections. Theycollect somesychologists; ee
these individuals and simply count the aanberohakeeeea- s on the
observations are given below. Determine whether¢ I ehthe‘ ‘ there is a signi
difference betweenthesizeofcollection using a nonparametric vapieatt

 

 

Political Scientists Psychologists

87 131
72 94
65 77
54 88
67 6
76 90
73 87
82 76
104 95

164
127
77

4. Twopolitical researchersare interested in whether the Watergatepolitical
scandal had any effect on the voting practices of Democrats versus Repub-
licans. They hypothesize that Republicans wouldbe so discouraged that they
would be less likely to vote in local and national elections, The voting
behavior of three Democrats and four Republicansis examined. The number
oftimes that eachof these people votedin the previousthree years is given

below. Test the hypothesis that Republicansvoteless often than Democrats.
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Democrats Republicans

4 2
3 1
I 0

0

5. A medical scientist. Dr. Greenwald,investigatedthe effect of a new di
patients with insomnia. She took three groupsofpatients and adinintes 4
drug A to one group, drug B to a second group, and no drugto the hed
group. After a weekthe patients reported the average numberofhours te
had been able to sleep. A totalof 15 patientsparticipated in the experimer a
5 per group. Whenthe data were in, Dr. Greenwaldranked them from bee
to worst (1-15) in termsofability to sleep. it

Use a nonparametric procedure to analyze herdata:

  

Drug A Drug B No Drug

3 J 2
6 5 4

ll 9 7
12 10 8
15 14 13

6. Dr. Smith is interested in whether people can more accurately detect the
pitch of a tone whenitis presented to the rightorleft ear rather than to
the top of the head.Six individuals hear tones presented to the rightear, six
hear tonespresentedto the left ear, and six hear tones presented overthe
top of the heads. Does nonparametricstatistical analysis support the conten-
tion that the placementofthe tone makesa difference? Analyze the following
data, which are the numberoferrors that each subject made.

Right Ear Left Ear Top of Head

c
o
o
r
c
o
c

V
b
e
w
a
e

KR
r
p
N
w
o
w
r
e

_ Many Americansare currently seeking to improve their health byjogging.

Dr. Jones wishesto studythe effects of jogging on well-being. Hedevises a
test designed to measure subjective well-being, a test in which people can

receive a score between 0 and 40. Hefinds 36 individuals to participate in

his study. One-third are instructed to jog 2 miles per day, one-third4 miles

per day, and one-third are not given a treatment. At the endofthe week

his well-being test is administered, and the following scores are obtained.
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Use a nonparametric procedure to de i
Use

a

nonataé
letermine whether the Broupsare different

Control 2 Milesper Day 4 Mil
: ! Miles per Day

Sea

ll
7

212
9

=20 lL
.24

16
a21 19 7

ae
iz

29

15 ll %14
22

3* 23 2727 214 26 1819
8. Manystatisticians suggest that when there

a
r
e

ties ;areties in the rankiof H should becorrected. The { eo msings: the value
i formulato be used for correctingis

> (t= t)i
N?7-N

whereT is the numberofsets oftied observ:
in any set i. In the previous problem th 3i ere were four sets oe
observations, one set of three ties, and one set Ft "to. Ged
Thus, offourtied observations,

—

1

_ [MP = 2) + (0) - 3)
c=1 (teeais

tor-9

+ [(4)) - 4) = 0,997

Tocorrect the value of H, wedivideit by C:

H_ 1381Pata Tes
Ht C 0.997 188

 c=1

Now supposethatthe first subject score ofthe 4-mile-per-day condition had
received a 7 instead of a 13. What would this do to the value of H? Correct
this value forties.

9. Ten Triumphsandnine Pontiacs weredriven from Seattle to San Francisco.
The total numberofhours it took each ofthe cars to travel thedistanceis
given here:

Triumphs $16.5 16.6 16.7 16.1 17.7 174 162 164 17.1 169
Pontiacs 16.3 17.9 178 168 17.0 172 173 175 176

a, Suppose you had nopreconceived notions about whether drivers of
Triumphsdrivefaster than drivers of Pontiacs. Based ona nonparametric
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test of these data, would you conclude that one type
faster driver? ‘ype of person Was q

b. Assumethat the n’s in this case were large enoughso that th
approximation could be used. Would yourconclusion be any di
Compare the aboveresults with those based on t-test,

€ Normalfferent>c.

A student taking a statistics course was required to think UP a quest;
be answered,collect some data, and then analyze the data as Tarte tion to

requirement. The question in which she was mostinterested Was ayn
herfavorite Rolling Stones album was cheaperif boughtin a reed ether

in California, Oregon, or Washington. She wrote letters to a aed Store

stores in the three states asking what they chargedfor the album Reg ber of
camefrom18stores in California, 17 in Oregon, and 18 in Washin hoses

prices each store charged for the album are given here: Btn.The

Cost for Rolling Stones Album
a

 

California Oregon Washington

3.92 4.08 4.70 1.56 243 2.52
345 3.67 4.15 4,29 2.98 3.10
2.00 2.94 4.55 174 3.04 3.53
228 5.90 3.31 2.17 494 3.06
3.50 2.18 2.13 197 3.15 2.57
425 5.39 468 469 2.46 3.48
2.38 2.74 2.68 2.87 3.34 5.94
3.02 3.49 236 3.17 2.39 251
3.26 2.70 3.93 227 1.61



Summation Notation
One thing we will be doing a great deal ofin thiis book is summinis point it i ‘ ig numbers. Atthis pointitis therefore appropriate to introduce some notationtovastly simplify
our discussions. astly simplify

SUMMATION NOTATION: GENERAL

Suppose we havea series of sequential integers (for example,0, 1, 2
will use the letter i to refer to an integer (just as x or y is typically used in
algebra to refer to any number). Touse aspecific example, imagine that we are
concemedwith the set of integers {0, 1, 2. 3, 4}. Suppose nowthat we want to
sumup these integers; for example, we want

T=O+1+24+3+4

 

 

A shorthand wayof representing this summation is to use the uppercase Greek
letter sigma, or 2. Sigma means “sum up.” Hence,inthis example,

4
T= Sit

20

would mean “T is equal to the sum(sigma) oftheintegers (i) from the lower
limit of 0 (represented by i = 0 below the summationsign) tothe upperlimit
of 4 (depicted by 4) above the summationsign.
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OTHER WAYS
OF USING THE SUMMATIONSIGN

The summationsign, along with its designation of lower and upperlimits, j
very flexible piece of notation. For example, suppose thatinstead of te

T=0+1+4+2+3+4

we wanted

U=H+ P+ eee se
Wecould then representthis as

4
U= > i2

i=0

Or suppose the integers were abscissa values of some function. Hence, each
abscissa value, i, would have some corresponding ordinate (function) value that
mightbe designated as p(i). Imagine now that we want to sum upthese ordinate
values; that is, we want

V = p(0) + p(1) + p(2) + p(3) + p(4)

This could be represented, using the summation sign, as

4

v= > pli)
i=0

Summation Notation and Subscripts

Now we'll extend the use of a summation sign to subscripted numbers.
To see what is meantby a subscript, imagine that we havefive people, and

wehavelisted the height for each person. Thus, the heights might be asfollows:

  

  

Person Height

1 x, = 70
2 69

3 X3 = 71
4 x, = 73
5 xs = 68

Notice that notationally we have referred to the scoresofinterest—the heights—
as x's. However,to refer to a particular person's score—say, the second person's

score—we add the numbercorresponding to that person just belowthe x. This

number,2 in the present example,is called a subscript. Thus,bylisting a unique

subscript to each x, we makeall thex's distinct from one another(as they should

be, since they refer to different scores).
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A “general x”is referred to X,, Orthe scoreas

belongiSuppose nowthat we have n Persons, each with a scoreeye theith person
the sum ofall n scores. We denote this sum as "and we want to take

x
aA

which simply means sum ofall the x's from th limitnth (upperlimit of n). In the example above =iowe i oUtteh5
DUN tit t+ rytx,a

= 10 + 69+ 71 +73 + 68 = 95)
The summation sign used in conjun
useful piece ofnotation. For examp

ction with subscripts is a very flexible andscore and addup these squared sco}
le, suppose that w. e wanted to square eachres. We would represent this as5

Seat t e+ gts
i=l

= (70? + (69) + (71 +732 4 (68)2

= 4900 + 4761 + 5041 + 5929 + 4604 = 94.655
Likewise, suppose that we wanted to subtract 10 from each score and add upthe results. We would representthis as

S (x -10) = (70 — 10) + (69 — 10) + (71 ~ 10) + (73 - 10) + (68 — 10)res

= 60 +59 +6] + 63 +58 = 301

A LITTLE ALGEBRA
OF SUMMATION SIGNS

We'll go through three algebraic facts about summation signs. Wesuggest that
youplay around with some numbers to convince yourself that the facts are valid.

Thedistributive law. Suppose each of n subjects has twoscores, x, and y,.
Imaginethat for each subject, we wish to subtract y, from x, and then sum these
difference scores. Such a maneuver would be represented as

> tn —y)

The distributive law says that we can distribute the summation through this

expression, or
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i

Thatis, the sum ofthe (x — y)’s is equalto the sum ofthe x's minus the
ofthe y’s. one

Multiplication by a constant. Suppose each of n scores is multiplied by
constant(say, 7). Thus, each x; becomes 7x;. Now suppose wewant to sum the :
‘7x;,'s. This would be represented as .

Dts
ist

Now we may movethe constant(7in this case)to theleft side of the summation
sign or

3 Tx, = Dx,
m1 mA

Thus, summingthe (7x)'s is the same as summing the x’s and multiplying this
sum by 7.

Summinga constant. Suppose wehada setof nscores and a constantk that
we wanted to subtract from each score. Summing these (x — k)'s, would be
represented as,

> te —k)

Now using ourdistributive law, we can see that

Sa-b-Su- Dk

The first term of this expression is familiar—it’s simply the sum ofthe x's.
However, what about the second term, =?.,k? Since k is constant(it does not
vary wheni is changed as does x;), this expression simply means“take k and add
it to itself n times,” or

n times

2 J
Dkak+tk+-- +k
i=l

which is equivalent to multiplying k by n; that is,

a
Dk = nk
i=t



W.
Sx, — an?
4a

n

begin with the deviation-score formula, whichis

Ss

Let's work with the numerator, whichis referredto as a sum
Thus,

of squares (SS).

SS = > (x, - MP
mA

Expanding the expression (x, ~ M)?, we get

SS = > (x? — 2Mx, + M2)

- Sams, + Sar
a a

Recall (a) that constants maybe transferredto theleft side of the summation
sign and (b) that summing aconstant ntimesis equivalent to multiplying that
constant by n. Hence, since 2. M, and M?are constants,

  

ss= Sxp- aM Sx, +e
rlis1
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Nowrecall that M = = x/n. Thus,

ss= SpoF,

  
n

= Sx-

Finally, to get variance from sum of squares, we multiply the sum of squaresby
I/n to get i

 

Substituting into the last term, we obtain

M
e

co
m

 s? == _ y?
n

A mnemonic for rememberingthis formula is that the varianceis equal to “the
meanofthe squares minus the square of the mean.”



APPENDIX ¢

COUNTING RULES

Suis youare sitting at a poker and you wa
to compute the probability that the person aor ‘whom Sinan haa
full house.(A full house, in a five-card poker hand, consists of three of one card
and twoofanother. Thus, for example, a hand consisting of two aces and three
fives would bea full house.) How would youcalculatethis probability?

In Chapter 1 we discussed the most straightforward way of calculating a
probability, whichis first to computef(S), the total numberof elementary events
in the sample space of concern, and then calculate f(A), where f(A) is the
numberof elementaryeventsin the set correspondingto the outcomeofinterest.
The probability of A, p(A), is then equal to f(A)/f(S). In the present example
one elementary event would consist of a five-card poker hand. So f(S)in this
case would consist ofthe total number ofdistinct, possible poker hands.Likewise,
A consists of the outcome “twoof one card and three of another.” Thus, f(A)
would be the total number of such handsthatexist.

How are we to go about computing f(S) and f(A)? This task does not.
offhand, seemas if it wouldbe particularly easy, and infact it’s not. There are,
however, ways of making it easier, and in this appendix we'll be talking about
handy techniques that maybe used for counting large numbers of complicated
things. It may seem somewhatstrange to haveanentire appendix aboutcounting,
since counting is something that's intuitivelya straightforward process. It's true

that counting is a straightforward process if you are counting the number of

people at an intimate dinner party or the numberoffish youcatch ona fishing
excursion, but many other things are not so straightforward to count because

there are so many of themand theyare generated in a somewhat complicated

way. Counting poker hands is an example ofsuch a thing, Other examples are

shown in Table C-1.
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TABLE C.-1

ExamplesofSituations in Which It Is Not Particularly
Straightforward to Count Things
 

Situation Things to Count

1. License plates in state of a. Numberofunique Washingto
Washingtonconsisting of three license plates. How many seh
letters followed by three digits. can exist in the state before = 4

newlicense plate system|) hasbe devised? 2
b. Numberoflicense plates with

letter Q.
c. Numberoflicense plates with

letter Q but not digit 5.
2. Out of a 10-person psychology a. Numberofpossible such

faculty at Browning University, a committees.
3-person committee is to be b. Number of committees that
selected. include Gloria Gardner,

c. Numberof committeesthat
include both Gloria and her
boyfriend Andrew,
 

Five Counting Rules

In manyinstances some sample space of concem will be made up of elementary
events that consist of sequences of things. In our poker hand, for example, the
things are cards, and each elementary event is a sequence offive of them.In
ourlicense plate example (in Table C-1) elementary events are made up of a
sequence ofthree letters followed by another sequence ofthree digits. Our
three-person committee from Browning University consists of a three-person
sequence. There are five counting rules that provide someaid in the task of
computing the numberof sequencesthat there arein varioustypesofsituations.
These rulesare as follows.

COUNTING RULE I: GENERAL RULE FOR
COMPUTING NUMBERS OF SEQUENCES

Let's suppose that an elementaryevent in a sample space consists of a sequence
of N things. Of concer is the numberofstates that each thing can be in (for
example,a letter could be in any one ofthe 26 states, A-Z; a digit could be in
anyone ofthe 10 states, 0-9; and so on). In particular, let's suppose that the
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first thing in the sequence can be in any one ofk, states, the see ing i. y fates, cond thin;the sequence canbe in any oneof ks states, and so on until the Nth thi i “ihesequence can be in any oneofky states. In : eenaen‘ n this case the tota eel vctathsequences is obtained by the formula ¢ total number of existing

Numberof sequences = (k,)(k3) ++» (ky)
To give an exampleofthe use ofthis typeof sequence, suppose that in a s
faraway country, vehicle license plates consist simply of aeaoeone letter. How many suchlicenseplates are there? In this situation the seq ateconsists of a series of N = 2 things. The first thing (the digit) can take bn any
one of 10 states; therefore, k, = 10 Likewise, the second thingin the sequ rie(the letter) can take on any one of 26states; therefare, The total, = 26, The total
number of such sequences(license plates) is therefore obtained hythe formula

Numberoflicense plates = (k,)(kz) = (10)(26) = 260

 

Hence,a total of but 260 cars could be assigned uniquelicense plate numbers
in this tiny principality, :

To give another example ofthis rule, suppose you're playing
game that consists of flipping a coin twice and then throwinga die.
such two-flip-one-throw sequences are there? In this case N =
sequence consists of three things: k,

a strange

How many
me Pr ‘i 3 since our

= 2 since the first coin flip ca i
either of two states (headsortails); kg

=

2 since the second Salina
end upin either of twostates; and k; = 6 sinee the die throwcan end up in
any ofsix states (1-6). Thus, the total number of sequences is obtained by the
formula .

 

 

Numberof sequences = (k,)(k2)(k3) = (2)(2)(6) = 24

Tree diagrams. Somepeople haveaneasiertime seving where these sequenices
comefrom throughtheuse of whatis called a tree diagram. Figure C-I illustrates
the use of a tree diagram to representthe possible sequences in the coin flip~
coin flip-die throw example that we have just discussed. In this diagramthe top
level represents the first thing (in this case the first coinflip); the secondlevel
represents the second thing (the second coinflip); andthe third level represents
the third thing in the sequence (the die throw). Each path downthrough the
tree represents one possible sequence, So, for example, the far left-hand path
represents the sequence head-head-1; the far right-hand path represents the
sequencetail-tail-6, and so on. By counting up the numberof paths, we can
easily see that there are 24 paths and hence 24 separate sequences—the same
conclusion that we arrived at by using the formula.

 

For each... there are.... Another related wayoflooking at ntimbers of

sequencesis the following. You figure that for each ofthe ky possibilities for the

first thing in the sequence, there are k, possibilities for the secondthing, Hence,

there are (k,)(ks) possibilities for the first two members ofthe sequence.
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Coin flip 1: H T

Coin flip 2 H T F

Diethrow 12345 6 123456 123456  a3456

FIGURE C-1 Tree diagram illustrating 24 sequences obtainable when two coin fi
are followed by die throw. ips

Likewise, for each of the (k,)(k2) possibilities for the first two members, there
are k, possibilities for the third, and so on. In the example we have been using,
for each of the two outcomesofthe first coin toss, there are twopossibilities for
the secondtoss. Hence,there are (2)(2) = 4 possible sequencesforthe outcome
of the two coin tosses (which are HH, HT, TH, and TT). Analogously, for each
ofthese four possibilities there are six possible outcomesofthe die throw, giving
the (4)(6) = 24 total three-thing sequences.

COUNTING RULE 2: A SPECIFIC CASE OF
COUNTING RULE I THAT OCCURS WHEN
ALL k’s ARE EQUAL

In many instances we have a sequence of N things whereall the things are the
same. In this case the numberofstates must be equalforall N things. Thatis,
in termsofourprevious rule,

kekpe er aky =k

In this case the formula we obtained from rule 1 boils down to the following.
The numberofpossible sequences is equal to k multiplied byitself Ntimes,or

Numberofsequences = k*

As an exampleofthis, suppose we are concemedwith the numberofseven-digit
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TABLE C-2

Illustrations of Counting Rule 2

 N = Numberof

 

k = Number of
+ Thingsin ao

Things to Count Sequence ture In Numberof

1. Numberofsequences that can 8 flips Sequentes
result from 8 coin flips 2(H or T) 2* = 256

2, Numberof sequences that can 8 th
result from 8 die throws ~ #18) 6 = 1,679,616

3. Numberofthree-letter strings 3 letters 26 (A-Z)
e 26° = 17,576

 

numbers that can exist. (Such an issue mightbe of concem to the telephocompany, since a telephone numberconsists of seven digits, The total Wnsof unique seven-digit numbers would therefore determine the total numberof
telephonesthat could be contained within an area code.) In this case N
to 7, since the sequence is made up ofseventhings i ing dii « gs (the things being digits).
and k is equal to 10, since each digit can be in anyoneof10 s Shea tate s
total numberof telephone numbers is ’ ‘ Puen This the

k® = 10° = 10,000,000

is equal

Table C-2 provides some otherillustrations of situations that are covered by
counting rule 2. ,

COUNTING RULE 3: PERMUTATIONS

Theissue dealt with by counting rule involves thefollowing: Suppose we have
N things. In how manyways canthese N things be arrangedin a sequence? For
example. suppose we hadthe threeletters A, B, and C. In how manysequential
ways could we arrange these three letters? We might have ABC. ‘ACB, CBA,

and so on. Each sequenceis referred to as a permutation of the N things, and
the formula for computing the numberof permutations is

Numberofpermutations = N!

Here N! does not meanaveryexcited N. Rather,it is a mathematical expression

to symbolize

(N)(N — 1)(N = 2)°+°()

and is referred to as “N factorial.” Thus,

31=3x2x1l=6

Sh=5x4x3x% 2x 1 = 120
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TABLE C-3

Counting Rule 3: Permutations

APPENDIX C COUNTING RULES

 

Question: Howmanyways are there to arrange theletters A, B, and C? (Note: N = 3 in this aie)

First Position: Second Position: Third Position:
Three (N) Choices Two (N — 1) Choices One (N — 2) Choice
 

A
 

 

 

Aik $< ABC
—>AC ACBm

3.x 2% 1 or6, Possible
sequences___

>

BA——> BAC
BC BCA In general,

(N)(N = 1)---(or CA ——— CAB or
—+CB CBA N! permutations
 

and so on. By convention,

o=1

Therationale behind this formula is exemplified in Table C-3 and Boesas
follows. Let's consider the first memberorposition of the sequence. There are
possible things that we can putin this position. Nowlet's consider the second
position of the sequence. How many things are there that could gointo this
position? Since we have already chosen one of the N things to go in the first

sition, there are only N — 1 thingsleft for the secondposition. Thus,thetotal
numberof ways wecanfill the first two positions is N(N — 1). Likewise, there
are N — 2 things that can go into the third position, and so on down theline.
Upon arrivingatthelast position, we are left with only one remainingthing.

COUNTING RULE 4:
ORDERED COMBINATIONS

Thesituation covered by this counting rule is as follows. Suppose we have N
things, and out of these N things we are going to select and order ofthem.

How manyways can wedoit? For example, suppose that we have N = letters
(a, b, c, and d) and from these four letters we are going to choose and order
r = 3 of them. How manysuchthree-letter sequences are there?

The logic that we use to dealwith this situationis illustrated in Table C-4
andis very similar to the logic we used in the permutation situation described.

Weinitially considerthefirst position in our sequence. How manypossible things

do we have to putin this position? The answer is we could choose any one of

our N things. In terms of our example we could choose any one ofthe four
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Counting Rule 4; Ordered Combinations

Question: How many ways are th
Guettion: He

ere to select and order two (r) letters outof thle 4 (N)

Be wat

(N) letters A,
Four(or N) Second(rth) Positi

(
ition:Choices Three (or N — 1) Choices

AB
=

We
Thus:Total Possible number of

=:
re

combinationsis (4)(3) = oeie

r

factors

BA
e

BG
(N=IW = 9). ey

SSS
Fe

= MN YN ~9).

N!
W-nl ordered combinations

letters. Now how aboutthe secondposition?Since we have already used up oneof our N things, there are only N — 1 thingsleft that can be ‘placed in the
second position. Hence, the numberof ways offilling the first two PositionsisN(N — 1). Likewise, there are N — 2 things that can be putin the third position,
resulting in N(N — 1)(N — 2) waysoffilling the first three positions.

Wecontinuethis process until all r things have been used up. The number
of waysoffilling the r positionsis thus

Numberofordered combinations = N(N - 1)(N - 2)-+-(N-r +1)

This expression is somewhat messy and unaesthetic; notationally, there is a better
way of representing the same thing, namely,

N(N — 1)(N - 2)++-(N=r4+1))

_ N(N = 1)(N ~ 2)-+ (N= + DN WW --) )
7 (N= n(N=r-1)+-?()

Notice that the last N — factors in both numerator and denominator cancel,
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leaving the number we want. Notice also that the numeratorig simply N!
the denominatoris simply (N — r)! Thus, Y Nt and

Numberofordered combinations = Wi
(N —r)!

Some examples of permutations and ordered combinations, Since
mutations and ordered combinations are closely related, it is instructiy, oat
exemplify them in juxtaposition with one another. A classic example of at to
tations has to do with seating people in a row ofchairs. Imagine that ee he
N = 5 chairs and N = 5 peopletofill the chairs. How many permutation:a
the five people are there? Werecall from our permutations formula provided of
the last section that the number of permutations is equal to N! In this ¢: >
N = 5, so we get 5! = 120 possible arrangements ofthe five people in the he
chairs. Figure C-2 shows examples of someofthese permutations, ve

Suppose that two of the chairs are removed. We are now in sort of
“musical chairs”situation, with five people but only three chairs. Thus, we ss
select r = 3 people outofthe five as well as orderthe lucky three in the chain
once we haveselected them. The numberofsuch ordered combinations we i
have is thus obtained by :

 

NI! _ 5! Zol_ Ska eSR BR a

W—nl G3 a 2x1 Hox x 3 = 60
Figure C-3 shows some ofthese six ordered combinations. We emphasize that
the ordered combinations may differ from one anothereither in terms of which
three outofthe five people are selected or in terms of how thethreeselected

Permutation |

Permutation 2;

ba
Permutation 3

f

gee Go
FIGURE C-2 Three possible permutationsoffive peoplesitting in five chairs.

e
q

¥.
S
i

P
E

a

7
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Permutation '

~

my
yey>

Permutation 2
a

fal

MA
rm ~; my
iA i eeee za wa

Permutation3:

my m4 ~

2 =

FIGURE C-3 Some possible ordered combinat
in three chairs. commiting of three out of ive People sitting

people are ordered on the chairs, We will discuss this is"i . . Sut
discuss the relationship between ordered and unorderedie

COUNTING RULE5:
UNORDERED COMBINATIONS

Unordered combinationsinvolve situation in which w
are interested in the numberof waysthat we can choo:
without regard to the order in which the r things are

e have N things and we
se r from these N things

chosen

Unordered versus ordered combinations. As usual, our goal is to derive a
convenient formula in terms of N andr thatwill allowus to compute numbers
of unordered combinations. To derive such a formula,it is useful to begin by
comparing ordered and unordered combinations. e

Toillustrate this relationship, consider 10-person psychology faculty at
Browning University. Suppose we're going to choose from thefacultya three-
person committee that will have the following characteristics. The first person
chosenwill be the chair of the committee; the second person will be the vice
chair; the third person will be the secretary. In how many ways can such a
committee be chosen?

Notice that by this scheme committeescan differ from one another in two
ways. First, committees candiffer in termsofthe particular people on them.

For example, the Ralph/Shirley/Tom committee will be different from the Ralph/

Shirley/Abigail committee or the Daphne/Lance/Gloria committee. Committees
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mayalso differ in terms of the order in which the members are chosen, Ty
the Ralpl/Shirlev/Tom committee will also be different from the Shirlev/Ralph)
Tom committee(since in the former committee, Ralph will be chair, where, Pr
the Jatter. Shirley will be chair). Hence, to find out how Many committees th 4
are, we would be dealing witha situation involving ordered combinations—o Hike
of the members makesa difference. Wer

However, supposethat the orderin which committee members were chos:
made nodifference, that all members were “equals.” In this case the Ral h/
Shirley/Tom committee would be different from the Ralph/Shirley/Abigail com.
mittee (since theyinvolve a different composition of people) but would not differ
from the Shirley/Ralph/Tom committee (since orderis of no import), Thus in
this case. we would be dealing witha situation involving unordered combinations

Table C-5 showsthe relationships between ordered and unordered coin
binations somewhat more explicitly. Here we have N = 4 objects (labeled q b
c, and d) from which we are going to choose r = 3 objects. How many ordered
and unordered combinations are there?

Wecan compute via our formula that there are 24 ordered combinations
Wehayelisted these 24 ordered combinations in the left-hand side of the table,
Notice that we have grouped these 24 ordered combinations into four groups of
6, And—here is the crucial thing—each group of 6 involves one unordered
combination. Forinstance, the six ordered combinations abe, acl, and so on,all
collapse into the one unordered combination involving the three things a,b, and
c. Likewise, the six ordered combinations, abd, adb, and the like,all collapse
into the one unordered combination involving a, b, d; and so on.

As we can see, there must be more ordered combinations than unordered
combinations, How many more? Well, if each combination involves r things,
each unordered combination (for example, involving a, b, and c) can be
permuted r! ways in order to produce r! ordered combinations. In the example
of Table C-5 each unordered combination of three things explodes into 3! = 6
ordered combinations ofthe three things.

We nowarrive at our formula for calculating the number of unordered
combinations. Recall from the last section that the expression for computingthe
number of ordered combinations was

N!

(N—r)!

But we have just argued that there are r! times as many ordered as unordered
combinations; hence, to. obtain the number of unordered combinations, we must
divide the numberof ordered combinations by r!. So,

Numberofordered combinations =

numberofordered combinations
 Numberof unordered combinations = ;

r:

or

N!
Numberof unordered combinations = ————

(N —r)!rt



FIVE COUNTING RULES.

TABLE C-5

Relationship Between Ordered
and Unordered Combinations

 Consider N = 4 things, a, b,c, and d.
We will consider both ordered and
unordered combinations of r = 3 outof
these things.

Ordered Unordered

Combinations Combinations

abe
acb

bac abc
bea
cab
cba

abd
adb
bad abd
bda
dab
dba

acd
adc
cad acd
cda
dac
dca
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Newterminology. It turnsoutthat we will be using the expression

 

(N= r)trt

 

fairly often. To save space. there is a shorthand way of writing this expressi
whichis (). The expression () should be read as “N choose r,” hak Sei,
“out of Nthings, I wish to choose r of them.” The expression always refersans

unordered combinations. ? 8 to

Another way oflooking at unordered combinations. Continuing with th
same(a, b, c,d) example, we canalso look at unordered combinationsas follows.
Wecan line upour (in this case four) things andassign either a plus (meaning
the thing is “chosen”) or a minus (meaningthis thing is “not chosen”). Table Ch
shows this scheme. If we are choosing r things, we are simply asking in how
manyways maywe assign plusses to r (in this case 3) of the objects and minuses
to the other N — r objects.

Table C-7 shows howthis representation may be extended to the question
of how many ways there are of obtaining r heads out of N flips of a coin. To
maintain the analogy, we have let N = 4 flips and r = 3 heads. Soin this case

TABLE C-6

Another Way of Looking at Ordered Combinations
 

 

 

+: chosen
—: not chosen

a b e d
+ + + - (correspondsto a, b, c)
+ + - + (correspondsto a, b, d)
+ S + + (correspondsto a, c, d)
= + + + (correspondsto b, c, d)

TABLE C-7

In How Many Ways Can OneObtain r = 3 Headsin
N = 4 Flips?

 

Flip 1 Flip 2 Flip 3 Flip 4

corresponds to four unordered
combinations from Table C-6

S
r
r
l
t

B
r
r
s
T

Z
e
s
t

n
r
o

 



Combinin i8 Counting Rulto Count ComplicatedThings
\ Ted. convenient
tions that Tequire

Thefive counting rulesprovide, as we have asserthings. There are, however, manysitua aids for counting.

   

, ; ethos ; combining thevarious way _ Unfortunate ly, such. situations are diverse ore fs seseliminate

a

single hard-and-fast techniquethat will cover Mat . electiveall of thesection we'll carry out some examples de ce m. Inthison " signedto provide some intuj ‘heuristics that we hope will help in complicated sien onan an

PROBABILITY OF A FULL HOUSE

  The first example in this appendix involved the probability of being deal
housein a poker hand. To computethis probability, we mustobtain er ig i 2
the total numberofpoker handsand, ofthese poker hands, the nu ean hae
that qualify as a full house. a umber of them

How many poker handsare there? Computing the total number ofpoker
hands is relatively simple. Out of N= 52 cards. weare choosing r= 5 att : :
to be in a hand. Theorder in which the cards are dealt makes no difference
thus, we have asituation involving unordered combinations, We know that the
numberof such unordered combinations is (*), or in this case :

   

52 521 2.598 96
5) ~ a-Sien8.960

How manyfull houses are there? Recall that a full house consists ofa pair
ofcards plus three other cards that are the same(a triplet), Wewill break down
the probleminto two subproblems: First. wewill find the numberofpairs and
then we will find the numberoftriplets, assumingthepair has beenchosen, The
product ofthese tvo numbersis the numberoffull houses. (That is, weuse the
logic “for each ofthe x possiblepairs, there are y possible triplets.” Thus, there
is a total of xy bands that qualify a full house.)

To compute the numberofpairs, we hegin by pretending that our deck

contains onlyfour cards: the four aces. one in cach suit. Then the number of
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FIGURE C-4 Six possible pairs of aces.

pairs would be (3) = (since we are choosingtwoofthe four aces to constitute
ourpair). Figure C-4 showsthesesix pairs. At this point we take into account
that there are in fact 13 cards, not 1 card, in each suit. Since the pair could be
of any 1 of the 13 cards, we multiply the six ace pairs by 13 (thatis, in addition
to the six ace pairs, there are also six king pairs, six queenpairs, and so on, down
to six deuce pairs). Therefore, the total numberofpairsis (6)(13) = 78.

Nowhow manytriplets are there? Here we use much the same logic. If
there were only one card in each suit, the numberoftriplets would be (4) = 4,
It seems now as if we should multiply the four possible triplets per card by the
13 possible cards per suit to obtain the total numberoftriplets. But wait! ifwe
have already chosen ourpair, we only have 12 cardsleft to make up the triplet

(for example,if our pair had consisted of two aces, aces would nolongerbein
contentionas thetriplet). So we multiply the four triplets per card by 12, not 13,
to obtain the total numberoftriplets.

Thetotal numberoffull houses may now be computed as

(numberofpairs) x (numberoftriplets)

4 4
(3) (13) x (3) (12)

= (6) (13) x (4) (12)

= 3744

So 3744 possible handsqualifyas a full house.

Probability. The probability of a full house may now be computed as

Numberoffullhouses _ _3744 = 0.0014

Numberofpoker hands 2,598,960

which is pretty small.



COMBINING COUNTINGRULES TO COUNT ComPLicarep THINGS

COMMONBIRTHDAYS
Our second example involves the following situation, Imagine that there arer people at a gathering (assumer is less than, 365). What is the Probability that
at least two of the r people sharethe same birthday? ,
How manytotal patterns of birthdays are there? ascompute the total number of elementary events in thg the total numberof ways in which the
es mplish this, we invoke counting nile 2.av : the people can be in k

=

365 different statescach ol birthday on any one of k = 365 different ,have ipl arbitrarilycliminate leap year day). The
Heian can be distributed amongthe r people

 

  
Hal, our first task is
uple space—inthis

can have birthdays, To
# sequenceof r people:
that is, each Person can
Wewill, for purposes of

total numberof w
is therefore computed

T people
Imagine

    

that
 

as
Number of ways = 365"

f these ways involveatleast two people having birthdays onHewameday? Let's first invokea trick. One way we could answe Si J er this question
A culate and sum the numberof waysin which twoof the people couldee birthday, plus the numberof waysthree ofthe peoplecould share ashares d 36.01 Another, easier, wayis to compute the number of ways inbirthday, an le share birthdays. We can then subtract this number fromthewhich no eete at the numberwe are looking for.
total (985°) a the numberofwaysin which nopeople share the same birthdaySETGuntne rule 4 (ordered combinations). The reason forthis is asinvolves use 0 . thefirst of our r people, Heor she can have a birthday on any
eaeA But the secondperson is left with a choice ofnly i daysone ol os hare a birthday with thefirst person); the third person(since he or she cannot s ,

hoice of 363 days, and so on. The numberof ways the r people canhave
as a choice nays

a shared birthdaysis therefore

365!

(365 — r)!

ow using ow ’ h atleast two peopler trick, we sec that the numberof ways in whiel
N trick,

w
e

sec thatt

share a birthday is

 

365!

365" — 365 =!
ability, which is

We are nowin a position to calculate our probability
Probability. We a

simply

365° — 365!/(365 — r)!

365"

F o C-5. ws the probability th two people share a birthdayas a
ws the pro! ability that at least two peop le share

igure shor
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SUMMARY
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r= Numberof people

FIGURE C-5 Probability that at least two people share same birthdayas function of
r, numberof assembled people. 4

function of the number ofpeople. As you can see, this probability grows
surprisingly rapidly. For example, bythe time there are 23 people, theprobability
is over 50% that at least two will have a commonbirthday. With 32 people, the
probability is over 75%, and so on. These are facts that can he used to shock
peopleat cocktail parties and to win bets in bars.

The purpose ofthis appendix has been to provide some methods andheuristics
to aid in counting up large numbers of complicated things. In particular. the
following five rules were discussed.

1. Thefirst rule applies when we are counting sequencesofN things. Weassume
that thefirst thing can be in anyoneofk, states; the secondthing can bein

anyone ofk»states, and so on, until the last thing can be in anyone ofky

states. In this case the total number of sequences of things is computed by

the expression

(ki (kz) + + + (ky)



SUMMARY 599

9. A special case of countingrule | apyplies when all the k's are equal; thatis,when
Keiao Sk ok

In this case the total numberof sequencesisin
ke

ions apply whenwe are concemedwit y3. esbeavranged oF sequenced. The number of permutations icN! = (N)(N — 1)+-- (1)
When we mustselect and order r things out of4.

N

possible things, we areling with ordered combinations. The number of ordered combinations is
dealin;

N!
(N — r)!
 

=N =i ing” N out of N
ically, note that when r

=

N, weare selecting’ ’aethem. In such

a

situation where noselection actuallythings and0 simply dealing with permutations(since all we are doingisee oe¥ things). With regardto the formula when r = N, the number
oFares combinations”is simplyo

NI _N! NILet N!(W-N)! OO 1
is ions of N things.i ion for the numberof permutations of N things.

which oleate? a shines from

N

possible things without regard to the
8. When ve ee nacre s are chosen, wehavea situation involving unordered
punSew of unordered combinations is computed bycombinations.

“a-(We—nin \r
hat 10 say, i das unordered! times as many ordere:TI i there are r! as | ite

a fe weeach unordered combination of r things can be ordinati sincombinations
in r! different ways).



APPENDIX D

NOTATION FOR

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

SITUATION

Src the analysis of variance situations that we will
discuss area little complex,it will be necessaryto introduce a bit morenotation.

A General Situation

First, we note that the numberofgroups or conditions can be any number 2 or
greater. Weshallrefer to the total numberofgroupsas J. Furthermore, weshall
assumethat thejth group has n, subjects. (Thatis, group 1 has n, subjects, group
2 has nz subjects, and so on.) Therefore, the total number of subjects in the
experiment to which weshall refer as N is

J
N= ya,

al

Thatis, N is equal to the sum of the numberofsubjects in cach ofthe J groups

Nowourgeneralsituation is depicted in Table D-1. As can beseen, there

are | pieces of newnotation contained in Table D-1. We have already

noted that N’ refers to the total numberofscores in the experiment. Additionally,

T is the grand total—the sumofall the scores in the experiment. Therefore, M

= T/Nis the grand meanofall the scores in the experiment.
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DOUBLE suy© SUMMATIO:
TABLE D-1 ‘601

Notation for General Case: The
and the jth Group Contains 1 Subjeces’sumed to Bey Groups

Group 1 Group 2 G
S’s) * Toup j :(ny (nz S's) ic cf Group j

Xx,Xan Xoy y *
; pX31 ag ty a

3 Xy a
. ty

xa Xie % $
: y

x,¢ J

Ty ie ,

—

 

M= 5 M,= =

 

Thus:

xy is ith subject in jth group

y
T, = 2yis total ofjth group

1

M, = T,/n, is meanofjth group

J
T = > Tyisgrandtotal

M = TINis grand mean

Double Summation

Let's take this opportunityto introduce somenewtricks that maybe performed
with summation signs. Suppose we wish to formulate an expression for T, the
grand total ofall the scores in the experiment. As shown in Table D-1, the
simplest way of expressing is as the sumofall theindividual grouptotals, that
Is,
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APPENDIX D NOTATION FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCESITUATION

T=),
> ? (D-1)

Notice. however, that we can express T, in termsof raw scores(the x's). Thi*s). Thus,

T= 4J » xy (D2)

Substituting Equation D-2 into Equation D-1 yields the somewhat wu:
looking equation nfamiliar.

IK
T= d% (D-3)

Equation D-3 makes use of double summation. To perform a double summatio,
the following steps are carried out. m

1. Consider the right-hand summation sign. This refers to summation
within a group—that is, down a columnofthe matrix shown in Table
C-1. Perform this summation for each columnreferred to in theleft.
hand summation sign (from thefirst column j = 1 to the least column
j=).

2. Add the results of these J summations as indicated by theleft-hand
summationsign.

In general, double summing a set of numbers simply meansto sum all
entries in some matrix or array of numbers—just as single summation meansto
sum all entries in some column(or row) of numbers.
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This table is reproduced by permission from R. S. Burington and D. C. May, Handbook of
Probability and Statistics with Tables. McGraw-Hill Book Company(ed.2), 1970.
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TABLE E-2 (continued)
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TABLEES (continued)

QO
¥ 0.250 0.100 0.050 0.025 0.010 0.005 0.001

1 1.32330 2.70854 3.84146 5.02389 6.63490 7.87944 10.828,
2 2.77259 4.60517 5.99147 7.37716 9.21034 10.5966 13.816

3 4.10835 6.25139 7.81473 9.34840 11.3449 12.8381 16.266
4 5.38527 1.77944 9.48773 11.1433 13.2767 14.8602 18.467

5 6.62568 9.23635 11.0705 12.8325 15.0863 16.7496 20515
6 7.84080 10.6446 12.5916 14.4494 16.8119 18.5476 22.458

7 9.03715 120170 14.0671 16.0128 18.4753 20.2777 24.322
8 10.2188 13.3616 15.5073 17.5346 20,0902 21.9850 26.125

9 11,3887 14.6837 16.9190 19.0228 21.6660 23,5893 20.877

10 12.5489 15.9871 18.3070 20.4831 23.2093 25.1882 29.588
WW 13.7007 17,2750 19.6751 21.9200 (24.7250 26,7569 31.264

12 14.8454 18.5494 21.0261 23.3367 26.2170 28.2995 32.909
13 15.9839 19.8119 22,3621 24.7356 27.6883 29.8194 34.528

4 17.1170 21.0642 23.6848 26.1190 29.1413 31.3193 36.123

1s 18.2451 22.3072 24.9958 27.4884 30.8779 32.8013 37.697
16 19.3688 23.5418 26.2962 28.8454 31.9999 (34.2672 39,252

17 20.4887 24.7690 27.5871 30.1910 33,4087 35.7185, 40.790
18 21.6049 25.9894 28.8693 31.5264 34,8053 37.1564 42312
19 22.7178 (27.2036 30.1435 32.8523 36.1908 38.5822 43,820

2a 23.8277 (28.4120 31.4104 34.1696 37.5662 39.9968 45.315

21 (24.9348 26151 32,6705. 35.4789 38.9321 41.4010 46.797
2 26.0393 30.8133 33.9244 36.7807 40.2894 42,7956, 48.268
B 27.1413 32.0069 35.1725 38.0757 41.6384 44.1813 49.728

4 28.2412 33.1963 36.4151 39,3641 42.9798 45.5585 51.179

2 29.3389 34.3816 37.6528 40.6465 44.3141 46.9278 52.620
6B 30.4345 35.5631 38.8852 41.9232 45.6417 48.2899 54.052
27 31.5284 3.7412 40.1133 43.1944 46,9630 49.6449 55.476
2B 32.6205 37.9159 41,3372 44.4607 48.2782 50.9933 56.892

2 33.7109 39.0875 42.5569 45.7222 49.5879 52.3356. 38.302

x 34.7998 40.2560 43.7729 46.9792 50.8922 53.6720 S9.703

40 45.6160 51.8050. 55.7585 59.3417 63.6907 66.7659 73.402

co 56.3336 63.167! 67.5048 71.4202 76.1539 79.4900 86.661
6 66,9814 74.3970 79.0819 83.2976 88.3794 91.9517 ‘99.607

70 1.5766 85.5271 90,5312 95.0231 100.425 104.215 112.317

80 88.1303 96.5782 101.879 106.629 112.329 116,321 124,839

90 98.6499 107.565 113.145 118.136, 124.116 128,299 137.208

100 109.141 118.493 124.342 129.561 135.807 140.169 149,449,

29 +0.6745 +12816 + 1.6449 +1.9600 +2.3263 +2.5758 +3.0902     
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TABLEE-6 (continued)
 

Two-Tailed Test, a = 0.01

Ny

M 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2
poe ee ee HH HH rH Kee LL
Ba SARE OE SI SR EI tS RS RE GSH
3------ 00 01 1 1 22 2 2 3
4 —--0 01 12 23 44 5 5 66 8
5 o 123 3 45 67 7 8 910 1 13
6 23 4 5§ 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 18
7 4 6 7 9 10 12 13 15 16 18 19 21 22 24
8 8 10 12 14 16 18 19 21 23 25 27 29 31
9 11 13 16 18 20 22 24 27 29 31 33 36
10 16 18 21 24 26 29 31 34 37 39 49
rn 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 4g
12 27 31 34 37 41 44 47 5) 54
13 34 38 42 45 49 53 56 6
14 42 46 SO S4 58 63 6715

5S] 55 60 6 69 7316
60 65 70 74 7917 70 75 81 96

18 81 87 92
19 93 9
20 105
 



 

 

 

     
 

TABLE E-7 Table of Probabilities Associated with Values as Large
as Observed Values of H in Kruskal-Wallis One-WayAnalysis of
Variance by Ranks

Sample sizes Sample sizes
n nz n3 H Pp n np ns H Pp

1 1
|

27000
|

oso
|

4 3 2
|

64444
|

0.008
1

|

3.6000

|

0.200 6.3000

|

oll
5.4444

|
0.046

2

|

as74

|

0067 5.4000

|

0.081
3743

|

0.200 4511)

|

0008

1 1 3.2000

|

0.300 4.4444

|

0.102

> 1

|

4257

|

o100

|

4 3 3

|

87485

|

Oot0
zest

|!

0x33 e701

|

0.013
57909

|
0,046

3. 2 2

|

583872

|

0029 5.7273

|

0.080
4743

|

0.048 470i

|

0.092
4.5000

|

0.067 4.7000

|

0.101
4.4643

|
0.105 4 4 1

|

66667

|

o.010
3 3 1

|

8.1429

|

0.043 6.1667

|

0.022
45714

|

0.100 4.9667

|

0.048
4.0000

|

0.129 4.9667

|

0.054

3. 3 2

|

62500

|

oon a:lbe7

|

0.082
5.3611

|

0.032 SORT!

|)

02
51380

|

0061

|

4 4 2

|

7.0364

|

0.006
4.5856

|

0.100 68777

|

ool
4.2500

|

0.121 5.4545

|

0,046

3. 3. 3

|

7.2000

|

0.004 Sse OSE4.5845
|

0.098
6.asa9

|

0.011 aes!

il

onoa
5.6889

|

0.029 ; }
56000

|

0050

|

4 4 3

|

7.1439

|

0010
5.0667

|

0.086 7.1364

|

0011
4.6222

|

0.100 5.5985

|

0.049
5758

|

0.05
4 1 1

|

asm4

|

0200 ae oe

4 2 1

|

4214

|

0.087 44713

|

0.102
4.5000

|

0.076 76538

|

0.008
waren!

|

cota IS A Sy SRS. oti

4 2. 2.

~|

60000

|

o014 5.6923

|

0.049
53333

|

0.033 5.6538

|

0.054

5.1250

|

0.052 4.6539

|

0.097
4.4583

|

0.100 4.5001

|

0.104

aie? 0105 5 , 1 3am 0.143

Adapiod and abridged from Kruskal, W. H., and Wallis, W. A: 1952: Use of ranks in one-cniterion

variance analysis. J. Amer.Statist. Ass.. 4

the publisher. (The corrections to this table given

910 have beenincorporated.)

7, 614-617, with the kind permi

bythe authors in Errata,
issionof the authors and

J. Amer. Stalist. Ass., 48.
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TABLE E-7 (continued)
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72045
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o.009 5.6429

|
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o.010 45229

|

0.099
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|

0,049 45200

|
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$2682) /'0050"

1
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|,
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TABLEE-8 Table of Critical Values ofD in Kolmogorov-Smirnov

 

 

  

 

One-Sample Test
Sample Levelof significance for D = maximum|F,(X) - Fs(X)|

size

(N) 0.20 01s 0.10 0.05 0.01
1 0.900 0.925 0.980 0.975 0.995
2 0.684 0.726 0.776 0.842 0.929
3 0.565 0.597 0.642 0.708 0.828
4 0.494 0.525 0.564 0.624 0.733
5 0.446 0.474 0.510 0.565 0.669
6 0.410 0.436 0.470 0.521 0618
7 0.381 0.405 0.438 0.486 0877
8 0.358 0.381 o41l 0.457 0.543
9 0.339 0.360 0.388 0.432 0514
10 0,322 0.342 0.368 0.410 0.490

ul 0.307 0.326 0.352 0.391 0.468
12 0.295 0.313 0.338 0.375 0.450
13 0.284 0.302 0.325 0.361 0.433
4 0.274 0.292 0.314 0.349 0.418
18 0.266 0.283 0.304 0.338 0.404

16 0.258 0.274 0.295 0.328 0,392
17 0.250 0.266 0.286 0.318 0.381
18 0.244 0.259 0.278 0.309 0.371
19 0.237 0.282 0.272 0.301 0.363
20 0.231 0.246 0.264 0.294 0.356

25 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.27 0.32
30 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.29
35 0.18 0.19 0.21 020 | (027

Over 35 1.07 Lia 1.22 1.36 1.63
VN VN VN VN VN     
 

Adapted from Massey,F. J., Jr. 1951. The Kolmogorov-Smimovtest for goodness offit. J. Amer.
Statist. Ass., 46, 70,with the kind permissionofthe author and publisher.
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TABLEE9 Critical Values ofW for Wilcoxon Test

 

 

 

 

 

          

Levelofsignificance for one-tailed test Levelofsignificance for one-tailed test

00s 0025 ao: 000s aos 0025 oo; 2005

Level ofsignificance for two-tailed test Level ofsignificance lor two-tailed fest
femercl

wn aio 005 002 aor n| aio 005 a2 oo
st. Onl me a PS 28| 19 16 io 91
6} 2 oll a eS | 140 126 110 too
7| 3 2 0° oe xo} 1s) 137 120 ig
e| 5 3 1 0 31} 163 147 130 ie
9| 38 5 3 1 32| 175 159 140 jag

10] 10 8 5 3 33| 187 170 isi 43g
n] 13 10 7 5 34} 200 182 162 jag
12] 17 13 9 7 3s] 213 195 173 459
13] 2 7 12 9 x 227 28 185 17
14] 25 a} is 12 37] 241 221 198 jap
is| 30 2 19 15 3} 256 235 an jog
16] 35 2 23 19 39] 271 249 224 297
i7| al 4 27 23 40| 296 264 238 399
ia] 47 4 32 27 41] 302 279 252 333
19] 53 ae 37 32 42} 319 294 266 S47
2} @ a 43 37 43} 33 310 281 26
2| 67 sa 49 42 4} 353 327 26 376
2} 75 65 55 48 45| 371 343 312 99)
2} 3 73 62 54 46] 389 361 328 397
24 91 ai 6 6 47| 407 378 345 329
25} 100 eo 7 2 48] 426 396 362 339
26} 110 a3 o 75 49} 446 415 379 355
z| is 107 92 63 50} 466 434 397 373   
 
Source: From F, Wilcoxon, S. Katte, and R. A. Wilcox, Critical Values and Probability Levels lor
the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test and the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, New York. Reproduced with the
permission of American Cyanamid Co., 1963, and F. Wilcoxon and R. A. Wilcox, Some Rapid
Approximate Statistical Procedures, New York, Lederle Laboratories, 1964 as used in Runyon and
Haber, Fundamentals of Behavioral Stalistics, 1967, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass,

Fora given N(the numberofpairs of scores),if the observed valueis /ess than or equal to the value
in the table for the appropriate level of significance,then reject Ho.



TABLE E-10

as Observed Values of yr* in Friedman Two-Way Analysis
Table of Probabilities Associated with Values as Large

 

 

 

  
 
 

 

 

 

of Variance
by Ranks

N-2 N-3 Nod N-5

xe Pp ar? Pp xe P xe p

Oo 1,000 0.000 1,000 0.0 1.000 0.0 1.000
1 0.833 0.667 0,944 Os 0.931 04 0.954
3 0.500 2,000 0.528 1s 0.653 12 |0.691
4 0.167 2.667 0.361 2.0 0.431 16 0.522

4.667 + 0.194 35 0.273 28 0.367

6,000 0.028 45 0.125, 36 0.182

6.0 0.069 48 0.124

65 0.042 5.2 0.093

80 0.0046 6.4 0.039

76 0.024

84 0.0085

10.0 0.00077

N-6 N-7 N-8 N-9

xe Pp xr? P xr? Pp xe Pp

0.00 1.000 0.000 1,000 0.00 1.000 0.000 1.000

0.33 0.956 0,286 0,964 0.25 0.967 0.222 0.971

1.00 0.740 0.857 0.768 0.75 0.794 0.667 0.814

1.33 0.570 1.143 0.620 1.00 0.654 0.889 0.865

2.33 0.430 2.000 0.486 175 0.531 1.556 0.569

3.00 0.252 2.571 0.305 2.25 0.355 2.000 0.398

4.00 0.184 3.429 0.237 3.00 0.285 2.667 0.328

4.33 0.142 3.714 0.192 3.25 0.236 2.889 0.278

5.33

|

0.072 4.571 0.112 4.00

|

0.149 3.556

|

0.187

6.33

|

0.052 5.429

|

0,085 4.75

|

0.120 4.222

|

0.154

7.00

|

0.029 6.000

|

0,052 5.25 0.079 4.667

|

0.107

8.33

|

0.012 7.143 0,027 6.25

|

0.047 5.556

|

0.069

9.00

|

0.0081 7.714 0.021 6.75 0.038 6.000

|

0.057

9,33

|

0.0055 8,000 0.016 7.00 0,030 6.222

|

0.048

10.33

|

0.0017 8.857 0.0084 71.75

|

0.018 6.889

|

0.031

12.00

|

0.00013

|

10.286

|

0.0036 9,00

|

0.0099 8,000

|

0.019

10.571 0.0027 9.25 0.0080 8.222

|

0.016

11.143 0.0012 9.75

|

0.0048 8.667

|

0.010

12.286 0.00032 10.75

|

0.0024 9.556

|

0.0060

14.000

|

0.000021 12,00

|

0.0011 10.667

|

0.0035

12.25.

|

0.00086 10.889

|

0.0029

13.00

|

0.00026 11.556

|

0.0013

14.25

|

0.000061 12.667

|

0.00066

16.00

|

0,0000036

|

13.556

|

0.00035

14.000 |0.00020
14.222 |0.000097

la 0.000034

16.222 |0.000011

18.000 |0.0000006.       
 
Adapted from Friedman, M. 1937. The use of ranks to avoid the assumption of normality implicit in

the analysis of variance. J. Amer.Statist. Ass., 32, 688-689, with the kind permission of the author

andthe publisher.
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TABLE E-10 (continued)

N=-2 N-3 N-4

2 2 2 oSxe? P xe P xr P xr Pp

0.0 1.000 0.2 1,000 0.0 1.000 57 0141
06 o9se 06 0.958 03 0.992 60 o105
12 0.834 1.0 0.910 06 0.928 63 0.004
18 0.792 18 0.727 09 0.900 66 0077
24

|

0.625 2.2 0.608 12 0.800 69

|

0.068
30 0542 26 0.524 15 0.754 72 0.084
36 0.458 34 0.446 18 0.677 75 0052
42 0375 38 0.342 21 0.649 78 0036
48 0.208 4.2 0.300 24 0.524 81 0033
54 0.167 5.0 0.207 27 0.508 84 oo19
60 0.042 54 0.175 3.0 0.432 87 oo14

58 0.148 33 0.389 93 oo12
66 0.075 36 0.355 96 o.0069
70 0.054 39 0.324 99 oo062
74 0.033 45 0.242 10.2 0.00278.2 0.017 48 0.200 108 ooo16
9.0 0.0017 5.1 0.190 11.1 0.00094

5.4 0.158 12.0 0.000072   
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TABLE E-11 Critical Values of Rho

Instructions for use: Locate the numberof observations (difference scores) appro,priate to your

study in the left-hand column (N). Move across this row until you enter the column that
corresponds to yourselected alpha level. If the valuein the body ofthetable is exceeded by your
obtained valueof rho,it is significantat the alphalevel you haveselected.

 

 

Level of Signticance a
N 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.01

4 1.00
5 0.80 0.90 1.00
6 0.66 0.83 0.89 0.94 1.00
7 0s7 on 0.79 089 0.93
8 0.52 0.64 0.74 083 0.88
9 0.48 0.60 0.68 078 083
10 0.45 0.56 0.65 0.73 0.79
n 041 0.52 061 o71 07
12 0.39 0.50 059 0.68 075
13 0.37 0.47 0.56 0.65 on
14 0.36 0.46 0.84 0.63 0.69
15 0.34 0.44 052 0.60 0.66
16 0.33 0.42 051 0.58 0.64
17 0.32 041 0.49 087 0.62
18 031 0.40 0.48 0.55 061
19 0.30 0.39 0.46 0.54 0.60
20 0.29 0.38 0.45 0.53 058
2 0.29 0.37 0.44 051 0.56
22 0.28 0.36 0.43 0.50 055
23 0.27 0.38 0.42 049 054
24 0.27 0.34 0.41 0.48 083
25 0.26 0.34 0.40 0.47 052
26 0.26 0.33 0.39 0.46 051
27 0.25 0.32 0.38 0.45 0.50
28 0.25 0.32 0.38 0.44 049
2 0.24 0.31 037 0.44 0.48
30 0.24 031 0.36 0.43 0.47

 
Reproduced by permission from E. G. Old,Distribution of sums of squares of rank differences, and

The 5% significance levels for sums of squares of rankdifferences an\d a correction, Annals of

MathematicalStatistics, 9:133-148, 1938 and 20:117-118, 1949.
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Chapter 1

1. Notleft-handed
Notleft-handed or normal
Notleft-handed and normal
Maleornotleft-handed or normal
Notleft-handedand female,or color-blindP

O
R
O
P

. Manypossible. Example: age

p> . {250 years} {<50 years}
{<45years} {>50 years}
{<50 years} {>5 years}
{<50 years} {between 40 and 75 years}

Contingencytable
0.333
0.313
0.593
0.615
0.381
0.667
0.615
0.688
Contingencytable
0.05
0.20
0.15
0.40

0.333
10
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o
P
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ple) 98 0.056
0.247 100 0.028
0.143 128 0.056
0.221 162 0.056
0.247 200 0.056
0.143 242 0.056

3. . 15, 32, 55, 84, 119} 288", «0.028
pv) 11. b. 0.026
0.167 ©. 0.125
0.167 d. 0.375
0.167 e. 0.625
0.167 f 0.50
0.167 g. 10
04167 13. Dazzle5a V= (0.1.3 a. V = (2,3,4.5.6.7,8.9. 10. 11, 12, 13}

bot pl) be ple)
0 0.563 2 0.014
1 0.350 3 0.042
2 0.087 4 0.069

3 ; ; 5 0.097
PE ple), 6 0.125A 0.1672 7 0,153Bo 0.278 a “oles

Cc 0.278 SY 1s
Dy 02185 10 0.097
F 0.093 11 0.069b oe fl) :f 12 0.042A 216 ia) pO
B 360 OMCc 360 Superdazzle
He ae a V = {3, 4.5.6, 78,9, 10, 11, 12, 13}

kr plv)
Fy, 10. 3 0.042

Qa x pir) 4 0.069
2 0.028 5 0.097
3 0.056 6 0.195
4 0.083 7 0.153
5 OllL 8 0.167
6 0.139 9 0.195
7 0.167 10 0,097
8 0.139 11 0.069
9 Ol! 12 0.042
19.08 13 0.014

0.056ibs co0ss 15. a. a pia)
boy ply) :4 0.028 B21 OS

9 0.056 b p(b)
16 0.083 1 0.167
3 0.111 2 0.167
36 0.139 3 0.167
49 O11 4 0167
64 0.083 5 0.167
81 0.056 6 0.167



-3 0.083
-2 0.083
-1 0.167
0 0.167
1 0.167
2 0.167
3 0.083,
4 0.083

c. ply)
0.083
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.083

1
S
a
a
a
n
o
n
w

Chapter 3

1.

   
   

  

  
  

5. c. = 51.5, o? = 1598.917
. 15, 0? = 0.75

0.524, o? = 0.423
1.947, o? = 1.996 (cut-off at 5)

1.734, o? 1.540
= 7.0, o? 5.833
= 81.444, o? = 5567.43

 

7. 2 =
5, 0? = 2.917
5, 0? = 3.917
o* = 12.667

{0, 0.5, 10, 100, 600}
$1.40, 0? = $410.09

Chapter 4

1. a. 120
b. 6 (unordered)

3. a. 120
b. 9,765,625

2.243, 6? = 1.440 (standard 4.0scale)

ANSWERSTO SELECTED PROBLEMS

62,575
9,828,200

7,290,000
864
5,040,000

05
0.214

0.214

24
6
12

2,880
2,016
43,200

630
480

1.575 x 10°"
0.013
0.125
1.575 x 10°

0.167
0.833
Left skewed, p = 20,07 = 16.667

0.0002
0.349
0.874
0.9998
0.996

a. 0.922
b. 0.360
ec. 0.132
d. 0.077

Pp
p

a

o
r
e

a
o

2

e
r
p

O
s
e

ll.

13.

15.

c
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B
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P

P
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P

17.
e
a
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r
e

(4) = 0.0112
(24) = 0.0128

Chapter 5

3. No, p = 0.109
7. No, p = 0.113
8. 1. 7 students

2. 7 students
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9. p = 0.018,significant (her claim is support
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Chapter 6 19.

 

’ — 1.87, cannot reject H,
20. a. p(string 1 breaks) = 0.230

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

    
   

 

la, pax)

b. 05 p(string 2 breaks) 198,
c. 0.159 p(string 3 breaks) 100
d. 0.115 p(string 4 breaks) 0.100
e. 0.158 p(string 5 breaks) = 0.100
f. 0.395 b. 0.551

B. 0.223 c. 0.000046
h, 0.655
i. 0.816

é Chapter 7
3. a. 0.683

b. 0.331 1. a. 0.281
¢. 0.331 b. 0.099
d. 0.081 c. 0.034

5. a. 0.025 d. 05
b. 0.094 e. 0.0
c. 0.397 f. 0.750

d. 0.552 3. = = —0.354, cannotreject Hy,
e. 0.001

5. 5 = —2.828, reject Hy
8. a. 0.999 (1)

b. 0.999 (1) % 2.00, reject Hy
1.0, cannotreject Hy10. a. 0.535 ntne : 2.121, reject Hy

©. 0.534 9. = = 3.674, reject Hy
d. 0.120 11. s = —2.683, cannotreject Hy

12. a. My: w = 10
b. Hy: mw > 10 acs Seer
c. Normal distribution os

a 15. a. Graph: M = 75, oy =
d. b. 0.023
e. ec. 0.023

13. a. Reality
Decision Hy: Nonbiased _H,: Biased Chapter 8

Biased Type lerror Correct La. 0371
Nonbiased Correct Type II error b. 0.999(1)

b. 3. a. 0.999

cc Ay: p< 2 b. 0.261
d. Binomial distribution, p = 25, 0 = 4.33 c. 0.999
e — 1.15. need — 3.2. cannotreject Ho d. (1) 0.995 (2) 0.176 (3) 0.999

e. (1) 0.603 (2) 0.093 (3) 0.997

5. a. = = 1.452, cannotreject Hy
b. 0.618

7. Ay: pw = 5.92

9. a. n 12.79-13
8.07-9= H

o
u

nonrandomsample) b.

 



11. UW: 50% CI = +1.431
95% Cl = +4.158

 

Harvard: 50% CI +1.431
95% Cl = +4.158

13. p = 0.23
90% CI = 0.161-0.299
95% CI = 0,148-0.312

Chapter 9

1. a. M = 4.905, S? = 5.515,
b. p = 4.905, est o? = 5.790

3. a. S? = 0.889
b. est a? = 1.333
c. est of = 0.444

5. a. UW:est o? = 5, est of, = 1
Harvard:est o? = 5, est of = L

b. (10) Peanut Butter jelly

  

esto? = 1 esto? = 5
est of = 0.333 est a 1

(11) Crest Ultrabrite
esto? = 4 esto? = 0
est o% = 1333 est 0%, = 0

 

Chapter 10

1. a, ¢(19) = 0.459, NS
95% CI = 42.88-61.12
99% CI = 39.53-64.47

b. t(11) = 2.487, significant to 20 = 0.05
95% CI = 171.38-192.62
99% CI = 167.02-196.98

c. #(63) = 7.94, significantat all levels
95% Cl = feet 8.244 inchesto 5 feet 9.756
inches
99% CI = 5 feet 7.995 inches to 5 feet
10.005 inches

 

3, 3a. t(7) = 1.57, significant (Q = 0.10)
3b. 95% Cl —8.794-43.544
4a. t(5) = 2.381, significant (Q = 0.05)
4b. 95% Cl = —0.345-9.011
5a. ¢(9) = 1.303, NS

 5b. 95% Cl = —31.56-117.36
8a. t(11) = 1.797, NS
8b. 95% Cl = —1.456-14.46

5. a, My: 95% CI = 5 + 1.35
M,: 95% CI = 3 + 1.35

b, ¢(10) = 2.336, significant (29 = 0.05)

ANSWERS TO SELECTED PROBLEMS:

7. a. My: 95% Cl = 6.333 + 1.329
Mz: 95% Cl =§ = 1.329

b, 1(10) = 1.976,significant
11. a. My: 95% Cl

: 95% CL
b. #(12) = 1.693,

(5) = 2.317.
My: 98% Cl
Mg: 98% Cl =
est o? = 2.00
est of, =0.04, est o
#(88) 2.00,signi
#(49) = 3.00, significant

  

   

  

13.

 

a

112.0 + 18. 15

17.

 

0.05
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e

Chapter 11

1, M, = 4.00, M, = 8.00, M, = 6.00
Ho: py
est, o2
MSW

e. MSW
f. est 03,
é MSB

F(2, 1
i, 95% Cl = M, =+ M77

. MSW= 6.74a,
b. MSB = 7.14
ce. F(1, 12) = 1.06, NS

5. a. My: 95% CL
Mz: 95% CL
My: 95% Cl = 5 + 1.60
F(2, 2) = 10.10, or ¢(2) =
F(=, 6) 143, N:
F(2, 6)

=P

P
E
R

  

  

e
o
r

5

=
= @ mS 2 c

wa
l #

FA. 6)==»
M,: 95% C!
Mz: 95% C
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Chapter 12

1. a, SSB =&
b, MSB

F(3, 36) =

633

   

  

 

3.18, significant
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e
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e

c.

. Sex: te 20)
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. SSR = 360, dR = 1
|. MSR
. SSC = 160 MSC =

360, F(1, 36) = 3.60, NS

 

F(1. 36) = 1,60, NS
SSI = 40, MSI = 40
F(1, 36) = 0.40, NS

3 Dr. male: 5.17 + 1.35
83 + 1.35

S115 * 1.35
8.73 significant

Drug: F(1, 20) = 46.35, significant
Interaction: F(L, 20) = 3.37. NS

  

  

 

. Drug, sugar: 5.90 + 1.42
Drug pellet 70 + 1.42

1140 + 1.42
Ne give bevellet: 11,60 = 142
Source df ss MS’ F
Between 3 209.3
Drug 1 136.90 136.90 28,36"
Reward 1 40.00 40.00 8.29*
Interaction 1 32.40 3240 6.71*

Nice, somewhat: 5.00 + 1.05
Nice. very: 6.60 + 1.05
Nice, extremely: 8,20 + 1.05
Efficient, somewhat: 5.20 + 1.05
Efficient, very: 5.60 + 1.05
Efficient, extremely: 5.60 + 1.05

Nasty, somewhat: 4.20 + 1.05

 

. Adjective: FO. 36) = 46.12
Adverb: F(2, 36) = 0.42 NS
Interaction: F(4, 36) = 8.17*
Verbal description

Me = 6, Mcz = 6. Mer = 8
None Medium Bright

Ralph 10 10 10
Inving 2 2 2
(condition none) = 6
(condition medium) = 6
M (condition bright) =

Yes, if one looks at the answerto a.
No,if one looks at the answerto b.

d. SSR 240, SSC = 16, SSB = 240,
SSI = —16, SSW = 250

11. Graph

Chapter 13

la, Mus = 2 + 0.978

Muses = 5 + 0.978

Mueis = 5.75 + 0.978

  

  

b. F(2, 6) = 24,65*

3. a. M + 119.50
b. F(2, 6) = 8.097*

5. a. Winter Spring Summe:
Bil 200° O67 aor” Fal
Sam 1.33 0.67 3.33 1.33
Fred 1.00 100 167 9.3
Ralph 3.33 1.67 3.00 2.09
Ining 233° 1.33 1.00 Qg7

b. M+ 111
c. Season: F(3, 12) = 5.83*

Patient: F(4, 40) 5.90*
Season Patient: F(12, 40) = 1.95 Ns

7. F(1,9) = 11.30*

. a, SSB = 90
b, SS (subjects) = 42

SS (conditions) = 32
SS (interaction) = 16

c. Source df ss MS.
Between ul 90

Conditions 2 32 46
Subjects 3 42
Interaction 6 16 2.67

d. F(2, 6) = 6.00*
e, SS (subjects) = 168

SS (conditions) = oe
SS (interaction) =

f. Source dr SS MS F
Between ll 216

Conditions 2 32 16 600°
Subjects 3 168
Interaction 6 16 2.67

11. a. Season: F(3, 3) = 2.37 NS
Cities: F(1, 8) = 2.27 NS
Interaction: F(3, 8) = 8,33*

b. Season: F(3, 3) = 19.73*
Cities: F(1, 8) = 2.27 NS
Interaction: F(3, 8) = 8.33*

Chapter 14

3. b. D = 0.489(W) + 97,152
c.f 0.184 NS
d. Men: D = —0.846(W) + 356.183

r = 0,969*
Women: D = —0.292(W) + 171.767

r = 0,386 NS
e, Verbal description



a
a
o
e

o
P

High-SES 1Q =
46.634
Low-SES 1Q = 0.659 (high-SES IQ) +
28.828
r= 0.387
p < 0.08,significant
r? = 0,167
NS

0.587 (low-SES 1Q) +

Chapter 15

1

ll.

13.

a.
b.
c
d.

m
e
a
s

*

M, * 1.172
IM, — M| = 2.245
IM, M| = 3.002
Fy(1, 36) = 86.4*
75.8% SSB accounted for F,.(2, 36) = 13.8*
M, = 85, Ms = 10.5, My = 8.25
95% Cl = M * 5.95

Source df SS MS F
Between 2 12.17 6.08 0.22NS
Within 9 248.75 27.64

(-1, 2, -1)
SSH = 12.04, SSR = 0.13
98.9% SSB accounted for
F(1,9) = 0.436 NS

F(3, 8) = 12.67*
M, = 10, M; = 14, My = 14, M, = 16
95% Cl = M + 1.63
IM, — M,) = 3.355
IM, — Mj] = 4.77

 

. F(1, 8) = 32.4*
. F(2, 8) 2.8 NS

F(2, 2) = 4.00 NS

(a) Scheffé: |M, - M, = 2.22
LSD: |M, — Mj = 1.74

(2) Scheffé: |M, — M,| = 0.24
LSD: |M, — Mj 2 0.19

(1) F(1,15) = 0.124 NS
(2) F(1, 15)
(1) F(L, 15) i
(2) F(1, 15) = 0.875 NS

   

IM, — M| = 1.412
20

Grubby 2 1
Neat -1

F(1, 6) = 82.76*
93% SSB accounted for F,.,(4, 6) = 1.58 NS

40
0

-1
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.a 0 1 2

0 0 oO
a1’ <1), 31

b. F(1, 54) = 63,0*
F,.,(7, 54) = 4.11*

{L 1 -2 0}
{lL -1 0 O}

19. a. 125 500
Old -3 6
New -7

b. F(1, 30) = 106.26*
96.32% SSB accountedfor

ce. F,,(4, 30) = 1.02 NS

F(1, 19, 498) = 7,72*
w* = 0.000344

23. 1. w? = 0.40
2. aw? =—0.048

17.

1000
18
atot

21.

    

  

P
E
D
U
P
O

— 0.036
. w? = 0.233o

r
e

Chapter 16

x(6) = 5 NS, cannotreject Hy

x71) = 4.84*

(1) = 2.5 NS

x°(3) = 25*

x2(7) = 2450.85*
Sampleis not representative of the population.

e
n
a
e
r

Chapter 17

U =5,NS

15*a

1.

3.

5.

7

9.

 



INDEX

Alternative hypothesis, 155
directional (one-tailed), 188-189, 288,

459
nondirectional (two-tailed), 189-192
specific (quantitative), form, 185-188
typical vaguenessof, 328-329

Analvsis of variance. (ANOVA), 310
multi-way, 390-394, 423-424
notation for, 600-602
one-way, 323-351

complete example, 342-346, 477-
479

computational formulas, 336-340
summary table, 340-342, 346
unequal n's, 341-342

two-way, 357-389
complete example, 379-386
equal n's requirement, 386
summary table, 369, 378, 384

Assumptions, 310-313
homogeneity of variance, 30], 311,

H3, 361
independence, 311
and nonparametric tests, 313
scaling, 312-313
underlving normality, 311
violation of, consequences, 311, 551-

552

Bave's Theorem,40-41
Bernoulli's theorem, 35
Between-subjects designs (See Within-

subjects designs)

636

Binomial distribution, 65, 125-141
definition of, 127
examplesof, 127-132, 139-140
formula for, 129
mean andvariance of, 134-137
and proportions, 137-140
relation to sampling distribution, 226—

227
shape of, 132-134
andsign test, 160
sucess vs failure, 126

Birthdays, 597-598

Chance factors, 6, 8
Chi-square, 527-546

additivity of, 531-532
distribution, 527-533

graph of, 529-530
mathematical properties of, 528
mean and variance of, 531

tests, 533-543
testing against an exact variance,

testing an exact distribution, 536-
540

testing for independence in a con-
tingency table, 540-543

Central limit theorem, 170-171, 194—
195

Central tendency, measures of, 96-102
Classintervals, 91, 93-95
Combinations(countingrules)

ordered, 588-591

unordered, 591-595
and binomial, 129
and post-hoc tests, 479

Complements
probability of, 29

Conditional probability, 35-43
formula for, 37-39, 52
and hypothesis testing, 155
and prediction, 437-438

Conditions in an experiment  (treat-
ments), 323 (See also Levels)

Confidence intervals, 255-263
formula for calculating

arounda difference score, 301-302
around a sample mean, 257-259

vs hypothesis testing, 294-297
in one-way ANOVA,327, 343-344
for a Pearson r°, 460

and power, 259-260, 510-511
in two-way ANOVAdesign, 361-363,

381-382
with unequal ns, 308-309
with an unknown populationvariance,

290-292,
uses of, 260-262

in a within-subjects design, 411-413,
416, 426-429

Consistency of subjects over conditions
(See Within-subjects designs)

Contingencytables, 32-33, 36, 42, 44,

62
testing for independencein, 540-

543,

 



Correction for continuity (normal ap-
proximation to binomial). 181-
184

Correlation
and causality, 441
control ys measurement, 442-443
correlational vs experimental studies,

438-443
curvilinear, 461462
example ofcorrelational study, 439~

441
multiple regression, 462-463

Counting rules, 125, 583-599 (Seealso
Combinations; Permutations)

Covariance, 469 (See also Pearson r*)
Criterion summary score
and power, (See power)
sign test, 159-161
c-test, 186

Decision making, 152-153
evidence-and criterion, 153, 157

Degrees offreedom, 272-273, 286
within (diW), 326

Dependent variables (See Variables)
Descriptive statistics, 89-122

applied to distributions, 105-117
to describe data, 95-111

Deviation scores, 102-104

Elementary event, 25, 26, 33, 49-50, 52
Ends-doubled weights, 503-504
Errors in a decision-makingsituation

error badness: type I vs type II, 158+
159, 161

Estimation
consistent estimates, 267, 269
of a population variance, 270-274,

284
unbiased estimators,.267-269

in an ANOVAsituation, 324-327
combiningestimates, 299
general formula for (t-test: situa-

tion), 307-308
Expected loss (in a lottery), 114
Expected mean squares, 418-42)
Expected value, 111-114
of a binomial, 136
of a chi-square, 546
of a distribution of difference scores,

(227-228
of a geometric distribution, 121-122
of a sample variance, 276-277

Experiment, 2
Experimental control, 4

Factor(independentvariable), 358-360
F-distribution, 332-335

tables, 334-335
Fixed vs random effects, 421-422

F-ratio, 323, 332-333, 351
as estimate of a population variance,

333
Frequency
and probability. 31
relative, 35

Frequency distributions, 59-62, 90-95
cumulative, 91-92
theoretical vs empirical, 67-69, 80.

105-108
F-test (See Hypothesis testing)

Geometric distribution, 81-82
expected value of, 121-122

Graphical representation of data
in between-subject designs, 403
and confidence: ‘ntenal 327-328,
4

and hypothesis testing, 335
in two-way ANOVA, 362-363, 382-

383, 387-391
in within-subjects designs, 404, 407-

408
Greekletters (notation), 116-117, 205

Heroin, 39, 40
Histograms

frequency, 62
probability, 64, 77-78

Homogeneity ofvariance (See Assump-
tions)

Hypothesis testing, 151.
chi-square, 535-536, 539-540
and conditional probal
anddecision making, 152-162
one way ANOVA,328-335

relation to two-way ANOVA, 364-
266

of a Pearson r2, 458-460
and planned comparisons

multiple planned comparison, 491—
499

single planned comparison, 486-
490

 

steps, 162-164, 284-291, 328-335,
Hest

ofthe difference between sample
means, 297-310

of a mean against a constant, 282—
291

with unequal subjects, 304-308
two-way ANOVA,363-379, 382-385
within-subjects ANOVA design, 409-

411, 416418.

s-test

of the difference hetween sample
means, 216-221

of a mean against a constant, 213—
216

 

Independence, 43-51
and binomial distribution, 128
empirical vs apriori, 48
and the null hypothesis, 438
and planned comparisons, 495489
and post-hoc tests, 480
rule for, 44-45
testing for, 40-543.

Independentvariables (See Variables)
Interactions, 358, 364, 370. 371-37¢

(See also, ANOVA.two-way)
definition of, 373
null hypothesis due to, 378
and sealing problems, 374-376
statistical treatment of, 376-379
symmetry of, 374

Intersections (joint events), 33
probabilityof, 29, 4449. 50

Leastsignificant difference (LSD). ter
(See Post-hoc tests)

Levels (conditions), 359
Linear model, 352-353
Linear relationships, 443-460

regression lines, 45-158, 4674169
Lottery, 113-114

Marijuana, 39, 40
Mean, 96-97, 107

and expected value, 111
formulafor, 97

Mean square (See also, Variance)
between (MSB), 329-332

computational formula, 338-340
and samplingdistribution, 330-3

computational formula, 336-338
within (MSW), 326-327

Measurementscales (See also Assurt
tions. Interactions), 8-12

interval, 32
nominal, 32,
ordinal, 32
permissable transformations on,

re
ratio, 32
andstatistical applications, 11-12

Median, 97-98, 100, 107
errors when computing, 99-100

Milliseconds, 379
Mixed designs, 423-424
Mode, 98-99, 100

bimodality, 99
errors when computing, 99-100

Nonparametric procedures, 12, 551-
comparison with parametric pi

dures, 552-559, 559-564, 5
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Friedmantest for within-subjects de-
sign. 569-570

Kolmogonw-Smimovone-sample test
for fitting distributions, 566-567

KnuskalWallis one-way ANOVA, 561—
563

Mann-Whitney U-test, 555-559
Spearman's rank-ordercorrelationtest.

570-371
Wilcoxontest for within-subjects de-

signs. 567-369
Nonnal distribution. 167-197
approximation to the binomial. 171-

  

  
    

   

of. 167-170
form of. 168-170

the world, 170

failing to reject. 162, 251-253
statement af. 197

Numberof subjects
equal v5 tinequal ns, 299-300
and power, 240-241, 253-255

24515 (See also Per-

 

Omega squared,
centage of total variance ac-
counted for)

equations for. 513, 514
and two-way ANOVA, 514

 

OmnibusF-test. 489
One-iailed test: (See Alternative hypoth-

esis)

Pairwise tests (See Post-hoc tests)
Parameters. 129

estimation of (See Estimation)
ofa linear regression line, 446
ofnormal distribution, 169
population parameters vs sample sta-

tistics, 267
Parameterestimation. 266-275
Parametric procedures, 12
Pascal's triangle, 141-142
Pearson -. 453457
and covanance. 44.
formula for. 453

ir ‘aniancy: accounted for),
  
and planned comparisons, 520-521
multiple. 490-499
and Pearson r*, 486, 485
vs post-hoctests, 475476
relation to one-tailed t-tests, 475
residual variance. 455490
summary table, 487. 459. 493. 507
weights. 455-496

forlinear trend, 500-503

for monotonic trend, 503-504
techniques for making up, 499-507
in a heo-waydesign. 504-507
in a within-subjects design, 507—

508
Percentage oftotal variince wecounted

for, 508-515

Percentiles, 91-93, 107

Permutations, 587-588
Planned comparisons. 484-508
Plotting data (See Graphical represen-

tation)
Population distribution, 205
Poptilations, 154 .

and samples, 154, 204-207
Post-loc tests, 476484

least significant difference (LSD)
method, 451-482

problems with, 479-480
relation to two-tailed t-tests, 475
Scheffe method, 482464
types of. 520

Pawer, 187, 232-265

in a correlational situation, 459-460
and criterion summaryscore, 232
curves, 234-239
factors that aflect, 239-245
and nonparametrictests, 563
and omege-squared, 509-510
for specific alternative hypotheses, 234-

27

 

in a two-tailed situation, 249-251
Prediction. 435438

errors of, 447-452
‘of x from y (rather than the usual

vice-versa), 469-470
Probability

addition. law for unions, 27-30, 50.
52, 128

definition of, 25
and frequency. 31, 63-64, 65
and the “long run’. 33, 35
marginal, 37
multiplication nile, 44-49, 50
theory, I. B, 13-53, 24-52
and venn diagrams, 20-31

Probability distributions. 59, 62-82
area under the curve. 71, 74-79, 81-

83
continuous, 73-80
cumulative, 92
of difference scores, 218-220
discrete vs continuous, 69-70

empirical vs theoretical. 64-65, 89,
108-111

exact value probability, 72-74, 81
important characteristics of, 71
intervals, probability of, 72, 74, 81
relationships among, 543-545
theoretical, 64

   

  

r-to-t transformation, 459460,
Random variables, 60-61. 65,
numberuf successes as,

Range,105
Regression (See alsa Corsetation: [5

relationships) etnias
multiple, 462-463

equation for, 463
toward the mean, 463-466
as prediction, 447

Romanletters (notation), 205

70
6. 129

 

 

Sample distribution, 205
Sample space, 25, 26, 33

restricting and conditi ie g ional probabil-

Sample statisties, 205
sample variance

population vai
Sampling

without replacement. 46
Samplingdistributions, 203, 206, 269and MSB, 330-331 :

of a sample mean, 207-213
of a samplestandard deviation, 906

Scheffe test (See Post-lioc tests)
Sets

complements, 20-21
empty, 22
finite, 14, 69
infinite, 14, 69
intersections, 17
mutually exclusive, 32
mutually exhaustive, 22
natation for, 15
partitions, 23-24
subsets, 15-16

proper, 16
uncountably infinite, 14, 69
unions, 17
universal, 17

Settheory, 13-24
Sign test. 156-164
and power, 246-248

Smith, Joe. 41. 42. 56. $5, 124, 148,
149, 195-199, 230, 281.319, 355,
433, 548-49

Standard deviation, 104
Standard error of estimate, 457
Standard error of the nwan

ofdifference hetween sample means,
310

 

  

  

240, 255
ug

mean and varianceof
and z-scores, 118.

Statisti
Statistics, descriptis:
Subseripts, 575-550)

   
      



Sum ofsquares, 108, 272, 273
aesthetics and rules, 349-350
between (SSB), 338
columns(SSC), 366-367
hypothesis (SSH), in planned com-

parisons, 486
interaction (SSI), 376
partition of, 346-349, 385-386, 493-

494 (See also Expected mean
squares; Pearson r*)

rows (SSR), 367-368
total (SST), partition ofinto SSB and

SSW,346-349
within (SSW), 326

‘Summary score
sign test, 157

Summation, 577-580
double summation, 601-602

Tables of probability distribution (See
t-distribution, _=-distribution,
F-distribution and chi-square
distribution)

t-distribution
Treatment, (See Conditions)

criterion t, 285-286, 310

form of, 286-287

tablesof, 288-290

t-test, 282-313 (See also Hypothesis
testing)

vs ANOVA,323
vs z-test, 204, 282-283

Two-tailed test (See Alternative hypoth-
esis)

Type I and type Il errors, 153, 155+
156, 187

Unconditional probability. 37

(set of all values assigned by random
variable), 61, 65. 76, 106

Variable, 3, 4
correlated, 439-442
dependent, 4, 7, Jol, 155

indent, 4, 5, 7,
reflecting underhing variables, 375

Variability, measures of, 102-105
Variance, 104

betweenconditions, 6, 290-301, 324
of a binomial, 137
calculation from a frequency distri-

bution, 107-108
computational formula for, 273-274.

581-582
ofa distributionofdifference scores,

227-208
meaning of (of a sample vs

of a population), 271,
mnemonic for remembering,
population

 

timate
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control ofextraneous variables, 24—
245,

known apriori, 203
and power, 242-245

 

of a prohability distribution, 114-116
of a sampling distribution of sample

means, 223-34
within conditions (See also between

conditions)
Venn diagrams. 18-19, 30-31

Weights (See Planned comparisons!
Within-subjects designs, 402-429

vs between-subjects designs. 291-292,
304, 403-405

consistency of subjects over condi-
tions, 405

example of, 406-411. 413-418
multiple observations per subject per

condition, 413415
relation to two-factor designs. 402
subject-by-condition interaction as

error term, 408

summary table, 410, 415-416
t-test, 201-294

 

=-distribution, 172-179
using tables of

involving sample means. 211-213
of a single score, 1744179

s-test (See Hypothesistesting)
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